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--- Data not available
. . . Category not applicable
Quantity zero
0.0 Quantity more than zero but less than
0.05
z Quantity more than zero but less than
500 where numbers are rounded to
thousands
* Figure does not meet standard of
reliability or precision






by Edmund J. Graves, Division of Health
Care Statistics
Introduction
The purpose of this report is to improve access to
medical data available from the National Hospital Dis-
charge Survey (NHDS) of the National Center for Health
Statistics (NCHS). Data for 1987 are shown by age and sex
of the patient and geographic region of the hospital for
conditions diagnosed and surgical and nonsurgical proce-
dures performed. The report is intended as a source docu-
ment for researchers and others who need data for detailed
diagnostic and procedure categories. Similar reports have
been published with data for 1977 (NCHS, 1979), 1978
(NCHS, 1980a), 1979 (NCHS, 1982a), 1983 (NCHS, 1985),
1984 (NCHS, 1986), 1985 (NCHS, 1987), and 1986
(NCHS, 1988)
Most of the survey data are obtained from the face
sheets of a sample of the medical records of inpatients
discharged from a national sample of short-stay generaJ and
specialty hospitals in the United States. In 1987, approxi-
mately 17 percent of the hospitals submitted machine-
readable data tapes through commercial abstracting
services. Preliminary analysis indicates that a greater num-
ber of nonsurgical procedures per patient are obtained
from these hospitals than from hospitals submitting data in
the traditional manual mode (see Appendix I, Technical
notes on methods). This has resulted in increases from
1984 to 1987 in the estimates for miscellaneous diagnostic
and therapeutic procedures. It appears that approximately
half of the increase in that category was due to the change
in data collection methodology.
Estimates from the survey are subject to sampling as
well as nonsampling errors. The sample for 1987 included
approximately 181,000 medical records from 400 hospitals
that participated in the survey. Descriptions of the survey
design, data collection procedures, estimation process, and
relative standard error curves are found in appendix L A
detailed report on the design of the survey has been
published (NCHS, 1977).
Familiarity with NHDS definitions is important to in-
terpret the data properly and to compare them with statis-
tical data on short-stay hospital utilization that are available
from other sources. Definitions of the terms used in this
report are presented in appendix IL The medical data for
hospitalized patients are coded according to the Intern-
ationalClassification of Direases, 9th Revision, Clinical Mod-
ijicadon (Public Health Service and Health Care Financing
Administration, 1980) (ICD-9-CM-see appendix III). In-
formation about newborn infants, although collected
through the survey, is excluded from this report.
Information on short-stay hospital utilization is also
collected through the National HeaIth Interview Survey
(NHIS) of the National Center for Health Statistics. Esti-
mates from that survey generally differ from NHDS esti-
mates because of differences in collection procedures,
populations sampled, and definitions. Data from NHIS are
published in Series 10 of P7td and HeaIth Statistics. How-
ever, data on the detailed diagnoses and procedures pub-
lished in this report are not available through NHIS.
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Use of tables
The detailed tables in this report show the conditions
diagnosed and procedures performed by the detailed code
numbers of the International Classification of Diseases, 9th
Revision, Clinical Modij?cation (Public Health Service and
Health Care Financing Administration, 1980). Measure-
ments of hospital utilization are shown in terms of numbers
of first-listed and all-listed diagnoses, of days of care for
first-listed diagnoses, and of procedures performed for the
individuals discharged.
Presentation of estimates
Tables 1–3 provide information by ICD-9-CM 3-,4-,
and 5-digit diagnostic codes. Table 4 shows 2-, 3-, and
4-digit procedure codes. A specific code appears in the
tables if the estimate of the total for the code has a relative
standard error (a measure of the reliability of the data) no
larger than 30 percent. The codes that appear in table 2 for
days of care are identical to those in table 1 for first-listed
diagnoses. If the relative standard error of an estimate for a
sex or age group or region is larger than 30 percent, the
estimate is not reported. Only an asterisk (*) is shown in
the tables.
In addition, all estimates of diagnoses and procedures
less than 10,000 are preceded by an asterisk to indicate that
they are based on a relatively small number of actual
discharge records. Days of care estimates based on small
numbers of records are also indicated by asterisks.
Estimates of diagnoses and procedures that are less
than 5,000 are based on fewer than 30 records and are
considered too unreliable to be used by themselves. How-
ever, these estimates can be added to form a group with a
value greater than 5,000 that can be used. For example, the
estimates in table 3 for all-listed diagnosis code 357 by age
group are under 15 years of age, 3,000; 15–44 years of age,
28,000; 45–64 years of age, 48,000; and 65 years of age and
over, 49,000. The estimate less than 5,000 should not be
used individually but could be used if added together to
form the estimate of 31,000 for patients under 45 years of
age.
Days of care estimates based on fewer than 30 dis-
charge records also should not be used by themselves. In
general, these estimates can be expected to be less than
35,000. To evaluate the sample size of any specific days of
care estimate in table 2, check the corresponding discharge
estimate in table 1. If the discharge estimate is less than
5,000, the days of care estimate should not be used by itself.
For example, the days of care estimate for patients dis-
charged from hospitals in the South with diagnosis code 009
is 25,000, but the estimate of discharges for this group is
5,000; therefore the days of care estimate could be used by
itself. On the other hand, there were an estimated 47,000
days of care for patients with diagnosis code 036, but only
4,000 estimated discharges, so the days of care estimate
should not be used alone.
The days of care estimates that should not be used
alone can be grouped with other estimates. To check the
reliability of the groupings, the corresponding discharge
estimates would be added. For instance, under diagnosis
code 263, the days of care estimate of 30,000 for patients
45–64 years of age could be added to the estimate of
144,000 for patients 65 years of age and over (2,000 plus
12,000 estimated discharges).
Estimates of diagnoses and procedures that are
5,000-10,000 are based on approximately 30-60 records
and should be used with caution because of the small
sample size. For the same reason, days of care estimates
derived from 5,000-10,000 estimated discharges should be
used with caution. These estimates will generally range
from about 35,000 to 70,000. Further information about
sample size and relative standard error is presented in
“Reliability of estimates,” appendix I.
The total for all codes presented at the beginning of
each table includes estimates for codes not shown in the
table. Likewise, the total for each diagnostic chapter or
procedure category includes estimates for all the codes in
the chapter or category, whether or not they are shown
individually. Estimates for 5-digit codes may not add to the
4-digit total, 4-digit codes to the 3-digit total, cm-,for
procedures, 3-digit codes to the 2- digit total because the
totals include estimates for codes not shown or becawe the
data were rounded to the nearest thousand for presentat-
ion.
Although 4- and 5-digit diagnostic codes are presented
together under the 3-digit codes of which they are a part,
the estimates for 4- and 5-digit codes cannot be added to
obtain the estimate for the 3-digit code. For example, in
table 1 the estimate for first-listed diagnosis code 1008is
98,000. If the estimates for the 4- and 5-digit codes in-
cluded in 008 are added, the total would come to 108,000.
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This occurs because the estimate of 11,000 for 008.49 is
part of the estimate of 12,000 for code 008.4 and thus
cannot be added to it. Similarly, estimates for 3- and 4-digit
procedure codes cannot be added together to obtain the
estimate for a 2-digit code.
Diagnostic data
The first-listed diagnosis is the diagnosis identified as
the principal diagnosis or listed first on the face sheet of the
medical record. The number of all-listed diagnoses includes
first-listed diagnoses and other diagnoses appearing on the
medical record. At present, up to a maximum of seven
diagnoses are coded, though before 1979 the maximum
number was five.
With regard to all-listed diagnoses, it should be pointed
out that there is a certain amount of “double coding”
inherent in the ICD–9–CM; that is, certain diagnoses re-
quire the coding of two diagnostic codes. For examples,
females with deliveries all have one additional diagnostic
code that indicates the outcome of their deliveg (single
Iiveborn; twins, both liveborn; and the like). A list of codes
that require double coding is presented in appendix I.
Procedure data
Procedures include surgical and nonsurgical opera-
tions, diagnostic procedures, and special treatments. Since
the beginning of 1979, up to four procedures have been
coded for each discharge, an increase from the maximum of
three procedures coded in preceding years. In addition,
before 1979 only figures for “surgical” operations, exclud-
ing some obstetrical procedures, were published (NCHS,
1980b, 1982b), Since then data on many diagnostic, nonsur-
gical, and obstetric procedures have been published. Ap-
pendix I (“Medical coding and edit”) includes a list of the
obstetric codes that were not coded prior to 1979. See
appendix II for a list of the ICD–9–CM nonsurgical proce-
dure codes.
Procedures in the ICD-9-CM have been categorized
into four classes by a Technical Consultant Panel of the
United States National Committee on Vital and Health
Statistics (U.S. National Committee on Vital and Health
Statistics, 1978). In general, “surgery” is considered to be in
Class 1, However, Class 1 procedures are not identical
with the “surgical” procedures published by the National
Hospital Discharge Survey prior to 1979 (NCHS, 1980b,
1982b). Only three Class 4 procedures, circumcision (code
64.0), episiotomy (code 73.6), and removal of intrauterine
contraceptive device (code 97.71), were coded for the
survey belsveen 1979 and 1983. During 1983 additional
Class 4 procedures were coded, but because the change was
made in the middle of the year, these procedures are
underestimated for 1983. Appendix II contains lists of the
Class 2, Class 3, and the two groups of Class 4 procedure
codes, those that are coded and those that are not.
Prior to 1979, all biopsies were coded under a separate
category. The ICD-9–CM, however, has redistributed biop-
sies into the appropriate body system categories. For con-
venience, a list of the biopsy codes in the ICD–9-CM is
included in appendix II.
Computation of other statistics
The data in tables 1-4 can be used to compute other
hospital use statistics, such as rates of diagnoses and aver-
age lengths of stay for diagnoses. In general, a rate is the
ratio between one statistic (for example, number of dis-
charges) and another statistic (for example, the population)
for a given period of time (such as 1 year). Usually the
resulting figure is multiplied by some constant (for exam-
ple, 100, 1,000, or 10,000) to avoid working with cumber-
some decimals. The rates shown in most National Hospital
Discharge Survey publications are rates of discharges, diag-
noses, and procedures per 1,000, 10,000, or 100,000 civilian
population for a given year.
Based on data in tables 1-4, rates were calculated for
the major diagnostic and procedure groups for first-listed
diagnoses and days of care, all-listed diagnoses, and all-
Iisted procedures. These rates are shown in tables A-D.
The population used in computing these rates is shown in
appendix I.
The average length of stay is calculated by dividing the
total number of days of care by the total number of
patients. This statistic can be calculated for first-listed
diagnoses by dividing the days of care of patients with a
diagnosis from table 2 by the number of patients with the
diagnosis from table 1. The average lengths of stay for
major diagnostic groups are presented in table E.
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Table A. Rate of first-listed diagnoses for inpatients discharged from shoti-stay non-Federal hospitals, by diagnostic chapter (with
[CD-8-CM codes), sex and age of patient, and geographic region of hospital: United States, 1987
[Excludes newborn infants. Diagnostic chapters and code numbers are from the /rrferrrationa/ Ckissrthdiorr of LXseases, 9th Revkbn, Clinical A40dfication]
Sex Age Region
Under 75-44 45-64 65 yeare
DEgnosiic chapter and IC59-CM code Total Male Female 15 years yaw’s years and over Noftheat Midwest South west




















Ali conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Infectious and parasitic diseases. . . . . . . .001–139
Neoplasm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..140-239
Endocrine, nutritional, and metabolic diseases,
and immunity disorders . . . . . . . . . .240-279
Diseases of the blood and blood-forming
organs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..28@289
Mental disorders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..29W319
Diseases of the nervous system and sense
organs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..32W389
Diseases of the circuiatoty system. . . . . . .390-459
Diseases of the respiratory system. . . . ...460--519
Diseases of the digestive system. . . . . ...520-579
Dlseaees of the genitourinary system . . . . .580-629
Complications of pregnancy, childbirth,
and the puerperiuml . . . . . . . . . . . . .630-676
Diseases of the skin and subcutaneous
tissue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..68@709
Diseases of the mr.sxuloskeletai system
and connective tissue . . . . . . . . .710-739
Congenital anomailes. . . . . . . . . . . .740-759
Certain conditions orlglnatlng in the
perinatal period . . . . . . . . . . . . .760-779
Symptoms, signs, and iii-defined
conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...780-799
Injury and poisoning . . . . . . . . . . . . . .800-999








































































































































































1Females with deliveries are included under “Supplementary classifications.”
Table B. Rate of days of care for inpatients discharged from shoti-stay non-Federal hospitals, by diagnostic chapter (with ICD-8-CM
codes) of first-listed diagnosis, sex and age of patient, and geographic region of hospital: United States, 1987
[Excludes newborn infants. Diagnostic chaptafs and code numbers are from the /nternat/ona/ C/assif/cation of Lk?ases, 9fh Revisbn, C//n/ca/ Modifkation]
Sex Age Region
Under 15=44 45-64 65 ySSfS
Diagnostic chapter and ICD-9--CA4 code Total Ma/e Female 15 years years years and over Northeast Midwest South West
Rate of days of care per 10,000 population
All conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...8.894.48.058.6
Infectious and paresttic diseases. . . . . . .001–139 215.0 238.5
Neoplasm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...140-239 i73.6 717.7
Endocrine, nutritional, and metabolic diseases,
and immunity disorders . . . . . . . . . .240-279 327.6 256.0
Diseases of the blood and blood-forming
organs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...280-289 79.7 75.3
Mental disorders. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,290-319 905.6 949.7
Diseases of the newous system and sense
organs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...320-389 235.0 234.5
Diseases of the circulatory system. . , .390-459 1,741.2 1,772.9
Diseases of the respiratory sysfem. . . . .460-519 776.9 606.3
Diseases of the digestive system. . . . ...520-579 637.9 840.7
Diseases of the genitourinary system . . .580-629 524.7 415.6
Complications of pregnancy, childbirth,
and the puerperiumi . , . . . . . . . . . . .630-676 99,3 .
Diseases of the skin and subcutaneous
tissue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..680-709 157.0 141.5
Diseases of the musculoskeletal system
and connective tissue . . . . . . , . . .710-739 520.3 445.9
Congenital anomalles. . . . . . . . . .740-759 59.3 58.9
Certain condtions originating in the
perinatal period . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..76C-779 49.3 57.8
Symptoms, signs, and !Ii-defined
conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...78&799 76.1 66.6
Injury and poisoning . . . . . . . . . . . . .800-999 636.8 899.4
Supplementary classifications . . . . . . . .VOI-V82 579.1 77.6

















































































192.4 *1.6 208.9 * 106.1 99.3 95.5 98.7. . .











































Table C. Rate of all-listed diagnoses for inpatienta discharged from shofi-stay non-Federa[ hospitals, by diagnostic chapter (with
ICD-9-CM codes), sex and age of patien$ and geographic region of hospital: United States, 1987
[Excludes newborn infants. Diagnosfkk chapters and code numbers are from the krternakms/ C/assifiitiorr of Diseases, 9fh Revisixr, C/inks/ Modifiitiorq
Sex Age Ragiorr
Under 15-44 45-64 65 yeara
Diagnostic chapter and ICD-%CM code Total Male Female 15 years years ymrs and over Northeast Midwest South W=t







































Allcondifions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Infect!ars and parSSlfic diseases. . . . . ...001-139
Neoplaams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...14&239
Endocrine, nutritional, and metabolic diseases,
and immunity disordeis . . . . . . . . . . . ,240-279
Diseases of the blood and blood-forming
organs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mental disorders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..291XH9
Diseases of the nervous system and sense
organs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..32W389
Diseases of the circulatory system. . . . ...390-459
Diseases of the respiratory system. . . . ...460-519
Diseases of the digestive system. . . . . . ..520-579
Diseases of the genitourinary system , , . . .580-629
Complications of pregnancy, childbirth,
and the puerperiumi. . . . . . . . . . . . . .630-676
Diseases of the skin and subcutaneous
tissue. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...680-709
Dise8ses of the musculoskeletal system
and connective tissue. . . . . . . . . . . . .710-738
Congenital anomalies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .74C-759
Certain condtlons originating in the
perinatal period . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...760-779
Symptoms, signs, and ill-daffned
cond~ions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..78W799
lnlury and poisoning . . . . . . . . . . . . ...800-999
Supplementary clssstficatlons . . . . . . . . .VOI-V82


























































































































































1Fe~es withdeliveriesare imluded under “’.$upplenwhry CkSifkStiOm”
Table D. Rate of all-listed procedures for inpatienta discharged from shoti-stay non-Federal hospitals, by procedure category (with
ICD-9-CM codes), sex and age of patient, and geographic region of hospital: United States, 1987
[Excludes newborn infants. Procedure categories and code numbers are from the /rrternakxra/ C&&7iiUon of LXea.ses, 9th Revisbn, C/inbe/ ?@difi.i.l/on]
Sex Age Regbn
Under 1544 4C-8-4 65 yeara
Procedure category and ICD-9-CM code Total MaIe Female 15 years years years and over Northeast Mk?west South West
Rate of all-listed procedures per 100,000 population
18,7543.7 3,580.3 13,691.7 20,443.5 41,456.9 16,&31.9
352.4 348.2 268.0 485.5 689.2 327.3
63.6 * 38.5 82.8 79.8 41.9
217.9 75.1 84.0 255.6 825.1 232.0
56.7 176.7 36.5 49.2 66.6 89.4
362.2 455.6 378.4 356.0 350.7 363.6
335.6 80.0 1727 696.6 1,536.5 495.7
1,025.3 189.4 289.6 2,815.7 4,7328 1,116.3
Allprocedures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Operations on the nervous system . . . . . ...01-05
Operations on the endocrine system. . . . ...08-07
Operations ontheeye. . . . . . . . . . . . . ...06-16
Operations ontheear . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...16-20
OpSrSROIE on the nose, mouth, and pharynx .21-29
Operations on the respiratory system . . . . . .30-34
Operations on the ca.rdiovaacular system . ...35-39
Operations on the heroic and lymphatic
system . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...4&41
Operations on the digesttve system. . . . . ...42-54
Operations on the urinary system. . . . . . ...55-59
Operations on the male genital organs, . . ...60-84
Operations on the female genlfal organs . . ..65-71
Obstetrical procedures. . . . . . . . . . . . . ...72-75
Operations on the musculoskeletal system . ..76-64
Operations on the integumenfary system . . . .65+36
Miscellaneous diagnostic and therapeutic
























































































































4,276.7 4,290.6 4,263.7 877.8 1,969.1 6,699.2 15,325.3 5,627.9 3,268.5 4,792.0
5
Table E. Average length of stay for inpatients discharged from short-stay non-Federal hospitals, by diagnostic chapter (with ICD4+CM
codes) of first-listed diagnosis, sex and age of patient, and geographic region of hospital: United States, 1987
[Excludes newborn Infants. Diagnostic chapters and code numbers are from the /nterrraVofra/ Ckasitba+lon of LXeeeses, 9ttr Revbbn, C//rr/ca/ Mod/f/cat/on]
Sex Age Region
Under 15-44 45-64 65 years
Diagnostic chapter and lCD4&CM code Total Male Female 15 years years years and over Northeast Midwest South West
Allconditlons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Infectious and paresllc diseases . . . . ...001-139
Neopleems . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..140-239
Endocrine, nutritlonrd, and metabolic diseases,
and immunity Ulsorders . . . . . . . . . . . .240-279
Dlseaees of the blood and blood-forming
organs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...280-289
Mental disorders . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., . .290-319
Diseases of the nervous system and
sense organs . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ..320+89
Diseases of the circulatory system, , . . . . .390-459
Diseases of the respiratory system, . . . . . .460-519
Diseases of the digestive system. . . . . ...520-579
Diseases of the genitourina~ system . . . ..580-629
Complications of pregnancy, chlldblrth,
and the puerperiumi . . . . . . . . . . . . . .630-676
Diseases of the skin and subcutaneous
tissue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...660-709
Diseases of the musculoskeletel
system end connective tissue . . . . . . . .710-739
Congenital anomalies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .740-759
Certain condllons originating in the
perinatal period . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...760-779
Symptoms, signs, and Ill-defined
conditions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...780-799
Injury and poisoning . . . . . . . . . ...600-999














































































































































































1Fe~les withdeliveriesare Includedunder“SupplcmerWy dasslficatiom.’”
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HGSPITALS , BY ICO-9-CH COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 198T
(EXCLUOES NEi4BORN INFANTS. COOE tWMEIERS ARE FROM THE INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF OISEASES, 9TH REVISION, CLINICAL MoOIFICATION





lco-9-cn 15 15-44 45-64 AhO NORTH-
caoe TOTAL HALE FE19ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI CIIEST SOUTH wEST
NUMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO tIIAGNOSES IN TH13USANOS
ALL CODE S.......
001-139 . . . . . . .
oaf . . . . . . . . . . . . .
003.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
004 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
004.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
005 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
005.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
008 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
008.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
008.49 . . . . . . . . . .
00 L7.5 . . . . . . . . . .
008.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
008.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
009 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
009.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
011 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
011.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
011.90 . . . . . . . . . .
033 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
033.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 34 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
034.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
035 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
036 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
036.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
036.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
038 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
038.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
a38.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.40 . . . . . . . . . .
038.41 . . . . . . . . . .
038.42 . . . . . . . . . .
038.43 . . . . . . . . . .
a 38.49 . . . . . . . . . .
038.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
040 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
040.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
040.89 . . . . . . . . . .
041 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
041 .1 . . . . . . . . . . .
042 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
042.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
042.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
047 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
047.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
049 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
049.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
052 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
052.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
052.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
053 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
053.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
053.19 . . . . . . . . . .
053.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
054 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
054.2 . . . . . . . . . . .






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USED; ES TI14ATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE uSEC HITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESm IN TEXT.
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TA13LE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR Inpatients Discharge FROM SHoRT-sTAy NcNFEoERAL Hospitals By IcD-9-cn coo E* sEx ANo
AGE OF PATIENT, AND Geographic REGIoN oF HOSI’ITAL: uNITEo ‘TATEsr 19a7--coN”




ICO-9-CH 15 15-44 45-64 AhO
COOE TOTAL FEHALE
NORTH-
HALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOkIEST SOUTH liEsT
NUMBER OF FIRST-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
070 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
070.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
070.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
070.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
075 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
078 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
078.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
078.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
078.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
078.89 . . . . . . . . . .
079 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
079.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
079.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
o&2. . . . . . . . . . . . .
082.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
091 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
091.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
098 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
098.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
112 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
112.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
112.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
112.89 . . . . . . . . . .
115 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
117 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
117.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
1.35 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
136 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
136.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
136.9 . . . . . . . . . .
140-239 . . . . . . .
141 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
141.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
141.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
142 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
142.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
1++ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
144.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
145 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
146 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
146.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
147 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
148 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
148.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
149 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
149.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
150 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
150.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
150.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
150.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
151 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
151.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
151.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
151.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
151.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
152 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
153 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
153.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
153. a . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 1. NUMd ER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, OY ICC-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.









t4ALE FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 1410u EsT SOUTH iikST
154 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
154.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
154.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
154.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
155 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
155.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
155.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
156 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
156.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
156.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
157 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
157 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
157.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
15 T.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
160 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
161 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
161.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
161.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
161 .9 . . . . . . . . . . .
162 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
162.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
163 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
163.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
164 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
164.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
170 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
170.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
171. . . . . . . . . . . . .
171.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
172 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
172.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
172.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
L72.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
L72.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
173 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
L73. L . . . . . . . . . . .
173.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
173.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
173.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
173.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
L73.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
174 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
174.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
i74.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
119 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
180 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
lao. o . . . . . . . . . . .
lao. e . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NGNFEOERAL HOSPITALS g BY ICO-9-CH CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1987—CON.






15 15-+4 45-64 AtiO
COOE TOTAL HALE
t40RTH-







184.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
185 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
186 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
186.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
la b . . . . . . . . . . . . .
188.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
1s8.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
18a.9 . . ..*..*...
Ian . . . . . . . . . . . . .
la9.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
189.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
la9.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
191 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
191.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
192 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
193 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
194 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
194.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
195 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
195.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
196 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
196.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
197 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
197.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
19 T.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
198 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
198.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
L98.+. . . . . . . . . . .
198.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.82 . . . . . . . . . .
198.89 . . . . . . . . . .
199 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
199.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
199.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
199.10 . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 1. NW4BER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NoNFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1987--CON.












MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIDw EST SOUTH kEsT
NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
200.............
200 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
200.00 . . . . . . . . . .
200.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
200.10 . . . . . . . . . .
200.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
200.20 . . . . . . . . . .
200.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
200.80 . . . . . . . . . .
201 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
201.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
201.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
201.90 . . . . . . . . . .
201.91 . . . . . . . . . .
202 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
202.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
202.00 . . . . . . . . . .
202.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
202.80 . . . . . . . . . .
202.01 . . . . . . . . . .
202.82 . . . . . . . . . .
202.83 . . . . . . . . . .
202.88 . . . . . . . . . .
203 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
203.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
204 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
204.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
204.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
205 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
205.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
205.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
208 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
208.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
210 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
210.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
211 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
211.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
211.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
211.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
212 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
212.1 . . . . ...0...
213 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
213.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
214 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
214.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
214.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
215 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
215.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
216 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
217 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a le . . . . . . . . . . . . .
218.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
218.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
218.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
218.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
2i9 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
220 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
223 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
225.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; EST114ATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO HITH CAUT IOh: SEE ‘USE OF TAOLESm IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1- NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NGNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987—CON.









FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOh’EST SOUTH UEST
227 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
227.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
227.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
227.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
228 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
228.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
229 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
230 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
233 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
233.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
233.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
233.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
2.93.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
235 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
235.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
235.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
236 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
236.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
237. . . . . . . . . . . . .
237.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
237. T . . . . . . . . . . .
238 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
238.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
.?38.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
239 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
239.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
240-279 . . . . . . .
240 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
240.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
241 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
241.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
241.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
241.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
242 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
242.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
242.00 . . . . . . . . . .
242.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
2+2.90 . . . . . . . . . .
244 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
244.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
245 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
245.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
246 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
246.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
250 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
250.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.00 . . . . . . . . . .
250.01 . . . . . . . . . .
250.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.10 . . . . . . . . . .
250.11 . . . . . . . . . .
250.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.20 . . . . . . . . . .
250.21 . . . . . . . . . .

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIHATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO 8E USEO: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEC 1417H CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESW IN TExT.
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TAu LE 1. NUMOtR OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NGNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, @Y lCO-9-CH COOE. SEX ANO
ALC OF PA TIi NT, AND GkUGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1987 --co N.
(SEt HE AONOTE AT t!tiGINtx IN” OF TABLE)
SE% AGE REG 10N
lCO-9-CM
CODE TOTAL MALE
250.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.40 . . . . . . . . . .
250. +1 . . . . . . . . . .
250.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.50 . . . . . . . . . .
250.51 . . . . . . . . . .
250.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.60 . . . . . . . . . .
250 .61 . . . . . . . . . .
250.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.70 . . . . . . . . . .
250.71 . . . . . . . . . .
250.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.80 . . . . . . . . . .
250 .81 . . . . . . . . . .
250.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.90 . . . . . . . . . .
250.91 . . . . . . . . . .
251 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
251.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
251 .2 . . . . . . . . . . .
252 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
252.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
253 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
253 .6 . . . . . . . . . . .
255 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
255 .4 . . . . . . . . . . .
256 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
256.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
259 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
263 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
263.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
270 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
271 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
272 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
272.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
272.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
272.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
27+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
274.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
274.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
275 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
275.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
276 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
276.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
OTT . . . . . . . . . . . . .
277.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
277.00 . . . . . . . . . .
278 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
278.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
278. L . . . . . . . . . . .
279 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
279.0 . . . . . . . . . . .



























































































































15 L5-44 45-64 ANO NoR7H-































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES tiF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO dE USEO; ES Tlt4ATES OF 5, 000-10, OOO TO BE USEO liITH CAUTION: SEE ‘uSE OF TABLESM IN TEX7.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FRCIM SHORT-STAY ~cNFEOERAL HGSPITALS$ BY ICC-9-CM CGOES SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENTs ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGIoN oF Hospl TAL: uNITEo STATES* 1987—coN*




ICO-9-CH 15 15-44 45-64 AhO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HICWEST SOUTH liEST
NUMBER OF FIRST-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
280-289 . . . . . . .
280 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
280.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
280.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
281 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
281.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
281.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
282 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
282.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
282.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
282.60 . . . . . . . . . .
282.62 . . . . . . . . . .
282.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
283 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
283.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
284 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
284.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
284.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
284.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
285 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
285.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
285.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
285.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
286 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
286.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
286.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
287 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
287.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
287.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
287.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
288 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
288.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
288.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
289 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
289.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
2a9.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
2a9.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
2a9.59 . . . . . . . . . .
2a9. a . . . . . . . . . . .
2a9.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
290-319 . . . . . . .
290 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
290.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.10 . . . . . . . . . .
290.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.20 . . . . . . . . . .
290.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.40 . . . . . . . . . .
291 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
291.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
291.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
Z91.3 . . . . . . . . . . .










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO 8E USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5* OOO-1OVOOO TO 8E USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TAaLESm IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUti13ER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NGNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CH COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.




292 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
292.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
292. L . . . . . . . . . . .
292.11 .. .... .. ..
292.8 . .... .... ..
292.81. .. .. .. ...
292.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
293 . .. .. .... .. ..
293.0 . ...... .. ..
293.8 . .. ...... ..
293.81 .... .. ....
293.83 .. .. .. .. ..
293.9 . .... .. ....
29+ ... .. .. .. .. ..
294.8 . .. .. ......
294.9 . .. .... .. ..
295 ... .. .. ... ...
295.2 . .. .. .... ..
295.3 . .. .. .. .. ..
295.30 .. .. ... ...
295.32 .. .. .. ....
295.33 .. .. ... ...
295.34 .. .. . .. ...
295.4 . .. .. .. .. ..
295.40 .. .. ... ...
295.6 . .. .. . .. ...
295.60 .. .. .... ..
295.62 .. .. .... ..
295.64 .. .. ... ...
295.1 . .. ..... ...
295.70. .. .. ... ..
295.7’2 .. .... .. ..
295.74 .. ...... ..
295.8 . ... .. ... ..
295.80 .. ... ... ..
295.9 . .... .... ..
295.90 .. .. .... ..
295.92 .. .. ... ...
295 .94 .. .. . ... ..
296 ..... .. ... ...
296.0 . .. .. ......
296.00 .. .. .... ..
296.2 . .. ..... ...
296.20 .. .. .... ..
296.22 .. ...... ..
296.23 ... ..... ..
296.24 .. ... ... ..
296.3 . .... .. ....
296.30 ...... .. ..
296.33 .. .. .. .. ..
296.34 .. .... .. ..
296.4 . .. ... ... ..
296.40 .. .... .. ..
296.43 .. .. ......
296.44 .. .. .... ..
296.5 ... .. .. ....
296.50 .. .. ... ...
296.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.60 .. .. ... ...
296.64 .. .. ......
296.7 . .. .. ......
296.8 ... .. ... ...
296.80 .. .. ... ...
296.82 .. ... .. ...
296.9 ... .. ... ...
296.90 .. ... .. ...
NOTE: ESTIMATES OF





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO 8E USEO; ESTIHATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO MITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NCNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1987—CON.






15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
CODE TOTAL MALE FE f4ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HICHEST SOUTH IAEST
NuMBER OF FIRST-LISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
297 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
297.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
297.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
298 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
298a . . . . . . . ...*
298.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
am . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300.0 . ..’ .. . . . . . .
300.00 . . . . . . . . . .
3!30.01 . . . . . . . . . .
300.02 . . . . . . . . . .
300.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.11 . . . . . . . . . .
300.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.81 . . . . . . . . . .
300.89 . . . . . . . . . .
300.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
301 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
301.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
301.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
3ol. em. . . . . . . . . .
301.89 . . . . . . . . . .
301.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
302 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
302.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
302.72 . . . . . . . . . .
303 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
303.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
303.00 . . . . . . . . . .
303.01 . . . . . . . . . .
303.02 . . . . . . . . . .
303.9 *.......*..
303.90 . . . . . . . . . .
303.91 . . . . . . . . . .
303.92 . . . . . . . . . .
303.93 . . . . . . . . . .
304 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
304.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.00 . . . . . . . . . .
304.01 . . . . . . . . . .
304.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.10..........
304.11 . . . . . . . . . .
304.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.20 . . . . . . . . . .
304.21 . . . . . . . . . .
304.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.30 . . . . . . ...0
304.31 . . . . . . . . . .
304.+ . . . . . . . . . . .
304.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.60 . . . . . . . . . .
304.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.71 . . . . . . . . . .
304.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.81 . . . . . . . . . .
304.9 . . . . . . . . . . .

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ES TIHATES OF LESS THAN 59000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 59000-109000 TO BE USEO WITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESW IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUNd ER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NGNFEEJERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-Cfi COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.










MALE FENALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIDwEST SOUTH !.IEST
305 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
305.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.00 . . . . . . . . . .
305.01 . . . . . . . . . .
305.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.10 . . . . . . . . . .
305.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.50 . . . . . . . . . .
305.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.60 . . . . . . . . . .
305.61 . . . . . . . . . .
305.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.90 . . . . . . . . . .
305.91 . . . . . . . . . .
306 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
306.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
306.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
307 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
307.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
307.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
307.51 . . . . . . . . . .
307.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
307.8 L . . . . . . . . . .
307.89 . . . . . . . . . .
307.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
308 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
308.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
3oa.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
309 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
309.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.24 . . . . . . . . . .
309.28 . . . . . . . . . .
309.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
310 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
310.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
310.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
310.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
311 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
312 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
312.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
312.00 . . . . . . . . . .
312.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
312.21 . . . . . . . . . .
312.23 . . . . . . . . . .
312.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
312.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
312.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
313 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
313.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
313.81 . . . . . . . . . .
313.82 . . . . . . . . . .
314 . . . . . . . . . . ..-
314.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
314.01 . . . . . . . . . .
317 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
318 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TO BE U-SEC HITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TAB LESCt IN TEXT<.
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TABLE 1. NLu4BER OF FIRST-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS* BY ICO-9-CH COOE s SEx ANo
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1987—CON.




ICO-9-C!I 15 15-wl 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL HALE FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST I41OHEST SOUTH IAEST
t4uHBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
320-389 . . . . . . .
320 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
320.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
320.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
320.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
322 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
322.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
323 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
323.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
324 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
324.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
331 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
331.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
331.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
331.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
331.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
332 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
332.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
333 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
333.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
335.........*.*.
335.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
335.20 . . . . . . . . . .
336 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
336.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
337 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
337.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
340 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
341 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
342 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
342.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
343 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
343.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
344 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
34+.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
344.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
344.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
344.60 . . . . . . . . . .
344.6 L . . . . . . . . . .
344.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
345..*........*.
345. L . . . . . . . . . . .
345.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
345.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
345.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
345.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
346 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
346.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
346.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
346.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
346. B. . . . . . . . . . .
346.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
34a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
348.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
348.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
34 B.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
348.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
348.8 . . . . . . . . . . .






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; EST IHATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEC iiITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TAFJLES* IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMER OF FIRST-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.







TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST klIOkl EST SOUTH uEST
349 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
349.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
349.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
349.81 . . . . . . . . . .
349.82 . . . . . . . . . .
350 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
350.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
351 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
351.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
352 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
352.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
353 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
353.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
353.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
354 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
354.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
354.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
354.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
355 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
355.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
355.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
355.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
356 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
356.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
357 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
357.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
358 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
358.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
359 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
359.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
360 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
360.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
360.00 . . . . . . . . . .
361 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
361 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
361.00 . . . . . . . . . .
361.01 . . . . . . . . . .
361.02 . . . . . . . . . .
361.81 . . . . . . . . . .
361.89 . . . . . . . . . .
361.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
362 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
362.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
362.34 . . . . . . . . . .
362.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
362.56 . . . . . . . . . .
364 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
364.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
364.4 L . . . . . . . . . .
365 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
365.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
365 .10 . . . . . . . . . .
365.11 . . . . . . . . . .
365.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
365.22 . . . . . . . . . .
365.6 . . . . . . . . . . .













































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO H17H CAUTION: SEE **USE OF TA9LESW IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUf4i3ER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOiT INPATIENTS OISChARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NCNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CM COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 198 T--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 AhO
COOE TOTAL
NORTH-
HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOHEST SOUTH uEST
366 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
366. L . . . . . . . . . . .
366. LO... *......
366. Lo . . . . . . . . . .
366.16 . . . . . . . . . .
366.17 . . . . . . . . . .
366.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
366.20 . . . . . . . . . .
366.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
36 B . . . . . . . . . . . . .
368.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
368.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
369 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
370 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
370.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
370*00 . . . . . . . . . .
371 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
371.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
371.23 . . . . . . . . . .
37 L.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
371.60 . . . . . . . . . .
372 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
312.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
372.30 . . . . . . . . . .
373 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
374 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
37+.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
374.30 . . . . . . . . . .
374.34 . . . . . . . . . .
375 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
375.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
375.56 . . . . . . . . . .
376 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
376.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
37’6.01 . . . . . . . . . .
3T6. L . . . . . . . . . . .
377 . . . . . . . . . ...*
377.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
37a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
37.s.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
37a. of . . . . . . . . . .
378.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
37a.lo . . . . . . . . . .
37 B.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
379 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
379.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
379.23 . . . . . . . . . .
379.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
379.31 . . . . . . . . . .
380 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3ao.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
3ao.lo . . . . . . . . . .
gal . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3B1.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
381.10 . . . . . . . . . .
381.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: EST IHATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO aE USEO IAITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NGNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-C14 COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.









FEt4ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST M1oHEsT SOUTH WEST
382 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
382.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
382.00 . . . . . . . . . .
382.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
382.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
382.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
383 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
383.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
384 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
384.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
384.20 . . . . . . . . . .
385 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
385.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
385.30 . . . . . . . . . .
386* . . . . . . . . . . . .
386.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
386.00 . . . . . . . . . .
386.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
3a6.1 L . . . . . . . . . .
3a6.12 . . . . . . . . . .
3a6.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
3a6.30 . . . . . . . . . .
3a6.35 . . . . . . . . . .
3a7 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3a7.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
388 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
389 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
390-459 . . . . . . .
3% . . . . . . . . . . . . .
394.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
394.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
394.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
394.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
395 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
395.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
396 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
396.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
396a . . . . . . . . . . .
39a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
398.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
398.90 . . . . . . . . . .
sol . . . . . . . . . . . . .
401.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
401.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
401.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
402 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
402.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
402.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
402.90 . . . . . . . . . .
402.91 . . . . . . . . . .
403 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
403.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
403.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
404 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
404.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
405 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
405.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ES TIUATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO 8E USEO: ES TIHATES OF 5*OOO-10*OOO ro 8E usEc HITH CAUTION: SEE MUSE OF TA8LESW IN TExT.
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TA13LE 1. NLN4BER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS IIISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NGNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENTt ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.





15 15-44 45-64 AhO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOh’EST SOUTH HEST
410 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
410.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
41 0*5 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
411 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
411.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
411.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
412 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
413 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
413.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
4L3.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
+14 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
414.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
414.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
414.10 . . . . . . . . . .
414.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
414.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
415 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
415.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
415.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
416 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
416.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
4L6.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
420 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
420.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
420.90. . . . . . . . . .
420.91 . . . . . . . . . .
+21 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.?1.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
422 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
422.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
423 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
423.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
424 . . . . . . . . . . ..-
424.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
424.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
425 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
425.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
425.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
426 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
426-0 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.10 . . . . . . . . . .
426.11 . . . . . . . . . .
426.13 . . . . . . . . . .
426.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.89 . . . . . . . . . .
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ES TIHATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO 8E USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5.000-10,000 TO BE USEC IIITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESm IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROII SHORT-STAY tiCNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1987--CON.
(SEE HE AONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
ICO-9-CM
CODE
427 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
421.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
427. L . . . . . . . . . . .
427.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.31 . . . . . . . . . .
427.32 . . . . . . . . . .
427.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.41 . . . . . . . . . .
427.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.60 . . . . . . . . . .
427.61 . . . . . . . . . .
4.27.69 . . . . . . . . . .
427.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
42 T.81 . . . . . . . . . .
427.89 . . . . . . . . . .
42 T.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
428 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
428.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
42a.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
42a.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
429 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
429.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
429.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
429.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
429.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
430.....m.......
431 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
432 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
432.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
432.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
433 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
433. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
433.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
434 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
434.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
434.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
434.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
435 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
435.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
435.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
435.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
435.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
436 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
437 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
437.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
437.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
437.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
437.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
437.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
438.............
440 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
440.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
440.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
440.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
440.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
441 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
441.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
441.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
441.3 . . . . . . . . . . .




15 15-44 45-64 ANO
TOTAL MALE
NORTH-































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TO BE USEC 161TH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESC1 IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR ItiPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROU SHORT-STAY NGNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CU COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.











































454 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
454.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
454.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
454.2 . . . . . . . . . . .














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 59000 NOT TO 8E USEO; EST INATES OF 51000-109000 TO BE USEO HITH CAUTIOh: SEE ‘*USE OF TA8LESm1 IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NGNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CM COOE, S&X ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.
(SEE HEADNOTE AT cTEGINNING Of TABLE)







TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS VEARS VEARS OVER EAST MJOIIEST SOUTH 14EsT
NUMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
460-519 . . . . . . .
461 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
461 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
461.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
461.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
46 L.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
462 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
463 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
464 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
464.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
464.20 . . . . . . . . . .
464.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
464.30 . . . . . . . . . .
464.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
465 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
465.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
465.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
466 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
466.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
466.1 . . . . . . . . . . .



















478.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.29 . . . . . . . . . .
478.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.74 . . . . . . . . . .
478.75 . . . . . . . . . .
478.79 . . . . . . . . . .
480 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
480.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
480.9 . . . . . . . . . . .















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO IIITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LES” IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUHEER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROf4 SHCRT-STAY NCNFEOERAL hOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CM CfJCE, SEX AhO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 198 T--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-+4 45-64 Ahll
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI CHEST SOUTH UEST
NLW3ER OF FIRST-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
483 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
485 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
486 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
48 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
48 T. O. . . . . . . . . . .
48 T.l . . . . . . . . . . .
490 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
491 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
491.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
491.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
492 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
492.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
492.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
493 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
493.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
493.00 . . . . . . . . . .
493.01 . . . . . . . . . .
493.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
493.10 . . . . . . . . . .
493.11 . . . . . . . . . .
493.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
493.90 . . . . . . . . . .
493.91 . . . . . . . . . .
494 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
496 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
500 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
506 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
506.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
SOT . . . . . . . . . . . . .
507.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
510 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
510.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
511 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
511.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
511.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
511.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
512 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
512.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
513 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
513.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
514 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
515 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
516 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
516.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
516.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
518 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
518.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
518.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
518.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
518.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
518.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.3.81 . . . . . . . . . .
518.82 . . . . . . . . . .
518.89 . . . . . . . . . .
519 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
519.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
519.8 . . . . . . . . . . .











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE uSEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO aE USEC UITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESW IN TEXT.
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TAbLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CH COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 19a7--CGN.











FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST NIGHEST SOUTH MEST
NUMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES lh THOUSANOS
520-579 . . . . . . .
520 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
520.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
521 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
521 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
522 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
522.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
522.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
523 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
524 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
524.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
524.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
524.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
524.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
525 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
526 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
526.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
526 .8 . . . . . . . . . . .
526. a9 . . . . . . . . . .
52 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
527.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
52a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
52a. o . . . . . . . . . . .
528 .3 . . . . . . . . . . .
52a.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
530 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
530.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
530. a . . . . . . . . . . .
531 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
531.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.00 . . . . . . . . . .
53 A.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
531. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
531.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.30 . . . . . . . . . .
531.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.40 . . . . . . . . . .
531.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.50 . . . . . . . . . .
53 LET . . . . . . . . . . .
531.70 . . . . . . . . . .
531.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.90 . . . . . . . . . .
532 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
532.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.00 . . . . . . . . . .
532.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.10 . . . . . . . . . .
532.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.30 . . . . . . . . . .
532.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.40 . . . . . . . . . .
532.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.50 . . . . . . . . . .
532.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.9 . . . . . . . . . . .












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NoTE: EsTIt4ATEs OF LESS THAN 5.000 NOT To aE usEo; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE usEo HiTH CAUTION: sEe wsE OF TA6LESW IN TEXT.
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TAHLE 1. NUHt3ER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHGRT-STAY NCNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CH CODE* SkX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1987--coN.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 AhO NGRTH-
COOE TOTAL HALE FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST llIOliEST SOUTH ME-ST
NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
533 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
533.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.00 . . . . . . . . . .
533.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.30 . . . . . . . . . .
533.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.40 . . . . . . . . . .
533.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.50 . . . . . . . . . .
533.7. . . . . . . . . . .
533.70 . . . . . . . . . .
533.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.90 . . . . . . . . . .
534 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
535 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
535.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.3 . . . . . ...*..
535.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
536 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
536..? . . . . . . . . . . .
536.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
536.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
53 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
537.0. . . . . . . . . . .
53 T.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
537.8 L . . . . . . . . . .
537.89 . . . . . . . . . .
540 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
540.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
540.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
540.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
541 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
543 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
543.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
550 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
550.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
550.10 . . . . . . . . . .
550.11 . . . . . . . . . .
550.12 . . . . . . . . . .
550.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
550.90 . . . . . . . . . .
550.91 . . . . . . . . . .
550.92 . . . . . . . . . .
550.93 . . . . . . . . . .
551 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
552 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
552.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
552.00 . . . . . . . . . .
552.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
552.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
552.20 . . . . . . . . . .
55.2.21 . . . . . . . . . .
552.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
552.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TAkILE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR Inpatients DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NGNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COGE, SEX ANO
AG6 OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.




553 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
553.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
553.00 . . . . . . . . . .
553.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
553.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
553.20 . . . . . . . . . .
553.21 . . . . . . . . . .
553.29 . . . . . . . . . .
553.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
555 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
555.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
555.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
555.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
555 .9 . . . . . . . . . . .
556 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
557 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
557.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
557.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
557 .9 . . . . . . . . . . .
55a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
558. L . . . . . . . . . . .
558.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
560 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
560.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.31 . . . . . . . . . .
560.39 . . . . . . . . . .
560.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.81 . . . . . . . . . .
560.89 . . . . . . . . . .
560.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
562 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
562. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
562.10 . . . . . . . . . .
562.11 . . . . . . . . . .
564 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
564.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
564.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
564.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
564a . . . . . . . . . . .
565 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
565.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
565.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
566 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
567 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
567.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
567.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
568 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
568.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
568.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
568.81 . . . . . . . . . .
569 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
569. L . . . . . . . . . . .
569.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.41 . . . . . . . . . .
569.49 . . . . . . . . . .
56’3.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.8 L . . . . . . . . . .
569.83 . . . . . . . . . .




15 15-4+ 45-6+ AhC
TOTAL HALE FEHALE
NORTH-
YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST N1OMEST SOUTH i+k ST
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NCNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CH COOE , SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF H13SPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.










TOTAL f4ALE FEUALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI DMEST SIJUTH UEST
570 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
571 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5T1.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
5-I L..? . . . . . . . . . . .
5T1.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
571.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
571.40 . . . . . . . . . .
571.49 . . . ...*...
571.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
572 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
572.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
572.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
572.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
572.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
573 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
573.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
573.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
573.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
574 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
574.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.00 . . . . . . . . . .
574.01 . . . . . . . . . .
574.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.10 . . . . . . . . . .
574.11 . . . . . . . . . .
574.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.20 . . . . . . . . . .
574.21 . . . . . . . . . .
574.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.30 . . . . . . . . . .
5T4.31 . . . . . . . . . .
574.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.40 . . . . . . . . . .
574.41 . . . . . . . . . .
574.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.50 . . . . . . . . . .
574.51 . . . . . . . . . .
575 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
575.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
575.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
575.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
575.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
576 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
576. L . . . . . . . . . . .
576.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
576.8. . . . . . . . . . .
577. . . . . . . . . . . . .
5T7. o . . . . . . . . . . .
577. L . . ..*......
577.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
577.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
578 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
578.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
578.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
57a.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
57$’ . . . . . . . . . . . . .









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS 7HAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO HITH CAUTION: SEE *USE OF TAi!LESm IN TExT.
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TAHLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHGRT-STAY NCNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, S6X ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: IJNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.











FE14ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOh’EST SOUTH wEST
NUMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
580-629 . . . . . . .
580 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
581 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
581 .9 . . . . . . . . . . .
582 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
582.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
583 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
583.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
584 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
584.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
505 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
586 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
590 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
590.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
590.00 . . . . . . . . . .
590.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
590.10 . . . . . . . . . .
590.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
590.80 . . . . . . . . . .
591 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
592 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
592.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
592.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
593 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
593.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.81 . . . . . . . . . .
593.89 . . . . . . . . . .
593.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
594 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
594.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
594.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
595 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
595.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
595. L . . . . . . . . . . .
595.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
595.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
595.82 . . . . . . . . . .
595.89 . . . . . . . . . .
595.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
596 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
596.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
596.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
596.4 . . . . . . . . ..-
596.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
597. . . . . . . . . . . . .
597.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
597.80 . . . . . . . . . .
598 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
598.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
598.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
599 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
599.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
599.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
599.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
599.7 . . . . . . . . . . .






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NUTE: ES TI14ATES llf LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000 -10, oOO TO BE UsEo HITH cAu TION: SEE ,!lJsE oF TABLEsiI IN TEXT.
TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHGRT-STAY NCNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-Cfl CbGE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987—CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 AAD NORTH-
CODE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS LIVER EAST MI CHEST SOUTH UEST
600 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
601 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
601.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
601.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
601.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
603 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
603.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
604 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
604.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
604.90 . . . . . . . . . .
604.99 . . . . . . . . . .
605 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
607 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
607.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
607.84 . . . . . . . . . .
607.89 . . . . . . . . . .
608 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
608.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
608.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
608.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
608.89 . . . . . . . . . .
610 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
610.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
610.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
611 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
611.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
611.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
6L1.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
611.72 . . . . . . . . . .
611.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
614 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
614.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
6L4.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
62,4.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
615 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
615.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
615.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
616 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
616.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
616.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
617., . . . . . . . . . . . .
617.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
618 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
61a. o . . . . . . . . . . .
618.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
6L8.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
619 . . . . . . . . . . . . .





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIHATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEC iiITH CAUTION: SEE MUSE OF TA8LESn IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFECIERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CFl COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.









TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST PIIOUEST SOUTH wEST
NUMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN TIIOUSANOS
620 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
620.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
621.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
621.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
621.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
621 .6 . . . . . . . . . . .
622 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
622.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
622.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
623 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
623.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
625 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
625.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
626 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
626.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
626.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
626.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
626.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
627 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
627.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
621.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
62a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
628.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
628.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
629 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
629.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
630-676 . . . . . . .
630 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
631 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
632 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
633 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
633.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
633.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
633.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
634 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
634.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
634.01 . . . . . . . . . .
634.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
634. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
634.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
634.90 . . . . . . . . . .
634.9 L . . . . . . . . . .
634.92 . . . . . . . . . .
635 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
635.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
635.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
635.90 . . . . . . . . . .


























































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ES TI14ATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5, 000-10, OOO TO EIE USEC MITH CAIJTIOh: .SEE -USE OF TABLES- IIA TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NCNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANCI GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 198 T--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HICHEST sOUTH MEST
NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTEO OIAGNOSES Ih THOUSANOS
637 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
637.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
637.00 . . . . . . . . . .
637. OF . . . . . . . . . .
637.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
637. LI . . . . . . . . . .
637.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
637.90 . . . . . . . . . .
637.91 . . . . . . . . . .
637.92 . . . . . . . . . .
639 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
639.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
639.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
640 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
640.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
640.03 . . . . . . . . . .
64i . . . . . . . . . . . . .
641.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
641.13 . . . . . . . . . .
641.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
641.23 . . . . . . . . . .
6+1.9. . . . . . . . . . .
641.93 . . . . . . . . . .
642 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
642.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.03 . . . . . . . . . .
642.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.33 . . . . . . . . . .
642.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.43 . . . . . . . . . .
642.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.73 . . . . . . . . . .
642.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.93 . . . . . . . . . .
643 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
643.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
643.03 . . . . . . . . . .
643.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
643.13 . . . . . . . . . .
643.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
643.93 . . . . . . . . . .
644 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
644.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
644.03 . . . . . . . . . .
644. L . . . . . . . . . . .
644.13 . . . . . . . . . .
645 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
645.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
645.03 . . . . . . . . . .
646 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
646.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
646.13 . . . . . . . . . .
646.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
646.63 . . . . . . . . . .
646.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
646. a3 . . . . . . . . . .
647 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
647.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
647.63 . . . . . . . . . .
647a . . . . . . . . . . .


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEC uITH CAUTIOh: SEE ‘USE OF TAaLESn IN TEXT.
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TA8LE 1. NUHBER OF FIRsT-LIsTED DIAGNOSES FOR lNpATIENTs OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY hcNFEo ERAL HOSPITALS, ay ICC-9-CM cao E, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.




ICO-9-CH 15 15-44 45-64 AhO
COOE
N08TH-
TOTAL 14ALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI IIHEST SOUlH MEST
NUMBER OF FIR ST-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES IN THOUSANDS
648 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
648.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.03 . . . . . . . . . .
648.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.23 . . . . . . . . . .
648.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.43 . . . . . . . . . .
6+3.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.83 . . . . . . . . . .
648.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.93 . . . . . . . . . .
651 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
651.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
651.03 . . . . . . . . . .
652 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
654 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
654.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
654.13 . . . . . . . . . .
654.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
654.23 . . . . . . . . . .
654.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
654.43 . . . . . . . . . .
654.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
654.53 . . . . . . . . . .
656 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
656.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
656.33 . . . . . . . . . .
656.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
656.53 . . . . . . . . . .
658 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
658. L . . . . . . . . . . .
658.13 . . . . . . . . . .
659 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
659.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
659.13 . . . . . . . . . .
661 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
664 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
666 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
666.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
666.04 . . . . . . . . . .
666.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
666.24 . . . . . . . . . .
610 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
670.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
67’0.04 . . . . . . . . . .
611 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
674 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
675 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
680-709 . . . . . . .
680 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
68 L . . . . . . . . . . . . .
681. o . . . . . . . . . . .
681.00 . . . . . . . . . .
6ai. L . . . . . . . . . . .
681.10 . . . . . . . . . .
602 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
682.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.8 . . . . . . . . . . .









































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USED; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEC HITH CAUTIOh: SEE wUSE OF TAnLES1m IN TEX7.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FRLW SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, 8Y ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES. 1987--CON.









FE14ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIG14EST SOUTH hEST
NUMBER OF FIRST-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
683 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
684 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
685 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
685.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
685.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
686 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
686.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
692 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
692.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
693 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
693.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
695 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
695.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
695.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
696 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
696. L . . . . . . . . . . .
-101 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
701.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
701.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
701.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
705 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
705.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
705.83 . . . . . . . . . .
706 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
706.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
707 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
707.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
707.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
70 T.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
707.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
708 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
708.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
708.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
709 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
709.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
709.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
709.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
710-739 . . . . . . .
710 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
710.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
710.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
710.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
710.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
711 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
711.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
711.04 . . . . . . . . . .
711.05 . . . . . . . . . .
711.06 . . . . . . . . . .
714 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
714.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
714.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
7L4.30 . . . . . . . . . .
715. . . . . . . . . . . . .
T15. o . . . . . . . . . . .
715.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
715.15 . . . . . . . . . .



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; EsTIHATEs OF 5.000-10.000 TO aE USEC UITH cAuTxoh: SEE WSE OF TA8LES. IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUt4EER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR IhPATIENTs OISCHARGEC FROM ShORT-STAY NCNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-C14 COOE, SkX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.





ICO-9-C14 15 15-4+ 45-64 AhO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL HALE FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI Oil EST SOUTH wEST
T15.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
715.31 . . . . . . . . . .
T15.34 . . . . . . . . . .
715.35 . . . . . . . . . .
715.36 . . . . . . . . . .
715 .37 . . . . . . . . . .
715.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
715 .89 . . . . . . . . . .
715.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
715.90 . . . . . . . . . .
715.94 . . . . . . . . . .
715.95 . . . . . . . . . .
715.96 . . . . . . . . . .
716 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T16. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
716. 16 . . . . . . . . . .
716.17 . . . . . . . . . .
7L6.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
716.66 . . . . . . . . . .
716.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
716.90 . . . . . . . . . .
71 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
717.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
717.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
717.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
717.a...........
717. a 3 . . . . . . . . . .
717.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
718 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
718.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
718.31 . . . . . . . . . .
718.36 . . . . . . . . . .








719 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
719. a . . . . . . . . . . .
719.06 . . . . . . . . . .
719.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.41 . . . . . . . . . .
719 .45 . . . . . . . . . .
719. +6 . . . . . . . . . .
7L9.9 . . . . . . . . . . .







































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,0 OO NOT TO dE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO 8E uSEC UITH CAUTIOh: sEE “uSE OF TABLEs” IN TEXT.
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TA!JLE 1. NuFinEt7OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS oIscHARGEO FRGH sHORT-STAy NCNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, By lcc-9-cti COLE. sex ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.











FEt4ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST M1OHEST SOUTH uEST
NuMBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
722 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
722.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.10 . . . . . . . . . .
T22.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.52 . . . . . . . . . .
722.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.71 . . . . . . . . . .
722.73 . . . . . . . . . .
722.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.83 . . . . . . . . . .
722.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.91 . . . . . . . . . .
722.93 . . . . . . . . . .
723 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
723.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
723. L . . . . . . . . . . .
723.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
723.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
723.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
724 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
724.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.00 . . . . . . . . . .
724.02 . . . . . . . . . .
724.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
725 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
726 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
726.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.10 . . . . . . . . . .
726.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.32 . . . . . . . . . .
726.33 . . . . . . . . . .
726.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.60 . . . . . . . . . .
726.65 . . . . . . . . . .
726.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.73 . . . . . . . . . .
726.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.91 . . . . . . . . . .
727 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
72 T. O. . . . . . . . . . .
727.00 . . . . . . . . . .
727.03 . . . . . . . . . .
727.05 . . . . . . . . . .
727.09 . . . . . . . . . .
727.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.42 . . . . . . . . . .
727.43 . . . . . . . . . .
727.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.51 . . . . . . . . . .
727.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
727. a l . . . . . . . . . .














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ES TIHATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; EST IHATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO wITH CAUTION: SEE ‘lUSE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NU148ER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 198 T--CON.









TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI O16EST SOUTH nEsr
NllMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGN05E5 IN THOUSANOS
728 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
728.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
728.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
728.71 . . . . . . . . . .
T28 .8 . . . . . . . . . . .
728.84 .. .. .... ..
T28 .85 . . . . . . . . . .
T28.89 . . . . . . . . . .
728.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
729 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
729.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
729 .81 . . . . . . . . . .
TO. . . . . . . . . . . . .
730.a . . . . . . . . . . .
T30.07 . . . . . . . . . .
730.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
730.16 . . . . . . . . . .
730.17 . . . . . . . . . .
730.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
730.20 . . . . . . . . . .
730.24 . . . . . . . . . .
730.25 . . . . . . . . . .
730.26 . . . . . . . . . .
730.27 . . . . . . . . . .
730.20 . . . . . . . . . .
732 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
732.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
733 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
733.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.00 . . . . . . . . . .
733.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.42 . . . . . . . . . .
733.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.81 . . . . . . . . . .
733.82 . . . . . . . . . .
733.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.90 . . . . . . . . . .
733.99 . . . . . . . . . .
735 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T35. O. . . . . . . . . . .
735.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
735.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
735.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
736 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
736.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
T36.79 . . . . . . . . . .
736.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
736.89 . . . . . . . . . .
737 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
737.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
737.30 . . . . . . . . . .
738 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
738.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
T38.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 1. NuMBER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY l! ONFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 198 T--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 1 5+4 45-64 ANo
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEt4ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 14101AEST SOUTH UEST
NUMBER OF FIRST-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
740-759 . . . . . . .
741 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
741.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
741.00 . . . . . . . . . .
741.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
741.93 . . . . . . . . . .
742 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
742.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
743 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
743*3 . . . . . . . . . . .
743.30 . . . . . . . . . .
744. . . . . . . . . . . . .
744.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
744.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
744..42 . . . . . . . . .
745 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
745. L . . . . . . . . . . .
745. LO* . ...*....
745.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
745.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
745.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
746 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
146.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
T46.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
746.89 . . . . . . . . . .
746.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
747 . . . . . . . ...*..
741.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
147.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
747.10. **.......
747.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
747.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
747a . . . . . . . . . . .
747. a l . . . . . . . . . .
148 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
74a.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
749 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
745’.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
749.00 . . . . . . . . . .
749.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
749.10 . . . . . . . . . .
749.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
750. . . . . . . . . . . . .
750.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
751 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
751.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
751.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
751*3 . . . . . . . . . . .
751.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
751.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
75i.69 . . . . . . . . . .
752 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
752.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
752.11 . . . . . . . . . .
752.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
752.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
753 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
753.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
753.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 1. NUME!ER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FUR Inpatients OISCh ARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NCNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT tiEGINNING OF TABLE)
lCO-9-CM
COOE TOTAL
754 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
754.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
754.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
754.52 . . . . . . . . . .
754.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
754.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
754.70 . . . . . . . . . .
754.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
755. . . . . . . . . . . . .
755.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
756 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
756.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
T56.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
756.11 . . . . . . . . . .
756.12 . . . . . . . . . .
756.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
157 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T57.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
75a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75a. o . . . . . . . . . . .
759 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
759.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
760-779 . . . . . . .
764 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
764.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
765 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
765.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
765. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
766 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
76a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
769 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
770 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
770.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
770.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
770.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
771 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
771. a . . . . . . . . . . .
773 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
773. i . . . . . . . . . . .
774 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
774.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
774.39 . . . . . . . . . .
774.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
77a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
779 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7ao-T99 . . . . . . .
780 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7ao.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
7ao.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
7ao.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
7ao.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.53 . . . . . . . . . .
7ao.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
gal . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7a2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
782.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7a3.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a4 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7a4. o . . . . . . . . . . .
7a4.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
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NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO 8E USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO ‘BE USEO wITH CAUTION: sEE ‘uSE OF TABLES*t IN TEXT<.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCG-9-CH COOE , SEX AND
AGE Of PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987—CON.





















786.59 . . . . . . . . . .



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: Es TIt4ATEs oF LE.3s THAN 5,aoa NOT To BE usEo; ES TIHATES oF s.oao-io, ooo 70 aE usEc HITH cAuTIak: SEE @8usE oF TAaLEs@* IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NGNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIEti T, ANO GeOgraphiC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO ST ATES$ 19a7--co N.









TOTAL MALE FE14ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI Ol#EST SOUTH UEST












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE lJs E08 ES71MATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO aE USED HITH CAUTION: SEE MUSE OF TA8LEs, IN TExT.
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TA8LE 1. NuMBER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGEO FRO14 SHORT-STAY NCNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES* 1987—CON.




Ico-9-cil 15 15-44 45-64 AtiO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOHEST SOUTH uEST
NUMBER OF FIRST-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
814 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
814.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
814.00 . . . . . . . . . .
814.01 . . . . . . . . . .
E115. . . . . . . . . . . . .
815.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
815.00 . . . . . . . . . .
815.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
815.10 . . . . . . . . . .
816 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
816.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
816.00 . . . . . . . . . .
816.01 . . . . . . . . . .
816.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
816.10 . . . . . . . . . .
816.11 . . . . . . . . . .
816.12 . . . . . . . . . .






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO~ ESTIMATES oF 5*ooo-lo*ooo To BE usEc uITH cAuTIoN: SEE “us E oF TABLES” lN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUM@ER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY tiCNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1987--CON.









TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS VEARS OVER EAST t41CliEST SOUTH HEST
NUHBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
824 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
824.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
82+.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
824.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
B24.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 24.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
824.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
825 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
825.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
825.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
825.21 . . . . . . . . . .
825.25 . . . . . . . . . .
825.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
826. . . . . . . . . . . . .
826. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
827 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
829 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
830 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
830.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
831 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
831.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
831.00 . . . . . . . . . .
831.01 . . . . . . . . . .
831.04 . . . . . . . . . .
832 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
832.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
833 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
833.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
833. LTO. . . . . . . . . .
834 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
835 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
835 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
835.00 . . . . . . . . . .
836 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
836.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
.936.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
836.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
836.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
836.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
837 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
830 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.s39 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
839.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
839.00 . . . . . . . . . .
839.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
839.20 . . . . . . . . . .
839.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
BOO . . . . . . . . . . . . .
840.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
840.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
840.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
842 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
842.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
842 .10 . . . . . . . . . .
843 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
843.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
843.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
844 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
844. L . . . . . . . . . . .
844.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
844.8 . . . . . . . . . . .




























































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE lJs Eo; ESTIMATES oF 5,000-10,000 To BE usE~ MITH cAljT1o&: SEE ‘nUSE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NW4BER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTs DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NCNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT* ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGIoN OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATESt 1987 --coN.




ICO-9-CM L5 15-44 45-64 AhO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 14101dEST SOUTH HkST
NUMtl ER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES Iti THOUSANOS
845 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
845.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
845.09 . . . . . . . . . .
846 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
846.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
846.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
847 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
847.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
847.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
847.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
847.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
848 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
848.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 48.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
850 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a50. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a 50.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
850.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
850.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
851 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
851.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
851.80 . . . . . . . . . .
851.82 . . . . . . . . . .
852 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
852.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
852.20 . . . . . . . . . .
853 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
853.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
853.00 . . . . . . . . . .
854 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
85+.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
854.00 . . . . . . . . . .
854.01 . . . . . . . . . .
854.02 . . . . . . . . . .
85+.06 . . . . . . . . . .
854.09 . . . . . . . . . .
854.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
860 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
860.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
860.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
860.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
860.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
86 L.. . . . . . . . . . . .
861.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
861.01 . . . . . . . . . .
861.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
861..? 1 . . . . . . . . . .
862. . . . . . . . . . . . .
862.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
863 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a 63.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
863.30 . . . . . . . . . .
864 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
864.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
864.09 . . . . . . . . . .
864.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
865 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
865.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
865. OF . . . . . . . . . .
.965.04 . . . . . . . . . .




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ES71HATES OF LESS THAN 5.OOO NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000 -lo*ooo TO BE uSEo HITH cAuTIaN: sEE “us E oF TABLEs” lN TExT -
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TABLE 1. NUM8tR OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISChARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.











HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST t410ti EST SOUTH WEST
NUMBER OF FIRS T-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
866 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
066.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
666.01 . . . . . . . . . .
867 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
867.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
868 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
868.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
868.00 . . . . . . . . . .
868.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
870 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
870.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
B71 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
871.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
871.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
871.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
872 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
873 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
873 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.40 . . . . . . . . . .
873.41 . . . . . . . . . .
873.42 . . . . . . . . . .
873.43 . . . . . . . . . .
873.49 . . . . . . . . . .
873.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
874 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
87+.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
875 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B75. O. . . . . . . . . . .
876 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a76. o . . . . . . . . . . .
877 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
878 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
879 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
879.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
879.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
879.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
880 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
880.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
801 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
881 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
aal. of . . . . . . . . . .
881.02 . . . . . . . . . .
Ball . . . . . . . . . . .
881.10. .. .. .... .
881.2 . .. .. .... ..
881.20 .. .. . ... ..
881.22 .. .. .... ..
882 . .. .... .... ..
882.0 . ... .. ... ..
882. 1. .. ... .....
882.2 . ..... ... ..
883 . .. .. ... .....
883.0 . .. ...... ..
883.1 . .. ... ... ..
883.2 . ... .......
884 ... .. ... ... ..
884.0 . .. .. .. ....
8.s5. . .. .. .... .. .
























































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEC HITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES*, IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NuMBER OF FIRST-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NCNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.
















891 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a91. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a91.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 92 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
892.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
892.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
895 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a95. o . . . . . . . . . . .
903 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
903.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
905 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
906 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COT . . . . . . . . . . . . .
907.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
boa . . . . . . . . . . . . .
908.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
909 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
909.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
Rio . . . . . . . . . . . . .
911 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
919 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
919.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
920 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
921 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
921.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
922 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
922.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
922.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
922.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
923. . . . . . . . . . . . .
924 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
924.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
924.01 . . . . . . . . . .
924.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
924.10 . . . . . . . . . .
924.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
924a . . . . . . . . . . .
927 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
927.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
927.20 . . . . . . . . . .
928 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
933 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
933. L . . . . . . . . . . .
934 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
935 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
935.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
941 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
942 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
942.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
943 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
944 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
944.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
944.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
945 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
945.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
945.2 . . . . . . . . . . .




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIHATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO 8E USEO; EST IHATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO wITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
TAHLE 1. NUU8ER OF FIRST-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NCNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 198 T--CON.









TOTAL MALE FEilALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST I41OHEST SOUTH UEST
946 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
946.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
946.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
946.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
948 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
948 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
948.00 . . . . . . . . . .
948 .1 . . . . . . . . . . .
949 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
952 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
952.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
952.00 . . . . . . . . . .
953 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
955 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
958 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
958.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
958.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
959 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
959.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
959.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
959.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
959.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
959.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
962 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
962.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
963 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9.53.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
964 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
965 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
965.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
965.01 . . . . . . . . . .
965.09 . . . . . . . . . .
965. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
965 .4 . . . . . . . . . . .
965.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
965.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
966 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
966.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
966.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
96 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
967.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
967.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
968 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
968.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
968.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
969 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
969.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
969.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
969.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
969.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
969.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
972 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
972.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
972. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
972.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
974 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
974.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
975 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
977 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
977.8 . . . . . . . . . . .





























































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,OOO NOT TO dE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO hlTH CAUTION: SEE “USE OF TABLES’ IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS GISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY hCNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.











FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOHEST SOUTH wEST










986 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
987 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9a7.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
9a9 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9a9.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
9a9.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
991 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
991.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
99.? . . . . . . . . . . . . .
992.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
994 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
994.1 . . . . . . . . . . .







996 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
996.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.01 . . . . . . . . . .
996.02 . . . . . . . . . .
996.03 . . . . . . . . . .
996.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.39 . . . . . . . . . .
996.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.59 . . . . . . . . . .
996.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.81 . . . . . . . . . .
997 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
997.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.62 . . . . . . . . . .
997.69 . . . . . . . . . .
997.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
99a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
99a.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
99a.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
99a.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
99a.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
99a.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
99a. a . . . . . . . . . . .
998.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
999 . . . . . . . . . . . . .

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAt4 5,000 NOT TO dE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE uSEC HITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUf4d ER OF FIRS T-L I.STEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NCNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.







15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST i410HEST SOUTH hEST
vol-vaz . . . . . . .


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO 8E USEC wITH CAUTION: SEE “USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 1. NUMd ER OF FIRST-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NCNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 19.97--CON.











FEt4ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOWEST SOUTH !.iEsT
NUMBER OF FIRST-LISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
V70 . . . . . . . . . . . . . *9 *5 % * *7 *






*6 * * * *3 *.? +3
V71 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 15 20 *6 *9 *1O













*2 * * *




*7 * *2 *5








*5 * *2 *4 *4 *4 *
NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEC UITH CAUTION: SEE .uSE OF TABLES. IN TExT.
55
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAY5 OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEG FRCN SHORT-STAY NOt4FEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM Coo E oF FIRs T-L IsTEo
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITED STATES, 1987
(kXCLUDkS NEM80RN INFANTS. CGDE NUMBERS ARE FROH THE INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF OISEASES, 9TH REV IS1ON, CLINICAL MOO IF ICATION
(I CO-9-CM); SEE APPENOIX 111 FOR CATEGORY TITLES.
TExT)





lCO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL MALE
NGRTH-
FE14ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI C!4EST SOUTH WEST
NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOU SANOS
ALL CO DE S.......
001-139 . . . . . . .
003 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
003.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
004 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
004.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
005 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
005.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
008 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
008. + . . . . . . . . . . .
008.49 . . . . . . . . . .
008.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
008.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
008.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
009 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
009.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
011 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
011.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
011.90 . . . . . . . ..-
033 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
033.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
034 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
034.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
035 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
036 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
036.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
036.2 . . . . . . . . ..-
038 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
038.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.40 . . . . . . . . . .
038.41 . . . . . . . . . .
038.42 . . . . . . . . . .
038.43 . . . . . . . . . .
038.49 . . . . . . . . . .
038.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
040 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
040.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
040.89 . . . . . . . . . .
041 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
041 .1 . . . . . . . . . . .
042 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
042.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
042.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
047 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0+7 .9 . . . . . . . . . . .
049 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
049.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
052 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
052.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
052.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
053 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
053. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
053.19 . . . . . . . . . .
053.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
054 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
054.2 . . . . . . . . . . .










































































































































































































































,005 7 ,lla 36,777
NOTE: IF EST1t4ATE PRECEOEO 8Y ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ES TIt4ATE IN TAELE 1: SEE “LSE OF TABLES” IN TEx T.
56
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CFl COOE OF FIRST-L ISTEO
DIAGNOSIS, SEX AND AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HGSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.










14ALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOk EST SOUTH hEST
070 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
070.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
0T0.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
070.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
075 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
078 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
078.1...........
078.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
078.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
078.89 . . . . . . . . . .
079 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0T9.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
079.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
082 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0.92.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
091 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
091.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
098.. . . . . . . . . . . .
098.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
112 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11.?.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
112.89 . . . . . . . . . .
115 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
117 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
117.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
135 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
136 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
136.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
136.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
140-239 . . . . . . .
141 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
141.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
141.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
142.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
144 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
144.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
145 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
146 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
146.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
2.47 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
L48 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14a. i . . . . . . . . . . .
149 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
149.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
150 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
150.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
150.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
151 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
151.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
151..? . . . . . . . . . . .
151.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
151.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
152 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
153 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
153.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, uSE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE Ih TAt3LE 1: SEE WUSE OF TABLESil IN TEXT. ~v
TABLE 2. NUMBER UF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
DIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITED STATES, 1987--CON.





ICO-9-CM 15 15-4+ 45-64
COOE
AhO NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIGHEST SOUTH uEST








































































































































































































































































155 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
155.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
155 .1 . . . . . . . . . . .
156 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
156.0 . . . . . . . . . . .

































































































































































































































NOTE: IF EST1t4ATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN 7ABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESm IN TEXT.
58
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAVS OF CAI7E FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROti SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CODE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.









YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOHEST SOUTH kEST
182 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
182.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
183 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
183.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
184 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
184.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
184.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
185 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
la b.. . . . . . . . . . . .
L86.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
1E8 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
188.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
188.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
189 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
189.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
189.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
189.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
191 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
191.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
191.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
192 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
193 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
194 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
194.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
195 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
195.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
196 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
196.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
197 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
197.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
19 Tea . . . . . . . . . . .
198 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
198.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
19a.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.82 . . . . . . . . . .
L98.89 . . . . . . . . . .
199 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
199.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
199.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
199.10 . . . . . . . . . .




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF Esr1nA7E PRECEOEO ay AS TERISK9 usE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING EsTIHATE IN TABLE 1: sEE *USE OF TAaLEsW IN TEXT.
59
TABLE 2. NLIMEER CIF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS , BY ICC-9-CM COOE OF FIRS T-LISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)
—










FEMALE YEARS YEA17S YEARS OVER EAST HIO14EST SOUTH MEST
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
200.00 . . . . . . . . . .
200.10 . . . . . . . . . .
200.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
200.20 . . . . . . . . . .
200.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
200.80 . . . . . . . . . .
201 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
201.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
201.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
201.90 . . . . . . . . . .
201.91 . . . . . . . . . .
202 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
202.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
202.00 . . . . . . . . . .
202.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
202.80 . . . . . . . . . .
202.81 . . . . . . . . . .
202.82 . . . . . . . . . .
202.83 . . . . . . . . . .
202.88 . . . . . . . . . .
203 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
203.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
204 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
204.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
204.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
205 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
205.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
205.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
208 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
208.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
210 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
210.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
211 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
211 .1 . . . . . . . . . . .
211.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
211.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
212 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
212.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
213 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2i3.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
214 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
214.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
2i4.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
215 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
215.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
216 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
217 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
218 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
216.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
218.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
218.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
218.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
219 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
220 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
223 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
225.2 . . . . . . . . . . .





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRECkOEO LIY ASTERISK, uSE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TA8LE 1: SEE ‘t USE OF TAEILESml IN TEXT.
60
TAtlLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR inpatients OISCHARGEO FROn sHORT-STAY NONFEOERAL HOSPITALS, 8y 1cb9-cn COOE OF fIRsT-L15TE0
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENTs ANo Geographic REGION oF HQsp ITAL: uNITEo sTATEs* 1987--coN*




Ico-9-cn 15 15-wl 45-64 AhO NCRTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOHEST SOUTH I+Es T
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESm IN TEXT.
61
TABLE 2. NUt48ER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCLI-9-CU CODE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, sEX AhO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; uNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.




lCO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64
CODE
ANO NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEt4ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIDwEST SOUTH hlE.ST
NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE IN THOIJSANOS
250.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.40 . . . . . . . . . .
250.41 . . . . . . . . . .
250.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.50 . . . . . . . . . .
250.51 . . . . . . . . . .
250.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.60 . . . . . . . . . .
250.61 . . . . . . . . . .
250.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.70 . . . . . . . . . .
250.71 . . . . . . . . . .
250.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
250. ao . . . . . . . . . .
250. a l . . . . . . . . . .
250.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.90 . . . . . . . . . .
250.91 . . . . . . . . . .
251 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
251.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
251.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
252 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
252.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
253 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
253.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
255 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
255.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
256 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
256.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
259 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
263 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
263.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
270 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
271 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
272 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
272.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
272.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
272.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
274 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
274.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
274.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
275 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
275.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
276 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
276.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
276. L . . . . . . . . . . .
276.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
216.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
276.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
277 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
277.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
277.00 . . . . . . . . . .
278 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
27a. o . . . . . . . . . . .
27a.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
279 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
279.0 . . . . . . . . . . .

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCORDING TO S12E OF CORRES PONOING ES T1t4ATE IN TA8LE 1: SEE ‘*USE OF TA8LESM IN TEXTU
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TABLE 2. NUHBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FRCII SHGRT-STAY NONFEDERAL hOSPITALS* BY ICo-9-cn coo E oF FIRsT-LIs TEo
DIAGNOSIS, SEX AND AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 1987—CON.





15 15-44 45-64 AhO
COOE TOTAL
NCRTH-
14ALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOIAEST SOUTH uEST
NUHBER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANOS
280-289.......
280 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2s0.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
280.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
281 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
281.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
281.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
282 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
282.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
282.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
282.60 . . . . . . . . . .
282.62 . . . . . . . . . .


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY AS7ERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TAaLE 1: SEE “USE OF TA8LES” IN TEXT.
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TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY tiONFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CM COOE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSLS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; UN XTEO STATES, 1987--CON.




iCD-9-Ct4 15 15-4+ 45-64 Ahi3
COOE
NORTH-














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO 8Y ASTERISK, uSE ACCORDING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE IIbSE OF TABLESn IN TEXT.
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TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CH CCIOE OF FIRST-LISTED
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT* ANo Geographic REG1oN oF Hosp ITAL; uNITEo STATES* 1987 --coN.




lCO-9-CE4 15 15-44 45-64 AhO NORTH-
cOOE TOTAL HALE FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OHEST SOIJTH wEST
NUMBER GF OAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANOS
297 . . . . . . ...*...
297. L . . . . . . . . . . .
297.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
298 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
29a.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
298.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
300 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.00 . . . . . . . . . .
300.01 . . . . . . . . . .
300.02 . . . . . . . . . .
300.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
300.11 . . . . . . . . . .
300.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.81 . . . . . . . . . .
300.89 . . . . . . . . . .
300.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
301 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
301.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
301.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
301.83 . . . . . . . . . .
301.89 . . . . . . . . . .
301.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
302 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
302. T . . . . . . . ..-.
302.72 . . . . . . . . . .
303 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
303.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
303.00 . . . . . . . . . .
303.01 . . . . . . . . . .
303.02 . . . . . . . . . .
303.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
303.90 . . . . . . . . . .
303.91 . . . . . . . . . .
303.92 . . . . . . . . . .
303.93 . . . . . . . . . .
304 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
304.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.00 . . . . . . . . . .
304.01 . . . . . . . . . .
304.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.10 . . . . . . . . . .
304.11 . . . . . . . . . .
304.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.20 . . . . . . . . . .
304.21 . . . . . . . . . .
304.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.30 . . . . . . . . . .
304.31 . . . . . . . ..-
304.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.60 . . . . . . . . . .
304.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.71 . . . . . . . . . .
304.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.81 . . . . . . . . . .
304.9 . . . . . . . . . . .






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TA9LE 1: SEE ‘USE oF TABLES” IN TEXT.
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TABLE 2. NUMER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FRoM SHORT-STAY NoNFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CM CODE OF FIRST-LISTED
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; uNITEO STATES* 1987--CON.




ICD-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FE14ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST flIOil EST SOUTH wEST
NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOU SANOS
305 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
305.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
3a5. of . . . . . . . . . .
305.01 . . . . . . . . . .
305.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
3a5.10 . . . . . . . . . .
305.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
3a5.50 . . . . . . . . . .
305.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.60 . . . . . . . . . .
305.61 .. ..... ...
305.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.90 . . . . . . . . . .
305.91 . . . . . . . . . .
3a6 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
306.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
306.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
COT . . . . . . . . . . . . .
307.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
307.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
307.51 . . . . . . . . . .
307.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
307.81 . . . . . . . . . .
307.89 . . . . . . . . . .
3a7.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
308 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
308.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
308.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
309 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
309.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
3a9.24 . . . . . . . . . .
3a9.28 . . . . . . . . . .
309.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
309 .9 . . . . . . . . . . .
310 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
310.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
31a.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
31a.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
311 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
312 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
312.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
312. ea . . . . . . . . . .
312.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
312 .21 . . . . . . . . . .
312.23 . . . . . . . . . .
312.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
312.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
312.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
313 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
313.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
313.81 . . . . . . . . . .
313. So . . . . . . . . . .
314 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
314. a . . . . . . . . . . .
314. a l . . . . . . . . . .
317 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
318 . . . . . . . . . . . . .




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ES TIt4ATk PRECEOIZO BY ASTERISK, uSE ACCOROING TCI SIZE OF CORRESPONOING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ctUSE OF TAB LES,, IN TEXT.
TA15LE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FdR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL hos PITALS? By IC13-9-CH coDE oF FIRsT-LIsTko
DIAGNOSIS. SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT* ANo Geographic REG1oN oF Hosp ITAL; uNITEo STATES* 19s7--coN -




ICD-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 ANO t40RTH-
COOE TOTAL HALE FEtlALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST M1oMEST SOUTM IIEST












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TAaLE 1: SEE “ME OF 7ABLES” IN TExT.
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TAbLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL IIOSPITALS. BY ICD-9-CH CODE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX AND AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNXTEC STATES, 1987--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 AhO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST f410HEsT SOUTH !IEST
349 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
349 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
349.0. . . . . . . . . . .
349.81 . . . . . . . . . .
349.82 . . . . . . . . . .
350 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
350.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
351 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
351.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
352 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
352.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
353 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
353.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
353.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
354 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
354.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
354.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
354.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
355 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
355.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
355.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
355.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
356 . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
356.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
357 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
357.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
358 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
356.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
359 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
359. L . . . . . . . . . . .
360 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
360.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
360.00 . . . . . . . . . .
361 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
361.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
361.00 . . . . . . . . . .
361.01 . . . . . . . . . .
36 L.02 . . . . . . . . . .
36 L.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
361.81 . . . . . . . . . .
361.89 . . . . . . . . . .
36 L.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
362 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
362.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
362.34 . . . . . . . . . .
362.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
362.56 .. .. .. .. ..
364 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
364. + . . . . . . . . . . .
36+.4 L . . . . . . . . . .
365 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
365.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
365.10 . . . . . . . . . .
365 .11 . . . . . . . . . .
365.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
365.22 . . . . . . . . . .
365.6 . . . . . . . . . . .



























































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO !3Y ASTERISK, USE ACCORDING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONOING ESTIMATE IN TAJJLE 1: SEE aOIISE OF TABLES”’ IN TEXT.
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TABLE 2. NUMBER OF 12AVs OF CARE FOR Inpatients OIscHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEOERAL MOSPITALS, BY ICE-9-CM COOE OF FIRST-LISTED
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITEG STATES? 1987--CON.
(SEE HEAoNOTE AT LIEGINNING OF TAdLE)
SEX AGE REG ION
65
UNDER YEARS
Ico-9-cn 15 15-44 45-64 Atui
CODE TOTAL MALE
NGRTH-
FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIO16EST SOUTH WEST
NUMBER GF OAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANOS
366 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
366.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
366.10 . . . . . . . . . .
36 b.14 . . . . . . . . . .
366.16 . . . . . . . . . .
366. Lo . . . . . . . . . .
366.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
366.20 . . . . . . . . . .
366.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
368 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
368.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
368.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
369 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
370 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
370.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
370.00 . . . . . . . . . .
371 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
371..2 . . . . . . . . . . .
371.23 . . . . . . . . . .
37 L.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
371.60 . . . . . . . . . .
372 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
372.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
372.30 . . . . . . . . . .
373 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3T4 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
37+.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
374.30 . . . . . . . . . .
374.34 . . . . . . . . . .
375 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3T5.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
3T5.56 . . . . . . . . . .
376 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3T6. O. . . . . . . . . . .
376.01 . . . . . . . . . .
376.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
377* . . . . . . . . . . . .
377.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
378 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
378.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
378.00 . . . . . . . . . .
378.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
3T8.10 . . . . . . . . . .
378.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
3T9 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
379.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
379.23 . . . . . . . . . .
379.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
379.31 . . . . . . . . . .
380 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
380.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
380.10 . . . . . . . . . .
381 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
381.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
381.10 . . . . . . . . . .
381.3 . . . . . . . . . . .















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTINATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONOItiG ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘uSE OF TABLESU IN TEXT.
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TAtlLE 2. NUMe ER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NOhFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CM COOE OF FIR ST-L ISTkD
DIAGNOSIS, SEX AND AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; UNITED STATES, 1987--CON.




15 15-44 45-64 AhO
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS
NORTH-
YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI Ck(EST SOUTh kEST







































































































































































































































382 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3a2.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
3a2. of . . . . . . . . . .
3a2.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
3a2.4 . . . . . . . . . . .




















































































383. . . . . . . . . . . .





3a4 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3a4.2 . . . . . . . . . . .













3a5 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3a5.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
3a5.30 . . . . . . . . . .
3a6 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3a6. o . . . . . . . . . . .
3a6. of . . . . . . . . . .
3a6. L . . . . . . . . . . .
3a6.11 . . . . . . . . . .
3a6.12 . . . . . . . . . .
3a6.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
3a6.30 . . . . . . . . . .
















3a7 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3a7.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
*a
*6































3a9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . *
390-459 . . . . . . . 2L,344 222
394 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
394.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
394.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
394.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
394.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
395* . . . . . . . . . . . .
395.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
396 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
396.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
396.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
39a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
398.9 . . . . . . . . . . .




401 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
401.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
401.1 . . . . . . . . . . .





402 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
402.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
402.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
402.90 . . . . . . . . . .
402.91 . . . . . . . . . .
403 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
403.0 . . . . . . . . . . .




40+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
404.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
405 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
405.9 . . . . . . . . . . .




NOTE: IF EsTIMATE PRECEOEO i3Y AS7ER1SK, USE ACCOROING TO S12E OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN 7AdLE 1: SEE WUSE OF TA13LES*8 IN TExT.
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TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CM CODE OF FIRST-L ISTEO
DIAGNOSIS, SEX AND AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT 8EGINNING OF TABLE)








FE14ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS GVER EAST HIOh EST SOUTH hEST
NuH8ER OF OAYS OF CARE Iti THOU SANOS
410 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
410.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
410.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
411 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
411.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
411.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
41.? . . . . . . . . . . . . .
413 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
413.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
413.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
414 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
414.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
414.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
414.10 . . . . . . . . . .
414.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
414.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
415 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
415.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
415.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
416 . . . . . . . . . . . . .


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘LSE OF TABLESal IN TEXT.
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TABLE 2. NuM8ER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS CISCHARGEO FRCM SHORT-STAY NGNFEOERAL hOSPITALS, By ICO-9-CM caDE oF FIRs T- L1s TEo
OIAGNOSIS, SEX AND AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION IJF HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 AhO NORTtl-
COOE TOTAL MALE FE14ALE vEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST /410h’6s T SOUTH wEST

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TAEILE 1: SEE “USE OF TA8LES” IN TEXT.NOTE: IF ES T1fi ATE
72
TABLE 2. NUH8ER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OiScHARGEO FROM sHORT-sTAy NoNFEDERAL HOsp ITALs. BY lco-9-cn COOE OF FIRS T-LlsTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; UNITED STATES, 1987--CON.









14ALE FE14ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST !41CUEST SOUTH hEST



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTStiATE PRECEOEO 8Y ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ES TIHATE IN TABLE 1: SEE “USE OF TABLESg! Itx TEXT.
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TABLE 2. NUM13ER OF DAVS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGEE FROM SHORT-STAV NGhFEOERAL hOSPITALS, 8V ICC-9-CM COOE OF FIR ST- LIS”lEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GE!3GRAPH1C REGION OF HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.








TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OWEST SOUTH wEST
NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANDS
460-519 . . . . . . .
461 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
461.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
461.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
+61.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
461.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
462 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
463 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
464 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
464.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
464.20 . . . . . . . . . .
46+.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
46+.30 . . . . . . . . . .
464.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
465 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
465.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
465.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
466 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
466.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
466.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
470 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4-I L . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4i’1.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
472 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
472.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
473 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
473.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
473.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
473.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
473.’3 . . . . . . . . . . .
47+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
474.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
474. L . . . . . . . . . . .
474. LO . . . . . . . . . .
474.11 . . . . . . . . . .
474.12 . . . . . . . . . .
474.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
475 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
478 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
478.0 . . . . . . . . ..-
478.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.29 . . . . . . . . . .
478.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.74 . . . . . . . . . .
478.75 . . . . . . . . . .
478.79 . . . . . . . . . .
480 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
480.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
480.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
481 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
482 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
482.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.8 . . . . . . . . . . .







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF Es TIf4AlE PRECEOEO 8Y ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO S12E OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TALILE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESIV IN TEXT.
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TAHLE 2. NUMe ER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROH SHORT-STAY NOt4FEOERAL hOSPITALS, eY ICC-9-CM COOE OF FIRS T-LISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 AhD
COOE TOTAL MALE
NORTH-
FE14ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST III O16EST SOUTH wEST
NUMeER GF OAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANOS
4e3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
485 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4e6 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4a T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4e7. o . . . . . . . . . . .
4a7. i . . . . . . . . . . .
490 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
491 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
491.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
491.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
492 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
492.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
492.e . . . . . . . . . . .
493 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
493.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
493.00 . . . . . . . . . .
493.01 . . . . . . . . . .
493.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
493.10 . . . . . . . . . .
493.11 . . . . . . . . . .
493.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
493.90 . . . . . . . . . .
493.91 . . . . . . . . . .
494 . . . . . ...**...
496 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
500 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
506 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
506.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
507 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
507.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
510 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
510.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
511 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
51&. o. . . . . . . . . . .
sll. a . . . . . . . . . . .
511.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
512 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
512.8 . ..*. *....*
513 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5L3. O. . . ...*....
51+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
515 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
516 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
516.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
516.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
518 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
518.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
518.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
518.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
518.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
518.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
518.81 . . . . . . . . . .
518.82 . . . . . . . . . .
518.89 . . . . . . . . . .
519 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
519.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
519.8 . . . . . . . . . . .




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE Ih TABLE 1: SEE nlJSE OF TAtlLESn IN TEXT.
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TAbLE 2. NUMBER OF oAY.S OF CARE FoR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALSS 13v ICO-9-CM coOE of F18s T-L IsTEo
OIAGNOSIS, SEX AND AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION UF HOSPITAL; UhITEO STATES, 1987--CON.







15 15+4 45-64 AhO
COOE TOTAL MALE
NUUTH-
FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS ovea EAST MI OkEST SOUTH UEST
520-5 To.......
520 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
520.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
521 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
521.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
522 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
522.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
522.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
523 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
524 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
524.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
524.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
524.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
524.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
525 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
526 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
526.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
526.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
526.89 . . . . . . . . . .
52 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
527.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
528 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
528.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
528.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
528.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
530 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
530.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
531 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
531.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
531 .00 . . . . . . . . . .
531 .1 . . . . . . . . . . .
531 .10 . . . . . . . . . .
531 .3 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.30 . . . . . . . . . .
531.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.40 . . . . . . . . . .
531 .5 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.50 . . . . . . . . . .
531.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.70 . . . . . . . . . .
531 .9 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.90 . . . . . . . . . .
532 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
532.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.00 . . . . . . . . . .
532. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.10 . . . . . . . . . .
532.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.30 . . . . . . . . . .
532.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.40 . . . . . . . . . .
532.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.50 . . . . . . . . . .
532.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRECEOEO dY ASTERISK, USE ACCilROING 70 SIZE CF CORRESPONDING ES T1MA7E IN TA8LE 1: SEE ‘“USE OF TA6LES” IN TEXT.
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TAtiLE 2. NUUEER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGED FR(M4 SHORT-STAY hOhFELIERAL hOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH CCIOE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
DIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UN ITECl STATES, 1987—CON.








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECELIEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONOIfi G ES TItlA7E IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘ME OF TABLESa IN TEXT.
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TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NOhFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COOE OF FIRST-LISTED
OIAtit40Si, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; uNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE fmUSE OF TAbLEStt iN TEXT.
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TA8LE 2.. NLNMER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL hOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH CODE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.







TOTAL HALE FE14ALE YEARs YEARS YEARS OVkR EAST MI OUEST SOUTh ntST
NUt4d ER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOU SANOS
5T0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
571 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
571.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
571.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
571.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
571.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
571.40 . . . . . . . . . .
571.49 . . . . . . . . . .
571.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
572 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
572.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
572.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
572.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
572.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
573 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5T3.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
573.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
573.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
574 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
574.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.00 . . . . . . . . . .
574.01 . . . . . . . . . .
574.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
5T4. LO . . . . . . . . . .
574.11 . . . . . . . . . .
574.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.20 . . . . . . . . . .
574.21 . . . . . . . . . .
574.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.30 . . . . . . . . . .
574.31 . . . . . . . . . .
574.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.40 . . . . . . . . . .
574.41 . . . . . . . . . .
574.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
5T4.50 . . . . . . . . . .
574.51 . . . . . . . . . .
575 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
575.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
575.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
575.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
575.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
576 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
576.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
5T6. Z . . . . . . . . . . .
576.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
577 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
577.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
57 T. L . . . . . . . . . . .
577 .2 . . . . . . . . . . .
577.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
578 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
578.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
578.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
578.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
579 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5T9.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRECEDED 8Y ASTERISK, USE ACCORDING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TA8LE 1: SEE ,lUSE OF 7At3LES- IN TExT.
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TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.






580-629 . . . . . . .
580 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
581 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
581.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
582 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
582.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
583 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
583.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
584 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
584.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
585 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
586 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
590 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
590.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
590.00 . . . . . . . . . .
590. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
590.10 . . . . . . . . . .
590.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
590.80 . . . . . . . . . .
591 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
592 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
592.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
592. L . . . . . . . . . . .
593 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
593.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
593. a l . . . . . . . . . .
593.89 . . . . . . . . . .
593.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
594 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
594.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
594.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
595 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
595.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
595.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
595.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
595.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
595 .82 . . . . . . . . . .
595.89 . . . . . . . . . .
595.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
596 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
596.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
596. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
596.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
596.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
597 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
59 T.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
597.80 . . . . . . . . . .
598 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
59a.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
598.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
599 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
599.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
599.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
599.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
599 .1 . . . . . . . . . . .




























































15 15-44 +5-64 AhO NORTH-

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NGTE: IF gST1NAT6 PRECEOEO dY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ES TIUA7E IN ABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TAtiLESns IN TExT.
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TAbLE 2. NuMEER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISChARGEO FROfi SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL hOSPITALS, BY ICE-9-CM CGOE OF FIRS T-L1STE13
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITED STATES, 1987 --COti.









YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 1410w EST SOUTH WEST
600 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
601.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
601.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
601.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
603 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
603.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
604 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
604.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
604.90 . . . . . . . . . .
604.99 . . . . . . . . . .
605 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
607 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
607.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
60 T.84 . . . . . . . . . .
607.89 . . . . . . . . . .
608 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
608.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
608.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
608.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
608.89 . . . . . . . . . .
610 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
610.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
610.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
611 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
611.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
611.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
611.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
611.72 . . . . . . . . . .
611.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
614 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6i4.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
614.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
614. + . . . . . . . . . . .
614.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
6L4.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
615 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
615.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
615.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
616 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
616.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
616.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
6LT . . . . . . . . . . . . .
617.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
61 T.l . . . . . . . . . . .
617.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
a la . . . . . . . . . . . . .
618.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
6L8.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
6L9 . . . . . . . . . . . . .



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO dY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘WE OF TABLESti IN TEXT.
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TABLE 2. NuMtl ER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISC HARGEO FRO14 SHORT-STAY NOtiFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCCI-9-CM COOE OF FIRST-LISTED
DIAGNOSIS, SE% ANLlAGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UN ITEG STATES, 198 T--CGN.








15-++ %5-64 Ah O NGRTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIG!4EST SOUTH uE!i T
NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOU SANOS
620 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
620.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
620. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
621 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
621.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
621.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
621.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
621 .6 . . . . . . . . . . .
622 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6Z2. L . . . . . . . . . . .
622.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
623 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
623.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
625 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
625.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
626 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
626.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
626.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
626.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
626.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
627’ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
627.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
6Z7.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
628 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
628 .2 . . . . . . . . . . .
6za.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
629 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
629.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
630-676 . . . . . . .
630 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
631 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
632 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
633 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
633.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
633.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
633.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
634 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
634.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
634.01 . . . . . . . . . .
634.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
634.2.1 . . . . . . . . . .
634.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
634.90 . . . . . . . . . .
63+.91 . . . . . . . . . .
634.92 . . . . . . . . . .
635 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
635.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
635.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
635.90 . . . . . . . . . .




































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: SF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, uSE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONOING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘!LISE OF TAtiLESm IN TExT.
82
TABLE 2. NLN48ER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FRaf4 SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL kOSPITALS, fJY ICO-9-CPI COOE OF FIRST-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT* ANO Geographic REGIoN oF Hosp ITAL; UNITEG STATEs$ 1987 --c13N -





15 1 5+4 45-6+ AhO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL HALE FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST f4101iEST SOUTH UEST
637 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
63 T. O . . . . . . . . . . .
637.00 . . . . . . . . . .
637.01 . . . . . . . . . .
637.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
637.11 . . . . . . . . . .
637.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
637.90 . . . . . . . . . .
637.91 . . . . . . . . . .
637.92 . . . . . . . . . .
639 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
639.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
639.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
640 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
640.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
640.03 . . . . . . . . . .
641 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
641.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
641.13 . . . . . . . . . .
641..? . . . . . . . . . . .
641.23 . . . . . . . . . .
641.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
641.93 . . . . . . . . . .
642 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
642.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.03 . . . . . . . . . .
642.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.33 . . . . . . . . . .
642.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.43 . . . . . . . . . .
642.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
642. To . . . . . . . . . .
642.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.93 . . . . . . . . . .
643 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
643.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
643.03 . . . . . . . . . .
643.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
643. Lo . . . . . . . . . .
64.9.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
643.93 . . . . . . . . . .
644 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
644.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
644.03 . . . . . . . . . .
6++. L . . . ...*....
6+4. Lo . ...*.....
643......990.980
645.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
645.03 . . . . . . . . . .
646..., . . . . . . . . .
646. L . . . . . . . . . . .
646.13 . . . . . . . . . .
646.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
646.43 . . . . . . . . . .
646.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
646.03 . . . . . . . . . .
64 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
64 T.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
647.63 . . . . . . . . . .
647.8 . . . . . . . . . . .




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHGRT-STAY fiOhFEOERAL hOSPITALS, tlY lCO-9-CH COOE OF FIR ST-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX AND AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON W HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, 1987--coN.




15 15-44 45-64 AhO NGRTH-
FkMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS oVER EAST t410HEST SOUTH kEST
ICO-9-Cfi
cOOE TOTAL MALE
NuMBER GF DAYS GF CARE IN THOU SANOS
.5+8 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
648.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.03 . . . . . . . . . .
648.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.23 . . . . . . . . . .
648 .4 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.43 . . . . . . . . . .
648.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
648.83 . . . . . . . . . .
648.9 . . . . . . . . . . .





























































































































































































651 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
651.0 . . . . . . . . . . .







652 . . . . . . . . . . . . . *
654 .. . .. ...... ..
654. L . .. ...... ..
654. id .. .. ......
654.2 . .. .. ... ...
65+.23 .. .. .. ....
654.4 ... .. ... ...
654.43 .. .. .. .. ..
654.5 . .. ... .. ...










656 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
656.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
656.33 . . . . . . . . . .
656.5 . . . . . . . . . . .






658 . .. .... ... ...







659 ... .. .. .. ....
659.1 . .. .. .. ....










661 . . . . . . . . . . . . . *3 *
664 ... .. .. ...... *
666 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
666.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
666.04 . . . . . . . . . .
666.2 . . . . . . . . . . .






670 ... ...... ....
670.0 ... .. ......




























671 ... .. ... .. ...
674 ... .. ... .. ... *
675 . .. .. .. .... ..
680-709 . ... ...
680 ... ... .. .....
873 1,239 687
* *
681 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
681 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
6al. of . . . . . . . . . .
681. L . . . . . . . . . . .











682 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
682.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
682 . 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
682 .5 . . . . . . . . . . .
682 .6 . . . . . . . . . . .
682.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
682 .8 . . . . . . . . . . .
























NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO iiY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO S12E OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TA.YLE 1: SEE ‘l IJSE OF TAd LES81 IN TEXT.
84
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FRGH SHORT-STAY NOixFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE OF FIRST-L ISTEO
DIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 AkO
COOE TOTAL
NGRTH-
HALE FEUALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI O#EST SOUTH kT&sT
683 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
684 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
685 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
685.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
6a5.1..*........
686.............
686.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
692 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
692.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
693 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
693.0. . . . . . . . . . .
695 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
695. L . . . . . . . . . . .
695.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
696 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
696. L. . . . . . . . . . .
SOL . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70 L.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
701.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
-lol.9 . . . . . . . ...*
705 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
705.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
705.83 . . . . . . . . . .
706 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
706.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
707 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
707.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
707.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
707.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
707.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
708 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
708.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
708.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
709 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
709.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
709.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
709.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
710-739 . . . . . . .
710 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
710.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
710.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
710.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
T2.0.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
ill . . . . . . . . . . . . .
711. o . . . . . . . . . . .
711.04 . . . . . . . . . .
711.05 . . . . . . . . . .
711.06 . . . . . . . . . .
T14 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
714.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
714.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
714.30 . . . . . . . . . .
115 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
715.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
7L5.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
715.15 . . . . . . . . . .

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIHATE PRECEOED 8Y ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE GF CORRESPONDING ES TI14ATE IN TA8LE 1: SEE ‘uSE OF TA8LES1* IN TEXT.
85
TAdLE 2. NUMg ER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR Itl PATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY hClhFEOERAL hOSPITALS, .QY ICC-9-CM CODE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
DIAGNOSIS, SEX Ahll AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.











FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIDwEST SOUTH wEST
Nu148ER CF DAYS OF CARE IN THOU SANOS
715.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
715.3 L . . . . . . . . . .
715 .34 . . . . . . . . . .
715 .35 . . . . . . . . . .
715.36 . . . . . . . . . .
715 .37 . . . . . . . . . .
715.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
715.89 . . . . . . . . . .
715.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
7i5.90 . . . . . . . . . .
715.94 . . . . . . . . . .
7i5.95 . . . . . . . . . .
i’15.96 . . . . . . . . . .
716 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
716.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
716.16 . . . . . . . . . .
716.17 . . . . . . . . . .
716.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
7L6.66 . . . . . . . . . .
7L6.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
116.90 . . . . . . . . . .
717 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
717.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
717.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
7i7.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
717. a . . . . . . . . . . .
717.83 . . . . . . . . . .
717.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
718 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7i8.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
71a.3i . . . . . . . . . .
71a.36 . . . . . . . . . .
718.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
718.46 . . . . . . . . . .
718.47 . . . . . . . . . .
718.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
718.56 . . . . . . . . . .
718.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
718.86 . . . . . . . . . .
718.87 . . . . . . . . . .
719 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7L9. O.. . . . . . . . . .
719.116 . . . . . . . . . .
719.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
719 .2 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
719 .41 . . . . . . . . . .
719.45 . . . . . . . . . .
719.46 . . . . . . . . . .
7L9.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.96 . . . . . . . . . .
720 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
720.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
720.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
721 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
721 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
721 .1 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
72 L.9 . . . . . . . . . . .



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRECEOEO 13Y AS7ER1SK, uSE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ES T1t4ATE IN TABLE 1: SEE -uSE OF TABLES18 IN TEx7.
86
TABLE .?. Nu14MER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROf4 SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CU COOE OF FIRS T-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GE13GRAPHIC REGION GF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.




lCO-9-C14 15 15-44 45-64 AhO
COGE TOTAL
NORTH-
MLE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 141cHEs T SOUTh WEST
NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANOS
722. . . . . . . . . . . . .
722.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.10 . . . . . . . . . .
T22.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.52 . . . . . . . . . .
722.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
T22.7L . . . . . . . . . .
722.73 . . . . . . . . . .
722.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.83 . . . . . . . . . .
722.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
722.91 . . . . . . . . . .
722.93 . . . . . . . . . .
723 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
723.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
723.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
723.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
723.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
723..9 . . . . . . . . . . .
724 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
724.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.00 . . . . . . . . . .
724.02 . . . . . . . . . .
724.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
724.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
725 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
726 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
72 boo . . . . . . . . . . .
72 b. L . . . . . . . . ..-
72b.10 . . . . . . . . . .
726.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.32 . . . . . . . . . .
72 b.33 . . . . . . . . . .
726.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
72 b.60 . . . . . . . . . .
T26.65 . . . . . . . . . .
72 b.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
726.73 . . . . . . . . . .
72 b.9 . . . . . . . . ..-
726.4’ 1 . . . . . . . . . .
727 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
727.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.00 . . . . . . . . . .
727.03 . . . . . . . . . .
727.05 . . . . . . . . . .
727.09 . . . . . . . . . .
72 T. L . . . . . . . . . . .
727.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
72 T.42 . . . . . . . . . .
727.43 . . . . . . . . . .
727.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.51 . . . . . . . . . .
727. b . . . . . . . . . . .
727.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.81 . . . . . . . . . .













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘uSE OF TABLES- Iti TEXT.
87
TABLE 2. NUMe ER OF DAYS OF CARE F(IR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NGNFEOERAL HOSPi TALS, BY ICC-9-CM COOE OF FIRS T-L ISTliO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, L98T--CI3N.









TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OMEST SOUTH MEST
728 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
728.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
T28. T . . . . . . . . . . .
T28. To . . . . . . . . . .
T2a. a . . . . . . . . . . .
T28. LW . . . . . . . . . .
T28.85 . . . . . . . . . .
T28.89 . . . . . . . . . .
T2a.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
729 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
729. L . . . . . . . . . . .
729. L . . . . . . . . . . .
729.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
T29.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.81 . . . . . . . . . .
TO . . . . . . . . . . . . .
730.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
730.07 . . . . . . . . . .
730.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
730.16 . . . . . . . . . .
730.17 . . . . . . . . . .
730.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
730.20 . . . . . . . . . .
730.24 . . . . . . . . . .
730.25 . . . . . . . . . .
730.26 . . . . . . . . . .
730.27 . . . . . . . . . .
730.28 . . . . . . . . . .
T32 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
732.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
733 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T33. o . . . . . . . . . . .
733.00 . . . . . . . . . .
733.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
133.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.42 . . . . . . . . . .
733.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.81 . . . . . . . . . .
733.82 . . . . . . . . . .
733.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
733.90 . . . . . . . . . .
733.99 . . . . . . . . . .
735 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
735.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
735.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
735.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
T35.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
736. . . . . . . . . . . . .
736.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
736.79 . . . . . . . . . .
736.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
736.89 . . . . . . . . . .
737 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
737.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
737.30 . . . . . . . . . .
T38 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
738.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
738.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NGTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO ay As TER1sK, usE Acc OROLNG TO SIZE OF coRRESPONDING Es T1nATE IN TA13LE 1: SEE uus E oF TAIsLEs~# IN TEXT.
88
TABLE 2. NuMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CM COOE OF FIRST-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UhITEO STATES, 1987--CON.






15 15-44 45-64 AhO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST f41cw EsT SOUTH hEST
NUMBER OF OAVS OF CARE IN THOUSANDS
740-759 . . . . . . .
741 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
741.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
741.00 . . . . . . . . . .
741.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
741.93 . . . . . . . . . .
742 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T42.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
743 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
743.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
743.30 . . . . . . . . . .
744 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
744.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
744.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
744.42 . . . . . . . . . .
T45 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
745.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
745.10 . . . . . . . . . .
745.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
745.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
T45.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
746 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
746.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
746.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
746.89 . . . . . . . . . .
746.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
74 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T47. o . . . . . . . . . . .
747.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
74 T.10 . . . . . . . . . .
747.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
747.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
747a . . . . . . . . . . .
747.81 . . . . . . . . . .
74a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
748.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
749 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
749.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
749.00 . . . . . . . . . .
i’49.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
749. LO . . . . . . . . . .
749.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
750 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
750.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
T51 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
751.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
751.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
751.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
751.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
751.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
751.69 . . . . . . . . . .
752 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
752.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
752.11 . . . . . . . . . .
752.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
752.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
753 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
753.1 . . ..*......
753.2 . . . . . . . . . . .










































































































































































































































































































































PRECEDEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING 70 SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TAEILES*C IN TEXT.
89
TABLE 2. NUMBER GF DAYS OF CARE FOR IN PA T1tNTS CISCHARGEC FROM SHORT-STAY hONFEOERAL hOSPITALS, E!Y ICC-9-CM COOE (JF FIRS T-L ISIEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX AND AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.




754 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
754.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
754.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
154.52 . . . . . . . . . .
754.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
754.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
75+.70 . . . . . . . . . .
754.8. . . . . . . . . . .
755 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
755.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
756 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
756.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
756.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
756. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
756.12 . . . . . . . . . .
756.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
757 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
757 .6 . . . . . . . . . . .
758 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
758 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
759 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
759.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
760-779 . . . . . . .
764 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
764.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
765 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
765.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
765.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
766 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
76a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
769 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
770 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
770.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
770.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
770.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
771. . . . . . . . . . . . .
77 L.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
713 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
773.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
774 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
774.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
774.39 . . . . . . . . . .
774.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
778 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
779 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
780-799 . . . . . . .
780 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
780.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
700.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.53 . . . . . . . . . .
780.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
781 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
782 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78 L.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
7b3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
703.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
784 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
784.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
784.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
































































































































15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-




























































































































































































TAaLE 2. NUH8ER OF oAYs OF CARE FOR Inpatients OISCHARGEO FROM sHORT-STAy NONFEDERAL HOSp ITALS, ay IcD-9-ct4 CODE OF FIRS T- LISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX AtiD AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTI14ATE PRECEOED BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE mlJSE OF TAbLESM IN TEX7.
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TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAVS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS , BY ICO-9-CM COOE OF FIRST-L ISTkO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON UF HOSPITAL; uNITEG STATES, 1987--CON.








15-44 45-64 AhO NGRTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OiAEST SOUTH wEST
806 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
806.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
806.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
806.4. . . . . . . . . . .
807 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
807.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
807.00 . . . . . . . . . .
807.01 . . . . . . . . . .
807.02 . . . . . . . . . .
807.03 . . . . . . . . . .
807.0 + . . . . . . . . . .
807. C15. . . . . . . . . .
807.09 . . . . . . . . . .
807.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
808 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
808-0 . . . . . . . . . . .
808.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
808 .4 . . . . . . . . . . .
808.42 . . . . . . . . . .
E08.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
810 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
810.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
810.00 . . . . . . . . . .
810.02 . . . . . . . . . .
811 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
811 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
811.00 . . . . . . . . . .
812 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
81.2 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
812.00 . . . . . . . . . .
812.01 . . . . . . . . . .
812.09 . . . . . . . . . .
812.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
812.20 . . . . . . . . . .
812.21 . . . . . . . . . .
812.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
812.40 . . . . . . . . . .
812.41 . . . . . . . . . .
812.42 . . . . . . . . . .
812.43 . . . . . . . . . .
ai2.44 . . . . . . . . . .
ak2.49 . . . . . . . . . .
aL2.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
a la . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a13. o . . . . . . . . . . .
813.01 . . . . . . . . . .
a 13.03 . . . . . . . . . .
813.05 . . . . . . . . . .
813. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 13.11 . . . . . . . . . .
an.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 13.23 . . . . . . . . . .
a 13.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
813.41 . . . . . . . . . .
813.42 . . . . . . . . . .
513.44 . . . . . . . . . .
a 13.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
a13. a . . . . . . . . . . .
813. a l . . . . . . . . . .
813. a 3 . . . . . . . . . .




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO S12E OF CORRESPONDING ES T1liATE IN TABLE 1: SEE “USE OF TABLES), IN TEX7.
92
TABLE 2. NU14BER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FRO14 SHORT-STAY NOhFEOERAL hOSPITALS, tlY ICO-9-CH COOE OF FIRST-L ISTEO
DIAGNOSIS. SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT* ANQ GEaGRAp H1c REGIQN OF HQSPITAL; UN ITEQ STATES* 1987--caN”





Ica-9-ct4 15 15-44 45-64 AhO
COOE TOTAL MALE
NGRTH-
FEllALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI CMEST SOUTH HEST
NUMBER CF OAYS OF CARE IN THEIUSANOS
814 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
814.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
814.00 . . . . . . . . . .
814.01 . . . . . . . . . .
815 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
815.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
815.00 . . . . . . . . . .
815.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
815.10 . . . . . . . . . .
816 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
816.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
816.00 . . . . . . . . . .
816.01 . . . . . . . . . .
816.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
816.10 .... . ... ..
816.11 ..... ... ..
816.12 ... . ... ...
817 ... .... .... ..
820 . .. .. ... .....
820.0 . .. .... .. ..
820.00 .... ... . ..
820.02 .. .. ......
820.03 .. .. . .. ...
820.09 .. .. ... ...
820.2 . .. .. ......
820.20 .. .. ... ...
820.21 .. .. ....-.
820.22 .. ... .. ...
820.8 . .... ... ...
821 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
821.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
821.00 . . . . . . . . . .
821.01 . . . . . . . . . .
821.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
821.10 . . . . . . . . . .
821.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
821.20 . . . . . . . . . .
821.21 . . . . . . . . . .
821.23 . . . . . . . . . .
821.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
821.30 . . . . . . . . . .
822 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
822.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
823 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
823.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
823.00 . . . . . . . . . .
823.02 . . . . . . . . . .
823.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
823.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
823.20 . . . . . . . . . .
823.22 . . . . . . . . . .
823.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
823.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
823.80 . . . . . . . . . .
823.81 . . . . . . . . . .
823.82 . . . . . . . . . .
823.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
823.90 . . . . . . . . . .



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRECEOEO 8Y ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONOING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘USE OF TAbLESgr IN TEXT.
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TABLE 2. NUMBER GF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, EY ICO-9-CM CODE OF FIRST-LISTED
OIAGNOSIS, SEX AND AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT aEGINNING OF TA8LE)
SEX .- . -----
ICD-9-CM
COOE TOTAI. HALE FEMALE
824 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
824.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
824.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
824.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
824.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
824.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
82+.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
825 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
825.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
825.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
825.21 . . . . . . . . . .
825.25 . . . . . . . . . .
825.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
826 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
826. i . . . . . . . . . . .
a z-i . . . . . . . . . . . .
829 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
830 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
830.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
831 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
831 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
831.00 . . . . . . . . . .
831.01 . . . . . . . . . .
831.04 . . . . . . . . . .
832 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
832.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
833 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
833.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
a33. of . . . . . . . . . .
834 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
835 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
835 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
835.00 . . . . . . . . . .
836 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
836.0 . .. ... .....
836. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 36.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 36.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
a3b.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
83-I . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a la . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a 39 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a39. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a39. of . . . . . . . . . .
839.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 39.20 . . . . . . . . . .
a 39.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
a do . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a40.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
a40. a . . . . . . . . . . .
840.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 42 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a 42.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
a42. id . . . . . . . . . .
843 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
843.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 43.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 44 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a44. i . . . . . . . . . . .
844.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
a44. a . . . . . . . . . . .





























































































































































































15 15-44 45-64 AhO NORTH-
YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OUEST SOUTH MEST









































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO S12E GF CORRESPONOING ESTIMATE IN TAELE 1: SEE llUSE OF TAtiLES” IN TEXT.
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TA8LE 2. NUt4tl ER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-SThY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-C14 COOE OF FIRST-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT* ANo Geographic REGIoN oF Hos F’ITAL; uNITEc sTATEsv 1987--coN-




ICD-9-CH 15 15-44 45-64 AhO NCRTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIGliEST SOUTH i+EST































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOED 13Y ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE ‘uSE OF TA&LES1m IN TEXT.
95
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEJ2ERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CM COOE OF FIRST-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEoGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES, 1987--coN.
































































































































15 15-44 45-64 AtxO
MALE
NORTH-












































































































































































NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TAELE 1: SEE ‘iliSE OF TABLESU It+ TEXT.
96
TABLE 2. NUHBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL hOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CM COOE OF FIRST-L ISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT* ANO GEoGRAF’HIc REGIoN oF Hospl TAL; uNITEQ STATES* 1987 --coN -




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 AhO NLIRTH-
COOE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 1410MEST SOUTh !4EST
NUMBER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOUSANOS
886 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
886.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
890 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
890.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
891 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
891.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
891.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
892 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
892.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
892.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
895 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
895.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
903 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
903.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
905 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
906 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
COT . . . . . . . . . . . . .
907.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
908 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
908.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
909 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
909.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
910 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
911 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
919 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
919.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
920 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
921 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
921 .3 . . . . . . . . . . .
922 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
922.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
922..? . . . . . . . . . . .
922.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
923 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
924 . . . . . . . . . . ..-
924.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
924.01 . . . . . . . . . .
924.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
924.10 . . . . . . . . . .
924.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
924.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
927 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
927.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
927.20 . . . . . . . . . .
928. . . . . . . . . . . . .
933 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
933.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
934 . . . . . . . . . . ..-
935 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
935.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
941 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
942 . . . . . . . . . . ..-
942.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
9’43 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
944 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
944.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
944.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
945 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
945.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
945.2 . . . . . . . . . . .










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF EST IHATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TAtlLE 1: SEE ‘~USE OF TAMLESgl lN TEXT.
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TA8LE 2. NuIILIER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHO17T-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICC-9-CM COOE OF FIRST- LISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; uNITEG STATES, 1987--CON.






15 15+4 45-64 AhC NCR TH-
cOOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS VEARS OVER EAST FIIOMEST SOUTH kEST
946 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
946.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
946.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
946.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
948 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
948.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
948.00..........
948.1...........
949 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
952 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
952.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
952.00 . . . . . . . . . .
953 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
955 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
958 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
958.3 . . . . . . . . . . .







































974 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
974.1...........
975.............
977 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
977.8 . . . . . . . . . . .






























































































































































































































































































































































































































PRECEOEO 8Y ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONOING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE “USE OF TA8LES” IN 7EXT-
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TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICLP9-CH COOE OF FIRS T- LISTEO
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT* ANo Geographic REG1oN oF HosplTAL$ uf+ITEo sTATEs* 198 T--coN”






15 15-44 45-64 AhO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOIIEST SOUTH kEST
980 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
980.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
980.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
980.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
983 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
984 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
984.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
985 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
985.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
986. . . . . . . . . . . . .
987.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
989 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
989.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
989.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
991 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
991.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
992 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
992.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
994 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
994.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
994.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
995 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
995.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
995.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
995.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
995.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
995.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
996 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
996.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.01 . . . . . . . . . .
996.02 . . . . . . . . . .
996.03 . . . . . . . . . .
996. L . . . . . . . . . . .
996.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.39 . . . . . . . . . .
996.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.59 . . . . . . . . . .
996.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
996. a l . . . . . . . . . .
99 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
99 T.o . . . . . . . . . . .
997.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
99 T.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
99 T.62 . . . . . . . . . .
99 T.69 . . . . . . . . . .
99 T.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
99a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
998.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
99a.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
99a.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
99a.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
99a. a . . . . . . . . . . .
99a.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
999 . . . . . . . . . . . . .




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: IF E5TIMATE PREc EOEO ay As TER15K, usE AccOROING To s12E oF cORREspONOING ESTIMATE IN TAaLE 1: sEE “Ls E OF TAaLES’I IN TEXT.
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TAaLE 2. NuMBER OF OAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY MONFEOERAL hOSPITALS, BY LCO-9-CM CODE OF FIRS7-LISTECI
OIAGNOSIS, SEX ANO AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL; UN IIEO STATES, 1987 --CGN.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)







FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI GMEST SOUTH hEST
NUMLIER OF OAYS OF CARE IN THOU SANOS
V01-V82 . . . . . . .
Vlo . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VIO. L . . . . . . . . . . .
Vlo.ll . . . . . . . . . .
V10.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
Vlo. + . . . . . . . . . . .
V10.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
VIO. To . . . . . . . . . .
V10.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V10.85 . . . . . . . . . .
All . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V12 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V12.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V12.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
Viz. cl . . . . . . . . . .
V12.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
V13 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VI A. . . . . . . . . . . . .
V15.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
V15.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
v15. a 9 . . . . . . . . . .
V20 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V20.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V22 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V22.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V22.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V24 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V24. O. . . . . . . . . . .
v25 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V25.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V26 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V26. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V27 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V27. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V27.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V2’1.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V27.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V30 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V30.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V45 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V45. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V45.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V45 .89 . . . . . . . . . .
V51 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V54 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V54. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V54. Jo. . . . . . . . . . .
V55 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V55.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
v56 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V57 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
v57. i . . . . . . . . . . .
V57.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V57.89 . . . . . . . . . .
V58 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V58. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V58.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V58.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V58.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V59 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V59.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V59.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V65 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VA T . . . . . . . . . . . . .





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CCIRRESPONOINti ESTIMATE lN TA8LE 1: SEE ‘, USE OF TALILESN IN TExT.
100
TABLE 2. NUMBER OF DAYS OF CARE FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL hOSPITALS. BY ICO-9-CM CoDE OF FIRST-L ISTEII
OIAGNOSISs SEX AtiD AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL; UNITEO STATES, 19t37--CCN.
CSEE HEAONOTE AT UEGINNING OF TABLE)








YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIGHEST SOUTH hEST
NUMBER CF OAYS OF CARE IN THOIJSANOS
V70 . . . . . . . . . . . . . *25 *9 *17 * *21






*I6 * *2O * * * *13 *3 *8
All . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95 4+7 48 *26 *I6 *23












v71.7 . . . . . . . . . . .





*I8 * *4 *L3
vT1. a . . . . . . . . . . . 44 *25
*13 *13 *6 *6 *5
*19 *22 *E * *8 *12 *7 *L2 *
NOTE: IF ESTIMATE PRECEOEO BY ASTERISK, USE ACCOROING TO SIZE OF CORRESPONDING ESTIMATE IN TABLE 1: SEE WUSE OF TABLESm IN TEXT.
101
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, EY lCD-9-CM CODE, SEX AtiO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 198T
(ExCLUDES NE M80RN INFANTS. COOE NuMBERs ARE FROM THE 1NTERNATIONAL CLASS IF ICATIaN OF OISEASES, 9TH REVISION, CLINICAL HOOIF1CATION
(I CO-9 -C14); SEE APPENOIX III FOR CATEGORY TITLES.
TEXT)





15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE TOTAL MALE
NGRTH-
FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI O16EST SOUTH !4Es T
ALL Coats . . . . . . .
001-139 . . . . . . .
003 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
003.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
004 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
004.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
005 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
005.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
006 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
007 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
007.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
008 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
008.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
008.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
008.49 . . . . . . . . . .
008.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
008.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
008.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
009 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
009.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
009.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
009.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
011.............
011.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
011.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
011.90 . . . . . . . . . .
011.93 . . . . . . . . . .
015 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
oil . . . . . . . . . . . . .
027 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
031 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
031.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
031.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
032 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
033 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
033.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
034 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
034.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
034.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
035 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
036 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
036.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
036.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
038 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
038.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.40 . . . . . . . . . .
038.41 . . . . . . . . . .
038.42 . . . . . . . . . .
038.43 . . . . . . . . . .
038.49 . . . . . . . . . .
038.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
038.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
039 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
040 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
040.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
040. E.. *........









































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE uSEC WITH CAUTIOt(: SEE llIJSE OF TABLESM IN TEXT.
102
TABLE 3. NUflEIER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, 8Y ICO-9-CH COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.







15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARs YEARS YEARS OVER EAST #lICklEST SOUTH HEST
041 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
041. a . . . . . . . . . . .
041.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
041.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
041.+ . . . . . . . . . . .
041.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
041.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
041.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
041.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
042 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
042.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
042.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
042.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
042.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
043 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a 43.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
044 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a44.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
047 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
047.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
049 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
049.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
052 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
052.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
052.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
053 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
053.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
053.19 . . . . . . . . . .
053.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
053.20 . . . . . . . . . .
053.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
a54 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a54. i . . . . . . . . . . .
054.10 . . . . . . . . . .
054.12 . . . . . . . . . .
054.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
054.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
054.43 . . . . . . . . . .
054.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
056 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
057 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
057.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 57.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
070 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
070.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
070.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
07a.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
072 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
074 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
075 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
077 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0T7.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
oTT . . . . . . . . . . . . .
078.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
078.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
078.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 78.89 . . . . . . . . . .
079 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
079.8 . . . . . . . . . . .

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ES71MATES OF LESS THAN 5,oOO NoT TO BE uSEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO LIE USEC 141TH CAUTIGN: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LES. IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NuMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY [CD-9-CM COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.





15 15-44 45-64 Aho NCR TH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST H1OUEST SOUTH WEST
082 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
082.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
08+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
091 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
091 .3 . . . . . . . . . . .
094 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
oAT . . . . . . . . . . . . .
097.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
097.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
098 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
098.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
098.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
098.19 . . . . . . . . . .
09a.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
098.50 . . . . . . . . . .
099 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
110 ... .. .. ... ...
110.1 . .. .. ... ...
110.3 . .. .... .. ..
110. + ... .. . ... ..
111 . .. .. .. .. ... .
111.0 ..... ... ...
111 .9 . .. .. ......
112 ... .. ..... ...
112.0 . .. ..... ...
11.2.1. .... . ... ..
112.2 . .. .... ....
112.3 . .. . ..... ..
11.2.4. .... .... ..
112.8 . .. .. .. ....
li2. a9 .. .. .. ....
112.9 . .. .. ... ...
ilk ... .. .. ... ...
115.9 . .. ... .. ...
117 . .. .. .. ......
117 .3 . .. .. ......
117.5 . .. .. .. ....
117.9 . .. .. .. ....
127 . .. .. .. ... ...
127.4 . .. ..... ...
130 ... .. .. .... ..
131 . .. .. .. .. .. ..
131.0 . .... .... ..
131.00 .. .. .. ....
131.01 .. .. .. ....
131.9 . .. .. ......
132 ... .. .. ......
132.0 . .. .. . .. ...
Up . .. .... .... ..
133.0 . .. ..... ...
135 ... .... ... . ..
136 . .. ...... .. ..
13’5.3. .. .... .. ..
136.9 . .. .. ... ...
137 ... .. .. ... ...
137 .0 . .. .. ... ...
138 ... .. .. .... ..
139 ... .. .... .. ..














































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEC hITH CAUTION: SEE “USE OF TAb LES1’ IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. Nut4i3ER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANC
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.






15 15-44 45-64 AhO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIONEST SOUTH NEST
140-.? 39.......
140 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
141 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
141.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
141.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
142 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
142.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
144 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
144.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
144.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
145 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
145.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
146 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
146.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
147 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
L4T.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
148 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14a.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
149 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
149.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
150 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
150.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
150.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
150.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
150.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
150.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
151 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
151.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
151.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
151.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
151.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
152 . . . . . . . . . ...*
152.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
152.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
153 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
153.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
153.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
154 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
154.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
154.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
154.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
155 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
155.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
155.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
155.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
156 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
156.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
156.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
156.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
157 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
157.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
157.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
157.8 . . . . . . . . . . .

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LE.3.3 THAN 5.000 NOT TO BE usEO; Es TInATE5 OF 5.000-10.000 TO BE USEO IAITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TA15LESCt IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUH@ER OF AL L-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NOtiFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICLI-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.









FE14ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI Oi4EST SOUTH wEST
158 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
159 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
160 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
161 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
161.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
161.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
161.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
162 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
162.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
162 2 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
162.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
163 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
L63.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
164 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
164.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
i64.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
LO. . . . . . . . . . . . .
17a.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
L70.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
171 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
171.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
171.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
172 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
172.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
172.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
172.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
172.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
172.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
1T3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
173.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
173.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
173.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
173.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
173.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
L73.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
173.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
173.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
174 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
174.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
174.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
1T4.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
175 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
i79 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
180 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
180.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
180.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
180.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
182 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
182.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
183. . . . . . . . . . . . .
183.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
184 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
L84. O. . . . . . . . . . .

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO aE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO HE USED WITH CAUTION: SEE -USE OF TABLESI IN TExT.
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TABLE 3. NUMEER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FRDH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1987--CON.



































192 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
193 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
194 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
194. o . . . . ...*...
195 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
195.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
195.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
195.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
195.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
196 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
196.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
196*3 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
196.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
197. . . . . . . . . . . . .
L9T. o . . . . . . . . . . .
197. L . . . . . . . . . . .
L97.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
19 T.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
L97.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
197.7 . . ..*......
i97. a . . . . . . . . . . .
I da . . . . . . . . . . . . .
L98. o . . . . . . . . . . .
19a. b . . . . . . . . . .
19a.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
19a.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
198.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
L98.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
19a.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
19a. a . . . . . . . . . . .
19.3. a l . . . . . . . . . .
19a. a2 . . . . . . . . . .












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5POO0 NOT TO 15E USEO; ESTIMATES OF 59000-10,000 TO BE USEO UITH CAUTION: SEE flUSE OF TAaLEStn IN TEXT.
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TALILE 3. NUMfJER OF ALL-LIsTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AhO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1987--cON.




ICD-9-C14 15 15-44 45-64 AhO
COOE
NORTH-
T07AL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 141LWEST SOUTH WEST
199 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
199.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
L99. L . . . . . . . . . . .
199 .10 . . . . . . . . . .
199. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
200 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
200.00 . . . . . . . . . .
200.01 . . . . . . . . . .
200.03 . . . . . . . . . .
200. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
200.10 . . . . . . . . . .
200.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
200.20 . . . . . . . . . .
200.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
200.80 . . . . . . . . . .
200.88 . . . . . . . . . .
201 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
201.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
201.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
201.90 . . . . . . . . . .
201.91 . . . . . . . . . .
202 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
202.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
202.00 . . . . . . . . . .
202.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
202.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
202.80 . . . . . . . . . .
202.81 . . . . . . . . . .
202.82 . . . . . . . . . .
202.83 . . . . . . . . . .
202.88 . . . . . . . . . .
203 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
203.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
204 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
204.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
204. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
204.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
205 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
205.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
205.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
205.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
208 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Zoa. o . . . . . . . . . . .
208.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
210 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
210.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
211 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
211.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
211.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
211.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
211.8. . . . . . . . . . .
212 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
212.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
212.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
213 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
213.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
213.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
214 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
214.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
214.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
Al+. + . . . . . . . . . . .
214.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
























































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,OOO NOT TO BE U. SEC: ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE uSEC 161TH CAUTION: SEE “’USE OF TABLES” IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TABLE)










FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 141CMEST SOUTH liEST
NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOIJSANOS
215 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
215.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
215.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
216 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
216.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
216.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
216.4. . . . . . . . . . .
216.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
216.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
216.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
216.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
217 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.218 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
21a. o . . . . . . . . . . .
218.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
218.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
218.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
219 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
219.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
219.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
220 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
221 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
221.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
221.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
223 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
223.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
225 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
225.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
225.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
225.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
226- . . . . . . . . . . . .
227 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
227.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
227.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
227.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
228. . . . . . . . . . . . .
228.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
228.01 . . . . . . . . . .
228.04 . . . . . . . . . .
228.09 . . . . . . . . . .
228.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
229 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
229.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
230 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
230.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
233 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
233.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
233.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
233.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
233. T . . . . . . . . . . .
235 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
235.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
235.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
236 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
236.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
237 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
237.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
237.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
238 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
238.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
230.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
230.7 . . . . . . . . . . .









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO SE USEO; EST It4ATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEG HITH CAUTIGN: SEE WISE OF TABLES1 IN TExT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS , BY lCO-9-CM CODEi SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITE• STATES, 1981--CON.









FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST M1o!4EST SOUTH hEST
NUIIBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOU SANOS
239 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
239.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
239.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
240-279 . . . . . . .
240 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
240.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
24 L . . . . . . . . . . . . .
241.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
241.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
241.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
242 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
242.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
242.00 . . . . . . . . . .
242.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
242.20 . . . . . . . . . .
242.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
242.80 . . . . . . . . . .
242.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
242.90 . . . . . . . . . .
244 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
244.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
244.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
244.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
244.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
245 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
245.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
245.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
246 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
246.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
246.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
25(3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
250.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.00 . . . . . . . . . .
250.01 . . . . . . . . . .
250.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.10 . . . . . . . . . .
250.11 . . . . . . . . . .
250.2 .~ . . . . . . . . .
250.20 . . . . . . . . . .
250.21 . . . . . . . . . .
250.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.30 . . . . . . . . . .
250.31 . . . . . . . . . .
250.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.40 . . . . . . . . . .
250.41 . . . . . . . . . .
250.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.50 . . . . . . . . . .
250.51 . . . . . . . . . .
.?50.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.60 . . . . . . . . . .
250.61 . . . . . . . . . .
250.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.70 . . . . . . . . . .
250. To . . . . . . . . . .
250.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.80 . . . . . . . . . .
250.81 . . . . . . . . . .
250.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
250.90 . . . . . . . . . .












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: EsTIMATES OF L.ESS THAN 5,000 NOT 10 BE USEO; ES TX14ATES OF 5,000-10,000 70 BE USEC MITH CAUTION: SEE MUSE OF 7A8LESgm IN TExT.
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TABLE 3. NuMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-Cf4 COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.




ICO-9-CH 15 15-44 45-64 AhO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST flIDUEST SOUTH NEST
NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
251 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
251.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
251.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
251.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
252 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
252.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
252.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
253 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
253.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
253.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
253.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
253.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
253.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
253.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
255 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
255.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
255.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
255.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
255.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
255.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
255.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
256 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
256.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
259 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.59.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
259.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
260 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
261 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
262 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
263 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
263.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
263.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
266 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
266.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
26a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2ba.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
269 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
269a . . . . . . . . . . .
269.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
270 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
270.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
2T0.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
27 L . . . . . . . . . . . . .
271.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
272 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
272.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
272.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
272.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
272.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
272-4 . . . . . . . . . . .
272.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
272.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
272.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
272a . . . . . . . . . . .
272.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
2T3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
273- L . . . . . . . . . . .
273.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
273.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
274 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
274.0 . . . . . . . . . . .










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: EST IHATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO .9E USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO 8E USEO iiITH CAUTIOh: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HoSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.





lCO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 AhO
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE
NORTH-
YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOWEST SOUTH kEST







































































275 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
275.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
2T5.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
275.3 . . . . . . . . . . .











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NoTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTlf4ATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE uSEC MITH CAUTIOh: SEE ‘l USE OF TAdLES4t IN T6XT,m
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, 8Y ICO-5-CM CGOE* SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.




lCO-9-CM 15 1 5+4 45-64 AhO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOMEST SOUTH uEST
NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
2a5 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
285.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
2a5.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
2a5. a . . . . . . . . . . .
2a5.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
2a6 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2a6. o . . . . . . . . . . .
286.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
2a6.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
2a6.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
286.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
2ab.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
2a6.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
2a7 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2a7.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
2a7.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
2a7.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
2a7.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
2a7.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
2a7.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
baa . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2aa. o . . . . . . . . . . .
28a.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
2aa. a . . . . . . . . . . .
2aa.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
2a9 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2a9.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
2a9.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
2a9.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
2a9.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
2a9.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
2a9.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
2a9.59 . . . . . . . . . .
2a9.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
2a9.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
290-319 . . . . . . .
290 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
290.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.10 . . . . . . . . . .
290.11 . . . . . . . . . .
290.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.20 . . . . . . . . . .
290.21 . . . . . . . . . .
290.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
290.40 . . . . . . . . . .
290.41 . . . . . . . . . .
290.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
291 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
291.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
291.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
291.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
291.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
251. a . . . . . . . . . . .
291.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
292 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
292.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
292.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
292.11 . . . . . . . . . .
292.12 . . . . . . . . . .
292a . . . . . . . . . . .
292. a l . . . . . . . . . .




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USED; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO ltITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES* IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMt Ell OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FUR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANIJ GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1987--CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TAOLE)









FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS oVER EAST I41ouEST SOUTH HEST
293 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
293.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
293.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
293.81 . . . . . . . . . .
293.83 . . . . . . . . . .
293. a 9 . . . . . . . . . .
293.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
294 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
294.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
294. 1 . . . . . . . . ..-
29+.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
294.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
295 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
295.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.20 . . . . . . . . . .
295.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.3 (S. . . . . . . . . .
295.32 . . . . . . . . . .
295.33 . . . . . . . . . .
295.34 . . . . . . . . . .
295.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.40 . . . . . . . . . .
295.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.60 . . . . . . . . . .
295.62 . . . . . . . . . .
295.64 . . . . . . . . . .
295.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.70. . . . . . . . . .
295.72 . . . . . . . . . .
295.74 . . . . . . . . . .
295.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.80 . . . . . . . . . .
295.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
295.90 . . . . . . . . . .
295.92 . . . . . . . . . .
295.94 . . . . . . . . . .
296 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
296.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.00 . . . . . . . . . .
296.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.20 . . . . . . . . . .
296.2 .? . . . . . . . . . .
296.23 . . . . . . . . . .
296.24 . . . . . . . . . .
296.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.30 . . . . . . . . . .
296.32 . . . . . . . . . .
296.33 . . . . . . . . . .
296.34 . . . . . . . . . .
2’36.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.40 . . . . . . . . . .
296.43 . . . . . . . . . .
296.44 . . . . . . . . . .
296.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.50 . . . . . . . . . .
296.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.60 . . . . . . . . . .
296.64 . . . . . . . . . .
296.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
296.80 . . . . . . . . . .
296.82 . . . . . . . . . .
296.9 . . . . . . . . . . .


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ES TIHATES OF LESS THAN 59000 NOT TO dE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO MITH CAUTIOti: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NOtiFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-C14 COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AtiO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.









FEF4ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOHEST SOUTH hEST
297 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
297.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
.?91.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
298 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
298.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
298.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
298.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
300 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.00 . . . . . . . . . .
?#Oo. of . . . . . . . . .
300.02 . . . . . . . . . .
300.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.10 . . . . . . . . . .
300.11 . . . . . . . . . .
300.14 . . . . . . . . . .
300.15 . . . . . . . . . .
300.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.21 . . . . . . . . . .
300.22 . . . . . . . . . .
300.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
300.81 . . . . . . . . . .
300.89 . . . . . . . . . .
300.9 . . . .. . . . . . . .
301 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
301.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
301.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
301.13 . . . . . . . . . .
301.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
301.20 . . . . . . . . . .
301.22 . . . . . . . . . .
301.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
301.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
301.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
301.50 . . . . . . . . . .
301.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
301.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
301. s . . . . . . . . . . .
301.81 . . . . . . . . . .
301.82 . . . . . . . . . .
301.83 . . . . . . . . . .
301.84 . . . . . . . . . .
301.89 . . . . . . . . . .
301.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
302 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
302.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
302.72 . . . . . . . . . .
303 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
303.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
303.00 . . . . . . . . . .
303.01 . . . . . . . . . .
303.02 . . . . . . . . . .
303.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
303.90 . . . . . . . . . .
303.91 . . . . . . . . . .
303.92 . . . . . . . . . .
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIHATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USE02 EST1MA7ES OF 5vOOO-1OVOOO TO BE USEC UITH CAUTION: SEE llUSE OF TABLES*l IN TEX7.
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TABLE 3. NUM8ER OF AL L-L ISTEO 01 AGNOSE5 FOR INPATIENTS 015 CHARGE0 FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL H05pl TAL5. nv lco-9-cn COOE, .3EX ANG
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.







FEt4ALE YEARs YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OHEST SOUTH uEST
NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
304 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
304.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
304 .00 . . . . . . . . . .
304.01 . . . . . . . . . .
304.03 . . . . . . . . . .
304.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.10 . . . . . . . . . .
304.11 . . . . . . . . . .
304.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.20 . . . . . . . . . .
304.21 . . . . . . . . . .
304.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.30 . . . . . . . . . .
304.31 . . . . . . . . . .
304.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.40 . . . . . . . . . .
304.41 . . . . . . . . . .
304.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.60 . . . . . . . . . .
304.61 . . . . . . . . . .
304.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.70 . . . . . . . . . .
304.71 . . . . . . . . . .
304.a . . . . . . . . . . .
304.80 . . . . . . . . . .
304.81 . . . . . . . . . .
304.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
304.90 . . . . . . . . . .
304.91 . . . . . . . . . .
304.93 . . . . . . . . . .
305 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
305.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.00 . . . . . . . . . .
305.01 . . . . . . . . . .
305.02 . . . . . . . . . .
305.03 . . . . . . . . . .
305.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.10 . . . . . . . . . .
305.11 . . . . . . . . . .
305.13 . . . . . . . . . .
305.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.20 . . . . . . . . . .
305.21 . . . . . . . . . .
305 .22 . . . . . . . . . .
305.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.40 . . . . . . . . . .
305.41 . . . . . . . . . .
305.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.50 . . . . . . . . . .
305.51 . . . . . . . . . .
305.53 . . . . . . . . . .
305.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.60 . . . . . . . . . .
305.61 . . . . . . . . . .
305.62 . . . . . . . . . .
305.63 . . . . . . . . . .
305.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.70 . . . . . . . . . .
305.71 . . . . . . . . . .
305.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
305.90 . . . . . . . . . .
305.91 . . . . . . . . . .
305.92 . . . . . . . . . .



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 NGT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO UITH CAUTION: SEE CIUSE OF TABLESI IN TExT.
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TABLE 3. NUHEER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 19a7--CON.











FE f4ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIDHEST SOUTH wEST






306 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
306.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
306.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
306.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
306.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
307 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
307.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
30 T.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
307.23 . . . . . . . . . .
307.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
307.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
307.50 . . . . . . . . . .
307.51 . . . . . . . . . .
307.54 . . . . . . . . . .
307. a . . . . . . . . . . .
307. a l . . . . . . . . . .
307. a 9 . . . . . . . . . .
307.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
boa . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3oa. o . . . . . . . . . . .
3oa.3 . . . . . . . . . . .


































































































































































































































































































309 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
309.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.24 . . . . . . . . . .
309.2 a . . . . . . . . . .
309.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
309.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
309. a . . . . . . . . . . .
309.81 . . . . . . . . . .
309.89 . . . . . . . . . .






















































310 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
310.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
310.2 . . . . . . . . . . .

















311 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
312 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
312.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
312.00 . . . . . . . . . .
312.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
31.?.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
312.20 . . . . . . . . . .
312.21 . . . . . . . . . .
312.23 . . . . . . . . . .
312.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
312.30 . . . . . . . . . .
312.34 . . . . . . . . . .
312. a. m. . . . . . . . .




































313 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
313. a . . . . . . . . . . .
313. a l . . . . . . . . . .














314 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
314.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
314.00 . . . . . . . . . .











315 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
315.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
315.3 . . . . . . . . . . .









NOTE: ES TI14ATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO HITH CAUTIGh: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LESma IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NOti FEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1987--CON.











YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 1410WEST SOIJTH wEST






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO 8E US EiJ; EST I!4ATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO UITH CAU1
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ON: SEE ‘USE OF TABLES1~ IN E)(T.
TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, OY ICO-9-CH COOE, SEX AhO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.









FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOWEST SOUTH h.5ST
342 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
342.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
342.1 . . . . . . . . . . .



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO J3E USEO; EST IHATES OF 5, COO-10, OOO TO BE USEC HITH CAUTIOh: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESit IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISC HARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, By Ice-9-c M cGoEs sEx ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: L2N1TE0 STATES, 1987--CON.






15 15-+4 45-64 AhC
cOOE TOTAL HALE
NGRTH-
FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OMEST SOUTH WEST


















































































































































































































































































































NoTE: EsTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO 8E USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO uITH CAUTION: SEE “USE OF TABLES” IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NU1413ER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CODE, 56X ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.









FENALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIDHEST SOUTH hEST
NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES It.! THOUSANOS
363 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
363.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
363.20 . . . . . . . . . .
364 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
364.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
364.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
364.41 . . . . . . . . . .
364.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
365 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
365.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
365.10 . . . . . . . . . .
365.1i . . . . . . . . . .
365.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
365.20 . . . . . . . . . .
365.22 . . . . . . . . . .
365.23 . . . . . . . . . .
365.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
365.60 . . . . . . . . . .
365.63 . . . . . . . . . .
365.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
366 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
366.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
366.10 . . . . . . . . . .
366. id . . . . . . . . . .
366.16 . . . . . . . . . .
366.11 . . . . . . . . . .
366.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
366.20 . . . . . . . . . .
366.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
366.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
367 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
368 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
368.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
368.12 . . . . . . . . . .
368.16 . . . . . . . . . .
368.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
368.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
368.40 . . . . . . . . . .
368.46 . . . . . . . . . .
368.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
369 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
369.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
369.00 . . . . . . . . . .
369.01 . . . . . . . . . .
369.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
369.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
369.60 . . . . . . . . . .
369.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
310 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
370.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
370.00 . . . . . . . . . .
3T0.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
3T0.34 . . . . . . . . . .
371 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
371.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
371.00 . . . . . . . . . .
371.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
371.23 . . . . . . . . . .
371.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
371.43 . . . . . . . . . .
371.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
371.6 . . . . . . . . . . .





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO 8E USEO iiITH CAUTIOtM: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LESm IN TEXT.
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TAMLE 3. NUMti ER OF AL L-LiSTEO OIAGNOsEs FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FRan sHORT-s TAy NOtif EDERAL HOSp IT ALs, eY ICD-9-CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PA TIEt4T, ANCl GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--coN.




372 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
372.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
372.00 . . . . . . . . . .
372.03 . . . . . . . . . .
372.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
372.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
372.20 . . . . . . . . . .
372.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
372.30 . . . . . . . . . .
372.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
372 .72 . . . . . . . . . .
373 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
373.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
373 .00 . . . . . . . . . .
373. L . . . . . . . . . . .
373.13 . . . . . . . . . .
374 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
374.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
374.1 o . . . . . . . . . .
374.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
374.30 . . . . . . . . . .
374.34 . . . . . . . . . .
374.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
374.46 . . . . . . . . . .
374.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
375 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
375.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
375.56 . . . . . . . . . .
376 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
376.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
376.01 . . . . . . . . . .
376. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
376.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
376.30. . . . . . . . . .
377 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
377.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
377.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
371.30 . . . . . . . . . .
378 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
376.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
378.00 . . . . . . . . . .
378.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
378. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
378.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
378.51 . . . . . . . . . .
378.54 . . . . . . . . . .
318.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
378.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
379 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
379.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
379.23 . . . . . . . . . .
379.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
379.3 L . . . . . . . . . .
379.32 . . . . . . . . . .
379.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
37’3.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
379.50 . . . . . . . . . .
379.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
379.91 . . . . . . . . . .
380 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
380. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
380.10 . . . . . . . . . .
300.14 . . . . . . . . . .
3eo.2 . . . . . . . . . . .

































































































































15 15-44 45-64 AhO NORTH-
FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI GMEST SOUTH uEST

































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5s000 NOT TO BE usEo; ESTIMATES of 5, 000-10, OOO TO BE USEC HITH CAUTION: SEE MUSE OF TABLESN IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEU FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CU CGOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.







TOTAL MALE FEHALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 141DuEST SOUTH hEST
NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGtiOSES IN THOUSANOS
381 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
381.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
381.00 . . . . . . . . . .
381.01 . . . . . . . . . .
381.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
381.10 . . . . . . . . . .
381..? . . . . . . . . . . .
381..? 0 . . . . . . . . . .
381.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
381.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
381.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
381.81 . . . . . . . . . .
382 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
382.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
382.00 . . . . . . . . . .
382.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
382.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
382.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
383 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
383.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
383.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
383.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
384 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
384.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
384.20 . . . . . . . . . .
385 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
385.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
385.24 . . . . . . . . . .
385.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
385.30 . . . . . . . . . .
385.32 . . . . . . . . . .
385.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
385.89 . . . . . . . . . .
386 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
386.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
386.00 . . . . . . . . . .
386.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
386.10 . . . . . . . . . .
386. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
386.12 . . . . . . . . . .
386.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
386.30 . . . . . . . . . .
386.35 . . . . . . . . . .
386.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
386.50 . . . . . . . . . .
38 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
387.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
388 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
388.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
38a. of . . . . . . . . . .
388.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
38a .30 . . . . . . . . . .
38 B.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
388.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
388.70 . . . . . . . . . .
389 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
389.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
389.00 . . . . . . . . . .
3a9.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
3a9. m . . . . . . . . . .
3a9.12 . . . . . . . . . .
3a9.7 . . . . . . . . . . .

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO &lE USEO; EST IPIATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEC wITH CAllTIOh: SEE -USE OF TABLES- IN TEXT.
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TAkLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NIINFEOERAL HGSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM CODE, SEX AhO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.






15 15-4+ 45-64 AhO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FCMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI IJ6EST SOUTH hEST
NUt4EIER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGA’OSES IN THOUSANOS
390-459 . . . . . . .
390 . . . . . . . . . . . . .








































































































































































































































































































































































































































394 ... .. .. .... ..
394.0 . .. .. .... ..
394.1 . ...... .. ..
394.2 . .. .... ....








395 ... .... .. .. ..
395.0 . .... .... ..








396 . .. .. .. .... ..
396.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
396. i. .. .. .. .. ..
396.2 . .... .... ..
396.3 . .. .... .. ..
396.8 . .. ...... ..










397 . .. .. ...... ..





12398 . .. .. .. .... ..
398.9 . .... .. .. ..
398.90 .. .. .... ..
398.91 .. .. .. ....



















401 . .. .. .. .... ..
401.0 . .. .... .. ..
401.1 . .. .... .. ..





























402 . .. ...... .. ..
402.0 . .. .. .. .. ..
402.00 .. .. .. ....
402. 1. .. .. ... ...
402. 10 .. .. .. .. ..
402.11 .... ......
402.9 . .. .. .... ..
402.90 .. .. . ... ..







403 . .. .. .... .. ..
403.0 . .... .. .. ..
403.1 . .... .. .. ..









404 ... .. ...... ..
404.9 . .. ... ... ..
*7
*6
405 . .. .. .... .. ..
405.1 . ...... .. ..
405. 11 ...... .. ..
405.9 . .... . ... ..
405.91 .. ... ... ..
























410 ... .. ... .. ...
410.0 . .. .. ......
410.1 ... .. .... ..
410.2 ... .. .... ..
410.3 . .. .. ... ...
410.4 ... ... ... ..
410.5 ... .. ... . ..
410.6 ... .. ... ...
410.7 ... .. ... . ..
410.8 ... .. ......























NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO aE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEC wITH CAUTION: SEE *’USE OF TABLES” IN TExT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTECI DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROU SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS* By Ico-9-cfl caoE* sEx ANo
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1987--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 L5-wi 45-64 AhCl
COOE
NGRTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST PIIOHEST SOUTH M6ST
411 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
411.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
411.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
411.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
412 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
413 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
413.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
413.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
413.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
414 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
414. o . . . . . . . . . . .
414.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
414.10 . . . . . . . . . .
414.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
414.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
415 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
415.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
415.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
416 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
416.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
416.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
416.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
420 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
420.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
420.90 . . . . . . . . . .
420.91 . . . . . . . . . .
420.99 . . . . . . . . . .
421 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
421. O. . . . . . . . . . .
422 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
422.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
422.91 . . . . . . . . . .
423 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
423.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
423.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
424 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
424.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
424.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
424.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
424.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
424.90 . . . . . . . . . .
425 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
425.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
425.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
425.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
425.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
425.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
426 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
426.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.10 . . . . . . . . . .
426.11 . . . . . . . . . .
426.12 . . . . . . . . . .
426.13 . . . . . . . . . .
426.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.50 . . . . . . . . . .
426.52 . . . . . . . . . .
426.53 . . . . . . . . . .
426.54 . . . . . . . . . .
426.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
426.89 . . . . . . . . . .
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ES TINATkS OF LESS THAN 59000 NOT TO dE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 59000-10,000 TO aE USEO UITH CAUTION: SEE “USE OF TAdLES” IN TEXT.
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TABLE J. NUUEER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHGRT-STAY NONFEDERAL HGSPIIALS, L!Y lCO-9-CM CgOE, SEX ANO
ALE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.







TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OWEST SOUTH uEST
NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
42 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
42 T. O. . . . . . . . . . .
427.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.31 . . . . . . . . . .
42 T.32 . . . . . . . . . .
427.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.41 . . . . . . . . . .
427.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.60 . . . . . . . . . .
427.61 . . . . . . . . . .
427.69 . . . . . . . . . .
427.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
427.81 . . . . . . . . . .
427.89 . . . . . . . . . .
427.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
428 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
428.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
428. L . . . . . . . . . . .
428.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
429 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
429.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
429.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
429.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
429.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
429.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
429 .8 . . . . . . . . . . .
429.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
430 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
431 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
432 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
432.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
432.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
433 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
433.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
433.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
433.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
433.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
433.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
433.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
434 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
434.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
434.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
434.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
435 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
435.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
435.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
435.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
435.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
435 .9 . . . . . . . . . . .
436 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
437 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
437.0 . . . . . . . . . . .

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































437.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
437.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
437.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
431.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
438 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NOTE: ESTIMATES OF
126 66
LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEC hITH CAUTION: SEE NUSE OF TAi3LESti IN TEXT.
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TAtiLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATI ENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-5-CM CCOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEC STATES, 1987--CGN.






i5 15-44 45-64 AhO NGRTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST I41OUEST SOUTH ‘dEST
NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGhOSES IN THOUSANOS
440 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
440.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
440.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
440.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
440.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
440.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
441 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
441.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
4kl.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
441.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
44s..4 . . . . . . . . . . .
441.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
442 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
442.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
442.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
wz. a . . . . . . . . . . .
442. a l . . . . . . . . . .
442.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
443 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
443.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
443a . . . . . . . . . . .
443. a l . . . . . . . . . .
443. a9 . . . . . . . . . .
443.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
444 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
444.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
444.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
444.21 . . . . . . . . . .
444.22 . . . . . . . . . .
444.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
444.81 . . . . . . . . . .
444. a9 . . . . . . . . . .
444.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
446. . . . . . . . . . . . .
44$5.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
446.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
446.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
446.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
447 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
44 T. O. . . . . . . . . . .
447.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
447.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
44 T.6. . . . . . . . . . .
44 T.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
447.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
44a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
448.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
44a.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
451 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
451.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
451.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
451.11 . . . . . . . . . .
451.19 . . . . . . . . . .
451.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
451. a . . . . . . . . . . .
451. a 9 . . . . . . . . . .
451.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
452 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
453 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
453.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
453.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
453a . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. IYUMUER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, 13Y lCO-9-CM COOE, SkX ANO
A-E OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.










MALE FEMALt YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OMEST SOUTH wEST
454 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
454.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
454.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
454.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
454.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
455 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
455.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
455. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
455 .4 . . . . . . . . . . .
455 .5 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
455.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
456 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
456.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
456.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
456.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
456.20 . . . . . . . . . .
456.21 . . . . . . . . . .
456.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
456.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
456.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
457 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
457.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
457.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
457.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
450 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
458.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
458.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
458.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
459 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
459.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
459.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
459.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
459.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
459.81 . . . . . . . . . .
459.89 . . . . . . . . . .
459.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
4b0-519 . . . . . . .
460 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
46i . . . . . . . . . . . . .
461. O . . . . . . . . . . .
461 .1 . . . . . . . . . . .
461.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
461.8. . . . . . . . . . .
461.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
462 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
463 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
464 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
464.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
464.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
464.10 . . . . . . . . . .
464.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
464.20 . . . . . . . . . .
464.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
464.30 . . . . . . . . . .
464.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
465 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
465 .8 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NU1413ER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OLSCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS. BY ICO-9-CU COOE, SEX AtiO
AGE Of PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL,: UNITEo sTATEs* 1987 --coN -




lCO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-6+ AhO NORTH-
CaOE TOTAL HALE fEt4ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIOUEST SOUTH UkST
NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
466 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
466.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
466. L . . . . . . . . . . .
470 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
471 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
471.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
471.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
471.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
472 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
472.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
473 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
473.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
473.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
473.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
473.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
473.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
474 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
474.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
474.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
474.1 o . . . . . . . . . .
474.11 . . . . . . . . . .
474.12 . . . . . . . . . .
474.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
475 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
476 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
476.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
477 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
477.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
417.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
47a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
+78.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.20 . . . . . . . . . .
478.29 . . . . . . . . . .
478.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.30 . . . . . . . . . .
478.31 . . . . . . . . . .
478.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
478.74 . . . . . . . . . .
478.75 . . . . . . . . . .
478.79 . . . . . . . . . .
480 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
480.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
480.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
481 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
482 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
482.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
482.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
483 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
484 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
485 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHGRT-STAY NONFEDERAL HCSPIIALS, EY LCU-9-CH CODk, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AtUD GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.









Fkt4ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST
487 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4a7. o . . . . . . . . . . .
4a T.l . . . . . . . . . . .
4a7. a . . . . . . . . . . .
490 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
491 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
491.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
491.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
491.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
491. a . . . . . . . . . . .
491.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
492 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
492.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
492.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
493 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
493.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
493.00 . . . . . . . . . .
493. of . . . . . . . . . .
493.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
493.10 . . . . . . . . . .
493.11 . . . . . . . . . .
4’93.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
493.90 . . . . . . . . . .
493.91 . . . . . . . . . .
494 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
495 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
496. . . . . . . . . . . . .
500. . . . . . . . . . . . .
501 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
502 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
505 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
506 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
506.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
CO T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
507.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
508 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
508.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
510 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
510.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
510.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
511 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
511.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
511.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
511.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
511.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
512 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
512.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
slz. a . . . . . . . . . . .
513 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
513.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
514 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
515 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
516 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
516.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
516.a . . . . . . . . . . .
517 . . . . . . . . . . . . .































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: tST1llATES UF LESS THAN 5,00D NOT TO aE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO klITH CAUTION: SEE ‘$USE OF TAB LkS1m IN TEX7.
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TABLE 3. NUHEER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR lNPATIE$i TS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HGSPITALS, iSY ICD-9-CH CODE, SEX ANC
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.






15 15-44 45-64 AhO
COOE
NCR TH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIChlEST SOUTH wEST
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5.000 NOT TO 8E USEO; ESTIHATES OF 5.000-10.000 TO BE USEO MITH CAUTION: SEE “USE OF TABLES’ IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUfl EER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHA@k EO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HGSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COGE, SE)( A1’iO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 198 T--COti.




530 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
530.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
530.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
531 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
531.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.00 . . . . . . . . . .
531. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
531. 10 . . . . . . . . . .
531.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.20 . . . . . . . . . .
531.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.30 . . . . . . . . . .
531.31 . . . . . . . . . .
531. + . . . . . . . . . . .
531.40 . . . . . . . . . .
531 .5 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.50 . . . . . . . . . .
531.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.70 . . . . . . . . . .
531.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.90 . . . . . . . . . .
531.91 . . . . . . . . . .
532 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
532.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.00 . . . . . . . . . .
532.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.10 . . . . . . . . . .
532.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.30 . . . . . . . . . .
532.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.40 . . . . . . . . . .
532.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.50 . . . . . . . . . .
532.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.70 . . . . . . . . . .
532.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
532.90 . . . . . . . . . .
533 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
533.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.00 . . . . . . . . . .
533.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.30 . . . . . . . . . .
533.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.40 . . . . . . . . . .
533.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.50 . . . . . . . . . .
533.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.70 . . . . . . . . . .
533.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
533.90 . . . . . . . . . .
534 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
534.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
































































































































































































































NoTE: EsT1tiArEsoF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 To BE usEo HITH cAuTIoh: SEE musE oF TAaLEsllIN TEXT.
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TA8LE 3. NUMBER IIF ALL-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, bY ICO-9-CH CGi2E, SEX NW
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPIT#IL: UNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT aEGINNING OF TAdLE)










FEUALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST NIDk EST SOUTh !#Es T
535 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
535.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
53s.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
535.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
53s..4 . . . . . . . . . . .
53s.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
53 S.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
536 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
536.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
536.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
536.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
537 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
537.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
531.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
537.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
537.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
537.81 . . . . . . . . . .
537.89 . . . . . . . . . .
537.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
5+0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
540.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
540.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
540.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
541 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
542 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
543 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
543.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
543.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
550 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
550.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
550.10 . . . . . . . . . .
550. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
550.12 . . . . . . . . . .
550.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
550.90 . . . . . . . . . .
550.91 . . . . . . . . . .
550.92 . . . . . . . . . .
550.93 . . . . . . . . . .
551 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
552 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
552.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
552.00 . . . . . . . . . .
552. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
552.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
552.20 . . . . . . . . . .
552.21 . . . . . . . . . .
552.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
552.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
553 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
553.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
553.00 . . . . . . . . . .
553.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
553.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
553.20 . . . . . . . . . .
553.21 . . . . . . . . . .
553.29 . . . . . . . . . .
553.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
553.8 . . . . . . . . . . .






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ES TIMATtS OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USED HITH CAUTIOh: SEE -uSE OF TABLES. IN TExT.
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TAtiLE 3. NUNEtiK OF ALL-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGEO FROM SHGRT-STAY NONFEDERAL H13SPITA&S, bY ICO-9-CM CODE, SEX AttD
AGE Uf PATIENT. AND GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES. 1987--CON.




ICC-9-CM 15 15-44 45-a* AhO
COOE TOTAL
NGRTH-
MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OHEST SOUTH 14Es!





























































































































555 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
555.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
555.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
555 .2 . . . . . . . . . . .
555.9 . . . . . . . . . . .































































































































































































































557 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
557.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
557. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .


















































558 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
558 . 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
558.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
55a .9 . . . . . . . . . . .
560 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
560.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.30 . . . . . . . . . .
560 .31 . . . . . . . . . .
560.39 . . . . . . . . . .
560.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
560.81 . . . . . . . . . .
560.89 . . . . . . . . . .








































































562 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
562.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
562.00 . . . . . . . . . .
562.01 . . . . . . . . . .
56,2. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
562.10 . . . . . . . . . .
































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5.000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5. OCO-lO, OOO TO EiE uSEC uITH CAUTIOh: SEE ‘l USE OF TABLESte IN TEXT.
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TAtiLE 3. NUt4ti ER GF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL tiCSPITALS, BY ICD-S-CH COCE, SEX AhG
AGE UF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-.54 Aho
COOE TOTAL 14ALE
NGRTH-
FEUALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST flIctiE.5T SOUTH MELT
569 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
569.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.41 . . . . . . . . . .
569.42 . . . . . . . . . .
569.49 . . . . . . . . . .
569.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
569.8 L.......;..
569.82 . . . . . . . . . .
569.83 . . . . . . . . . .
569.89 . . . . . . . . . .
569.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
570 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
571 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
571.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
571.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
571.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
57 L.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
571.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
571.40 . . . . . . . . . .
571.41 . . . . . . . . . .
571.49 . . . . . . . . . .
571.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
571.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
571.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
5? L.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
572 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.?.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
572.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
572.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
572.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
572.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
573 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
573.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
573.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
573.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
573.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
573.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
574.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.00 . . . . . . . . . .
574.01 . . . . . . . . . .
574.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.1 o . . . . . . . . . .
574.11 . . . . . . . . . .
574.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.20 . . . . . . . . . .
574.21 . . . . . . . . . .
574.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.30. . . . . . . . . .
574.31 . . . . . . . . . .
574.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.40 . . . . . . . . . .
574.41. . . . . . . . . . .
574.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
574.50 . . . . . . . . . .












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NGT TO dE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO dE USEO HITH CAUTIOh: SEE .USE OF TAtlLES*, IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUNEE17 OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROU SHORT-STAY NOti FEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AtiD Geographic REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT 6eGl NNINb OF TA8LE)
ICO-9-CM
COOE
575 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
575.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
575. L . . . . . . . . . . .
575.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
575.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
5?5.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
575.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
575.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
576 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
576.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
576.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
576.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
57-T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
577.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
577.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
577.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
577.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
577.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
578 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
578.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
578.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
578.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
579 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
579.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
579.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
579.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
579.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
580-629 . . . . . . .
580 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
580.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
581 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
581.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
581.81 . . . . . . . . . .
581 .9 . . . . . . . . . . .
582 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
582.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
582.89 . . . . . . . . . .
582.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
583 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
583.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
583.81 . . . . . . . . . .
583.89 . . . . . . . . . .
583.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
58+ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
584.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
58+.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
504.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
585 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
506 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
587 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
588 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
588.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
588.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
589 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
590 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
590.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
590.00 . . . . . . . . . .
590.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
590.10 . . . . . . . . . .
590.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
590.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
590.80 . . . . . . . . . .
. . .- .----
SkX AbE Xkbl UN
65
uNOER YEARS
15 15-44 45-64 AhO NORTH-









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: tSTIMA7ES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO SE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 70 OE USEO WITH cAu Tioh: SEE ,, USE OF TABLES*I IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUUEER OF ALL-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NOIMFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-5-C)I CGCiE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.









MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST t4ionEST SOUTH HEST
591 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
592 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.2.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
592.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
592.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
593 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
593.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
593.81 . . . . . . . . . .
S93.89 . . . . . . . . . .
593.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
594 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
594.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
594.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
594.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
595. . . . . . . . . . . . .
595.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
595.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
595.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
595.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
595.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
595.01 . . . . . . . . . .
595.82 . . . . . . . . . .
595.89 . . . . . . . . . .
595.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
596 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
596.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
596. L . . . . . . . . . . .
596.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
596.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
596.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
596.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
596.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
597 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
597.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
597.80 . . . . . . . . . .
597 .89 . . . . . . ...*
598 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
598.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
598.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
599 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
599.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
599.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
599.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
599.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
599.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
599.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
599.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
600 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
sol . . . . . . . . . . . . .
60 L. O. . . . . . . . . . .
60 L.l . . . . . . . . . . .
601.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
601.8 . . . . . . . . . . .




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NUTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO HITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TA8LES11 IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUtie EIT OF ALL-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHAtTGEO FRIi M SHORT-STAY NON FkOERAL HCSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CM COOE, SEX AtiO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.
(SEE HE AOt40TE AT tiEGINNING OF TA8LE)
SEX AGE REG 10N
65
UNDER YEARS
ICD-9-Ci4 15 L5-4+ 45-64 AhO
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE
NGRTH-
YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI CkEST SOUTH tiEST
602 ... .. .. ... ...
602.0 ... ..... ...
602.1 . .. .. ... ...
602.8 . .. .... .. ..
602 .9 . .. .. ... ...
603 . .. .. .... . ...
603.9 . ...... ....
604 ... .. .. ... . ..
604.9 . .. .... ....
604.90 .. .. ... ...
604.99 .. .. ......
605 ... .. .. ... ...
600 ... .. .... .. ..
607 . .. .... .... ..
607. 1. .. .. .. .. ..
607.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
607.8 . .. .. .. ....
60 T.8+ .. .. ... ...
607 .89 .. .. ... ...
608 ... .. ..... ...
608.1 . .. ...... ..
608.2 . .. ... .. ...
608 .4 . .. .... .. ..
608.8 . .. .. ......
608.83 ... ... . ...
608.86. .. .. .. ...
608.89 .. .. .. .. ..
610 ... .. .. ... ...
610.0 . .. .... ....
610. 1. .. .. . .. ...
610 .2 . .. ..... ...
610.3 ..... .. .. ..
610.4 . ...... .. ..
610.9 . .. .. .. .. ..
61 L ... .. .. .... ..
611 .0 ... .. ......
611.1 ... .. .... ..
611.6 . ... ..... ..
611.7 . .. ... ... ..
611.7 L .. . .. .....
611.72 .. .. .. .. ..
611.8 . .. ... .....
611.9 . ... ..... ..
614 . .. .... .. ....
614.0 . .. .. .. ....
614. 1. .. .. ... ...
6L4.2 . .. .. .. .. ..
614.3 . .. .. ......
614.4 ... .. ... ...
614. 5. .. ... .. ...
614.6 . .. .. ... ...
614.9. . .. .... ...
615 . .. ...... .. ..
615.0 . .. .. ... ...
615.1 . .. .. .. .. ..
615.9 . .... .... ..
616 ... .. .. ... ...
616.0 . .. .. .. ....
616.1 . .. .. .. .. ..
616.10 .. ... .. ...
610.2 . .. .. ... ...





























































































































































































































































































































NOTE: tSTIt4ATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE uSEO; ES TIf4ATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO wITH CAUTIGN: SEE “USE OF TABLES” IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. tAuM.2EK IIF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHGRT-STAY NOk FEOERAL HCSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CII COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENTS AND GEOGRAPHIC REGIOtA OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.









FE$lALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIGHEST SOUTH UEST
61 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
617.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
617.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
618 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6L8. Q. . . . . . . . . . .
618.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
6La.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
61a.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
618.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
619 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
619.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
619.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
620 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
620.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
620.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
621 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
621.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
621.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
621.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
621.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
62 L.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
621.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
621 .9 . . . . . . . . . . .
622 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
622. L . . . . . . . . . . .
622.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
622.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
622.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
623 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
623.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
623.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
623.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
623.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
624 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
624.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
625 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
625.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.2, . . . . . . . . . .
625.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
625.8 . . . . . . . . . . .

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTZt4ATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO t3E USED; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO 8E IJSEO IIITH CAUTIOh: SEE WUSE OF TAtiLES1d IN TExT.
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TAdLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGCD FROM SHORT-STAY NOh FEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY’ lCD-5-CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.
(SEE H6AONDTE AT dEGINNING OF TA8LE)
ICD-9-CM
cook TOTAL
626 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
626.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
626. i . . . . . . . . . . .
626.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
626.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
626..5 . . . . . . . . . .
626.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
626.’2 . . . . . . . . . . .
627 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
627.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
627.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
627.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
6.27.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
628 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
628 .0 . . . . . . . . . . .
628.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
628 .9 . . . . . . . . . . .
629 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
629.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
629.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
63 D-676 . . . . . . .
63a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
631 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
632 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
633 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
633. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
633.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
633.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
633.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
634 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
634.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
634.01 . . . . . . . . . .
634. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
b34.11 .. .. .. .. ..
634.9 . .... .. .. ..
634.90 .. .. .... ..
634.91 .. .. .. .. ..
63+.92 .. .. .. .. ..
635 .. . .. .. ... ...
635.7 . .. .. .. .. ..
635.9 . .. ... .. ...
635.9 D .. .... ....
635.91 .. ... ... ..
635 .92 ..... ... ..
637 ... ... ... . ...
637.0 . .... .. ....
637.00 .. .. ... ...
637.01 .. .. ... ...
637 .1. .. .. .. ....
637. 11 .. .. ... ...
637.9 . .. ... .. ...
637 .90 .. ..... ...
637.91 .. ..... ...
637.92 .. ...... ..
639 ... .. ..... ...
639.0 . .... .. .. ..
639. 1. .. .. .... ..
640 . .. .. .... .. ..
640.0 . .. .. .... ..



































































15 15-44 45-’=4 Aho NORTH-































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 N07 TO bE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO bE USEC uITH CAUTION: SEE “uSE OF TA8LES” IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. t4uMBEK OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NOt4FEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT LIEGINNINGOF TABLE)
SEX
ICO-9-CM




15 15-44 45-64 AhD NGUTH-
YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST FIIOi4EST SOUTH wEST
64 L . . . . . . . . . . . . .
641.01 . . . . . . . . . .
641.03 . . . . . . . . . .
641.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
641.11 . . . . . . . . . .
641.13 . . . . . . . . . .
64 L.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
641.21 . . . . . . . . . .
641.23 . . . . . . . . . .
641.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
641.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
641.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
641.91 . . . . . . . . . .
641.93 . . . . . . . . . .
642 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
642.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.01 . . . . . . . . . .
642.03 . . . . . . . . . .
642.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.31 . . . . . . . . . .
642.33 . . . . . . . . . .
642.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.41 . . . . . . . . . .
642.43 . . . . . . . . . .
642.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.5 L . . . . . . . . . .
642.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.61 . . . . . . . . . .
64.?.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
642.71 . . . . . . . . . .
642.73 . . . . . . . . . .
642.91 . . . . . . . . . .
6+2.93 . . . . . . . . . .
643 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
643.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
643.03 . . . . . . . . . .
643.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
643.13 . . . . . . . . . .
643.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
643.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
643.83 . . . . . . . . . .
643.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
643.93 . . . . . . . . . .
644 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
644.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
644.03 . . . . . . . . . .
644.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
644.13 . . . . . . . . . .
644.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
644.21 . . . . . . . . . .
6+5 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
645.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
645. OF . . . . . . . . . .



















































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ES TI14ATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO dE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO aE USEC 141TH CAUTIOh: SEE ‘USE OF TABLESn IN TEXT.
TAtlLE 3. NuMEER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATI ENTS DISCHARGE FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CM COCIE, SkX AND
AGE OF PA TIkNT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.




ICD-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 AkO
CODE TOTAL
NCi(TH-
MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HICif EST SOUTH WEST
646 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
646. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
646. 11 . . . . . . . . . .
646. 13 . . . . . . . . . .
646.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
646.23 . . . . . . . . . .
646.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
646.31 . . . . . . . . . .
646.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
646.61 . . . . . . . . . .
646.62 . . . . . . . . . .
646.63 . . . . . . . . . .
646.64 . . . . . . . . . .
646.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
646.81 . . . . . . . . . .
646.83 . . . . . . . . . .
647 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
64 T. O . . . . . . . . . . .
647.01 . . . . . . . . . .
647.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
647.13 . . . . . . . . . .
647.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
647.61 . . . . . . . . . .
647.63 . . . . . . . . . .
64 T. FJ. . . . . . . . . . .
647.81 . . . . . . . . . .
64 Tutu . . . . . . . . . .
648 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
64a. o . . . . . . . . . . .
648.01 . . . . . . . . . .
648.03 . . . . . . . . . .
64a.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
64a. Lo . . . . . . . . . .
64a.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
64a .20 . . . . . . . . . .
64a.21 . . . . . . . . . .
64a.22.. .**...*.
64a.23 . . . . . . . . . .
64a.24... *..*...
64a*3... *...*...
648.31 . . . . . . . . . .
64a.33 . . . . . . . . . .




648.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
64a.6L . . . . . . . . . .
648.63 . . . . . . . . . .
64a.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
64a.7L . . . . . . . . . .
64a. a . . . . . . . . . . .
64a.81 . . . . . . . . . .
64a. a3 . . . . . . . . . .
64a.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
64a .91 . . . . . . . . . .
64a.92 . . . . . . . . . .




























































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,L700 NOT TO BE USED; EST IMA7ES OF 5,000-109000 TO BE USEO WITH CA UllOh: SEE 84USE OF TABLEStl IN TExT.
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TABLE 3. NuMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, MY lCO-9-CH COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION Of HOSPITA,L: uNITED STATES, 1987--CON.






15 15-44 45-64 AhD
MALE
NORTH-


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS 7HAN 5,000 NOT T!J BE USED; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEC uITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TAd LESN IN TEXT.
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TA8LE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-Ct4 COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1987 --Ca N.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64 AhO
COOE TUTAL MALE FEMALE
NGRTH-















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 T13 9E USEO klTH CAUTIGN: SEE ‘USE OF TA9LES11 IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMEER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FR13H SHORT-STAY Nonfederal HCSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH CGDE, SEX AhD
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 19a7--CON.









YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST t410i6EST SOUTH hEST
NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
661.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
661.01 . . . . . . . . . .
661.11 . . . . . . . . . .
661.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
661.20 . . . . . . . . . .
661.21 . . . . . . . . . .
66 L.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
661.31 . . . . . . . . . .
661.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
661.41 . . . . . . . . . .
66 L.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
661.91 . . . . . . . . . .
662 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
662.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
662.01 . . . . . . . . . .
662.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.?.11 . . . . . . . . . .
662.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
662.21 . . . . . . . . . .
663 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
663.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
663.01 . . . . . . . . . .
663.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
663. LI . . . . . . . . . .
663.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
663.21 . . . . . . . . . .
663.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
663.31 . . . . . . . . . .
663.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
663.4 L . . . . . . . . . .
663.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
663.51 . . . . . . . . . .
663.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
663.8 L . . . . . . . . . .
663.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
663.9 L . . . . . . . . . .
664 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
664.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
664.01 . . . . . . . . . .
664.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
664.11 . . . . . . . . . .
664.14 . . . . . . . . . .
664.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
664.21 . . . . . . . . . .
664.3 . . . . . . . . . . .













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ES TItiATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ES TIHATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO 8E USEC wITH CAUTIOti: SEE ‘tUSE OF TA13LES11 IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUt4k ER IJF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGED FROH SHORT-STAY NLINFEOERAL HOSPIIALS, BY lCO-S-C!4 CODE, SEX AtuD
AGE OF PATIENT, J+NO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO sTAT5s, 1987--CON.


























































































































15 15-44 45-64 AhO NGRTH-


















































































































































































































NOTE: ES TIHATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO LIE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO E3E USEC !41TH CAUTION: SEE ‘l USE OF TA8LEStt IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NLN4EER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HGSPITALS? BY ICO-5-CH CGOES SEx ANQ
AGE OF PATIENT* ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO .3TATESV 1987--coN*





15 15-44 45-64 AhO NGRTH-
ctlo E TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OnEST SOUTH HEST











682 . . . . . . . . . . . . .















686. . . . . . . . . . . . .
686.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
686.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
686.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
686.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
690.............
691 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
691.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
691. a . . . . . . . . . . .
692 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
692.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
692.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
693. . . . . . . . . . . . .
693.0 . . . . . . . . . . .












69a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
69a.3. . . . . . . . . . .
698.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
-loo . . . . . . . ...’...
701 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
701.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
701.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
Tel. a . . . . . . . . . . .













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5,000 N07 TO HE USEO; ES71HATES OF 5, OCO-lO, OOO 70 8E USEC uITH CAUTION: SEE *USE OF TA8LESN IN Tkx7.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, 13Y ICO-9-CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.
(SEE HE AONOTE AT BEGINNING OF TA8LE)
lco-9-cti
COOE TOTAL
702 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
703 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
703.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
703.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
704 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
704.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
T04. I . . . . . . . . . . .
To+. a . . . . . . . . . . .
To . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TL15.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
705.83 . . . . . . . . . .
706 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
706. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
706.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
707 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
707.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
707. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
707.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
707.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
708 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
708.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
708.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
TO . . . . . . . . . . . . .
709.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
709.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
709.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
T09.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
709.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
710-739 . . . . . . .
710 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
710.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
710.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
710.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
710.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
710.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
710.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
Tn . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T1l. o . .. .. .. ....
711.00 .. .. ......
711.01 .. .. .. .. ..
711.02 .. .. .. ....
711.03 .. .. ... ...
711.04 .. .. . .....
711.05 .. .. ... ...
711.06 .. ... .. ...
711.07 .. .. ... ...
71 L.9 . .. .. ... ...
712 ... .. .. ... ...
712.3 ... .. ... ...
712.30 .. ..... ...
712.36 .. ... .....
T13 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
713.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
714 . .. .. ... ... ..
T14. o . . . . . . . . . . .
714.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
714.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
714.30 . . . . . . . . . .
714.8 . . . . . . . . . . .







FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OWEST SOUTH wEST
















































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO de USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO 8E USEC ‘417H CAIJTzoh: SEE @lIJsE OF TABLESI lN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-Cfl CLOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT* ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGIoN oF HoSpl TAL: uNITED STATES* 1987--coN.






15 15-44 45-64 AttO
COOE TOTAL MALE
NGRTH-
FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST NIOWEST SOUTH !4EST
NIJMBER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
715 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
715.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
715.00 . . . . . . . . . .
715.09 . . . . . . . . . .
T15.1- . . . . . . . . . .
715. 15 . . . . . . . . . .
715.16 . . . . . . . . . .
715.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
715.3 . . . . . . . . ..-
715.31 . . . . . . . . . .
715.33 . . . . . . . . . .
715.34 . . . . . . . . . .
715.35 . . . . . . . . . .
715.36 . . . . . . . . . .
715.37 . . . . . . . . . .
715.38 . . . . . . . . . .
715.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
715. a9 . . . . . . . . . .
715.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
715.90 . . . . . . . . . .
715.91 . . . . . . . . . .
715.94 . . . . . . . . . .
715.95 . . . . . . . . . .
7L5.96 . . . . . . . . . .
7L5.97 . . . . . . . . . .
715.98 . . . . . . . . . .
716.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
716.16 . . . . . . . . . .
716.17 . . . . . . . . . .
716.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
716.59 . . . . . . . . . .
716.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
716.61 . . . . . . . . . .
716.63 . . . . . . . . . .
716.64 . . . . . . . . . .
716.65 . . . . . . . . . .
7L6.66 . . . . . . . . . .
7t6.8 . . . . . . . . ..-
716.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
716.90 . . . . . . . . . .
716.91 . . . . . . . . . .
716.94 . . . . . . . . . .
716.96 . . . . . . . . . .
716.97 . . . . . . . . . .
716.98 . . . . . . . . . .
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TAbLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FRON SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGIIIN OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 15-+4 45-64 AhO
COOE TOTAL
NORTH-
MALE FE14ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI O14EST SOUTH WEST
NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
T18 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
718.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
716.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
T18.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
718.31 . . . . . . . . . .
T18.35 . . . . . . . . . .
718.36 . . . . . . . . . .
718.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
718.40 . . . . . . . . . .
710.44 . . . . . . . . . .
718. +5 . . . . . . . . . .
718.46 . . . . . . . . . .
718.47 . . . . . . . . . .
7i8.4a . . . . . . . . . .
718.49 . . . . . . . . . .
71a.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
710.56 . . . . . . . . . .
71a.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
71a. a 3 . . . . . . . . . .
716.86 . . . . . . . . . .
718.87 . . . . . . . . . .
71a.8a . . . . . . . . . .
Tla.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
719 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
719.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.06 . . . . . . . . . .
7L9. L . . . . . . . . . . .
719.16 . . . . . . . . . .
719.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.26 . . . . . . . . . .
719.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
719.40 . . . . . . . . . .
719.41 . . . . . . . . . .
73,9.45 . . . . . . . . . .
7L9.46 . . . . . . . . . .
T19.49 . . . . . . . . . .
719.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
T19.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
719 .70 . . . . . . . . . .
719.76 . . . . . . . . . .
719. a . . . . . . . . . . .
719. a 6 . . . . . . . . . .
719.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
7L9.96 . . . . . . . . . .
720 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
720.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
720.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
720.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
721 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
721.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
721.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TA.YLE 3. NUM6ER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROU SHGRT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COOE, SEX At!O
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.








15-44 45-6+ AkO NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OUEST SOUTH HEST
NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
72T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
727.0. . . . . . . . . . .
727.00 . . . . . . . . . .
727.03 . . . . . . . . . .
727.05 . . . . . . . . . .
72 T.(26 . . . . . . . . . .
72 T.09 . . . . . . . . . .
727.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
72 T.40 . . . . . . . . . .
727.+ 1 . . . . . . . . . .
12 T.42 . . . . . . . . . .
727.43 . . . . . . . . . .
72 T.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
T2T.51 . . . . . . . . . .
T27.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
T27.6L . . . . . . . . . .
727.63 . . . . . . . . . .
727.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
727.8 L . . . . . . . . . .
727.89 . . . . . . . . . .
72a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
728.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
728 .2 . . . . . . . . . . .
728.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
728.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
T28.71 . . . . . . . . . .
728 .8 . . . . . . . . . . .
72a. a 4 . . . . . . . . . .
728.85 . . . . . . . . . .
728.89 . . . . . . . . . .
728.’3 . . . . . . . . . . .
729 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
729.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
T2’9.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
72’3.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
T29.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.39 . . . . . . . . . .
T29.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
T29..5 . . . . . . . . . . .
729.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
729. a l . . . . . . . . . .
72’3.82 . . . . . . . . . .
729. a 9 . . . . . . . . . .
730 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
730.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
730.06 . . . . . . . . . .
730.07 . . . . . . . . . .
730.08 . . . . . . . . . .
T30.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
730.15 . . . . . . . . . .
730.16 . . . . . . . . . .
730 .17 . . . . . . . . . .
730.18 . . . . . . . . . .
730.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
730.20 . . . . . . . . . .
730.24 . . . . . . . . . .
730.25 . . . . . . . . . .
730.26 . . . . . . . . . .
730.2 T . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS LIISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CU COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES* 1987--CON.






15 15-44 45-64 AhO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST IIIOMEST SOUTH h’EST
NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
731.............
731.0...........
732 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
732.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
732.2 . . . . . . . . . . .




























736 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
736.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
736.00 . . . . . . . . . .
736.09 . . . . . . . . . .
736.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
736.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
736.41 . . . . . . . . . .
736.42 . . . . . . . . . .
736.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
736.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
736.70 . . . . . . . . . .
736.71 . . . . . . . . . .
T36.79 . . . . . . . . . .
736.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
736.81 . . . . . . . . . .
736.89 . . . . . . . . . .
736.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
737 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
737.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
737. LO . . . . . . . . . .
737.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
737.30 . . . . . . . . . .
737.39 . . . . . . . . . .
T37.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
737.4 L . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMf!ER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FdR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HGSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COCE, SEX AtYD
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1987--CON.








45-.54 flh O NORTH-
TOTAL HALE FEMALt YEARS YEARS YEARS C’JER EAST MI C!+EST SOUTH MEST
.
NUf4BER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNCISES IN THOU SANOS
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T38. O . . . . . . . . . . .
730.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
738.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
138.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
739 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
739.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
739.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
739.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
740-159 . . . . . . .
741 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
741.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
74 L.OO . . . . . . . . . .
741.03 . . . . . . . . . .
741.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
741.90 . . . . . . . . . .
7’41.93 . . . . . . . . . .
742 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
742.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
742.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
7+2.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
74. ?.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
?42.59 . . . . . . . . . .
742.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
7+3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
743.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
743.30 . . . . . . . . . .
743.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
744 . . . . . . . . . . . .
744.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
744.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
744.42 . . . . . . . . . .
745 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
745.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
T45.10 . . . . . . . . . .
745.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
745. + . . . . . . . . . . .
745.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
745.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
745.69 . . . . . . . . . .
746 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
746.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
746.02 . . . . . . . . . .
746.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
746.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
746.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
7+6.07 . . . . . . . . . .
746.89 . . . . . . . . . .
746.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
747 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
747.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
747.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
747 . 10 . . . . . . . . . .
747.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
747.22 . . . . . . . . . .
7+7.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
747.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
747.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
747.81 . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS* BY ICO-9-CH COOEV SEX ANo
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES* 1987—CON.






15 15-44 45-64 AhO
COOE
NGRTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS DVER EAST MIoHEST SDUTH IAEST
NUMBER LIF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
748 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
748.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
748.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
748.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
748.60 . . . . . . . . . .
T49 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T49. O. . . . . . . . . . .
749.00 . . . . . . . . . .
749.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
749.10 . . . . . . . . . .
749.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
749.20 . . . . . . . . . .
750 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
750.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
750.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
750.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
750.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
750.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
751 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
751.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
751.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
7!31.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
751.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
751.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
751.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
751.69 . . . . . . . . . .
751.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
752 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
752.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
752.11 . . . . . . . . . .
752.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
752.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
752.49 . . . . . . . . . .
752.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
752.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
752.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
753 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
753.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
753.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
753.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
753.3 . . . . ...*...
753.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
753.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
754 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
754.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
754.30 . . . . . . . . . .
754.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
754.51 . . . . . . . . . .
754.52 . . . . . . . . . .
754.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
754.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
754.70 . . . . . . . . . .
754.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
754.81 . . . . . . . . . .
T55 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
755.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
755.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
755.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
755.63 . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMti ER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, 8Y lCD-9-CM CLIOE, SEX ANO
AGE Of PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.








MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI DuEST SOUTH wkST
756 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
756.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
756. L . . . . . . . . . . .
756. Lo . . . . . . . . . .
756. Lo . . . . . . . . . .
756. 12 . . . . . . . . . .
756. id . . . . . . . . . .
756.4. . . . . . . . . . .
756.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
756.51 . . . . . . . . . .
756.6 . .. ... .. ...
756.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
756.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
757. . . . . . . . . . . . .
751.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
T57.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
758 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
758.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
758.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
759 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
759.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
759.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
759.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
759.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
759.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
760-779 . . . . . .
TO . . . . . . . . . . . . .
764 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
764.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
765 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
765.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
T65.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
766 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
766. L . . . . . . . . . . .
766.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
767 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
767.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
761.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
768. . . . . . . . . . . . .
768.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
760.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
769 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
770 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
770. i . . . . . . . . . . .
770.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
770.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
770.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
770.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
771 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
771.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
771.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
772 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
T72.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
T73 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
773.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
773.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
773.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
774 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7T4.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
774.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
774.39 . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. t4UllF!ER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-C14 COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT. ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1987--CGN.




ICO-9-CH 15 15-44 45-64 AhO NoR7H-
COOE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOI.IEST SOUTH wEST
NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGMISES IN THOUSANDS
775. . . . . . . . . . . . .
775.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
775.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
775.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
7T6 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
776.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
776.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
777 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
778 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
77 B.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
778.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
779 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
779.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
779.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
779. B . . . . . . . . . . .
780-799 . . . . . . .
780 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7B0. O. . . . . . . . . . .
780.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
Tso.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
7ao.50 . . . . . . . . . .
7B0.52 . . . . . . . . . .
7B0.53 . . . . . . . . . .
7ao.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
7.30.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
780.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
781 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78 L. O. . . . . . . . . . .
T81.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
7BI.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
781.’6 . . . . . . . . . . .
781.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
702 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
782.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
782.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.?.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
782.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
,782.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
782.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
782.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
783 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
783.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
7B3.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
783.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
783.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
783-5 . . . . . . . . . . .
783.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
784 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
784.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
7B4.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
784.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
784.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
784.49 . . . . . . . . . .
7a4.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a4.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
T84.69 . . . . . . . . . .
7a4.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TAL3LE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.









TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIO14EST SOUTH NkST
NUI18ER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
785 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
785.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
T85.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
785.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
785.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
785.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
785.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
705.50 . . . . . . . . . .
785.51 . . . . . . . . . .
785.59 . . . . . . . . . .
785 .6 . . . . . . . . . . .
785.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
786 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
786.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
186.00 . . . . . . . . . .
786. OF . . . . . . . . . .
786.02 . . . . . . . . . .
786.09 . . . . . . . . . .
T86.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
786.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
786.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
786.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
786.50 . . . . . . . . . .
186.51 . . . . . . . . . .
T86.52 . . . . . . . . . .
786.59 . . . . . . . . . .
786.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
786.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a6.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a7 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7a7. o . . . . . . . . . . .
7a7.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a7.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a7.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a7.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
baa . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7aa. o . . . . . . . . . . .
7aa.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a3a.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
7aa.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
7aa.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
7aa.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
788.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
Taa.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a9 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7a9. o . . . . . . . . . . .
7a9.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a9.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
789.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
789. 5 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a9.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
790 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
790. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
790.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
790.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
790.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
790.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
790.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
790. a . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NU14EER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROU SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS* BY ICO-9-CM COOE* SEX ANo
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.






15 15-44 45-64 AtiO
COOE TOTAL HALE
NORTH-
FE14ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST kJIO!i EST SOUTH uEST
NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
791 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
791.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
791.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
791.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
792 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
792.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
792.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
793. . . . . . . . . . . . .
793.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
793.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
793.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
793.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
794 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
794.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
794.0 .2. . . . . . . . . .
794.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
794.3 L . . . . . . . . . .
794.39 . . . . . . . . . .
794.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
794.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
795 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
795.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
795.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
795.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
795.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
795.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
796 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
796.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
796.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
796.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
797 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
799 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
799.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
799.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
799.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
799.3 . . ..*......
799.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
799.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
799.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
800-999 . . . . . . .
800 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
800.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
800.00 . . . . . . . . . .
aoo. of . . . . . . . . . .
aoo.l . . . . . . . . . . .
800.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
801 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
801.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
aol. of . . . . . . . . . .
801.01 . . . . . . . . . .
801.02 . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUM8ER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.









FE14ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OMEST SOUTH wEST
802.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
802.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
802.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
802.20 . . . . . . . . . .
802.21 . . . . . . . . . .
602.22 . . . . . . . . . .
802.25 . . . . . . . . . .
802.26 . . . . . . . . . .
802.28 . . . . . . . . . .
802.29 . . . . . . . . . .
802.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
802.30 . . . . . . . . . .
802.35 . . . . . . . . . .
802.38 . . . . . . . . . .
802.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
802 .6 . . . . . . . . . . .
802.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
803.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
803.00 . . . . . . . . . .
803.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
803.10 . . . . . . . . . .
803.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
804 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
805 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
805.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
805.00 . . . . . . . . . .
8L75.02 . . . . . . . . . .
805.06 . . . . . . . . . .
805.07 . . . . . . . . . .
805.08 . . . . . . . . . .
805.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
805.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
805.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
805.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
806 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
806.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
806.05 . . . . . . . . . .
806.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
806.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
807 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
807.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
ao7. of . . . . . . . . . .
ao7. of . . . . . . . . . .
ao7.02 . . . . . . . . . .
807.03 . . . . . . . . . .
807.04 . . . . . . . . . .
807.05 . . . . . . . . . .
807.06 . . . . . . . . . .
807.09 . . . . . . . . . .
807.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
ao7.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
808 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
808.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
aoa. z . . . . . . . . . . .
808.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
808.41 . . . . . . . . . .
8oa.42 . . . . . . . . . .
aoa.43 . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUM)3ER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NaNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CH CODE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES* 1987--CON.




Ico-9-cn 15 15-44 45-64 AhO
COOE TOTAL MALE
NGRTH-
FE14ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST H112uEST SOUTH NEST
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED UIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REG1o N OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987 --co N.











FEUALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OHEST SOUTH NEST
NUt48ER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGtiOSES IN THOUSANDS
816 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
816.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
816.00 . . . . . . . . . .
816.01 . . . . . . . . . .
816.02 . . . . . . . . . .
816. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
816.10 . . . . . . . . . .
816.11 . . . . . . . . . .
816.12 . . . . . . . . . .
81 T . . . . . . . . . . . . .
817.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
fIIT.l. .. .. .... ..
820 ... .. .. ... ...
820.0 . .. ...... ..
820.00 .. .... ....
820.02 .... .. .. ..
820.03 .. ... . .. ..
820.09 .. .. ... ...
820.2 . .. .. ... ...
820.20 .. .. ... ...
820.21 .. .. ... ...
820.2.2 .. .. ... ...
820.8 . .. .. ... ...
821 ... .. .. ... ...
821.0 . .. ... ... ..
azl. of .. .. .... ..
821.01 .. ...... ..
821.1 . .. .. .. .. ..
821. 10 .. .. . ... ..
821.2 . .. .... .. ..
821.20 .... .. ....
821.21 .. .. .. .. ..
821.23 .. .. .. .. ..
821.3 . .. .. ... ...
821.30 .. ... .. ...
821.33 . .. .. ... ..
822 ... .. .. ... ...
822.0 . .. ..... ...
822. 1. .. .. ... ...
823 . .. ... ... .. ..
823.0 . .. . ... .. ..
823.00 .... .... ..
823.01 .. .. .. .. ..
823.02 .. .. .. .. ..
823. i. .. .. .. ....
823. 10 .. .. .. ....
823.2 . .. .. .. ....
.923.20 .... .. ....
823.22 .. .. .. ....
823.3 . .. .. ... ...
823.32 .. .. .... ..
823.8 . .. ... .. ...
.923.80 .. .. ... ...
823.81 .. .. ......
823.82 .. ... .. ...
823.9 . .. .. ......
823.90 .. ...... ..
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TABLE 3. NU14EER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FQR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHQRT-STAY NQNFEOERAL HGSPITALS, bY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION QF HOSPITAL; UN ITEO STATES? 1987—CON.




ICO-9-C14 15 15-44 45-64 AhQ
COOE
NORTH-
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TABLc 3. NUMdER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, i3Y ICLI-9-CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AN17 GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1987--coN.









MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI CUEST SOUTH wCST
Nut40ER OF ALL-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
840 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
840.4. . . . . . . . . . .
840.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
840.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
a il . . . . . . . . . . . . .
842 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
842.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
842.00 . . . . . . . . . .
842.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
842.10 . . . . . . . . . .
843 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a43. a . . . . . . . . . . .
a 43.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 44 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a44. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a 4+.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 44.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
a44. a . . . . . . . . . . .
a44.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 45 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a45. o . . . . . . . . . . .
845.00 . . . . . . . . . .
845.01 . . . . . . . . . .
a 45.09 . . . . . . . . . .
a 45.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
a45.10 . . . . . . . . . .
a 46 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a46. o . . . . . . . . . . .
846.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
847 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a47. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a 47.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
a47.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 47.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
848 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a40. a . . . . . . . . . . .
a4a.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
a do . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a50. o . . . . . . . . . . .
a 50.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 50.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 50.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
a il . . . . . . . . . . . . .
asl. a . . . . . . . . . . .
a51. a o . . . . . . . . . .
a5L. a i . . . . . . . . . .
a51. a 2 . . . . . . . . . .
a51. a 9 . . . . . . . . . .
a 52 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a52. o . . . . . . . . . . .
852.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 52.20 . . . . . . . . . .
a52. A l . . . . . . . . . .
a 52.26 . . . . . . . . . .
a 52.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 53 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a53. o . . . . . . . . . . .
853.00 . . . . . . . . . .








































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES IIF LESS THAN 5.000 NOT TO Mt USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5.000-10.000 TO BE USED uITH CAUTION: SEE ,, USE OF TAtiLES1* IN TEXT.
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROll SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HCSPITALS, EY ICO-9-CH COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HoSPITAL:, UNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.




ICO-9-CM 15 L5-44 45-64 At$o
COOE TOTAL HALE
NGRTH-

















861 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
861.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
861.00 . . . . . . . . . .
861.01 . . . . . . . . . .
861.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF AL L-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISChARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HGSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CH COOE, SE.X ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.





15 15-44 45-64 AhO
CODE
NGRTH-
TOTAL 14ALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS oVER EAST MI CWEST SOUTH UEST
868 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
868.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
868.00 . . . . . . . . . .
868.03 . . . . . . . . . .
868.04 . . . . . . . . . .
868. L . . . . . . . . . . .
a6a. id . . . . . . . . . .
870 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8T0. O. . . . . . . . . . .
a Lola . . . . . . . . . . .
871 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
87 L. O. . . . . . . . . . .
aT1.l . . . . . . . . . . .
871.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
8T2 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
872.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
872.00 . . . . . . . . . .
872.01 . . . . . . . . . .
872.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
873 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
aT3. o . . . . . . . . . . .
873.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 73.20 . . . . . . . . . .
873.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
8-23.40 . . . . . . . . . .
aT3.41 . . . . . . . . . .
a 73.42 . . . . . . . . . .
a 73.43 . . . . . . . . . .
873.44 . . . . . . . . . .
a 73.49 . . . . . . . . . .
8T3.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.52 . . . . . . . . . .
873.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
873.60 . . . . . . . . . .
873.63 . . . . . . . . . .
873.64 . . . . . . . . . .
a 73.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
874 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
874.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
875 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
875.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
876 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
876.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
877 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
877.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
87a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
878.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
879.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
819.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
879.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
879.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
879.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMEER OF ALL-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NOhFEiJERAL HOSPITALS, EY lCO-+CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.
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TABLE 3. NUHiSER OF ALL-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HCSPIIALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX AtIO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.






15 15-44 45-64 AtiO
COOE TOTAL
NOiZTH-






























































































































































































NUfi BER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LIS7E0 OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.






15 15-+4 45-6+ AAD
MALE
NORTH-
FE14ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OHEST SOUTH Wksr
9.?7 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
927.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
927.20 . . . . . . . . . .
927.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
928 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
928.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
930 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
931 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
933 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
933.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
934 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
934.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
934.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
935 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
935.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
935.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
936 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
939 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
941 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
941.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
942 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
942.2 . . . . . . . . ..-
943 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
943.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
944 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
944.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
944.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
945 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
945.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
945.02 . . . . . . . . . .
945.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
945.22 . . . . . . . . . .
945.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
945.32 . . . . . . . . . .
945.34 . . . . . . . . . .
946 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
946.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
946.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
946.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
947 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
948 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
948.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
948.00 . . . . . . . . . .
948.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
948.10 . . . . . . . . . .
948.11 . . . . . . . . . .
948.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
949 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
949.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
950 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
951 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
952 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
952.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
952.00 . . . . . . . . . .
952.05 . . . . . . . . . .
952.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. tWMe ER OF AL L-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROH SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, nY lCO-9-CM COOE, sEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1987--CON.










FEUALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI Cil EST SOUTH klEST
953 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
953. + . . . . . . . . . . .
955 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
955. 1 . . . . . . . . . . .
955.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
955.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
955.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
955 .9 . . . . . . . . . . .
956 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
956.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
957 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
95a . . . . . . . . . . . . .
958.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
95a.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
95a.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
95a.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
958.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
959 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
959.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
959.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
959.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
959.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
959.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
959.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
960 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
962 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
962.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
963 . . . . . . . . . . ..-
9.53.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
964 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
964.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
‘364.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
965 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
965.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
965.01 . . . . . . . . . .
965.09 . . . . . . . . . .
965.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
965.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
965.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
965. e . . . . . . . . . . .
965.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
966 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
966.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
966.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
967 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
967.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
967 a. . . . . . . . . . .
967.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
968 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
960.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
968.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
969 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
‘369.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
969.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
969.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
969.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
969.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED DIAGNOSES FOR Inpatients olscHARGEo FRoH SHQRT-sTAy NQNFEoERAL HosF’lTALs* ay Ico-9-cH coDE* sEx ANo
AGE OF PATIENT? ANO Geographic REGIoN oF HQSI’ITAL: ‘NITEo ‘TATES’ 1g87--coN”




ICO-9-CN 15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOThL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST F410MEST sOUTH NEST
NUH8ER OF ALL-LISTEO OIAGNOSES IN THOUSANOS
971 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
971.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
972 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
972.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
972.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
972.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
974 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
974.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
975. . . . . . . . . . . . .
975. -I . . . . . . . . . . .
976 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OTT . . . . ..*......
977.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
977.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
980 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
980.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
980.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
980.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
983 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
984 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
984.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
985 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
985.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
986 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
987 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
987.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
987.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
989 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
989.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
989.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
989.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
990 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
991 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
991.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
992 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
992.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
994 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
994.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
994.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
994.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
995 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
995.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
995.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
995.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
995.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
995.5 ..0 . . . . . . . .
995a . . . . . . . . . . .
996 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
996.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.01 . . . . . . . . . .
996.02 . . . . . . . . . .
996.03 . . . . . . . . . .
996.09 . . . . . . . . . .
996.1 . ..9 . . . . . . .
996.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.31 . . . . . . . . . .
996.39 . . . . . . . . . .
996.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.52 . . . . . . . . . .
996.54 . . . . . . . . . .
996.59 . . . . . . . . . .
996.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
996.8 . . . . . . . . ..s
996.80 . . . . . . . . . .
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TAOLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCD-?-CH COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HLISPITAL: UN ITEO sTATES, 198 T--CON.





15 1 5-W 45-64 AtIO
COOE TOTAL NALE
NGRTH-
FE flALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 141CkEST SOUTH k&ST
997 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
99 T. O . . . . . . . . . . .
99 T. L . . . . . . . . . . .
99 T.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
997.60 . . . . . . . . . .
997.62 . . . . . . . . . .
997.69 . . . . . . . . . .
99 T.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
998 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
998.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
998.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
999 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
999.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
999.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
999.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
999.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
999.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V01-VE2 . . . . . . .
vol . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VOW. . . . . . . . . . . . .
VOW. . . . . . . . . . . . .
V04.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
VOW. . . . . . . . . . . . .
V07.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
Vlo . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vlo. o . . . . . . . . . . .
Vlo. of . . . . . . . . . .
Vlo. oz . . . . . . . . . .
VI 0.03 . . . . . . . . . .
VIO.Of..........
VIO. Of . . . . . . . . . .
vlo. Of . . . . . . . . . .
VIO. Of . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUf4BER OF ALL-L ISTEO OIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSp ITALs* 8Y lco-9-CH COOEV SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES* 1987--CON.





15 15-44 45-64 AhO
COOE TOTAL HALE FEIIALE YEARS
NORTH-

















































V23 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V23.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
v23. It . . . . . . . . . . .
V23.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
v23.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
v24 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V24. O. . . . . . . . . . .
v25 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V25.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V25.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROP SHORT-STAV NON FE OEUAL HOSPITALS, OV ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX AtiD
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HUSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.









45-64 AhO NCR TH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE VE/IRS YEARS VEARS OVER EAST M1OMEST SOUTH wtST


























































































































































































































































































































































V27 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
v27. o . . . . . . . . . . .
V27. L . . . . . . . . . . .
V27.2 . . . . . . . . . . .









































































































V46 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V46.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
*
*
V50 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V50.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V50.2 . . . . . . . . . . .








V53 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V53.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V54 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V54. O. . . . . . . . . . .
v54. a . . . . . . . . . . .





V55 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V55.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V55.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V55.3 . . ...*.....
Q56 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V56. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V57 . . . . . . ...*...
V57.1. *D O.......
V57.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V57.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
v57. to. . . . . . . . . . .
v57. a9 . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 3. Nu14BER OF ALL-LISTEO DIAGNOSES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CH COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.




15 L5-44 45-64 AhO
YEARS
NORTH-
YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OHEST SOUTH kiEST
ICO-9-CM
COOE TOTAL tiALE FEHALE














































v58 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V58. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V58.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V58.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V58.8 . . ...*.....
v5a.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V59 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V59.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V59.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
v60 . . . . . . . . . . ..-
V61 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
v61. O. . . . . . . . . . .
V61.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
v61.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V61.20 . . . . . . . . . .
v61.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
V61.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
V6L.8 . . . . . . . . . . .
V6L.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V62 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V62.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V62.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V62.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
v62.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
v62. a . . . . . . . . . . .
v62. a 9 . . . . . . . . . .
V62.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
v63 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V63.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V64 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V64. L. . . . . . . . . . .
V64.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V64.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V65 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V65.3 . . . . . . . . . . .
V66 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
v66.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V66.2 . . . . . . . . . . .
V66.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V67 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V67.0 . . . . . . . . . . .
V67.9 . . . . . . . . . . .
V70 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V70.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
V-n. . . . . . . . . . . . .
V71.1 . . . . . . . . . . .
V71.4 . . . . . . . . . . .
V71.7 . . . . . . . . . . .
v71. a . . . . . . . . . . .
v76 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TAtiLt 4. hUM8t U LF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FRCM SHCRT-STAY tuOh FE OERAL HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM CODE, SEX AhO
AbE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987
(EXCLUUEh NEu BOkN INFANTS. CGOE NuMdERS ARE FROM THE INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF OISEASES. 9TH REv ISIGN. CLINICAL MtiOIFICATIGN
(I CO-9 -CM)Z SEE APPENOIX 111 FOR CAT EGOt7Y TITLES.
TExT)




lCO-9-CU 15 15-44 45-64 AhO
cOOE TOTAL HALE
NCR TH-
FEUALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER liAii T NICMEST sOUTH kEs T
ALL CO DE S.......
01-05 . . . . . . . . .
01 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
01.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
01.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
01.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
01.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
01. 13 . . . . . . . . . . .
01. i+ . . . . . . . . . . .
01.18 . . . . . . . . . . .
01.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
01.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
01.25 . . . . . . . . . . .
01.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
01.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
01.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
01.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
01.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
01 .53 . . . . . . . . . . .
01.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
02 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
02.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
02.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
02.06 . . . . . . . . . . .
02. L . . . . . . . . . . . .
02. 12 . . . . . . . . . . .
02.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
02.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
02.34 . . . . . . . . . . .
02.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
02.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
02.43 . . . . . . . . . . .
02.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
02.94 . . . . . . . . . . .
02.99 . . . . . . . . . . .
03 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
03.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
03.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
03.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
03.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
03.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
03.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
03.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
03.53 . . . . . . . . . . .
03.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
03.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
03.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
03.90 . . . . . . . . . . .
03.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
03.92 . . . . . . . . . . .
03.93 . . . . . . . . . . .
03.95 . . . . . . . . . . .
03.99 . . . . . . . . . . .
04 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
04.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
04.04 . . . . . . . . . . .
04.07 . . . . . . . . . . .
04.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
04.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
04.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
04.43 . . . . . . . . . . .
04.44 . . . . . . . . . . .
04.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
04.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
04.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
04.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
04.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
04.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
04.81 . . . . . . . . . . .
05 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
05.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
05.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
05.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .




































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTt: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5.000 NOT TO dE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5.000-10.000 TO BE USEG HITH CA IJTIOh: SEE ‘t USE OF TAB LEStJ It! TEXT.
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TAtiLE 4. NLIH3!ER OF AIS-I.1STE13 PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGED FRGH SHORT-S~AY N13MEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICCJ-9-CH CODG, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGICIti OF HOSPITAL: WX1TE13 STATES, 1987 --COti.









HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS GVER EAST MIOUEST SOUTH ktST
06-07 . . . . . . . . .
06. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
06.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
06.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
06.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
06.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
06.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
06.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
06.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
06.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
06. + . . . . . . . . . . . .
06.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
06.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
06.89 . . . . . . . . . . .
07 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
07.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
07.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
07.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
07.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
07.65 . . . . . . . . . . .
08-16 . . . . . . . . .
08 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
08.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
oa.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
08.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
oa.20 . . . . . . . . ..-
08.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
oa.36 . . . . . . . . . . .
08..4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
08.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
oa.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
08.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
oa.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
oa.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
oa.70 . . . . . . . . . . .
oa. a . . . . . . . . . . . .
08.81 . . . . . . . . . . .
09 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
09.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
09. a l . . . . . . . . . . .
10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
10.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
11.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
11.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
11.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
11.60 . . . . . . . . . . .
11.64 . . . . . . . . . . .
12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
12.14 . . . . . . . . . . .
12.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
12.33 . . . . . . . . . . .
12.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
12.64 . . . . . . . . . . .
12.65 . . . . . . . . . . .
12.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
12.72 . . . . . . . . . . .
lz. a . . . . . . . . . . . .
12.81 . . . . . . . . . . .
12.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
12.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
12.92 . . . . . . . . . . .
13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
13.19 . . . . . . . . . . .
13.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
13.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
13.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
13.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
13.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
13.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
13. To . . . . . . . . . . .
13.7?. . . . . . . . . . . .
13.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS 7HAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO 8E USEO uITH CAUTION: SEE ‘USE OF TABLEs** IN TExT.
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TAt3LE 4. NUMEER OF AL L-L ISTEO PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS CISCHARGEO FRCM SHGRT-STAY NOh FE OERAL HOSPITALS, t3Y lCO-9-CM COOE, StX AttO
AGE OF PA TIEkT, AiIO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF tiOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 19 L77--CClti.






15 15-44 45-64 AhO
COOE ToTAL
NORTH-
MALE FENALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST M1OUEST SOUTH wEST
14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
14.2. ? . . . . . . . . . .
14.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
14.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
14.34 . . . . . . . . . . .
14.35 . . . . . . . . . . .
14.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
14. +1 . . . . . . . . . . .
14.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
14.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
14.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
14.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
L4.54 . . . . . . . . . . .
14.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
14.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
14.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
L4. To . . . . . . . . . . .
14.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
14.74 . . . . . . . . . . .
14.75 . . . . . . . . . . .
14.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
15 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
15.1 L . . . . . . . . . . .
15.13 . . . . . . . . . . .
i5.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
16 . . . . . . . . . . . ..-
16.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
16.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
16.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
16.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.8 . . . . . . . . . ..-
16.89 . . . . . . . . . . .
16.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
18-20 . . . . . . . . .
18 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
18.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
18.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
18.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
18.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
18. To . .. .... ....
18.79 . .. ... . ....
19 .... .. .. .. ....
19.1 .. .... .. .. ..
19.11 . .. .. ... ...
19. 19 ... ... . ....
19.3 .. .. ... .. ...
19.4 .. .... .. . ...
19.5 .. .. ... .. ...
19.53 . ...... . ...
19.6 .. .... .. . ...
20 .... ........ ..
20.0 .. .. .. .. ....
20.01 . .... .... ..
20.09 . .. .. ... ...
20.1 .. .. .. ... ...
20.2 .. .. ... .. ...
20.23 ... .. .. ....
20.4 .. .. ... .. ...
20.42 . .. ... .....
20. +9 . .. ..... ...
20.5 .. ..... .. ...
20.51 . .. .. .. .. ..
20.7 .. ...... .. ..
20.71 . .. .. .. ....
20.8 .. .. ... .. . ..







































































































































































































































































































NOTE: cSTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO HE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEO wITH CAUTi Ok: SEE ‘mUSE OF TABLES1l IN TEx T.*
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TA13LE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARG~O FROM SHORT-STAY NOhFEOERAL HOSPITALS* BY ICO-9-CU COOE. SkX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES. 1987--CON.






15 15-4+ 45-64 AhO
COOE TOTAL
NORTH-
MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST 1410FJEST sOUTH HEST
NUHBER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS
21-29 . . . . . . . . .
21 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
21.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
21.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
21.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
21.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
21.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
21.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
2L.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
21.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.72 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
2L.81 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.83 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.84 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.85 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.87 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.88 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.89 . . . . . . . . . . .
21.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
22 . . . . . . . . . . ...*
22.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
22.00 . . . . . . . . . . .
22.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
22.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
22.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
22.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
22.4 . . . . . . . . ...*
22.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
22.52 . . . . . . . . . . .













24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
24.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
24.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
24.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
24.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
24.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
25.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
25.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
,25.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
25.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
25.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
26 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
26.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
26.30 . . . . . . . . . . .
26.3 L . . . . . . . . . . .





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LESS THAN 5voO0 NOT TO BE USEOI ESTIMATES OF 59000-109000 TO BE USEC liITH CAUTIOh: SEE llUSE OF TABLES” IN TEXT.
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TA6LE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PRGCEOURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FRG)i SHORT-STAY NCh FE OERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CGOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PA TIEtt T, AND bkOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.






15 15-44 +5-64 AAO NGRTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST I41oIAEST SOUTH HES1
27 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
27.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
27.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
27. + . . . . . . . . . . . .
27.43 . . . . . . . . . . .
27.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
27.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
27.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
27.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
27.54 . . . . . . . . . . .
27.56 . . . . . . . . . . .
27.5 T . . . . . . . . . . .
27.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
27 .6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
27.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
27.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
27.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
27.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
27.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
28 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
28.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
28.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
28.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
28.6 . ..... .... ..
28.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
29 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
29.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
29.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
29.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
29.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
29.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
29.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
30-34 . . . . . . . . .
30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
30.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
30.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
30.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
31 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
31.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
31.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
31.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
31. + . . . . . . . . . . . .
31.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
31 .43 . . . . . . . . . . .
31.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
31 .7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
31 .9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
32 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
32.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
32.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
32.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
32.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
32.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
32.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
33 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
33.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
33.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
33.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
33.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
33.26 . . . . . . . . . . .
33.27 . . . . . . . . . . .
33.28 . . . . . . . . . . .
33.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
33.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
33 .9 . . . . . . . . . . . .










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NCTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO BE USEO; ESTIMATES OF 5.000-10,000 TO BE USEG HITH CAUTIGN: SEE “UsE OF TAaLES”” IN TEXT.
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TABLG 4. NUt4BtR OF ALL-LISTk D PROCEDURES MIR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FRGM SHORT-STAY NOhFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-CH COOk, SEX AND
AGE OF PAT IEtYT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.
(SEE HEAONOTE AT L3EGINN1NG OF TABLE)
SEX AGE REG ION
65
uNOEU YEARS
lCO-9-CH 15 15-44 45-64 ANO NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST t410h6EST SOUTH kEST





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































34.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
34.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
34.74 . . . . . . . . . . .
34a . . . . . . . . . . . .
34. a2 . . . . . . . . . . .
34.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
34.91 . . . . . . . . . . .












































































































































































































NOTE: Es TIt4ATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO dE U.SEC; EST IHATES GF 59000 -lo*ooo To BE usEc WITH cAuTIGh: sEE “usE oF TAHLEs” IN TExT -
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TABLE +. NUMEER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGED FRGM SHORT-STAY NGixFEOERAL HOSPITALS, By’ lCO-9-Ct4 COOE, StX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1987--CON.





lCD-9-CM 15 15-44 45-64
CODE TOTAL HALE
AhD NORTH-
FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MIO!.lEST SOUTH kEST




































































38 .92 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.93 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.94 . . . . . . . . . . .
38.98 . . . . . . . . . . .






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ES71MATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 NOT TO SE USED; EsTIMATES OF 5,000-10,000 TO BE USEC h61TH CAUTIOti: SEE CiUSE OF TABLES, ! IN TEXT.
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TABLE 4. NwWEK OF ALL-L ISTEO PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FRGU SHORT-STAY NGhFEOERAL HOSPITALS* By XCo-9-cH cGfJE* sEx ANo
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.





Ico-9-cn 15 L5-W! 45-64 AhO
COOE
NGRTH-
TOTAL HALE FEHALE Y EARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST N1OMEST SOUTH hEST
NUF18ER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS
39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
39.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
39.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
39.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
39.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.2.5 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.27 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
39.30 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
39.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.43 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
39.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.53 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.56 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.57 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.58 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
39.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.64 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
39.93 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.95 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.96 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.98 . . . . . . . . . . .
39.99 . . . . . . . . . . .
40-41 . . . . . . . . .
40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
‘40.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
40.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
40.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
40.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
40.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
40.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
40.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
40.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
40.40 . . . . . . . . . . .
40.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
40.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
40.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
40.53 . . . . . . . . . . .
40.54 . . . . . . . . . . .
40.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
AL . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4L.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
41.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
41.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
41.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
41.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
41.91 . . . . . . . . . . .

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOTE: ESTIMATES OF LESS THAN 5,000 N07 TO EIE USEO; EST IMA7ES OF 5,000-10,000 TO ELE USEO kITH CAUTION: SEE “’USE OF TAi3LES”’ IN TEXT-
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TAtiLE 4. NUMBER Of ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTs DISCHARGED FRGM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.









T07AL MALE FEMALE YEARS VEARS YEAAS OVER EAST MI OHEST SOUTH hEST
NUMBER OF PROCEDURES IN THOU SANOS
42-54 . . . . . . . . .
42 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
42.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
42.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
42.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
42.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
42.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
42.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
42.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
42.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
42.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
42.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
42.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
42.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
42.92 . . . . . . . . . . .
43 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
43.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
43.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
43.6.. s. . . . . . . . .
43.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.89 . . . . . . . . . . .
43.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
43.99 . . . . . . . . . . .
44 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.00 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.13 . . . . . . . . . . .
44. 14 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.15 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
44.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.66. . . . . . . . . . .
44.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
44.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.00 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.13 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.14 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.15 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.25 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.26 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.33 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-L IS’IEO PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FRoM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS* BY lCO-9-CH COOES SEX ANo
AGE OF PATIENT, AiYO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES. 1987—CON.






15 15-44 45-64 ANO
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOki EST SOUTH MEST
NuMBER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS
45.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.6 L . . . . . . . . . . .
45.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.72 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.74 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.75 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.76 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
45.90 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.93 . . . . . . . . . . .
45.94 . . . . . . . . . . .
46 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.10 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
46. Lo . . . . . . . . . . .
46.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.20 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.43 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.7. . . . . . . . . . . .
46.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
46. To . . . . . . . . . . .
46.74 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.75 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.80 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.81 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.82 . . . . . . . . . . .
46.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
46.99 . . . . . . . . . . .
47 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
47.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
47.1 . . . ..*......
47.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.9.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.25 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.35 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.66 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.7 . . . . . . . . . ..-
48.76 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
48.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
48.81 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 4. NUMEER OF ALL-L ISTEO PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FRGM SHGRT-STAY NOhFEOERAL HGSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.









TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER kAST 1410wEsT SOUTH UEST
NUMBER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANDS
49 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
49. OF . . . . . . . . . . .
49.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
49.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.1i . . . . . . . . . . .
+9.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
49.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
49.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.43 . . . . . . . . . . .
49.45 . . . . . . . . . . .
49.46 . . . . . . . . . . .
49 .5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
+9.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
49.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
49.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
49.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
49.93 . . . . . . . . . . .
50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
50.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
50. 11 . . . . . . . . . . .
50.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
50.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
50.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
50.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
50.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
50.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
50.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
50.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
51 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.04 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51. 11 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.36 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.4 L . . . . . . . . . . .
51.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.43 . . . . . . . . . . .
51 .5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
51 .59 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51 .8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.82 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.83 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
51.97 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.98 . . . . . . . . . . .
51 .99 . . . . . . . . . . .
52 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
52.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
52.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
52.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
52.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
52. 11 . . . . . . . . . . .
52.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
52.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
52.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 4. NuM8ER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS CISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NGNFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENTs ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES* 1987--CON.






15 15-44 45-64 AhD NORTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OWEST SOUTH ii EST
NUMBER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS
53 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
53.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
53.00 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.04 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.05 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
53.10 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.13 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.1 T . . . . . . . . . . .
53.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
53.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
53.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
53*5* . . ...*....*
53.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
53.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
53.7 . . . . ...*....
53.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
53.9 . . . ..*......
54 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.19 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.63 . . . . . . . . ..-
54.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.72 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.74 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.75 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
54.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.93 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.94 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.95 . . . . . . . . . . .
54.98 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TAbLE 4. NUMBkR OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROU SHORT-STAY NOhFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM CGOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 198 T--CON.





15 15-44 45-64 AhO
COOE TLITAL
NGRTH-
MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST flIoHEST SOUTH wEST
55..5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
55.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
55.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
55.87 . . . . . . . . . . .
55.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
55.92 . . . . . . . . . . .
56 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
56.33 . . . . . . . . . . .
56.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56. AL . . . . . . . . . . .
56.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
56.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.74 . . . . . . . . . . .
56.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
56.99 . . . . . . . . . . .
57 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.19 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.33 . . . . . . . . . . .
5T.34 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.7 L . . . . . . . . . . .
57.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.81 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.83 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.89 . . . . . . . . . . .
5T.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
57.9i . . . . . . . . . . .
57.92 . . . . . . . . . . .
51.93 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.94 . . . . . . . . . . .
57.95 . . . . . . . . . . .
58 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
58.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
58.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
58.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
5a.2z . . . . . . . . . . .
5a.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
58.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
5a.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
5a.45 . . . . . . . . . . .
58.47 . . . . . . . . . . .
5a.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
5a.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
5a.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
58.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
59 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
59. -I . . . . . . . . . . . .
59. To . . . . . . . . . . .
59a . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
59.95 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TAtiLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FRGM SHGRT-STAY NOhFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX AND
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES* 198T--COh.






15 15-44 45-6+ ANG
COOE
NORTH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOHEST SOUTH uEST
NUMBER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS
60-64 . . . . . . . . .
60.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
60.0. . . . . . . . . . . .
60.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
60.1 L . . . . . . . . . . .
60.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
60.2 . . . . . . . . . ..-
60.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
60.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
60.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
60.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
60.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
60.94 . . . . . . . . . . .
61 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
61.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
61.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
61.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
62 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
62.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
62.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
62.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
62.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
62.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
62.4 L . . . . . . . . . . .
62.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
62. T . . . . . . . . . . . .
63 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
63. L . . . . . . . . . . . .
63.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
63.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
63.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
63.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
63.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
63.82 . . . . . . . . . . .
64 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
64.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
64.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
64.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
64.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
64.95 . . . . . . . . . . .
64.97 . . . . . . . . . . .
65-71 . . . . . . . . .
65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
65.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
65.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
65.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
65.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
65.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
65.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
65.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
65.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
b5.51 . .... ... ...
65.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
65.6 L . . . . . . . . . . .
65.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
65. T . . . . . . . . . . . .
65.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
65. To . . . . . . . . . . .
65.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
65.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
65.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
66 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 4. tWMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FRGH SHORT-STAY Nonfederal HOSPITALS, BY lCO-9-CM C.00E, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 1987--CON.






15-44 45-64 ANO NO& TH-
TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI OUEST SOUTH ii5s T
NUHBER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS
66.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.6 L . . . . . . . . . . .
66.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
66.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
66. To . . . . . . . . . . .
66.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
66.92 . . . . . . . . . . .
67 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
67.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
6T.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
67.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
67.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
67.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
67.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
67.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
67.33 . . . . . . . . . . .
67.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
67.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
6T.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
67.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
6.8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
68.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
6E. L . . . . . . . . . . . .
68.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
68.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
68. u . . . . . . . . . . .
68.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
68.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
68.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
68.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
68.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
68.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
69 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
69.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
69. OF. . . . . . . . . . .
69.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
69.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
69.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
69.19 . . . . . . . . . . .
69.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
69.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
69 .5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
69.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
69.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
69.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
69 .9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
69.93 . . . . . . . . . . .
69.95 . . . . . . . . . . .
69.96 . . . . . . . . . . .
70 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
10.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
70.12...........
70.14 . . . . . . . . . . .
70.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
70.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
70.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
70 .32 . . . . . . . . . . .
T0.33 . . . . . . . . . . .
TO .4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
70.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
70.50 . . . . . . . . . . .
70.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 4. NUHEER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OXSCHARGEO FRGH SHORT-STAY NOhFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT. ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: uNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.






15 L5-44 45-64 ANO NCRTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI Oli EST SOLJTH ldEs T
70.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .















71.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
71.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
72-75 . . . . . . . . .
72 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
72.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
7Z. L . . . . . . . . . . . .
72.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
72.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
72.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
72.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
72.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
72.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
72.54 . . . . . . . . . . .
72.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
72.7 L . . . . . . . . . . .
72.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
72.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
73 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
73.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
73. of . . . . . . . . . . .
73.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
73. i . . . . . . . . . . . .
73.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
73.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
73.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
73.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
73.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
73.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
74 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
74.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
74.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
74.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
74.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
74.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
74.99 . . . . . . . . . . .
75 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
75.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
75.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
75.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
75.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
75.34 . . . . . . . . . . .
75.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
75.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
75.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
75.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
75.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
75.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
75.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
75.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 4. NUUe ER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEOLIRES FOR INPATIENTS OISChARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NOIYFET,ERAL hOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CPI COOE, SEX ANO
Ati E OF pATIENT, AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UN ITEO STATES, 198 T--cat4.




ICO-9-CH 15 15-44 45-64 AhO NGRTH-
COOE TOTAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI CWEST SOUTH UEST
76-84 . . . . . . . . .
To . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
76.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
76.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
76.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
76.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
76.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
16.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
76.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
T6.64 . . . . . . . . . . .
T6.65 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.66 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.68 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.7. . . . . . . . . . . .
76.72 . . . . . . . . . . .
T6.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
T6.74 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.75 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.7’ 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.78 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
T6.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
76.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.92 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.97 . . . . . . . . . . .
76.99 . . . . . . . . . . .
77 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7T. o . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
71.15 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.18 . . . . . . . . . . .
77 .19 . . . . . . . . . . .
7T.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
T7.27 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.28 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.35 . . . . . . . . . . .
71.37 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.38 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.45 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.47 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.53 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.54 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
17.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
77 .60 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
77 .64 . . . . . . . . . . .
77 .65 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.66 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.67 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.68 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
77 .7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.81 . . . . . . . . . . .
77 .83 . . . . . . . . . . .
77 .84 . . . . . . . . . . .
77 .85 . . . . . . . . . . .
77 .86 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.87 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.88 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 4. NLW3ER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NOWEOERAL HOSPITALS, 8Y ICO-9-CM CODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1987—CON.





15 15-44 45-64 At60 NCRTH-
COEIE TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOHEST SOUTH kEST
NUHBER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS
77.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
77.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.96 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.98 . . . . . . . . . . .
77.99 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7a. o . . . . . . . . . . . .
7a.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a.04 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.05 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a.07 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
7a.35 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
78.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
7a.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a.55 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a.57 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a.5a . . . . . . . . . . .
7a.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
78.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a.62 . . ..*......
78.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a.65 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a.66 . . . . . . . . . . .
78.67 . . . . . . . . . . .
7a.6a . . . . . . . . . . .
7a.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
79 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
79.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
79. OF . . . . . . . . . . .
79.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.04 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.05 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.06 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.07 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
79.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
79. Lo . . . . . . . . . . .
79. Lo . . . . . . . . . . .
79.15 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.2.6 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
79.24 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.25 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.26 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
79.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
19.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.33 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.34 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.35 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.36 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.37 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
79.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
79.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.62 . . . . . . . ..-.
79.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.64 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.65 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.66 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 4. NUM8EK GF ALL-L ISTEO PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS. BY ICO-9-CM CGOE. SEX ANII
AGE OF PATIENT. ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1987 --CGN.










FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST HIOUEST SOUTH uEST
NUMBER OF PROCEDURES IN THOU SANOS
79.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
79. To . . . . . . . . . . .
79.72 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.75 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.76 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.77 . . . . . . . . . . .
79.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
79.8 L . . . . . . . . . . .
79.84 . . . . . . . . . . .
80 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.05 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.14 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.15 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.16 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.17 . . . . . . . . . . .
ao. up . . . . . . . . . . .
80.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.26 . . . . . . . . . . .
S0.27 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.40 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
ao.44 . . . . . . . . . . .
ao.46 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.48 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.50 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
ao.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.74 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.76 . . . . . . . . . . .
ao. a . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.81 . . . . . . . . . . .
80. a 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
a0.86 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.87 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.88 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
80.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
ao.96 . . . . . . . . . . .
80.98 . . . . . . . . . . .
8A . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
81.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
81.00 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
al.04 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.05 . . . . . . . . . . .
al.06 . . . . . . . . . . .
al.07 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.08 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.1.. ... .. ... ..
81. 11 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.13 . . . . . . . . . . .
al. Lo . . . . . . . . . . .
81.17 . . . . . . . . . . .
alla . . . . . . . . . . .
al. z . . . . . . . . . . . .
81..22 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.26 . . . . . . . . . . .
al.27 . . . . . . . . . . .
al.28 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
81.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 4. NU14BER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS OISCHARGEO FRoM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-CM LODE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REGION OF HOSPITAL: UNITEO STATES, 1987--CON.






15 15-44 45-64 AND
COOE
NGRTH-
TOTAL HALE FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST MI DnEST SOLITH kkST
NUMBER OF. PROCEDURES It+ THOUSANOS
81.4. . . . . . . . . . . .
81.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.44 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.45 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.46 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.47 . . . . . . . . . . .
al.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
81.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.59 .*** . . . . . . .
81.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
81.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
81.64 . . . . . . . . . . .
8L.69... *.......
81.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
ai.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
81. To . . . . . . . . . . .
81.8 . . . . ...*....
al. sl . . . . . . . . . . .
al. a z . . . . . . . . . . .
al. a3 . . . . . . . . . . .
aL. a 6 . . . . . . . . . . .
81. a7 . . . . . . . . . . .
ai.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
al.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
al.92 . . . . . . . . . . .
al.93 . . . . . . . . . . .
al.94 . . . . . . . . . . .
al.95 . . . . . . . . . . .
al.w . . . . . . . . . . .
al.99 . . . . . . . . . . .
a . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
az. o . . . . . . . . . . . .
az. of . . . . . . . . . . .
az.l . . . . . . . . . . . .
az. u . . . . . . . . . . .
az.z . . . . . . . . . . . .
82.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
82.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
82.33 . . . . . . . . . . .
82.3> . . . . . . . . . . .
82.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a2.44 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 2.45 . . . . . . . . . . .
a2.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a 2.56 . . . . . . . . . . .
82.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a 2.79 . . . . . . . . . . .
az. a . . . . . . . . . . . .
a2. a6 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 2.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a 2.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
a . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a3. o . . . . . . . . . . . .
a3. of . . . . . . . . . . .
a 3.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
a3.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
a3.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
a3.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
83.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
a3.13 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.14 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 3.19 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 3.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a 3.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 3.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a3.31 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 3.39 . . . . . . . . . . .
a3.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a3.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
a3.44 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 3.45 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 3.49 . . . . . . . . . . .
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TA13LE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-L ISTEO PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGE FRGH SHGRT-STAY NOhFEOERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICO-9-LM COOE, SEX ANO
AGE OF PATIENT, ANO GEOGRAPHIC REG1ON OF HOSPITAL: UNITED STATES, 1987--CON.











FEMALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAST H1OUEST SOUTH kEST
NU148ER OF PROCEDURES IN THOUSANOS
83.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
83.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.64 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.65 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
83.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.75 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 3.77 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
83.81 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.82 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.84 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.85 . . . . . . . . . . .
a3.8T . . . . . . . . . . .
83.88 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
83.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
83.94 . . . . . . . . . . .
84 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
84.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
84.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
84.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
84. L . . . . . . . . . . . .
a4. 11 . . . . . . . . . . .
84.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
84. 15 . . . . . . . . . . .
84. Lo . . . . . . . . . . .
84.17 . . . . . . . . . . .
84.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
84.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
84.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
85-86 . . . . . . . . .
85 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
85.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
85.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
85.11 . . . . . . . . . . .
85.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 5.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
85..21 . . . . . . . . . . .
85.22 . . . . . . . . . . .
05.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 5.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
85.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 5.34 . . . . . . . . . . .
85.35 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 5.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
85.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
85.43 . . . . . . . . . . .
05.45 . . . . . . . . . . .
85.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
85.50 . . . . . . . . . . .
85.53 . . . . . . . . . . .
85.54 . . . . . . . . . . .
85.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
85.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
85.8 . . . . . . . . . . . .
85.86 . . . . . . . . . . .
85.87 . . . . . . . . . . .
85.89 . . . . . . . . . . .
85.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
85.91 . . . . . . . . . . .
85.93 . . . . . . . . . . .
85.94 . . . . . . . . . . .
85.95 . . . . . . . . . . .
85.96 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 5.99 . . . . . . . . . . .
86 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a6. o . . . . . . . . . . . .
86. OF . . . . . . . . . . .
86.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.04 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.05 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.06 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.09 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
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ICO-9-CM 15 15-+4 45-6+ AM
COOE TOTAL
NORTH-
IIALE FEt4ALE YEARS YEARS YEARS OVER EAsT I! Ioh EST SOUTH NEST
86.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
86.2 L . . . . . . . . . . .
ab..?z . . . . . . . . . . .
86.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.25 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.2 T . . . . . . . . . . .
86.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
86.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
86.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
a6.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
86.60 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.69 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 6.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a 6.70 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
86. To . . . . . . . . . . .
a6.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 6.74 . . . . . . . . . . .
a6.75 . . . . . . . . . . .
a6. a . . . . . . . . . . . .
a6. a2 . . . . . . . . . . .
a6. a 3 . . . . . . . . . . .
86.84 . . . . . . . . . .
a6. a9 . . . . . . . . . . .
a7-99 . . . . . . . . .
a . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a7. o . . . . . . . . . . . .
a7. of . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
aT.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.04 . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.21 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 7.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.33 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 7.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.4L . . . . . . . . . . .
a 7.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.53 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 7.54 . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 7.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.61 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 7.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.63 . . . . . . . . . . .
a-i.64 . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.65 . . . . . . . . . . .
87.66 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 7.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
a 7.71 . . . . . . . . . . .
87.72 . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.73 . . . . . . . . . . .
a 7.74 . . . . . . . . . . .
a7.7t.. . . . . . . . . . .
a 7.77 . . . . . . . . . . .
a . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
aa. o . . . . . . . . . . . .
aa. of . . . . . . . . . . .
aa.03 . . . . . . . . . . .
aa.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
aa.32 . . . . . . . . . . .
aa.3a . . . . . . . . . . .
aa.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
aa.40 . . . . . . . . . . .
8a.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
aa.42 . . . . . . . . . . .
aa.43 . . . . . . . . . . .
aa.44 . . . . . . . . . . .
aa.45 . . . . . . . . . . .
aa.47 . . . . . . . . . . .
aa.4a . . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 4. NUMBER OF ALL-LISTED PROCEDURES FOR INPATIENTS DISCHARGED FROM SHORT-STAY NONFEDERAL HOSPITALS, BY ICD-9-IM LODE, SEX AN(I
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15+4 45-6* AhO NORTH-
TCITAL MALE FEMALE YEARS YEARs YEARS OVER EAST MIIIHEST SOUTH WEST
93 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
93.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
93.26 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.29 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.4 . . . . . . . . . . . .
93.41 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.46 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.5 . . . . . . . . . . . .
93.51 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.52 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.53 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.54 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.55 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.56 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.57 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.59 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.9 . . . . . . . . . . . .
93.92 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.93 . . . . . . . . . . .
93.95 . . . . . . . . . . .
94.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
94..? 7 . . . . . . . . . . .
95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
95.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
95.04 . . . . . . . . . . .
95.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
95.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
96 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
96.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
96.04 . . . . . . . . . . .
96.05 . . . . . . . . . . .
96.07 . . . . . . . . . . .
96.08 . . . . . . . . . . .
96.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
96.23 . . . . . . . . . . .
96.25 . . . . . . . . . . .
96.3 . . . . . . . . . . . .
96.33 . . . . . . . . . . .
96.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
97 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
97.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
97.12 . . . . . . . . . . .
97.7 . . . . . . . . . . . .
9T.7L . . . . . . . . . . .
98 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
98.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
98.02 . . . . . . . . . . .
98.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
98.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
98.20 . . . . . . . . . . .
98.26 . . . . . . . . . . .
9a.28 . . . . . . . . . . .
99 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
99.0 . . . . . . . . . . . .
99.01 . . . . . . . . . . .
4’9.1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
99.15 . . . . . . . . . . .
99.2 . . . . . . . . . . . .
99.25 . . . . . . . . . . .
99.6 . . . . . . . . . . . .
99.60 . . . . . . . . . . .
99.6 L . . . . . . . . . . .
99.62 . . . . . . . . . . .
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Statistical design of the National
Hospital Discharge Survey
Scope of the survey-The National Hospital Discharge
Survey (NHDS) consists of patients discharged from nonin-
stitutional hospitals, exclusive of military and Veterans
Administration hospitals, located in the 50 States and the
District of Columbia. Only hospitals with six beds or more
for patient use and those in which the average length of stay
for all patients is less than 30 days are included in the
survey. Discharges of all patients from Federal hospitak are
excluded.
Sample stie-The National Master Facility Inventory
(NMFI) is the universe from which the NHDS sample is
drawn. A detailed description of the development, contents,
maintenance plans, and procedures for assessing complete-
ness of coverage of the NMFI was published in 1965
(NCHS, 1965).
The original universe for the suzvey consisted of 6,965
short-stay hospitals contained in the 1963 NMFI. This
universe is periodically updated (table I). Data on the
universe of short-stay non-Federal hospitals are now ob-
tained from the American Hospital Association. The distri-
bution of the current hospitals in the American Hospital
Association universe and NHDS sample of in-scope hospi-
tals for 1987 is given by bed size and geographic region in
table IL
Table L Number of hospitals in the National Hospital Discharge
Survey (NHDS) universe and number of hospitals added to the
NHDS sample, by year of addition and year of National Master
Facility Inventory (NMFI) used: United States, 1963-63
NHDS untieree and sample
Number Number
added to added to
NMFI data year Year added universe sample
1963 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1963 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1969 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1972 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1975 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Len . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1979 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1981 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

























NOTE A list of references follows the te>l.
Table Il. Number of short-stay hospitals in the National Hospital
Discharge Survey universe and survey sample, by geographic
region and bed size of hospitsk United Statea, 1987
All
Bad size of hospttal regions Northeast Midwest South West
All sizes
Universe . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,007
In-scope sample. . . . . . . . 491
6-49 beds
Universe . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,351
In-scope sample. . . . . . . . 31
50-99 beds
Universe.. . . . . . . . . . . . 1,464
In-scope sample. . . . . . . . 66
IOCL199 beds
Lhiveme. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,410
In-scope sample. . . . . . . . 69
200-288 beds
Universe . . . . . . . . . . . . . 747
In-scope sample. . . . . . . . 90
3CC-499 beds
un~er-= . . . . . . . . . . . . . 706
In-scope sample. . . . . . . . 118
500-999 beds
Universe . . . . . . . . . . . . . 302
In-scope sample. . . . . . . . 87
1,000 beds or more
Univeme . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27


















































The sample for 1987 consisted of 558 hospitals. Of
these, 92 refused to participate, and 67 were out of scope
either beeause the hospital had gone out of business or
beeause it failed to meet the definition of a short-stay
hospital. Thus 400 hospitals participated in the survey
during 1987 and provided approximately 181,000 abstracts
of medical reeords.
Sample design-All hospitals with 1,000 beds or more
in the universe of short-stay hospitals were seleeted with
certainty in the sample. All hospitals with fewer than 1,000
beds were stratified, the primazy strata being the 24 size-
by-region classes shown in table II. Within each primary
stratum, the allocation of hospitals was made through a
controlled selection technique so that hospitals in the sam-
ple would be properly distributed with regard to ownership
and geographic division. Sample hospitals were drawn with
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probabilities ranging from certainty for the largest hospitals
to 1 in 40 for the smallest hospitals.
The within-hospital sampling ratio for selecting sample
discharges varied inversely with the probability of hospital
selection. The smallest sampling fraction of discharged
patients was taken in the largest hospitals, and the largest
fraction was taken in the smallest hospitals. This sampling
was done to compensate for hospitals that were selected
with probabilities proportionate to their size class and to
ensure that the overall probability of selecting a discharge
would be approximately the same in each size class.
In nearly all sample hospitals, the daily listing sheet of
discharges was the frame from which the subsamples of
discharges were selected. The sample discharges were se-
lected by a random technique, usually on the basis of the
terminal digit(s) of the patient’s medical record number
that was assigned when the patient was admitted to the
hospital. If the hospital’s daily discharge listing did not show
the medical record numbers, the sample was selected by
starting with a randomly selected discharge and taking
every kth discharge thereafter.
Data collection and processing
Data collection —In 1985, for the first time, there were
two data collection procedures used for the survey. The
first was the traditional manual system of sample selection
and data abstraction. The second involved the purchase of
data tapes from commercial abstracting services. In 1987
this automated method was used in approximately 17 per-
cent of the sample hospitals.
In the manual hospitals, sample discharges were se-
lected using the daily listing sheet of discharges as the
sampling frame. These discharges were selected by a ran-
dom technique, usually on the basis of the terminal digit or
digits of the patient’s medical record number. The sample
selection and abstraction of data from the face sheet and
discharge summary of the medical records were performed
by the hospital staff or by representatives of the National
Center for Health Statistics (NCHS). The completed forms
were forwarded to NCHS for coding, editing, and weighting
procedures.
For the automated hospitals, tapes containing machine-
readable medical record data are purchased from commer-
cial abstracting services. These tapes are subject to NCHS
sampling, editing, and weighting procedures. A detailed
description of the automated process is to be published.
The Medical Abstract Form and the abstract service
data tapes contain items relating to the personal character-
istics of the patient, including birth date, sex, race, and
marital status but not name and address; administrative
information, including admission and discharge dates, dis-
charge status, and medical record number; and medical
information, including diagnoses and surgical and nonsur-
gical operations or procedures. Since 1977, patient ZIP
Code, expected source of payment, and dates of surgery
have also been collected (see figure I). (The medical record
number and patient ZIP Code are considered confidential
information and are not available to the public.)
Medical coding and edit—The medical information re-
corded on the sample patient abstracts was waled centrally
by NCHS staff. A maximum of seven diagnostic codes was
assigned for each sample abstract; in addition, if the medi-
cal information included surgical or nonsurgical proce-
dures, maximum of four wales for these procedures was
assigned. Following cxmversion of the data on the medical
abstract to computer tape, a final medical edit was acwm-
plished by wmputer inspection runs and a review of re-
jected abstracts. If the sex or age of the patient was
incompatible with the recorded medical information, prior-
ity was given to the medical information in the editing
decision.
NHDS medical coders code from abstracts of medical
records in the order in which the diagnoses and procedures
are entered. For most abstracts, this coding procedure is
relatively free of problems. It was noted, however, that
acute myocardial infarction was frequently not the lead
entry in a group of circulatory diagnoses. For example, the
patient’s record may have arteriosclerosis listed first and
arteriosclerotic heart disease listed second with acute myo-
cardial infarction listed third. If the usual procedure were
followed, as it was until 1982, acute myocardial infarction
would be coded in third place and retrievable only under
the heading of all-listed diagnoses. A decision was made to
reorder some acute myocardial infarction diagnosis. The
new procedure, based on accepted medical coding practice,
states that whenever an acute myocardial infarction is
encountered with other circulatory diagnoses and is other
than the first entry, it should be reordered to first position.
The system currently used for coding the diagnoses and
procedures on NHDS sample patient abstracts is the kzter-
nationai Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision, Clinical
Modification (ICD–9-CM) (Public Health Service and
Health Care Financing Administration, 1980). Earlier data
for 1970-78 were waled according to the Eighth Revision
International Classificah”on of Diseases, Adapted for Use in
the United States (ICDA) (NCHS, 1967a), with some mod-
ifications. These modifications, which were necessa~ be-
cause of incomplete or ill-defined terminology ;n the
abstracts, are presented elsewhere. It has not been neces-
sary, however, to modi~ the ICD–9–CM for use in NHDS.
Both the ICDA and the ICD–9–CM are divided into
txvo main sections: diseases and injuries, and surgical and
nonsurgical procedures. However, many differences exist
between the two classifications. These differences are dis-
cussed in a previous report (NCHS, 1982b). Some
ICD–9–CM diagnostic codes cannot appear alone; they
must appear with another diagnostic wale. Specifically, the
following wales cannot be first-listed:
320.7, 321.1-321.8, 323.0-323.4, 323.6-323.7, 330.2-
330.3, 331.7, 334.4, 336.2-336.3, 337.1, 357.1-357.4,
358.1, 359.5–359.6, 362.01–362.02, 362.71–362.72,
364.11, 365.41-365.44, 366.41-366.44, 370.44, 372.15,
372.31–372.33, 373.4–373.6, 374.51, 376.13–376.22,
NOTE A list of references follows the text.
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In addition, all discharges with the diagnostic codes
640.0-643.9 and 645.0-676.9 with a fifth digit of 1 or 2 or
650 (indicating delivery) must have a code V27.O-V27.9 as
a first-listed diagnosis. Conversely, every discharge with a
first-listed diagnosis of V27.O-V27.9 must also have one of
these delivery codes.
Prior to 1979, data on radiotherapy and physical med-
icine and rehabilitation (ICDA codes R1–R4) and some
obstetrical procedures were not collected by means of
NHDS. The obstetrical procedures not coded were artificial
rupture of membranes (external, internal, and combined
version); outlet and low forceps delivery with and without
episiotomy; and episiotomy (ICDA codes 75.0-75.6 and
75,9). In addition, data for diagnostic endoscopy, radiogra-
phy, and other nonsurgical procedures (ICDA codes
A4–A9 and R9), although coded, were not published.
Starting with 1979 data, however, the procedures coding
has followed the guidelines of the Uniform Hospital Dis-
charge Data Set (UHDDS) (NCHS, 1980c; U.S. National
Committee on Vital and Health Statistics, 1978). The
UHDDS is a minimum data set of items uniformly defined
and abstracted from hospital medical records. These items
were selected on the basis of their continuous usefulness to
organizations and agencies requiring hospital information.
According to UHDDS guidelines, all procedures are
allocated into one of four classes. Classes 1–3 consist of
procedures that carry an operative or anesthetic risk or
require highly trained personnel, special facilities, or special
equipment. Class 4 procedures do not meet these criteria.
See appendix II for the procedure codes included in these
classes.
Until 1983, the only Class 4 procedures coded in
NHDS were circumcision (ICD-9-CM code 64.0), episiot-
omy (code 73.6), and removal of intraut erine contraceptive
device (IUD) (code 97.71). The coding of additional Class
4 procedures, listed in appendix II, used in the assignment
of diagnosis-related groupings (DRG’s), was begun in mid-
1983. DRG’s, developed at the Yale School of Organization
and Management, are being used by the Health Care
Financing Administration, some States, and some third-
party payers to reimburse hospitals for inpatient care. A
report has been published on the conversion of NHDS data
to DRG’s (NCHS, 1984a).
Presentation of estimates
Grouping of diagnoses and procedures —In this report
the diagnostic chapters, the broadest groupings of diseases
NOTE: A list of references follows the text.
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and injuries shown, correspond to ICD–9-CM chapters
1–17 and the supplementary classification of factors influ-
encing health status and contact with health service. The
procedure groupings used in this report are the categories
numbered 1–16 of the ICD–9-CM section “Procedure
classification.”
Patient characteristics not stated-The age and sex of
the patient were not specified on the hospital records (the
face sheet of the patient’s medical record) for about
0.6 percent of the discharges. Imputations of these missing
items were made by assigning the patient an age or sex
consistent with the age or sex of other patients with the
same diagnostic code.
If the dates of admission or discharge were not given
and could not be obtained from the monthly sample listing
sheet transmitted by the sample hospital, a length of stay
was imputed by assigning the patient a length of stay
characteristic of the stays of other patients of the same age.
During 1987 only 0.08 percent of the records had a missing
date of admission or discharge.
Rounded numbers—Estimates of the numbers of diag-
noses, days of care, and all-listed procedures have been
rounded to the nearest thousand for tabular presentation.
For this reason, detailed figures within the tables do not
always add to totals. Rates presented in the text tables were
calculated on the basis of unrounded figures and do not
necessarily agree with the computations made from the
rounded data.
Population estimates— The population estimates used
in computing rates are from published and unpublished
estimates for the U.S. civilian population on July 1, 1987,
provided by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. The estimates
by age, sex, and geographic region are presented in table 111
and are consistent with the population estimates published
in Current Population Repotis, Series P-25. Although the
civilian noninstitutionalized population was used prior to
1981, it has been determined that the civilian population is
more appropriate to use for the NHDS as persons in
institutions are usually hospitalized in short-stay hospitals.
This is especially true for elderly residents of nursing
homes. A report comparing NHDS rates based on the
civilian population with the civilian noninstitutionalized
population has been published (NCHS, 1984b).
Reliability of estimates
Estimation —Statistics produced from NHDS are de-
rived by a complex estimating procedure. The basic unit of
estimation is the sample inpatient discharge abstract. The
estimating procedure used to produce essentially unbiased
national estimates in NHDS has three principal compo-
nents: inflation by reciprocals of the probabilities of sample
selection, adjustment for nonresponse, and ratio adjust-
ment to fixed totals. These components of estimation are
described in appendix I of two earlier publications (NCHS,
1967b, 1967c).
Measurement en-ors-As in any survey, results am sub-
ject to nonsampling or measurement errors, which include
errors because of hospital nonresponse, missing abstracts,
Table Ill. Civilian population by sex, age, and geographic region:
United States, July 1, 1987
[Population estimates consistent with Series P-25, Current Popukdbrr F/epotis,
U.S. Bureau of the Census.]
Sex, age, and geographic region Population In thousands
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sex
Male . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Female . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Age
Under15years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15-44years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45-84yeare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65yearsand over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Geographic region
Northeast . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
mdwest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
South . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .












information incompletely or inaccurately recorded on ab-
stract forms, and processing errors. Some of these errors
were discussed in an earlier seetion entitled “Patientchar-
acteristics notstated.” TheInstituteof Medicine (IOM) has
conducted three studies on the reliability of hospital ab-
stractdata cdection; the most recent stndywason NHDS.
TheIOMNHDS studywasperformed byusingdatacoded
accordingto ICDA, butsomeofthe findings are relevant to
current NHDS data, even though these data were coded
according to the ICD–9–CM. Of speeial interest to this
report is the finding that, in a number of cases, the first-
Iisted diagnosis in NHDS was not the principal diagnosis as
determined by IOM after a study of the entire medical
record. For example, when diagnoses at the ICDA class
level were examined, the principal diagnosis from IOM
matched the first-listed diagnosis from NHDS in approxi-
mately 86 percent of the cases. Detailed accounts of this
and other IOM findings have been published (Institute of
Medicine, 1977a, 1977b, 1980).
An additional source of error has become evident in
comparing data tlom commercial abstract services with
data collected manually. In 1987, approximately 17 percent
of hospitals in the NHDS submitted machine-readable data
tapes. These data sources contain more information per-
taining to miscellaneous diagnostic and therapeutic proce-
dures than do data collected from the traditional NHDS
approach, which is restricted to the medical reeord face
sheet. The implication of this measurement error is that the
NHDS underestimates the volume of inpatient diagnostic
and therapeutic procedures.
Sampling error-The standard error is primarily a meas-
ure of the variability attributed to a value obtained from a
sample as an estimate of a population value. In this report it
also reflects part of the measurement error. The value that
would have been obtained if a complete enumeration of the
NOTE A list of referencesfollowsthe text.
population had been made will be contained in an interval
represented by the sample estimate plus or minus 1 stan-
dard error about 68 in 100 times and plus or minus 2
standard errors about 95 in 100 times.
The relative standard error is obtained by dividing the
standard error by the estimate. The resulting value is
multiplied by 100, which expresses the standard error as a
percent of the estimate.
The standard error of one statistic is generally different
from that of another, even when the two come horn the
same survey. To derive standard errors that would be
applicable to a wide variety of statistics that could be
prepared at moderate cost, a number of approximations are
required. As a result, the figures in this appendix provide
general relative standard errors for a wide variety of esti-
mates rather than the specific error for a particular statistic.
Approximate relative standard errors and standard
errors have been prepared for measuring the variances
applicable to (1) estimates of the discharges or first-listed
diagnoses, and days of care for patient characteristics (for
example, age and sex) and for hospitzd characteristics (for
example, region); and (2) estimates of all procedures per-
formed by the specific procedure for patient characteristics
and hospital characteristics.
The relative standard errors applicable to patients
discharged for first-listed diagnoses, all-listed diagnoses,
days of care, and all-listed procedures are provided in
figures II-IV. The curves for relative standard errors of the
estimates in each figure relate to the variables by which
estimates are presented in this report. Separate curves are
shown for the region variable because its relative standard
errors are different from those in the curves for “AU other
variables.”
The selection of the appropriate relative standard error




Dischcmges or jirst-ltited diagnoses and all-lkted diag-
noses for pti”ent and hospital characten”stics-R.elative
standard errors of the estimated number of discharges
and of all-listed diagnoses are obtained horn the curves
in figure II.
DqJs of care for dischmges or jirst-listed diagnoses for
patient and hospital characteristics-Relative standard
errors of the estimated number of days of care are
obtained from the curves in figure III.
Procedures—Relative standard errors of the estimated
numbers of procedures are obtained from the curves in
figure IV.
The presentation of estimates for NHDS is based on
both the relative standard error of the estimate and the
number of sample records on which the estimate is based
(referred to as the sample size). The Central Limit Theo-
rem is used to determine the distribution of the sampling
errors. The Central Limit Theorem states that, given a
sufficiently large sample size, the sample estimate is ap-












A 2 3 4 56789A 2 3 456789A 2 3 456789A 2 3 456789A 2
1
3 456709A
10 Ifnl 1,000 1moo 100,000
Size of estimate (in thousanda)
EXAMPLE As shown in table 1, en estimated 41,000 patients under 15 yews of age were dischargedin 1987 from short-stey non-Federal heepitals with s first-listed diagnosis coded to ICD-9-CM diagnostic
code 008. The relative standard error of this estimats, as read from the curve, is approximate’ 7.1 psrcent Thus, the standard error is approximaisly 2,900 (7.1 parsent of 41.OLW).
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Size of estimate (in thousands)
EXAMPLEAS shown in tsble 2, nn estimattrd 372,W days of cam WUra provided during 19$7 to p~tients dia~h~~ad from ~ho~.~t~y n~n.F~dera] hoapit~la with ~ first.li~t~d dlsgnosia coded to [CD-9-CM















A 2 3 456789A 2 3 456789A 2 3 456789A 2 3 4 56789A 2 3 456789A
1 10 100 1,000 10,000 100,000
Size of estimate [in thousands)
EXAMPLEAs shown in table 4, an estimatad 38,000 procedures coded to ICD-9-CM procedure coda 01 were performad during 1987 on patients discharged from short-stay non. Federel hospitaia in the
South Region. The relative standard error of this estimata, ae reed from the curva, is approximately 20.5 pament. Thus, the standerd error ie approximately 7,800 (20.5 percant of 38,000}.
Figure IV. Approximate relative standard errora of estimated numbers of procedures for patients diechargad by selacted petiant and hospital characteristic
Based on consideration of the complex sample design
of NHDS, the following guidelines are used for presenting
NHDS estimates in this report:
1. If the relative standard error of an estimate is larger
than 30 percent, the estimate is not shown. Only an
asterisk (*) appears in the tables.
2. If the sample size is less than 30, the estimate is
reported but only for use in combination with other
estimates that together wouId represent more than 30
records (that is, more than 5,000 for diagnoses and
procedures or more than approximately 35,000 for days
of care). The estimate is preceded by an asterisk (*) in
the tables.
3. If the sample size is 30-59, the estimate is reported but
should be used with caution. The estimate is preceded




terms used in this report
Terms relating to hospitalization
Hospitals–Short-stay special and general hospitals
have six beds or more for inpatient use and an average
length of stay of less than 30 days. Federal hospitals and
hospital units of institutions are not included.
Patient-A person who is formally admitted to the
inpatient service of a short-stay hospital for observation,
care, diagnosis, or treatment is considered a patient. In this
report the number of patients refers to the number of
discharges during the year, including any multiple dis-
charges of the same individual from one short-stay hospital
or more. Infants admitted on the day of birth, directly or by
transfer from another medical facility, with or without
mention of a disease, disorder, or immaturity are included.
All newborn infants are excluded from the tables in this
report. The terms “patient” and “inpatient” are used syn-
onymously.
Newborn infmt—A newborn infant is defined as a
patient admitted by birth to a hospital.
Discli~e-Discharge is the formal release of a patient
by a hospital; that is, the termination of a period of
hospitalization by death or by disposition to place of resi-
dence, nursing home, or another hospital. The terms “dis-
charges” and “patients discharged” are used synonymously.
Dischcnge rate–The ratio of the number of hospital
discharges during a year to the number of persons in the
civilian population on July 1 of that year determines the
discharge rate.
Days of care—The total number of patient days accu-
mulated at the time of discharge by patients discharged
from short-stay hospitals during a year constitutes days of
care. A stay of less than 1 day @atient admission and
discharge on the same day) is counted as 1 day in the
summation of total days of care. For patients admitted and
discharged on different days, the number of days of care is
computed by counting all days from (and including) the
date of admission to (but not including) the date of dis-
charge.
Rate of days of care-The rate of days of care is the
ratio of the number of patient days accumulated at the time
of discharge by patients discharged from short-stay hospi-
tals during a year to the number of persons in the civilian
population on July 1 of that year.
Average length of st~—The average length of stay is the
total number of patient days accumulated at the time of
discharge by patients discharged during the year divided by
the number of patients discharged.
Terms relating to diagnoses
Dischmge diagnoses—The discharge diagnoses are one
or more diseases or injuries (or some factor that influences
health status and contact with health services that is not
itself a current illness or injury) listed by the attending
physician on the medical record. In the National Hospital
Discharge Survey (NHDS) all discharge (or final) diag-
noses listed on the face sheet (summary sheet) of the
medical record for patients discharged from the inpatient
service of short-stay hospitals are transcribed in the order
listed. Each sample discharge is assigned a maximum of
seven 5-digit codes according to lCD-9–CM.
l%ncipal diagnosis-The condition established after
study to be chiefly responsible for occasioning the admis-
sion of the patient to the hospital for care is called the
principal diagnosis.
First-listed diagnosis—The coded diagnosis identified
as the principal diagnosis or listed first on the face sheet of
the medicaJ record is the first-listed diagnosis. The number
of first-listed diagnoses is equivalent to the number of
discharges.
AI1-Iisted diagnoses —All-listed diagnoses are an esti-
mated number of discharge (or final) diagnoses, up to a
maximum of seven, that are listed on the face sheet of the
medical record for inpatients discharged from short-stay
non-Federal hospitals during the year.
Terms relating to procedures
Procedure—A procedure is one or more surgical or
nonsurgical operations, diagnostic procedures, or special
treatments assigned by the physician to the medical record
of patients discharged from the inpatient service of short-
stay hospitals. In NHDS all terms listed on the face sheet of
the medical record under captions such as “operation,”
“operative procedures,” and “operations and/or special
treatments” are transcribed in the order listed. A maxi-
mum of four 4-digit codes are assigned per sample dis-
charge according to ICD–9–CM and NHDS directives. (See
“Medical coding and edit” in the “Data collection and
processing” section of appendix I for further details.)
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All-listed procedures— All coded procedures that are
listed on the face sheet of the medical record exclusive of
certain Class 4 procedures are known as all-listed proce-
dures.
Uni$orm Hospital Dkchcnge Data Set (UHDDS) classes
ofprocedures—Procedures are categorized into four classes
according to UHDDS guidelines. Classes 1–3 consist of
procedures that carry an operative or anesthetic risk or
require highly trained personnel, special facilities, or special
equipment. Class 4 procedures do not meet these criteria.
UHDDS Class 1 procedures—All procedures not cate-
gorized as Class 2, 3, or 4 procedures are Class 1 proce-
dures.
UHDDS Class 2 procedures—The following ICD–9–
CM procedure codes identi~ Class 2 procedures as cate-
gorized by UHDDS:
















UHDDS Class 3 procedures–The following ICD-9-
CM procedure codes identi& Class 3 procedures as cate-




UHDDS Class 4 procedures–From 1979 through the
middle of 1983 only three Class 4 procedures were coded
for NHDS: circumcision (ICD-9-CM code 64,0), episiot-
omy (code 73.6), and removal of intrauterine contraceptive
device (code 97.71), The ICD-9-CM codes for the Class 4
procedures coded since the last half of 1983 arrx
01.18-01.19, 03.39, 04.19, 05.19, 06.19, 07.19,
08.91-08.93, 09.19, 09,4149.49, 10.29, 11.29, 12.29,
14.19, 15,09, 16.29, 20,39, 28.19, 33.28-33.29,
34,28-34,29, 38.29, 40.19, 50.19, 51019, 52.19, 54.29,
55.29, 56.39, 57.39, 59.29, 60.18, 62.19, 63.09, 64.0,
65.19, 66.19, 67.19, 68.19, 70.29, 71.19, 73.6, 76.19,
78.8, 81.98, 83,29, 97.71.
The following ICD-9-CM procedure codes identify

















Biopsy-Biopsy is excision of tissue for microscopic










60.15, 61.11, 62.11-62.12, 63.01, 64.11, 65.11-65.12,
66.11, 67.11-67.12, 68.13-68.14, 70.23-70.24, 71.11,
76.11, 77.40-77.49, 80.30-80.39, 83.21, 85.11–85.12,
86.11.
Nonsu~’calprocedures— Procedures generally not con-
sidered to be surgical are listed as nonsurgical procedures.
These include diagnostic endoscopy and radiography, ra-
diotherapy and related therapies, physical medicine and
rehabilitation, and other nonsurgical procedures (ICDA
codes A4-A9 and R1-R9). The following ICD-9-CM







Rate of procedures–The ratio of the number of all-
listed procedures during a year to the number of persons in
the civilian population on July 1 of that year determines the
rate of procedures.
Demographic terms
Population-Civilian population is the resident popula-
tion excluding members of the Armed Forces. Civilian
noninstitutionalized population is the civilian population
not residing in institutions.
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Age—Patient’s age refers to age at birthday prior to
admission to the hospital inpatient service.
Geographic region —Hospitals are classified by location
in one of the four geographic regions of the United States








Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, New York,
New Jersey, and Pennsylvania





Delaware, Maryland, District of
Columbia, Virginia, West Virginia,






Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona,
Utah, Nevada, Washington,




ICD-9-CM codes for the
1987 National Hospital
Discharge Survey
Coding of the diagnostic and procedure data in the
National Hospital Discharge Survey is based on the Inter-
national Classificafz”on of Disemes, 9th Revision, Clinical
Modification (ICD–9–CM) (Public Health Service and
Health Care Financing Administration, 1980). This appen-
dix presents a list of all diagnostic and procedure codes for
which data were received by the National Hospital Dis-
charge Survey for 1987. Part A shows the classification of
diseases and injuries and supplementary classifications and
is to be used with tables 1–3. Part B includes the codes for
surgical, nonsurgical, and diagnostic procedures and is to
be used with table 4. It is important to consult the appro-
priate volume of ICD–9–CM for more detailed information
about the coding scheme, such as the specific terms in-
cluded in or excluded from a particular code.
The following abbreviations are used in the list of
codes: N.E.C. (not elsewhere classified) and N.O.S. (not
otherwise specified).




CLASSIFICATION OF OISEASES ANO INJURIES AND SLPPLEHENTARY .26 TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG HITH CAVITATION, TIJBERCLE BACILLI hOT
FOUNO LIY BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL EXAM1NATION, abl
TUBERCULOSIS CONFIRMEO BY GTHER HETHOOS (INOCULATION OF
ANIMALS)
Tu8ERCULOUS BRONCHI ECTASIS
TUBERCULOUS EERONCHIECTASIS, TuBERCLE BACILLI FOUtiO (IN SPUTIJM)
CLASSIFICATION









































TUdERCULOUS PNEUMONIA (ANY FORH)
TuBERCULOUS PNEUHONIA (ANY FORM), UNSPECIFIEO EXAM 1NATION





TUBERCIJLOUS . . .
SPUTIJH) BY 141CROSCOPY
MY FORH), TUBERCLE LiACILL1 NGT FOUNO










PNEUHGNIA (ANY FORH), TUESERCLE F.iCILLI NOT FUUt4G
GICAL EXAHINATION, BUT TUBERCULOSIS CCNFIRIIEC
ALLY
NEWIOTHORAX
Pt41=ulioTHoRAx, BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HIsTI_JLQGIcAL
SULTS UNKNOHN (AT pREsENI)
UL140NARY TUBERCULOSIS
.---.--- PULHONARY TuBERCULOSIS, TUB ERCLE BACILLI
, ‘u ..,,7,, ”) By “~(-R(JcJ-op”
BY






OTHER LOCALIZEO SALMONELLA INFECTIONS
OTHER SPECIFIEO SALHGNELLA INFECTIONS




OTHER SPECIFIE --o P
OTHER SPfirT6rGn
FOUNO t.., -.”,””,
UNSPECIFIED PULHONARY TuLIFRC181 flS 1S
UNSPECIFIED PULMONARY TI
BERCULOSIS, BACTERIOLOGICAL OR
















PULMGNARY TUBERCULOSIS, TUB ERCLE MAC ILL1 FOUNO (IUNSPECIFIEO N
SPUTUM) BY MICROSCOPY
UNSPECIFIEO PULHONARY TUBERCULOSIS, TUa ERCLE L7ACILLI NGT FOUNO
(IN SPUTUH) BY MICROSCOPY. BUT FOUNO aY tiACTERIAL CULTURE
uNSPECIFIED PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS, TUa ERCLE BACILLI NOT FOIJNO
BY BACTERIOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, aUT TULIERCULCSIS CONFIRHEO
.94
ACUTE AHEa IC OYSENTERY HIIHOUT HENTION OF AaSCESS
AHEa IC LIVER AaSCESS
AHEBIC LUNG ABSCESS
AHEBIC INFECTION OF OTHER SITES
ANEOIASIS, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER PRGTOZOAL INTESTINAL 01 SEASES
.95
HISTOLOGICALLY
IJNSPECIFIEO PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS, TuBERCLE LIACILL1 NOT FGUNG
BY BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION. BuT














INTESTINAL INFECTIONS OUE TO OTHER ORGANISHS
INTESTINAL INFECTION OUE TO ESCHERICHIA COLI (E. COLI)
Interstitial INFECTION OUE TO ARIZONA GROUP OF PARACOLON BACILLI
INTESTINAL INFECTION OUE TO AEROBACTER AEROGENES
INTESTINAL INFECTION OUE TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BACTERIA
TUEJERCULOUS PLEURISY
TIJBERCULOUS PLEURISY. UNSPECIFIED EXAH1NATION
TUEERCULOUS PLEURISY, aACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL EXAH1tiA-
TIGN RESULTS UNKNOHN (AT PRESENT)


















INTESTINAL INFECTION OUE TO STAPHYLOCOCCUS
INTESTINAL INFECTION OUE TO PSEUOO140NAS
INTESTINAL INFECTION OUE TO OTHER SPECIFIEO LIACTERIA
BACTERIAL ENTERZTIS, UNSPECIFIEO
ENTERITIs OUE TG SPECIFIEO VIRUS
TUaERCULOUS MENINGITIS
TUBERCULOUS HENINGITIS, UNSPECIFIEO EXAHIhATION
TUaERCULOUS 14ENINGITIS, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUhO (1N SPUTLIM)
BY MICROSCOPY, BUT FOUNO BY BACTERIAL CULTURE
TUaERCULOUS AEE3CESS OF BRAIN
TUaERCULOUS ABSCESS OF BRAIN, TUBERCLE OACILL1 NGT FOUNG aY
BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL EXAMIhAT IGN, aUT TUBERCULOSIS
CONFIRHEO BY OTHER METHooS ( INOCULATION OF ANIMALS)
UNSPECIFIED TUBERCULOSIS OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
UNSPECIFIED TUBERCULOSIS OF CENTRAL NEHVOUS SYSTEH,
UNSPECZFIEO EXAHINATIGN
TUBERCULOSIS OF INTESTINES, PERITONEUM, ANO MESENTERIC GLANOS
TUBERCULOSIS OF INTESTINES ANO MESENTERIC GLANOS
TUBERCULOSIS OF INTESTINES ANO HESENTERIC tiLANOS, UNSPECIFIED
EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF BONES ANO JOINTS
TUBERCULOSIS OF VERTEBRAL CGLW4N
TUBERCULOSIS OF VERTEBRAL COLU14N. uNsPECIFIEO EXANINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO JOINT
TuBERCuL0s15 OF OTHER 5pEcIFIE0 JOINT, TUBERCLE aAc ILL1 NOT
FOUNO dY BACTER1OLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BUT TUBERCULOSIS
CONFIRHEO HISTOLOGICALLY
TUBERCULOSIS OF uNSPECIFIED EIONES ANO JOINTS
TUBERCULOSIS GF uNsPECIFIED IEONES ANO JOINTS,
UNSPECIFIEO EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF GENITOURINARY SYSTEM
.3
.36INTESTINAL INFECTION OUE IG OTHER ORGANISH, NOT ELSEHHERE
CLASSIFIED
ILL-OEFINEO INTESTINAL INFECTIONS
INFECTIOUS COLITIS, ENTERITIS, ANO GASTROENTERITIS
COLITIS, ENTERITIS, ANO GAS TRGENTERITIS OF PRESUHEC
INFECTIOUS ORIGIN
INFECTIOUS OIARRHEA
OIARRHEA OF PRESLN4E0 INFECTIOUS ORIGIN
PRIMARY TUBERCULOUS INFECTION
TUBERCULOUS PLEURISY IN PRIHARY PROGRESSIVE TUklERCULOSIS















TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT FOUhO aY BACTERIOLOGICAL OR
HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION, BUT TUBERCULCSIS CONFIRHEO
BY OTHER NETHOOS (INOCULATION OF ANINALS)
OTHER PRIMARY PROGRESSIVE TUBERCULOSIS
CTHER PRINARY PROGRESSIVE TUilERCULOSIS, UhSPECIFIEO EXAITINATION
PRIHARY TUBERCULOUS INFECTION, UNSPECIFIEO TYPE





















TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG, INFILTRATIVE, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG 141TH CAVITATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG HITH CAVITATION, UMPECIFIEO EXAHIhATION
TUaERCLLGSIS OF LuNG UITH CAVITATION, TU8ERCLE BACILLI FGuNO
(IN SPUTUH) BY 141CROSCOPY
TULIERCULGSIS OF KIONEY
TUBERCULOSIS GF KIONEY, uNSPECIFIED EXAtLIhATION
TUBERCULOSIS OF OTHER ORGANS
TULIERCULGSIS OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS CELLULAR TISSIJE
TUBERCULOSIS OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS CELLULAR TISSUE,
. Z4 TUBERCULOSIS OF LUNG HITH CAVITATION, Tbd ERCLE BACILLI NOT






































































TUBERCULOSIS OF PERIPHERAL LYHPH NOOES
TuBERCULOSIS OF PERIPHERAL LYHPH NoDES, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
TuBERCULOSIS OF PERIPHERAL LYHPH NOOES, BACTERIOLOGICAL OR
HISTOLOGICAL EXAMINATION RESULTS UNKNOHN (AT PRESENT)
TuBERCULOSIS OF PERIPHERAL LYMPH NOOES, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT
FOUNO (IN SPUTU14) BY MICROSCOPY* BUT FOUNO MY BACTERIAL CULTURE
TuBERCULOSIS OF PERIPHERAL LYHPH NOOES, TUBERCLE BACILLI NOT
FUUND BY BACTERIOLOGICAL OR HISTOLOGICAL EXAHINATION, BUT
TUBERCULOSIS CONFIRHEO BY OTHER liETHOOS (INOCULATION OF
ANIHALS)
TUBERCULOSIS OF EAR
TUBERCULOSIS OF EAR, uNSPECIFIED EXAHINATION
TuBERCULOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIED ORGANS
TuBERCULOSIS OF OTHER sPECIFIEO ORGANS, UNSPECIFIED EXAMINATION
HILIARY TuBERCULOSIS
ACUTE II ILIARY TULIERCULIJSIS













oTHER 200 NOTIC OACTERIAL OISEASES
LISTERIOSIS
PASTEUR ELLOSIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO 200 NUTIC BACTERIAL OISEASES
LEPROSY
LEPROSY, UNSPECIFIED
DIStASES flL!E TO OTHER HYCOBACTERIA
PULMONARY OISEASES OUE TO UTHER HYCOlfACTERIA
CUTANEOUS OISEASES OUE TO oTHER HYCOBACTERIA
UTHkR SPECIFIEO HYCGMACTERIAL OISEASES









HHOOPING COUGH OUE TO tiOROETELLA PERTuSSIS (5. PERTUSSIS)
HHOLIPING COUGH, UNSPECIFIED GRGANISH













SEPTICEMIA OUE TO ANAEROif ES
SEPTICEMIA OUE TO OTHER GRAH-NEGATIVE ORGAN ISHS
SEPTICEHIA OUE TO GRAH-NEGATIvE URGANIS14, UNSPECIFIEO
SEPTICEMIA OUE TO HEHOPHILUS INFLUENZA (h. INFLuENZA)
SEPTICEMIA OUE TO ESCHERICHIA COLI (E. CGLI)
SEPTICEMIA OUE TO PSEUOOHONAS
SEPTICEHIA OUE TO SERRATIA
IiTHER SE PTICEHIA OUE TU GRAH-NEGATIVE URGANIS14S



























































ACT INOHYCOTIC INFECTION OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
ACT INOHYCOTIC INFECTION OF IzNSPECIFIEG SITE
OTHER BACTERIAL OISEASES
GAS GANGRENE
OTHER SPECIFIEO BACTERIAL OISEASES
OTHER SPECIFIEO BACTERIAL OISEASES




STREPTOCOCCUS INFECTXON IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE ANO
OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
STAPHYLOCOCCUS lNFECTIUN IN CONOITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSEUHERE ANO
OF UNSPECIFIED SITE




ELSEhHtRE ANO OF uNSPECIFIED SITE
FIEO SITE
‘S BACILLUS INFECTION IN CONOITICNS CLASSIFIED
LSEHHERE ANO OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
CHERICHIA COLI (E. COLI) INFECTION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED
-,
HEHUPHILUS INFLuENZA (H. INFLuENzA) INFECTION Ih CONOITIIiNS
CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE ANO OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
PROTEUS (t41RAt31LIs) (HORGANII) IN fECTION IN CONOITIGNS
CLASSIFIED ELSE!4HERE ANO OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
PSEUOOHONAS INFECTION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE
ANO OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER SPECIFIEO FJACTERIAL INFECTIONS IN CONOITIONS
CLASSIFIED ELSEWHERE ANO OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
BACTERIAL INFECTION, UNSPECIFIED, IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED
ELSEhHERE ANO OF UNSPECIFIEO SITE
HUHAN T-CELL LYHPHOTROPIC VIRUS-111 /LYHPHAOENCPATHY-ASSOC IATEO
VIRUS (H TLv-IIx/LAV) INFEc TION HITH SPECIFIEO CONDITIONS
MITH SPECIFIEO INFECTIONS
CAUSING OTHER SPECIFIEU INFECTIONS
HITH SPECIFIEO HALIGNANT NEOPLASHS
ACQUIREC IHHUNOOEFICIENCY SYNOROHE HITH UR UITHOUT
OTHER CONDITIONS
HUHAN T-CELL LYHPHOTROPIC VIRIJS-IIX/LYHPHAO ENGPATHY-ASSOC IATEO
VIRUS (HTLV-111/LAV) INFECTION CAUSING OTHER SPECIFIEO CONDITIONS
CAUSING LYHPHAOENOPATHY
CAUSING OTHER OISOROERS INVOLVING THE IHHIJNE HECHANISH
CAUSING OTHER SPECIFIEO CONOITIONS
ACCIUIREO IHHUNOOEFICIENCY SYNORONE-RELATEO COHPLEX !41TH OR
HITHOUT OTHER CONDITIONS
OTHER HUHAN T-CELL LYHPHOTRUP IC V IRUS-IIIILYHPHAOENO PATHY
ASSOCIATE VIRUS INFECTIUN
HTLV-111/LAV NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO (hITH OR hITHCIJT CiTh ER












OTHER ENTEROVIRUS OISEASES OF CENTRAL NERVOIJS SYSTEH
OTHER NON-AR THROPOO-EORNE VIRAL OISEASES OF CENTRAL NERVOUS
SVSTEH
.—.. —_-___
OLIOHYELITIS, uNSPECIFIED TYPE OF POLIOVIRUS







.“. . .-” )IRAL MENINGITIS
ECIFIEO VIRAL HEN INti ITIS
NON-ARTHOPOO-IJORNE LYHPHOCYTIC CHORIOHENItYGITIS
OTHER SPECIFIEU NON-ARTHROPOO-EI ORNE VIRAL OISEASES GF
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEH






vARxc ELLA (HEH13RRHAGIC) pNt W3NlTIS
CHICKEN POX uITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COHPL1CATIONS










































































HERPES ZOSTER ilITH 07 HER NERVOUS SYS7EH COHPLICATIGNS




HERPES ZOSTER WITH OTHER NERVOUS SYS7EH COMPLICATIONS
HERPES ZOSTER n’ITH OPHTHALHIC CO14PLlCAT10tiS
HERPES ZOSTER DERMATITIS OF EYELIO
HERPES ZOSTER KERATOCONJUNCTI VITIS
HERPES ZOSTER wITH OTHER OPHTHALMIC COMPLICATIONS
HERPES ZOSTER wITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS
OTITIS EXTERNA OUE TO HERPES ZOSTER
HERPt S ZOSTER HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COHPLICATIONS
HERPES ZOSTER HITH UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION






HERPETIC ULCERATION OF VULVA




HERPES SIHPLEX uITH OPHTHALMIC COMPLICATIONS
HERPES SIHPLEX OERHATITIS OF EYEL1O
OENORITIC KERATITIS




HERPES SIHPLEX UITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS
HERPES SIMPLEX MENINGITIS
HERPES SIflPLEX HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPL1CATIONS
HERPES SI14PLEX !41TH uNSPECIFIED COHPLICATION
HERPES SI14PLEX !41THOUT HENTION OF COHPL1CATION
RUBELLA
RUBELLA kITH IJNSPECIFIEO COHPLICATIONS
RUEELLA hIIHOUT 14EN TION OF COMPLICATION
OTHER VIRAL kXANTHEMATA
OTHER SPECIFIEO VIRAL EXANTHEMATA
VIRAL EXANTHEH, UNSPECIFIEO
ARTHROPOO-80RNE HEMORRHAGIC FEVER
OTHER TICK-BORNE HEMORRHAGIC FEVER
OTHtR ARTHROPOO-L30RNE VIRAL OISEASES
71 CK-BLIRNE FEVER
VIRAL HEPATITIS
VIRAL HEPATITIS A MI THOUT HENTION OF HEPATIC COHA
VIRAL HEPATITIS B uITH HEPATIC COMA
VIRAL HEPATITIS 8 HITHOUT f4EtiTION GF HEPATIC COHA
OTHER SPECIFIEO VIRAL HEPATITIS HITHOUT MENTION OF HEPATIC
COt4A





HUMPS !41TH UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION
HUHPS HITHOU7 HENTION OF COHPLICATION








OTHER OISEASES OF CONJUNCTIVA OUE T(J VIRUSES ANO CHLAHYOIAE
EPIOEHIC HEt40RRHAGIC CONJONCTIVITIS
UNSPECIFIED OISEASES qF CONJUNCTIVAL OUE TG VIRUSES ANO
CHLAHYOIAE







































































07 HER SPECIFIEO OISEASES CUE TO VIRUSES ANO CHLAHYCIAE
EPIOE141C VERTIGO
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OUE TO VIRUSES AhO CHLAiiYOIAE
VIRAL INFECTION IN CONO1TIONS CLASS IFIEO ELSEhHERE AhO OF
UNSPECIFIED SITE
AOENOVIRUS INFECTION IN CONDITIONS CLASSIFIED ELSEkHERE ANO
OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
COXSACKIE vIRUS INFECTION IN CONOITIONS CLASS 1FIEL7 ELSEkHERE
ANO OF uNSPECIFIED SITE
RHINOVIRUS INFECTION IN CONDITIONS CLASS IFIEO EL SEhhERE AhO OF
UNSPECIFIEO SITE
OTHER SPECIFIEO VIRAL INFECTIONS IN CONDITIONS CLASS IFIEO
ELSEHHERE ANO OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
UNSPECIFIED VIRAL INFECTION IN CONOITIGtiS CLASSIFIED EL SEkHERE





















SECONOARY SYPHILIS OF SKIN OR HUCOUS t4E14BRANES
UNSPEC?. FIEO SECONOARY SYPHILIS
EARLY SYPHILIS, LATENT
EARLY SYPHILIS, LATENT, UNSPECIFIEO
CARO1OVASCULAR SYPHILIS
SYPHILITIC AORTITIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO CARDIOVASCULAR SYPHILIS













GONOCOCCAL INFECTION (ACUTE) OF LONER GENITGURINARY TRACT
GONOCOCCAL IN fECTION (AcoTE) OF UPPER GENITOURINARY TRACT




GONOCOCCAL SALPINGITIS, SPECIFIEO AS ACIJTE
OTHER GONOCOCCAL 1NFECTION (ACUTE) OF UPPER GENITOURINARY
TRAcT
... .v.
GoNococcAL lNFEcTION. CHRGNIC. OF upp ER GENITouRIhARy TRACT
GONOCOCCAL SALpXNGITIS (CHRONIC)
GONOCOCCAL INFECTION OF EYE
GONOCOCCAL CONJUNCTIVITIS (NEONATORU14)
GONOCOCCAL INFECTION OF JOINT
GONOCOCCAL ARTHRITIs

































GONOCGCCAL ftIfECTIOh OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
GONOCOCCAL PERITONITIS








HENINGOENCEPHALI TIS OUE TO TOXOPLAS140SIS









































l) ERHATOPHYTOSIS OF SCALP ANO BEARO
OERHATIJPHYTOSIS OF NAIL
0ER14ATOPHYTOSIS OF GROIN ANO PERIANAL AREA
0ERHAT13PHYTOSIS OF FOOT
DERHATOPHYTOSIS OF THE 1300Y
OERHATOPHYTOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
OERHATOPHYTOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE





TRICHOHONIASIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
TRICHOHONIASIS, uNSPECIFXEO
PEoIcuLosls ANO iHTHIRus INFESTATION
PEOICULUS CAPITIS (HEAO LOUSE)
PEolCULUS CORPORIS (dOOY LOUSE)













OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INFECTIOUS AtiO PARASITIC OISEASES
AINHUH
PNEUHOCYSTOSIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES
uNSPECIFIED INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES
LATE EFFECTS OF TUBERCULOSIS
CANOIOIASIS OF MOUTH
CANOIOIASIS OF VULVA ANO VAGINA
CANOIOIASIS OF OTHER UROGENITAL SITES
CANOIOIASIS OF SKIN ANO NAILS
CANOIOIASIS OF LUNG
OISSEHINATEO CANO1OIASIS






OTHER CANOIOIASIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
CANO1OIAS1S OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
COCC1OIOIOOHYCOS1S
PRIHARY COCC1O1O1IIOHYCOSIS (PuLHONARY)
LATE EFFECTS OF RESPIRATORY OR UNSPECIFIEO TUBERCULOSIS
LATE EFFECTS OF ACUTE POLIOt4YELITIS
LATE EFFECTS OF OTHER INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES
LATE EFFECTS OF VIRAL ENCEPHALITIS


















INFECTION BY HISTOPLASMA CAPSULATLN4
HISTUPLASHA CAPSULATUH PNEuHONIA
HISTOPLASHOSIS, uNSPECXFIEO
HISTOPLASHOSIS, UNSPECIFIED, HITHOUT HENTION OF MANIFESTATION
140-239 NEOPLASHS
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF LIP
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF UPPER LIP, VERMILION 80ROER
14ALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LOHER LIP, VERH1L1ON BOROER
HALIGhANT NEOPLASH OF LOHER LIP, INNER ASPECT






























HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF TONGUE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF 13ASE OF TONGUt
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF TIP ANO LATERAL BOROER OF TONGUE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF VENTRAL SURFACE OF TONGUE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF ANTERIOR THO-THIROS OF TONGUE, PART
uNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LINGUAL TGNSIL
ASPERGILLOSIS
CRYPTOCOCCOSIS





MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SITES OF TONGUE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TONGUE, UNSPECIFIED
14ALIGNAhT NEOPLASH OF MAJOR SALIVARY GLANOS
zYGoHYCOSXS (PHYCOHYCOSIS OR HuCORHYCOSIS)







ECHINOCOCCUS GRANULOSUS INFECTION, OTHER
ECHINOCOCCOSIS. OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF PAROTIO GLANU
HALIGNANT hEOPLASFl OF SUBHANO18ULAR GLANO
HAL fGNANT NEOPLASFI OF SALIVARY GLANO, UNSPECIFIEO





















HALIGNANT hEOPLASH OF UPPER GUH
MALIGNANT NEuPLASH OF LIJu ER GUH
14ALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF GUti, uNSPECIFIEO
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF FLOOR LIF HOUTH
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF ANT ERIGR PORTION OF FLOOR OF HOUTh
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SITES OF FLOOR CF MOUTH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH GF FLOOH OF HOUTH, PAR7 12NSPEC1F1E0



















HAL IGNANT hEOPLASH OF CHEEK HUCOSA
HALIGNAN7 NEOPLASH OF VESTIBULE OF HUUTH
MALIGNANT NEOPLAS14 OF HARO PALATE
HALIGNANT hEOPLASH OF SOFT PALATE
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF UVULA
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF PALATE, uNSPECIFIEO
HALIGhANT hEOPLASH OF RET ROMOLAR AREA














































































MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OROPHARYNX
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF T12NS1L
MALIGNANT NEOPLASf4 OF TON SILLAR FOSSA
MALIGNANT NEGPLASH OF TONS ILLAR PILLARS (ANTERIOR) (POST ER1OR)
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF ANT ERIIiR ASPECT OF EPIGLOTTIS
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASFI OF LATERAL HALL OF OROPHARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF OROPHARYNX
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF OROPHARYNX, UNSPECIFIED
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF NASdPHARYhX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASU OF SUP ER1OR kALL OF NASOPHARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF POSTERIOR hALL OF tiASOPHARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF NASOPHARYNX
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF NASUPHARYNX, UNSPECIFIED
14AL1GNANT NEOPLASH OF HYPOPHARYNX
MALIGNANT hEOPLASM (IF PYRIFORH SINUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF POSTER1OR HYPOPHARYNGEAL kALL
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF HYPOPHARYNX, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NE OPLASH OF OTHER ANO lLL-OEFINEO SITES MITHIN
THE LIP, ORAL CAVITY, ANO PHARYNX
MALIGNANT NEOPLAS!4 OF PHARYNX, UNSPECIFIEO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LITHER SITES hITHIN THE LIP ANO
ORAL CAVITY
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ESOPHAGUS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF CERVICAL ESOPHAGLIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF THORACIC ESOPHAGUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF UPPER THIRO OF ESOPHAGUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF HIOOLE THIRO OF ESOPHAGUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LOUER THIRO OF ESOPHAGUS
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PART GF ESOPHAGUS
HAL IGNAh T NEOPLASM OF ESOPHAGUS, UNSPECIFIEG
MALIGNANT NE OPLASH OF STJMACH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF CAROIA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PYLORUS
UALIGNAtiT NEOPLASH OF PYLORIC ANTRuH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF 80DY OF STOMACH
14AL1GNANT NEOPLASH OF LESSER CURVATURE OF STOHACH, UNSPECIFIEO
MALIGNANT hEOPLAS#l OF GREATER CURVATURE OF STOHACH, UNSPECIFIEO
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASN OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF STOHACH
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF STOHACH, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEGPLASll OF SHALL INTESTINE, INCLLIOING OUOOENUN
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OUOOENUH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF JE.IUNUM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF lLEUH
MALIGNANT tiEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF SMALL lhTESTINE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SHALL INTESTINE, LINSPECIFIEO
FIALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF COLON
llALIGNAh T hEOPLASM OF
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF
UALIGNAtt T NEOPLASH OF
HAL1GNAt4T NEUPLASH OF
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF











MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF LARGE INTESTINE
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH tjF COLON, UNSPECIFIED
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RECTU14, RECTGSIGHOIO JuNCTION, ANO ANUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RECTUSlGt4010 JUNCTION
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RECTUM
HALIEJNANT NEOPLASM OF ANAL CANAL
MALIGNANT NEOPLASt4 UF ANUS, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SITES OF RECTU14, RECTOSIGHOIO
JuNCTION, ANO ANUS
MALIGNANT NEIJPLASH L7F LIvER ANO INTRAHEPATIC tiILE OUCTS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM 06 LIVER, PRIHARY
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH i3F INTRAHEPATIC RILE OUCTS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LIVER, NOT SPECIFIEO AS PRIMARY
OR SECONOARY
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GALLOLAOOER ANO EXTRAHEPATIC BILE OUCTS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF GALLMLAOOER
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF tXTRAHEPATIC BILE OIICTS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF AIIPULLA OF VATER































































MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF flILIARY TRACT, PART UNSPECIFIEO
MALIGNANT NEoPLASM OF PANCREAS
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF HEAO OF PANCREAS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BOOY OF PANCREAS
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF TAIL OF PANCREAS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PANCREATIC OUCT
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ISLETS OF LANG ERHANS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF PANCREAS
HALIGNANT hEOPLASM OF PANCREAS, PART UNSPECIFIEO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF RETROPERITONEUkI ANO PERITONEUM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RETROPERITONEUI.I
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SPECIFIEO PARTS OF PERITONEUM
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PERITONEUM, ‘.dSPECIFIEO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER ANO lLL-OEFINEO sITES HITHIN THt
OIGESTIVE ORGANS ANO PERITONEUM
MALIGNANT NEUPLASH OF INTESTINAL TRACT, PART UNSPECIFIED
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF SPLEEN, NOT ELSE HHERE CLASS IFIEO
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ILL-O EFINEO SITES HITh IN THE OIGESTIVE
ORGANS ANO PERITONEUM
MALIGNANT NEOPLASi+ OF-NASAL CAVITIES, HIOOLE EAR, ANC
ACCESSORY SINUSES
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF NASAL CAVITIES
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF AUOITORY TuBE, HIUOLE EAR. ANO HA STLIO
AIR CELLS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF 14AX ILLARY SINUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ETHHU1OAL SINUS
14AL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF FRONTAL SINUS
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF SPHENUIOAL SINUS
MALIGNANT NEGPLASH OF ACCESSORY SINUS, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LAITYNX
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF GLOTTIS
HAL IGNANT tiEOPLASM OF SUPRAGLOTTIS
14AL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF SU8GLOTT1S
HALIGNAhT NEOPLASM OF LARYNGEAL CARTILAGES
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES UF LARYNX
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF LARYNX, UNSPECIFIED
UALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TRACHEA, BRONCHUS, ANO LuNG
MALIGNANT NEOPLASi4 OF TRACHEA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF 14AIN BRONCHUS
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF UPPER LOBES BRONCHUS CR LUNG
14AL1GNANT NEOPLASli OF HIOOLE LOEE, BRONCHUS OR LUNG
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LOHER LOd E, bRONCHUS LR LUNG
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER PARTS OF BRONCHIJS OR LLNG
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BRONCHUS ANO LUNG, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PLEURA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF VISCERAL PLEURA
HAL IGhANT hEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF PLELRA
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PLEURA, UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF THYHUS, HEART, ANO MEOIASTINUM
14AL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF THYMUS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF HEART
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF POSTERIOR HE OIASTINUH
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF MEOIASTINUH. PART UtiSPECIFIEO
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BONE ANO ARTICULAR CARTILAGE
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF BONES OF SKULL ANO FACE, EXCEPT HAN fiI15LE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF 14ANOIBLE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF VERTEBRAL COLUHN, EXCLUOIhG SACRUH
ANO CnCCVX..—--7-
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF SCAPULA ANU LONG BONES OF uPPER LIFIE
UALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PELVIC dONES, SACRUH, ANO COCCYX
HAL IGNANT hEOPLASH OF LONG BGNES OF LOUER LIHB
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF dONE ANO ART ICULAR CARTILAGE, SITE
UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASU OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSLJE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE GF
HEAOV FACE, ANO NECK
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF CONNECTIVE ANO oTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
UPPER LIHB, INCLUOING SHOULOER
MALIGNANT hEOPLASt4 OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
LOHER LIMB, INCLUOING HIP
MALIGNANT NEOPLAS14 OF CONNECTIVE AhO GTHER SOFT TISSUE GF
THORAX


































MALIGtAAtAT NELIPLAsH OF CONNECTIVE AND OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
PELVIS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH of CONNECTIVE AND OTHER SOFT TISSUE OF
TRUNK, IJNSPECIFIEO
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF CONNECTIVE
ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH GF CUNNECTIVE ANO OTHER SUFT TISSUE.
SITE UNSPECIFIED
HALIGNANT HELANOMA OF SKIN
MALIGNANT HELANOHA OF SKIN OF EAR ANO EXTERNAL AUOITORY
CANAL
HALIGNAhT HELANOHA OF SKIN OF OTHER ANO IN4SPECIFIEG PARTS
OF FACE
14ALIGNANT HELANOHA OF SKIN OF SCALP ANO NECK
14ALIGNAhT 14ELANOHA OF SKIN OF TRUtiKS EXCEPT SCROTIJH
NALIGNANT HELAliOHA OF SKIN OF UPPER LIHB, IhCLUOING SHOULOER
HALIGNANT tlELANOHA OF SKIN OF LOHER LIHB. INCLUDING HIP
MALIGNANT HELANOHA OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF SKIN ‘“
MELANOMA OF SKIN, SITE UNSPECIFIEO
OTHER HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF SKIN
OTHER MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SKIN OF LIP
OTHER HALIGNAN7 NEOPLASH OF SKIN OF EYELIO, INCLUOING CANTHIJS
OTHER HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SKIN OF EAR ANO EXTERNAL
AUOITURY CANAL
OTHER HALIGNANT NEoPLASH OF SKIN OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
PARTS OF FACE
OTHER 14ALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF SCALP ANO SKIN OF NECK
OTHER HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF SKIN OF TRUNK, EXCEPT SCROTUH
OTHER HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF SKIN OF UPPER LIHO, INCLUOING
SHOULOER
OTHER HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF SKIN OF LOIAER LIHB, INCLUOING HIP
OTHER HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIED SITES nF SKIN
OTHER MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF SKIN, SITE UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF FEHALE BREAST
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF NIPPLE ANO AREOLA OF FENALE BREAST
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF CENTRAL PORTION OF FEHALE BREAST
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASN OF UPPER-INNER WAORANT OF FEMALE BRliAST
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LOUER-INNER QUAORANT OF FEHALE BREAST
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF UPPER-OUTER LWAORANT GF FEMALE BREAST
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LOHER-OUTER QUAORANT OF FEMALE BREAST
MALIGNANT hEOPLAS14 OF AXILLARY TAIL OF FEHALE FAREAST
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF FEHALE BREAST
.9 HALIGNAhT hEOPLASH OF BREAST (FEHALE), UNSPECIFIEO





























HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF NIPPLE #NO AREOLA OF HALE BREAST
MALIGNAN7 NEOPLASH OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES CF HALE
MREAST
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF uTtRUS, PART UNSPECIFIEO
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF CERVIX UTERI
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH GF ENOUCERVIX
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF EXOCERVIX
HAL IGhAt4T NEOPLASN OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF CERVIX
HALIGtAANT NEOPLASN OF CERVIX UTERI, UNSPECIFIED
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PLACENTA
HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF bOOY OF UTERUS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF CORPUS U7ERI, EXCEPT ISTHHUS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF ISTHHUS
NALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER sPECIFIEO SITES OF BOOY OF UTERUS
I! ALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF oVARY ANO OTHER UTERINE AONEXA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OVARY
HALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF FALLuPIAN TUb E
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BROAO LIGAHiNT OF UTERUS
HALIGNANT hEOPLASH OF uTERINE AONEXA, UNSPECIFIED
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF lSTHkR ANO uNSPECIFIED FEIVALE GENITAL
ORGANS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF VAGINA
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LABIA HAJORA
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LABIA HINORA
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF VULVA, UNSPECIFIED
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF FEHALE GENITAL ORGAN, SITE UNSPECIFIED
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF PROSTATE
NALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF TESTIS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UNDESCENOEO TESTIS


































































klALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF PENIS ANO OTHER HALE GEhITAL ORGANS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF GLANS PENIS
MALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF 000Y OF PENIS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF PENIS, PART UNSPECIFIED
MALIGNANT NEoPLASN OF BLAOOER
HALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF TRIGONE OF URINARY BLAOOER
HALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF 00NE OF URINARY EILAOOER
HALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF LATERAL HALL OF URINARY BLAOOER
NALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF ANTERIOR UALL OF URINARY BLACOER
HALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF POSTERIOR MALL OF URINARY BLADOER
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF 13LAOOER NECK
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF URETERIC ORIFICE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF URACHUS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF BLAOOER
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF ELAOOER, PART UNSPECIFIED
HALIGNANT tiEOPLASH OF KIONEY ANO OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO URINARY
ORGANS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF KIONEYS EXCEPT PELVIS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF RENAL PELVIS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF URETER
HALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF URETHRA
NALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF URINARY ORGAN, SITE UNSPECIFIED
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF EYE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF EYEBALL, EXCEPT CCINJUNCTIVA, CORNEA,
RETINA, ANO CHOROIO
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ORBIT
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF CORNEA
MALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF RETINA
HALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF CHCIRO1O
HALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF LACRIMAL OUCT
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF EYE, PART UNSPliCIFIEO
NALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BRAIN
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF CEREBRUH, EXCEPT LOBES ANO VENTRICLES
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF FRONTAL LOBE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF TEHPORAL LOBE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF PAR IETAL LOBE
MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OCCIPITAL LOBE
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF VENTRICLES
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF CEREti ELLUH NOS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BRAIN STEH
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER PARTS OF BRAIN
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF t3RAIN, UNSPECIFIED
HALIGNANT hEOPLASH OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF NERVOUS
SYSTEH
HALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF CRANIAL NERVES
HALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF CEREt3RAL HENIN(iES
HALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF SPINAL CORCI
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF NERVGUS SYSTEM
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF NERVOUS SYSTEH, PART UNSPECIFIEO
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF THYROIO GLANO
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER ENCILICRINE GLANOS ANO RELATEO
STRUCTURES
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF AORENAL GLANO
NALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF PARATHYROIO bLANO
HALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF PITUITARY GLANO ANO CRANIGPhARYNGEAL OUCT
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF PINEAL GLANO
HALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF OTHER ANO ILL-OEFINEO SITES
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
NALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF THORAX
HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF AEIOOHEN
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF PELVIS
HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
SECONOARY ANO UNSPECIFIEO HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF LYHPH NOOES
SECONOARY ANO uNSPECIFIGO MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LYHPH NGG&i
OF HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
SECONUARY ANO UNSPECIFIED HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF INTRATHGRACIC
1 VHPH Nnfl FS
. .. . ..---7
SECONOARY ANO UNSPECIFIED HALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF
INTRA-ABOOHINAL LYHPH NOOES
SECONOARY ANO UNSPECIFIED HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LYHPH NOOES
IIF AXILLA ANO UPPER LIMB
SECONOARY ANCI UNSPECIFIED HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF LYHPH NOOES
OF INGUINAL REGION ANII LOHER LIHB






























































StCONOARY ANO UNSPECIFIEO MALIGNANT NEOPLASM GF LYMPH NGOES OF
MULTIPLE SITES
SECONOARY AND uNSPECIFIED HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF LYMPH NGOES,
SITE uNSPECIFIED
S:::::;:Y MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF RESPIRATORY ANO OIGESTIVE
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LUNG
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF 14EOIASTINUM
SECONOARY 14AL1GNANT NEOPLASH OF PLEURA
SECONOARY t4AL1GNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER RESPIRATORY GRGANS
SE CONOARY HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF SHALL INTESTINE
INCLUOING OUOOENUH
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF LARGE INTESTINE ANO RECTUH
SECONOARY 14AL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF RETROPERITONEUFI ANO PER ITONEUH
MALIGNANT tiEOPLAS14 OF LIVER, SPECIFIEO AS SECONOARY
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER OIGESTIVE
ORGANS ANO SPLEEN
SECONOARY HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF KIONEY
SE CONOARY HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER uRINARY ORGANS
SECONOARY HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF SKIN
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF 13RAIN ANO SPINAL CGRO
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER PARTS OF
NERVOUS SYSTEH
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BONE ANO BONE HARROh
SECONOARY MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OVARY
SE CONOARY HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF AORENAL GLAhD
SECONOARY HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
SECONOARY 14AL1GNANT NEOPLASH OF BREAST
SECONOARY HALIGNANT NEOPLASN OF GENITAL ORGANS
SECONOARY HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
14AL1GNAtdT NEOPLASH HITHOUT SPECIFICATION OF SITE
OISSEMINATEO HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM
oTHER MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF UNSPECIFIEO SITE
LY14PHOSARCOHA ANO RET ICULOSARCOMA
RET ICULOSARCOHA
RET ICIJLOSARCO14A, UNSPECIFIED SITE
RET ICULOSARCOMA INVGLVING LYMPH NOOES OF hEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
RET ICIJLOSARCOMA INVOLVING INTRATHORACIC LYHPH NOOES
RET ICLILOSARCO14A ItiVOLVING lNTRA-ABOOHINAL LYHPH hOOES
RETICULOSARCOHA INVOLVING LYNPH NOOES OF lNGUINAL REGIOh ANO
LONER LIHB
RET ICIJLOSARCOHA INVOLVING SPLEEN
RET ICLJLOSARCOHA INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF HuLTIPLE SITES
LYF4PHOSARCO14A
LYMPHOSARCOHA, UNSPECIFIED SITE
LYMPHOSARCOMA INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF HEAO, FACE, ANC N5CK
LYHPHOSARCOHA INVOLVING INTRATHORACIC LYMPH NOOES
LYMPHOSARCOHA INVOLVING INTRA-ABOOHINAL LYHPH NOGES
LYHPHOSARCOW! INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF AX ILLA ANO UPPER LI14B
LYMPHOSARCOHA INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF INGUINAL REGLCti ANO
LOHER LIHB
LyHPHOSARCOHA INVOLVING lNTRAPELVIC LYf4PH NOOES
LYMPHOSARCOHA lNVGLVING SPLEEN
LYHPHOSARCOHA INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF HULTIPLE SITES
8URKITT-S TUMOR OR LYUPHOHA
BURKITT*S TUMOR OR LYMPHOHA, UNSPECIFIED SITE
B(IRKITTm S TUMOR OR LYMPHOHA INvOLVING LYHPH NOOES OF HEAO.
FACE , ANO NECK
BIJRKITTm S TW40R OR LYMPHLJ14A INvOLVING IN TRA-A800H1NAL LYMPH
NOOES
tluRKITT9S TUMOR OR LYMPHOFIA INVOLVING LYHPH NOOES OF HULTIPLE
SITES
OTHER NAHEO VARIANTS OF LYtiPHOSARCOHA ANO RET1CULOSARCO14A
OTHER NAHEO VARIANTS OF LYHPHOSARCO14A ANO RET ICIJLOSARCOHA,
uNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER NAHEO VARIANTS OF LYHPHOSARCOHA ANO RET ICLJLOSARCONA
INVOLV1hG LY14PH NOOES OF HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
OTHER NAHEO vARIANTS OF LYHPHOSARCOUA ANO RET ICbLOSARCOt4A
INVOLVING lNTRATHORACIC LYHPH NOOES
OTHER NAflEO VARIANTS OF LY14PHOSARCOHA ANO RET ICULOSARCOHA
INVOLVING INTRA-Ats OdHINAL LYMPH NUOES





















































INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF AXILLA ANO UPPER LIHLI
OTHER NAHEO VARIANTS OF LYMPHOSARCOMA ANO RET ICULOSARCOMA
INVOLVING LYHPH NOOES OF HULTIPLE SITES
HOOGKINCS OISEASE
HOOGKINm S OISEASE, LYHPHOCYTIC-H IS TIOCYTIC PREOOMIhANCE
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, LYMPHOCYTE C-H IS TIOCYTIC PREOOMINAtiCE,
uNSPECIFIED SITE
HoOGK1N9S OISEASE, LYMPHOCYTE C-H IS TIOCYTIC PREOOHINAtiCE,
INVOLVING LYHPH NOCES OF HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, LY14PHOCYT1C-H ISTIOCYTIC PREO0141NAk CE,
INVOLVING lNTRA-ABOOMINAL LYHPH NOOES
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, NOOULAR SCLEROSIS
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, NOOULAR SCLEROSIS, UNSPECIFIED SITE
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, NOOULAR SCLERGSISt
INvOLVING LYHPH NOOES OF HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
HOOGKIh@S OISEASE, NOOULAR SCLEROSISS INVGLVING
INTRATHORACIC LYMPH NOOES
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, NOOULAR SCLEROSIS, INv CLVING
LYHPH NOOES OF AXILLA ANO uPPER LIM13
HOOGKINOS OISEASE, NOOULAR SCLEROSIS, lNVLLVING LYHPh
NOOES OF INGuINAL REGION ANO LO HER LIHB
HOOGK1h*S OISEASE, NOOULAR SCLEROSIS, ItxVCLVING LYMPH
NOOES UF MuLTIPLE SITES
HOOGKINa S OISEASE, 141XE0 CELLULARITY
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, 141XE0 CELLULARITY, uNSPECIFIEC SITE
HOOGKIN-S oISEASE, HIXEO CELLULARITY, INVOLVING
INTRA-ABOOMINAL LYHPH NOOES
HOOGKIN-S OISEASE, LYHPHOCYTIC OEPLETION
HOOGKIN; S OISEASE, LYMPHOCYTIC OEPLETIGN, IJNSPECIFIEC SITE
HOOGKIN9S OISEASE, LYHPHOCYTIC OEPLETION, INVOLVING LYHPh
NOOES OF lNGUINAL REG1ON ANO LOHER LIME
HOOGKIN-S UISEA SE, LYMPHOCYTIC OEPLETION, INVOLVING
lNTRAPELVIC LYHPH NOOES
HOOGKIN-S OISEASE, LY14PHOCYTIC OEPLETION, lNVOLV1tiG LYMPH
NOOES OF HULTIPLE SITES
HOOGKIN”S OISEASE, UNSPECIFIEO TYPE
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, UNSPECIFIED SITE
HOOGKINCS OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, IN VGLVING LYMPH hGCES
OF HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
HOOGKINSS OISEASE, UNSPECIFIEO TYPE, IN VCLVING lNTRATHORACi C
LYHPH NOOES
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, XNVGLVING
lNTRA-ABOOHINAL LYMPH NOOES
HOOGKIN*S OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, lNVOLVIttG LYMPH NGDES
OF AXILLA ANO UPPF. , :M.-.. . . . .
HOOGKIN-S OISEASE, UNSPECIFIED TYPE, INVOLVING LY14PH NGCES
OF MuLTIPLE SITES
OTHER HAL IGNANT NEOPLASHS OF LYHPHOIO ANO HIS TIOCYT1C TISSUE
NOOULAR LY14PHOHA
NOOULAR LYHPHOMA, UNSPECIFIEO SITE
NOOULAR LYHPHOHA INVOLVING LYKPH NOOES GF HEAO, FACE, ANO NECK
NOObLAR LYHPHO14A INVOLVING lNTRA-ABOOHINAL LYHPH NOOES
NOOULAR LYHPHOt4A INVOLVING LY14PH NOOES OF AX ILLA ANO LJPPER LIH8
NOOULAR LYHPHOHA INVOLVING LYHPH NOOES GF INGu INAL
REGION ANO LOHER LIHti
NOOULAR LYHPHOHA INVOLVING SPLEEN
NOOULAR LYHPHOHA INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF HULTIPLE SITES
MYCOSIS FUNGOIOES
f4YCOSIS FUNGOiOES. UNSPECIFIED SITE
14YCOSIS FUNGOIOES INVIILVING LYt4PH NOOkS OF HEAO, FACE, ANO hECK
HYCOSIS FUNGOIOES INVOLVING LYMPH NOOES OF MULTIPLE SITES
SE2ARY-S OISEASE
SE2ARY*S OISEASE, UNSPECIFIEO SITE
SEZARYOS OISEASE INVOLVING LYHPH NOOES OF liEAo, FACk, AkO NECK
SEZARY9S OISEASE INVOLVING INTRATHORACIC LYHPH NOOES
MALIGNANT HISTIOCYTOSIC
..0
HAL IGNANT HISTIOCYTOSIS, UNSPECIFIED SITE
HAL IGNAN7 HISTIOCYTOSIS INVOLVING INTRA-AMOOHINAL LYMPH NGLIES
MALIGNANT HISTIOCYTOSIS INVOLVING LYUPH NGOES OF AXILLA ANO
UPPER LIMB
LEuKEMIC RET ICULOENOUTHELIOSIS
LEUKEHIC RET ICULOENOOIHEL IOSIS, UNSPECIFIEO SITE



































































HAL IGtiAti T MAST CELL TuHIIRS
MALIGNANT HAST CELL TUHORS+ UNSPkCIFIEO SITE
OTHER HALIGNANT LYHPHOHAS
OTHER HALIGNAkT LYHPHUHAS, UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER l(ALIGNAkT LYHPHOFIAS INVOLVING LYf4PH tiOOES OF HEAO , FACE*
ANO NECK
OThER MALIGNANT LY14PHOHAS INVOLVING INTRATHORACIC LYHPH tiOOES
OTHER HALIGNANT LY14PrlLN4AS INVOLVING INTRA-AuOOHINAL LYHPh NOOES
OTHER HALIbNANT LYHPHOHAS INVOLVING LYHPh NOOES OF AXILLA AMO
uPPER LIHB
OTHER t4AL1GNANT LYMPHuHAS INVOLVING LYHPH NOOES GF IliGUINAL
REGION ANO LOHER LIHLi
IJTHER HALIGNANT LYHPFIOHAS INVIiLVItiG INTRAPELVIC LYFIPH NGIIFs----
OTHER HALIGNANT LYHPHOHAS INvOLVING SPLEEN
UTHER HALXGNANT LYMPHOHAS INVOLVING LYHPh NCIOES GF HULTIpLE..—.
s ITtS
OTHER AtiO uNSPECIFIEO HAL IGNANT NEUPLASHS OF LYHPHGIO
ANO HISTIUCYTIC TISSUE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED HALIGNANT NEOPLASHS OF LYHPhOIO
ANO HIS TIOCYTIC TISSUE, UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED HAL ILNANT NEOPLASHS OF LYHPHOIO
ANO HIS TIOCYTIC TISSUE INVOLVING LYMPH NGOtS OF AXILLA ANO
uPPER LIHB




















ACUTE tRYTHkEfiIA ANO ERYTHKOLEUKEHIA
HEGAKAKYGCYTIC LEuKEMIA
OTHtR sPECIFIEO LEUKEHIA
LkUKEHIA UF UNSPECIFIED CELL TYPE
LEIJKtHi A UF uNSPECIFIELI CELL TYPE, ACUTt
LeUKt!lIA UF uNSPECIFIED CELL TYPE, CHRONIC
LtUKtHIA OF uNSPECIFIED CELL TYPE, SU?3ACUTE
CITHER LWKkHIA OF uNSPECIFIED CELL TYPE
UNSPECIFIED LEUKEHIA
LiENIGN Nkti PLASH UF LIP, UKAL CAVITY, ANO PHARYNX
tltNIGN NtUPLASM OF LIP
tiENIGN hEOPLASFl OF TONWE
ntNIGN NkOPLASH UF HAJUR SALIVARY GLANOS
aEtwlGN NEuPLASH OF OTHER ANo UNSPECIFItO PARTS OF HOUTH
uENIGN NtOPLASH OF TONSIL
dENIGN NELIPLASH OF OTHER PARTS OF OROPHARYNX
tiEN16N NEOPLASti OF NASUPHARYNX
btNIGN htLIPLASH UF HYPUPHAI(YNX
LIENIGN NtGPLASH OF PHARYNX, UNSPECIFIED














OUliISkNUH, JEJUNUH, ANO ILEUH
COLON
RECTUM ANO ANAL CANAL
LIVER ANO EiILIARY PASSAGES
PANCREAS. EXCEPT ISLETS GF LANG ERhANS
ISLETS OF LANGERHANS
RETRLIPER1TONEU14 ANLl PERIIUNEUH































































i+ENIGN NEOPLASM OF RESPItTATORY ANO lNTRATHGITACIC GRGANS
tIEttIGN NEOPLASH OF NASAL CAVITIES, HIOOLE EAR, ANO ACCESSORY
Srhllsl=s--..----
tJENIGN NEoPLASH OF LARYNX
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF BRONCHUS ANO LUNG
dENIGN NEOPLASH OF HEOIASTINLIH
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF THYHUS
bENfGN hEOPLASH OF HEART
BENIGN NkGPLASH OF L!ONE ANO AhTICULAti CARTILAGE
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF BONES OF SKULL ANLl FACE
tiENIGN NEOPLASH OF LUhEtl JAM BONE

















RIBS, ST ERNUH, ANO CLAVICLE
SCAPULA ANO LONG BONES OF UPPER LIHtl
SHOKT BONES OF UPPER LIME
PELVIC EIOhES, SACRUN, ANC COCCYX
LL31!G i30NkS CIF LONER LIHB
SHORT EONES OF LOHER LINB
BOhE AND ART ICULAR CARTILAGE, SITE
LIPO14A
LIPOHA OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE OF FACk
LIPOHA OF OTHER SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
LIP(7HA GF INTRA-ABOOHINAL URGANS
LXPOHA OF SPER14ATIC CORO
LIPOHA OF CiTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
LIPUHA, UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER BENIGN NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE ANO OTh ER SOFT TISSUE
OTHER dENIGN NEOPLASM OF CONNECTIVE AND OTHER SOFT TISSbE
HEAD, FACE, ANO NECK
OTHER LIEh IGN NECIPLASH UF CONNECTIVE ANO GTHER SGFT TISSLt
uPPER LIHB, INCLUOING SHOULOER
OTHER BENIGN NEOPLASH OF CONNECTIVE ANO GTHkR SGFT TISSb E
LOHER LIf4ds lNCLUOING HIP
OTHER BENIGN NEOPLASH OF
THURAX
OTHER BENIGN NEOPLASH OF
PELVIS
UTHtR dEhIGN NEIJPLASH OF
TRUNK, uNSPECIFIEO
GTHER iIENIGN NEOPLASH dF
OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
oTHER BENIGN NEOPLASH OF
SITE UNSPECIFIED










Connective ANO GTHER SOFT TISSUE
CUNNECTIV6 ANO OTHER SOFT TISSUE
CLiNNECTIVE AhO OThtR SOFT TISSUE
CONNECTIVE ANO bIHtR SGFT TISSUE
CONNECTIVE ANO OTHkR SOFT TISSUE*
SKIN OF LIP
EYELIO, lNCLUOING CANThUS
EAR ANO EXTERNAL AUOITGRY CANAL
SKIN OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO PARTS OF
SCALP ANO SKIN UF NECK
SKIN OF TRuNK, ExCEPT SCROTUfl
SKIN UF UPPER LIF!d, INCLLIGING ShGULUER
SKIN OF LOhER LIML+, LNCLIJOIfiG hIP
SKIN, SITE UNSPECIFIED
8ENIGt4 NEOPLASH OF dREAST
UTERINE LEIOHYOHA
SUBHUCL7US LEIOMYUHA UF UTERUS
INTRAMURAL LEIOHYOMA OF UTEKlJ5
SUdSEkOUS LEIOHYWiA tlF UTERLS
LEIOHYOi4A OF UTERUS, UNSPECIFIED
uTH’&R BENIGN NEIJPLASH LIF uTERUS
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF CERVIX uTERI
13ENIGN NEOPLASH OF CORPUS UTERI
nENIGN NEUPLA.3H OF UTMWS, PART UNSPECIF1kO
LltNIGN NkCIPLASH OF OVARY
tlENIGN NtGPLASH UF LITHER FkMALE GENITAL UKGAti S
dENIGN NEOPLASM UF FALLOPIAN TUBE ANO ‘uTkRIh E
BENIGN NECPLASM OF VAGINA









EIENIGN NEUPLASH OF OTHER SPtCIFIEU SITES OF FEHALt GENITAL
IJRtiANS
dENIGN NEUPLASH OF MALE Gtti ITAL uRGANS








































































titNIGN hEOPLASM GF PENIS
dkNIGN NELIPLASN OF PROSTATE
LIENIIW NEilPLASH OF K1ONEV ANO OTHER URINARY ORGANS
6EN1GN NEIJPLASM OF KIONEY, EXCEPT P&LVIS
titNIGN NEOPLASN OF RENAL PELVIS
BENIGN NEOPLASN LIF URETER
6ENIGN NEOPLASM OF EJLAUOEIT
BENIGN NEGPLASN OF oTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF URINARY ORGANS
LIENIGN NEOPLASM OF URETHRA
i5ENIGN fiEiTPLASN OF EYE
BENIGN NEd PLASM tiF GMIT
bENIGN NEapLAsn af BRAIN ANa aTHER pARTs of NkRvaus sysTEfl
81iNIGN NtCIPLASH OF 8RA1N
dENIGN NE13PLASH OF CRANIAL NERvES
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF CEREdRAL NENINGES
tiENIGN NEGpLAsN OF SPINAL caRa
BENIGN NEOPLASH OF SPINAL 14EN1NGES
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIGD S17ES OF NtRVOUS SYSTER
tlkNIGN NEOPLASN OF THYROIO GLAINIS
dENIGN NEOPLASM OF OThER ENCIIICIEINE GLANOS ANO RELATEO
STRUCTURES
BENIGN NEii PLASM OF AORENAL GLANCI
8ENIGN NEOPLASN OF PARATHYRIIIO GLANO
LIENIGN NEOPLASfl OF PITu ITAfiY GLAND ANO CRANIOPHARYttGEAL CUCT
BENIGN NEOPLASM OF CAR(2T 10 EOCIY
HEHANGIOHA ANO LY14PHAhGIWlA, ANY SITE
HiSt4ANGIO14A, ANY SITE
HEHANG1OHA OF UNSPECIFIEII SITE
FIEMANL1OHA OF SKIN ANCI SUdCUTANECNJS TISSUE
HEHANGICHA (IF INTRACRANIAL STRUCTURES
HEHANGICHA GF IN TRA-ABLIOHINAL STRUCTIJRES
HEHANGIGHA OF OTHER SITES
LYNPhANGIOMA, ANY SITE
bENIGN NECPLASH t7F (ITHER ANO UNSPECIF1’ca SIIti S
LiENIGN NEOPLASM OF LYMPH NOOES
dtiNIGN NE II PLASM OF OTHER SPECIFIEC SITES
MENIGN tiEOPLASH OF UN SPECIFIELl SITE
CARCLNONA IN SITU OF OIGESTIVE ORGANS
CAi+ClNOf4A Iii SITU OF LIP, uRAL CAVITY, AND PHARYNX
CARCINOt4A IN SITU OF COLON
CARCItiUHA IN SITU OF RECTUfl
CARCItWIHA IN SITU OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
CARC1NU14A IN SITU OF LARYNX
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF SKIN
CARC1NO14A IN SITU OF SKIN (IF TRUNK, EXCEPT SCROTUH
CARCINUMA IN SITU OF SKIN UF UPPER LIHB. INCLUOING SHOULOEfi
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF OTHER SPECIFIECI SITES OF SKIN
CARCINCINA IN SITU OF SKIN, SITE UNSPtiCIFIEO
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF 8REAST” AN0 GENITOURINARY SYSTEM
CARC1NLlt4A IN SITU !lF BREAST
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF CERVIX UTERI
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF uTERUS
CARCiNJHA IN SITU GF liTHtR ANO UNSPECIFIED FE14ALE GENITAL
ORGANS
CARCINONA IN SITU OF PtNIS
CARCINOMA IN SITU OF dLAOGER
CARCXt;OflA IN SITU OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES
CARCINONA IN SITU OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
NELiPLASil OF UNCERTAIN dEtiAVIUR OF OIGESTIVE ANO RESPIRATORY
SYSTEMS
NEOPLASM LIE UNCERTAIN tItiiAv IOR OF LIP, URAL CAVITY. ANCI PhARYNX
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN dEHAVIOR OF STOt4ACH, INTESTINES, ANO
RtCTUH
NEGPLASN OF UNCEHTAIN dEHAVIbR GF LIVER ANO 61 L1ARY PASSAGES
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN dEHAVIOR OF RETROPERITONEUH ANO
PERITuNtufl
NEOPLASH OF UNLEHTAIN dEHAVIOR OF OTHER ANO LINsPECIFIEO
LIIL, ESTIVt LIR6ANS
NEuPLASN (IF UNCERTAIN dEHFIVIGR OF LARYNX
NEOPLAb H OF UNCERTAIN tlEHAv IOR OF TRAcHEA, LIRCINCHUS, ANO LLJNG
NtitiPLASH UF UNCklCTAIN dtiHAVIOR OF PLEURA, ThYNUS, ANO
MEu IASTINUH
NkOPLASM CF UNCERTAIN bEHAVILIR OF GENITOIIRINARY GRGAhS


























































NEOPLASM OF lskCERTAIN dEHAV [OR
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN dEHAVIOR
N60PLASM OF IJNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR
FEHALk GENITAL ORGANS
NE(SPLASH OF uNCERTAIN dEHAVILIR
NEOPLASM OF uNCERTAIN dEHAVIOR
NEClPLASf4 OF lINCERTAIN BEHAVILIR Ot
SYSTEli
NEGPLASFI ilF UNCERTAIN 3GHAV1GR
cRANIOPHARyNbEAL OUCT
NEOPLASM OF UNCER7AIN dEHAVIbR
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN dEHAVIOR
NE fiPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR
ENOOCRINE GLANLTS
NEOPLASM OF UNCERTAIN LIEHAVIOR
NEOPLASM OF uNCERTAIN dEHAVIOR
NEUROFIEIROHATCTSIS
NEGPLASH OF UNCERTAIN BEHAVIOR
PARTS OF NERVOUS SYSTEH










NEOPLASH OF uNCERTAIN dEHAVIOR OF
NECIPLASH OF UNCERTAIN L7EHAV1OR OF
TISSUE
NEOPLASH OF UNCERTAIN dEHAVILIR OF
NEGPLASAI OF LINCERTAIN tlEHAVILIR GF
PIlLYCYTHEf41A VERA
NEaPLASH OF UNCERTAIN dEHAVICIR OF
NEGPLASH UF UNCERTAIN bEHAVIGR
HE#lATOPOIETIC TISSUES
NEOPLASH CIF UNCERTAIN 13EHAv IOR
NEOPLASHS OF UNSPECIFIEO NATURE
NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIEO NATURE
NEOPLASH OF uNSPECIFIEO NATURE
NEOPLASII OF INASPECIFIEO NATURE
NEOPLASH OF UNSPECIFIEO NATURE
NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIED NATURE
NEOPLASH OF UNSPECIFIEO NATIIRE
NEtiPLASH OF uNSPECIFIED NATURE
tiEOPLASH OF UNSPECIFIELI NATURE
OTHER PARTS OF NERVOUS SYSTEH




UF UTHER ANO UN SPECIFIEC
OF BRAIN ANC SPItiAL cane
OF NENINGk S
OF OTHER AhO Ut4SPECIF1tIl












BONE ANO AR TICULAR CART ILAb E














NEOPLASH OF UNSPEC1F1E13 NATURE OF OTHtR SPtCIFIEO SITES
NEIIPLASH OF UNSPECIFIEO NATURE, SITE UNSPkCIFIEG
ENOOCRXNE, NUTRITIONAL ANO HETAEWJLIC OISEASES, ANO lMHuNITY
OISOROERS





uNSPECIFIED NONTOXIC NOUULAR GOITER
THiiOTLIXICGSIS HITH OR wITHOUT GOITER
TCIXIC OIFFUSE GOITER
TOXIC OIFFUSE GOITER lAITliOUT HENTILIN OF THYROTOXIC CRISIS GR
STnn N
- .. ....
TOXIC OIFFUSE bOITER HITH nENrlaN ae THyROTOXIc CRISIS CR sToRti
TOXIC UhlNOOULAR GOITER
TOXIC I.ININGCNJLAR GOITER nIThUUT HENTION OF THYROTIIXIC CRISIS
OR STORN
ToXIC NULTINOLIULAR GOITEIT
TOXIC HIJLTINOOIJLAR GOITER HITHOUT FIENTION LF THYRCITLIXIC
CRISIS OR STORH
ToXIC NCOULAR GOITER, UNSPECIFIED TYPE
TOXIC NIJLULAFC GoITER, UNSPECIFIEO TYPE, wITHtiUT NENTIGN OF
THYRCITOXIC CRISIS OR STORH
THYROTCIXICOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO OOTCIN.. . . . ..
THYRESTOXICOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEG ORIGIN hlTHOUT MtNTIGti
THYiEGTCIXIC CRISIS OR STORM
THYRCITOXICOSIS hlTHOUT MENTION OF bOITER OR LITHER CAUSE
THYRd TOXICCISIS tiITHIJU7 NENTION GF GOITER CR ilTHER CAUSE.
ANO MI THOUT MENTION OF THYROTOXIC CRISIS OR STLIRH
THYREITCXICCISIS KI?HCIUT HtNTII)N OF GOIT6R CR OThEN LAIJSE,

















































































(ITHER AhO uNSPECIFIED CHRONIC THYROIOITIS
THYROIOITIS, uMSPECIFIEO
OTHER OISGROERS OF THYRGIO
OYSHORHONOGENIC GuITER
CYST OF THYROIO
HEMORRHAGE ANO lNFARCT1dN LIF THYROIO
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF THYROIO
UNSPECIFIED OISGROER OF THYROIO
OIABETES HELLITuS
OIAHETES HELL ITUS UITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
AOULT-ONSET TYPE OIABETES HELL ITUS HITHOUT HEhTION OF
COMPLICATION
JuVENILE TYPE 01 AF3ETES 14ELLITUS uITHOIJT MENTIGN CF COMPLICATION
OIAbETES WITH KETLIACIOOSIS
AOIJLT-ONSET TYPE OIALJETES fiELLITuS hITH KETOAC1OOS1S
JUVENILE TYPt OIABETES HELLITUS IAITH KETOACIOGSIS
OIALIETES HITH HYPEROSHOLAR COMA
AOULT-UNSET TYPE OIABETES 14ELLITUS kITH HYPERGSHGLAR COHA
JuvENILE TYPE OIABETES MELLITUS MITH HYPEROS140LAR COMA
OIAl!ETES HITh OTHER CUt4A
AOULT-ONSET TYPE OIAdETES HELL ITUS hITH OTHER COHA
JUVENILE TYPE OIAnEIES 14ELLITuS WITH OTHER COMA
OIAFIETES dITH RENAL MANIFESTATIONS
AOULT-ONSET TYPt OIABETES HELLITUS hITh RENAL HAti IFESTATIONS
JuVENILE TYPE OIABETtS HELLITUS WITH RENAL HAN IF ESTATIOhS
OIAd ETES IIITH OPHTHALMIC MANIFESTATIONS
AOULT-ONSET TYPE 01 A8ETES MEL LITUS hITH OPHTHALMIC
MANIFESTATIONS
JuVENILE TYPE OIABETES 14ELLITUS HITH OPHThALFIIC MANIFESTATIONS
01 A8ETES MITH NEUROLOGICAL MANIFESTATIONS
ADULT-ONSET TYPE OIAtlETES HELL IT12S MITH NEUROLOGICAL
MANIFESTATIONS
JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES HELLITUS HITH NE!JRGLOGICAL
MANIFESTATIONS
OIALiETES HITH PERIPHERAL CIRCULATORY OISOROERS
AOULT+NSCT TYPE OIAUETES HELL ITUS hITH PERIPHERAL CIRCULATORY
0XS13ROERS
JUVENILE TYPE 01 AL7ETES HELLITUS MITH PERIPHERAL CIRCULATfiRV.. ...
oIsoRaEns
llIAkl ETES HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO MANIFESTATIONS
ACIULT-LINSET TYPE OIALiETES HELL ITUS HITH OTHER SpEc[FItO
MANIFESTATIONS
JuVENILE TYPE OIABETES HELLITUS liITH OThER SPECIFIEO
MANIFESTATIONS
OIABETES uITH UNSPECIFIED COHPLICATION
AOULT-12NbET TYPE OIAtitiTfA HELLITuS hlTH uNSPECIFIED CGHPLICATIIJN
JUVENILE TYPE OIABETES HELLITUS HITH uNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION





ALINIIRHALITY IJF sECRETION OF GASTRXN
OTHtR SPECIF1tO OISONUEKS IIF PANCRkATIC lNTtRNAL SECRET IGti
llISOttDERS OF PAKATHYRO1O GLANLl
HYPERPARATHYW7101SH
HYPOPARATtiYR171111SH
uNSPECIFIEil OISOkUEd OF PARATHYRJILI GLANU
01 S13ROERS OF ThE PITUITARY bLANo ANO ITS HYPLITHALAHIC CONTRGL
ACKUHELALY Ahd GIGANTIsH









































































OTHER OISOROERS OF hEUROHYPOPHYSIS
IATROGENIC PITUITARY 131S13RUERS
CITHER oISOROERS OF THE PITUITARY ANO OTHER SYNOROHES OF
OIENCEPHALOHYPOPHYSEAL ORIGIN
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF THE PITUITARY GLAhCI ANO ITS
HYPOTHALAMIC CONTROL
oISEASES OF THYHUS GLANO
ABSCESS OF THYHUS
LITHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF THYHuS GLANIJ







OTHER SPECIFIEO oISOROERS dF AORENAL GLANOS








PIILYGLANOULAR LIYSFUNCTION ANO RELATEO OISUROt RS
OTHER SPECIFIEO PL3LYGLANOULAR DYSFUNCTION
POLYGLANOULAR DYSFUNCTION, uNSPECIFIEO
OTHER ENLIOCRINE OISOROERS
OELAY IN SEXUAL OEVELOPUENT ANO PuMERTY, NCIT ELSEhHERE
CLASSIFIELl
PRECOCIOUS SEXUAL OEVELOPHENT ANO PuBERTY, to3T ELSEmHtKt
CLASSIFIED
CARCINOICI SYNORCNIE
OHARFISFI, NOT ELSEilHERE CLASSIFIED




OTHER SEVERE PROTEIN-CALORIE HALNUTRITION
C7THER ANO LINSPECIFIEO PROTEIN-CALORIE HALNbTRIT113N
HALNUTRITION OF HOOERATE OEGREE
HALNUTR1TIL7N OF HiLO OEGRE&
OTHER PRCITEIN-CALURIE HALNUTRITILIN
UNSPECIFIED PROTEIN-CALORIC HALNUTRITI13N
THIAHINE AhO NIACIN OEFICIENCY STATES
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO MANIFESTATIONS OF THIAf41Nk OtFICIkNCY
PELLAGRA
DEFICIENCY OF i3-COHPLEX COMPONENTS
VI TAHIN B6 DEFICIENCY
OTHER EI-COHPLEX DEFICIENCIES
UNSPECIFIED VI TAHIN d DEFICIENCY
VITAHIN O OkFICIENCY
“-R ICKtTS, LATE EFFECT
OSTEOHALACIA. UNSPECIFIEO
uNSPECIFIED VITAMIN O OEFIClkNCY
OTHER NUTRITIONAL OtFICIENCIES
okFICIENCY JF VITAMIN K
06 FlCIENCY OF OTHER VI TAPIINS
UNSPECIFIEO vITAMIN DEFICIENCY
HINERAL ObFICItNCY, NOT ELSEMHtRt CLASSIFIED
OTHER NuTRITIONAL IJEFICIENCY
UNSPECIFIED NUTRITIONAL iIEFICItNCY
GISGROER5 OF AH INO-ACIO TRANSPORT ANO HETAoGLISH
OISTIJRdANCES OF AH INO-ACIO TRANSPOD7.,..
PH’ENYLKETi3NURIA (PKU)
GTHER DISTURBANCES GF AROHATIC A14LNu-ACIO HETAW3LISH
OISTURdANCES OF MtiANCHtO-CHAIN AMINo-ACIO HkTAuOLISH
01 STUR13ANCES OF SULPHUR-ti EARING AH INO-ACIO HkTABOLISM
OISTURtiANCES OF HIS TIOINE METAuOLICU
..!!,
OISCIROERS OF UREA CYCLE METABOLISM










OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROEUS OF AM INO-AC1O METAEIOLISH






OTHER SELECTIVE 1HFIUNOGLLS8UL1N OEFICIENCIES
CO!lHOh VARIA13LE lflMUNOOeFICIENCY
DefiCienCy OF CELL-uEOIATEO IMMUNITY
lMMUN0GEF1CIENC% kITti PREOGUINANT T-CELL GEFCCT. UNSPkCIFIEO
6ALACTOSEMIA
HE REOITARY FRuCTOSE It4TOLERANCE
INTESTINAL OISACCHARIOASE iltFICIENCIES ANG CISACCHARIOk
HALALLSORPTION
RENAL GLYCOSURIA
UTHER sPECIFIEO OISOROERS UF CARLIOHYORATE TRANSPORT ANO
META80Li S14











OTHER OEFICIENCY OF CELL-PIEOIATEO I14MuNITY
.4
.a
CO HMINEO 1H141JNITY OEFICIENCY
uNSPECIFIEO Itif4Uk1TY DEFICIENCY
AU TO I14MLNE OISEASE, NOT ELSEhHERE CLASS IFIEO
oTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS INVOLVING THE IHt4bNE HkChANISM





















IRON OEFICIENCY ANEMIA SECONOARY TO SiLOOO LGSS (CHRONIC>




.a OTHER OISOROERS OF LIPo1O II ETA60L1SH
UNSPECIFIC OISOROER OF LIPO1O HETA80LISM





OTHER OISORDERS OF PLASMA PRGTEIN HE TA!3LIL1SN




GUUTY NE PHROPATHY, uNSPECIFIEO
URIC AC1O NEPHROLITHIASIS
























OTHER SPECIFIEO IRLIN OEFICIENCY ANEHIAS
I&Old DEFICIENCY AN fiHIA, uNSPECIFIEO















OTHER VI TAMIh LT12 OtFICIkNCY ANEMIA
FOLATE-DEFICIENCY ANEMIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO MEGALGdLASTiC AN EUIAS NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
ANEMIA ASSOCIATE !JITH oTHER SPECIFIEO NUTRITIONAL DEFICIENCY
UNSPECIFIED OEFICIENCY AN6HIA
HtREOITARY HEFIOLYTIC AN Etil AS
HEREDITARY SPHERUCYTOSIS
HEREOITAKY ELLIPTOCYTOSIS
ANEt41AS OUE TO OISOROERS OF GLu TATn IONE l! ET AtiLILISH





.a9 GIiu T HITh OTHER SPECIFIEO MAN IFESTATIOh S
bUUT, tlNSPkCIFIEO






















HC+S GISEASE hlTHOUT MENTION OF CRISIS
HLE-S CISEASE hITH 14ENTION OF CRISIS
SICKLE-CELL/H&C OISEASE
OTHER SICKLE-CELL ANEMIA
OISOROERS OF ItLON tiETAdOLISM
GISOROERS OF COPPER METABOLISM
OLSGROt RS UF t4AGNESIUH FlETAt3GL1Sf4
OISOROERS OF PHOSPHORUS ME TALIOLISM
OISOROERS Of CALCIUM ME TA80LISF!
CISGROERS OF FLU IO, ELECTROLYTE, ANO AC IO-.SASE BALANCE
HYPERGSHOLALITY ANO/OR HYPERNATREHIA
OThER HEMOGLOkl INOPATHIES
HEREDITARY HE140LYT1C ANEMIA, UN SPECIFIED
AC QUIREO hEf40LYTIC ANEMIAS
AUTOI1414UNE HEMOLYTIC ANEMIAS
NON-AUTGIMHUNE HE140LYTIC ANc141AS
HEMOGL081NURIA O(JE Til HEHOLYSIS FROM EXTkRNAL CAUSES
AC’JUIREO HE140LYT1C ANE141A, UNSPECIFIEO
APLASTIC ANE141A
CONSTITUTIONAL APLASTIC ANEHIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO APLASTIC AN E141AS
APLASTIC ANEMIA, Unspecific O
OTHER ANO UN SPECIFIED ANEMIAS
SIOEROMLASTIC ANEHIA




CONGEt41TAL FACTOR VIII oIsoRoER
congenital FACTOR IX GISOROER
CONGENITAL FACTOR XI OEFLCIENCY
.9
,?83
Ii YPllSMuLALITY ANO/OR HYPOttATREtl IA
AL IOOSIS
ALKALOSIS
Hixeo AC IL1-aASk tJALANCE OISOROER
VOLW4E OtiPLETION OISOROER



































ELECTROLYTE ANO FLUIO OISOROERS tiOT ELsEMhERE cLAsslFIEo




CYSTIC FIBROSIS HITHOUT MENTION OF 14ECONILM ILEb S













LILSOROERS OF PORPHYRIN ME TA)30L1SH --
AFIYLOIOGS13
OISUROERS OF tiILIRUEIIN EXCRETION
MUCIJPOLYSACCHARIOLISIS
OTHER OEFICIENLIES OF CIRCULATING ENZYMES
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOITOtRS OF ME TAiTOLISt4
UNSPECIFIELl OISUROER OF HETAt!OLISH






CiSd8UERS lNvLILv ING THE iMMbNE HECHANISM
OEFICIENCY OF tiUMLIRAL ItiliuNITY
hYPUGAHUAGLOtRJL IN EtilA, UN SPECIFIED
SELECTIVt lGA IHHuNOISEFICIENCY
CONGENITAL DEFICIENCY OF OThER CLOTTING FACTORS
VLSN HILL EBRANOCS OISEASE
hEf40RRHAGIC OISOROER OUE TO LIRC(ILATINIJ AtiTICOAGLILAhTS
OEFIbRIhATION SYNdROHE
AC CUIRt O COAGULATION FACTljR OEFICItNCY
OThER ANO UNSPtCIFIEO COAGULATION OEFECTS












OTHER SPECIFIED hEMORRHAti IC CONOITIONS











































































OISEASES GF kHITE BLOOO CELLS
AGi(ANULGCYTliSIS
FuNCTIONAL DISOROERS OF POLYHORPHONUCLkAR NEuTROPHILS
GENkTIC .4Nu14ALIES dF LEUKOCYTES
EOSItAOPHILiA
OTHER SPECiFi ED OiSEASE OF wHITE BLOOO CELLS
UNSPECIFi EO OISEASE OF HHiTk BLOUO CELLS
OTHER OISEASES OF L4LOO0 AND LILOOD-FORHi NG ORGANS
PIILYCYTHEHiA, SECONOARY
CHRIJNIC LYHPHAOENi TiS
Nonspecific f4ESENTERiC LYHPHADEti ITi S
LY14PHAOEf41TiS, Unspecified, EXCEPT 14ES ENTERIC
HYPERSPLENiS14
iZTHtR OISEASES OF SPLEEN
DiSEASE OF SPLEEN, UNSPECIFIED
CHRGNiC Congestive SPLEtIOHEGALY
oTHER DISEASES UF SPLEEN
HETHEHOGLOtlINEfliA
IITHER SPECiFIEO OISEASM OF tiLOOO ANO tiLOGD-FORHING ORGANS
uNSPECIFIED OiSEASES GF MLOOO ANO BLOGO-FGRHiNG ORGANS
HEN7AL Oi SOROERS
StNiLE ANO PRESENi LE ORGANiC PSYCHOTIC CGt4DiTiONS
sENiLE OEHENTIA. UNCOHPLi CATEU
PRESENILE OEHENTiA
PRESENILE 0EA4ENTiA, UNCGHPLiCATEO
PRESENi LE OEHENTiA wiTH OELIRi UN
PRESENiLE OEHENTiA !#iTH DELUSi ONAL FEATuRES
SENi LE OEHENTiA bli TH OELUSIGNAL OR OPPRESSIVE FEATuRES
StNiLE OEHkNTiA HITH DELUSIONAL FEATURES
SENILE 0E14ENT1A HiTH Oppressive FEATURES
SENi LE OEHENTiA HITH OELi RiUH
ARTERIOSCLEROTIC OEHkNTi A
ARTERIIJSCLEROTiC 0Ef4ENTiA* UNCdHPLi CATEO
ARTERIOSCLEROTIC OEHENTiA HiTH OELi RiUll
ARTERiOSCLEROTIC OEHtiNTiA HITH OELUSiOhAL FEATURES
Arteriosclerotic OEHENTiA !4i TH Oppressive FEATURES
OTHER sPECiFIED SENiLE PSYCHDTiC Conditions












PARANOIO ANO/OR HALLUCINATORY STATES lNUUCEO BY ORIJGS
ORUG-iNOUCkO ORGANi C DELUSiONAL sVNORO14E
17 RUG-IN UUCEO HALLUCiNOSiS
OTHER SPECIFIEO ORUG-iNOUCkO HENTAL OiSOROERS
ORUG-iNOUCEO OELi R1Uf4
ORIJG-INOUCEO OkHENTiA
ORUG-INOUCEO ORGANIC AFFECTiVE SYNOROHE
uTHER SPECIFIEO ORUG-INOUCEO HENTAL OiSOROERS
uNSPECIFIED ORUG-iNOUCEO HENTAL OiSOROER
TRANSikNT tiRGANIC PSYCHUTIC CDNOITIONS
ACUTk OELi Riu14
SUBACUTE OELi RIUH
OTHtiR SPECi FiEO TRANSi ENT URGANIC HENTAL OiSOROkRS
ORGAtiiC Delusional SYNORO14k
ORGANiC HALLUCiNOSiS SYNORLiHE
ORGANIC AFFECTi VE SYNOROHE
IiTHER SPECIFitO TRANS16NT lJRGANiC HENTAL EISOROtRS
uNSPkCi FiEO TRANSi ENT ORGANIC HENTAL OISORUER
OTHER ORGANi C PSYCHOTIC CONDITIONS (CHRGNiC)
AHNESTiC SYNOROHE
OEHtNTi A Ih CDNUi TiONS CLASSIFIED ELSEhHERE
OTHER SPtCiFitD LZRGANIC tiRAihSYNOKOFIES (cHRoNic)




























































SIHPLE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, UNS’PECIFiEO STATE
10 PHRENIA, CHRONIC STATE

















CATATGNi C TYPti SCHIZOPHRENIA, UNSPECIFIED STATE
CATATONi C TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, CHRONIC STATE
CATATGNi C TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, SUBCHRONIC STATE HiTh ACUTE
EXACERtiATiON
CATATONIC TYPE SCHi ZOPHKENiAV CHRONIC STAT~ uTTh AcL,TE
EXACERBATION











SUdCHRONi C STATE HITH ACUTE
CHRONi C STATE wITH ACUTE
IN REHi SSi GN
uNSPECIFIED STATE
SULTCHROhIC STATE hiTh ACUTk
CHRONIC STATE HiTH ACUTE
EXACERBATION
PARANOiO TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA* 1
ACUTE Schizophrenic EPiSDOE
ACUTE Schizophrenic EPi SOOES I
ACUTE SChi ZOPHREhlC EPi SDOEV :
EXACERBATION
ACUTE SCHIZOPHRENIC EPi SOOE, (
EXACERBATION
LATENT SCHIZOPHRENIA
LATENT SCHIZOPHREtiIA, uNSPECIFii+O STATE—.
RESi OUAL SCHIZOPHRENIA”
RESiOUAL SCHIZOPHRENIA, UNSPECIFIED STATE
RESiOUAL SCHIZOPHRENIA. CHRGNIC STATE
RESIDUAL SCHIZOPHRENIA, SUBCHRONi C STATE miTH ACIJTt
EXACERBATION
RESIObAL SCHIZOPHRENIA, CHRONiC STATE kiTH ACUTE EXACERBATION
RESIObAL SCHIZOPHRENIA, iN REHISSi ON
SCHIZO-AFFECTIVE TYPE Schizophrenia
SCIAiZG-AFFECTfVE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, uNSPECIFIED STATt
SCHIZO-AFFECTIVE TYPE schizophrenia CHRONi C STATE
sCHiZG-AFFECTIVE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, SU13ChRONi C STATE kITH
ACUTE ExACERMATION
SCHiZO-AFFECTIVE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, LhRONi C STATE hiTh
ACUTE EXACERL!ATION
SCHIZO-AFFECTiVE TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, iN Rtf41SSiOt4
OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPES OF Schizophrenia
LITHER SPECIFIEO TYPES OF SCHIZOPHRENIA* UNSPECIFIkO STATE
OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPES OF SCHIZOPHRENIAS SUdCHRONi C STATE
OTHER SPECIFIEO TVPES OF Schizophrenias ChHONIC STATk
OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPES OF SCHL20pHflENiA, SUdcHRONIC STATk MI
ACUTE EXACERBATION




UNSPECIFIED TYPt SCHIZOPHRENIA, UNSPECIFIED STATE
UNSPECIFIED TYPE Schizophrenia, CHRONIC STATE
UNSPtiCiFIEO TYPE SCHIZOPHRENIA, SUBCHRONi C STATE hITH
ACUTE EXACERBATION
utiSPECi FXEO TYPE Schizophrenia, CHRONiC STATE hiTh
ACUTE EXACERBATION
UNSPECIFIED TYPE SCHiLOPHRkNIA. IN REHiSS7flM.. . ..
AFFECTiVE PSYCHOSES
MANIC OISOROER, SINGLt EPiSGOE
HANIC AFFECTiVE OiSORL)ER$ SiNGLE EPiSOIIES UNSPECIFIED OEbREE
HAhiC AFFtCTIVk OISLROER, SiNGLE EPi SOOES SEVERE OEGREEt
SPECIFIEO AS HITH PSYCHOTiC BEHAVIOR
HANiC IliSOROkR, RECURRENT EPISLIOE
HANiC AFFECTIVE OiSOROER, RECURRENT kPi SOCE, UNSPECIFIC LEGREE
HANIC AFFECTi VE OISORUER, RECURRENT EPi SOGE, HOOERATE GkbREE
MANIC AFFECTIVE OiSGROER, RECURRENT tP1St30E, SEVERE DiGKEE,


























































14AJIJR DEPRESSIVE OISUROkR, SINGLE EPISOOE
HAJOR OEPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROER, SINGLE EPISOOE,
uNSPECIFIkO OEbREk
MAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROER, SINGLE EPISOOE,
141LU OEGREE
14AJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVF OISGROER. SINGLE EPISGOE,
1400 ERATE OtGREE
UAJOR DEPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROER, SItFGLti EPISGGE,
SEVtRE OEGREE, HITHLTu T MEt4TION OF PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIIIR
MAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFELTIv E OISOROER, SINiiLE EPISOOE,
SEVCRE OEGREt, SPECIFIEU AS kITH PSYCHCTIC BEhAVIOR
MAJOR OEPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROER, SINGLE EPISOOE,
IN PARTIAL OR UNSPECIFIC REMISSION
MAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROER, SINGLE EPISOGE,
IN FULL REMISSION
MAJOR UEPRESSIVE OISOROER, RkCURRENT EPISOOE
MAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROER, RECURRENT EPISOOE,
uNSPECIFIED OE&REE
HAJOR OPPRESSIVE AFFkCTIVE OISOROER, RkCURRENT EPISOOE,
MILO OEGREE
MAJOR Oppressive AFFECTIVE UISOROER, RECIJRRENT EPISOOE,
MOOERATE OEGREE
MAJOR OEPRESSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROER, RECURRENT EPISUEE,
SEVERE OEGREE, !dl THOUT MENTION OF PSYCHOTIC 8EhAVIOR
!4AJOR OEPRESSIVk AFFECTIVE OISOROER, RECURRENT EPISOCE,
SEVERE DEGREE, SPECIFIEO AS !#ITH PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
14AJUR OEPRE.SSIVE AFFECTIVE OISOROER, RECURRENT EPISUOE,
IN PARTIAL OR UNSPECIFIEO REM ISS1ON
nlPOLA& AFFECTIV5 OISOROER, HANIC
dIPOLAR AFFECTIVE 131 SO ROER, MANIC, UNSPECIFIEO OEGREE
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE 01 SOR06R, MANIC, HILO OEGREE
LIIPOLAR AFFtCTIVE OISUROER, HANIC, MOO ERATE OEGREE
dlPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, MANIC, SEVERE OEGREE, MI THOIJT
I4ENTION OF PSYCHOTIC 8EHAV1OR
tiIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, MANIC, SEVERE OEGREE, SPECIFIEO
AS HIIH PSYChOTIC dEHAVIUR
flIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, MANIC, IN PARTIAL OR UNSPECIFLEO
REHISSItiN
MIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, MANIC, IN FIJLL RkHISSION
EIIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, OEPRESSEO
MI PGLAR AFFECTIVE OISITROER, OEPRESSEO, uNSPECIFIC OEGREk
LYIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, OEPRESSEO, HILO OEGREE
BIPGLAR AFFECTIVE OISCIROER, CIEPRESSEO, HOOERATE OEGREE
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVt OISOROk R, OEPRESSEO, SEVERE OEGREE,
HITHLUT NENTION OF PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
aIPOLAR AFFECTIVE lLISOROkR, OEPRESSEG, SEVERE OEGREE,
SPECIFIEO AS uITH PSYCHOTIC BEHAVIOR
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OLSUROk R, MIXEO
BIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OIWROER, MIXEO, UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
dIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, HIXEO, HILO OEGREE
81 PGLAR AFFtLTIvt OISLIROER, F41XE0, 14uOERATE OEGREE
81 POLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROtiH, HIXEO, StVERE OEGREE,
HITHOUT MENTION OF PSYCHOTIC BfiHAVIGR
tiIPOLAR AFFECTIVE OISOROER, MIXEO, SEVERE OEbREE,
SPECIFIkO AS HITH PSYCHUTIC aEHAV1dR
dIPOLAR AFFECTIVE LTISOITOER, UNSPECLFIEO
MANIC-OPPRESSIVE PSYChUSIS, OTHER ANO LINSPECIFIEO




ilThkR ANO L) NSPECIFIEO Afflictive PSYCHOSES
UNSPECIFIEII AFFECTIVE PSYChOSIS





SHAREO PAR AXOIO OISOROER

















































































GTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO REACTIVE PSYCHOSIS
UNSPECIFIEO PSYCHOSIS
PSYCHOSES hlTH ORIGIN SPtiCIFIC Td CHILOhCCO
INFANTILE AUTISM
INFANTILE AU TISFI, CURRENT UR ACTIVE STATE
dThER SPECIFIZIJ EARLY CHILUHGOO PSYCH CSES
GTHER SPECIFIEO EARLY CHILOHOOO PSYCHOSES, CURRENT Oti ACTIVE
STATE
UNSPECIFIEO CHILOHOOD PSYCHOSIS














OISSOCIATIVE OISOROER OR REAL TION, UtmSPECIFItO
FACTITIOUS ILLNESS hITh PSYCHO LCIGICAL SYMPTCMS
OTHER ANCI IzNSPECIFIEO FACTITIOUS ILLNESS
PHOBIC OISOROERS
PHObl A, uNSPECIFIED
AGORAPHOBIA !41TH PANIC ATTACKS
AGIJRAPH(IkTIA HITHOUT MEN TIOti IIF PANIC ATTACKS
SOCIAL PHOBIA
OTHER IsOLATEO OR SIMPLE PHOMIAS












AFFECTIVE PERSONALITY OISGROkR, UNSPECIFIEO
CHRONIC HYPOHANIC PERSONALITY DISORDER
CHRONIC OPPRESSIVE PERSONALITY OISOROER
CYCLOTHYHLC OISOROER
SCHIZOIO PERSONALITY OISORLIER





HISTRIONIC PERSI.7NALITY OISOROER, UNSPECII=IEO
CHRONIC FACTITIOUS ILLNESS hITH PHYSICAL SYMPTOMS








OTHER PERSONALITY i) ISOROERS
UNSPECIFIEO PERSONALITY OISOROkR


































































TRANS-SEXUALISH WITH ASEXUAL HISTORY
ilISOROERS GF PSYCHOSEXUAL IDENTITY
PSYCHOSEXUAL DYSFUNCTION
PSYCHOSEXUAL DYSFUNCTION, UNSPECIFIED
PSYCHOSEXUAL DYSFUNCTION wITH INHIBITEO
PSYCHOSEXUAL DYSFUNCTION HITH INHIEIITEO







OTHER SPECIFIEO PSYCHOSEXUAL OISOROERS
ALCOHOL OEPENOENCE SYNOROME
ACUTE ALCOHOLIC INTOXICATION
ACUTE ALCOHOLIC INTOXICATION IN ALCOHOLISM, UNSPECIFIED
DRINKING BEHAVIOR
ACCJTE ALCOHOLIC INTOXICATI13N IN ALCOHOLISM, CONTINUO!JS
ORINKING BEHAVILIR
ACUTE ALCOHOLIC INTOXICATION IN ALCOHOLISM, EPISOOIC
URINKING BEHAVIOR
ACUTC ALCOHOLIC INToXICATION IN ALCOHOLISM, IN REIIISSION
OTHER ANO LJNSP6CIF1E0 ALCOHOL OEPENOENCE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED ALCOHOL OEPENOkNCE, UNSPECIFIED
ORINKING BEHAVIOR
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIl10 ALCGHOL OEPENOENCE, CONTINUOUS
ORINKING BEHAVIOR
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED ALCOHOL OEPENOENCE, EPISOOLC
ORINKING BEHAVIOR
LITHER ANO uNSPECIFIED ALCOHOL OEPENOENCE, IN REMISSION
ORUG OEPENOENCE
OPIOIO TYPt OEPENOENCE
OPIO1O TYPE OEPENOEhCE, UNSPECIFIED USE
OPIO1O TYPE OISPENOENCE, CONTINUOUS USk
OPIOIO TYPE OEPENOENCE, EPISOOLC USE
OPIOIO TYPE 0EPEti17ENCE, IN REMISSION
BARBITURATE ANO SINILARLY ACTING SEOATIVE OR HYPNOTIC
OEPENOENCE
dAROITLIRATE ANo SIHILAALY ACTING SEOATIVE OR HYPhoTIC
OEPEMIENCE, uNSPECIFIED USE
LIARb ITURATE ANO SIMILARLY ACTING SEOATIVE OR HYPFiGTIC
OkPliNOENCE, CONTINUOUS USE
tlARb ITuRATE ANCJ SIN ILARLY ACTING SEOATIVE OR HYPNCTIC
OEPtNOEt!CE, EPISOOIC USt
kJAR131TUtTATE ANO SIMILARLY ACTING SEOATIVE OR HYPtiOTIC
OEPEtAOEkCE, IN REHISSIUN
COCAINE OEPENOENCE
COCAINE OEPENOtNCE, uNSPECIFIED USE
COCAINE OEPENOENCE, CONTINUOUS USE
COCAINE OEPENOENCE, EPISOOIC USE
CllCAINk OEPENOENCE, IN REMISSION
CANNAdIS OEPENOENCk
CANNABIS !IEPENOENCE, UNSPECIFIED USE
CANNAISIS OEPENOSNCk, Contiguous USb
CANNA81S UEPENOENCE, EPISOOIC USE
CANNABIS OEPENOENCE, IN REHISSION
ANPHETA141NE ANO OTHER PSYCHOSTIIWLANT UkPENOENCE
AHPHETAHINE ANO OTHER PSYCHOS TIHULANT OEPkNOEhCE,
UNSPECIFIED USE
AHPHtTAMINt ANO OTHER PSYCHOS TIHULANT OEPENOENCE*
CONTINUOUS USE
AHPliETAHINE AHO LITHER PSYChOSTIUULANT DEPENDENCE, EPISOCIC US.E
AHPHETA141NE ANO UTHER PSYCHOSTIHULAkT OEPENOEhCk, IN REUISS1iJN
HALLUC1hOGEN OEPENOENCE
HALLuCItiOGEN OEPENOENCEV UNSPECIFIED USE
HALLUCINOGEN OEPCNOENCE, Contiguous USE
HALLUCINOGEN O)+PENOENCE, EPISOOIC uSE
UTHtR LPECIFIEO ORUG 0EPENi2ENCt
OTHER SPECIFIEO ORUG oliPENOENCE, uNSPECIFIED USE
OTHER SPECIFIED ORUG oEPENOENCE, CONTINIJOIIS USE
dTHtR SPECIFIEO ORUG oEPENOENCk, EPISGOIC USE
OTHER SPECIFIEO ORUG OEPENOENCE; IN REHISSION
COHtTIhATIONS OF OP1OIG TYPE ORUG WITH ANY OTHER ORbG
O’iPENOEhCE





























































COHBINATIONS OF 13P1010 TYPE ORUG .vITH ANY OTH.ER ORUG
OEPENOENCE, CONTINUOUS USE
COHBINATIONS OF OPIOIO TYPE ORUG HITh AtiY IiTHER ORUG
OEPENOENCE, EPISOOIC USE
COMBINATIONS OF OPIO1O TYPE ORUG UITH ANY OTHER CRUG
OEPENOENCE, IN REHISSIGN
COHtTINATIONS OF ORUG oEPENOENCE EXCLUOING OPIO1O TYPE ORUG
COMBINATIONS OF ORUG 0EP6NOENCE EXCLUOING OPIGIO
TYPE ORUG, UNSPECIFIEO USE
COMBINATIONS OF ORUG OEPENOENCE EXCLUOING OPIOIO
TYPE ORUG, Contiguous USE
COHEIINATLONS OF ORUG OEPENOENCE EXCC.UOING OPIOIO
TYPE ORUG, EPISOOIC USE
uNSPECIFIED ORUG OEPENOENCE
UNSPECIFIED ORUG OEPENOENCE, UNSPECIFIED USE
UNSPECIFIED ORUG OEPENOENCE, CONTINUOUS uSE
UNSPECIFIED ORUG DEPENDENCE, IN REHISSION
NL2NOEPEtiOENT ABUSE OF ORUGS
ALCOHOL ABuSE
ALCOHOL ABUSE, UNSPECIFIED OR INKING L3EHAV1OR
ALCOHOL ALWSE, CONTINUOUS DRIhKING LIEHAVIGR
ALCOHOL ABUSE, EPISOOIC 0RINKIN6 BEHAVIOR
ALCOHOL ABUSE. IN REHISSIUN
TOflACCO USE OISOROER
TOBACCO USE OISOROER, uNSPECIFIED USt
TUBACCO USE OISUROER, CONTINUOUS uSE
TOBACCO USE OISOROER, EPISOOIC uSE







..- . . . . .
BUSE
IEO USE
CANNABIS ABUSE, CONTINUOUS USE
CANNABIS AU18CC- COISdOIC USE
CANNABIS A_____ .
HALLUCIhGGEN ABUSE
HALLUCINOGEN ABUSE, uNSPECIFIEO USE
HALLUCINOGEN AMBl~E, CONTINUOUS USE
HALLUCINOGEN Au.,...
hALLUCINtiGEN ABUSE, IN RtHISSION
MARLTITURATE ANO SIMILARLY ACTING SEOATLVE OR HYPNOTIC AEIUSk
BARLTITLIRATE ANO SIHILARLY ACTING SEOATIVt LIR
HYPNDTIC ABUSE, UNSPECIFIED USE
LIARBITURATE ANO SIHILARLY ACTINL.













OPIOIO AbUSE, UNSPECIFIECI USE
GPIOIO ABUSE, CONTIMJOUS USE
OPIOIO ABUSE, EPISOOIC USE
OPIOIO AiSUSE, IN REHISSION
COCAINE AtlUSE
COCAINE A13USE, UNSPECIFIED USE
COCAlhE AWSE, CONTINUOUS USt
COCAINE ABUSE, kPISOOIC uSE
COCAIliE AHUSk, IN REHISSION
AHPHETAHINE OR RELATtO ACTING SY14PATHOHIHETIC ABUSE
AMPHETAMINE OR RELATEO ACTING SYHPATHOHIHETIC ABUSE,
UNSPECIFIED USE
AHPHETAHINE OR RELATEO ACTING SYHPATHOHIHkTIC ABUSE,
CUhT ItWGUS USE
AMPHETAMINE OR UELATtO ACTING SYHPATHOHIHETIC AMUSE,
EPISGOIC WE
AHPHETAMINE OR RtiLATEO ACTINL SYHPAThUHIHETIC AIILjSEV
IN REHISSION
ANTIDEPRESSANT TYPE AtNJSt
ANTIDEPRESSANT TYPE ABUSt, UNSPkCIFIEC bSk
ANTIDEPRESSANT TYPE ABUSE, CONTINUOUS USE
ANTIDEPRESSANT TYPE ALWSli, IN REIIISSION
OTHER, HIXtiO, 0)? uNSPECIFItLl ORIIG ABUSE
OTHER, HIxEO, OR UhSPECIFIEO ORUG ADuSE, IJNSPECIFIEO lMt






















OTHER, HLXkO, OR CNSPECIFIEO ORUL AESUSE, kPISOOIC USE





OPPRESSIVE DISOROER, NOT EL SE HHERE CLASSIFIED
0LSTUR8ANCE GF CONOUCT, NLTT ELSE#HERE CLASS IF Ikii
UNOERSOCIALIZEO CONOUCT OISOROER, AGGRESSIVE TYPE
UNOERSOCIALIZEO CONGUCT UISGROER, AGGRESSIVE TYPE,
UNSPECIF1kO OEGREE
IJNOERSOCIALIZEO CONOUCT OISOROER, AGGRESS IV’& ‘v Dc -
PHYSICILOGICAL MALFuNCTIUN Atil SING FROM ilENTAL FACTORS
MuSCULOSKELETAL MALFUNCTION ARISING FROM nENTAL FACTORS
RESPIRATORY HALFUNCTION ARISING FROM HENTAL FACTORS
.03CA ROIOVASCIJLAR f4ALFUNCTIOk ARISING FROH MENTAL FACTORS
GAS TtlO1h TESTINAL HALFuNCTIIJN ARISING FROfl HENTAL FACTORS
6EN1T(SUR1NARY HALFuNCTION ARISING FROM MENTAL FACTGRS
PSYCHGGENIC GENITGURINARY 14AL FUNCT1GN, uNSPECIFIED
PSYCHOGENIC OYSURIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL f4ALFUNCTIOti
UNSPECIFIkO PSYCHOPHYS DJLOGICAL MALFUNCTION
SPECIAL SYMPTOMS OR SYNOROMES, NOT EL SEhHERE CLASS IFIEO
STAMMERING ANO STUTTERING
ANOREXIA NERVOSA
. . . .. . 7
SEVERE OEGREE
UNOERSOCIALIZEO CONOUCT OISOROER, uNAGGRESSIVE TYPE
uNOERSOCIALILEO CIINCUCT OISOROER, uNAGGRESSIVE TYPE,
UNSPECIFIED OkGREE

















SOCIALIZE CONOUCT OISOROER, uNSPtCIFIEC CtGRk E
SOCIALIZE CONLIUCT GISOROER, HILCI OEGREE
SOCIAL ILEO CONOIJCT OISOROtR, SEVERE OEGREE
OISGROERS CF IMPULSE CONTROL, NOT ELSEHHERE CL ASS IFIEU


























GILLES OE LA TOUR ET TE*S OISOROER
sPECIFIC OISGROkRS OF SLEEP IZF NONIJRb ANIC GRIGIN KLEPTCHANIA
INTERMITTENT EXPLOSIVE OISORDER
141XE0 OISTIJRLTANCE OF CLJNOUCT ANO EHOTILINS
NUNORGANIC SLEEP OISOROER. (JNSPECIFIEO
TRANSIENT OISGRUER OF INli IATING OR MAINTAINING SLEEP
PERSISTENT OISGRIIER OF INITIATING OR HA IN IA INING SLEEP OTHER SPECIFIEO OISTUR8ANCES OF CONOUCT, NGT EL SE MhERk
CLASS IFIEOSO14NAIIBIJL1SH OR NIGHT TERRORS
OTHER SPECIFIC LIISOROERS OF SLEEP OF NGhORGANIC GRIGIN







UN SPECIFIED OISTURBANCE OF CONOUCT
OISTURBANCE OF E140TIONS SPECIFIC TO CHILOliOGO ANO AOCLESCENCt
OVERANX1OUS OISIJROER SPECIFIC TG CHILOHOOC ANO AOf3LESCEh CE
HISERY ANO UNHAPPINESS OISOROkR SPECIFIC TG Chl LOHOOO ANO
ADOLESCENCEPICA
PSYCHOGENIC VOHITING
OTHER GIsoROERS OF EATINU
.2 SENSITIVITY, SHYNESS, ANO SGCIAL uITHDRA’dAL oISCiROER SPkCIFIC
TO CHILOHOOO ANO AOOLkSCENCE
SHYNESS LISOROER OF CHILOHGOOEAUR6SIS
ENCOPRti SIS
PSYCHALGIA
PSYCHOGENIC PAIN, SITE UN SPECIFIED
TEhSIGN HEAOACHE
.Z1
.8 OTHER IJR #llXEO EMk3T1LlNAL OISTURBANCES JJF ChILOHCGC CR
ADOLESCENCE
OPPOSITIONAL OISGROER OF ChILOHOOO CR ALOLESCktYCE
IO ENTITY OISGROER OF CHILOHOUO OR AO(JLESCkNCE
UNSPECIFLEO EHOTIONAL 01$ TuRt3ANCE OF CHILOHCOO OR ADOLESCENCE
HYPERKINETIC SYNORGMk OF CHILOHOLIO








oTHER ANO (JNSPECIFIEU SPECIAL SYNPTOMS OR SYNOROUES* NOT
ELSEhHERE CLASSIFIED
ACUTE REACTION TO STRESS
PREOOHINANT OISTURkSANCE OF EMOTIONS
.9
ATTENTION OEFICIT OISORO’iR OF CHILOhGOO .ITHOIJT HEN TIGN tiF
HYPERACTIVITY
ATTENTION OEFICIT OISOROkR OF cHILOHOOO MITH HYPtRACTIVITY
UN SPECIFIED HYPERKINETIC SYhOROME OF CHILOHGLIO














PREOOHINANT OISTURdANCt OF CGNSC1OUSNESS
oTHER ACUTE REACTIONS TO STRESS
FIIXEO OISGROERS AS REACTION TO STRESS
uNSPECIFIEO ACUTE REACTION TO STRESS
AOJOSTMENT RtACTION
AOJUSTHENT REACT1dN HITH flRIEF oppressive REACTION
ADJuSTMENT REACTION tiITH PROLONGEO OPPRESSIVE REACTION












0EVELOP14ENTAL REAOIhG 01 S6ROER
DEVELOPMENTAL REAOING OISOROER, uNSPECIF1kO
OEVELUPMENTAL ARITHMETICAL OISOROER
oTHER SPECIFIC OEVELOPUENTAL LEARNIN6 DIFFICULTIES




OTHER OEVELOPFIENTAL SPEECH OISOROER
OEVELOPHENTAL COORDINATION DISOROER
HIXEO OEVELOPNENT OIStiRLSER
OTHER SPECIFIEG 3ELAYS IN DEVELOPMENT







t14ANCIPAT1UN OISOROER OF ADOLESCENCE ANO EARLY AOuLT LIFE
SPECIFIC ACAOEHIC OR wORK Inhibition
AOJLJSTHkNT REACTION tiITH ANX1OUS HOOO
AOJUSTHEhT REACTION IAITH f41XE0 EMOTIONAL FEATIJRES
OTHER AO.lUSTt4ENT REACT ICINS HSTH PREOO141NANT OISTIJRBANCE
.310
317
PSYCHIC FACTORS ASSOCIATE UITH I) IStASES CLASS IFIEO ELSEmhEdt
UILO HENTAL RETAROATIUNOF OTHER EI4OTIONS
.3
.4
AOJUSTHENT REACTION uITH PREGGlilNANT 01 STUR8ANCE OF CONiNJCT
A::: J~:NT REACTION IIITH MIXEO oISTURkiANCE OF EMOTIONS ANG
ilTHER sPECIFIEII AOJUSTHENT REACTIGNS




oTHkR SPECIFIEO MENTAL RETAROAT1ON
HOOERATE MENTAL RETAROATION
SEVtRE MENTAL RETAxOATION










ADJUSTMENT REACTION NITH PhYSICAL SYHPTGUS
OTHER sPECIFIELI ADJUSTMENT REACT iONS
UNSPEC?FIEO AOJUST14ENT REACTION
SPECIFIC NONPSYCHOTIC HENTAL OISUROERS WE TO GRGANIC F3RAIN
UAHAGE
FflONTAL LOd E SYNOROHE
ORGANIC PERSONALITY SYNOROUE
POSTCONCUSSION SYNOROHE
OTtiER sPECIFIEO NuNPSYCHGTIC flkNTAL OISORGERS FOLLOWING
ORbANIC dflAIN OAMAGt
UNSPECIFIEO NON PSYCHOTIC t4kNTAL OISOROER FCLLOhlhG
dRGANIC dRAIN OAMAGE
320-3J39 OISEASES IIF THE NERVOUS SYSTEU ANO StNSE O&GAkS
LiACTtRIAL llkNIN&ITIS


















.8 MtiNINGITIS IN OTHER tlACTtKIAL UIStASES CLASSIFIED ELStklti Ekt
HENINGITIs OUE TO OTHER SPECIFIEU bACTt RIA
f4ENINbl TIS ilUE TO UNSPECIFIED kiACTtRIUM
MENINGITIs EUE TO OTHER GR’ANISHS
CRYPTOCGCCAL MENINGITIS









































































t4tNING171S dF UNSPECXFIEO CAUSE
EOSINOPHILIC MENINGITIS
MENINGITIS, UNSPECIFIED
ENCEPHALITIS* MYELITIS* ANU ENcEpHALOHy ELITIs
ENCEPHALITIS IN VIRAL OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEIIHERE
PUSTINFECTIOI3S ENCEPHALITIS
ilTHER CAUSES OF ENCEPHALITIS
lJNSPECIFIEU CAUSE OF ENCEPrlALITIS
INTkACAANIAL ANO lNTRASPINAL AtISCESS
INTRACRANIAL AdSCESS
IN TRASPINAL ABSCESS
INTRACRANIAL ANO INTRASPINAL Ai3SCESS OF uNSPECIFIC SITE
PHLEtlITIS ANO THROt4E10PHLEBITIS OF INTRACRANIAL VENOUS SINUSES
LATE EFFECTS OF INTRACRANIAL ABSCESS OR PVOGEk IC INFECTION
Ci+RbMRAL OEGENERATIONS USUALLY HAN IFEST IN CHILOHOOO
LEuKOOYSTROPHY
CtiREFIRAL LIP IOOSES




SENILE OEGENERATION OF BRAIN
COi4t4UNICATING HYOROCEPHALUS
IILISTRUCTIVE HYOROCEPHALUS





PARK INSON” S OISEASE
PARALYSIS AGITANS
SELONOARY PARK INSONISM
OTHER EXTRAPYRAHIOAL OISEASE ANO ALINURMAL HOVEHENT OISOROERS
OTHER DEGENERATIvE OISEASES OF THE tlASAL GAhGLIA






FRAGMENTS UF TORSIGN OYSTONIA
L7LEPHAR05PASH
OROFACIAL oYSKINESIA
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED EXTRAPYRAFIIOAL 01S.5ALi ES ANO
ABNORMAL HOVEHENT OISOROERS
UNSPt CIFIEO EXTRAPYRAMIOAL OISEASE ANO ALINORHAL
t40vEHENT OISOROER
sTIFF-HAN SYNOR(7HE
OTHER EXTRAPYUAfl IOAL oISk ASES ANO AtiNORMAL HOVEHtNT OISOROERS
SPlr40CEREBELLAR OISEASE




CEREUELLAR ATAXIA IN OISEASES CLASSIF
SPINOCEREti ELLAR OISEASE, uNSPECIFIED











OTHE;R 140ToR NEURON OISEASES
OTHER OISEASES OF SPINAL CORO
SYRINGUIIYELIA ANO SYRINGOBULBIA
VASCULAR HYELOPATHIES
SUBACUTE CUH81NE0 0EGENtRATIOt4 OF SPINAL CGRO IN OISi+ASES
LLASSIFIEO ELSEdHtRE










































































UNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF SPINAL CORO
OISGROERS OF THE AuTONOHIC NERVOUS SYSTEH
IO IOPATH1C PERIPHERAL AUTGNOhIC NEuw2PATHY
PERIPHERAL AUTONOHIC NEUROPATHY IN OISOROERS CLASSIFIED
ELSEHHERE
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEH
HuLTIPLE SCLEROSIS
OTtiER OEHYELINATING oISEASES OF CENTRAL NERVObS SYSTEH
NEUROHYELITIS OPTICA
OTHER OEHYELINATING OISEASES OF CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEPi











OTHER SPECIFIEO INFANTILE CEREBRAL PALSY




OIPLEGIA OF UPPER LIMBS
HoNOPLEGIA OF LOHER LIH5
HONOPLEGIA OF UPPER LIHB
UNSPECIFIED 140NOPLE61A
CAUDA EQUINA SYNOROME
CAUOA E12U1NA SYNORO14E WITHOUT HENTION OF NEUROGENIC 8LAGOER
CAUOA EQUINA SYNilROHE HITH N’cUKOGENLC IsLAGOEU





PETIT HAL STATUS, EPILEPTIC
GRANO HAL STATUS, EPILEPTIC
PARTIAL EPILEPSYt WITH IHpAIRHENT oF
PARTIAL EPILEPSY, !41THNJT HENTION OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
INFANTILE SPASHS
EPILEPSIA PART IALIS CONTINUA






OTHER FORHS OF N16HAINE
HIGRAXNE, uNSPECIFIEO
CATAPLEXY ANO NARCOLEPSY







OTHER CONDITIONS JF cIRAIN
CONSCIOUSNESS
IHPAIR14EN7 OF
uNSPECIFIED CONOITION OF BRAIN
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED OISOROERS OF THE NERVCAIS SYSTEII
REACTXUN TO SPINAL OR LUt4BAR PuNCTURE
NERVOUS SYSTEH COMPLICATIONS FROfi SURGICALLY IHPLANTEO DEvICE
GISOROERS UF HENINGES$ NOT ELSEhHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER SPECIFIEO OIStlRUERS OF NERVOUS SYSTtH
CEREdRCISPINAL FLUID RHINORRHEA
TOXIC ENCEPHALOPATHY
OTHER SPtCIFIEO OISGROERS OF NERVUUS SYSTEM
UNSPECIFIED DISOROERS OF NERVOUS SYSTEH













































































OTHER SPECIFIEO 7RIGEH1NAL NkRVE OISOITOERS
FACIAL NERVE iJISOROERS
EiELLFS PALSY
OTHER FACIAL NERVE 01 S13ROERS
FACIAL NERVE OISOROER, uNSPECIFIEO






.2 OEGEtJERATIVE OISOROERS OF GLObE
.21 progressive HIGH (OEGENERATWEl MYOpIA
.23 SIOEROSIS OF GLOBE
.24 OTHER HE TALLOSIS OF GLOLIE
.3 HYPOTONY OF EY5
.34 FLAT ANTERIOR CHAMBER OF EYE
GLOSSOPHARYNGEAL NEURALGIA
121SOROERS OF PNEUHOGASTRIC (1OTH) NERVE
HULTIPLE CRANIAL NERVE PALSIES
UNSPECIFICO OISOROER GF CRANIAL NERVES
NERVE ROOT ANO PLEXUS OISORDERS
13RACHIAL PLEXUS LESIONS
LLN4BOSACRAL PLEXUS LES1ONS
CERVICAL ROOT LESIONS, N(IT ELSEUHERE CLASSIFXE13
LU1400SACRAL ROOT LESIGNS, NOT ELSEMHERE CLASSIFIED
PHANTOH LI14d (SYNOROtlE)
OThER NERvE ROOT ANO PLEXUS LISOROERS
UNSPECIFIED NERVE ROOT ANO PLEXUS OISORDER
.4 OEGENERATEO CONDITIONS OF GLOHE
.40 OEGENERATEO GL06E OR EYE, UNSPECIFIEO
.41 iiLINO HYPOTENSIVE EYE
.42 ELINO HYPERTENSIVE EYE
.43 HEMOPHTHALMOS, ExCEPT CURRENT INJURY
.6 RETAINEU (OLO) INTRAOCULAR FOREIGN BCIOY, NOM4AGNETIC
.60 FOREIGN aooy, INTRAOCULAR, UNSPECIFIEO
.8 OTHER OIStJRUERS OF GLOBE
LUXATION OF GLOBE
GTHER OISOROERS OF GLU8t
IEETINAL OETACHHENTS ANO OEFECTS
RETINAL OETACHUENT HITH RETINAL OEFECT
RETINAL OETACHHENT klTH RETINAL OEFECT, uNSPECIFIED
RECENT RETINAL DETACHMENT, PARTIAL, MITH SINGLE OEFkCl
RECENT RET LNAL 0ETACtN4ENT, PARTIAL, kITH MULTIPLt OEFECTS
RECENT RETINAL DETACHMENT, PARTIAL, hITh GIANT TtAR
RECENT RETINAL LIE TACHHENT, PARTIAL. uITh RkTINAL OIALYSIS
RECENT RETINAL Ok TACHHENT, Til TAL OR SU6TGTAL
OLO RETINAL DETACHMENT, PARTIAL
RET INOSCHISIS ANO RETINAL CYSTS
RET INOSCHISIS, uNSPECIFIED
MONONEURITIS OF uPPER LIHB ANO UONONEURITIS MULTIPLEX
CARPAL TuNNkL SYNORO14E




.0LESION OF ULNAR NERVE












OTHER IIONONEURITIS OF uPPER LIMB
NONONEURITIS OF UPPER LIMB, UtiSPECIFIEO
HONONEURITIS OF LOWER LIIK3
LtiSION OF SCIATIC NERVti
HERALGIA PAR ES THETICA
OTHER LESION OF FEHORAL NERVE
LESION OF LATERAL POPLITEAL NERVE
LES1ON OF HEDIAL POPLITEAL NERVE
TARSAL TuNNEL SYNOROHE
.2 stRous RETINAL oETAcHHENT
.3 RETINAL OEFECTS HITHOUT DETACHMENT
.30 RETINAL uEFECT, uNSPECIFIED
.8 OTHER FORHS OF RETINAL 0ETACH14ENT
.81 TRACTION DETACHMENT OF RETINA
.89 12THER FORMS OF RETINAL OtTACHHENT
.9 uNSPECIFIEO RETINAL OETACHHENT
LESION OF PLANTAR NERVE
OTHER HGNONELIRITIS GF LOHER LIMLI
HONONEURITIS OF LOUEM LIMB, uNSPECIFIED
t40hONEURITIS OF UNSPECIFIEO SITE




10 IoPATHIC PROGRESSIVE PLILYNEUROPATHY
OTHER SPECIFIED IDIOPATHIC PERIPHERAL NEUROPATHY
UNSPECIFIC IDIOPATHIC PERIPHERAL NEURilPATHY
INFLAHHATORY ANO TOXIC NEUROPATHY
ACUTE ItiFECTIVE PoLYNEURITIS
POLYNEUROPATHY IN COLLAGEN VASCULAR OISEASE
POLYNEUROPATHY IN OIAtTETES
362 OTHER RETINAL OISOROERS
.0 OIAa ETIC RET INOPATHY







OTHER EIACKGROUNO RET INOPATHY ANO RETINAL VASCULAR CHAN*ES
aACKGROUNO RET INOPATHY. IANSPECIFIEL> .
HYPERTENSIVE RETINOPATkY
CHANGES IN VASCULAR APPEARANCE OF RETINA
OThER PROLIFERATIVE RETINOPATHY
RETROLENTAL FIbR!3PLASIA
OTHER NONOIABETIC PROLIFERATIVE RET IN13PA1
RETINAL VASCULAR oCCLUSION




POLYNEUROPATHY IN OTHER OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE
ALCOHOLIC POLYNEUROPATHY
.3
.30 . . .-”
CENTRAL RETINAL ARTERY OCCLUSION
RETINAL ARTERIAL !3RANCH LICCLUS1ON
PARTIAL RETINAL ARTERIAL OCCLUS1ON
POLYNEUROPATHY OUE TO ORUGS
POLYN12URCiPATHY OUE TO LITHER TOXIC AGENTS
OTHER LNFLAUHATORY ANO TOXIC NEUROPATHIES
uNSPkCIFIEO INFLAHHATORY ANO TOXIC NEUROPATHIES
HYONWRAL OISOROERS
HYASTHENIA GRAVIS
HYASTHeNIC SYNOROHES IN 01 S6ASES CLASSIFIED ELSELAHERE
HYEiNkURAL OISOROERS, bNSPtiCIFIELl
flUSCULAR DYSTROPHIES ANO OTHER F4YOPATHIES
CONGENITAL HERtOITARY HuSCULAR OYSTROPHY







.34 TRANSIENT RETINAL ARTERIAL OCCLUSION









vENous TR16uTARY (8 RANcH) 0ccLu510N OF RETINA
VENOUS ENGORGEMENT OF RETINA
OEG6NERATION OF HACULA ANO POSTERIOR POLE OF RtTINA
MACULAR DEGENERATION (SENILE) OF RETINA, bNSPECIF
EXUOATIVk SENILE MACULAR OEGtNtRATIOti LTF RETIhA
CYSTOIO MACULAR DEGENERATION
14ACULAR CYST, HLILE, 1)6
ToxIC HACULOPATHY OF RE I lNA
IEO
OF RETINA




MACULAR PUCK<RING OF RETINA
PERIPHERAL RETINAL OEGENERATIOM
PERIPHERAL RETINAL OkGENERATION, uNSPECIFItO
LATTICE ilEGEhERATIOh OF RETINA
HEREDITARY RETINAL DYSTROPHIES
PIGMENTARY RETINAL OYSTROPHY
OTHER RETINAL OISIIRil ERS
RETINAL HEMORRHAGE
RETINAL tOE14A
HYOPATHY IN ENOOCRINE OISEASES CLASSIFIEO ELSEMHERE





























































































CHOR.lIJRETINAL ItAFLA14MAT1’Jt2S, SCARS, AND OTHER OISOROERS OF
CHORDIO
FOCAL CHOR1ORETINITIS ANLI FOCAL RET INOCHLIRG1OITIS
FIICAL RET INITIS ANO RET INOChOROIDITIS, PERIPHERAL
CTISSEHINATEO CHORIORETINITIS ANO OISSEMINATEO RET IttO-
cHaRa IaITIs
OISStHINATMl CHOROIDITIS ANO CHORIORETINITIS, GEtIERALiZEO





OTHtR MACULAR SCARS OF RETINA







0150 R0ER5 OF IRIS ANO CILIARY ncay
ACUTE ANG SUBACUTE lRILIOCYCLITIS





CHRONIC IRICIUCYCLITIS I& OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEltHERE
UNSPECIFIED IRIOLICYCLITIS
VASCULAR OISCIROkRS OF IRIS ANO CILIARY uOOY
HYPHEHA aF iRIS ANO CLLIARY naoy
RuHELISIS IRIOIS
OtiGENERATIONS OF IRIS AliU CILLARY MOLIY
LITHER IRIS ATROPHY
AOh ES ICINS ANO DISRUPTIONS OF IRIS ANO CILIARY BOOY
AWES1ONS OF IRIS, UNSPECIFIED
POSTERIOR SYNECHIAE OF IRIS
ANTERIOR SYNECHIAE UF IRIS
AOHESICINS ANO OISRUPTICINS OF PUP ILLARY HEHEIRAtiES
PUP ILLARY AHNORHALITIES
IRIaaaIALYs Is
OTHER OISORLIERS OF IRIs ANO CILIARY tiOOY
UNSPECIFIELl OISOROER OF IRIS ANO CILIAt7Y BOOY
GLAUCOHA
dORUERLIht GLAUCOMA (GLAUCUHA 5USPECT)
PUEGLAUCOflA, uNSPECIFIED




PRIMARY OPEN ANGLE GLAUCUHA
L12H TENSIUN GLAUCOMA
PRIHARY ANGLE-CLOSURk GLAUCOMA
PR114ARY ANGLE-CLOSURE GLAUCOMA, UNSPECIFIED
ACUTE ANGLE-CLGSURk GLAUCOHA
CHRONIC ANGLE-CLOSURE GLAUCOHA
GLAUCOMA ASSOCIATE9 HITH OISGROEiiS OF THt LENS
PHACULYTIC GLAuCUHA
PSEUOOEXFULIATIUN GLAuCOMA
GLAUCGHA AS SOLIATEO WITH GTHEK LENS LIISIIROERS
GLAuCOMA ASSOCIATECI HITH OTHER IjcuLAR G1sCRLERs
tiLAUCLIHA ASSOCIATED #ITH unspecific O UCULAR OISOROER
GLAUCOMA ASSOCIATE IIITH PUP ILLAUY BLOCK
GLAUCaMA ASSOCIATE HITh VASCULAR OISORDt RS
GLAUCGHA ASSOCIATtO HITH OCULAR TRAuHA











































































POSTERIOR SLN3CAPSULAR POLAR M2NSENILE CATARACT
CORTICAL, LAHELLAR, OR ZdhULAR .NUNSENILE CATARACT
SENILE CATARACT
SENILE CATARACT, UNSPECIFIED
PSEUOOEXFOLIATION OF LENS CAPSULt
INCIPIENT SENILE CATARACT
POSTERIOR SUBCAPSLILAR POLAR SENILE CATARACT
SENILE NuCLEAR SCLEROSIS
TaTAL OR HATURE CATARACT
HYPERHATuRE CATARACT
OTHER ANCI COHBINEO FORHS qF SENILE CATARACT
TRAUHATIC CATARACT
TRAuHATIc CATARACT, UNSPECIFIEO
CATARACT SECONOARY TO OCULAR DISOROERS
CATARACTA COHPLICATA, UNSPECIFIED
CATARACT SECONOARY TO GLAUCOHATOUS FLECKS (SUUCAPSULAR)




























OTHER OISOROERS OF dINUCULAR vISIGN
Lll NOCULAR vIS1ON OISUROER , UNSPECIFr Cm
..”
VISUAL FIELO OEFECTS
VI S(IAL FIELLl DEFECT, UNSPECIFIEO
SCOTOHA INVOLVING CENTRAL AREA
UTHER LUCALIZELI VISUAL FIELO OEFECT
GENERAL IZECI VISUAL FIk~O CONTRACTION OR CliNSTRICTION
HaHONYHOUS dILATERAL FItLO OtFECTS
HETERONYHOUS BILATERAL FIELO OEFECT.,.,
NIGHT LILINONESS
Congenital NIGHT dLINONESS
OTHER SPECIFIELl VISUAL 01 STUR8ANCES
UNSPECIFItU VISUAL DISTURBANCE
0LIN0NEs5 ANO Lati VISION
PROFOUNV VISION It4PAl RflENT, BOTH EYES
tlLINONESS GF BOTH EYES, lHPAIRHtNT LEVEL hOT FURTHER SPtC
BETTER EYE: TOTAL VISION IHPAIRHENT;
LESSER EYE: TOTAL VISION IHPAIRHENT
BETTER EYE: NEAR-TUTAL VIS1ON IHPAIRHENT;
LtSSER EYE: NEAR-TOTAL VISION IHPAIRHENT
K30ERATE UR sEVERb VISIUN IHPAIRHENT, nETTtR EYE; PR12FLlUNC
VISION IHPAIRHENT OF LESSbR EYE
BLINONESS, ONE EYE; LOW VISIIJN UTHER EYE
BETTER EYE: SEVERE VISION IHPAIRHtNT;
LESSER EYE: TOTAL VISItiN lUPAIRHENT
HOOERATE OR SEVERE VISION IMPAIRMENT, BOTH EYtS
LOH VISION. BOTH EYES* NUT OTHEKWISE SPECIFIEII
EJETTER EYE: WJOJ3TAT6 VISIOh IHPAIRMkNT;
LESSER EYE: HOOERATt VISItiN IHPAIRfl ENT










































































LEGAL ESLINONESS, AS 12EF1NEu IN U.S.A.
PROFOIJNG V1S1ON I14PAIRHENT, ONE EYE
LILINUtIESS, ONE EVE, N07 OTh ERm ISt SPECLFIEO
GNE tVE: TOTAL VISION IMPAIRMENT; OTHER EYE: NOT SPECIFIEO
ilNE EYE: T07AL VISION IMPAIRMENT; OTHER EYE: NEAR-NORf4AL VI S1ON
ONE EYE: TOTAL V1S1ON IMPAIRMENT; OThER EYE: NORHAL VISION
ONE EYE: NEAR-TOTAL VI.$IOix IMPAIRMENT; GTh ER EYE: VISIGN tIOT
SPECIFIEO
ONE EYE: PROFOUNO VISION lHPAIRUCNT; OTHER EYE: VISION NOT
SPECIFIEO
HOOERATE OR SEVERE VISION IMPAIRMENT, ONE EYt
LOk VISIGN* ONE EYE, NOT GTHER!41SE SPECIFIEO
ONE EVE: SEVERE VISION IMPAIRMENT; GTHER EYE: VISION NOT
SPECIFIEO
ONE EYE: 1400 ERATE VISION IHPAIRFIENT; OThER EYE: V1S1ON NOT
SPECIFIEO




CORNEAL ULCER, UNSPkCIFIti O
PERFORATE CORNEAL ULCER
SUPtRFICIAL KERATITIS uITHOUT CONJUNCTIVITIS
PUNCTATE KERATITIS
CERTAIN TYPES OF KERATdCONJUNCT IVITIS
KERATGCUNJUNC TIVITIS SICCA, NOT SPECIFIELI AS SJOGRENCS
EXPOSURE KERATOCONJUNCT IV ITIS
NtiURtSTROPHIC KERATL7CONJUNCT IVITIS
OTHtR ANO utISPECIFIEO UERATOCONJUNCTI VITIS
KERATOCONJUNCT IV IT IS, uNSPECIFIEO
INTERSTITIAL AND OEEP KERATITIS
INTERSTITIAL KtRATITIS, UNSPECIFIEO
OIFFUSE iNTERSTITIAL KERATITIS
L3THER FGRHS OF KERATITIS
UNSPECIFIEO KERATITIS
CORNEAL OPACITV ANO 13THER OISOROERS OF CORNEA
CORNEAL SCARS ANO OPACITIES
CORNEAL OPACITV, UNSPECIFIEO
CENTRAL OPACITY OF CdRNEA
AOHERENT LEuCOMA
CllRNEAL EOEHA
CORNEAL EOEMA, Unspecific O
StiCONOARV CORNEAL EOEflA
8ULLUUS KERATOPATHY
CHANGES GF CORIYEAL MEHdRANES




RECURRENT ERGSION OF CORNEA
BANO-SHAPEO KERATOPATHY
NOOULAR OEGENERATILIN OF CORNEA
HEREDITARY CORNEAL OYSTROPHIES


















SIMPLE CHROti IC COti JUNCTIVITIS
VERNAL CONJUNCTIVITIS























































































SCARRING OF CON JUNCTIVA




OTHER OISOROERS OF CONJUNCTIVAL








OTHER INFECTIVE DERMATITIS OF EYEL1O
ONSPECIFIEO INFLA14HAT113N OF EYEL1O
OTHER OISOROERS OF EYELIDS














PTOSIS OF EYELIO, UNSPECIFIED
PARALVTIC PTOSIS
i3LEPHAROCHALASl S
OTHER OISORll ERS AFFECTING EYELIO FUNCTION
LIO RETRACTION L7R LAG
OTHER SENSOR IHOTOR OISOROERS OF EYEL1O
ELEPHAROPHIMOSIS
DEGENERATIVE OLSOROERS OF tYtLIO ANO PER IOCULAR AREA
XANTHELASMA OF EYELIO
OTHER OISOROERS OF EYELLO
EOEHA OF EYELIO
CVSTS OF EYELIDS
OTHER OISOROERS OF EYELIo
uNSPECIFLEO OISOROER OF tYELIO
OISOROERS OF LACRLHAL SYSTEM
OACRYOAOENITLS
ACUTE OACRVOAOENLTLS
OTHER OISOROERS OF LALRiHA~ l.LANO
OTHER LACRIMAL CYSTS ANO CVSTIC OEGENERATIOti
TGAR FILM INSUFFICIENCY, UNSPECIFIED
OLSLOCATLON OF LACRIHAL GLANO
EPLPHORA
EPLPHGRA, UNSPECIFLEO AS TG CAUSE




CHRONIC INFLAM14ATION OF LALRIHAL PASSAGES
CHRONIC OACItYOCVSTLTIS
LACRINAL HbCOCELE
















STENOSIS OF LACRIHAL SAC
STENOSIS OF tiASOLACRIllAL DUCT, ACQUIRED
OTHER ChAtAGES OF LACRIt4AL PASSAGES
LACRIMAL FISTULA
CIThER DISOROERS OF LACRIHAL SYSTEH
.2 OISOROERS OF VITREOUS tiOOY




















VITREkllJS HEHHRANES ANO STRAtAOS
VI TREObS PROLAPSEOTHER OISOROERS OF LACRIHAL SYSTEH
OISUROERS OF THE ORBIT
ACUTE INFLAHMATION OF ORBIT
ORBITAL CELLULITIS
ORbITAL OSTEOMYELITIS
OTHER OLSOROERS OF VI T17EUUS
Ap~~HA1fiNO OTHER OISOROERS OF LENS
SUBLUXATION OF LENS
ANTERIOR DISLOCATION OF LENS
POSTERIOR 01 SLi2CATION OF LENS
ANOHALIES OF PUPILLARY FUNCTION
AtiNORHAL PUP ILLARY FUNCTION, UNSPliCIFIEO
AN IsOCORIA











TONIC PUpILLARY kcw.. -..
OTHER ANOMALIES UF PUP ILLARY FuIACTION
NYSTAG14US ANO OTHER “IRREGULAR EYE 140VEHENTS
NYSTAGi4US, LNSPECIFIEO
CCINGENITAL NYSTAGHUS
OTHER SPECIFIEO 01 SOROE17S UF EYE AtAO AONEXA
UNSPECIFIEO OISOROER OF EYE ANO AONEXA
DISOROER OF .Ss
PAIN IN OR ARUUNU twc
NT), NOT OUE TO I41OTICS
--. rrrnu
ORBITAL HEMORRHAGE
0R81TAL EOEHA O& CONGESTION

















































ENOPHTHALHOS OUE TO TRAuHA GR SURGERY
uTHtR ORBITAL OISOROERS
ORBITAL CYSTS
OTh ER ORklITAL OISOROERS
uNSPECIFIED OISOFtOER OF ORtl IT




SMELLING OR HASS OF EYE
REONESS GR OISCHARGE OF EYE
OTHER lLL-OEFINEO II ISOROERS OF EYE
OISLIROERS OF EXTERNAL EAR
PERLCHONORITIS OF PLNPAPAP ILLEOEMA
PAPILLEOEHA, UNSPECIFIED
PAP ILL EOEFIA ASSCICIATtiO UITH INCRtASEO INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE
uPTIC ATROPHY
OPTIC AT RC)PHY, UNSPECIFI&O
,,.”










CHGLESTEATOHA UF EXTERNAL EAR
OTHER ACUTti OTITIS EXTERNA
OTHER CHROI
lHPACTEO CERLNTEN




OPTIC PAP ILLITIS lNIC OTITIS EXTEti NAGTHER GPTIC NEURITIS
OTHER I) ISOROERS OF OPTIC NtRvE
ISCHEHIC UPTIC NEURIIPATHY
OTHER OISOROERS OF OPTIC NERVE




AcauIREo ii TENOs IS OF ExTERNAL EAR CAtiAL
ACCNAIREO STENOSIS OF EXTERhAL EAR CAhAL, bNSPECIFIEO
AS TO CAUSE
OTHER OISOROERS OF EXTERNAL EAR
ExOSTOSIS OF EXTERNAL EAR CANAL
OTHER OISOROERS OF EXTERNAL EAR
NONSUPPURATIVE OTITIS HEOIA ANO EuSTACHIAN TUd E OISOROERS
ACUTE NGNSUPPURATIVE OTITIS NEOIA
ACUTE NONSUPPURATIVE oTITIS HEOIA. UhSPECIFIEO
ACUTk SEROIJS OTITIS f4ti01A
ACUTE HUCOIO OTITIS 14EOIA
ACUTE SANGUINEOUS OTITIS HEOIA
CHRONIC SkROUS OTITIS HEOIA
CHRONIC SEROUS klTITIS HEOIA, SIMPLE GR LINSPECIFIEC
CHRONIC HuCOIO OTITIS HEOIA
CHRONIC INJCOIOoTITIS HEOIA, SIHPLE OR uNSPECIFIC
oTHER ANO IJNSPECIFIEO CHRLINIC NLNSUPPUaATIVt 13T1TIS HtOIA
NONSUPPLIRATIVE OTITIS HEOIA, NOT SPE(, IFIEO AS ACUTE OR ChRUNl
OBSTRUCTION OF EUSTACHIAN TIJti E
OBSTRUCTION OF EuSTACHIAN TuBE, uNh PECIFItiO
OTh’GR OISOROERS OF EUSTACHIAN TUBE
DYSFUNCTION OF EUSTACHIAN TUd E
SUPPURATIVt ANO UNSPECIFIEO LITITZS FiEOIA
ACUTk SUPPURATIVE uTITIs HEOIA



































OTHER AhO UNSPkCIFIEO HETEROTROPIA
HYPkRTROPIA
PARALYTIC STRAtlISHUS
THIITO GR OCULOHOTOR NEk Vt PALSY, PARTLAL
THIRD CR OCULOHUTOR NERVE PALSY, TOTAL
FOURTH OR TROCIiLEAR NERVE PALSY
SIXTH OR ALWUCENS NERVE pALsy
tXTERNAL 0PHTHALH13PLEGIA

























.73 STRABISMUS IN UTHER NEURUHUSCULAR UISORCERS
OTHER OISOROERS UF LIINOCLJLAR EYE HovEHENTS















OTHER UISSUC1ATE17 OEVIATIOh OF eYE HIJVEHtNTS
Unspecific O OISCRDEtT OF EYk 140VkflkNTS
LITHEA OISliROERS IJF EVE
ACUTk SUPPURATIVE OTITIS HtOIA wITH SPONTANEUIJS RIJPTIJRE OF
SARIIRI, U
. ..... ... ..
CHXUNIC lutiOTY14PANIC SUPPURATIVE UTITIS HEOIA
UNSPECIFItiO CHRONIC SUPPURATIVE OTITIS FTEOIA
UNSPECIFIED SUP PURATIVE OTITIS !lEOIA
uNSPECIFIED OTITIS MEOIA




















































































ACUTE MASTOIOITIS HLTHOUT COHPLICATIUNS






COHPLICATIGNS FOLLOHLF+G HAS T510ECTOMY
?dST14ASTGIOECTUMY Ckit+PLICATION, UNSPECIFIED
RECURRENT CHOLESTEATOIIA OF POSTUASTOIOECTGHV CAVITY
OTHCR OISbROERS UF MASTU1O
POST AL& LCULAR FISTULA
UNSPECIFIEO HA ST OIOITIS
EITHER OISGRDERS OF TYt4PAN1C MEHERANE
ACUTE UYRINGITIS rIITHOUT UENTION OF OTITIS MEOLA
ACUTE MY RI NGITIS, UNSPECIFIED
PERFORATION OF TY14PAN1C MEMLIRANE
PERFoRATION OF TYHPANIC MEtiBKANE, UNSPECIFIEO
CENTRAL PERFORATION OF TYHPANIC MEMBRANE
ATTIc PERFORATION UF TYIIPANIC MEMBRANE
OTHkR HAKGINAL PEITFORATION OF TYUPANIC M6HdRANE
TOTAL PERFORATION OF T’f HP ANIC MEHBRAkE
LITHkR OISOR06RS GF MI OOLti EAR ANO HASTO1O
TYHPANOSCLEROSIS
IYMPANOSCLEROSIS, uNSPECIFIEO AS TO INVGLVEHENT
TYMPANOSCLEROSIS INVOLVING TYMPANIC HEFICIRANE ONLY
TY14PAhUSCLERGSIS IN VCILVINb TYUPANIC MEMtiRANE ANO EAR GSSICLES
AOHESIVE MIOOLE EAR OISEASE
AOHESIVE MIOOLE EAR OISEASk, uNSPECIFIEO AS TO IhVGLVEMENT
AoHESIONS OF ORUM HEAO TO PRO flONTORIUH
OTHER AC CUIREO AEINGRHALITY OF EAR oSSICLES
III PAIREO MOFllLITV OF OTHER EAR OSSICLES
OISCONTINUITY OR DISLOCATION q F EAR OSSICLES
PARTIAL LUSS OR NECROSIS OF EAR oSSICLES
CHOLtSTEATOt4A OF 141011LE EAK AND MASTOID
CHOLESTEATOMA, uNSPECIFIEO
CHOLt STEATOUA OF ATTIC
CHOLESTEATOMA OF H1OOLE CAR
CHOLESIEATOHA OF HIOOLE EAR ANO HAS TOIO
UTHER OISOROERS OF HIOOLE tAR ANO HAS TOIO
CHOLESTERIN GRANuLOHA OF HIOCILE EAR
GTHER GISOROERS OF HLOOLE EAR ANO HASTO1O
uNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF MIOOLE EAR .4N0 HA STOIO
VkRTIGINOUS SYNORO14ES ANO OTHER OISOROERS OF VEST IBULAR SYSTEM
t! ENIEREQS OISEASE
MEN1k RE*S DISEASE, UNSPECIF1ti O
INACTIVE HEN IERECS OISEASE
dTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED PERIPHERAL vkRTIGu
PERIPHERAL VERTIGO, UNSPtiCIFIEO
dENIGN PAROXYS14AL PGSITIUhAL VERTIGG
VEST IdULAR NEURLINITIS









LABYRINTHINE FISTULA OF COMBINEO SITES
LAHYRINTHINE OYSFUNCTION
LAEIYRlhTHINE OYSFUNCTION, uNSPECIFIEO
OTHtR OISOROERS OF LALIYRINTH
UN SPECIFIEC VERTIGINOUS SYNOROMES ANO LALIYRINTHINE OISOROEKS
OTOSCLERUSIS
oTOSCLERCSIS ltivGLv ING OVAL hlNOGh. NGNObLITERATIVE
GTOSCLERGSIS INvULVING OVAL #Iii DOiA, OULITERATIVE
OTHER OTOSCLEROSIS
OTGSCLEROSIS, UNSPECIFIED
uTHEU OISCROERS OF EAR
DEGENERATIvE ANO VASCULAR OISOROERS OF EAR











































































NOISE EFFECTS ON INNER EAR
No ISE-INOUCEO HEARING LOSS












OTHER OISOROERS OF EAR
UNSPECIFIEII OISOROER GF EAR
HEARING LOSS
CONOtiCTIVE HEARING LOSS
CONDUCTIVE HEARING LOSS, UNSPECIFIED
CONOUCTIVE HEARING LOSS, TYMPANIC MEFid RANk
CONOUCTIVE HEARING LOSS. MIOOLt kAR
SthSORINEURAL HEAR INL. LOSS




StNSORINEURAL HEARING LOSS OF COH81NE0 TYPES
IIIXEO COhOUCTIVE ANO SENSOR INEURAL HEARItIG LOSS
OEAF 14u TISH, NOT ELSEhHERE CLASS IF IAtiLE
OTHER SPECIFIEO FORMS OF HEARING LOSS
UNSPECIFIEO IIEARING LOSS
OISEASES OF THE CIRCULATtiRY SYSTEM
RHEUMATIC FEVER 141THOUT MENTION OF HEART iti VOLVtFIENT
RHEuHATIC FEVER wITH HEART INVOLVEMENT
ACUTE RHEUMATIC ENOOCAROITIS
OTHER ACUTE RHEuHATIC HEART GISEASE
ACIJTE RHEuHATIC HEART OISEASE. uNSPECIFIED
RHEu14AT1C CHOREA
RHEu14AT KC CHOREA nITtl HEART INvOLVEMENT
RHEuMATIC CHOREA HITHOUT HENTION GF HEART IhVOLVEllENT
OISEASES OF HITRAL VALVE
MITRAL STENOSIS
RHEuHATIC 141 TRAL INSUFFICIk NCY
HITRAL STENOSIS HITH INSUFFICIENCY
OTHER ANO IJNSPECIFIEO HITRAL VALVE OISEASkS
OISEASES OF ACIRTIC VALVE
RHEuHATIC AORTIC STENOSIS
RHEUHATIC AORTIC 1NSUFFICIENC%
RHEUHATIC Ai3RTIC ST ENUSIS IilTH INSUFFICIENCY
OTHER ANO IJNSPECIFIEO RHEuMATIC AORTIC OISEASES
OISEASES GF HITRAL ANO AURTIL. VALVES
HITILAL VALVE STENOSIS ANO AORTIC VALVE STENOSIS
HITRAL VALVE STENOSIS ANO AOllTIC VALVk lNSIJFFICIENCY
HITRAL VALVE INSUFFIC1kNCY ANO AORTIC VALVE STENOSIS
MITRAL vALVE 1NsuFFICIENC% ANO AORTIC VALVE lNSUFFICItNCY
UULTIPLE INVOLVEMENT OF MITRAL ANO AORIIC VALVtS
MITRAL ANO AORTIC VALVE OISEASES, uNSPEC1F160
OISEASES OF OTHER E,NOOCARI)IAL STRUCTURES
OISEASkS OF TRICUSPIO VALVE
RHEW4ATIC OISEASES OF tiNOOCANLIIUt4, VALVE uhSPECIFIEO
OTHER RHELJHATIC HEART OISEASE
RHE13MAT IC HYOCAROITIS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO RHEUHATIC HEART OISEAStS
RHEUMATIC HEART OISEASE, UNSPECIFIEC
RHHN4AT1C HEART FAILuRE (CONGESTIVE)






HALIGNANT HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE






































































HALIGNANT HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE dITH CONGESTIVE hEART
FAILURE
dENIGN HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE
dENIGN HYPERTENSIVE HEART DISEASE UITHOUT CONGESTIVE HEART
FAILURk
BENIGN HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE WL[H CGNGESTIVE hEART
FAILURE
UNSPECIFIED HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE
UNSPECIFItO HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE hITHGuT CCNGESIIVE
HEART FAILURE
uNSPECIFIED HYPERTENSIVE HEART OISEASE UITH CONGESTIVE
HEART FAILURE
HYPERTENSIVE RENAL OISEASE
HALIGNANT HYPERTENSIVE RENAL OISEASE
tiENIGN HrPERTENSIVE RENAL DISEASE
UNSPECIFIED HYPERTEhSIVti RENAL OISEASE
HYPkRTENSIVE HEIRT ANO RENAL OISEASE
HALIGNANT HYPERTENSIVE HEART ANO RENAL OISEASE
&EhIGN HYPERTENSIVE HtART ANO RENAL OISEASE




OTHER HA LIGNANT SEC OWARY HYPERTENSION
LIENIbN SECLINOARY HYPERTENSION
13ENIGN RENOVASCULAR HYPERTENSION
OTHER BENIGN SECONDARY HYPERTENSION
uNSPECIFIED SECONOARY HYPERTENSION
lJNSPECIF1tO RENUVASCULAR HYPERTENSION
OTHER UNSPECIFIEO SECONOARY HYPERTENSION
ACUTE HYuCAROIAL INFARCTION
ACLITE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION OF ANTEROLATERAL HALL
AcUTE nyUCAROIAL INFARCTION OF LiTHER AN TERIGR hAA.L
ACIJTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION OF INFEROLATERAL MALL
ACUTE HYGCAROIAL INFARCTION OF lNFEROPOSTERILIR hALL
ACUTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION OF OTHER INFERIOR wALL
ACUTE HYOCARCIAL INFARCTION GF OTHER LATERAL llALL
TRuE POSTERIOR kALL INFARCTI13N
SUHkNLIOCAROfAL INFARCTION
ACUTE HYCICAROIAL INFARCTION OF GTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
ACIJTE HYOCAROIAL INFARCTION GF uNsPECIFIED SITti
OrHER ACUTE AND SUBACUTE FllRNS llF ISCHEAUC HEART Z)lSEASE
POSTHYOCAROIAI. lNFARCTION SYNOROHE
INTERNEOIATE CORONARY SYNOROHE





OTIIER AtiD UNSPECIFIEO ANGINA PECTURIS
OTHER FORNS OF CHRONIC lSCHENIC HEART DISEASE
CORONARY ATHEROSCLEROSIS
ANEURYSH OF HEART
AN EURYSH OF HEART (hALL)
ANEURYSM OF CIJRONARY VESSELS
OTHER ANEURYSH OF HEART
LITHER SPECIFIEO FORNS OF CHRONIC ISCHENIC HEART OISE#St
CHRUNIC ISCHENIC HEART OISEASE, uNSPECIFIED
ACUTE PULHGNARY HEART OISEASE
ACUTE CC8 PULMONALE
PULHONAllY kHLIOLISH ANII INFARCTION
CHRUNIC PULNLINARY tIEART OISEASE
PRIMARY PULHIINARY HYPERTENSION
KYPHOSCGLILITIC HEART OISEASE
OTHER CHRONIC PULHONARY HEART LIISEASES
CHRLiNIC PULHONARY HEART OISEASE, UNSPCCIFIEO
OTHER OISEASES OF PuLHONARY CIRCULATION
ANEURYSM OF PuLHUNARY AATERY
UThkR SPECIFIEO DISEASES LJF PULHONARY C1RCULATION
UNSPECIFIkU OISEA.SE OF PULHONARY CIRCULATIGN
ACUTE PER XCAROITIS
ACIJTE PERICAROITIS IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEhHERE
LITHER ANO UNSPkCIFIcil ACUTk PEll ICAROITIS










































































ACIJTE IO MPATHIC PERICAROITIS
OTHER ACUTE PER ICARCIITIS
ACUTE ANO SUBACUTE ENODCAROITIS
ACUTE ANO SUBACUTE BACTERIAL ENOOCAROITIS












OTHER SPECIFIEO DISEASES OF PER ICAROIUH
uNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF PERICAROIUH
OTHER OISEASES OF ENOOGAROIUH
NITRAL VALVE RI SORITERS
AORTIC vALVE OISOROERS
TRICUSP1O VALVE OISOROERS, SPECIFIED AS NONRHEUHATIC
PULHUNARY VALVE OISGROERS
ENOOCAROITXS, VALVE UNSPECIFIED
ENOOCAROITIS, VALVE UNSPECIFIED, UNSPkCIFIEO CAIJSE
ENOOCAROITIS IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEhHtRE








NUTRITIONAL ANO METABoLIC CAROIO14YLlPATHY
CAROIOHYOPATHY IN OTHER uISEASES CLASS IFIi+O ELSEhHERE
SECONOARY CAROIOHYOPATHY, uNSPECIFIED
CONDUCTION OISOROERS
AT RIOVENTRICULAR BLOCK, CONPLETE
ATR1OVENTRICULAR BLOCK, OTHER ANO UNSPtCIFIEO
ATRIOVENTRICULAR dLOCK, uNSPECIFIEO
FIRST OEGREE ATRIOVENTRICULAR MLUCK
HOBITZ (TYPE) II ATRIOVENTRICULAR BLOCK
OTHER SECUNO 0E6REE ATRIUVENTRICULAR LILGCK
LEFT dUNOLE BRANCH HEHIBLOCK
OTHER LEFT i3UNOLE BRANCH bLOCK
RIGHT LNJNOLE BRANCH nLOCK
BuNGLE BRANCH BLOCKS OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
BuNOLE BRANCH BLOCK, uNSPECIFIED
RIGHT BUNOLE MRANCH LILOCK ANO LEFT PGSTERIOR FASCICULAR MLOCI(
RIGHT auNOLE BRANCH LILOCK ANO LkFT ANTER1OR FASCICULAR tiLOCK
(




OTHER SPECIFIEO CUNOUCTION DISOROkRS
LOMN-GANONG-LEVINE SYNOROHE






ATRIAL F1MRILLATION AND FLuTTER
ATRIAL F1BR1LLATION
ATRIAL FLuTTER




















































































CITHER SPECIFIEO CAROIAC OYSRHy THMIAS
SINUATRIAL NOOk OYSFUNCTIGN
OTHER SPECIFIEO CAROIAC 0YsRHYTHt41AS










FuNCTICJNAL OISTLNWANCES FOLLOh ING CAROIAC SIJR6ERY
RuPTURE OF CHC)ROAE TENOINEAE
RbPTURE OF PAPILLARY MUSCLE
IJTHER lLL-OEFINEO HkART OISEASES
OTHER OISLIROERS OF PAPILLARY MUSCLE
HYPERKINETIC HEART OISEASE








‘JCCLUS1ON ANO STENOSIS OF PREC.EREBRAL ART ERIGS
OCCLUSICk ANO ST ENGSIS OF BASILAR ARTERY
OCCLUSION ANO sTtNCSIS OF CAROTIO ARTERY
OCCLUSION ANO STENOSIS Of VERTEBRAL ARTERY
uCCLUSION ANO STENOSIS LIF MuLTIPLE ANO LIILATERAL
PRECERELIRAL AR TER1tS
OCCL(JSICN ANO ST ENGSIS OF UTHER SPtCIFIEO PRECEREBRAL ARTERY
IJCCLUSIGN ANO STENGSIS OF UNSPECIFIED PRECk REb RAL ARTERY
OCCLUSSON LiF CEREBRAL ARTERIES
CEREBRAL THROMBOSIS
CEREBRAL EW30L1SH





OTHER SPECIFIEO TRANSIENT CEREBRAL lSCHEHIAS
uNSPECIFIED TRANSIENT CERE8RAL ISCHEMXA
ACUTE, BuT lLL-0EFIN60, cER&5ROVASCULAR OISEASt
OTHER AND lLL-OEFINEO C6REdRUVASCULAR OISEASE
CEREBRAL ATIi EROSCLEROSIS




OTHER lLL-GEFINEO CEREtlRLIVASCULAR OISEASE
UNSPECIFIEti CEREL3ROVASCULAR OISEASE
LATE EFFECTS OF CERELIROVASCULAR OISEASE
ATHEROSCLEROSIS
ATHEROSCLEROSIS OF AORTA
ATHEROSCLEROSIS OF RENAL AR TtRY
ATHEROSCLEROSIS OF ARTERIES OF THE EXiRE141TlES
ATHEROSCLEROSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTERIES
GENERALIZED ANO UNSPECIFIEO ATHEROSCLEROSIS
A(3RTIC ANEURYSM
oIsstcTmG ANEURySH (ANY PART)
THORACIC ANEURYS14. RuPTUKELI
THORACIC ANtiURYSf4 MITHCNJT MENTION OF RbPTURE
Ad@3HINAL ANEuRYSH, RuPTuREO
AbOU141NAL ANEuRYSM tiITtiOUT HENTION OF RUPTURE
AORTIC AhEIJRYSH OF UNSPECIFIEO SITE, RUPTbR60
AORTIC ANEURYSM OF UNSPECIFIEO SITE h’l THOUT HENTION OF RUPTURE
UTHtiR ANEURYSM
ANEuRYsM OF AKTERY OF UPPER kXTRElil TY
ANEURYSM OF RENAL AHTERY
ANkURYSU OF ILIAC ARTERY





































































ANEURYSM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTERY
ANEURYSM OF ARTERY OF NECK
AN EURYSH OF SUBCLAVIAN ARTERY
ANEURYSM OF SPLkNIC ARTERY
ANEuRYSM OF OTHER VISCERAL ARTERY
ANEURYSM OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTERY
ANEURYSM OF IJNSPECIFIEO SITE
OTHER PERIPHERAL VASCULAR OISEASk
RAYNAUO*S SYNOROME
THRO14bUANG11TIS 3dLITERANS (BUERGER” S OISEASE)
OTHER SPECIFIEO PEi(IPHE&AL VASCULAR OISEASES
PERIPIiERAL ANGIOPATHY IN DISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEhHERt
OTHER PERIPHERAL VASCULAR OISEASE
peripheral vAsCuLAR OISEASE. UNSPECIFL60
ARTERIAL EMBOLISM ANO THROU80S1S
EMLIOLISfl ANo THROMBOSIS OF A800MINAL AORTA
EHBOLl St4 ANO THROMBOSIS OF THORACIC AORTA
EMBOLISM ANO THROHL30SIS OF ARTERIES OF ThE EXTREMITIES
ARTERIAL EMBOLISM ANO THROMBOSIS OF uPPER EXTREMITY
ARTERIAL EHBOLISFl ANO THROMBOSIS GF LOk ER EXTREMITY
EH80L1SH ANO THROMBOSIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTtRY
EHbOLISH ANO THROMBOSIS OF ILIAC AR TkRY
EMBOLISM ANO THROHBGSIS CIF GTHER ARTERY
EHBOLISM ANO THROMBOSIS OF W4SPEC1FIE0 ARTERY
Pc3LYARTER1TIS NOOOSA ANO ALLIEO CGhOITIONS
POLYARTERITIS NOOOSA






OTHER OISOROERS OF ARTERIES ANG ARTERIOLES
AR TERIOvENOUs FISTULA. Acw IREO
STRICTURE OF AR7ERY
RuPTURE OF ART6RY
HYPERPLASIA OF RENAL ARTE8Y
NECROSIS OF ARTkKY
AR TERITIS, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF AR TEKIES AND ARTERIOLES




OTHER AhO UNSPECIFIEO CAPILLARY OISEASkS
PHLEBITIS ANO THROH80PHLEEIITIS
PHLEBITIS ANO THROHE)OPHLEB171S OF SUPERFICIAL VESSELS
OF LOHER EXTREMITIES
PHLEBITIS ANO THROlltlOPHLEBITIS OF OEEP VcSStLS CF LG!+ER
EXTREMITIES
PHLEBITIS ANO THROfltiOPHLt81TIS OF FEMORAL VEIN (CEEPl
PHLEBITIS ANO THR014BOPHLEb ITIS OF OTh ER OEEP VESSELS CF
LOhER EXTRE141T1ES
PHLEBITIS ANO THRO14LTOPHLEBITIS OF LO HER ExTREMITIES,
uNSPECIFIEO
PHLEBITIS ANO THROflBOPHLEBITIS OF OTHER SITES
PHLE81T1S ANO THROf4L40PHLEb1T1S OF ILIAC VEIN
PHLE81TIS ANO THRtTHBUPHLtdl TIS OF OTHER SITES
PHLEBITIS ANO THROHi30PHLEB1Ti S OF uNSPECLFIEU SITE
PLIRTAL VEIN THROHbCISIS
OTHER VENOUS EHBOLISt4 ANO THROtlBOSIS
!JuOO-CHIARI SYNORCN4E
THROHBOPHLEBIT IS t41GRANS
E!leOL1S14 AtiO THROHBGSIS OF VENA CAVA
EH130LISH ANO THRuM8GSIS OF RENAL VEIN
EM80LISH ANO THROMLTOSIS OF OTHER sPELIFIEO VEItiS
EMBOLISM ANO THRCIHbOSIS OF uNSPECIFIEO SITE
VARICOSE VEINS OF LodER EXTRt HITIES
VARICOSE VEINS OF LOh’ER EXTREMITIES HITH ULCkR
VARICOSE VEINS OF LO*ER EXTITtHIT1t> wITH IhFLAt4HATION
VARICOSE VEINS OF LOWER EXTREMITIES HITH ULCER ANO
INFLAHHATION










































































INTERNAL HE140RRHOIOS HITHOLJT HENTION OF CO14PLICATION
INTERNAL THROHdGSEO HEMORRHOIDS
INTERNAL HEHORRHtiIOS IAITH UTHER CUHPLICATION
kXTERNAL HEMORRHOIDS !#17HOUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION
EXTERNAL THRGHBoSEO tiEtiORRHOIOS
EXTtRNAL HE140RRHLIIOS hITH OTHER CIIHPLICATIOh
uNSPECIFIEO HEHORRHOIOS klTHtiUT HENTION GF COMPLICATION
uNSPECIFIEO THROHaOSEO HEHORkHOIOS
uNSPECIFIC HEHORRHO1OS iAITH OTHER COMPLICATION
RES1OUAL HMORRHO1OAL SKIN TAGS
VARICdSE VEi NS OF OTHER SITES
ESOPHAGEAL VARICES HITH LILEEOING
EWPHAGEAL VARICES HITHiJLtT 14ENTION OF 13LEEOING
ESOPHAGEAL vARICES IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSE!4HERE
EStiPHAGEAL VARICES IN DISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEHHEREf
HITH dLEEOING
ESOPHAGEAL VARICES IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSE!4HEREf
wITHUUT HENTION UF dLEEUING
SCROTAL vARICES
PELVIC VARICES
vARICES OF OTHER SITES




OTHtR NONINFECTIOUS III SOROERS OF LYHPHATIC CHANNELS









llTHEk SPECIFIEO OISGROERS IIF CIRCULATLIRY SYSTEH
VENOUS (PERIPHERAL) INSUFFICIENCY, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER SPECIFIEO CIRCULATORY SYSTEH OISCIROERS
UNSPECIFIED CIRCULATORY SYbTEH CISOROER
UIStAbkS OF THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEt4




ACUTE ET HHtiIOAL SINUSITIS
ACUTE SPHENCIIOAL SINUSITIS
OTHER ACUTE SINUSITIS
AC(JTE SIhUb ITISv uNSPECIFIEO
ACUTE PHARYNGITIS
ACUTt TONSILLITIS
ACIJTE LARYNGITIS ANII TRACHEITIS
ACUTk LA RYNhl TIS
ACUTE TRACHEITIS
ACIJTE TRACHEITIS !JIITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTC TRACHEITIS WITH OtLSTRUCTION
ACUTE LARYNWITUACHEITIS
ACUTk LA8YNGOTRACHEITIS HITHOUT MENTION GF 0t3STRUCT10h
ACUTE EPIGLOTTITIS
ACUTE EPIGLOTTITIS HITHOUT HEN TI.ON OF oBSTRUCTION
cRmJP
ACUTE uPPER RESPIRATLIRY INFECTIONS IJF MULTIPLE UR u1’tSP’iCIFIEO
SITES
ACUTE LARYNGOPHARYNGITIS
ACUTE UPPkR RtSPIRATLIRY INFLICTIONS OF LITHER HULTIPLE SITES
ACLTt UPPER RESPIRATLIRY INFECTIONS OF UliSPECIFIEO SITE





POLYP UF NASAL CAVITY




















































































UNSPECIFIED ST’ -----INUS1 11s (CHRONIC)
CHRIINIC OISEASE OF TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
CHRONIC TONSILLITIS
HYPERTRGPHY OF TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
HYPERTROPHY OF TONSILS HITH AOENOIOS
HYPERTROPHY OF TONSILS ALONE
HYPERTROPHY OF AOENOIOC ‘t ‘m=






,0 “L.J . . .
-F TONSILS ANO AOENOILS
HRONLC OISEASt GF TONSILS ANO AOENOIOS
4A ABSCESS “
fNGITIS ANO LARYNGOTRACHEITIS
ALLERGIC RHINITIS OUE TO PllLLEN
ALLERGIC RHINITIS OUE TO OTHER ALLERGEN
ALLERGIC RhIh IT IS* CAUSE UNsp Ecl FIEo
OTHER OISEASES OF UPPER RtSPIRATIZRY TRACT
HYPERTROPHY OF NASAL TURBINATES
qTHER OISEASES OF NASAL CAVITY ANO SINUSES
oTHER OISEASES OF PHARYNX, NOT ELSEhHERE CLASSIFIED
IJNSPECIFIEO OISEASE OF PHARYNX
CELLULITIS OF pHARYNA OR NASOfHARYNX
PARAPHARYNGEAL AdSCESS
RETROPHARYNGEAL ABSCESS
EOEHA OF PHARYNX OR NASOPHARYNX
CYST OF PHARYNX OR NASOPHARYNX
OTHER oISEASES OF PHARYNX OR NASUPHARYNX
PARALYSIS OF VOCAL COROS OR LARYNX
uNSPECIFIED PARALYSIS OF VGCAL CLIROS
PARTIAL UNILATERAL PARALYSIS OF vOCAL COROS
COHPLETE UNILATERAL PARALYSIS OF VGCAL COROS
PARTIAL 81 LATERAL PARALYSIS OF VOCAL CORES
CCIHPLETE tiXLATERAL PARALYSIS OF VOCAL CORCb
POLYP OF VOCAL CORO OR LARYNX
GTHER OISEASES OF VOCAL COROS
EOEHA UF LARYNX
OTHER OISEASES OF LARYNX, NOT ELStHHERE CLASS 161E0
UNSPECIFIED OIStiASE OF LARYNX
sTENOSIS OF LARYNX
LARYNGEAL SPASH
OTHER OISEASES OF LARYNX
uPPER RESPIRATORY TRACT HYPERSENSITIVITY REACTION,
SITE uNSPECIFIED
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISEASES OF uPPER RESPIRATORY TR1
VIRAL PNEUHONIA
PNEUHONIA LTUE TO AOENOVIRUS
PNEuHONIA OUE To REsPIRATORY SYNCYTIAL VIRUS
PNEUMONIA OUE TO PARAINFLUEhZA VIRUS




PNEuHONIA OUE TO KLEdSIELLA PNc LIHOhIAE
PNEUHONIA OUt TO PSEUOOHOhAS
PNEUHONIA OUt TO HEHOPHILUS INFLUENZA (H. IhFLUENZAE)
PNEUHONIA DUE TU STREPTOCOCCUS
PNEuHONIA OUE TO STAPHYLOCOCCUS
PNEu140MIA OUE TO OTHER SPECIFIEO bACTERIA
bACTkRIAL PNEUHONIAV bNSp EcIFIEo
PNEUHONIA OUk TG OTHER SPECIFIEO ORGANISH
PNEUHLINIA IN INFECTIOUS OISEASCS CLASSIFIED tLSEkHERE
PNEUMONIA IN CYTOHEGALIC INCLUSION OISEASE
PNEUHONIA IN HHOUPING COUGH
PhEUHONIA IN AS PERGILLOSIS





















































PNEUHOi91A IN GTHER INFECTIOUS OISEAStS CLASSIFIEO ELSEUHERE
bRONCHUPNEL!f40 N1A, ORGANISH UNSPECIFIED
PNEuMUNIA, ORGANISH UNSPECIFIEO
INFLuENZA
ItiFE. LIENZA kiTH PNEUt40N1A
INFLUENZA MITH OTHER RESPIICATORY HAN IFESTATIONS
INFLUENZA hITH 07HtR MANIFESTATIONS



































UNSPECIFIED ALVEOLAR ANO PARIETOALVEOLAR PNEuHONOPATHY
LUNG lNVOLVEHENI IN CONDITIONS CLASS IFIEO ELsEwHERE
LUNG INvOLVEMENT IN SYSTEHIC SCLEROSIS
LuNG INvOLVEMENT lN OTHER OISEASES CLASS IFIEii ELSEhhERf





ACIJTE EoE14A OF LUNG, UNSPECIFSEO
PULHGtiARY INSUFFICIENCY FLILLOiIING TRAUMA ANC SURGERY
oTHER OISEASES OF LUNG
RESPIRATORY FAILURE
GTHER PuLMONARY INSUFFICIENCY, NOT ELSEkHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER OISEASES OF LUNG, NOT ELSE!4HERE CLASS IFIEO
OTHER OISEASES OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
iRACHEOSTOHY COHPLICATiON
OTHER OISEASES OF TRACHEA ANO BRONCHUS, NOT ELSEMHERb
CLASS IFIEO
MEOLASTINITIS
oTHER OISEASES OF HEOIASTINUH, NOT ELSE!4HERE CLASS IFIEO
OISOROCRS OF OIAPHRAGH
GTHER OISEASES OF RESPIRATURV SVSTkH* koT ELSEHhERE cLAs SIFIEo
uNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
ExTRINSIC ASTHHA
ExTRINSIC ASTHMA HI THOUT FIENTION OF STATUS ASTHHATICUS
ExTRItiSIC ASTHHA HITH STATIJS ASTHHATICUS
INTRINSIC ASTHHA
INTRINSIC ASTHHA wITHOUT MENTION OF STATUS ASTHMATICUS
INTRINSIC ASTHMA til TH STATIJS ASTHHATICUS
ASTHMA, UNSPECIFIEO
AS THHA, IINSPECIFIEO TYPE, HITHOUT HENTIOh OF STATUS AS TliHATICUS
AS THHA. UNSPECIFIED TYPE, HITH STATUS ASTHHATICUS
L71SEASES GF THE oIGESTIVE SYSTEFI
DISOROERS GF TOOTH OEVELOPHENT ANO ERUPTION
ANOOONTIA
OISTURdANCES OF TOOTH FORHATION
HEREDITARY 01 STUR6ANCES IN TOCTH STRUCTURE. NGT
ELSEHHEME CLASS IFIEO








oTHER SPECIFIEO ALLERGIC ALVEOLITIS ANO PhElJ40NITIS
uNSPECIFIED ALLEltGIc ALVEOLITIS ANO PNEUHONITIS




OTHER sPECIFIEO OISOROERS oF TooTH okvfiLopMcNT ANo ERup TIGN
OISEASES OF HARO TISSUES OF TEETH
CUAL uORKERS U PNEUHOCONLOSIS
AS@.tSTOSIS
pNEuHOCGNIGsls out TO OTHER SILICA OR slLIcATEs
PNEuHUCQNIOSIS OUE TO UTHER IhGRIiANIC OUST
PNtUHOCONIOSIS, uNSPECIFIEO
RESPIRATURV CONDITIONS OUE To CHEHICAL FbHEs ANO VAPGRS
BRONLHITIS ANO PNEuHONITIS OUE TO FuMES AND vAPORS
uPPER RESP lRATCJRY [NFLA14MAT ILN OUE TO FUHES ANO VAPORS
CHRONIC RESPIRATORY CONUITIOhS OUE TO FUHES ANO VAPGRS
uNSPECIFIECI RESPIRATORY CONOITILlhS OUE TO FUMES ANO VAPORS
PNEuHONITIS OUE TO SI7L105 ANO LIQU1OS
PNEuSIONITIS OUE TO INHALATION OF FOOO OR VOHITUS
PNEIJHONITIS OUE TO INHALATION OF OILS ANO ESSENCES
PNkUHONITtS OUE TO OTHER SULIOS AhQ LIWSIGS
RESPIRATLIRV CONIIITIONS OUE TU OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED EXTERNAL
521
.0 OENTAL CARIES






























ACU7E APICAL PER1OOONTITIS GF PULPAL GRIGIN
PERIAPICAL ABSCESS uITHOUT SINUS
PER IAPICAL ABSCESS HITH SINUS
RAOICULAR CYST
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIEO OISEASES OF PULP Atto PkRIAPLCAL TISSUt S
GINGIVAL ANo PERIODONTAL OISEASES
ACUTE GINGIVITIS
CHRONIC GINGIVITISA6ENTS
ACUTE PuLNONARY HAN IF6STATIGNS OUE TG RACIATIOh
CHRONIC ANO IiTHER PULWNARY 14ANIFESTATIUNS DuE TO RADIATIGN
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS OUE TO OTHER SPECIFIkO EXTERNAL AGENTS














oTHER SPECIFIEO PERIODONTAL OISEASkS
uNSPECIFIED GINGIVAL ANO PtRIOOONTAL OISEASE
OENTOFACIAL ANOMALIES, INCLUOItiG HALOCcLUs IGh
HAJOR ANOHALIES OF JAH SIZE
ANOMALIES OF RELATIONSHIP OF JAh TO CRANIAL 8ASt
ANOHALIES OF OEhTAL ARCH RELATIONSHIP




OTHER SPECIFIEO OENIUFACIAL ANOMALIES
UNSPkCIFIEO OENTOFACIAL ANOHALItS
OTHER OISEAStS ANO CONOITIONS tiF THE 7EETH AhG SUPPORTING
Structures
LOSS OF TEETH OUE TO ACCIOENT, EXTRACTION, GR LOCAL
EHPYHSA
EHpy Et4A M17H FISTULA
EHPYENA hlTHOUT HENTION OF FISTULA
PLEuRISY
PLEURISV MI THOUT HENTION OF EFFuS1ON OR CLRRENT TUBERCULOSIS
PLHJRISV HITH EFFUSIUN. tilTH HEtiTIUN OF A BACTERIAL CAUSE
oTHCR THAN TuBERCULOSIS
OThER SPECIFIEO FORHS OF PLEURAL EFFUSIUN, EXCEPT TWSERCLLOUS

















AtlSCESS OF LUNG ANU HEOIASTINIIH
ABSCESS OF LUNG
PULHONARY CONGESTION ANO HYPOSTASIS
PIJSTINFLAMHATORY PULUONARY FIdRGSIS
bTHER ALVELLAR ANO PARIETOALVHILAR PNELN+GNOPATHY
PuLHONARV ALVEOLAR PRoTEINOSIS
10 IUPATH1C PULAIONAILY HtMOSIOtROSIS
PERIOOGNTAL OISEASE




OThER SPECIFIEO OiSOROtRS OF THE TEETH AhG SUPPGR71NG
STRUCTURES
.9 uNSPELIFIEd OISORDER OF THE TEETH ANO SUPPORT 1titi
SIRUCTbRE.S
101oPATHIC FIilROSIiVG ALvEOLITIS
OTHER SPECIFLEO ALVEOLAR AN13 PAR IETOALVEGLAR PNEuHGNOPATHIES.8
520
.G
ISIS EAStS CF THE JAHS
OEVELOPHENTAL 000 NTLWENIL CYSTS
.60 CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED GASTRIC uLCER i+ITH HEHOFIFthALiE ANC
PERFORATION, HITHOUT HENTION OF OdSTRLICTION
CHRONIC CR uNSPECXFIEO GASTRIC ULCER wITH HEf40RRHAGE ANC
PERFGRATION, HITH OBSTRUCTION
































































UTHtR CYSTS OF JAHS
1NFLAHHAT0U% CONOITIONS OF JAH
.61
.7
iLvEOLIi Is OF JAR
GTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF THE JAILS
EXOSTGSIS OF JAw
OTh ER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF THE JAMS
UNSPECIFIEO DISEASE OF THE JAHS
DISEASES Gf THE sALIvARy GLANOS
HYPERTKOPHV OF SALIVARY GLAhO
SIALGAOENIIIS
AMSCESS OF SALIVARY GLAND
FISTULA OF SALIVARY GLANO
. . . ..—.,
CHRONIC GASTRIC ULCER IAITHOUT MENTION OF hEfIORRHAGE OR
PERFORATION, MI THOUT MENTION OF Obstruction
CHRONIC GASTRIC ULCER HITHGuT NEtMTIOtd GF HEHURRHAGE OR
PERFORATION, HITH OdSTRUCTIdN
GASTRIC ULCER, UNSPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONICS hllhoUT
HENTION OF HEHnQQMAGE OR PERFORATION
PECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR ChRUNIC, hlTHOLT I’IENTIGN






OF HEMORRHAGE i2R -... . . . . .
GASTRIC ULCER. uNSPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR ChRONIC. kITHOIJT HENTION
OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION. HITH OdSTRUCTIGN
INJUOENAL ULCER
.90SIALOLITHIASIS
HuCOCELE OF SALIVARY GLAND
OISTURMANCE OF SALIVARY SECRET1llN
OTHER sPECIFIEO OISEAStiS OF ThE SALIVARY GLANOS
UNSPECIFIED OLStASE OF THE SALIVARY GLANOS
UISEAStS OF THE dRAL SOFT TISSUES, EXCLUOING LESIONS SPECIFIC






ACUTE UUOOENA!. ULCER HITH HEMORRHAGE





ACUTE oUOOENAL ULCER HITH H~MoRtiHAbEs hITh ods TRucT1oN
ACUTE ObOOENAL ULCER HITH PERFORATION
ACUTE OUOOEtAAL ULCER HITH PERFORATION, wITHOUT HENTIOh CF
0L3sTRIJCTI13N
GRAL APHTHAk
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF URAL SOFT TISSUES




ACUTE OUGDENAL uLCER hlTti HEHGRRHAL. E ANO PERFORATION
ACUTE OUOOENAL ULCER IAITH HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION,
wITHOUT NENTICIN OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE OLKJOENAL ULCER UITH hEt40RRHA6E ANO PERFORATIONS
HITH OtiSTRUCTTnM
LkuKOPLAKIA OF ORAL MUCUSA, lNCLUOINb TONGUE
OTHER OISTURBANCES OF URAL EPITHELIUH, INCLUOING TGNGuE
URAL SUtiHUCOSAL FIaRCsSIS, INCLUOING OF TONG LIE
OTHtR ANO UNSPECIFIED LIIS&ASESOF THE ORAL SOFT TISSUES
IsISEASES AhO OTHER CONDITIONS OF THE TONGUE
.21
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ACUTE OUOOENAL ULCER uITHGu T HENTION OF HEHCRRHAGE
OR PERFORATION
ACIJTE OUOOENAL uLCER HITi-10UT I! ENT113N OF HEMORRHAGE GR
PERFORATION, HITH13UT MENTIoN oF odsTRuc T1oN
ACUTE OUOllENAL ULCER wITHOUT HENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR
PERFORATION, HITH OLTSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR uNSPECIFIEG 0U130kNAL ULCER #ITH HEMORRHAGE
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED UUOOENAL ULCER HITh HEflORRhAGE.
IAITHCUT HENTION iiF odSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIkO OUOOENAL uLCE17 klTh HkflORRHAbk,
IAITH OLESTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR uNSPECIFIEO OUOUENAL uLCER mITH PEHFORATION
CHRONIC OR uNSPECIFIEO OUOOENAL ULCER MITH PERFORATION*
h’ITHCAJT liENTIUN OF 06STI(UCT1UN
CHRONIC OR uNSPECIFIEO LIUOOENAL ULCER kITh PkRFORATILh*
wITH OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIEO OUOOEhAL ULCER hITH hkHORRHAb E
ANO PERFORATION
CHRONIC OR uNSPECIFIED OUOOkNAL uLCEU hITh HEHORRHAGt AkU
PERFLTRATION, I! ITHGUT HENTIGN OF OtiSTitUCTIUN





OTHkR SPECIFIEO CONDITIONS OF THE TONGUE







STRICTURE ANO STENOSIS OF ESOPHAGUS
PERFCRATION OF ESOPHAGUS
0YSKIN6SIA OF ESbPhAIVJS
OIVEKTICbLUH IJF tSOPHAbUS, ACtlUIREO
GASTROESGPhAGEAL LACERATION-hEf40 RRHAGE SYNOROHE
OTHER SPECIFItO OISOROERS OF ESOPHAGUS
UNSPECIFIED OISGRL)ER OF ESOPhA&US
bASTRIC ULCER
ACUTk GASTRIC ULCtiR HITH HEMORRHAGE
ACUTE GAsTRIC ULCER WITH hEMURRHAGE$
HITHIIIJT HENTILIN OF OdSTRIJCTION
ACbTE GASTRIC ULCER nITH HEMORRHAGE, hITH OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER HITH PtRFORATILIN
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER UITH PERFORATION*
wITHOUT HENTIUN OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCER HITH HkHORRHAGE AND PERFGRATIOtt
ACUTt GASTRIC ULCtR HITH HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION*








CHRONIC GuGOENAL ULCER WI ThOUT flENTIGN GF hEHORRtIAGk Oli
PERFOiiATION, wITHOUT MENTION OF fi~sTKucTIGN
CHRGNIC OUGOENAL uLCER hITHOUT H5NTIGN CF HEHGRRhAGE CR
PERFORATION, WITH OLLSTRUCTICIN
OUOOENAL ULCER, uNSPECIFIED AS ACuTk UR CHRGNIC. wITHtiu T
HENTIUN OF hemorrhage UK PERFil RATION
OUOOENAL ULCER, UNSPECIFIELI As Acu TE oR chRoNIc* hITHnu T HENTIoh
OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION wITHGUT HEhTIcN oF oL$sTRbc T1cN
GuGOkNAL ULCER, UtiSPkCIFIk U AS ACUTE OR ChRGNIC, HITHCUT
HENTI13N OF HEMORRHAGE OR Perforations hITH obstruction
PEPTIC ULCER, SITE uNSPECIFIED
ACUTE PEPTIc uLCER GF uNSPECIFIED SITE wITH HEHORRhAb E
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UMSPECIFIEO SITk wITH HEf40RRhAGt,
uITHOUT MENTION OF OMSTRbCTION
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPtCIFIEO SITE hlTH HE140RRHAbt.
H17H OMSTRUCTIdN
ACUTE PEPTIC ULC6R OF UNSPECIFIED sITE HITH HkHORRhA&E ANO
PERFORATION
ACUTE PEPTIC ULCER OF Ut4SPEC1FIE0 SITE hlTH hEMGRRHAbt AhO
PERFORATION, tiITHOUT M’iNTION OF OEJSTRLiCTIOti
ACUTt PEPTIC U~CkR OF UN> PtCIFIEO SITE hlThCUT liEtiTIGN CF
HEMORRHAGE ANO PtiRF12RATION




ACUTE GASTRIC uLCER h’ITH HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION*
uITH OBSTRUCTION .90
ACUTE bASTHIC ULCEIT WI THUUT HEN710N UF HEMORRHAGE
.91UR PtRFORATIUN
ACUTE GASTRIC ULCkR liITHOUT f4EhTIGN OF hemorrhage OR
PERFORATION, HITHOUT HSNTIGN IIF LMSTRUCTION
ACUTt bASTRIL uLCEK UITHUUT t4bNT10N OF HkHORRHAGt OR
PkRFGRATION, hlTH LltISTRuCTIOh
CHRtiNIC Of! UNSPtCIFItU GASTRIC ULCER HITH hemorrhage
CHRONIC OR UNSPtCIFIEO GASTRIC ULCER HITH HEliORRhAGE*
wITHCIUT )IENTION OF UBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIEO GASTRIC ULCER kITH HEHORRhAGk,
‘#ITH GBSTRUCTIUN
CHNONIC LR UNSPECIFIkC bASTUIC ULCkR HITH PERFORATION
LHRGNLC GN bNSPECIFIEO GASTKIC iILCER HITH PERFORATIIJN,
uITHGbT MEN TIOiI UF JBSTUUCTIGh





















































HE14GRRHAGE AND PERFGiTATIGh, UITHOUT HENTIOh OF CBS TRLJCTIOP4
ACIJTt PEPTIC ULCER OF uNb PECIFIEO sITE !41THOUT MENTION GF
H’c140RRHAGE AhCI PERFORATIOh, HITH oBSTRUCTION
CHRCINIC CR uNSPECIFIED PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE l!ITH
HkMORRHAb E
CHRONIC CR UNSPECIFIED PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE !iITH
HEMORRHAGE, HITtlGUT t4EhTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC OR uNSPEC1F1613 PkPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE WITh
HEMIIRRHAb E, hITH FLBSTRUCTION
CH8UN1C CR uNSPECIFIED PEPTIC ULCEk ILF UN SPECIFIED SITE WITH
PERFORATION
CHRGNIC CR UN SPtiCIFIEO PEPTIC ULCER OF (JNSPECIFIEO SITE
ifITH PERFO&ATIUN, HITHOUT MENTION OF OtiSTRUCTIOti
CHRONIC CR uNSPECIFIED PEPTIC uLCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE liITH
HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION
CHRONIC OR UNS.PECIF1tO PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECIFIED SITE MITH
HEMORRHAGE ANO PERFORATION, UITHOUT MENTION OF GBSTRLCTION
CHFCONIC PEPTIC ULCtR OF uNSPkCIFIEO SITE kITHOUT MENTION OF
HEMORRHAGE OR PERFoRATION
CHRGNIC PEPTIC ULCER OF uhSPECIFIEO SITE kIThGUT 14Eti TION OF
HEMORRHAGE OIT PERFLJRATIOh, wITHOUT HENTIGN OF OBSTRUCTION
PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECTFIEO SITE, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE GR
CHRGNIC, wITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFORATION
PEPTIC ULCER OF uNSPECIFIEO SITE, uNSPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR
ChRONIC, WIIIHCKST t4ENTION CIF HE140RRHAGE GR PERFORATIGN$
MI THOUT HENTION OF OI3STNUCTION
PEPTIC ULCER OF UNSPECLFIEO SITE, UNSPkCIFIEO AS ACUTE OR
CHRONIC, HITHCUT HtNTLON GF HEMORRHAGE GR PERFORATLGNS
HITH OBSTRUCTION
bASTROJEJUNAL ULCER
ACUTE GAS TRUJEJUNAL ULCER tiITH HE14GRRHA6E
ACUTE GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER hlTH HEMORRHAGE*
ml THOUT HE NT ION OF OBSTRUCTION
ACUTE GA ST ROJEJUNAL ULCER HITH PERFORATION
ACUTE GA STROJkJUNAL ULCER wITH PERFCRATICh, uITH G8s7Rb CT10N
ACUTE hASTROJEJUNAL ULCER !41THOUT 14ENTION OF HEMORRHAGE
OR PERFORATION
ACUTE GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER kITHOUT HENTION OF HEHCRRHAGE
CR PERFORATION, wITHOUT f4Et4T10N OF 08 STRLCT10ti
CHRONIC GR UNSPECLFIEO GAS TROJt JUNAL ULCER hITh HEMORRHAGE
CHRONIC IIR utiSPECIFIEO GA STROJEJUNAL uLCER uITH hEMORRHAGE,
HITHOUT MENTION OF O& STtCUCTION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER, MITH hemorrhage*
wITH OBSTRUCTION
CHRONIC GR uNSPECIFIED GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER HITH PERFGR.ATIGN
CHRONIC OR uNSPECIFIED GA STROJEJbNAL ULCER hlTH PERFORATIONS
HITHoUT MENTION OF OFiSTRUCTION
CHRONIC CR uNSPECIFIEO GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER hlTn HEIIORRHAGE
ANO PERFGRATION
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER WIITH hEHORRHALE
ANO PERFORATION, wITHUUT UENTION OF obstruction
CHRONIC GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER HITHOUT MENTION OF HEHORRHALE
UR PERFORATION
CHRONIC LASTROJEJUNAL ULCER HITHCIUT HENTIGN OF liEHORRHAGE
OR PERFoRATION, MI THOUT HENTION OF OETSTRIJCTION
GASTROJEJUNAL ULCER, UNSPECIFIED AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC, HIThGUT
MENTION OF HEllORRiiAti E OR PERFORATION
GAS TKOJEJUNAL ULCER. UNSPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRGNIC.
wITHOUT MENTION OF HEMORRHAGE OR PERFoRATION,
til THOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
GAS TRGJEJUNAL ULCER, uNSPECIFIED AS AC(ITE OR CHRGNIC, kIITHOUT







UNSPECIF16G GASTRITIS ANLl GAS TROOUOOENITIS
CUGOENLTIS
01 SOR06RS OF FUNCTION OF STOMACH
AChLGRHVORIA






























































OYSPEPSIA ANO OTHEI? SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF FUNCTION OF STc!IACh
UNSPECIFIED FUNCTIONAL OLSOROER OF ST OHACH
OTHER OISGROERS OF STOMACH ANO OUOOENUI!
ACQUIRkO HYPERTROPHIC PYL081C STENOSIS
GASTRIC OIVERTICULUM
CHRONIC OUGOENAL lLEOS
OTHER oBSTRUCTION OF 0000tNUH
FISTULA OF STOMACH OR 0uoOENU14
OTHER SPECLFIEO OISGROERS OF ST GHACH ANO OUtiOENUM
PYLOROSPASH
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISGRLIERS OF STOMACH ANO LuOOEhUK
UNSPECIFIEO OISGROER OF STOHACH ANO OUOOENUM
ACUTE APPENOLCITIS
ACOTk APPeNOICITIS iiITH bEli ERALILEO PERITONITIS
ACbTE APPENOICITIS hITH PERITONEAL ABSCESS
AcuTE AppENo IclTls WITHOUT MkNTION oF pERITGNIT1S
APPENOICITIS, ONQUALIFIEO
OTHER APPENDICITIS
UTHER OISEASES OF APPEti OkX
HYPERPLASIA OF APPENOIX (LY14PHOIO)
OThER AhO UNSPECIFIEO OISEASES OF APPkNOLX
INGu INAL HERNIA
INGOINAL HERNIA, HITH GANGRENE
ON ILATERAL OR uNSPECIFIEO IhGlJIf9AL HERNIA, hlTh GANGRENE
LNGUINAL HERNIA, wITH OBSTRUCTION, klThoUT MENTIok oF GAk GRENE
UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIEO INGULNAL HERNIA. h’ITH Ofl STRUCTICN.
wlTtlGuT tlENTION OF GANGRENE
RECORRENT ON LLATk RAL OR UNSPECIFIEO LNGbltiAL HERNIA
hITH OBSTRUCTION, hITHGUT MENTION OF GANGRENE
trilateral INGUINAL HERNIA, HITH 08STRUCTIGN, nlThGb T f4k NT IGtI
OF 6ANGRENE
RECORRENT BILATERAL INGULhAL HtRNIA. MITII fifl STRb CT IGN*
MI THCUT HENTION OF GANGRENE
lNGUINAL HERNIA, hITHOUT I4ENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANb REhk
bt41LATERAL OR uNSPECIFIED LNGUINAL HtRNIA, m17hOb T HEtiTItih GF
OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
RECURRENT Unilateral OR UNSPECIFIED LNGIIIfiAL tiERh IA,
HITHOUT MENTION OF OIISTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
BILATERAL INGULNAL HERNIA, kITHOUT flENTIOh OF 06 ST RUCTIGN OR
GANGRENE
RECIRRENT BILATERAL INGUINAL HERiIIA, !41THCUT MEN TLOti OF
OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
OTHER hERNIA OF ABOOMINAL CAVITY, uITH GAt4GREhE
FEMORAL HERNIA hITH GANGRENt
UNILATERAL OR uNSPECIFLEO FEHORAL HERNIA hITH GAtiGRENt
UN81LICAL HERNIA UITH GANGRENE
VENTRAL HERNIA uITH GANGRENE
1NCIS1ONAL HERNIA, WITH GANGRENE
01 APHRAG14AT1C HERtt IA hITH GANGRENE
HERNIA OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES, HITH GANGR6NE
HERNIA GF UNSPECIFIED SITE, wITH GANGRENE
GTHER HERNIA OF A800HINAL CAVITY, uITH OEiSTRUCTION, L3UT HIT HOUT
HENTION OF GANGRENE
FEHORAL HERNIA hITH OLISTRUCTION
UNILATERAL OR UNSPECIFIEO FEMORAL HERNIA HLTh GLTSTRUCTLCN
RECURRENT UNILATERAL OR ONSPECIFIED FEMORAL HERNIA h’ITh
ObSTRC/CTION
UHBILICAL HERNIA wITH OBSTRUCTION
VENTRAL HERNIA MITH OBSTRUCTION
UNSPECIFIED VENTRAL HERNIA !41TH oBSTRUCTION
INC1S1ONAL HERNIA IAITH O5ISTRUCTION
OTHER VENTRAL HERNIA H ITH OBSTRUCTION
OIAPHRAGHATIC HERNIA HITH OLISTRUCTION
hERNIA OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES, kITH Obstruction
HERNIA LF UNSPECIFIED SITE, HITH ObSTRUCTIOti
OTHER HERNIA OF AdOOHINAL CAVITY HIThOUT 14ENT1uN OF OdSTRUCTIGk
OR GANGRENE
FEHORAL HERNIA liITHOUT HENTIGN OF GklSTRUCTIGh GR GANbRctit
UNILATERAL OR uNSPECIFIED FEMORAL HERNIA bITHOUT HEN TION
OF OEISTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
RECORRENT UNILATERAL OR uNSPECIFIED FEMGRAL HERNIA wlThOUT
MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE








































































UflLIILICAL HERNIA HITHOUT flENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
VENTRAL hERNIA HITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR GANGRENE
uNSPECIFIED vENTRAL HtiRNIA HITHOUT HENTION OF 013STRUCTION
OR GANGRENE
INCISIONAL HERNIA UITHOUT MENTION OF Oti ST RUCTION OR GANGRENE
GTHER ViMTRAL HERNIA tiITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR GAhGRENE
OIAPHRAGNATIC HERNIA HITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION OR GAtkGRENE
HERNIA (IF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES wITHOUT FIENTIUN OF OBSTRUCTION
OR GANGRENE
HERNIA OF uNSPECIFIED SITE !JITHOUT HENTXOtA CF OBSTRUCTION GR
L,ANbRt NE
REGIONAL EfiTERITIS
REGIONAL ENTERITIS OF SHALL INTESTINE
REGIONAL ENTERITIS OF LARGE INTESTINE
REGIONAL ENTERITIS OF SHALL INTESTINE HITH LARIaE IkTESTINE
REGIONAL ENTERITIS OF uNSPECIFIED SITE
IDIOPATHIC PROCTOCOLITIS
VASCULAR INSUFFICIENCY OF INTESTINE
ACUTE VASCULAR INSUFFICIENCY OF INTESTINE
CHRONIC VASCULAR INSUFFICIENCY OF INTESTINE
UNSPECIFIED VASCULAR INSLIFF ICIENCY OF INTESTINE
OTHER NONINFECTIOUS GAS TRLTENTERITIS ANO COLITIS
GAsTRoENTERi Tls ANO COLITIS nuE TG RAGIATXON
TOXIC GASTROEtATERIT1S ANO COLITIS
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED NoNINFtiCTIOUS GAS TROENTERITIS
ANO COLITIS





IHPACTION OF INTESTINE, UNSPECIFIED
GALLSTONE ILEuS
OTHER lHPACTION OF INTESTINE
OTHER SPECIFIEO INTESTINAL GBSTRUCTION
INTESTINAL OR PERITONEAL AOHESIONS HITH OBSTRUCTION
OTHtR SPECIFIEO INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION
UNSPECIFIELI INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION
OIVERTICULA GF INTESTINE
OIVERTICULA OF SHALL INTESTINE
OIVERTICULOSIS OF SHALL INTESTINE








VOHITING FOLLO141NG GASTROINTESTINAL SURGERY
OTHER POSTOPERATIVE FuNCTI13NAL OISOROERS
ANAL SPASM
14EGACOLON, OTHER THAN HIRSCHSPRUNG - S
OTHER SPECIFIEO FUNCTIONAL OISOROERS OF lNTESTIIYE
UNSPECIFIED FUNCTIONAL OISOROER OF INTESTINE
ANAL FISSUR6 ANU FISTULA
AtiAL FISSUR’C
ANAL FISTULA






GTHER OISOROERS OF PER IT17NEUfl
Peritoneal AOHESIONS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROEKS OF PERITONEUM
HEFIOPERITONEUH (NON TRAUMATIC)
peritoneal fiFFUSION [cHRONIC)
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF PER1TON13JH
IJNSPECLFIEC OISOROER OF PE&ITONEUH
UTHtR OISOROERS OF INTESTINE
































































sTENoSIS OF RECTUH ANO ANUS
HEMORRHAGE OF RECTUH ANO ANUS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISGROERS OF RECTUH ANo ANUS
ULCER OF ANUS ANO RECTUH
ANAL OR RECTAL PAIN
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOliOERS GF RECTUM ANO ANUS
ABSCESS OF INTESTINE
COLOSTOflY ANO ENTERoSTOHY MALFUNCTION
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF INTESTINE
FISTULA OF INTESTINE, ExCLUOING RECTUH ANO ANUS
ULCERATION OF INTESTINE
PERFORATION OF INTESTINE
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF INTESTINES
UNSPECIF1tO OISGROER OF INTESTINE
ACUTE ANO SUdACUTE NECROSIS OF LIVER
CHRONIC LIVER OISEASE ANO CIRRHOSIS
ALCOHOLIC FATTY LIVER
ACIJTE ALCOHOLIC HEPATITIS
ALCOHOLIC cIRRHOSIS OF LIVER





CIRRHOSIS OF LIVER HITHOUT HENTION OF ALCOHGL
EIILIARY CIRRHOSIS
OThER CtiRLiNIC NONALCOHOLIC LIVER OISEASt
UNSPECIFIED CHRONIC LIVER OISEASE hITHOUT MENTION GF ALCOhOL






OTHER SECIUELAE OF CHRONIC LIVER OISEASE
OTHER OISOROERS OF LIVER
CHRONIC PASSIVE CONGESTION OF LIVER
HEPATITIS IN VIRAL OISEASES CLASS IFIEO ELSEkHERE
HEPATITIS, uNSPECIFIED
HEPATIC INFARCTION
0THEt7 SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF LIVER
UNSPECXFIEO OISOROER OF LIVER
CHOLELITHIASIS
CALCULUS OF GALLEILADOER HITH ACUTk CHOLECYSTITIS
CALCULUS OF GALLBLAOOER ilITH ACUTE CHOLECYSTITIS?
IAITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF GALLBLAOOER uITH ACUTE CHOLECYSTITIS*
HITH OLMTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF GALLBLAOOER !41TH OTHER CHOLECYSTITIS
CALCULUS OF GALLBLAOOER HITH OTHER CHOLECYSTITISt
HITHOUT HENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF GALLdLAOLIER lIITH OTHER ChOLECYSTITIS?
HITH OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF GALL8LAOOER MITHOUT HENTXON OF CHLiLECYSTITIS
CALCULUS OF GALLdLAOOER HITHOUT flENTIOti OF CHOLkCYSTITIS*
HITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF GALLE!LAOOER HITHOUT HENTION CF ChGLECYSTITIS,
wITH OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT tiITH ACUTE CHOLECYSTITIS
CALCULUS OF nILE OUCT UITH ACUTE CHOLECYSTITIS
HITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT HITH ACUTE CHGLECYSTITIS,
WITH OMTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT HITH OTHER CHOLECYSTITIS
CALCULUS OF tIILE OUCT h’ITH OTHER CHGLECYSTITIS*
HITHOUT MENTION OF OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF HILE OUCT HITH OTHER CHOLECYSTITIS,
HITH OBSTRUCTION
CALCULUS OF BILE oUCT !41THOUT HENTION GF CHGLECYSTITIS
CALCULUS OF BILE OUCT HITH6uT f4tNT10ti OF CHOLECYSTITISt
UITHOUT HENTION OF OLMTRUCTIUN
CALCULUS OF BILE ouc7 uITHOUT HENT16N GF choLEcys TIT Is,
HITH OBSTRUCTION

































































PERFORATION OF GALL EL AODER
FISTULA OF GALL6LAOOER
CHOLESTEROLOSIS OF GALLLiLAOOER
UTHER SPECIFIEO OISGROER$ LTF GA LLLiLAOOER
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER CF (, ALLBLAOOkR
OTHER i)l SOROERS OF EILIARY TRAC7
POSTCHULEC YSTECTOMY SYNORO$IE
CtiIJLAN61TIS
On STRUCTIOt! OF BILk OUCT
PEtiFORATION OF BILE OUCT
F1s7uLA OF BILE OUCT
SPASfl OF SPHINCTER OF OUOI
UT HER SPECIFIEO DISOROERS OF MI LIARY TRACT




CYST ANC PSEUOCCYST OF PANCREAS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF PANCREAS









OTHER AhG UNSPECIF1kO POSTS LJRGICAL NONAMSORPTION
OTHER SPECIF1tO INTESTINAL MALABSORPTION
uNSPEC161E0 INTESTINAL HALABSORPTION
UIStASES GF THE GEh I TouRINARY SYSTEM
ACUTE GL014ERIJLGNEPHR IT1S
ALuTE bLOHERULONEPHRITIS kIITh LESION GF PRO LIFCRATIVE
GL014ERbLONE PHIt1TIS
ACUTE GLG14ERULONEPHR ITIS MITH LES1ON OF RAP IOLY PRCGRESSIVE
GLOHERULONEPHRITIS
ACUTE GLOHERULONEPhRITIS mITh OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHCLCGICAL
LESION IN K1ONEY
ACUTE GLOMERULONEPHRITIS It! OISEASES CLASS IFIEO ELSEkhERE
ACLJ7E GLOHERULONEPHRITIS hITH GTHER SPECIFIEO PA THOLGGICAL
LESION IN KIONEY
ACUTE GLOHERULONEPHRITIS kITH uNSPECIFIEO PATHCLGGICAL
LESION Ih KIONEY
NEPHROTIC SYNOROHE
NE PHROTIC SYtiOROME wITH LEA ION OF PROLIFERATIVE
GLOHERULONEPHRITIS
NEPHROTIC SYNOROUE uITH LES1ON OF HEMLIRANOUS
GLOMERULOtiEPHR ITIS
NEPHROTIC SYNDROUE HITH LESION OF HE flt3RANoPROL 1FERATIVE
bLOt4ElTtiL0 nephritis
NC PHROTIC SYNORO14E WITH LESION OF HINIHAL CHANGE
GLOHERULOhEPHRITIS
NE PHROTIC SYNOROHE !41TH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL
LESION IN KIONEY
NEPHROTIC SYNOROME IN DISEASES CLASS IFIEO ELSEkHERE
NEPHROTIC SYNOROME wITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL LESION
I?i KIilNEY













LESION OF HEHaRANOb S


































CHRONIC GLOMERULONEPHRITIS nITh OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL
LESION IN KIONEY
CHRONIC GLGMERULONEPHRITIS kITH UNSPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL
LESION IN K1ONEY
NEPHRITIS ANO NEPHROPAThY, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE GR CHRGti IC
NEPHRITIS ANO NEPHROPATHY. NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE GR CHRONIC,
HITH LESION OF PROLIFERATIVE GLOMERULONEPHRITIS
NEPHRITIS ANO NEPHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR ChROhl C,
UITH LESION OF MEt4BRANOUS 6LOHERULCtkEPHR IT1S
NEPHRITIS ANO NEPHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE GR CHRGti IC,
HITH LES1ON OF HEMBRANOPRUL ITERATIVE GLGMERULONEPhRITIS
NEPHRITIS ANO NEPHROPATHY, NGT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE CR CHRGiTIC,
WITH LESION OF RAP IOLY PRUGRESSIVE GLOHERULOh EPHRITIS
NEPHRITIS ANO NEpHROPATHY, NLT SpECIFIEO AS ACUTE CR cHRONIc,
lil TH OTh ER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL LESION Ih uIONEY
NEPHRITIS ANO NE PHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACbTE
OR CHRONIC, IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEkHERE
NEPHRITIS ANO NE PHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE OR CHRONIC,
HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL LES1ON IN KIOh EY
NEPHRITIS ANO NEPHROPATHY, NOT SPECIFIEO AS ACUTE GR CHRGkl C,
!41TH UNSPECIFIED PATHOLOGICAL LES1ON IN KIONEY
ACUTE RENAL FAILuRE
ACU7E RENAL FAILURE ‘HITH LESION OF TUBULAR hECROSIS
ACUTE RENAL FAILURk lil TH LES1ON IJF REixAL CORTICAL tiECROSIS
ACUTE fiENAL FAILURE HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO PATHOLOGICAL LESILN
IN KIONEY




OISOROERS RESULTING FROH IMPAIREO REhAL FUNCTIOh
RENAL OSTEOOYS7ROPHY
NEPHROGENIC OIABETES INS IPILTUS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS RESULTING FROM IHPAIREO RENAL
FUNCTION
uNSPECIFIEO OISOROCR RESULTING FRO!! lMPALREC RtNAL
FuNCTION











.01 CHRONIC PYELONEPHRITIS kITti LESION OF RENAL HkOULLARY ktCROSIS
.1 ACUTE PYELGNEPHRITIS
.10 ACUTE PYELOhEPHRITIS wITHOUT LES1ON OF RENAL MEOULLARY
NECROSIS























OTHER PYELCNEPHRITIS OR PYIJNEPHROSIS, NOT SPtCIFIEC AS
ACU7E OR CHRONIC
PYELONEPHRITIS, UNSPECIFIED
INFECTION OF K1ONEY, uNSPECIFIED
HYORONEPHRGSIS




OTHER OISOROERS OF KIONEY ANO uRETER
NEPHROPTOSIS
HYPERTROPHY OF KIONEY
CYST OF K1ONEY, ACUUIREO




OTHER sPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF KIONEY AhO URt TtR
VASCULAR OISOROERS OF KIONEY
URETERAL FISTULA
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISORLIERS OF KIONEY ANO URETER
uNSPECIFIED OISCROER OF KIONEY ANO URETER










































































CALCULUS IN 01 VERTICULW4 OF aLAOOER
LITHER CALCULUS IN LILADOER
CALCULUS IN URETHRA






OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPES OF CYSTITIS
CYSTITIS CYSTICA
IRRADIATION CYSTITIS
GTHER SPECIFIEO TYPES OF CYSTITIS
cYSTITIS, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER OISORDERS OF dLAOOER
BLADOER NECK OBSTRUCTION
lNTESTINGVkSICAL FISTULA
VESICAL FISTULA* NOT ELSEWIERE CLASSIFIED
01 VERTICULU14 OF BLAODER
ATONY OF BLAOOER
OTHER FuNCTIONAL OISORUERS OF IILAOOER
RUPTURE OF aLAOOER, NONTRAUHATIC
HEMORRHAGE INTO bLAOOER MALL
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF aLAOOER
UtASPECIFIEO OISOROER OF BLAOOER







URETHRAL STRICTURE OUE TO INFECTION
URETHRAL STRICTURE OUE TO UNSPECIFIED INFECTION
TRAUHATIC URETHRAL STRICTURE
POSTOPERATIVE URETHRAL STRICTURE
OTHER SPECIFIEO CAUSES OF URETHRAL STRICTURE
URETHRAL STRICTURE, UNSPECIFIED
qTHER OISCROERS OF URETHRA ANO URINARY TRACT








OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF URETHRA ANO uRINARY TRACT
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF URETHRA ANO URINARY TRACT
HYPERPLASIA GF PROSTATE





OTHER SPECIFIEO INFLAHHATOKY OISEASES OF PROSTATE
PROSTATITIS, UNSPECIFIED
OTHER OISORDERS OF PROSTATE
CALCULUS OF PROSTATE
CONGESTION OR HEMORRHAGE OF PROSTATE
ATROPHY GF PROSTATE
uTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF PROSTATE




07HEK SPECIFIEO TYPES OF hYOROCELE
HYOROCELE, uNSPECIFIED
LIRCHITIS ANO EPIOIOYHITIS
OKCHITIS, EPIOIOYHITIS, ANO EPIOIOYHO-ORCHIT ISV UITH ABSCESS
OTHER uRCHITIS, EP1OIGYHITIS, ANO EPIOIOYHO-ORCHIT IS,
wITHOUT MENTION OF A&SCESS
ORCHITIS ANO EPIOIOYHITIS, UNSPECIFIED















































































OTHER lNFLAHHAT0R% OISOROERS OF PENIS
PRIAPISfl
oTHER SPECIFIED OISOROERS OF PENIS
bALANITIS xEROTICA OaLITERANS
EOEHA OF PENIS
IHPGTENCE OF ORGANIC ORIGIN
OTHER SPECIFIEO qISOROERS OF PENIS
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER GF PENIS





OTHER INFLAHHATORY DISOROERS OF HALE GENITAL ORGANS
OTHER SPECIFIED OISOROERS OF HALE GENITAL ORGANS
VASCULAR OISORDERS OF HALE GENITAL ORGANS
EOEHA GF HALE GENITAL ORGANS
oTHER SPECIFIEO OISGRDERS OF HALE GENITAL ORGANS
uNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF HALE GENITAL ORGAhS
BENIGN HAHHARY OYSPLASIAS





OTHGR SPECIFIEO tsENIGN HAHHARY OYSPLASIAS
aENIGN HAHHARY OYSPLASIAV UNSPECIFIED
OTHER OISOROERS OF aREAS7
INFLAHHATORY oISEASE OF aREAST
HYPERTRDPHY OF BREAST
FAT NECRGSIS OF BREAST
ATROPHY OF BREAST
GALACTORRHEA NOT ASSOCIATE hITH CHILOaIRTH
SIGNS ANO SYMPTOMS IN aREAST
HASTOOYNIA
LUHP OR HASS IN BREAST
OTHER SIGNS ANO SYHPTONS IN aRtAST
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF aREAST
uNSPECIFIED aREAST OISOROEK
INFLAfiHATGRY OISEASE OF OVARYS FALLOPIAN TIJaE , PELVIC CtLLULAR
TISSUE, ANO PERITONEUM
ACUTE SALPINGITIS ANO 00 PHORITIS
CHRONIC SALPINGITIS ANO 00 PHORITIS
SALPINGITIS AND 00 PHORITIS NGT SPECIFII=O AS ACUTE*
SL!EACUTE, OR CHRONIC
ACUTE PARAHETRITIS ANO PELVIC CELLULITIS
CHRONIC OR uNSPECIFIED PARAHETRITIS ANO PELVIC CELLULITIS
ACUTE OR UNSPECIFIED PELVIC PERITONITIS, FEHALE
PELVIC PERITONEAL AOHESIONS, FEHALE
OTHER CHRONIC PELVIC PERITONITIS. FEHALE
OTHER SPEC lFIEO INFLAHHATGRY OISEASE OF FEMALE PELVIC
ORGANS ANO TISSUES
UNSPECIFIED INFLAHHATORY OISEASE OF FEHALE PELVIC ORGANS
ANO TISSUES
INFLAMMATORY OISEASES of UTERUS. EXCEPT CERVIX
ACUTE INFLAMMATORY OISEASES OF UTERUS, EXCEPT CERVIX
CHRONIC INFLAHHATORY OISEASES OF UTERUSS ExcEpT cERvIx
UNSPECIFIED ItiFLAHHATGRY oISEASE OF UTERUS
lNFLAHHATORY OISEASE OF CERVIX, VAGIhA, ANO VULVA
CERVICITIS ANO ENOOCERVICITIS
VAGINITIS AND VULVOVAGINITIS
VAGINITIS ANII VULVOVAGItiITIS, UNSPECIFIED
CYST OF BARTHOLIN” S 6LAN0
A2.SCESS OF flARTHOLIN* S GLANO










































































ULCERATION OF VULVA, UNSPECIFIEO
OIFIER SPECIFItO INFLAMMATORY OISkASES OF CERVIX, VAGINA,
ANO Iltll VA. ..- .




ENOO14tTR10SIS OF FALLOPIAN TUBE
ENOOMETR1OSIS OF PELvIC PERITONEUM
kNOOMETRIUSIS OF RECTGVAGINAL SE PTUFI AhO VAGINA
6NOOMETRIOS1S OF INTESTINE
kNDO14ETR10S1S IN SCAR OF SKIN
ENDOHETR1OSIS OF LITHER SPECIFIED SITES
EN OOii ET RI OS IS, SITE uNSPECIFIEO
;tN ITAL PROLAPSE
pRcLAps E OF VAGINAL HALLS WITHOUT HENTlON OF UT ERIt4E PRGLAPSE
UTkRINE PROLAPSE HITHOUT 14ENTION OF VAGINAL HALL PROLAPSE
lJTEfiOVAGINAL PROLAPSE, lNCOtlPLETE
UT EROVAGINAL PROLAPSE. COMPLETE
UT ERGVAGINAL PROLAPSE, UN SPECIFIED
PRGLAPs E OF VAGINAL VAULT AFTER HYSTERECTGMV
VAGINAL 6NTEROCELE, CONGENITAL OR AC OUIRFO
OLD LACERATION OF MUSCLES OF PELVIC FLOOR
OTHER SPECIFIEO GENITAL PROLAPSE
IJSPECIFIEO GENITAL PROLAPSE
FL STIJLA Lti VGLVING FE14ALE GENITAL TRACT
URINARY-GENITAL TRACT FISTULA, FEHALE
OIGESTIVE-GEtil TAL TRACT FIST IJLA, FEMALE
GENITAL TRACT-SKIN FISTULA, FEFIAL6
OTHER SPECIFIED FISTULAS IN VGLVINL FEMALE GENITAL TRAC1
UNSPECIFIEO FISTULA INvOLVING FEt4ALE GENITAL TRACT
tWNINFLAHHATORY 0150 AOERS OF OVARY, FALLOPIAN TUd E, ANO
bROAO LIGAMENT
FOLLICULAR CYST OF OVARY
C08PUS LUTEUII CYST OR HE14ATOHA
OTHkR ANO uNSPECIFIEO OVARIAN CYST
AC GUIREO ATROPHY OF OVARY ANO FALLOPIAN TutiE
PROLAPSE OR HERNIA OF OVARY ANO FALLOPIAN TLLIE
TGRSION OF OVARY, OVARIAN pEOIcLE, GR FALLOp IAN TU~E
BROAD LIGAHtlYT LACERATION SYNORGHE
OTHER NGNINFLAHHATORY OISOROERS OF OVARY, FALLGPIAN
TuBE, ANO EROAO LIGAllEtiT
UN SPECIFIED tiON1NFLA14MATORY CISGROER GF GVARY, FALLOPIAh
TuBE, ANO tiROAO LIGAMENT
OLSOROERS OF UTERUS, NOT ELSEhHERE CLASSIFIED
PULYP OF CORPUS UTERI






CHRONIC IN VERS1ON OF UTERUS
OTHER SPECIFIEO 01 SGR06RS OF (JTERuS, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
UIKiPECIFLEO OISOROER IIF UTERUS
NCIN1NFLA?4HATLIRY OISOROERS UF CERVIX
ERGS ION ANU ECTROP1ON OF CERVIX
OYSPLASIA OF CERVIX (UTERI I
LEtJKGPLAKIA GF CERVIX (uTERI)
OLD LACERATION OF CERVIX
STRICTURE ANO STENGSIS OF CERVIX
INCOMPETENCE OF CERVIX
tlYPtRTRGPHIC ELONGATION OF CERVIX
MuCOUS PGLYP OF CERVIX
GTHER SPECIFIED NON INFLAHHATGRY OISOROERS OF CERVIX
UNSPECIFIEO NON It4FLA14HATORY GISOROER OF CERVIX
NUN INFLAUHATGRY OISOROERS OF vAGINA
DYSPLASIA L7F VAGINA
LEbKOPLAKIA OF VAti INA
ST RI CTUR6 OR ATRESIA OF VAGINA
TItiMT ttyHENAL RINti
OLU VA61NAL LACERATION


































































OThER sPECIFIED NONINFLAMMATORY OISLROERS GF vAGIIYA
UN SPECIFIED NONINFLAMMATORY GISOROER OF VAGINA
NON It4FLAHMATORY OISOROERS OF VbLVA ANO PER INELH
DYSTROPHY OF VULVA
HYPERTRGPHY OF LAd IA
HE MATO14A OF VULVA
POLYP OF LABIA ANO VULVA
OThER SPECIFIEO NON INFLAFN4ATORY OISOROERS OF vULVA AhO
PER IN!=(IM
UNSPECIFIEO hONINFLAf4HATORY OISORDER OF VULVA ANO PER INCUFI







OTHER SPECIFIEO SYMPTOMS ASSOCIATE HITH FEKALE GEt!l TAL GRGANS
uNsp EtIFIEo synp ToH ASSOCIATE UITH FEHALE GENITAL cRGANs
OISOROERS CF MENSTRUATION ANO OTHER AbNORHAL tlLEEOIhk FR.CM
FEMALE GENITAL TRACT
AbSEt4Ct OF MENSTRUATION
SCANTY GR INFREQUENT MENSTRUATION




OThER OISGROERS OF HENSTRUATION ANO OThER AENORMAL BLk EC,lhb
FROM FEHALE GENITAL TRACT
UNSPECIFIED OISGRO.ERS OF HtNSTRUATION ANO CTHER AdhLRt4AL
BLEEDING FROH FEMALE GENITAL TRACT
MENOPAUSAL ANO POSTMENOPAUSAL OISOROERS
PREMENOPAUSAL HENORRHAGIA
POSTMENOPAUSAL BLk EOING
HENGPAuSAL OR FEMALE CLIMACTERIC STATk S
POSTHENGPAUSAL ATROPHIC VAGINITIS
STATES ASSOCIATE wITH ARTIFICIAL MENGPAu SE
OTHER SPECIFIEO MENOPAUSAL AtiO POSTFlkNOPAUSAL DISGROERS
UNSPECIFIED MENOPAUSAL ANO POSTMEfVGPAbSAL OISORCER
INFERTILITY, FEHALli
INFERTILITY, FEMALE, ASSOCIATE HITH ANOVULATIGt4
INFERTILITY, FEHALE. OF TUBAL ORIGIN
INFERTILITY, FEHALE, OF UTERIME ORIGIN
INFERTILITY. FEHALE, OF CERVICAL OR VAGINAL oRIGIN
INFERTILITY. FEHALt. OF OTHER SPECIFIEO LiRIGIN
INFERTILITY, FEMALE, OF UNSPECIFIED ORIGIN
GTHER DISORDERS OF FEt4AL6 GENITAL ORGANS
HYOROCELE, CANAL OF NUCK
GTHER SPECIFIEO DISORDERS OF FEHALk GE)x ITAL ORGAtiS
UNSPECIFIED OISGROER OF FEMALE Gti NITAL CiRGAttS
COHPLICATICNS GF PREGNANCY, CHILOBIRTH, ANO ThE PIJERPERILIH
HY17ATIOIFORM MOLE







uNSPECIFIEO EC TOPIC PREGNANCY
SPONTANEOIJS A80RTIGN
SPONTANEOUS A.30RTION CLN4PL1CATE0 BY 6EN1TAL TRACT ANO PELVIC
lNFkCTION
SPGNTANEGUS AM OR TION, UNSPECIFIEO, COt4PL1CATE0 tiY GLNLTAL
TRACT ANO PELVIC INFECTION
SPONTANEOUS ALIORTION, INCOFIPLETE, CO14PLICATEU BY GkNITAL TRACT
ANO PELVIC INFECTION
SPC,NTANEGUS AdORTXON, COMPLETE, COMPLICATE dY GENITAL TRACT
ANO PELVIC lNFECTIGN
SPGNTANEOLIS AklORTION COHPLICATEO BY UELAYEO GR EXCESSIVE
HtiMORRHAGE












spotiTAh6eus ABURTIOti, It4COHPLETEw COHPLICATEO By oELAyEO OR
EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE
SPGNTANEGUS AbORTIOh, COMPLETE* COHPLICATEO BY OELAYEo oR
EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE
sPOtkTAti EIJuS ABORTION COHPLICATEO BY t4ETAbOLIC OISOROER




uNSPECIFIED TYPE OF AMORTION, UNSPECIFIEO, CUMPLICATEO 13Y
OELAYEO OR EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE
uNSPECXFIEO ABORTION, INCOHPLETES COHPLICATtiC BY OELAYEC
OR EXCESSIVE HEHCIRRHAGE
.12 UNSPECIFIED ABORTION, COHPLETE. CO14PLICATE0 BY OELAYEC CR
EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE
UNSPECIFIEO AEORTION HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO CCHPLICATIUNS
uNSPECIFIED TYPE OF ABORTION, UNSPCCIFIEO, !41TH GTHER SPECIFIEO
COIIPLICATIONS
utiSPECIFIEO AbORTION, INCOMPLETE, HITH GTHER SPECIFIEO
COMPLICATIONS
uNSPECIFIED ABORTION MITHLIUT HEhTIUN OF COMPLICATIGN
UNSPECIFIED TYPE OF AtiORTIGNV UNSPECIFIEO, uITHOIJT HENTION OF
COMPLICATION
OISOROER
SPtiNTANliGUS ALiORTION COHPLICATEO BY SHOCK
SPONTANEOUS ABORTIUN, ‘INCOMPLETE, COHPLICATEO BY SHOCK
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION hITH klTHER SPECIFIEO CGHPLICATIONS
SPONTANEOUS AflORTIONV uNSPECIFIED* I!ITh OTHER SPECIFIEO
COMPLICATIONS
SPONTANEOUS ABURTIUN, INCOMPLETE, HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO
COMPLICATIONS






uiiPECIFIEO ABORTION* INCOMPLETE; MITHouT HENTIoN oF
COMPLICATION
uNSPECIFIED ABORTIONS COHPLETE. HITHOUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION
FAILEO AT TEHPTEO ABORTION
FAILEO ATT EHPTEO ABORTION wITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COHPLICATICNS
FAILEO ATT’tHPTEO ABORTION U17HOUT I4ENTION OF COIIPLICATICSN
COMPLICATIONS FOLLOUIN6 AflORTION OR ECTOPIC AhO HGLAR
PREGNANCIES
GENITAL TRACT ANO PELVIC INFECTION FOLLOHING ABORTION OR
ECTOPIC ANO HOLAR PREGNANCIES
oELAYEU OR EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE FOLLLIMING AtiORTION OR ECTGPIC
ANO HOLAR PREGNANCIES
OAHAGE TG PELVIC ORGANS ANO TISSUES FOLLOUING AOORTIGh OR
ECTOPIC ANO t40LAR Pregnancies
OThER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIOhS FOLLOh ING AtiORTION OR
ECTOPIC ANO HOLAR PREGNANCIES
.91CCIHPLICATIONS
bPONTANEOU> ABORTION liITH UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION

















SPONTANEOUS AdORTION HITHOUT MENTION OF COHPLICATIGN
SPONTANEL7US ABORTION, uNsPECIFIED, kITHOIJT HENTION OF
COMPLICATION
SPONTANEOUS ABORTION, INCOMPLETE. uXTHOUT HENTIOh OF
‘&pLIcATIOfi
SPONTANEOUS ABURTION, COHPLETE, HITHOUT HEhTION CF
.0
COMPLICATION
LEGALLY lNOUCEO ABORTION (CO14PLETE$ INCGHPLETE. GR UhSPECIFIEO)
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION COHPLICATEO BY GENITAL TRACT ANO
PELVIC INFECTION
LEGALLY lNOUCEO AdORTION, UNSPECIF1kO, COHPLICATEO BY GENITAL
TRACT ANO PELVIC INFECTION
LEGALLY lNGUCEO A8ORTION, INCOMPLETE, COHPLICATEO BY GFMTTA1
.2
.8
.9 UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION FISLLOHING ABORTION UR EC TGPIC
ANO HOLAR PREGNANCIES
HEtlORRHAGE IN EARLY PREGNANCY
THREATENED ABORTIUN
THREATENED ABORTION. uNSPECIFIED AS TC EPISOUE OF CARE
THREATENED ABORTION, OELIVERED
THREATENED ABORTION, AN TEPARTLIH
---- ...-
TRACT ANO PELVIC INFECTION
LEbALLY INOUCEO AtTORTION, COHPLETE, COHPLICATEO BY GENITAL
7RACT ANO PtLVIC ItiFECTION
LkGALLY INUUCEO ALIORTION COHPLICATEO BY UELAYEO OR EXCESSIVE
HEHORRHAGk
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION, uNSPECIFIEO, CGHPLICATEC MY OELAYEO
OR ExCESSIVE HEHORRHAGk
LEbALLY INOIJCEO AI3ORTION, lNCOHPLETts COHPLICATEG By oELAy Eo
OR EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE



























LITHER SPECIFIEO HEFIORRHAGE IN EARLY PREGhANCY
OTHER SPECIFIEO HEflORRHAb E IN EARLY PREGNANCY, lJhSPECIF1k O AS
TG EPISOOE OF CARE
.B3
.9
OTHER SPECIFIEO HEMORRHAGE IN EARLY PREGNANCY, Ah TEPARTbH
uNSPECIFIED HEMORRHAGE IN EARLY PREGNANCY
uNSPECIFIED HEHURRHAGE IN EARLY PREGNANCY, OELIVEREO
uNSPECIFIED HEMORRHAGE IN EARLY PREGhAhCY~ ANT EPARTUtl
ANT EPARTUH HEMORRHAGES ABRUPTIO PLACENTAE* ANo pLAc EhTA pREv IA
PLACENTA PREv IA mITHoUT HEMORRHAGE
PLACENTA PREVIA HITHOUT HEMORRHAGE, HITtf OELIVERY
PLACENTA PREVIA !41THOUT HEMORRHAGE, ANT EPARTUH
HEFIORRHAbE FROH PLACENTA P8EVIA
.---- -..
EXCESSIVE HEMORRHAGE





LEGALLY INOUCEO AdORTIUN, UNsPEcx FIEO. COHpLICATEO i3Y OAHAGE
TG PELVIC ORGANS OR TISSUES
LEGALLY INWCEO ABURTION CUHPLICATEO BY EHBIILISH
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION, UNSPECIFIEO, COHPLICATEC nY tHkIOLISH
LtiliALLY IN OUCEO AdOtETION HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS

























HEMORRHAGE FROH PLACENTA PREVIA, hITH 0ELIv6RY
HEMORRHAGE FROH PLACENTA PREVIA, AN TEPARTUM
PuEHATuRE SEPARATION UF PLACENTA
-----
CUHPLICATIONS
LEGALLY lNOUCEO ALIORTION, lNCOHPLETE, tiITh OTHER SPECIFIEO
COMPLICATIONS
LEGALLY INLLJCEO AEIURTIONV COHPLtTk* HITh OTHER SPECIFIEC
COMPLICATIONS
LEGALLY INOUCEO AtEURTION HITH UNSPECIFIED CGHPLICATION
LEGALLY INOUCEU ABURTION, lJNSPECIFIEO, NITH UNSPkCIFIEO
CLiHPLICATION
LEbALLY INOUCEO AMORTIUN kITHouT tiENTIoN GF COMPLICATION
LEGALLY lNOUCEO AdORTION, uNSPECIFIED, HITHOUT HENTIOk GF
CONPLICATIUN
LEbALLY INGUCEU AllOhTION, lNCOHPLETE, HITHOUT HENTION GF
COHPLICATIUN
LEGALLY INOUCEO ABORTION, COHPLETE, MI THOIIT HENTIGN GF
CUHPLICATION
UNSPECIFIED AtiORTION (COtiPLETE. lNCOHPLETtt GR UNSPECIFIEO)
UNSPECIFItU ALIORTION COHPLICATEO UY GENITAL TRACT ANO PELVLC
INFECTION
PREHATURE SEPARATION OF PLACEh TA, UNSPECIFIEo As Tc EpIsLoE GF
CARE
PREHATuRE SEPAtiATIUh OF PLACENTA, UITH OkLIVtRY
PREHATURE SEPARATION IIF PLACENTA. ANT EPARTuH
ANTEPARTUH HEMORRHAGE ASSOCIATE !41TH COAGLLA710N OEFECTS
ANT’tPARTUH HEMORRHAGE ASSOCIATE UITH CGA GULATIOh OkFECTS,
wITH UELIVERY
ANT EPARTUH HEHURRHAbE ASSOCIATEO !+l TH COAGULATION 0EFEC7S
OThER ANTE PARTuH HEMORRHAGE
OTHER AN TEPARTUH HEMORRHAGE, hITH OELIVERY
OTHEK AN7EPARTuH HEMORRHAGE
UNSPbCIFIEO ANTE PARTuH HEMORRHAGE
uNSPECIFIED ANTEPARTUM HE140RRHAGk, WITH UELIVkRY
lJNSPECIFIEO ANTEPARTuH HEMORRHAGE
HYPERT5NSIGN COHPLICATING PRkGNANCY, CHILOBIi TH, ANO THE
PUERPkRIUH
BENIGN ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION COMPLICATING PRkGNANCY.
CHILOLIIRTH, ANO THE PUERPERIUH
bENIGN ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSICN kITH OkLIVERY







uNSPt CIFIEO TYP6 OF ABGRTIGN, UNSPECIFIkO, COMPLICATtO BY
bkNITAL TRACT ANO PELVIC INFECTION
UNSPECIFIED AB06TIIJN, INCU14PLETE, COHPLICATEO BY GENITAL
TRACT ANU PELVIC INFkCTION




























































ANTEPARTW4 BENIGN ESSENTIAL HYPERTENS1ON
HYPERTENS1ON SECUNOARY TO RENAL OISEASE, COMPLICATING
PREGNANCY, CHILOd LRTh, ANO THE PUkRPERIUH
HYPERTENSION SECONOARY TO RENAL OISEASE, kITH OELIVERY
HYPERTENSION SECONOARY TO RENAL OISEASE, AN TEPARTIJH
OTHER PRE-kXISTING HYPERTENS1ON COMPLICATING PREGNANCY,
CHILOL31RTH, ANO THE PUERPERIUAI
OTHER PRE-EXISTING HYPERTENSION, i41TH OELIVERY
OThER PRE-Ex ISTING HYPEPTENS1ON, uITH OELIVERY, hITH MENTION
OF POSTPARTUM COMPL1CATION
GTHER PRk-Ex IsTING HYPERTENS1ON, AN TEPARTUH
OTHER PRE-EXISTING HYPERTEhSION, POSTPARTUM
TRANSIENT HYPERTENSION OF PREGNANCY
TRAhSIENT HYPERTEIAS1ON OF PREGNANCY, HITH OELIVERY
TRANs ICNT HYPERTENS1ON OF PREGNANCY, HITH OELIVERY,
MITH 14Eti T10N OF POSTPARTUM COHPLICATIOh
AN TEPARTUH TRANSIENT HYPERTENSION
POSTPARTUM TRANSIENT HYPERTENSION
HILO OR UNSPECIFIEO PRt-ECLAt4PS1A
MILO OR UNSPECIFIEO PRE-ECLAHPSIA, HITH OELIVERY
MILO GR LINSPECIFIEO PRE-ECLAt4PS1A, klTM OELIUFRY.
UITH I4ENTION OF POSTPARTUM COHPLiCATION
141L0 GR UNSPECIFIED PRE-ECLAMPSIA, ANTE PARTUH
HILO CR UNSPECIFIEO PRE-ECLAMPSIA, POSTPARTUM
SEVERE PRE-ECLAt4PSIA
SEVERE PRE-ECLAHPSIA, MITH UELIVERY
SEVERE PRE-ECLAHPSIA, HITH OELIVERY, HITH I4ENTION OF POSTPARTUM
COi4PLICATION
SEVERE PRE-ECLA14PS1A, ANT EPARTbH
ECLAMPSIA COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILOBIRTh ANO ThE PUERPERIUH
ECLA14PSIA. MITH OELIVERY
ECLAHPSIA, HITH OELIVERY, UITH MENTION OF Pc7STPARTUH
COHPL1CATION
EC LAli PSIA, ANTEPARTUH
ECLAHPSIA; POSTPARTUM
PRE-ECLA14PSIA OR ECLAHPSIA SUPER 114POSE0 Oh PRE-EXISTING
HYPERTENS1ON
PRE-ECLAHPSIA OR ECLAIIPSIA SUP ERIHPOSEO GN PRE-EXISTING
HYPERTENSION, IiITH OELIVERY
PRE-ECLAHPSIA OR ECLAIIPSIA SUPER IHPOSEO Ott PRE-ExISTING
HYPERTENSION, HITH OkLIVERY, 141TH HENTION OF POSTPARTUM
COHPLICATION
PRE-ECLA14PS1A OR ECLAHPSIA SUP ERIHPGSEO GN PRE-EXISTING
HYPERTENSION, AN IEPARTUM
UNSPECIFIEO HYPERTENSION COMPLICATING PREGNANCY,
CHILDBIRTH, AND THE PUERPERIUH
uNSPECIFIED HYPERTENSION COMPLICATING PREGNANCY,
CHLLO131RTH, ANO THE PUERPERIUH, UNSPECIFIEO AS TG EPISGOE OF
CARE
UNSPECIFIEO HYPERTENS1ON, kITH OELIVERY




EXCESSLVE VOflITING IN PREGNANCY
HILO HYPEREMESIS GRAVILIARUH
IIILO HYPEREHESIS GRAVIOARUH, UNSPECIFIEO AS TU EPISOOE
OF CARE
HILO HYPEREHESIS GRAVIOARLN4, OELIVERED
HILO hYPtREHESIS GRAVIOARUH, ANTEPARTuu
HYPEREHESIS GRAVIOARUH WITH METABOLIC 01 STUR8ANCE
HYPEREHESLS GRAV1OARUM HXTH HETAILOLIC 01 STUR13ANCE,
LINSPECIFLEO AS TO EPISOUE OF CARE
HYPEREt4ESIS GRAVIOARUH HITH HE TABLJLIC OISTURHANCE, OELIVEREO
HYPEREtTESIS GRAVIOARUM HITH HETAOOLIc OLsTuRBANc E, ANTEpARTuH
LATE VOHITING OF PREGNANCY
LATE VOMITING OF PREbNANCY. OELIVEREIL
LATE VGHITING OF PREGNANCY; ANTEPARTU14
OTHEH VOMITING COHPLICATIN& PREGNANCY
OTHE% VOMITING COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, GEL IVEREO
LITHER VOMITING COMPLICATING PREGNANCY. AN TEPARTUH
UNSPkCIFIEO vO141TING OF PREGNANCY
lJNSPtCIFIEO VOMITING OF PREGNANCY, OkLIVEREO



























































EARLY OR THREATENED LALIOR
THREATENED PRENATURE LAklOR
THREATENED PREMATURE LABOR. ANTEPARTuH
OTHER THREATENED LABOR
UTHER THREATENED LA80R, uNSPECIFIEO AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
OTHER THREATENED LABOR, ANTEPARTuH
EARLY ONSET OF OELIVERY
EARLY ONSET OF OELIVERY, UNSPECIFIED AS TG EPISOGE OF CARE
EARLY ONSET OF OELIVERY, OELIVEREO, HITH GR MI THOUT
HENTIOti OF ANTEPARTuM CONOITION
PROLONGEO PREGNANCY
PROLONGEO PREGNANCY, WITH OELIVERY
PROLONGEO PREGNANCY, A’ TEPARTUM
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY, NOT ELSEkIHERE CLASSIFIED
PAPYRACEOUS FETUS
PAPYRACEOUS FETUS, OELIVliREO, hITH OR uIThOUT MEtiTION
OF ANTEPARTLNI CONOITION
EOEHA OR EXCESSIVE HEIGHT GAIN IN PREGNANCY, HITHOUT
fiENTIoN OF HYPERTENSION
EOEHA OR EXCESSLVE HEIGHT GAIN IN PREGNANCY, UITh OELIVERY,
MITH OR uITHOUT HENTION UF AN TEPARTUH CGt4PLICATlGN
AN TEPARTUM EOE14A OR EXCESSIVE MEIGHT GAIN
UNSPECIFIED RENAL OISEASE IN PREGNANCY, UIThOUT MEtITION
OF HYPERTENSION
UNSPECi FIEO RENAL OISEASE IN PREGNANCY, UNSPKIFIEO AS TO
EPISOOE OF CARE
UNSPECIFIED RENAL OISEASE IN PREGNANCY, hITH OELIVEIEY
uNSPECIFIED RENAL OISEASE IN PREGNANCY, liITH OELIVERY,
uITH HENTION OF POSTPARTUM COHPL1CATION
UNSPECIFIEO ANT EPARTUH RENAL OISEASE
HABITUAL ABORTER, CURRENTLY PREGNANT
HABITUAL ABORTER, OELIVEREO, HITH OR Id ITHOUT HENTION
OF AN TEPARTUH CONOITION
HABITUAL ABORTER, ANTEPARTUH CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
PERIPHERAL NEURITIS IN PREGNANCY
PERIPHERAL NEURITIS IN PREGNANCY, til TH OELIVERY
AS YHPTOHATIC dACTERIL!RIA IN PREGNANCY
ASYHPTOHATIC BACTERIURIA Lh PREGNANCY, kITH OELIVERY
ANT EPARTuH ASYHPTOHATLC BACTERIURIA
INFECTIONS OF GENITOURINARY TRACT IN PREGNANCY
INFECTIONS OF GENITOURINARY TRACT IN PREGNANCY,
UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
INFECTIONS OF GENITGURINARY TRACT IN PREGhANCY, klTH Ok LLVERY
INFECTIONS OF GENITOURINARY TRACT IN PREGhAhCY, HITH OELIVERY,
WITH HENTION OF POSTPARTUM COHPLICATION
ANT EPARTuH INFECTIONS OF GENITOURINARY TRACT
POSTPARTUM INFECTIONS OF GENITOURINARY TRACT
LIVER OISOROERS IN PREGNANCY
LIvER OISOROERS IN PAEGNANCY, HITH OELIVERY
OTHER SPECIFIEO CUHPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY
OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNAhCY, hlTH OELIVERY
OTHER SPECIFIEO COHPLICATIGNS OF PREGNANCY, HITh OELIVERY,
HITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM COHPLiCATIOh
OTHER SPECIFIEO ANTEPARTUH COMPLICATIONS
GTHER SPECIFIEO POSTPARTUM COHPLICATIONS
UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF PREGNANCY
IJNSPECIFIEO COMPLICATION OF PREGNANCY, hITH OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED ANTEPARTUH COMPLICATION
INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC CiLNOITIONS IN Tht MOTHER CL AS SIFIAdLt
ELSEHHERE, BUT COHPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILOEIRTh,
q R THE PIJERPERIW
SYPHILIS COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILOBIRTH, OR ThE PUERPtRIUH
SYPHILIS OF MOTHER, COHPL1CATIN6 PREGNAhCY, hITH OELIVERY
AN TEPARTLN4 SYPHILIS
GONORRHEA COHPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILGi31RTh, CR ThE Pb’cRPERIINi
GONORRHEA OF HOTHER, CO14PL1CATING PREGNANCY, CHILOill RTh, GR THE
PUERPERIUH, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
GONORRHEA OF HOTHER, HITH OELIVERY
ANTEPARTUFI GONORRHEA
OTHER VENEitEAL OISEASES COMPLICATING PREGNA?iCY. ChILOtIIRTh, OR
THE PUERPERIUH
OTHER VEhEREAL UISEASES OF HO THER, ‘AITH OELIVERY









TUBERCULOSIS OF FIOTHER, 141TH DELIVERY
HALARIA COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDSIIRTH, OR THE PIJERPERIW4
HALARIA CIF HOTHER, hITH DELIVERY
Ruii ELLA COMPLICATItiG PKEGNANCY, CHILOBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUH
RUBELLA GF HOTHER, WITH DELIVERY
OTHER VIRAL OISEASES COMPLICATING PREGhAtICY, CHILDBIRTH, CR THE
.54
.6
CONGENITAL CARDIOVASCULAR ITISOIZOERS OF HOTHER, PosTPARTUM
OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR OISEASES COMPLICATING PREGNANCY*
CHILOLIIRTh, OR THE PUERPERIUH
OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR OISEASES OF H(3THER, !#ITH OELIVERY.61
.6.? OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR OISEASES OF HOTHER* klTH OELIVERYt
HITH HENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR OISEASES GF HOTHER, ANT EPARTLIH
OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR OISEASES OF HUTHER, PoSTPARTUM
BOhE ANO JOINT OISOROERS OF BACK. PELVIS, AhO LOHER LIHBS OF
tlGTHER, COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILG131RTH, OR THE PUERPERIUH
BOhE ANO JOINT OISORL)ERS OF dACK, PELVIS, ANO LOhER LIHBS





GTHER VIRAL OISEASCS OF HOTHER* COHPLICATING PREGNANCY,
CHILOti IRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUH, UNSPECIFIED AS TG EPISOOE OF
CARE
OTHER VIRAL OISEASES OF HOTHER, hITH OELIV6RY








.72 ilOhE ANO JOINT OISOROERS OF L3ACK, PELVIS, ANO LOh ER LIMEIS
OF HOTHER, h’ITH GELIVERY, h’ITH HENTION OF POSTPARTUMOTHER ANTEPARTuM VIRAL OISEASES
OTHtR POSTPARTUM VIRAL iJISEASES
OTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES COMPLICATING
PRtGNANCY, CHILOBIRTHt OR THE PUERPERIUH
OTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES OF HOTHERS
COMPLICATING PREGNANcy. CHILOdIRTH. OR THE PIJERPERIuH,
UNSPECIFIEO AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
CTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES OF HOTHERS
wITH OELIVERY
OTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES OF HOTHER,
hITH OELIVERY, HITH HENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES OF HOTHER,
ANTEPARTUH
OTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIGUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES OF HOTHER,
COtiPLICATIIJN
BGNE ANO JCINT OISOROERS OF BACK, PELVIS, ANG LOh ER LIHLM
OF 14GTHER, ANTEPARTUM
A13NORHAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE OF HOTHER, COMPLICATING PREGhAtiCY,
CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUH
ALINORHAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE OF HOTHER, HITh OELIVERY
ABNORHAL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE OF HOTHERS !41Th OELIVERYr lIITtI
HENTION OF POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
AdNORHAL GLuCOSE TOLERANCE OF HOTHER, ANT EPARTUH
ABNORMAL GLuCOSE Tolerative OF HOTHER, PGSTPARTUH
OTHER CURRENT CONOITIGNS COHPLICATXNG PREGNANCY. CHILOil IRTH, OR
OTHER CURRENT CONOITIONS CLASSIFIABLE ELSEhHERE CF HO THERW














UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISilDE OF CARE
OThER CURRENT CONDITIONS CLASSIFIABLE ELSEHHERE CF HGTHER,
POSTPARTUM
UNSPECIFIEO INFECTION OR INFESTATION COMPLICATING PREGNANCY,
CHILOEIIRTH. OR THE PUERPERIUH
.91
hITH OELIVERY
oTHER CURRENT CONDITIONS CLASS IF IAIILE ELSEIIHERE CF HOTHER.
hITH OELIVERY, wITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM CCHPLICATION
OTHER CURRENT CONOITXONS CLASSIFIABLE ELSEHHERE GF HO THER,
.92IJNSPECIFIEO INFECTION OR INFESTATION OF MOTHER, COMPLICATING
PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIIJH, uNSPECIFIED AS TO
EPISOOE OF CARE
IJNSPECIFIEO INFECTIGN OR INFESTATION OF HCTHER, hITH OELIVERY








OTHER CURRENT CONDITIONS CLASS IF IAt3LE ELSEhHERE GF HGTHERv
POSTPARTUM
OELIVERY IN A COMPLETELY NORMAL CASE
MULTIPLE GESTATION
.94
dTHER CURRENT CONDITIONS IN THE HOTHER CLASSIFIABLE ELSEltHERES









OIAdETES HELLITUS COMPLICATIhG PREGNANCY, ChILOiSIRTH, OR 7HE
PIJERPERIIJH
CIABETES HELLITUS OF HO THER. COMPLICATING PREGNANCY.
CHILOLIIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUH, UNSPECIFIED AS TC EPISOOE OF
CARE
GIAHETES HELLITuS OF MOTHER, MITH OELIVERY
ANTkPARTUH OXAdETES HELLITUS
THYROIO OYSFUNCTILSN COHPLICA71NG PREGNANCY, CHILOBIRTHt OR THE
PuERPERIuH
THYROIO DYSFUNCTION OF HOTHER, HITH OELIVERY
ANT EPARTUH THYROIO OYSFUNCTION
ANEHIA COHPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPtRIUtl
ANEHIA OF HOTHER$ COHPLICATING PREGNANCY* CHILDBIRTHS OR THE
PuERPERIuH, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
ANEHIA OF HOTHER, HITH OELIVERY
ANkHIA OF HOTHER, HITH OELIVERY, wITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM
COMPLICATION
ThIN PREGNANCY
ThIN PREbNANCY, UNSPECIFIEO AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
THIN PREGNANCY, OELIVEREO
ThIN PREGNANCY; ANT EPARTUH CONO1TION OR CGHPLICATION
TRIPLET PREGNANCY
TRIPLET PREGNANCY, UNSPECIFIEO AS TO EPISGOE OF CARE
7RIPLET PREGhANCY, OELIVEREO
TRIPLET PREGNANCY, ANTEPARTUH CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
QuADRUPLET PREbNANCY

























uNSPECIFIEO HULTIPLE GESTATION. OELIVEREO
UNSPECIFIED HULTIPLE GESTATION, ANTEPARTuH CONCITION GR
COHPLICATION
HALPOSITION ANO HAL Presentation OF FETus




















BREECH OR OTHER HALPRESEtiTATION SUCCESSFULLY COtiVtRTEO
TO CEPHALiC PRESENTATION
BREECH OK OTHkR HALPRESENTATION SUCCESSFULLY CON VERTEO TO
CEPHALIC PRESENTATION, IJELIVEREO
LIREECh OR OTHER HALPREStNTATION SUCC6SSFLLLY CONVERTEG TG
ORUG OEPENOENCE COMPLICATING PREGNANCY. CHILOd IRTH.
OR THk PUtRPERIUH
ORUG OEPENOENCE OF HOTHERS HITH DELIVERY
AN TEPAHTbH ORUG DEPENDENCE
POSTPAHTUH ORIM OEPENOENCE CEPHALIC pRESENTATION, AN TEpARTuH
LIREECH PRESENTATION nITHOUT HENTION OF VERSIIIN
dREECH PRESENTATION wITHOUT MENTION OF VERSION, bNSPECIfiltO
AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
BREECH PRESENTATION wIThOUT HENTION GF VERSIGN, CELIVEREO
HkNTAL OISWIOERS COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILOBIRTH, OR THE
PUkRPERIUH
Hi+NTAL OISOROkRS OF HOTHkR, COMPLICATING PREGNAt4CY,
CHILU131RTH, OR THE PUERPERIUH, uNSPECIFIED AS TC EPISOOE OF
CAM
MENTAL UISCkOkKS OF HUTHkR, UITH OELIVERY
HENTAL OISOROERS OF HOTHtR, HITH OELIVERY, iiITH MENTION UF
POSTPAKTUH COMPL1CA710N
AN TEPARTUH HkNTAL OISOROkRS OF HOTHER
POSTPARTUM HkNTAL OISOROERS OF HOTHER
BREECH PRESENTATION HITHUUT HENTION GF VERSIOh, ANTE PARTUH
TRANSVERSE OR OBLILIUE PRESENTATION OF FETIJS
TRANSVERSE OR UdLIQUE PRESENTATION, CIELIVERtO
TRANSVEKSk OR OdLIUUE PiiESEhTATION, ANTEPARTufi
FACE OR LIRG!4 PAESENTATION OF FkTUS
FACE OR HROH PRESENTATION, OELIVkRtO







COtib ENITAL CAROIOVASCULAH OISOROERS CGHPLICATING PREbNANCY,
CHILOdl RTH, OR THE PUEI?PERIUM
CONGENITAL CARO1OVASCULAK OISOKOERS GF HGTHER, hITH OELIVERY
tlIbH HEAO AT TtRf4, OELIVEREO

























































ilULTIPLE tiESTATIUN WITH MALPKkSkNIAlllJN Uk LJNt ttl Uh UK
MORE
MuLTIPLE GESTATION WITH MALPRESENTATION OF ONE FETUS
OR MORE, OELIVERtO
HULTIPLE GESTATION hITH MALP17ESENTATION GF ONE FETUS
GR tiGRE, AN TEPARTUM
PROLAPSED AR14 OF FETUS
PROLAPSEO ARM OF FETUS, OELIVEREO
OTHER SPECIFIEO MALPOSITION OR MALPRESENTATION OF FETUS
OTHER SPECIFIEO HAL POSITION OR 14ALP RESENT AT ION, DELIVERED
uNSPECIFIEU MALPOSITION OR MALPRESENTATION CF FETUS
IJNSPECIFIEO MALPGSITION OR 14AL PRE>ENTATIOh, OELIVERtG
OISPROPOUTION IN PREGNANCY, LABOR, ANO DELIVERY
PIAd(JR ABNORMALITY OF BONY PELVIS, NOT FURTHER SPECIFIEO, IN
pRttiNANCy, LABOK, ANO OELIVERY
MAJOR ACINOR14ALITY OF MONY PELVIS, NOT FURTHER SPECIFIEO,
OELIVEREO
MAJOR ABNORMALITY OF BONY PELVIS, NOT FURTHER SPECIFIEO,
ANTcPARTuM
GtNERALLY CONTRACTED PELVIS IN PREGNANCY, LABOR, ANO OELIVERY
bENERALLY CONTRACTED PELVIS, OELIVEREO
INLET CGNTRACTION OF PELvIS IN PREGNANCY. LA80R. ANO OELIVERY
INLET CONTRACTION OF PELVIS, OELIVEREO
OUTLET CONTRACTION OF PELVIS IN PREGNANCY, LABOR, ANO OELIVERY
OUTLET CGNTRACTION OF PELVIS, OELIVEREO
FkTOPELVIC OISPRUPORTIIJN
FE TtiPELVIC OISPICOPORTION, OELIVEREO
UNUSUALLY LARGE FETUS CAUSi NG O1SPROPORTION
UNUSUALLY LARGE FETU.i CAUSING DISPROPORTION, OELIVEREO
HYOROCEPHALIC FETUS CAUSING OISPROPORTION
HYOROCEPHALIC FETUS CAUSING OISPROPORTION, OELIVEREO
OTHER FETAL ABNORHALITY CAUSING OISPROPORTIGN
GTHER FETAL ABNORMALITY CAUSING OISPROPGRTION, OELIVEREO
OTHER FETAL ABNORMALITY CAUSING DISPROPORTION, ANTEPARTUM
OISPROPORTION OF OTHER ORIGIN IN PREGNANCY, LABOR, ANO OELIVERY
DISPROPORTION OF OTHER OR161N, OtLIVEREO
UNSPECIFIEO OISPROPORTION IN PREGNANCY, LA8GR, ANO OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED O1SPROPORTION, OELIVEREO
AMNORHALITY OF ORGANS ANO SOFT TISSUES OF PELvIS COMPLICATING
PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUH
Congenital ABNORMALITIES OF uTERUS COMPLICATING PREGNANCY,
CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIUH
CONGENITAL ABNORMALITIES OF UTERUS, hITH OELIVERV
CONGENITAL AuNORHALITIES OF UTERUS, AN TEPARTUFI CGNOITION
OR CO14PLICATION
TuMORS CF dOOY OF UTERUS COHPLICATING PREGhANCV, CHIL081RTH, CR
THE PuERPERIuN
TLN40RS OF BOOY OF UTtRUS, uNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
IN PREGNANCY
TUMORS OF LIOOY OF UTERUS, HITH OELIVERY
TUMORS OF LIOOY OF UTERUS; OELIVEREO, WITH MENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
TUHORS OF BOOY OF UTERUS, AN TEPARTLN4 CONOITION OR COHPLICATION
UTERINE SCAR FROF! PREV1OUS SURGERY COMPLICATING PREGNAtICY,
CHILDBIRTH, OR THE PUERPERIU14
UTERINE SCAR FRGH PREVIOUS SURGERY, UNSPECIFIED AS TG EPISGOE
OF CARE IN PREGNANCY
UTERINE SCAR FROM PREVIOUS SURGERY, hITH OELIVERV
UT ER1hE SCAR FRIIH PREVIOUS SURGERY, ANTEPARTUH CCNOITION OR
CO14PL1CATION
RETRGVERTELI ANO INCARCERATE GRAVIO UTERUS
RETROVERTEO ANO INCARCERATEO GP.AVIO UTERUS, L2EL1VERE0
RETROVERTEO ANO lNCARCERATEO GRAV1O lJTERUS. ANTE PARTUM
OTHER A6NORflAL1T1ES IN SHAPE OR POSITION OF GRAVIO bTERIJS
ANO OF NEIGHBORING STRUCTURES
OTHER ALINORHALITIES IN SHAPE OR POSITIGN CF GRAVIO UTERUS AhG
OF NEIGNBORING STRUCTURES, UNSPECIFItiO AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
OTHEK At3NORHALITIES IN SHAPE OR POSITION GF GRAVIO UT ERIJS
ANO OF NEIGHBORING STRUCTURES, OELIVEREO
GTHER AtlNORt4AL1TIES IN SHAPE OR POSITION OF GRAVIO UTERUS
ANO GF Nkl GHBORING STRUCTURES, OELIVEREO, WITH MENTION
OF POSTPARTUM COHPLICATIOt’i
CTHEIT ALIhORHALITIES IN SHAPE OR POS1TION LF GRAVIC UT ERLJS ANO









































CERVICAL lNCOHPETENCE COIIPLICATING PREGNANCV, CHILOBIRTH, OR
THE PUERPERIUM
CERVICAL INCOMPETENCE, uNSPECIFIEO AS TO EPISOOE GF CARE
Iti PREGNANCY
CERVICAL INCOMPETENCE, WITH OELIVERY
CERVICAL lNCOFIPETENCE, ANTEPARTLN4 CONO1TION OR COMPLICATION
OTHER CONGENITAL OR ACJJIRt O AMNORMALITV GF CERVIX COt4PLICAT1t46
PREGNANCY, CHILOBIRTH, OR THE PuERPERIUM
OTHER CONGENITAL OR ACQUIRkO AklNORt4ALl TV OF CERVIX, bNSPECIFIk O
AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE IN PREGNANCY
OTHER CONGENITAL OR ACLSUIREO ABNORMALITV CF CERVIX, wITH
DELIVERY
OTHER COtIGENITAL OR ACUUIREO ABNORMALITY GF CERVIX,
OELIVEREO, hlTH I4ENTION OF POSTPARTUH COHPL1CATION
GTHER CONGENITAL OR ACQU1ilEO ABNGR14AL1TY OF CERVIX, ANT EPARTUH
CONO1TION OR COFIPLICATION
CONGENITAL OR ACQUIREO ASINORMALITY OF vAGINA CGHPLICATING
PREGNANCY, CHILDBIRTH,. OR THE PuEFtPERIuH
CONGENITAL OR ACQUIREO AdNORflALITY OF VAGINA, WITH OELIVkRY
CONGENITAL OR AC UUXREO AdNORHALITY OF VULVA COMPLICATING
PREGNANCY, CH1L081RTH, OR THE PUERPERIUH
CONGENITAL OR ACUUIREO AtiNORt4ALITY OF VULVA, HITH OELIVERY
CONGENITAL OR ACQUIREO ABNORMALITY OF VULVA, ANTEPARTUFI
CGNO1TION OR COHPLICATION
uNSPECIFIEO ABNORMALITY OF ORGAh S ANO SOFT TISSUES OF PkLVIS
COMPLICATING PREGNANCY, CHILOBIRTH, ANO ThE PIJERPtRIUFl
UNSPECIFIED ABNORMALITY OF ORGANS AhO SOFT TISSUES OF PkLVIS,
wITH OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED ABNORMALITY OF ORGANS ANO SOFT TISSUES OF PtLVIS,
ANTEPARTUH CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
KNOHN OR SUSPECTEO FETAL A8NORMAL1TY AFFECTING HANAGEHENT GF
HOTHER
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM HALFORHATION IN FETuS AFFECTING
HANAGEHENT OF MOTHER
CENTRAL NERVOUS SVSTEM MALFORMATION IN FETuS, UNSPECIFIED AS TO
EPISOCE OF CARE IN PREGNANCV
CENTRAL NERvOUS SYSTEM MALFORHATION IN FETUS. WITH OELIVERY
CENTRAL NERVPUS SYSTEM 14ALFORHATION IN FETUS; ANTEPARTUH
CHROHOSOHAL ABNORMALITY IN FETuS AFFECTING HANAGEHENT OF HGTHi+R
CHROMOSOHAL ABNORMALITY IN FETUS, AFFECTING HANAGEHENT GF
MOTHER, uNSPECIFIEO AS TG EPISOOE OF CARE Ik PREGNANCY
CHRO140SOMAL ABNORMALITY IN FETuS, AFFECTING HANAGEHENT OF
MGTHER, liITH OELIVERY
HEREOITARY DISEASE IN FAUILY POSSIBLY AFFECTING FETUS,
AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF HOTHER
HEREDITARY OISEASE IN FAHILV POSSIBLV AFFECTING FETUS,
AFFECTING HANAGEHENT OF HOTHER, MITH OELIVERV
SUSPECTEO OAHAGE TO FETUS FROM OTHER OISEASE IN THE
140THER, AFFECTING HANAGEt4ENT OF MOTHER
SUSPECTEO OAFIAGE TO FETUS FROH OTHER OISEASE IN THE f40THER,
AFFECTING t4ANAGEFlENT OF HOTHER, wITH OELIVERV
SUSPECTEO OAFIAGE TO FETuS FROH ORUGS, AFFECTING 14AtIAGE14ENT CF
MOTHER
SUSPECTEO OAHAGE TO FETuS FROU ORUGS, AFFECTING HANAGtHENT OF
MOTHER, OELIVEREO
OTHER KNGHN OR SUSPECTEO FETAL AEINORHALITY, NOT EL SEkHERE
CLASS IFIEO, AFFECTING HANAGEHENT OF HOTHER
OTHER KNOHN OR SUSPECTEO FETAL AMNOR14AL1TY, NOT ELSEHhERE
CLASSIFIED, AFFtCTIhG FIANAGEHENT OF HOTHER, OELIVEREC
OTHER KNOWN OR SUSPECTEO FETAL ABNORt4ALITY, NOT EL SE!+HERt
CLASS IFIEO, AFFECTING HANAGEFIENT OF MOTHER, AN TEPARTIJH
CONOITICN OR COMPLICATION
KNOlfN OR SUSPECTEO FETAL A8NGRMALITY AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF
HOTHER, UNSPECIFIEO
UNSPECIFIEO KNOHN OR SUSPECTEO FETAL ABhGRHALITY, AFFECTINb
FIANAGEFIENT OF HOTHER, OELIVEREO
uNSPECIFIED KNOiFN OR SUSPECTEO FETAL ALINGRHALITY, AFFECTING
MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER, ANTEPARTU14 CONOITIGN GR CGHPLICATIO&
OTHER FETAL ANO PLACENTAL PROBLEMS AFFECTING HANAGEfl ENT OF
HOTHER
RHESUS lSOIHHUNIZATION AFFECTING 14ANAGEHENT OF MOThER
RHESUS ISOIHHUNIZATION, uNSPECIFIEO AS TO tPISOOE OF CARt
IN PREGNANCY




















































RHESUS ISOIHUUNIZATION, AFFEC71NG HAtiAGEHEN7 OF HOTHER,
ANTE PARTuH CONDITIUN
ISCI14HUNIZATION FROM OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED BLOOO-GROUP
1NC0MPATIBILIT% AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF MOTHER
ISOIHHUN12ATION FROH OTHER ANG UNSPECIFIED BLGOO-GROUP
INCOMPATIBILITY, AFFECTING tlANAGEHENT OF H07HER, OELIVEREO
IS OIHHUNIZATION FROM OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED BLOOO-GROUP
ItiCOHPATIBILITY, AFFE~TING HAtiAGEHENT OF HOTHER, ANT EPARTUH
FETAL DISTRESS AFFECTING flAtIAGEHENT OF HOTHER
FtiTAL OISTRESS, AFFECTING HANAGEHENT OF HGTHER. OELIVEREO
FETAL GISTRESS, AFFECTING HANAGEHENT OF HGTHER, ANTEPARTUH
INTRAUTERINE OEATH AFFECTING MANAGEMENT OF HOTHER
INTRAuTERINE OEATH, AFFECTING HANAGEHENT CF HOTHER, OELIVEREO
INTRAuTERINE OEATH. AFFECTING flANAGEHwiT GF HOTHER. ANT EPARTuH
POOR FETAL GROWTH AFFECTING MANAGEMENT GF 14GTHER
POOR FETAL GROhTHs AFFECTING HANAGEHENT OF HOTHER, OELIVEREO
POOR FETAL GROHTH, AFFECTING HAtAAGEHENT OF HOTHER, AN TEPARTuH
CONOITION OR COHPLICATION
EXCESSIVE FETAL GRG14TH AFFECTING HANAGEHENT OF HOTHER
EXCESSIVE FETAL GRO14TH. AFFECTING HANAGEHENT OF HOTHER.
OELIVERELl
EXCESSIVE FETAL GROHTH, AFFECTING HANAGEHENT OF HoTHER,
AN TEPARTUH
OTHkR PLACENTAL CONDITIONS AFFECTING 14ANAGEHENT OF HOTHER
GTHER PLACENTAL CONDITIONS, AFFECTING HAhAGEHENT GF HOTHER,
UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
OTHER PLACENTAL CONDITIONS, AFFECTING HANAGE14ENT OF HOTHER,
OELIVEREO
GTHER PLACENTAL CONOITIONS, AFFECTING HANAGEHENT OF HOTHER,
AN TEPARTUH
OTHER SPECIFIEO FETAL ANO PLACEtiTAL PROBLEMS AFFECTING
t4ANAGEHENT OF HOTHER
OTHER SPECIFIEO FETAL ANO PLACENTAL PROEiLEHS, AFFECTING








PREMATuRE RuPTuRE OF flEFIIVRANES
PREHATURE RuPTURE OF HEMtJRANES, UNSPECIFIED AS TG EPISOOE
OF CARE
PREHATIJRLi RUPTURE OF HEHLiRANES, OELIVEREO
PUEHATURE RUPTURE OF HEHBRA14ES, ANTEPARTUH
OELAVED OELIVERV AFTER SPONTANEOUS OR UNSPECIFIEO
RIJPTURE OF HEHEIRANES
OELAVEO OELIVERY AFTER SPONTANEOUS OR UNSPECIFIEO RuPTuRE OF
HEHBRANtiS, OELIVEREO
OELAVEO OELIVERV AFTEK SPONTANEOUS OR uNSPECIFIED RUPTURE OF
HEHBRANES, ANTEPARTuH
oELAyEo oELIVERV AFTER ARTIFICIAL RUPTURE OF HEHBRANES
GELAYEO OELIVERV AFTER ARTIFICIAL RUPTURE OF HEH13RANES,
DGLIvEREO
INFECTION OF AMNIOTIC CAVITV
INFECTION OF AHNIOTIC CAVITV, uNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF
CARE
1NFECTION OF AHNIOTIC CAVITY, OELXVEREO
INFECTION OF AMNIOTIC CAVITV; ANTEPARTUH
OTHER PROBLEHS ASSOCIATE HITH AHNIOTIC CAVITV ANO MEMBRANES
OTHER PROBLEHS ASSOCIATEU wITH AHNIllTIC CAVITY ANO HE14tJRAhES,
DELI VEREO
UNSPECIFIED pROBLEH ASSOCIATEO 141TH AHhIGTIC CAVITV ANO
MbMhRANPs..-..-. . .
bNSPECIFIEO PROBLEM ASSOCIATE kITH AHNIOTIC CAVITV ANO
HEHMRANES, OELIVEREO
LINSPECIFIEO PROtiLEH ASSOCIATE MITH AHN1OTIC CAVITV Aho
HEUtiRANtS, AhTEPARTUH
liTHt R INDICATIONS FOR CARE OR INTERVENTION RELATEIz TO LABoR ANO
OELIVEI(V, NGT ELSEhHEITE CLASSIFIED
FAILED MECHAhlCAL INOLICTION OF LABOR




























































FAILEO HECHANICAL INOUCTION OF LABOR, AhTEPARTUH
FAILEO HEOICAL OR UNSPECIFIED IhOUCTIOti OF LABOR
FAILEO HEOICAL OR UhSPECIFIEO INOUCTION OF LAMOR, uNSPECIFIED
AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
FAILEO HEOICAL OR UNSPECIFIED INOUCTION OF LABOR, OELIVEREO
FAILEO HEOICAL OR UhSPECIFIEO lNOUCTION OF LABOR, ANTEPARTUH
HATERhAL PVREXIA OURING LAtlOR, UNSPECIFIEO
IJNSPECIFIEO TVPE HATERNAL PiREXIA OURING LABOR, IJNSPECIFIEO
AS TG EPISOOE OF CARE
uNSPECIFIED TVPE HATERNAL PYREXIA OURING LABOR. OELIVEREO
UNSPECIFIEO TVPE f4ATERNAL PVREXIAS ANTEPARTUH
GEhERALIZEO INFECTION OURING LABOR
GENERALIZE INFECTION OURING LABORS OELIVEREO
GRANO HULTIPARITV, tAITH CURRENT PREGNANCV
GRANO HULTIPARITY, MITH CURRENT PREGNAhCY, OELIVEREO
GRANO HULTIPARITY, hITH CURRENT PREGNANCV, ANTE PARTuH
ELOERLY PRIMIGRAVIOA
ELOERLV PRIHIGRAVIOA, OELIVEREO
ELOERLV PRIHIGRAVIOA, ANT EPARTUH
OTHER SPECIFIEO INDICATIONS FOR CARE OR lNTkRVENTION
RELATEO TO LABOR ANO OELIVERV
OTHER SPECIFIEO 1NOICATIONS FOR CARE OR lhTERVENTION RkLATEO
TO LABOR ANO OELIVERY. OELIVEREO
UNSPECIFIED INOICATION FOR CARE OR IN7ERVEh TIOh RELATEO TG
LABOR ANO OELIVERV
UNSPECIFIED INOICATION FOR CARE OR INTERVENTION RELATEO TO
LA130R ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO
OaSTRUCTEO LABOR
OBSTRUCTION CAUSED IEV HALPOSITION OF FETuS AT ONSET OF LABOR
OMTRUCTION CAUSEO BV HAL PGS1TION OF FETUS AT GNSET GF LALIOR,
HITH OELIVERV
OBSTRUCTION BV SIONV PELVIS OURING LABOR
OBSTRUCTION BV BONY PELVIS OURING LABOR, bNSPECIFIEO AS TO
EPISOOE OF CARE
OBSTRUCTION BV 130NY PELVIS OURING LABOR, hITH OELIVERV
OBSTRUCTION BV ALINORHAL PELvIC SOFT TISSUES OURING LALIOR
0t3STRUCTION BY AllNORHAL PELVIC SOFT TISSUES OURING LALTOR,
HITH OELIVERV
OEEP TRANSVERSE ARREST ANO PERSISTENT OCCIPITOPOSTERIUR
POSITION OURING LABOR ANO OELIVERV
OEEP TRANSVERSE ARREST ANO PERSISTENT OCCIPITOPOSTERIOR
POSITION, HITH OELIVtRY
OEEP TRANSVERSE ARREST ANO PERSISTENT OCCIPITOPOSTERIOR
POSIT IOh, ANTEPARTLN4
SHOULOER (GIRoLE) oYSTOCIA 0uRxN6 LAMOR ANO OELIVERV
SHOULOER CGIROLE) OVSTOCIA. HITH OELIVERY
FAILEO TRIAL OF LAiOR, UNSPECIFIED
UhSPECIFIEO FAILEO TRIAL OF LABOR, hITH OELIVERV
UNSPkCIFIEO FAILEO TRIAL GF LABOR, ANT EPARTUH
FAILEO FORCEPS OR VACUUM EXTRACTOR, UNSPECIFIED
uNSPECIFIED FAILEO FORCEPS OR vACUUH EXTRACTOR, kITH OELIVERV
uNSPECIFIEO OBSTRUCTED LABOR
UNSPECIFIED OdSTRUCTEO LABOR, tiITH OELIVERV
ABNORHALITV CF FORCES OF LABOR
PRIt4ARY UTERINE INERTIA
PRIHARY UTERINE INERTIA, UITH OELIVERV
PRIHARV UTERINE INERTIA, ANTEPARTUH
SECONOARV UTERINE INERTIA
SECONOARY lITERINti INERTIA, HITH OELIVERV
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED UTERINE IN EKTIA
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED UTERINE INERTIA, UNSPECIFIEO AS TO
EPISOOE OF CARE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED UTt RINE INERTiA, klTH OELIVERY
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED uTERINE INERTIA, AN TEPARTUH
PRECIPITATE LALiOR
PRECIPITATE LAMOR, UNSPECIFIED Ab TG kPISCIIE OF CARk
PRECIPITATE LABOR, kITH OELIVERY
HVPERTUNIC, lNCOONOINATE, OR PRO LONL.EO UTERINE CONTractions
HVPERTOtIIC, IhCOOITOINATE, OR PROL13NGELI UTERINE CONTRACTIONS,
HITH OELIVERV
HYPERTONIC, INCOOROINATE, IIR PROLONGFO UTtRIhE CONTRACT IGhS,
ANTk PARTUH
uNsPECIFIED AtlNORHALITY OF LAMOR






bNSPECIFIEO ABNORHALITV OF LABOR, AtiTEPARTuM
LONG LAdOR
.8 OTtiER SPECIFIEO TRAUMA TO PER INEUH ANO VULVA DURING OELIVERY
OTHER SPECIFIED TRAuMA TO PERINEuM ANO VULVA, HITH OELIVERY
uNSPECIFIED TRAU14A TO PER INEU#l ANO VULVA CURING OELIVERY
uNSPECIFIEO TRAuMA TO PER INEut4 ANO VULVA, uNSPECIFIEO AS TO
EPISCOE OF CARE IN PREGNANCY
UNSPECIFIED TRAuHA TO PERINEUM ANO VULVA, Hlih OELIVERY
IJNSPECIFIEO TRAUMA TO PERINEUM ANO VULVA, POSTPARTUM
OTHER OBSTETRICAL TRAUMA
RuPTuRE OF UTERUS BEFORE ONSET GF LABCR
RUPTURE OF uTERUS BEFORE ONSET OF LABOR, kITH OELIVERY
RuPTIJRE OF UT ERCIS OURING ANO AFTER LAEIGR
RUPTURE OF UTERUS, hITH OELIVERY
OBSTETRICAL 1NVERS1ON OF UTERUS
INVERS1ON OF UTERUS, OELIVEREO h’l TH POSTPARTUM CGMPLICATIOk
OdSTETRICAL LACERATION OF CERVIX
LACERATION OF CERVIX, WITH OELIVERY
LACERATION OF CERVIX, PLKi TPARTUM
HIGH VAGINAL LACERATION OURING ANO AFTER LAEOR
HIGH VAGINAL LACERATION, uITH OELIVERY
HIGH VAGINAL LACERATION, POSTPARTUM
OTHER OBSTETRICAL INJURY TO PELVIC ORGANS
OTHER INJURY TO PELVIC ORGANS, hITH OELIVERY
OTHER INJURY TO PELVIC ORGANS, POST PARTIJH
08 ST ETR1CAL 0414 AGE TO PELVIC JOINTS ANO LIGAfl ENTS
OAHAGE TO PELVIC JOINTS ANO LIGAMENTS, hlTH OELIVERY
OdSTETKICAL PELVIC tiEHATOMA
PELVIC HEMATOFIA, HITH OELIVERY
PELVIC HE14ATOHA, OELIVEhEO kITH POST PARTUH COMPLICATION
OTHER SPECIFIEO OBSTETRICAL TRAuHA
OTHER SPECIFIEO 08 ST ET R1CAL TRAuMA, MITH lELIVERY
OTHER SPECIFIEO OBSTETRICAL TRAuMA, AN TEPARTuH
UNSPECIFIEO OBSTETRICAL TRAUHA
UNSPECIFIEO OBSTETRICAL TRAUMA, wITH OELIVERY
POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE
ThIRO-STAGE POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE
THIRO-STAGE POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE, !41TH OELIVERY
THIRO-STAGE POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE
OTHER lHHEDIATE POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE
OTHER IHHEOIATE POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE, UN SPECIFIED AS TG
EPISOOE OF CARE
GTHER IHHEOIATE POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE, wITH OELIVERY
GTHER IHHEOIATE POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE
OELAYEO ANO SECONI)ARY POSTPARTUH HEMORRHAGE
OELAYEO ANO SECONOARY POSTPARTUM HEMORRHAGE, CINSPECIFIEC AS
TO EPISOOE OF CARE
CELAYEG ANO SECONOARY POSTPARTIJH HEMORRHAGE, klTh OELIVERY
OELAYEO ANO SECONOARY POSTPARTUf4 HEMORRHAGE
PCISTPARTIJH COAGULATION OEFECTS




PROLONGEO FIRST STAGE OF LABOR
PRCLONGEO FIRST STAGE OF LABOR, OELIVEREO
PROLONGEO FIRST STAGE OF LABOR, ANT CpARTIJf4
PROLONGEO LABOR. uNSPECIFIED












PKOLGNGEil SrCONO STAGE IIF .LABOR
PRGLUNGEO SECONO STAGE OF LAb OR, uNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE
OF CARE
PRGLONG6G SECONO STAGE GF LA80R, OELIVEREO
PRGLONGEO SECONO STAGE OF LAdOR, AN TEPARTUH
OeLAYEO OELI VERY OF SECONO TkIN, TRIPLET, ETC.
LELAYEO fiELlvEhy OF SECONO Th’l N. TRIPLET. ETc. , LELIVEREO
IJ4u IL1CAL COtiO COHPLICATLONS OURING LAb GR ANO OELIVERY
PRGLAPSE OF CORO COUPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY
PROLAPb E aF CORD CO14PLICAT1NG LAFJOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO
PROLAPSE OF CORO COHPLICAT1hG LA80R ANO OELIVERY, AN TEPARTUM
CURO AROUND NECK, HITH COHPITESSION, COMPLICATING LABOR ANO
13EL1VERY
CORG AROUNO NECK HITH CO14PRESSION, COMPLICATING LABOR ANO





















.11 CORO AROUNO NECK, wITH COHPRESS1ON, COMPLICATING LAL)GR ANO
OELIVERY; OELIVEREO







COHPRESS1ON, COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OEil VERY
GTHER ANO IJNSPECIFIEO CORO ENTANGLEMENT, hlTH COHPRESSIGN,
CO14PLICAT1NG LABOR ANO C)EL IV ERY, OELIVEREO
OThtR ANO IJNSPECIFIEO CORO ENTANGLEMENT, hllHOUT HENTIGN
OF COMPRESSION, COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY
OTHER ANO bNSPECIFIEO CORO ENTANGLEMENT, klTHOUT llENTIOk OF
COHPRESSIGN, COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREL
SHORT CORO COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIVti RY
SHORT CORO COMPLICATING LAd13R ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO



















VASA PRk VIA COHPLICATING LA80R ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO
VASCULAR LES1ONS OF CORD COMPLICATING LAEk GR ANO OELIVERY
VASCULAR LE.$IONS OF CORO CO14PL1CATING LABGR ANO CELIVERY,
OELIVEREO
OTHER UM81L1CAL CORO Cgf4PLICATIONS OURING LABOR ANO OELIVERY










OTHkR L24HILICAL CORO CO14PLlCATIIjNS OURIt(G LAIIOR ANC OELIVERY,
AM TEPARTU14
.s3
.9 UNSPECIFIEO IJH81L1CAL CORO COHPLICATION OURING LABOR ANO
OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIEO Ut481LICAL CORO CG14PLICATION OCjRING LABOR ANL






.91 UNSPECIFIED UHBILICAL CORO CO MPLICATIOti ObRING LAEIOR ANL
DEL IVkRY, OELIVERti O CARE
POSTPARTUM COAMJLATION OEFECTS, wITH OELIVERY
RETAINEO PLACENTA OR 14EHdRANES, HITHOUT hEHGRRHA6E
RETAINEO PLACENTA rlITHOUT HEMORRHAGE
FEETAINEO PLACENTA ii ITHOUT HEMORRHAGE, hlTH OELIVERY, .ITh
I4ENTION OF POSTPARTUM COHPLICATION
RETAINEO PLACENTA kITHOUT hemorrhage. POSTPARTUM CONOITION
q R CO14PLICATION
RETAINEO PCRTIONS OF PLACENTA OR HtHBRANES, n’l THG(IT HEHGRRHAGE
RETAINEO PORTIONS OF PLACENTA OR t4EHEIRANES, kITHGUT HEHCRRHAb E,
OELIVEREO, mITH HENTICIN OF POSTPARTUl4 COt4PL1CATION
RETAINEO PURTIONS OF PLACEtiTA OR HEHbRANES, HITHGC, T HEHGRRHAGE,
POSTPARTUM CONOITION OR CGHPLICATION
COMPLICATIONS OF THE AO141NISTRATION OF ANESTHETIC CR GTHER
SEOATION IN LA130R ANO GEL IVERY




TRAuMA TO PERINEUM ANO VULVA OURING OELIVERY
FIRS T-O EGREE PERINEAL LACERATION i) URING OELIVERY
FIRST-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATIOti. uNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE
IJF CARE IN PREGNANCY
FIRST-O EGREE PEKINEAL LACERATION, UITH CELIVERY
FIRS T-O EGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, POSTPARTUM
SECONO-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION OURING OELIVERY
SECONG-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, UNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE
OF CARE IN PRtGNANCY
SECONO-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, UITh OkLIVERY
SECONO-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, POSTPARTUt4
THIRO-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION OURING OELIVERY
THIRd-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION, !41TH OELIVERY
THIRO-OEGREE PERINEAL LACERATION. POSTPARTUM
FOURTH-O EGREE PERINEAL LACERATION OURING OELIk ERY
FaURTH-OEGREt PERINEAL LAC6RATION, !41TH OELIVERY
FOIJRTH-OEGREE PfiRINEAL LACERATION, POSTPARTUH
uNSPECIFIED PERINEAL LACERATION OURING OELIVERY
IJNSPECIFIEO PERINEAL LACERATION, IIITH OELIVERY
VULVAL ANO PEic INEAL HEHATOMA OURING OELIVERY
VULVAL ANO PER INkAL HEMATOMA, uNSPECIFIED AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
IN PRkGhAtuCY
VULVAL ANO PERINEAL HEHATOHA, MITH DELIVERY























PULNOtiARY COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR GTHER SEOATILN IN
LABOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO
PULHONARY COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR tiThER SEOATION IN
LA80R ANO OELIVERY. OELIVEREO, blITH HEhTIOti OF POSTPARTLIH
COHPLICATION
CENTRAL hERVOUS SYSTE14 COHPLICATICNYS OF Anesthesia OR OTHER
SEOATILM IN LABOR ANO OELIVERY























































SEOATION IN LABOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO, HITH HENTION OF
POSTPARTUM COMPLICATION
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN
LABOR AND DELIVERY
OTHER” COMPLICATIONS OF ANESTHESIA OR OThER SEOATION IN LABOR
ANO OkLIVERY, OELIVEREO
OTHER COHPLJCATIGNS OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SEOATION IN LABOR
ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO, HITH HENTION OF POSTPARTIJH
COHPLICATION
UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF ANESTHESIA OR OTHER SECATION IN
LABOR AND DELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED COHPLICATION OF ANESTHESIA GR OTHER SEOATIOh IN
LABOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO
UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION GF ANESTHESIA GR OTHER SEOATIOh IN
LABOR AND OELIVERY, LTELIVEREO, WITH HENTIoN OF POSTPARTUM
COHPLICATION
OTHER COHPLICATIIINS OF LABOR ANO OELIVERY, MT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
HA TERNAL OISTRESS
HATERNAL LTISTRESS, HITH OELIVERY, hITH OR wITHOUT HENTION
OF ANTEPARTUH CONOITION
HATERNAL 01 S7RESS COMPLICATING LABOR ANO OELIWERY,
ANTEPARTUN CONOITION OR COHPLICATION
OLLTTETRIC SHOCK
013STETRIC SHOCK, HITH OELIVERY, HITH OR HITHOUT HENTION OF
ANTEPARTuH CONOITION
OBSTETRIC SHOCK, HITH OELIVERY, HITH 14ENTILTN OF POSTPARTUM
COI4PLICATION
NATERNAL HYPOTENSION SYNOROHE
HATERNAL HYPOTENSION SYNDROME, HITH UELIVERY, HITH OR MITHOUT
MENTION OF ANTEPARTUM CONOITION
HATERNAL HYPOTENSION SVNOROHE, HITH OELIVEflY, MITH HENTION OF
POSTPARTUM CO14PLICATION
14AT ERNAL HYPoTENSION SYNOROHE, ANTEPARTUH
ACUTE RENAL FAILuRE FOLLOMING LALIOR ANO OELIVERY
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE HITH OELIVERY, I(ITH HENTION GF PGSTPARTUH
COHPLICATION
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE FOLLOHING LABOR ANO OELIVERY,
POSTPARTUM CONOITION OR COMPLICATION
OTHER COHPLICATIONS OF OBSTETRICAL SURGERY AND PROCEOURkS
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF O$STETRICAL SURGERY ANO PROCEOIJRES,
HITH OELIVERY, WITH OR HITHOUT HENTION OF ANTEpARTuH coNoITIoN
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF OtiSTETRICAL SURGERY ANO PROCEDURES,
HITH OELIVERY, HITH HENTION OF POSTPARTUM COHPLICATIUN
OTHER COMPLICATIONS OF OBSTETRICAL SURGERY ANO PROCEOURLS,
POSTPARTUM CONOITIUN OR COMPLICATIOh
FORCEPS ON VACUUH ExTRACTOR OELIVERY IAITHOUT HENTION UF
lNOICATION
FORCEPS OR VACUUH EXTRACTOR OELIVERY HITHOUT HENTION OF
INDICATION, OELIVEREO, wITH OR HIThOUT HENTION
OF AtATEPARTUH CONOITION
BREECH EXTRACTION, HITHOUT 14ENTIoN oF INo IcATIGN
ISREECH ExTRACTION, IAITHOUT HENTION OF 1NOICATION,
DELI VEREU, HITH OR HITtlOUT HENTION OF ANTEPARTUN CONOITION
CESAREAN DELIVERY, IiITHDUT 14ENTION OF INOICATIGh
CESAREAN OELLVERY, ULTHaUT HE NTLaN aF IN OICATION,
OELIVEREO, lilTH aR wITHOUT HEhTIaN OF AN TEPARTUH CONOITION
OTHER CaHPLICATIONS OF LABaR ANO OELIVERY
OTHER COHPL1CATIONS aF LABaR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO,
HITH OR HITHOUT IIENTI13N OF ANTSPARTUH COhOIT1aN
CTHER CaHPLICATILINS aF LAdOR ANO OELIVERY, OELIVEREO,
IIITH HEhTIaN aF PaSTPARTUH COHPLICAT1aN
UNSPECIFIED CaHPLICATION OF LAEIOR ANO OELIVERY
UNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF LAOOR ANO OELIVERY, hITH DELIVERY,
HITH aR HITHOUT HENTIaN OF AN TEPARTUH CaNOITION
UNSPECIFIEO COHPLICATIaN GF LALIGR ANO OELIVERY, POSTPARTUM
CiiNDITIliN OR CCINPLICATIUN
HAJOR PUERPLi RAL INFECTION
HAJaR PuERPERAL INFECTIaN, UNSPECIFIED AS TC EPISOOE CF CARE
NAJLIR PuERPEUAL INFECTIU)A, OELIVEREO, UITH HkhTIGN aF
POSTPARTUM CIIHPLICATION
8AJOR PuERPERAL INFECTIUti, POSTPARTUM
LIENUUS CunpLIcATIONs IN pREGNAhcy ANO THE PUERPERIUN
VAITICaSE vEINS OF LEGS IN PREGNANcY ANO THE PUERPERIUH
























































VARICCSG vEINS OF LEGS, HITH afiLIVERY, kITH HENTlaN OF
POSTPARTUM CaHPLICATIaN
ANTEPARTuH VARICOSE VEINS OF LEGS
VARICOSE vEINS aF VULVA ANO PER INEUH IN PREGNAtiCY ANO THE
PUERPERIUN
VARICCSE VEINS aF VULVA ANO PERINEUH, HITH OELIVERY, hITh CR
WITHOUT HENTIaN aF ANTEPARTUH coNo ITIak
SUPERFICIAL THROHBOPHLEBITIS IN PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUH
SUPERFICIAL THROHLlaPHLEEIITIS hITH OELIVERY, hITH OR hIThOUT
MENTIoN aF ANTEPARTUH CONOITION




OEEP PHLEBOTHROHBOSIS, ANTEPARTUH, liITH OELIVERY
OEEP PHLEBaTHROHBaSIS, ANTEPARTUH
OEEP PHLEiTGTHRaMBaSIS, PaSTPARTUH
OEEP PHLEBOTHROliBaSIS, PaSTPARTUH, HITH 06 LIVERY
OEEP PHLELlaTHRaHBaSIS, PaSTPARTUH
OTHER PHLEL31TIS ANO THROMBOSIS IN PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUH
tTHER ANTEPARTUH PHLEBITIS ANO THROIIBaSIS
aTHER VENOUS coi+pLxcATIaNs IN pREGNANCY AtiO THE PUERPERIM
OTHER VENaUS CaNPLICAT1aNS IN PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPkRIUM,
UNSPECIFIEO AS TO EPISOOE OF CARE
aTHER VENaUS COMPLICATIONS, HITH OELIVERY, hITH OR HITHcuT
HENTION OF ANTEPARTUH CaNOITION
OTHER VENOUS COHPLICATIaNS, klTH aELIVERY. tiITH HENTION OF
POST PARTUH CaHPLICATIaN
OTHER ANTEPARTUH VENOUS COMPLICATIONS
OTHER POSTPARTUM VENOUS COHPLICATIaNS
uNSPECIFIED VENOUS CaHPLICATIaN IN PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUFI
UNSPECIFIED VENOUS CaHPLICATION, IEITH OELIVERY, hITH OR HITHOUT
HENTION aF ANTEPARTUN CONOITIaN
IINSPECIFIEO ANTEPARTUH VENOUS COMPLICATION
PYREXIA OF UNKNOHN aRIGIN OURING THE PuERPERIUH
PUERPERAL PYREXIA UF UNKNOkN aRIGIN, OELIVEREO, hITH HENTION
aF POSTPARTUM CaNPLICATION
PIJERPERAL PYREXIA aF uNKNOIIN aRIGIN, PoSTPARTUM
aTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO COHPLICATIaNS aF THE PUERPERIUH, NoT
ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
CEREEIRaVASCULAR OISOROERS IN THE PuERPERIUH
ANTEPARTLIH CEREBRaVASCULAR OISOROERS
PaSTPARTUH CERELiRaVASCULAR OISOROERS
OXSRUPTION aF CESAREAN HaUNO
DISRUPTION OF CESAREAN UaUNO, UNSPECIFIED AS TC EPISGCE aF
CARE
OISRUPTION OF CESAREAN hauha, IiITH OELIVERY. hxTh MENTION OF
PaSTPARTUH COHPLICATIaN
DISRUPTION aF CESAREAN HaUNO, PUSTPARTUU
OISRUPTICIN aF OBSTETRICAL PERINEAL UaUNO
DISRUPTION aF PERINEAL WUNO, HITH OELIkERY, WITH HtNTIOtI OF
POSTPARTUM CaHPLICATaN
DISRUPTION aF OBSTETRICAL PERINEAL HOUNO. POSTPARTUM
aTHER CaA4PLLCAT10NS OF 131TSTETRICAL SURGICAL HOUNOS
OTHER CaHPLICATIaNS aF OBSTETRICAL SURGICAL HOUNOS, WITH
OELIVERY, uITH NENT1aN OF PaSTPARTUH CaHPLICATIGN
aTHER CaHPLICATIaNS aF OBSTETRICAL SURGICAL !40UNGS,
POSTPARTUH CONOIT1aN OR COMPLICATION
OTHER CaHPLICATIaNS aF THE PUERPERIUH
aTHER CaHPLICATIONS aF PUERPERIUH, HITH OELIVERY. 141TH
HENTION aF PaSTPARTUH CUHPLICATIaN
aTHER COMPLICATIONS OF PUERPERIUH
INFECTIONS aF THE BREAST ANO hIPPLE ASSOCIATE UITH ChILGLIIRTH
ABSCESS GF LIREAST ASSaCIATEO HITH CHILOd IRTh
ANTEPARTuH A8SCESS OF BREAST
PaSTPARTUH ABSCESS aF BREAST
NONPURULtNT 14ASTITIS ASSaCIATEO HITH CHILDBIRTH
NONPURbLENT MASTITIS ASSOCIATED blITH ChILCLi IRTh, OELIVERtO,
HITH MENTION OF POSTPARTUM CaHPLICATION
AN TEPARTLIH NaNPURULENT MASTITIS
POSTPARTLJH NaNPURULENT MASTITIS
OTHER OISOROERS GF THE EIREAST ASSOCIATE WITh CHILDBIRTH ANc
OISOROERS aF LACTATIaN
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ENGORGEMENT OF MREASTS AS SOCIATkO uITH CHILI.itil RTH, OELIVEREDV
HITH OR UITHOUT t4ENTION OF AN TEPARTWi CONO171ON
ENGoRGE14ENT OF BREASTS ASSOCIATE HITH CHILDBIRTH. DELIVERED.
hITH MEtiTION OF POSTPARTUM COHPLICATION
PoSTPARTUM ENGORGEHENT OF BREASTS AS SOCIATkO klTh CHILOb IRTH
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIEO OISOROER OF 0REAS7 ASSOCIATEO ‘dITH
CHILOBIRTH
GTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO UISOROER OF BREAST ASSOCIATEO kITH
CHIL061RTH* OELIVEREO, HITH OR HITHOUT MENTIoN oF
ANTkPARTUM CONOITION
DISEASES OF THE SKIN ANO SLABCUTANEOUS TISSUE
CARL+UNCLE ANO FURUNCLE
CA P.bUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF FACE
CA RbUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF NECK
CARBUNCLE ANO F(JRuNCLE OF TRUNK
CAR8UNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF UPPER AR14 At40 FOR EARii
CAKLIUNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF HANO
CAR8UNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF LEG, EXCEPT FOCT
CARLWNCLE ANO FURUNCLE OF FOGT
CAR8UNCLE ANO FuRUNCLE OF UNSPECIFIEO SITE
CELL ULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF FINGER ANO TOE
CELLULITIS ANO AuSCfiSS OF FINGER
LINSPECIFIEO CELLULITIS ANO A8SCESS OF F1tiGER
FELOM
ONYCHIA ANO PARONYCHIA OF FINGER
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF TOE
UNSPECIFIEO CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS GF TGE
ONYCHIA ANO PARONYCHIA OF TOE
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF uNSPECIFIED OIGIT
OTHER CELL IJLITIS ANO AEISCESS
CELLULITIS ANo ABSCESS OF FACE
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF NECK
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF TRUNK
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF UPPER ARM ANU FOREARH
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF HANO, EXCEP7 FINGERS ANO THUMB
CtLLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF fluTTOCK
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF LEG. EXCEPT FOOT
CELLULITIS ANO ABSCESS OF FOGT, EXCEPT TOES
CELLUL171S AtiO ABSCESS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES




PILON1OAL CYST HITH AbSCESS
PILON1OAL CYST HITHOUT HENTION OF ABSCESS
OTHER LOCAL INFECTIONS OF SKIN ANO SUtlCUTANEOLS TISSUE
PYOOERUA
PYCGENIC GRANULOHA OF SKIN ANO SWICU74NEOUS TISSUE
OTHER SPECIFIEO LUCAL INFECTIONS OF SKIN ANC SUBCUTANEOUS
TISSUE
LJNSPECIFIEO LOCAL INFECTION OF SKIN ANO SIJ8CUTANEOUS TISSIJE
kRYTHE14ATOSLlUAF10US OERHATOSIS
A70PIC OERHATITIS ANO RELATEO cONO1TIONS
OIAPER OR t4APK1N RASH
UTHER ATOPIC OERHATITIS ANO RELATEO CONOITIONS
CONTACT OERHATITIS ANO OTHER ECZEMA
CONTACT OERHATITIS ANO OTHER ECZE14A OUE TO OILS ANO GREASES
CONTACT OERHATITIS ANO OTHER ECZEMA OUE TO SOLVENTS
CONTACT OERFIATITIS ANO OTHER EC2EUA OUE TO ORUGS ANO HtIIICINES
IN CONTACT MITH SKIN
CONTACT OERMATITIS ANO OTHER ECZEMA OUE TO CTHER CHEMICAL
PROOUCTS
COixTACT OERHATITIS ANO OTHER ECZENA OUE TG PLANTS (ExCEPT FOOO)
CLINTACT 0EW4ATITIS ANO OTHER ECZENA OUt TO SOLAR RAo IATION
SUN8URN
CThER OERHATITIS OUE TO SUN
CONTACT OERHATITIS ANO OTHER ECZEMA OUE TO GTHER SPECIFIEO
AGENTS
0ER14ATITIS OUE TO COSMETICS
CONTACT DERMATITIS ANU OTHER ECZEHA OUE TO OTHER SPkCIFIEO
AGENTS
CONTACT OER14ATITIS ANO OTHER ECZEMA, UNSPECIFLEO CAUSE











































































OERHATITIS OUE TO ORUGS ANO MEOICINES TAKEN INTERNALLY
OERMATITIS OUE TO FOOO TAKEN INTERNALLY





BENIGN MUCOUS UEFIBRANE PEMPHIGOIO







OTHER SPECIFIEO ERYTHEMATOUS CONCITIflNS
OTHER SPECIFIEO ERYTHEHATOUS CONDITIONS
uNSPECIFIEO ERYTHEHATOUS CONOITION
PSORIASIS ANO SIMILAR OISOROERS
PSORIATIC ARTHROPATHY





PRURITUS ANO RELATEO CONO1TIONS
PRURITUS ANI
PRURITUS OF GENITAL ORGANS
PRURIGO
LICHEN 1FICATION ANO LICHEN SIMPLEX CHRONICIJS
OERHATITIS FACT ITIA (ART EFACTA)
uNSPECIFIED PRURITIC OISOROER
CURNS ANO CALLOSITIES





OTHER A8tiORiiAL GRANULATION TISSUE
OThER SPECIFIEO HYPERTROPHIC ANO ATROPHIC CCNOITIGh S OF SKIN




OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF NAIL
UNSPECIFIEO OISEASE OF NAIL





OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF HAIR ANO HAIR FOLLICLES
uNSPECIFIED OISEASE OF HAIR ANO HAIR FOLLICLES
OISOROERS OF SHEAT GLANOS
PRICKLY HEAT
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS Of SHEAT GLANOS
OYSHIOROSIS
HIORAOENXTIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF SIAEAT GLANOS
OISEASES OF SE8ACEOUS GLANOS
OTHER ACNE
Setaceous CYST
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES OF SEdACEOUS GLANOS
CHRONIC ULCER OF SKIN
0ECLN31TUS ULCER
ULCER OF LOHER LIMBS, EXCEPT 0ECU81TUS ULCER
CHRONIC ULCER OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES




WZTICARIA OUE TO COLO ANO HEAT
OTHER SPECIFIEO URTICARIA
uNSPECIFIED URTICARIA





























































SCAR CdhOITIUNS ANO F1dROSIS OF SKIN
DEGENERATIvE SKIN OISOROERS
FOREIGN LIOOY GRANULOHA OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF SKIN
UNSPECIFIED DISOROER OF SKIN ANO SULiCUTANEOIJS TISSIJE
OISEASES OF TtIE HUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEH ANO CONNECTIVE TISSUE






OThER SPliCIFIEO 01 FFUS6 OISEASES OF CONNECTIVE TISSUE
uNSPECIFIED OIFFUSE CONNECTIVE TISSUE OISEASE
ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE HITH INFECTIONS
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS, SITE UNSPECIFXEO
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING UPPER ARH
PYOGEh IC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING FOREARH
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING HANO
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING PELVIC REGIOh ANO THIGH
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING LOHER LEG
PYOGEtilC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOGT
PYOGENIC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
PYOGEh IC ARTHRITIS INVOLVING HULTIPLE SITES
ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE HITH REITERti S OISEASE ANO
NONSPECIFIC URETHRITIS
AR THROPATHY INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES ASSOCIATEO h’ITH
REITER9S OISEASE ANO NONSPECIFIC URETHRITIS
AflTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE uITH OTHER BACTERIAL OISEASES
ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING LOHER LEG ASSOCIATE tsXTH OTHER
BACTERIAL OISEASES
ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE nITH OTHER INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC
OISEASES
ARTHKOPATHY, SITE uNSPgCIFIEO, AS. WCIATEO HITH OTHER
INFECTIOUS ANIZ PARASITIC OISEASES
UNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS
UNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS, SITE UNSPECIFIED
UNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS INVOLVING UPPER ARM
UNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS INVOLVING HANO
LNSPECIFIEO Inflictive ARTHRITIS INVOLVING PELvIC REGION ANO
THIbli
lJNSPECIFItO INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS INVOLVING LO!4ER LEG
uNSPECIFIED INFECTIVE ARTHRITIS INVGLVIhG ANKLE ANO FCOT
CRYSTAL ARTHRUPATHIES
CHONLIROCALCINOSIS OUE TO OICALCIUH PHOSPHATE CRYSTALS
CHONUROCALCINOSIS, OUE TO OICALCIUH PHOSPHATE CRYSTALS,
INVOLVING LOHER LEG
CHCNL)ROCALCINOSIS, OUE TO PYROPHOSPHATE CRYSTALS
CHGNURCCALCINOSIS, OUE TO PYROPIW5PHATE CRYSTALSS
INVtZLVINL. uNSPECIFIED SITE
CHONURCCALCINOSIS, OUE TO PYROPHOSPhATE CRYSTALS, INVliLVING
FOREARH






IN VULVING SHOLILOER REGIUN
CHGNORGCALCINOSIS, CAUSE UNSPECIFIED, INVtiLVING LOkER LEG
CHGNUKOCALCINOSIS, CAUSE UNSPECIFIED, INVOLVING ANKLE AhO FOOT
UTHkR SPECIFIEO CRYSTAL ARTHROPATHIES
oTHER SPkCIFItO CRYSTAL ARTHROPATHIES INVliLVING UPPER ARM
UNSPECIFIti O CRYSTAL ARTHRUPATHY
UNSPECIFIED CKYSTAL AK THKGPATHY, SITE UNSPtCIFIEC
UNSPkCIFIEO CRYSTAL ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING FOREARH
ARTHMJPAThY AS SOCIATkO HITH UTh ER UISOROERS CLASSIFIED
ELSEHHERE



















































ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE HITH HEHATOLOGICAL OISOROERS
ARTHROPATHY AsSOCIATE UITH NEUROLOGICAL CXSOROERS
ARTHROPATHY ASSOCIATE 141TH OTHER CONOITIONS CLASSIFIABLE
ELSEHHERE
RHEUHATOIO ARTHRITIS ANO OTHER 1NFLAMMAT0R% PGLYARTHROPATHIES
RHEUHATOIO ARTHRITIS
FELTY*S sYNOROHE
OTHER RHEUtiATOIO ARTHRITIS wITH vISCERAL OR SYSTEMIC
INVOLVE14ENT
JUVENILE CHRONIC POLYARTHRITIS
CHRONIC OR UNSPECIFIED POLYARTICULAR JUVENILE RHEuMATOID
ARTHRITIS
ACUTE POLYARTICULAR JUVENILE RHEu14ATOX0 ARTHRITIS
CHRONIC POSTRHEWIATIC ARTHROPATHY
OTHER SPECIFIEO INFLAHHATORY POLYARTHROPATHIES
RHEUMATOXO LUNG
UNSPECIFIED INFLAHHATORY POLYARTHROPATHY
OSTEOARTHROSIS ANO ALLIEO OISOROERS
OSTEOARTHROSIS, GENERALIZE
OSTEOARTHROSIS, GENERALIZE, INVOLVING lJNSPECIFIEC SITE
OSTEOARTHROSIS, GENERAL fZEOs INVOLVING HANO
OSTEOARTHROSIS, GENERAL IZEO, INVOLVING MzLTIPLE SITES
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCAL IZEO, PRIMARY
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCAL IZEO, PRIHARY, INVGLVING SHGULOER REGION
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO; PRIHARY; INVCLVING FOREARM
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, PRIHARY, INVOLVING HAhO
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, PRIHARY, lNVGLVING PELVIC REGION
ANO THIGH
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCAL 12E0, PRIHARY, INVOLVING LOli ER LEG
OSTEOARTHRUSIS, LOCAL 12E0, PRIHARY, INVGLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCAL IZEO, PRIMARY, INVOLVING GTHER SPECIFItO
SITES
OS TEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, SECONOARY
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCAL ILEO, SEC GNOARY, IN VCLVING bhSPECIFIEO
S1T6
----
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, SECONOARY, lNVGLVING hANO
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCAL IZEO, SECONOARY, INVCLVING PELVIC REGIGN
ANO THIGH
OSTEdARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, SECONOARY, INVOLVING LOh ER LEb
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, SECONOARY, IhVGLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, SECONOARY, INVOLVJNG GTHER SPECIFIEO
SITES-----
OS TEOARTHROSIS. LOCALIZEO. NOT SPECIFIEO IiHETHER
PRIMARY OR SECONOARY
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCAL IZEO, NOT sPECIFIEO hHEThER
PRINARY OR SECONOARY, INVOLVINIJ UNSPECIFIED SITE
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCAL IZEO, NOT sPECIFIEO hHEThER
PRIHARY OR SECONOARY, INVOLVING SHOULOER REG1ON
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, NOT SPECIFIEO HHETHER
PRIMARY UR SECONOARY, INVOLVING UPPER ARH
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEU, NOT SPECIFIkO hHETHER
PRIHARY OR SECONOARY, IN VGLVING FOREARH
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, NOT sPECIFIEO kHETHER
PRIHARY OR SECONOARY, IN VOLVINIJ HANO
OSTEOARTHROSIS, LGCALIZEO, NOT SPECIFIEO hHEThER
PRIHARY OR SECONOARY, INVOLVING PELVIC REG1ON ANO THIGH
GSTEOARTHROSIS, LOCALIZEO, NOT SPECIFIEO wHEThER
PRIMARY OR SECONOARY, INVOLVING LOHEK Ltii
OSTEOARTHRUSIS. LOCALIZED. NOT sPECIFIEO hHfi THER
PRIMARY OR SECUNOARY, INVOLVING ANKLE AhC FOGT
OSTEOARTHROSISS LOCALXZEO, NOT SPECIFIEO hHETHER
PRIHARY OR SECONOARY, INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
OSTEOARTHROSIS INVOLVING OR HITH MENTION GF HORk ThAN
ONE SITk, BUT NOT SPECIFIEO AS GENERALIZE
GSTEOARTHRGSIS INvOLVING OR i+ITH MENTION CF HGRE THAN
ONE SITE, L3UT NOT SPECIFIEO AS GENERALIzE, ANO
INVOLVING UNSPECIFIED SITE
GSTEOARTHROSIS INvOLVING OR WITH MENTION GF HULTIPLE SITES,
MIT NOT SPECIFIEO AS GENERALIZE
OS TEGARTHROSIS, UNSPECIFIEO HHETHER tiENtRALIZkO GR LOCALIZEO
GSTEOARTHKOSIS. UNSPECIFIEO ‘11’HETHER GENERALIZtO CR LOCALIZEO.
INVOLVING UNSPECIFIED SITE



































































US7ELZAR7HROS1S, uNSPECIFIED HHETHER GENER.ALIZEO CR LOCALIZEO,
INVOLVING UPPER ARM
GSIEOAITTHROSIS, uNSPECIFIED HhETHER GENERALIZEO GR LOCALIZEO,
INVOLVING FOREARM
GSTEOARTHROSIS, uNSPECIFIED wHETHER GENERALIZE CR
LOCAL IZEO, INVOLVING HANO
CSTEOARTHROSIS, uNSPECIFIED HHETHER GENERAL ZZEO OR LOCAL IZEO,
lhVOLVINb PELvIC REGION ANO THIGH
GSTEOARTHROSIS, UNSPECIFIED HHETHER GENERALIZEO CR
LOCAL IZEO, INVOLVING LOHER LEG
OSTEUARTHROSIS, uNSPECIFIED HHETHER GENERALIZE OR
LOCAL IZEU, INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
oSTEOARTHROSIS, UNSPECIFIEO HhETHER GENERALIZE CR LOCALIZED,
INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEU SITES
OTHER ANO UN SPECIFIED AR THROPATHIES
KASCHIN-BECK OISEASE
KASCHIN-MECK DISEASE INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES
TRAUMATIC ARTHROPATHY
TRAUHATIC ARTEiROPATHY, SITE UNSPECIFIED
TRAEJuAilc ARTHRopATHY INVOLVING sH0uL06R REGION
TRAUMATIC ARTHROPATHY lhVOLVING FOREARM
THALN4ATIC ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING HANO
TRAuMATIC ARTHRLZPATHY INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
TRALN4AT1C AR7HROPATHY INVOLVING LO!+ER LEG
TRAUMATIC ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
TRAUMATIC ARTHROPA7HY INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
CLIMACTERIC ARTHRITIS
CLIMACTERIC AR TH171TIS INVOLVING PELVIC REG1ON ANO THIGH
TRANSIENT ARTHROPATHY
TRANSIEt4T ARTHROPATtEY, SITE uNSPECIFIEO
uNSPECIFIED POLYARTHROPATHY OR POLYARTHRITIS
uNSPECIFIED POLYARTHROPATHY OR POLYARTHRITIS, SITE UNSPECIFIED
bNSPti CIFIEU POLYARTHROPATHY OR POLYARTHRITIS INVOLVING
LOh ER LEG
UNSPLCIFIEO PJLYARTHROPATHY OR POLYARTHRITIS INVOLVING
ANKLE ANO FOOT
uNSPECIFIED POLYARTHROPATHY OR POLYARTHRITIS INVGLVING
MULTIPLE SITES
UNSPECIFIEO HONOARTHRITIS
uNSPECIFIEO MONOARTHRITIS, SITE UNSPECIFIEO
uNSPECIFIEO MONOARTliRITIS INVOLVING SHOULOER REGIGN
UNSPECIFIEO MONOARTHRITIS INVOLVING UPPER ARH
UNSPECIFItO HONOARTHRITIS INVOLVING FOREARM
UNSPECIFIEO FIONOARTHRITIS INVOLVING HANO
bNSPECIF1kO HONOARTHRITIS INvOLVING PELVIC REGIOh ANO THIGH
UNSPECIFIED fiONOARTHRITIS INVOLVING LOWER LEG
LINSPECIFIEO HONOARTHRITIS INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
IJNSPECIFIEO 140NOARTHRITIS INvOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
OTHER SPECIFIEO AR THROPATHY
OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY, NO SITE SPECIFIEO
OTHER SPECIFIEO ARThROPATHY INVOLVING SHOIILOER REGION
OTHER SPECIFIEO AR THROPATHY INVOLVING FOR EAR14
OTHER SPtCIFIEO ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING HANO
OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING LOWER LEG
OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY 1NVOLV1N6 OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
ONSPECIFIEO ARTtERLIPATHY
IzNSPECIFIEO AR THROPATHY, SITE UNSPECIFIED
bNSPECIFIEO ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING ShOULOER REGIOh
LtLSPk CIFIEO AR THROPATHY INVOLVING UPPER ARH
UNSPECIFIED AR THROPATHY INVOLVING FOREARM
EJNSPECIFIEO AR THROPATHY INVOLVING HAliO
uNSPECIFIED AR THROPATHY INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
bNSPECIFZEO AR THROPATHY INVOLVING LOhER LEG
EJNSPECIFIEO AR THROPATHY INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
LINSPECIFIEO AR THROPATHY INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
uNSPECiFIEO ARTHROPATHY INVOLVING HULTIPLE SITES
INTERNAL 0ERANGE14ENT OF KNEE
LLO BUCKET HANOLE TEAR cIF HEOIAL 14EN1SCUS
OERANGEHENT OF ANT ER1OR HORN OF HEOIAL MENISCUS
0ERAN6EHENT OF PGSTER1OR HORh OF MEOIAL MENISCUS
LITHER ANO EJNSPECIFIEO DERANGEMENT OF 14EOIAL MENISCUS
DERANGEMENT OF LATERAL HEhl SCUS
DERANGEMENT OF LATERAL MENISCUS, UNSPECIFIED




































































OERANGEHENT OF ANTERIOR HGRN OF LATERAL HEN ISCUS
OERANGEHENT OF POSTERIOR HGRN OF LATERAL 14EN ISCUS
0ERANGEt4ENT OF HEN ISCUS, NOT EL SEEiHERE CLASSIFIED
LOOSE BOOY IN KNEE
CHGNOROHALACIA OF PATELLA
OTHER INTERNAL OERANGE!IENT OF KNEE
OLO O1SRUPTION OF LATERAL COLLATERAL LIGAUENT
OLO O1SRUPTION OF HEOIAL COLLATERAL LIGAHENT
OLO OISRUPTION OF ANTERIOR CROCI ATE LIGAMENT
OTHER INTERNAL OERANGEHENT OF KNEE
UNSPECIFIEO ItiTERNAL OERANGEHENT OF KNEE
OTHER DERANGEMENT OF JOINT
ART ICULAR CARTILAGE OISOROER
ARTICULAR CARTILAGE OISOROER INVOLVING SHLULOER REGIOh
ARTICEJLAR CARTILAGE OISOROER INVOLVING LPPER ARM
ART ICULAR CARTILAGE OISOROER INVOLVING FOREARM
ARTICULAR CAR71LAGE OISOROER INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOLTT
ART ICULAR CARTILAGE OLSOROER INVOLVING GTHER SPECIFIEO
Loos6 aooy IN JOINT
LOOSE BOOY IN JOINT OF SHOULOER KEG ION
LOGSE BOOY ZN uPPER ARH JOINT
LOOSE BOOY IN HANO JOINT
LOOSE BOOY IN JOINT OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
LOOSE BOOY IN ANKLE ANO FOCT JOINT
PATHOLOGICAL OISLOCATION
PATHOLOGICAL OISLOCATION GF HAhO JOINT
PATHOLOGICAL OISLOCATION CF JOINT OF LO!4ER LEG
PATHOLOGICAL OISLOCATION OF ANKLE ANO FGOT JOINT
PATHOLOGICAL OISLOCATION GF JCINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO S1
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF JO1fvT
RECURRENT OISLOCATION OF JOINT OF ShGULOER REGION
RECURRENT OISLOCATION OF UPPER ARM JOINT
RECURRENT OISLOCATION OF FOREARM JOINT
RECURRENT OISLOCATION OF JOINT OF PELVIC REG1ON ANO THI
RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF LGEiER LEG JOINT
RECURRENT OISLOCATION OF ANKLE ANO FOOT JGINT
RECURRENT OISLOCATION OF JCINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEC SITES
CONTRACTURE OF JOINT
CONTRACTURE OF JOINT, SITE UNSPECIFIED
CONTRACTURE OF uPPER ARH JOINT
CONTRACTIJRE OF FOREARM JUINT
CONTRACTURE OF HANO JOINT
CONTRACTURE OF JGINT OF PELVIC REG1ON ANO THIGH
CONTRACTIJRE OF LO HER LEG JGINT
CONTRACTLIRE OF ANKLE ANO FIiOT JOINT
CONTRACTEJRE OF JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
CONTRACTIJRE OF JGINT LTF HuLTIp LE slTEs
ANKYLOSIS OF JOINT
ANKYLOSIS OF JOINT, SITE lJNSPECIFIEC
ANKYLOSIS OF JOINT OF SHOULOER REG1ON
ANKYLGSIS OF UPPER ARM JOINT
ANKYLOSIS OF FOREARH JOINT
ANKYLOSIS OF HANO JOINT
ANKYLOSIS OF JOINT OF PELVIC REGION ANO ThIGh
ANKYLOSIS OF LOHER LEG JOINT
ANKYLOSIS OF ANKLE ANO FOOT JOINT
ANKYLGSIS OF JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEG SITES
UNSPECIFIEO INTRAPELVIC PROTRUS1ON OF ACk TAOIJLUM
UNSPECIFIED lNTRAPELVIC PROTRUSION OF ACEiTAaULbM OF
PELVIC REGION ANo THIGH
T OERANGEHENT, NOT ELSE!4HERE CLASS IFIEO
(OT ELSE14HERE CL ASS IF IEO,





OTHER JOINT DERANGEMENT, I
--------
OERANGEHkNT, NOT ELSEIIHERE CLASSIFIED,
OREARH








NT DERANGEMENT, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASS IFIEO,
ELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
DERANGEMENT. NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED.
OHER LEG
OERANGEHENT, NOT ELSE!+HERE CL ASS IFIEC,
-----INVOLVING ANKL6 Atiu FUUI



























uNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF JOINT OF SHOULOER REG1ON
..99
INViJLVING OTHER SPECIFIED SITES
07 HER JOINT 0ERANGE14ENT, NOT ELSEkHERE CLASSIFIED!
INvOLVING MULTIPLE SITES
uNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF HANO JOINT
UNSPECIFIEO DISOROER OF JOINT OF PELVIC REGION AtiO ThlGh
UNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF LOhER LEG JOINT
uNSPECIFIED OISOROER OF ANKLE ANO FOOT JO ItAT
bNSPECIFIEO OISOROER OF JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES































UNSPECIFIEO OERANGE14ENT OF JOINT
uNSPECIFIEO DERANGEMENT 3F JOINT OF SHOULCER REG1ON
UNSPECIFIED OERANGEHENT OF JOINT OF PtLvlc REGIOtI ANO
UNSPECIFIED OERANGEHENT OF ANKLfi ANo FOOT JOINT
uNSPECIFIED OERANGEHENT OF JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO S1
LiTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO OISOROtRS OF JOINT
EFFuSION OF JOINT
EFFUSION OF JOINT, SITE uNSPECIFIED
EFFUSION OF JOINT OF SHOULOER REGION
EFFuSION OF UPPER ARH JOINT
EFFuS1ON OF HANO JOINT




SACROILIXTISJ NOT ELSEhHERE CLASSIFIED
uNSPECIFIED INFLAHHATGRY SPONOYLOPATHY
SPGNOYLOSIS ANO ALLf EO OISOROERS
CERVICAL SPONOYLOSIS HITHOUT MYELOPATHY
CERVICAL SPONOYLOSIS hITH FIYELOPATHY
THORACIC SPONOYLOSIS !41THOUT HYELOPATHY
LuHBOSACRAL SPONOYLOSIS hIThOUT HYELOPATHY
THORACIC OR LUMBAR SPONOYLOSIS !41TH 14YELoPATHY
SPONOYLOSIS HITH HYELdPATHy* THoRAc Ic REGIoN
SPONOYLOSIS HITH MYELOPATHY* LUHbAR REGIoN
ANKYLOSING VERTEBRAL HYPE ROSTOSIS
TRAuMATIC SPONOYLOPATHY
SPONOYLOSIS OF uNSPECIFIED SITE
SPONOYLOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE !41THOUT MENTION OF MYELGPATHY
SPONOYLOSIS OF UNSPECIFIC SITE HITH f4YELIiPATHY
INTERVERTEi3RAL OISC OISOROERS
OISPLACEHENT OF CERVICAL IN TERVERTEFSRAL OISC klTHOLT
HYELOPATHY
OISPLACEHEhT OF THORACIC OR LUH8AR INTERvERTEBRAL OISC
HITHOUT MYELOPATHY
OISPLACEHENT OF LUMBAR INTERVERTEBRAL GISC hITHoIJT MYEL CPATHY
OISPLACEHENT OF THORACIC INTERVERTEBRAL OISC MI THGUT HYkLOPATH
OISPLACEHENT OF lNTERVERTELTRAL OISC* slTE uNsp EcIFIEo T
HITHOUT HYELOPATHY
SChHORL” S NOOES
SCHHORL*S NOOES OF THoRACIC REGION
DEGENERATION OF CERVICAL INTERvERTEBRAL OISC
DEGENERATION OF THORACIC OR LUMBAR lNTERVERTEdRAL CISC
DEGENERATION OF THORACIC OR THORACOLLN4BAR IN TERVERT&MKAL OISC
DEGENERATION OF LUHiIAR OR LUHBOSACRAL INTERVERTEBRAL DISC
DEGENERATION OF INTERvERTEBRAL OIsC; SITE uhsp EcIFIEo
INTERVERTEBRAL OISC OISOROER kITH HYELOPATHY
INTERVERTEBRAL OISC oISOKOER 141TH MYELOPATHY, CERVICAL REGION
INTERVERTEBRAL OISC OISOROER hITH HYELoPAIHyr THGRAc Ic RE61cN
INTERVERTEBRAL OISC OISOROER h’ITH MYELOPATHY, LuMBAR REGION
POSTLAHINECTOHY SYNOROHE
POSTLAHINECTOHY SYNOROHE OF uNSPECIFIED REGION
POSTLAtlIhECTdMY SYNOROHE OF CERVICAL RkGIGN
pOsTLAflINEcTOHy SYNOROHE OF THORACIC REGIGN
POSTLAHINECTOHY SYNOROHE OF LUMBAR REGION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISC OISOROER
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISC OISOROER OF uNSPECIFIEO RkGICtI
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO DISC OISOROER OF CERVICAL REGION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISC OISOROER OF THGRACIC REb IOh
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED oISC OISOROER OF LbHHAR REGIOh
IJTHER U1S17ROERS OF CtRVICAL R.%1ON
SPINAL STENOSIS IN CERVICAL REGION
CERVICAL~T&
EFFUSION OF LOHER LEG JOINT
EFFuSION OF ANKLE ANO FOOT JOINT
EFFUSION OF JOINT OF HULTIPLE SITES
HEHARTHROSIS
HEHARThROSIS, SITE UNSPECIFIED
hERARTHROSIS INVOLVING SHOULOER REGION
hEHARTHROSIS INVOLVING UPPER ARM
tiE14ARTHROSIS INVOLVING PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
HEHARTHROSIS INVOLVING LOUER LEG
HEHARTHROSIS INvOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
VI LLONOOULAR SYNOVITIS






VI LLONOOULAIl SYNOVITIS INVOLVING FOREARFI
VI LLONOO(ILAR SYNOVITIS INvOLVING HANO
vILLONOOIILAR SYNOVITIS INvOLVING PELVIC REGIOh ANO THIGH
vILLONOObLAR SYNOVITIS INVOLVING LOhER LEG








PAL INOROHIC RHEUMATISM, SITE UNSPECIFIED
PAL INOROHIC RHEUHATISH INVOLVING PELVIC REGIOh ANO THIGH


























PAIN IN JOINT, sITE UNSPiSCIFIEO
























JOINT INVOLVING UPPER ARM
JOINT INVOLVING FOREARH
JoINT INVOLVING HANO
JOINT INVOLVING PELVIC RtGION ANO THIGH
JOINT INVOLVING LOHER LEG
JOINT INvOLVING ANKLE ANO FOGT
JOINT INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES







STIFFNESS OF JOINT, NOT ELSEMHERE CLASSIFIED
STIFFNESS OF JOINT, NUT ELSEliHERE CLASSIFIED, INVC/LVIhG
SHOULOER REGION
STIFFNESS OF JOINT, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED, INVCLVING HAhO
STIFFNESS OF JOINT, NOT tLSEHHERE CLASS IFIkO, INVOLVING PELvIC
REGION ANO THIGH




sTIFFNESS OF JOINT* NOT ELSE!4HERE CLASS IF1tO. MVCLVING GTHER
SPECIFIED SITES
OTHER SYHPTOI’IS REFERABLE TO JOINT
OTHER SYMPTOMS RkFERALiLE TO JOINT, SITE bNSPECIFIEO
.0
.1 . . . ..
CERVICOCRANIAL SYNOROHE
CERVICOBRACHIAL SYNORGHE (O IFFUSE)
8& ACHIAL NEURITIS OR RAu ICULITIS N05
TORT ICOLLIS, UNSPECIFItO
OTHtR SYNOROHES AFFECTING CERVICAL REGION




















OTHER SYWTOMS KEFERAMLE TO FOREARH JOINT
OTHEK SYHPTOHS tLEFERAMLE TG JOINT OF PELVIC KEGXGN ANO ThIGH
OTHtR SYMPTOMS REFEIcAMLE TO LOntR LEG JOIhT






DIFFICULTY IN klALKING INVOLVING JOINT* SITE UtlSPtCIFItO
DIFFICULTY IN HALKING INVOLVINL. LOHER LEG JOIhT
JTMER SPECIFIED uISOKOERS OF JLIINT
REFERABLE TO NECK
UTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISOROERS OF BACK
SPINAL STENOSIS, OTHER THAN CERVIcAL
SPINAL STENOSIS OF uNSPELIFIEO REbl ON
SPINAL STENOSIS OF THORACIC REGION
SPINAL STENOSIS OF LUUf.lAR REGION
SPINAL STENOSIS OF OTHER RkGION





OTHEK” SPECi FIEO OISOKOtRS OF JOINT? SITE UhSPECIFIEO
oTHEk SPECIFIEO OISUROtRS GF JOINT OF SHtWLOLIR REGION
OTHkK SPECIFIELI OISOROERS OF JOINT OF PtiLVIC REGION ANU ThIGH
liTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS LF LUMER LEG JuINT
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF ANKLE ANO FOOT JOINT
UNSPECIFIEO OISOKISER tiF JOINT
























































































GTHER GISOROERS OF COCCYX
OTHER SY14PTOHS REFERA8LE TO BACK
LITHER utPSPECIFIEO BACK 01 S0170EtcS
POLYMYALGIA KHEuMATICA
PtRIPh ERAL ENTHESOPATHIES At40 ALLIEo SYtiGRGM6S
AUHESIVE CAP SULITIS OF SHOULUER
RGTATOR CUFF SYNLIROMk UF SHOULOER ANO ALLIEC OISORCERS
OISOROERS OF BLIRSAE AND TEhOONS IN SHOULOER
RtGIGN, uNSPECIFIEO
CALCIFYING TEtiOINITIS OF SHOULOER
BICIPITAL TENOSYNOVITIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF 8uRSAE ANO TENOGNS IN SHOIJLOER
REGION
0TH6R AFFECTIONS OF SHLULOER REGION, NGT EL SEHHERE CLASS IFItO
EN THESOPATHY OF ELtIOH REGION




EN THESOPATHY OF HRIST ANO CARPUS
kNTHESOPATHY OF HIP REGION
EN THESOPATHY OF KNEE
ENTHESOPATHY OF KNEE, UNSPECIFIEO
PES ANSERINUS TENDINITIS OR BURSITIS
PATELLAR TENDINITIS
PREPATELLAR 6URSITIS
OThER ENTHESGPATHY OF KNEE
EtITHESOPATHY OF ANKLE ANO TARSUS
ENTHESGPATHY OF ANKLE ANO TARSUS, UNSPECIFIC
ACHILLES BURSITIS OR TENO1h ITIS
TIBIALIS TEN GINITIs
CALCANEAL SPUR
GTHER ENTHESOPATHY OF ANKLE ANO TARSUS
OTHER PERIPHERAL EN THESOPATHIES
uNSPECIFIEO ENThESOPATHY
ENTHESGPATHY OF UNSPECIFIEO SITE
EXGSTOSIS OF UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER OISOROERS OF SYNOVIUH, TENOON, ANO i3URSA
SYhOVITIS ANO TENOSYNOVITIS
SYNOVITIS ANO TENOSYNOVITIS, UNSPEC161E0
SYNOVITIS ANO TENOSYNOVITIS IN OISEASES CLASS IFIEO ELSEhHERE
GIANT CELL TuFIOR OF TENOON SHEATH
TRIGb ER FINGER (ACCIUIREO)
RAOIAL STYLOIO TENOSYNOVITIS
OTHER TENOsyNOVITxs OF HANO ANO kRIST
TENOSYNOVITIS OF FOOT ANO ANKLE
OTHER SYNOVITIS ANO TENOSYNOVITIS
UUNION
OTHER BURSITIS OISOROERS
GAhGLIiSN ANO CYST OF SYNOVIUH, TENOON, ANO 8URSA
SYNOVIAL CYST, UNSPECIFIED
GANGL1ON OF JOINT
GANGLIGN OF TENOON SHEATH
GANGLION, UNSPECIFIED
RUPTURE GF SYNOVIUH
RUPTURE OF SYNOVIUf4, UNSPECIFIED
SYNOVIAL CYST qF POPLITEAL SPACE
RUPTURE OF TENOON, NON TRAUHATXC
COMPLETE RUPTURE OF ROTATOR CUFF, NONTRACJ14ATIC
NONTRALJIATIC RUPTURE OF TENOONS OF BICEPS (LONG HEAO)
NONTRAUHATIC RuPTURE OF EXTENSOR TENOONS OF HANO ANO hRIST
NONTRALMATIC RUPTURE OF FLEXOR TENOONS OF HANO ANO kiRIST
[
NONTRALN4ATIC RUPTURE OF GUAORICEPS TENOGN
NONTRAUHATIC RUPTURE OF PAT ELLAR TENDON
hONTRAW4ATIC RUPTURE OF OTHER TEhOON
OTHER OISOROERS OF SYNOVIUH, TENOON, ANO BURSA
CONTRACTURE OF TENOON (sHEATH)
CALCIUH OEPOSITS IN TENDON ANO tluRSA
OTHER OISOROERS OF SYNOVIUM, TENOON, ANO BURSA
UNSPECIFIEO OISOROER OF SYNOVIUM, TENOON, ANO ilURSA






































































flUSCULAR CALCIFICATION ANO O.SSIFICATIOiI
CAt_CIFICATIGN ANO OSSIFICATION, UNSPECIFICO
TRAUMATIC MYOSITIS OSSIFICANS
POSTOPERATIVE HE TEROTOPIC CALCIFICATIOk
MUSCbLAR MASTING ANIJ OISUSE ATROPHY, NL17 EL SEUHERE CLASS IF Il10
OTHER SPECIFIC MUSCLE dISOROERS
LAXITY GF LIGAMENT
CCINTRACTURE OF PAL!lAR FASCIA
OTHER FIBRG14ATUSES OF MUSCLE, LIGAMENT, AhO FASCIA
PLANTAR FASCIAL FICIROMATOSIS
OTh ER F10tiOt4ATOSES OF MuSCLE, LIGAMEhT, A&O FASCIA
OTHER OISOROERS OF MuSCLE, LIGAMENT, ANO FASCIA
FOREIGN 800Y GRANULGt4A OF MUSCLE
OIASTASIS OF MUSCLE
SPASM OF MUSCLE
OTHER OISOROER OF HUSCLE, L16At4ENT, ANO FASCIA
uNSPECIFIEO OISOROER OF HuSCLE, LIGAHkhT, ANO FASCIA
OTHER OISOROERS OF SOFT TISSUES
RHEUHATISFl, uNSPECIFIED, ANO FIMROSITIS
MYALGIA ANO FiYOSITIS, UNSPECIFIED
NEURALGIA, NEURITIS, ANO RA171CUL1T1S, UNSPECIFIEO
PAtiNICULITIS, UNSPECIFIEO
PANNICULITIS. UNSPECIFIECI SITE
HYPERTRGPHY OF FAT PAO. lCNkti
PANNICULITLS AFFECTING” OTHkK SITES
FASCIITIS, UNSPECIFIEO
PAIN IN L1H8
RESIOUAL FOREIGh ,900Y IN SOFT TISSUE
OTHER MUSCIJLOSKELETAL SYMPTOMS REFERA8LE TO LIHBS
SMELLING oF Llf48
CRAMP OF LIHB
GTHER HuSCULOSKELETAL SYMPTOMS REFERAd LE Tu LIt4BS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO OISOROERS OF SOFT TISSUE
OSTEOMYELITIS, PER1OSTITIS, ANO UThtiR INFECTIONS lNVGLVING HONE
ACUTE 0STECJ4YEL1TIS
ACUTE GSTEOHYELITIS, SITC bNSPECIFIEO
ACUTE 0STEOt4YELi TlS 1NVOLVIN6 HANO
ACIJTE OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING PELVIC REGICN ANO ThIGH
ACUTE OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING LOkER LEG
ACUTE OSTEOHYELITIS INVOLVING AhKLE ANO FCUT
ACIJTE OSTEOMYELITIS lNVOLV1hG OTHER SPECIFLEO SITES
ACUTE GSTEOHYELITLS INVOLVING HuLTIPLE SITES
CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS
CHRONIC GSTEOHYELITIS, SITE UhSPtCIF1kO
CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING uPPER ARH
CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING FOREARM
CHRONIC OSTEOHYELITIS INvOLVING HANO
CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVIhG PELVIC REGION AhG THIGH
CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING LOHER LEG
CHRONIC OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING ANKLE ANO FOOT
CHRONIC GSTEOHYELITIS INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
UNSPECIFIEO OSTEOMYELITIS
IJNSPECIFIEO OSTEOHYELITIS, SITE uNSPECIFIEO
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS IhVOLVING SHOIJLGER REG1ON
(lNSPECIFIEO OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING UPPER ARH
UNSPECIFIED OSTEGMYELITIS IhVOLVING FOREARM
UNSPECIFIEII OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING HANO
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING PELVIC REGIOh ANO THIGH
bNSPECIFIEO OSTEOMYELITIS INVOLVING LOUER LEG
UNSPECIFIEO OSTEOHYELITIS INVOLVING AhKLE ANO FOOT
IJNSPECIFIEO 0STEO14YEL1TIS INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOHYELITIS INVOLVING MULTIPLE SITES
PERIOSTITIS HITHOUT MENTION OF OSTEOMYELITIS
PER IOSTITIS, hlTHOUT f4ENTICIN OF GSTEOHYELITIS, IhvOLVING
LOMER LEG
OSTEOPATHY RESULTING FROM POLIOMYELITIS
OSTEOPATHY RESULTING FROH POLIOMYELITIS, INVOLVING SHOIJLOER
FEEG1ON
OTHER INFECTIONS INVOLVING BONE IN OISEASES CLASS IFIEO
ELSE!4HERE
OTHER INFECTIONS INVOLVING 80NE IN OISEASES CLASSIFIED
ELSEHHERE, SITE UNSPECIFIED
OTHER INFECTIOhS INVOLVING BONE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES










































































UNSPECIFIED INFECTION OF 130NE
uNSPECIFIEO INFECTION OF BOtiE, SITE LJNSPECIFIEO
UNSPECIFIED INFECTIGN OF LIGhE OF PELVIC REGION ANO THIGH
12STEITIS OEFORHANS ANO OSTEOPATHIES ASSOCIATE HITH OTHER
uISOROERS CLASSIFIED ELSEHHERE
0STE171S OEFORHANS hITH12UT llEhTION OF BONE TUHOR
HYPERTROPHIC PULHONARY OS TEOARTHROPATHY
OTHER dONE ItAVOLVEHENT IN oISEASES CLASSIFIED ELSEhHERE
USTEOCHONOROPATHIES
JUVENILE OSTEOCHONOROSIS OF HIP ANO PELVIS
NGNTRAUFIATIC SLIPPED IJPPER FEHURAL EPIPHYSIS
JuVENILE OSTEOCHONOROSIS OF uPPER EXTREHITY
JUVENILE OSTEIJCHONOROSIS OF LOHER EXTREH17Y, EXCLUOING FOOT
JUVENILE OSTEOCHONOROSIS OF FOOT
LIST EOCHONORITIS OISSECANS
OTHER SPECIFIEO FORHS OF OSTEOCHONOROPATHY
UNSPECIFIED OSTEOCHONOROPATHY












AS EP71C NECROSIS OF MONE
ASEPTIC NECROSIS OF dONE, SITE UNSPECIFIEO
ASEPTIC tkkCROSIS OF HEAO OF HUHERUS
ASEPTIC NECROSIS OF HEAO ANO NECK OF FEHUR
ASEPTIC NECROSIS OF FIEOIAL FEMORAL CONOYLE
ASEPTIC NECROSIS OF TALUS




HALUh ION AM NONUNION OF FRACTURE
HALUNION OF FRACTURk
hONUNION OF FRACTURE
uTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED OISOROkRS GF BONE ANO CARTILAGE
OISOROER OF BONE ANO CARTILAGE, UNSPECIFIED
ARREST OF BONE 0EVELOP14ENT OR GROIATH
CHONOROIIALACIA
CTHER OISOROERS OF BONE ANO CARTILAGE
FLAT FOOT




OTHER HAMHER 7LTE (ACULIIRkO)
CLAM 70E (AcGuxREO)
OThER ACblUIREO OEFORHITIES OF TOE
UNSPtCIFiEO ACQUIREO DEFORMITY OF TOE
OTHER ACUUIREO OEFORHITIES OF LIMBS
ACLiUIREO OtFGRHITIES OF FOREARM, EXCLUOING FINGERS
bNSPECIFIEO OEFORHITY OF FOREARH, EXCLULIhb FINGERS (ACCUIREO)
CUMITbS VARUS (ACCIUIREO)
VALGUS OEFGITHITY OF !4RIST (AC QUIREO)
!+RIST OROP (AC QUIREO)
GTHER ACUUIREO OEFUMHITIES OF FUREARH, EXCLUOING FINGERS
HALLET FINGER (AI,uu IREo)
OTHER ACCIUIKEO OkFOUHITIES OF FINGER
uNSPkCIFIEO OEFORHITY OF FINGER (ACaUIREO)
t!UUTUNhl ERE OkF(lhHITY (ACaUIUEO)
SHAN-NECK OtFORHITY (AC WJIREO)
GTHER ACQUIREO OEFURHITIES OF FIN(, ER
ACGUIREO OEFORHITIES OF HIP
IJNSPECIFIEO 0EFOR141TY OF HIP (ACUUIREO)
CUXA VALGA lACUUIREO)




































































oTHER ACaUIREO OEFORHITXES OF KNEE
oTHER ACQUIREO OEFORHITIES OF ANKLE ANO FOOT
uNSPECIFIED OEFORHITY OF ANKLE ANO FOOT (ACaUIREO)
ACQUIREO EQUINOVARUS DEFORHITY
EtiUINUS OEFORHITY OF FOOT (ACaUIREO)
CAVUS OEFORHITY OF FOOT (ACaUIREO)
CAVOVARUS OEFORHITY OF FOOT (ACUUIREO)
OTHER ACaUIREO CALCANEUS OEFORHITY
OTHER ACWJIREO 0EFOR141TIES OF ANKLE ANO FCOT
ACaUIREO OEFORHITIES OF OTHER PARTS OF LIMBS
UNEaUAL LEG LENGTH (ACaUIREO)
OTHER ACaUIREO OEFORHITY OF OTHER PARTS OF LIHLi









SCOLIOSIS (ANO KYpHOSCOLIOSIS)t Idiopathic
PROGRESSIVE INFANTILE IDIOPATHIC SCOLIOSIS
THORACOGENIC SCOLIOSIS
oTHER KYPHOSCOLIOSIS AND SCOLIOSIS
CURVATURE OF SPINE ASSOCIATE UITh 07 HER COhOITIGNS
KYPHOSIS ASSOCIATE HITH GTHER CONOITIONS
LOROOSIS ASSOCIATE HITH OTHER CONDITIONS
SCOLIGSIS ASSOCIATE IA17H OTHER CONDITIONS
07 HER CURVATURES OF SPINt
OTHER ACLIUIREO 14USCULOSKELETAL OEFGRHITY
ACaUIREC OEFORHITY OF NOSE
OTHER ACQUIREO OEFORHITY OF HEAO
AC4U1RE0 OEFORHITY OF CHEST ANO RIB
ACGUIREO SPONOYLOLIS7HESIS





OEFORHITY OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITE
0EFOR141TY OF UFLSPECIFIEO SITt
ELSEhHERE CLASS IFIEO















CtRVICAL REG1ON. NGT ELSE IIHERE
THORACIC REG1ON, NCT ELSEhHEh E
LUHLIAR REGION, NGT kLSEhHERE
SACRAL REGION. NOT EL SEHHERE
PELvIC REGIONS NOT ELSEHHERE
uPPER EXTREMITIES, NOT EL SEhHERE
RIB CAGE. NOT ELSEHHERE CLASS IFIEO
ABOOHEN ANO OTHER S17ES, tiCT ELSEWHeRE
CLASSIFIED
CONGENITAL ANOHALIES
ANkNCEPHALUS AhO SIHILAR ANOHALIES
AN ENCEPHALUS
SPINA MIFIOA
SPINA BIFIOA IIITH HYOROCEPHALUS
SPINA BIFIOA, UNSPECIFIEO REG1ON, HITH HYOROCEPHALUS
SPINA 61 FIOA, CERVICAL REGION, wITH HYOROCEPHALUS
SPINA fIIFIOA, LJ0R5AL (THL7RACIC) REGIGN. HXTH HyoRocEphALus
SPIhA UIF1OA, LUHBAR REb ION, hITH HYOROCEPHALUS
SPINA i41FIilA It ITHOUT HENTIUN OF HYOkOCEPHALUS
SPINA dIFIOA, UNSPECIFIEO UEGIGN, !41ThUUT 14ENTIO& UF
HYOROCEPHALUS
SPINA BIF1OA, CERVICAL REGIGN, hlTHOUT HEhTIGN GF HYORGCEPhALUS
SPINA 81 FIuA. 00RsAL (THORACIc) REb IoN, WITHOUT HEtiTIGti LF
HYOROCEPHALUS
SPINA 81 F10Ap LUHSAR REGION, WITHUUT Hkh710N GF hYORGCEPHALUS














































































COtiGENLTAL REDUCTIGN DEFORMITIES OF BRAIN
COtib ENITAL HYDROCEPHALUS
OTHER SPECIFIECI CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF BRAIN
OTHEIT SPECIFIED CONGENITAL AkO14ALIES OF SP1hAL CORC
DIASTEKAIOflYELIA
OTHER SPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF SPINAL CORO
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL AtiOMALIES OF NERvOUS SYSTEM
uNSPECIFIECI CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF BRAIti, SPINAL CORO, ANO
NERVOUS SYSTEM







Congenital CATARACT ANO LENS ANOHALIES
CONGENITAL CATARACT, UNSPECIFIEO
COLOBO14A AliO GTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF ANTERIOR SEGMENT
CONGENITAL AN13HALIES OF CORNEAL SIZE ANO SHAPE
Congenital ANOHALIES OF POSTERIOR SEGHENT
VITREOUS ANOUALIES, CONGENITAL
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF EYELIOS, LACRI14AL SYSTEM, ANO ORBIT
CONGENITAL PTOSIS OF EYELIO
CONGENITAL OEFORHITIES OF EYELIOS
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF EYELIO
SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF LACRIHAL PASSAGES
UNSPECIFIEO ANOMALY OF EYE, CONGENITAL
CONti ENITAL ANOMALIES IJF EAR, FACE, ANO NECK
CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF EAR CAUSING IMPAIRMENT OF HEARING
CONGENITAL ANO14AL1ES OF EAR OSSICLES
ACCESSORY AURICLE
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANGMALIES OF EAR
HICROTIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF EAR
UNSPECIFIC CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF EAR
aRANCHIAL CLEFT CYST OR FISTULA; PREAURICULAR SINUS
HRANCHIAL CLEFT SINUS OR FISTULA
BRANCHIAL CLEFT CYST
PREAURICLILAR SINUS OR FISTULA
PREAuRICULAR CYST
MEBBING OF NECK
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOt4ALIES OF FACE ANO NECK
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF FACE ANO NECK
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF FACE ANC NECK
LWLdUS COROIS ANOMALIES ANO ANOMALIES OF CAROIAC SEPTAL CLOSURE
COW40N TRuNCUS
TRANSPOSITION OF GREAT VESSELS
COMPLETE TRANSPOSITION OF GREAT VESSELS
00 UtiLE OUTLET RIGHT VENTRICLE




0ST1Ut4 SEC UNOUtl TYPE ATRIAL SEPTAL OEFECT
ENOOCAROIAL CUSHION OEFECTS
ENOOCAROIAL CUSH1ON OEFECT, UNSPECIFIEO TYPE
OSTIUH PRIMFJH OEFECT
OTHER ENOOCAROIAL CUSH1ON OEFECTS
OTHER CGNGENITAL BULBUS COROIS ANO14ALIES ANO ANOMALIES OF CAROIAC
SEPTAL CLOSURE
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF HEART
ANOMALIES OF PULMONARY VALVE, CONGENITAL
ATRESIA OF PULHONARY VALVE, CONGENITAL
ST ENOSiS OF PULHONARY VALVES CONGENITAL
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF PULMONARY VALVE
TR1CUSP1O ATRESIA ANO STENOSIS, CONGENITAL
EdSTEIN*S ANOHALY
CONb EN ITAL STENOSIS OF AORTIC VALVE
COhGENITAL INSUFFICIENCY OF AORTIC VALVE
CONGENITAL MITRAL STENOSIS
CONGENITAL MITRAL INSUFFICIENCY










































































OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOHALIES GF HEART
SUBAORTIC STENOSIS, CONGENITAL
COR TRIATRIATUM
lNFUNOIOULAR PULMONIC STENOSIS. CONGENITAL
CORONARY ARTERY ANOMALY , CONGENITAL
CONGENITAL HEART 13LOCK
HALPOSITION OF HEART ANO CAROIAC APEX
GTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF hEART
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF HEART
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF CIRCULATORY SVSTEM
PATENT OUCTUS ART ERIOSUS
COARCTATION OF AORTA
COARCTATION OF AORTA (PREOUCTAL) (PoSTOUCTAL)
INTERRuPTION OF AORTIC ARCH
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF AORTA
CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF AGRTIC ARCH
CONGENITAL ATRESIA ANO STENOSIS OF AORTA
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF AORTA
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF PULHONARY ARTERY
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF GREAT VEINS
CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF GREAT VEINS, uNSPECIFIEO
PARTIAL ANOMALOUS PULHONARY VENOUS CONNECTION
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF GREAT VkINS
A8SENCE GR HYPOPLASIA OF UHLIILICAL ARTERY
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF PERIPHERAL VASCULAR SYSTEH
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOHALIES GF C1RCLJLA1ORY SYSTEM
CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF CEREBROVASCULAR SYSTEH
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF CIRCIJLATGRY SYSlkM
uNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEU
CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF RESPIRATIJRY SYSTEM
CHOANAL ATRESIA
OTHER CGtiGENITAL ANOMALIES OF NOSE
!4EB OF LARYNX
OThER CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF LARYNX, TRACHEA, ANO BROt4Ch LIS
CONGENITAL AGENESIS, HYPOPLASIA, ANO OYSPLASIA OF LUNG
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF LUNG
CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF LUNG, uNSPECIFIED
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF LUNG
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
UNSPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANG14ALY OF RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
CLEFT PALATE ANO CLEFT LIP
CLEFT PALATE
CLEFT PALATE, UNSPECIFIED
CLEFT PALATE. UNILATERAL. INCOMPLETE
CLEFT PALATE; BILATERAL, COHPLETE
CLEFT LIP
CLEFT LIP. uNSPECIFIEO
CLEFT LIP, UNILATERAL, INCOMPLETE
CLEFT PALATE HITH CLEFT LIP
CLEFT PALATE IiITH CLEFT LIP. UNSPECIFIEL
CLEFT PALATE kITH CLEFT LIP, UNILATERAL, COHPLETE
CLEFT PALATE HITH CLEFT LIP, UN ILATEflAL, INCOMPLETE
CLEFT pALATE HITH CLEFT LIP. 81 LATERAL, cCMPLETE
CLEFT PALATE HITH CLEFT LIP, BILATERAL, INCO14PLETE
OTHER COMBINATIONS OF CLEFT PALATE hITH CLEFT LIP
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF UPPER AL IHENTARY TRACT
TCINGUE TIE
OTHER CONGENITAL ANO14AL1ES OF TONGUE
HACROGLOSSIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF HGUTH ANO PHARYNX
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF HOUTH
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF PHARYNX
CONGENITAL TRACHEUESOPHAGtiAL FISTULA, ESOPHAGEAL ATRESIA
ANO STENOSIS
OTHER SPECIFIEO COtiGEhITAL ANOHALIES OF ESGPHAGUS
CONGENITAL HYPERTROPHIC PYLORIC STENOSIS
CONGENITAL HIATUS HERNIA
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF STGNACh
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONG6N1TAL ANOt4ALIES OF UPPER AL IHENTARY TRAC1
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANO14ALY OF UPPER ALIMENTARY TRACT
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
MECKEL*S OIVERTICULUti
CONGENITAL ATRESIA ANO STENOSIS OF SMALL INTESTINE

















HItt5ctispuuNG *.S OLSEASE A NO mma cONGEtiLTAL FUNCTIONAL
OISCROERS OF CGLON
CONL.ENITAl- ANOHALIES OF INTESTINAL FIXATION
OTtikR CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF INTESTINE
CONGENITAL ANCIKALIES OF GALLLiLAODER* BILE OLICTS, AhO LIVER
lJNSPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOHA1-Y OF GALLi31.AGOER, BILE DUCTS,
ANO LIVER
131LIARY ATRESIA, CONGENITAL
CONGENITAL CYSTIC DISEASE OF LIVER
UTHER Ci3NGEh ITAL ANOHALIES OF GALL8LAOOER, LllLE OUCTS, ANo
LIVER
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF PANCREAS
OTHER SPECIFIEO Congenital ANOMALIES OF OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF GENITAL ORGANS
COhGENITAL ANOFIALIES OF OVARIES
.79 OTHER CONGENITAL OEFOR141TIES OF FEET
.8 OTHER SPECWIEO NON TERATOGENIC ANOHALIES
.81 PECTUS EXCAVATUH, CONGENITAL
.82 PECTUS CAR ItAATUH, CONGENITAL
























SYNOACTYLY OF IWLTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES
SYNOACTYLY OF FINGERs HITHIJUT FuSION OF BONE
SYNOACTYLY OF TOES hITHOUT FUSI13N OF BONE
SyNOACTYLY OF TOES HITH FUSION OF HONE
: uPPER LIHB, CO ‘-
‘UNSPECIFIED REOUCTION OEFORHX -- “~ 11P
LONG ITUOINAL OEFICI.ENCY, ?Anl
(h’lTH OR wITHOUT OISTAL ._. . . . . .




REOUCTION OEFORHITIES OF INGENITAL
t r ur -.> PER LIHEI, CONGENITAL
‘Al - COHPLETE OR PARTIAL
COtWENITAL ANOMALIES OF FALLOPIAN TUBES ANO L4RCA0 LIGAHENTS
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF FALLOPIAN TuBES ANO 8ROA0
LIGAHENTS
EHflRYCNIC CYST qF FALLOPIAN TUBES AhO bROAO LIGAHENTS




. . .,.--..”-. :OHPLETE OR PARTIAL
IITIES OF LOh ER LIFIB
‘ORHITY OF LOhER LIHLI, CONGENITAL
LOUER LINB
FkHORAL, COHPLETE OR PARTIAL
OEFICIEACIES, INCOMPLETE)
TIBIo FIBuLAR, COHPLETE OR
, m.armui OISTAL DEFICIENCIES* lhCOfl PLETE)




(HITH OR HITHOUT OISTAL
LONGITUDINAL OEFICIENCY,
PARTIAL (il ITH OR ,, .-.,-...
LONG IT UOINAL OEFI-..m_ , ,









OTHER CONGENITAL ANOflALIES OF UTERUS



















.40 UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF CERVIX, VAGINA, ANO EXTERNAL
FEMALE GENITALIA
IHPERFORATE HY14EN
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF CERVIX, VAGINA, ANO EXTERhAL
FEHALE GENITALIA
,. ”.”, b.
I u.a, m. OEFICIENCI ES, INCOMPLETE)
:CIENCY, FIEIULAR, COHPLETE OR
! HITHOUT CISTAL DEFICIENCIES, IhCOHPLETE)
;CIENCY, PhALANGES, CG14PLETE OR PARTIAL
IN n.=n.qITIES, UNSPECIFIEO LIHB























INOETEfiMINATE SEX ANO PSEUOOHERMAPHROO ITISH
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF GENITAL ORGANS
UNSPECIFIEO Congenital ANOMALY OF GENITAL GRGANS
CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF URINARY SYSTEH
GIROLE
uNsPECIFIEO ANOHALY OF UPPER LIHB, CONGENITAL
ACROCEPHALOSYNOACTYLY
ACCESSORY CARPAL BONES
OTHER CUhGENITAL ANOHALIES OF uPPER LIHE, INCLUOIhG SHObLOER
RENAL AGENEs IS AMO OYSKENESIS GIROLE
OTHER CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF LOliER LI14B, lhCLUOING PELVICCONGENITAL CYST IC-KIOhEY OISEASE
CONGENITAL OBSTRUCTIVE OEFECTS OF RENAL PELVIS ANO URETE17
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF KIOhEY
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF URETkR
EXSTROPHY OF URINARY OLAIIOFR
GIROLE
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOHALY OF LOWER LIHB
COXA VARA, CONGENITAL
OTHER Congenital OEFORHITY OF HIP (JOINT)
COngenital OEFORNITy OF KNkE (JOIN7)
OTHER Congenital ANOHALIES OF TOES
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF FOOT, NOT ELSEhHERE CLASS IFItiC
GTIIER CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF LOMER LINE, lNCLUOING PELvIC
CONGENITAL ATRESIA ANO STENGSIS OF URETHRA ANO EILAODER NECK
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF BLACOER ANO URETHRA
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF URINARY SYSTEH
CERTAIN Congenital HUSCULOSKELETAL OEFORHITIES
Congenital IWSCULOSKELETAL OEFORMITIES OF SKULL, FACE, ANO JAh
C:flgIl~;TAL HbSCULOSKELETAL oEFORHITIEs oF sTtRNocLEIoo”As ToIo
GIROLE
UNSPECIFIED CONGENITAL ANOMALY OF uNSPECIFIED LIHd
GTHER CONGENITAL HUSCULOSKELtiTAL ANOMALIES
CONGENITAL ANOHALIES OF SKULL ANO FACE M13NES
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF SPINE
CONGENITAL ANOHALY OF SPINE, UhSPECIFIEO




.2 CONGENITAL HUSCULOSKELETAL oEFoRHITIES OF SPINE







.30 CONGENITAL DISLOCATION OF HIP, UNILATERAL
CONGENITAL DISLOCATION OF HIP, 81 LATERAL
CONGENITAL SUBLUXATION OF HIP, UNILATERAL
CONGENITAL SUBLUXATION OF HIP, EiILATERAL
CONGENITAL GENu RECURVATUH ANO E!ohlNG OF LONG uONES OF LEG
CONGENITAL OISLUCATIUN OF KNEE (HITH GENU KECURVATUH)
CONGENITAL 80HiNG OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
CONGENITAL VARUS OkFORMITIEs oF FEET
CONb,5NITAL TALIPEs VARUS
CONGENITAL TALIPES EUUINOVARUS





























AM.SENCE OF VERTEkliA, CONGENITAL
HEHIv ERTEBRA
FUSION OF SPINE (VERTEBRA), COngenital
SPINA 81FIOA OCCULTA
GThER COhGENITAL ANOHALIES OF SPINE
CERVICAL RIEI









CONGENITAL ANliHALIES OF JIAPHRAGH
CONGtNITAL ANOMALIES OF ABOOHINAL MALL
OTHER SPECIFIEO CIJNGENITAL ANGHALIES OF f4uSCLE. TENOON. FAsCIA.
ANO CJNNtiCTIVE TISSUE
CONGENITAL ABSENCE OF MUSCLE ANO TENOON
OTHER CONGENITAL VARUS OEFORHITIES OF FEET




tiThER CONGENITAL VALGUS OEFORHITIES OF FEE1























SUBDURAL AND CERE8RAL HEMORRHAGE DUE TG BIRTH TRAUMA
INJURIES TO SCALP OUE TO 81RTH TRAUFIA
FRACTURE OF CLAVICLE OUE TO BIRTH TRAUMA
OTHER INJURIES TO SKELETON OUE TO LIIRTh TRAUMA
INJURY TO 8RACHIAL PLEXUS DUE TO BIRTH TRAuMA
OThER CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVE iNJURIES OUE TO BIRTH TRAUMA
OTHER SPECIFIEO BIRTH TRAUHA
INTRAuTERINE HYPOXIA ANO BIRTH ASPHYXIA
FETAL OISTRESS FIRST NOTEO OURING LA fiOR, IN LIVEBOR& INFA&T
FETAL UISTRESS, NOT sTATEO kHETHER FIRST NOTEO BEFCRE GR AFTER
IINSET OF LABOR, IN LIVEBORN INFANT
sEvERE BIRTH ASpHyXIA
HILO OR UOOERATE BIRTH ASPHYXIA
UNSPECIFIEO SEVERITY OF BIRTh ASPHYXIA IN LLv EHORh INFAtIT
RESPIRATORY OISTRESS SYNOROME IN tAEH.50RN
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONO1TIONS OF FETUS ANO NEhEIORN
CONGENITAL PNEUMONIA
MASSIVE AS P1RATION SYNOROHE OF NEuEIORN
lNTERSTI1l AL EMPHYSEMA ANO RELATEO CON OITICh S OF NEiIbGRtY
PuLMONARY HEMORRHAGE OF FETUS OR NE HBGRN
PRIMARY AT EL EC TASIS OF NEWORN
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIEO AT ELECTASIS OF NEHBORN
TRANSITORY TACHYPNEA OF NE!4BORN
CHRONIC RESPIRATORY OISEASE ARISING IN THE PER INATAL PERILO
OTHER NEkOORN RESPIRATORY PRO bLEMS
UNSPECIFIED RESPIRATORY CONOITION OF FETuS ANO NEh BORN
INFECTIONS SPECIFIC TO THE PER INATAL PERIOO
CONGENITAL RUa ELLA
CONGENITAL CYTOHEGALOVIRUS INFECTION
GTh ER SPECIFIEU CON(,6N1TAL ANOHALIES OF MuSCLE, TENOOh, FASCIA,
AtiO CONNECTIVE TISSUE





















CUNGENITAL ANOMALIES OF THk INTEGUMENT
HEREOITARY EOEMA OF LEGS
ICHTHYOSIS CONGENITA
LITHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOHALi ES OF SKIN
VASCULAR HAHARTOMAS
CUNGENITAL PIGMENTARY ANOHALIES OF SKIN
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF SKIN
SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOMALIES OF NAILS
SPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOHAL1tS OF BREAST
















OTHER CONDITIONS OUE TO AuTOSOHAL ANOMALIES
GONAOAL OYSGENESIS
KLINEFELTERSS SYNOROME
OTHER CONOITIONS OUE TO SEX CHROHOSOHE ANOHALIES
CONDITIONS OUE TO ANOMALY UF UNSPECIFIEO CHROHOSOHE
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO CONGENITAL ANOHALIES
ANOtiALIES OF SPLEEN, CONGENITAL


















ANOMALIES OF uTHER ENOOCRINE GLANOS, ” :ONGEb ITAL
SITUS INVERSUS
TUa ER(NJS SCLEROSIS
OTHER CONGENITAL HAHARTOSES, NOT EL SE HHERE CLASS IFIEO
MULTIPLE CONGENITAL ANOHALIES, SO OESCRIBEO
OThER CONGENITAL 1NFEcTIONS SPECIFIC TG THE PER INATAL PERIOO
OMPHALITIS OF THE NEkaORN
NEONATAL ltiFECTIVE MASTITIS
NEONATAL CONJUNCTIVITIS ANO OACRYGCYSTITIS
NEONATAL CANOIOA INFECTION
OTHER TYPE OF 1NFECTION SPECIFIC TO THE PER IhA7AL PERICG
FETAL ANO NEONATAL HEFIORRHAGE
lNTRAVENTRICULAR ttEHOR12HAGE OF FETuS OR NEudORN
SUklARACHNOIU HEHURRHAGE OF NE!+ E.ORN



















7t.o FETuS OR NEHdORN AFFECTEO BY HATERNAL CONOITIONS HHICH HAY aE
UNITkLATEO TO PRESENT PREGNANCY
MATERNAL HYPERTENSIVE OISOROERS AFFECTING FETUS OR NE!4BORN
HA TERNAL Infections AFFECTING FETuS OR NEh8GRN
HA7ERNAL INJURY AFFECTING FETUS OR NEkEIORN
.0 CUTANEUUS HE140RRHAGE OF FETuS OR NEHaORN
uNSPECIFIED HEMORRHAGE OF NEH!JORN
HEMOLYTIC OISEASE OF FETuS OR NE’4BORN OUE TG lSOIHHUNIZATIG&
HEHOLYTIC OISEASE OF FETUS OR NEkLhZRN OUE TC, RH 1S01t4f4LNIZATIGh
HEHOLYTIC UISEASE OF FETuS OR NE!4dORN OUE TO AdO
ISOIHM(JNILATION
HEHOLYTIC OISEASE OF FETUS OR NEh’80RN OUE TG OTHER ANO
UNSPECIFIED 1S0114HUN12ATION
OTHER PER INATAL JAUNOICE
PERINATAL JAUNOICE FROH OTHER EXCESSIVE HEMOLYSIS
NEONATAL JAUNOICE ASSOCIATEO HITH PRETERH GEL IVkRY
NEONATAL JAUNOICE OUE TO OELAYEO CONJUGATION FROH GTHER CAUSES
NEONATAL JAUNOICE OUE TO OELAYEO CONJU6ATION, CAI,SE (JNSPECIFIEU
OTHER NEONATAL JAUNOICE OUE TO 0ELAY60 COhJUGATIOh FROM OTHER
CAUSES
PERINATAL JAUNOICE OUE TO HEPATOCkLLULAR OAMAGE
UNSPECIFIED FETAL ANO NEONATAL JAUNOICE
ENOOCRINE ANO METABOLIC DISTURBANCES SPECIFIC TO ThE FETbS ANO
NE Hi30RN
SYNORGME OF ‘INFANT OF A OIABETIC HOTHERm
HYPOCALCEHIA ANO HYPOIIAGNESEHIA OF NEhdoRN




.6 SURGICAL OPERATION ON MOTHER AFFECTING FETUS OR NEkBORN
NUXIGUS INFLUENCES AFFECTING FETuS OR NEIF130RN VIA.1
PLACENTA OR BREAST MILK
ALCOHOL AFFECTING FETUS OR NEkkTORN VIA PLACENTA CR aREAST MILK
NARCOTICS AFFECTING FETUS OR NEWBORN VIA PLACENTA OR SIREAST
MILK
OTHER NGXIOUS INFLUENCES AFFECTING FETuS OR NEwBoRN VIA
PLACENTA OR BREAST HILK
CITHER SPECIFIEO MATERNAL CONDITIONS AFFECTING FETUS OR NEhBORN
FETuS OR NEUaORN AFFECTEO BY HATERNAL COMPLICATIONS GF
PREGNANCY
PREHATURE RUPTURE UF 14EHdRAN6S AFFECTING FETuS OR NEHaORN
HALPRESENTATION dEFORE LABOR AFFECTING FETuS OR NEhBORN




















OThER FORHS OF PLACENTAL SEPARATION ANO HEHCRRHAGE AFFECTING
FETuS OR NEUdORN
PROLAPSEO UHBILICAL CORO AFFECTING FETuS OR NEhBORN















703 FETuS OR NEUklORN AFFECTEO BY GTHER COHPLICATIGNS OF LABOR AhO
dELIVERY
CESAREAN OELIVERY AFFECTING FETUS OR NEkLiORN
SLOH FETAL GRO14TH ANO FETAL HALNUTRITION
,aL~G~T-FoR_oATEs4t INFANT ~~TH~(JT ~ENT~oN OF FETAL ~ALN~TR~T~ON
uNSPECIFItiO FETAL GRO!4TH RETARDATION
CISOROERS RELATING TO SHORT GESTATION ANO uNSPECIFIED LOU
61 RTHHEIGHT
OISOROERS RELATING TO GXTREHE lHHATUR1T% OF INFANT
OISCIROERS RELATIN6 TO UTHER PRETERH IhFANTS
OISOROERS RELATING TO LONG GESTATION ANO HIGH BIRTH uEIGHT
GThER ‘rh EAVY-FOR-OATESmS INFANTS NOT RELATEO TO CESTATIGN PERIGO
PuST-TERM INFANT, NOT lSHEAVY-FOR-OATESH
BIRTH TRAUHA
LATE IIETA80L1C AC IOOSIS OF NEhdORN
HH4ATOLOGICAL OISOROERS OF FETUS AtiO NEtldORN
TRANSIENT NEONATAL THROHaOCYTOPEhlA
OISS’EMINATEO INTRAVASCULAR COAGULATION IN NtiUaORN





UNSPECIFIED hEHATOLCGICAL OISOROER SPECIFIC TG FETuS GR NE MtiGRk
PERINATAL OISOROERS OF OIGESTIVE SYSTEM




















































































TRANSITORY ILEUS OF NEWURN
NECRCITIZItiG ENTEIuJCOLITIS IN FETuS OR NEHBCRN
OTHER SPtCIFIED PER INATAL DISORDERS OF DIGESTIVE SYSTtH
CCINOITIONS IhVULVING THE INTEGUMENT ANo TEHpERATI@E REG”L&T~~N
OF FETUS ANO NE14BORN
HYOROPS FETALIS NOT DUE TO ISOIHHUNIZATION
OTHER HYPOTHERMIA OF NEHdORN
OThER DISTURBANCES OF TEMPERATURE Regulation OF NEkBORN
CONGktil TAL HYDROCELE
OTHER SPECIFIED CONDITIONS INVOLVING THE INTEGw4ENT OF
FETUS ANO NEHEORN
OTh ER ANO ILL-DEFINEO CONDITIONS ORIGINATING IN THE PERINATAL
PER1OO
CUNVbL.710NS IN NEIA80RN
CEREbRAL OEPKESSION, CUtiA, ANO OTHER AMNORHAL CEREMRAL
SIGNS IN FETIJS OR NEuBORN
FEEOING PRCBLEHS IN NEwBORN
ORUG REACTIONS ANO INTOXICATIONS SPECIFIC TG NEktloRN
ORUG ltLThORAUAL SYNOROHE IN NEH80RN
OTHER SPECIFIEO CONDITIONS ORIGINATING IN THE PERINATAL PERIOO
UNSPECIFIED CONOITION ORIGINATING IN THE PERIFAATAL PERIOO











HYPERSOHNIA HITH SLEEP APNEA
GTHER HYPERSOHNIA
DYSFUNCTIONS ASSOCIATE HITH SLEEP STAGES OR AROUSAL FROM SLEk}*
GTHER SLEEP 01 STURt3ANCES




SYHPTOHS INVOLVING NERVOUS ANO HUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEMS
ABNORHAL INvOLUNTARY HO VE14ENTS
OISTURtlANCES OF SENSATION OF SHELL ANO TASTE
At! NOKIJALITY OF GAIT
LACK OF COGROINATION
TRANSIENT PARALYSIS UF LIHL3
HE NLNGISHUS
TETANY
OTHER SYMPTOMS INVOLVING NERvOUS ANO FNJSCLJLGSKkLETAL SYSTtHS
SYMPTUHS INVOLVING .SKIN ANO OTHER INTEGUHENTARY TISSUE
OISTURtiAtiCE OF SKIN SENSATION
RASH ANO OTHEK NONSPECIFIC SKIN ERuPTIOk
LOCALIZEO SUPERFICIAL SHELLING, MASS, OR LUHP
EOEHA





CHANGES IN SKIN TEXTURE
SYHPTUHS CONCERNING NUTRITIGN, HETAdOLISH, ANC uEVELGPHEN1
ANOREXIA
AdNORHAL HEIGHT GAIN
A13NORHAL LOSS OF HEIbHT
FE EoING DIFFICULTIES ANO MIsHANAGEHENT
LACK OF EXPECTEO NORHAL PHYS1OLOG1CAL OEVELOPHENT
POLYOIPSIA
PULYPHAGIA
OTHER SYMPTOMS Concerning NuTRITION, HETABOLISH, AkO
OEVELUPHENT
SYMPTOMS INVOLVING HEAD A&O NECK
HEAOACHE
THROAT PAIN






















































































OTHER SYHPTOHS INvOLVING HEAO ANO NECK
SYHPTOHS INvOLVING CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
TACHYCAROIA, UNSPECIFIED
PALPITATIoNS
Functional ANO UNOIAGNOSEO CAROIAC HURHURS
UTHER ABNORHAL HEART SOIJNOS
GAhGRENE
SHGCK HITHOUT HENTION OF TRAUHA
SHOCK, uNSPECIFIED
CAROIGGENIC SHOCK
OTHER SHOCK WITHOUT MENTION OF TIIAUHA
ENLARGEMENT OF LYMPH NOOES
OTHER SYHPTOHS INVOLVING CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEH
SYHPTOHS INVOLVING RESPIRATORY SYSTEH AND OTHER CHEST SYHPTCflS














SHELLING, MASS, OR LUHP IN CHEST
ABNORHAL CHEST SOUNOS
HICCOUGH
OTHER SYHPTOHS INVOLVING RESPIRATORY SYSTEH ANo CHES1









OTHER SYHPTOHS INVOLVING OIGESTIVE SYSTEM





FREQUENCY OF URINATION ANO POLYURIA
OLIGURIA ANO ANIMIA
OTHER ABNORMALITY OF URINATIOti
URETHRAL OISCHARGE
EXTRAVASATION OF URINE
OThER SYFIPTOHS INVOLVING uRINARY SYSTEt4




ALIOOMNAL OR PELVIC SHELLINGS HASS. OR LUHP
ASCITtS
OTHER SY14PTOklS INVOLVING AMOOf4EN ANo PELVIS
NUNS PECIFIC FINOINGS ON EXAMINATION OF 8LoG0
AtiNUlW4ALITY OF REO dLOi10 CELLS










AdNCIRt4AL GLUCOSE TOLERANCE TEST
EXCESSIVE 13LOO0 LEVEL OF ALCOHOL
NONSPECIFIC EL EVATIGN OF LEVELS OF TRANSAHINASE OR LACTIC





OTHER NONSPECIFIC A8NORHAL FINOINGS
A8NORHAL REFLEX
EL EVATEO tiLOOO PRESSURE REAOING HITHOUT
HYPERTEtiSIllN
NONSPECIFIC LOU BLOOO PRESSURE REAOING
oTHER ABNORMAL CLINICAL FINOINGS
SENILITY hITHOUT MENTION OF PSYCHGSIS
SUOCIEN OEATH, CAUSE UNKNOUN
SUOOEN INFANT OEATH SYNOROMt
INSTANTANEOUS OEATH
ACIO 0EHYORGGENA5E (LOH)
OTHER NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL SERUH ENZYME LEVELS
OThER ABNORMAL aLOJO CHEHISTRY
uNSPECIFIEO 8ACTEREH1A
uNSPECIFIEO VI REMIA
OTHtR NONSPECIFIC FIN OINGS ot4 EXAIIINATION OF BLOOO
































.3 OEa Il_ITY, UNSPECIFIED
AC6TOt#URIA
ilTHER CELLS ANG CASTS LN URINE
OTHkR NONSPECIFIC FINOINGS ON EXAMINATION OF URINE .4 CACHEXIA
.8 oTHER lLL-OEFINEO CONO1TIONS
.9 oTHER uNKNOHN ANO uNSPECIFIEO CAUSE OF F!ORal OITY OR MORTALITY
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS IN 6THER L3GOY SUBSTANCES
NGNSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS IN CEREBROSPINAL FLUIO
NONSPECIFIC ABNORMAL FINOINGS IN STOOL CONTENTS
NUNSPECIFIC AdNORtSAL FINOINGS IN AHNIOTIC FLu1O










FRACTURE OF vAULT OF SKULL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITHOUT MENTION OF
INTRACRANIAL INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL hlThObT HENTIOtI OF
INTRACRANIAL INJURY. WITH STATE OF COtISCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIEO
ExAMINATION OF dOOY STRUCTURE
NONSPECIFIC AaNORtlAL FINOIN$S ON RAO1OLOG1CAL ANO GTHER



































tiONSPgCIFIC ABNORt4AL FINOINGS ON RAOIGLOGICAL ANO CTHER
EXAUINATIGN OF LUNG FIELO
NOM PEc IFIC A8N0RtSAL FINLIINGs ON RAOIOLOGlc AL ANO OTHER
EXAMINATION OF OTHER lNTRATHORACIC ORGANS
NONSPECIFIC ABNORt4AL 61 NL71NGS ON RAO1OLOG1CAL ANO OTHER
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL wITHOUT t4ENT10ti OF
INTRACRANIAL INJURY, HITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL !41THOUT MENTIOh OF
INTRACRANIAL INJURY, HITH aRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR) LCSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE GF VAULT OF SKULL HITHOUT MENTIOh GF
INTRACRANIAL INJURY, 141TH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
CLO
CON IUSIUN
EXAMINATION OF GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
NONSPECIFIC AMNORMAL FINOINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO GThER
tXAHINATION OF GeNITOURINARY ORGANS
NONSPECIFIC AONGRMAL FIN OINGS ON RAOICLOGICAL ANO CThER
EXAMINATION OF 14USCULOSKELETAL SYSTEH
.09
.1 ISEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH CEREBRAL LACERATIGN ANO
..- . . .
NOhSPECIFIC ABkORHAL FINOINGS ON RADIOLOGICAL ANO GTHER
EXAHINATICN OF bREAST
NONSPECIFIC AaNORHAL FINOINGS IIN RADIOLOGICAL ANO CTHkR
EXAMINATION OF OTHER SITES OF aooy
NLINSPECIFIC AdNORt4AL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUCIIES
NONSPECIFIC AaNOtiUAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STIJOY OF 8RA1ti AhO
C4NTRAL NERVOLIS SYSTE14
uNSPECIFIEO AaNORHAL FUNCTIGN STUOY OF i3RAIN ANO CENTRAL
NERVCLS SYSTEH
NONSPECIFIC AaNoRt4AL EL EC TROENCEPHALCGRAM (EEG)
OTHER NONSPECIFIC AENORMAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUOY OF 8RAIN
AhO CENTRAL NERVOUS sYSTEH




CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
.- . ..- . . .
:IOUSNESS uNSPECIFIEO
ILL HITH CEREBRAL LACkllAIIGN ANC
: CONSC1OUSNESS
: SKULL h’ITH CEREBRAL LACERAT1dN ANO
IAITH PROLONGEO CHORE THAh 24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONTUSitm, WI]H >TATE OF CONSC
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKU
CONTWS1ON, HITH NO LOSS OF
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF
CONTUSION,
CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETuRN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCICUS LtVkL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT GF SKULL !41TH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, HITH PROLOMGEO i!4GRk THAN 24 HOURS I LCSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS,
.15
ii ITHOUT RET:RN TO” Pii-; iISTIhG-CCNSCIiUS LEVEL




CCNTUSION, HITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UN SPECIFIED OLRATIGN
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL WITH SU8ARACHN01C, SUBObRAL,
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE
CLOSED FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH SUaARACHNGIO, SIJEObRAL,
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE. UITH STATC OF CONSCIGIJSNESS
NERVOUS SYSTEM ANO SPECIAL SENSES
NONSPECIFIC A8NORMAL vISUALLY EVOKEO POTENTIAL
NCINSPECIFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF FuNCTION STUOY GF PULMONARY
SYSTEH






ISEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH SUflARACHNCIO, SUM GURAL,
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE. wITH NO LOSS GF CONSCIOUSNESS
4RACtiNCI0, SUEOURAL,
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
UNSPECIFIEO AaNORt4AL FUNCTION STUDY OF CAROIOVASCULAIT SYSTEM
NONSPECIFIC ABNOR14AL EL EC TROCAROIOGRAM iECG) (EKG)
OTHER NONSPECIFIC AbNORHAL FUNCTION STUOY OF CAROIOVASCULAR
CLOSEO FiACTURE OF VAULT OF iKULL HITH SU6A




NONSPECIFIC AdNGRHAL RESULTS LTF FUNCTION STUOY OF K1ONEY
NLTNSPECIFIC AdNOR14AL RESULTS qF FUNCTION STIJOY OF THYROIO
NONSPECIFIC ABNORHAL REsULTS OF FUNCTION STUOY OF LIASAL
.26 TURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH SU13ARACHNG1C, SUBOURAL,
URAL HEMORRHAGE, !41TH LOSS OF COIYSCIObStiESS GF
O DURATION







NONSPkCIFIC AdNORMAL RESULTS OF FUNCTION STUOY OF LIVER
NOhSPEC IFIC ABNORMAL RESULTS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO FUNCTLON STLIOY
NONSPECIFIC AdNORt4AL HIS TLELGGICAL ANO IHHuNOLGGICAL FINOINGS
NONSPECIFIC AaNOR14AL PAPANICOLAOU SMEAR OF CERVIX
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH CONCUSSIGh, UNSPECIFIEC
CLOSED FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH OTHER ANO UFiSPECIFIEO
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE
CLGSEC FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL uITH GThER ANO UNSPECIFIEO
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, hITH STATE OF CGNSCIOUSN6SS
UNSPECIFIED
NONSPECIFIC AdNORMAL PAP ANICOLAOU SHEAR OF GTHER SITE
Nonspecific POSITIVE CULTURE FINOINGS
OTHER NGNSPECIFIC AaNIiRHAL HIS TOLCIGICAL FIh CINGS
NtlNSPECIFIC REACTION TO TUBERCULIN TEST
FALSE POSITIVE SEROLOGICAL TEST FOR SYPHILIS
CLOSEO FRACTURE GF VAULT OF SKULL wITH GTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEG
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, itITH NO LOSS OF CGNSCIGUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT 13F SKULL hITH INTRACRANIAL SNJURY LF
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIEO NATURE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL !41TH IN TRACf(ANIAL IhJURY OF




OTHER NONSPECIFIC IMHUNOLGGICAL FINOINGS










CLOSELI FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL uITH INTRACRAMIAL INJURY OF
OTHER ANO uNSFECIFIEO NATURE, HITH Moo ERATE (1-24 ‘ouRsl
LOSS OF CONSC1OUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH INTRACRANIAL IN.JIIRY OF
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, IkITH Loss GF consciousness
OF UNSPECIFIED DURATION
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL kITHCNJT MENTION OF iNTRA-
CRANIAL INJURY
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL uITHOUT HENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY, HITH NO LOSS UF CONSCIOUSNESS
OPEN FRACTIJRE OF VAULT OF SKULL hITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
‘CONTUSION
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH CEREt3RAL LACERATION ANO
CONTLSION* HITH BRIEF (LESS THAN oNE ‘CUR) ‘Oss ‘F
CONSCIOUSNESS
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL hITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTLJSION, tiITH HOOERATE (l-24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL !#ITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, !41TH PROLONGEO (HORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS CF
CONSCIOUSNESS, HITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CGNSCIOUS LEVEL
OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL MITH SunARAcHNOIO* Su130uRAL*
ANO EXTRAMURAL HE140RRHAGE
.75 OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL iilTH SUBARACHNOIOV SUBOURAL,
ANU ExTRAMuRAL liEHORRHAGE, FIITH PROLONGEG (f40RE THAN 24 HOURS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, h’ITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS
LEVEL
.7tl OPEN FRACTURE UF VAULT OF SKULL MITH SUBARACHNOIC* SU130URALV
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, IAITH LOSS OF CONSC1OMNESS OF
UNSPECIFIED OURATION
.9 OPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL HITH INTRACRANIAL INJuRY OF
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED NATURE
.90 UPEN FRACTURE OF VAULT OF SKULL !JITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF













CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL hITHOUT HENTION OF INTRA-
CRANIAL INJURY? HITH STATE UF consciousness uNsp EcIFIEE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKIJLL HITHOUT HENTION OF iNTRA-
CRANIAL INJURY, liITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITHOUT MENTIoN oF INTRA-




“0NE HouR) Loss OF
“.” w”..-”-
___-O FRACTURE OF ‘dASE OF SKULL !41THOUT MENTION GF INTRA-
CRANIAL INJURY* HITH HO13ERATE (1-24 HOURS) Loss OF
CONSC1OUSNESS
.06 CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITHou T HENTION GF lNTRA-













CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITHCJUT HENTION OF INTRA-
CRANIAL INJURY, HITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIEO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF dASE OF SKULL HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
cONTUSION
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSIGN, HITH STATE OF CONSC1OUSNESS UNSPECIFIEO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE UF SKULL HITH CEREBRAL LACE flATIGN ANO
CONTUSION, HITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE UF SKULL ‘dITH CEREBRAL LACERATION At+O
CONTUSION, HITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE GF BASE OF SKULL HITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANU
CONTUSION, UITH FNJoERATE (l-24 HOURS) LGSS OF CGNSC1OUSNESS
CLOSEC FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL !41TH CERE8RAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, HITH PROLLINGEO (HORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO PRE-Ex ISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
CLGSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL hITH CtREdRAL LACERATION ANO
CONTUSION, HITH PROLUNGEO (MoRE THAN 24 HouRs) Lfiss cF
CONS CIObSNkSS, HITHOUT RETURN To PRE-EXIsTING ccNsc Ious LEvEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE IIF BASE UF SKULL HITH cERE8RAL LACERATION AhO
CONTUSION, MITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS GF unspecified ouRATIoN
CLGSEO FRACTURE OF BASE UF SKULL WITH CEREdRAL LACERATIGfi ANO
CUNTUSIUN, !41TH CONCUSSIUNV UNSPECIFIED






























CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, h’ITH
UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL
ANo EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, iAITH
LOSS GF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF EASE qF SKULL




NU LOSS CF CONSCIOUSNESS
HITh SUBARACHNOIO, SUOOURAL,
BRIEF (LESS THAh ONE HGuR)
HITh SIILIARACHNOIG, SUEICURAL,
HOOERATE (l-24 hOURS )
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE GF BASE OF SKULL HITH SUBARACHNOIO* SUBGURAL*
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH PROLONGEG (MORE THAN 24 HGURS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO PRE-tiXISTING CONSCIOUS
LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE GF BASE OF SKULL MITH SUBARACHNOIO$ SUBOURAL*
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH PROLONGEC (HGRE THAN 24 HOURS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, HITHOUT RETIJRN TO PRE-EXISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE GF EIASE OF SKULL hITH SUBARACHNOIO, SUBCURAL,
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS GF
uNsPECIFIED OURATION
CLGSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITh SUBARACHNOIO, SbBOIJRALS
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH CONCUSSIGk W UNSPECIFIEO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF EASE OF SKULL hITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HGMnReHAc:F
CLOSEO FRACTU
. . . . . ----
JRE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
uNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITH OTHER ANO IJNSPECIFIEO
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH NO LOSS GF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF LIASE OF SKULL HITH OTHER ANO bNSPECIF1kO
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH BRIEF (LESS THAN GNE HGUR) LGSS
OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL WITH OTHER ANO IJNSPECIFIEO
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, hITH PRULGNGEO (MORE ThAN 24 HOURS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING
CONSCIOI]: 1 ~’J61““ --.--
RACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL h’l TH OTHGQ bNn l,~~PFt-rfir~nCLOSI+O FI .-. . -.. ” “.. -. -“. . ---
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, h’ITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 24 HOURS)
LGSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, WITHOUT RETURN TG PRE-EXISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF 13ASE OF SW-ILL liITH OTHFR ANo ~NspEcl F1ko..—
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, wITH LOSS OF CGhSCIOUSNESS OF
uNSPECIFIED OURATION
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL IFITH OTHER ANO bNSPtCIFIEO
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGES HITH CONCUSSION! uNsp Ecl FIEc
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY UF
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIEO NATURE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL mITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, hITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSPECIFIED
CLGSEO FRACTURE OF fiASE OF SKULL kITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATuRE, HITH NO LGSS OF CGNSCIIIUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITH INTRACRANIAL INJuRY OF
oTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, IFITH BRIEF (LESS THAN bNE HOIJR)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITh INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO NATURE, wITH LOSS GF CONSC1OUSNESS OF
uNSPECIFIED OURATION
UPEN FRACTURE OF L!ASE OF SKULL wITHOUT HENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY
OPEN FIcACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL hITHOUT HEhTION OF IN TKACRANIAL
INJURY, WITH STATE I.TF CLINSCICWsNEss ufIsp EcIFIEo
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITHOUT HENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJuRY, wITH NO LOSS OF CGNSCIIJUSNESS
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITHOOT HEhTIOti OF INTRACRANIAL
INJuRY, HITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HCUR) LGSS OF CONSCIbbSNESS
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL hITHOUT FIEhTION OF INTRACRANIAL
lhJURY, IAITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF unspecific ouRATIGN
OPEN FRACTURE OF tlASE OF SKOLL hITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANG
cONTUSIL7N





CGNTIJS1ON, WITH MOOERATE (l-24 HOURS) LGSS GF CCtiSCIGUSNkSS
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITH CERE8RAL LACERATION AND
CONTUS1ON, m’ITH PROLONGEO (HORE THAb 24 HOuRs) LGss OF
consciousness. HITtIOUT RETuRN TO PRE-Exls TlhG cct4sc1aus LEVEL
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL hlTH SUEIARAChNOIO, SUBOURAL, ANO
kXTRAOURAL HEMORRHAGE
OPEN FRACTURE OF 8ASti OF SKULL MITH SUEJARACHNOIO, SU80UKAL,
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, MITH STATE OF CONSC1OUSNESS
CONTUSION, kITH PROLONGEO (MORE TtIAN 24 HOU17S) LGSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN 10 PRE-EXISTING CONSCIGUS LEVEL
.15 13THER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE HITH cERE8RAL LACERATION AhC
CONTUSION, uITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAti 24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS, uITHou T RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CLNSCICUS LEVEL
OTHER CLCSED SKULL FRACTURE klTH SUBARACHNGIO, SUBOIJRAL, ANC
EXTRAMURAL HEMoRRHAGE





ANo EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHA(, E, #ITH STATE GF CONiCILUSNESS
UNSPECIFIED
IiTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURti IAITH Su8ARAChtiOI0, sbBOURAL,
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH PRGLONGEO (14GRE THAN 2+
HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, hlTHOUT RETURN TO PRE-Ex ISTINb
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE WITH SU8ARACHNOI0, SIJL70URAL,
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, tll Th LOSS GF CONSCIOIJSNESS LF
UNSPECIFIED OURATION
CTHER CLGSEO SKULL FRACTURE IIITH SUEARACHhOIO, SIJLIOURAL,
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIC
OTHER CL OSEII SKULL FRACTURE hlTH OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED
uNSPECIFIEO
OPEN FRACTURE OF BAS5 OF SKULL WITH SUbARACHNOIO* SUMOURAL,
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, HITH NO LGSS LF CONSCIOUSNESS
OPEN FRACTLJRE OF 9ASt OF SKULL WITH SU8ARACHNO1O, SUB OURAL,
ANO EXTRAOUilAL HEMORRHAGE, hlTH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 29 HOURS)





GPEN FRACTUR.E OF BASE OF SKULL !41TH SUBARACHNGIO, SUBDURAL*
ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE, kITH PROLGNGEO (MORE THAN Z+ HOURS)











OPEN FRACTURE OF dASE OF SKULL kiITH OTHER ANO UN SPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, hlTH NO LCSS GF CONSCIGUSNESS
OPEN FRACTURE OF BASE OF SKULL HITH INTRACRANIAL lhJURY OF
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFXEO NATURE
GPEN FRACTURE CF BASE OF SKULL !dl TH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF
OTHER AtiO uiISPECIFIEO NATURE, hITH sTATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS
UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE
GTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE UITH OTHER AhO UNSPECLFIEO
INTRACRANIAL HtiHORRHAGE, kITH PROLOtiGEG (MORE ThAN Z4
HOUtiS) LOSS OF CON SC1OUSNESS, HITHOUT RETURN TIJ PRE-EXISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE UITH GTHER AhG UNSPECIFIEO
INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, klTH LOSS OF COhSCIOUSh ESS OF
UNSPECIFIEO DURATION
OThER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE hITH INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO
UNSPELIFIEO NATURE

































FRACTURE LF FACE BGNES
CLOSEO FRACTUXE GF NASAL BoNES
OPEN FRACTURE OF NASAL BONES
CLGSEO FRACTURE OF HANO1kl LE
CLOSt C FRACTURE UF UNSPECIFIEO SITE GF FIAtiOIfl LE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CONOYLAR PROCESS OF t4AN01k3LE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SUBCONOYLAR PROCESS OF MANOIBLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF RANUS OF HANOIMLE
CLGSEC FRACTURE OF ANGLE OF JAM
CLOSEG FRACTURk OF SYMPHYSIS GF BGOY UF MANOIBLE
.+
.40
ANo UNSPECIFIED NATURE, wITH STATE tiF CGNSCIOUStIESS
UNSPECIFIEO
OTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE UITh lNTRACRAhl AL IN JbRY OF
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO NATURE, WITH CGNCb SSIOti, IJNSPECIFIEO
OTHER OPEN SKULL FRACTURE HITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY
OTHER OPEN SKULL FRACTURE klTHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL
INJuRY, h’ITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
OTHER OPEN SKULL FRACTURE kITHouT MENTIoN OF INTRACRANIAL
INJuRY, UITH LOSS OF CON SC IUUSNESS GF UN SPECIFIED ObRAIION
OTHER OPEN SKULL FRACTURE UITH CEREMRAL LACERATION AND
CONTUSION
OTHER OPEN SKULL FRACTURE !dl TH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO
CON TOSION, uITH STATE OF CONSC1OUSNESS UhSPECIFIEO
OTHER OPkN SKULL FRACTURE HITH OTHER ANO UN SPECIFIEC INTRA-
CRANIAL HEMORRHAGE
OThER OPEN SKULL FRACTURE HITH OTHER ANO lJNSPECIFIEO INTRA-
CRANIAL HE140RRHAGE, UITH STATE OF CONSCIGOSNESS UhSPECIFItO
FNJLTIPLk FRACTORES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE hlTH OTHER BONES
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE hlIH GTHER EIGNES,
NITHOUT HENTION OF INTRACRANIAL INJuRY












CLOSEO FRACTURE OF OTHER ANO UNSPkCIFIEO PART GF BOOY OF
NAN0113LE
CLOSED FRACTURk OF MuLTIPLE SITES OF 14A& O18LE
OPEk FRACTIJRE OF MANO18LE
OPEN FRACTURE OF ON SPECIFIED SITE OF HANCIBLE
GPEN FRACTURE OF uiNSPECIFIEO PART OF RAMUS OF MANOIBLE
CPEN FRACTURE OF AN6LE OF JAw
GPEN FRACTURE OF SYUPtiYSIS CF 8CIOY OF MAN0113LE
OPEN FRACTURE OF AL VEOLAU BOROER OF BOOY CF MANOIBLE
liPEN FRACTURE OF OTHEN ANO UNSPECIFIEO PART CF BGOY GF MANOIbLE
CPEN FRACTUfi E OF HULTIPLE SITES OF MAND18LE
CLOSkO FRACTLIRE OF UALAR ANO HA XILLARY BONES
OPkN FRACTURE OF tiALAR ANO MAXILLARY f30NES
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ORBITAL FLOOR (f IL Oh-OUT)
OPEN FRACTURE OF 0R31TAL FLGGR (dLGli-GIJT)
CLOSkG FRACTURE CIF OTHER FACIAL BONES
OPEN FRACTURE OF OTHER FACIAL BONES
OTHER ANO UNUOALIFIEO SKULL FRAC7URES
uTh ER CLGSEO SKULL FizACTURE HITHOUT HE NT ION OF INTRACRANIAL
HITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL INJURY, hlTh STATE OF
CONSC1OUSNESS UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE hlTh OTh ER HONES..01
uITHOOT f4ENTION OF INTRACRANIAL INJURY, hITH NC LGSS OF
CGNSCIOOSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SRULL OR FACE klTH OTh ER BONES,
hITHOUT MENTION OF INTRACRANIAL INJURY, hITh PRGLGNGEO (HORE
THAN 24 HOURS I LOSS OF COtLSCIOUSNESS. kITHOUT RETURN TO
INJURY
GTh ER CLOSEO SKULL FRACIURE hlTHOUT UEh TIGN OF lhTRACRAh IAL
INJuRY, HITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIEO
GTHER CLGSEO SKULL FRAC7URk wITHOUT MENTICN OF INTRACRANIAL
INJuRY, kITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
GTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE wITHOUT MEN TIGN OF INTRACRANIAL
INJURY, !41TH PROLONGEtl (MORE THAN Z4 HOURS) LOSS OF CGhSCIOUS-
NESS, HITHOUT RETuRN TO PRE-EXISTING CGNSCIOIJS LEVEL
GTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURE wITHOUT FIENTIGN aF lNTRACRAhIAL
INJURY, HITH LOSS OF CON SC1OUSNESS GF uNSPECIFIEO OIIRATIGN
GTHER CLIISEO SKULL FRACTURE HITHGUT ME NTICN OF INTRACRANIAL
INJuRY, IIITH CONCUSSIO&, UNSPECIFIEO




CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE I!ITH OTHER BONES,.1
.11
HITH CERE8RAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE hITH OTHER BONES,
‘AITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION, kITH NO LOSS OF
CONS CIOkJSNESS
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE hlTH OTHER 13GNES,
mITH CEREBRAL LACERATION ANkl CONTUSION, hITH COhCUSSIOh,
UNSPECIFIEO
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE MITH OTHER 80tttS UITH
SUBARACHNOIO, SUBOURAL, ANO EXTRAMURAL HEMORRHAGE
CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE hITh GThEtl dGhES hITH









GTHER CLOSEO SKULL FRACTURk uITH CEREHRAL LACERATION ANC
CIiNTUSILIN, !41TH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UhSPECIFIEO






















































CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE ldIIH OTHER BONES, HITH
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED INTRAcRANIAL HEHGRRHAGE
CLGStO FRACTURES INVOLVING SKULL OR FACE hITH OTHER BONES, klTH
OTHER AhO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE, hITH LOSS OF
CONSCILliJSNESS OF UNSPECIFIED OIJRATION
FRACTURE OF vERTEBRAL COLUHN k17HCIUT MENTIoN GF SPINAL CORO
INJURY
CLCISEO FRACTURE OF CERVICAL VERTE8RA H17HOUT HENTICN OF SPINAL
CORO INJURY
CLUSkO FRACTURE OF CERVICAL VERTE6RA, uNSPECIFIED LEvEL
CLOSEO FRACTURti OF FIRST CERVICAL VER7EBRA
CLtiSt O FRACTURE OF SECONO CERVICAL VERTEdRA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF THIRO CERVICAL VERTEkTRA
CLGSEO FRACTURE OF FOURTH CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF FIFTH CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SIXTH CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CLosEo FRACTURE OF SEVENTH CERVICAL VERTELTRA
CLOSED FRACTURE OF HULTIPLE CERVICAL vERTEBRAE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF 00RSAL ( ThORACIC) vERTEBRA HITHOUT MENTION
OF SPINAL CCJRO INJURY
OPEN FRACTIJCE OF 00RSAL ( THORACIC) VERTEBRA wITHOUT MENTION OF
SPINAL CORO INJuRY
CLOSEU FRACTURE OF LUt4dAR VERTEBRA II ITHOUT HENTIOh OF SPItiAL
CORO INJURY
OPEN FRACTURE OF LUHHAR VERTEBRA hITHOUT t4EhTION OF SPINAL
CORO IN WRY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SACRUM ANO COCCYX hITHOUT MENTION OF SPINAL
CORO INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIEO PART OF vERTEBRAL CGLLOIN
141THOUT MENTION OF SPINAL CORO INJURY
FRACTURE OF VERTEBRAL COLUMN hITH SPINAL CORO INJuRY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CERVICAL VERTEBRA hITH SPINAL CORO INJIAcY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF Cl-C+ LEVEL kITH
INJuRY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF C1-C4 LEVEL MITH
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF C1-C4 LEVEL klITH
CLL3SE0 FRACTURE OF C1-C4 LEVEL MITH
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF C1-C4 LEVEL wITH
CORO INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF C5-C7 LEVEL hITH
INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTUUE (3F C5-C7 LEVEL HITH
CLOSEO FRACTURt OF C5-C7 LEVEL uITH
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF C5-C7 LEVEL liITH
uNSPECIFIED SPINAL CORO





COHPLETE LES1ON OF CORO
ANT ER1OR CORO SYNORCHE
tiTHER SPECIFIEO SPINAL
CORD INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF OGRSAL (THORACIC) VERTEtlRA hlTH SPINAL CORO
INJuRY
CLGSEO FRACTURE OF T1-T6 LEVEL MITH uNsPECIFIED SPINAL CORO
INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF T1-To LEVEL hITH COMPLETE LESION OF CORO
CLGStO FRACTURE UF T1-T6 LEVEL wITH ANTERIuR CORO SYNGRGHt
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF T1-T6 LEVEL FIITH OTHER SPECIFIEO SPINAL
CORO INJURY
CLGStU FRACTURE OF T7-TIZ LEVEL hITH UNSPkCIFIEO SPINAL CORO
INJuRY
CLGSEO FRACTURE OF T7-T12 LEVEL IAITH COHPLETE LESION OF c.ORO
CLOSEO FIcACTURE OF T7-T12 LEVEL hITH OTHER SPkCIFIEO SPItiAL
COUO INJURY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF LUMBAR SPINE wITH SPINAL COKO INJURY
OPEN FRACTURE UF LUHLIAR SPINE WITH SPINAL CCRO INJLIRY
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIkO VERTEtiRA hlTH SPINAL CORU
INJURY
FRACTURE UF RIB(S), STERNUH, LARYNX, ANO TNACHEA
CLOSEO FRACTURE UF Rib(S)
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF RIB(S), uNSPECIFIED
CLosEO FRACTURE OF ONE R1d
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF TwO RI’dS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF THREE RItLS
CLOStO FRACTURE OF FOUR RIBS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF FIVE RIdS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SIX RIBS
CLOSEO FRACTUtCE OF SEVEN RIBS













































CLOSEO FRACTURE OF HULTIPLE RIBS, .UNSPECIFIEO
OPEN FRACTLRE OF RIB(S)
OPEN FRACTURE OF R18(s) , UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF STERNUM
FLAIL CHEST
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF LARYNX ANO TRACHEA
FRACTURE OF PELVIS
CLOSEO FRACTURE UF ACETABULUH
OPL+N FRACTURE OF ACETABULUH
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF PuBIS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PART OF PELVIS
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ILLLN4
CLUSEO FRACTURE OF ISCHIUH
HULTIPLE CLOSEO PELVIC FRACTURES MITH OISRUPTION OF PELVIC
CIRCLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF OTHER SPECIFfEO PART OF PELVIS
OPEN FRACTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIED PART OF PELVIS
GPEN FRACTURE OF ILIUM
OPEN FRACTURE OF ISCHIUH
HULTIPLE OPEN PELVIC FRACTURES MITH OISRUPTICN OF PkLVIC
CIRCLE
UNSPECIFIED CLOSEO FRACTURE OF PELVIS
UNSPECIFIEO OPEN FRACTURE OF PELVIS
FRACTURE OF CLAVICLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CLAVICLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CLAVICLE, UNSPECIFIED PART
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF STERNAL ENO OF CLAVICLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF CLAVICLE
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ACROHIAL ENO OF CLAVICLE
.1 OPEN FRACTURE OF CLAVICLE
.lZ OPEN FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF CLAVICLE
FRACTURE OF SCAPULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SCAPULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SCAPULA, UNSPECIFIED PART
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ACROHIAL PROCESS OF SCAPULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF CORACO1O PROCESS OF SCAPULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF GLENOIO CAVITY ANO NECK OF SCAPULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF OTHER PART OF SCAPULA
oPEN FRACTURE OF SCAPULA
OPEN FRACTURE UF SCAPULA, UNSPECIFIEO PART
OPEN FRACTURE OF ACROFIIAL PROCESS OF SCAPbLA
FRACTURE GF HUMERUS
FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF HUHERUS, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF UPPkR ENO OF HuMERuS, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF SURGICAL NECK OF HUH ERUS, CLIISEO



























FRACTURE OF GREATER TUtJEROSITY UF HUHEiUS, CLOSEG
OTHER CLOSEO FRACTURES OF UPPER ENO OF HU14ERUS
FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO UF HU14ERUSS OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF UPPER ENO OF HUMERUS, OPkk
FRACTURE OF SURGICAL NECK GF HuMERUS, OPEk
CLOSED FRACTURE UF SHAFT GR uNSPECIFIC PART UF HbHERUS
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF HuHERuS. CLOSkO
FRACTUHE UF SHAFT UF HUMERUS, CLCISEO
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OR UNSPECIFIED PART 13F HuHEliuS, OPtN
FRACTIJRE OF uNSPECIFIEO PART OF HUMERUS, GPEN
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF HUMERUS, OPEN
FRACTURE OF LO14ER ENO UF HuHERUS, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF Lix+ER ENO OF HbHtRUS, CLOSEO
SUPRACONOYLAR FRACTURE OF HUf4ERUS, CLOSEO
FRACTIJRE OF LATERAL CONOYLE OF HUi4ERlJS, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF 14EOIAL CONOYLE OF HUHERUS, CLGSEO
FRAcTURE OF uNSPECIFIED CONOYLE(S) OF HUH ERUS, CLOStO
OTHER CLOSEJ FILACTURES GF LOMER ENO UF hLIHtRbS
FRACTURE OF LOhER ENO OF HUHERUS, OPkN
FRACTURt OF UNSPECIFItO PART GF LOHER ENO OF HuUERUS, GPth
SUPRACGNOYLAR FRACTURE OF HUMERUS, GPEN
FRACTURE OF LATERAL CONOYLE OF HUMERUS, OPEN
FRACTURE UF HEOIAL CONOYLE OF HuHERUS, uPEN
FRACTbRE OF uNSPECIFIED CONOYLE(S) OF HuHERUS, OPEN
CTHER FRACTURE OF LOtiEP. ENO OF HuHERUS, OPEN
FRACTURE OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO UF RAOIUS ANO ULhA, CLGSED








































































FRACTURE OF OLECRANON PROCESS OF ULNA, CLGSEO
FRACTURE OF CORONOIO PROCESS OF ULNA, CLOSEO
14UNTk GbIA*S FRACTURE, CLOStD
IITHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CLUSEO FRACTURES OF PRoXIMAL tNO LF
ULNA (ALONE)
FRACTURE OF HEAD OF RADIUS, cLOSEO
FRACTURE OF NECK OF RAu IUS, CLOSEO
GTHER ANO UNSPECIFLEO CLOSkO FRACTURES GF PRGXIMAL ENO OF
RAOIUS (ALONE)
FRACTURE OF RAOIUS kITH ULhA. UPPER ENo (ANy pART)* cLos EG
FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA, OPEN
CPEN FRACTURE OF uPPER ENO GF FOREARM, UNSPECIFIED
FRACTURE UF OLECRANON PROCESS LF ULNA, OPEN
HONTEGGIA*S FRACTURE, OPEN
07 HER ANO UNSPECIFIEO oPEN FRACTURES OF PROXIMAL ENO OF
ULNA (ALdNE)
FRACTIJRE OF SHAFT OF RAOIUS ANO uLNA, CLOSEG
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF RAOIUS OR ULNA* uNSPECIFIED, cLos Eo
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF RAOIUS (ALONE), CLOSEO
FRACTbRE OF SHAFT OF ULNA [ALONE) , CLOSEO
FRACTLRE OF SHAFT OF RAOIUS H1iH ULNA. CLGSEO
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF RAOIUS AtAO ULNA, OPEN
FRACTIJRE OF SHAFT OF RAOLUS (ALONE), OPEN
PRACTURE OF SHAFT OF RAOIUS wITH ULNA, OPEN
FKACTURE OF LOMER ENO CTF RAOIUS ANO ULNA, CLOSEO
CLGSEO FRACTURE GF LLIHER ENO OF FOREARH, IJNSPECIFLEO
COLLES’ FRACTURE. CLOSED
GThER CLOSEO FRACTURES OF GISTAL ENO OF RAOLUS (ALONk)
FRACTURE OF OISTAL ENO OF ILLNA [ALONE). CLGSEO
FRACTURE OF LOWER ENO OF RAOIUS Iil TH ULNA, CLOSED
FRACTURE OF LOHER ENO OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA, GPEN
COLLESO FRACTURE, OPEN
GTHER OPEN FRAC7URES OF OISTAL ENO OF RAOLUS (ALCNE)
FRACTURE OF OISTAL ENO OF ULNA CALONE). OPEN
FRACTURE OF LOHER ENO OF RAOIUS HITH ULNA, OPEN
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF RAOIUS !+l TH ULNA, CLOSEO
CLOSED FRACTURE UF uNSPECIFIED PART OF FOREARH
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED pART OF RAOIUS (ALONE), CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIEO PART GF uLNA (ALOhE), CLGSEO
FRACTURE OF uNSPECIFIED PART OF RAOIUS !41TH ULNA, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFLEO PART OF RAOIUS MLTh ULNA, GPEN
FRACTURE OF uNSPECIF1k O PART OF FOR EAR14* OPEN
FRACTURE ILF uNSPECIFIED PART OF RAOIUS (ALONE). OPEN
FRACTIJRE OF UNSPECIFIEO PART OF ULNA (AL ChE), OPEN
FRACTURE UF uNSPECIFIED PART OF RAOIUS hITH LILNA, OPEti
FRACTURE OF CARPAL BONE(S)
CLGSEO FRACTURES OF CARPAL tlGNE(S)
CLOSEO FtiACTURE OF CARPAL LWNE, uNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF kAVICULAR (scAPHOIO) BONE OF hRIsr
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF LuNATE (sEMILUNAR) BGNE OF kRIST
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF TRIQUETRAL (CUNEIFOR14) BONE OF hRIST
CLOSEC FRACTURE OF HAHATE (uNCIFORH) BGNE OF kRIST
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF oTHER BONE OF HRIST
OPCN FRACTURES OF CARPAL BONE(S)
CPEN FRACTURt OF CARPAL BONE. uhSPECIFIEO
OPEN FRACTURE OF NAv ICULAR (sCAPHO1O) BONE GF wRIST
OPEN FRACTURE OF CAPITATE BONE (cS MAGNUH) OF HRIST
FRACTURE OF METACARPAL BONE(S)
CLUSEO FRACTURE OF fiETACANPAL BONE(S)
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF t4ETACARPAL 130NE(S), SITE uNSPECIFIED
CLOSED FRACTURE OF BASE OF THUMB (FIRST) METACARPAL
cLoseo FRACTURE OF HASE OF OTHER Metacarpal HONE(S)
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF METACARPAL BONE(S)
CLOSEC FRACTURE OF NECK UF METACARPAL BONE(S)
CLOSEO FRACTURE q F MULTIPLE SITES OF METACARPUS
OPtN FRACTURE OF METACARPAL BONES
OPEN FRACTURE OF METACARPAL BONE(S) , SITE UNSPECIFIEO
OPEN FRACTbRE OF BASE OF OTHER f4ETACARPAL 80 NE(S)
GPEN FRAcTURE OF SHAFT OF METACARPAL BONE(S)
OPEN FRACTURE UF MULTIPLE SITES OF METACARPUS
FRACTURE GF GNE OR MORE PHALANGES OF HANO
CLOSEO FRACTURE UF ONE OR HORE PHALANGES OF HANO
CL05E0 FRACTURE OF PHALANX OR PHALANLES OF HANO. LJNSPECIFIEO



































































CLOSEO FRACTURE OF OISTAL PHALANX OR PHALAhGES OF HAhO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF flULTIPLt SITES OF PHALANX CR PHALANGES !iF
HANO
OPEN FRACTURE OF ONE OR MORE PHALANGES OF HANO
CPEN FRACTURE OF PHALANX GR PHALANGES OF HANG, UhSPECLFLEO
OPEN FRACTURE (IF M1OOLE OR PROXIMAL PHALAhX OR PhALANb ES GF
HANO
GPEN FRACTLJRE OF OISTAL PHALANX OR PHALANGES OF hANO
OPEN FRACTURE OF MuLTIPLE SITES OF PHALA&X OR PHALANGES OF
HANO
MULTIPLE FRACTURES OF HANO BONES
14ULTIPLE CLOSEO FRACTURES OF HAND dONES
MULTIPLE OPEN FRACTURES OF HANO 130NES
lLL-OEFINEO FRACTURES OF UPPk R LIMB
ILL-OEFINEO CLOSEO FRACTURES OF UPPER LIMCI
ILL-O EFLhEO GPEN FRACTURES OF uPPER LIMB
MuLTIPLE FRACTURES INVOLVING BOTH UPPER LIf48S, AFiO uPPER LIHti
HLTH RLLi(S) AND ST ERNUH
f4uLTLPLk CLOSEO FRACTURES INVOLVING .YGTH UP PEtC LIt4L?S, ANC
UPPER LIMB HITH RIB(S) ANU ST*RNUU
HULTIPLE OPEN FRACTURES INVOLVING BOTH IJPPt R LIMBS, ANO LIP PER
LIMB HITH XIB(S) ANO STERNUM
FRACTURE OF NECK OF FEMUR
TRANSCERVICAL FRACTURE, CLOSED
FRACTURE OF UNSPECLFIEO INTRACAPSULAR SEC TLOk OF NECK OF FEHuR,
CLOSEO
FRACTbRE OF EpLpHYs Ls (SEPARATION) (upp ER) OF NECK OF F’cMuR~
CLOSEO
FRACTIJRE OF M1OCERV1CAL SECTION OF FE14UR, CLGSt G
FRACTIJRE OF 8ASE OF NECK OF FEMUR, CLOSEO
OTHER lRANSCERVLCAL FRACTURE OF FEM(JR, CLGSEO
TRANSCERVICAL FRACTURE, OPEN
FRACTURE OF MASE OF N6CK OF FEMUR, OPEN
P’ERTROCHANTERIC FRACTURE OF FEMUR, CLOSEO
FRACTIJRE OF UNSPECIFIEO TRGCHAhTERIC SECTIUN GF FEFIuH, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF lNTERTRGCHANTERIC SkCTIOh GF FEMUR, CLOSEO
FRACTIJRE OF SU8TROCtiANTER1C SECTION OF FE MIJR, CLGSEu
PERTROCHANTERIC FRACTURE OF FEt4bR, OPEN
FRACTURE OF 1NTE&TROCHANT6R1C SECTION OF FtHUR, OPEN
FRACTURt OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF NECK OF FEMUR, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART GF NECK OF FEt4bR, OPEN
FRACTURE OF OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIEU PARTS OF FEWR
FRACTURE OF SHAFT LIR UNSPECIFIti O PART CF FEHuR, CLCSEO
FRACTURE OF IJNSPECIFIEO PART OF FEMUR, CLCSEO
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF FEMUR, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OR UNSPECIFIEO PART GF FENUR, OPEti
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIEO PART OF FEMUR, OPEN
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF FEMUR, OPEN
FRACTURE OF LOHER EtiO OF FEMUR, CLUStO
FRACTIIRE OF LOHER ENO LTF FEHuR, uNSPECLFIEO PART, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF FEt40RAL CON OYLE, CLOSEO
FRACTURE 13F LOHER EPIPH’f SIS OF FEt4uR, CLOSEO
SUPRACONOYLAR FRACTURE OF FEMuR, CLOSEO
OThER FRACTURE UF LO HER ENO OF FEMUR, CLGSEO
FRACTURE OF LOHER ENO OF FEMUR, OPEN
FRACTURE OF LOhER tNO OF FEHUR, UNSPECIFIED PART, OPEh
FRACTUAE OF FEFIORAL CONOYLE, OPt&
FRACTURE OF LOWER EPIPHYSIS OF FEt4UR, OPEN
SUPRACGNOYLAR FRACTURE OF FEHUR, OPEN
OTHER FRACTURE OF LOMER EhO OF FEMUR, OPEN
FRACTURE OF PATELLA
CLGSEO FRACTURE OF PATELLA
OPEN FRACTURE OF PA TELLA
FRACTURE OF TIBIA ANO FIkWLA
FRACTURE (3F UPPER ENO OF TIBIA ANO FI@ULA, CLOSEO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF TIBIA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF FIBULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF FILWLA hlTH T1kIIA
FRAc TuRE OF upp ER ENO OF TIMIA ANO FIdULA. CPEN
OPEN FRACTURE OF UPPER ENO OF TL151A
OPEN FRACTURE OF uPPER ENO OF FILIULA hITh TILIIA
FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF 1131A ANO FIkWLA, CLGSEO





























CLOSEO FRAcTuRE OF SHAFT OF FIBULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF FIBIJLA HITH TIBIA
FRACTUIIE OF SHAFT OF TIBIA AtiO FIEIULA, OPEN
OPEtA FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF TId IA
OPEN FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF FISULA
OPEN FRACTURE OF SHAFT OF FIMJLA HITH TIBIA
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIEIT PAKT OF TIEIIA ANO FIBULA, CLOSEO
















CLOSEO OISLOCATION OF MRIST
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF HRISTS UNSPECIFIED PART
CLOSEO DISLOCATION GF RAOIOULNAR (JOINT), OISTAL
CLOSEO DIsLOCATION OF MIDCARPAL (JOINT)
cLosEo OIsLGCATlON OF CAR P13HETAcARpAL (JOINT)
CLOSEO OISLOCATION OF qTHER PART OF hRIST
OISLOCATICN OF FINGER
CLOSEO OISLOCATION OF FINGER
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF FINGER, LSNSPECIFIEO PART
CLOSEC DISLOCATION OF HETACARPOPHALANG EAL (JOINT)
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF INTERPHALANGEAL (JOINT), HANO
OPEN DISLOCATION OF FINGER
OPEN OISLOCATION OF FINGER, UNSPECIFIED PART
OPEN DISLOCATION INTERPHALANGEAL (JOINT), HANO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF uN:PECIFIEO PART OF FIdULA
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF FIExJLA I(ITH TIBIA
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED PART OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA. OPEN
OPEN FRACTIJRE OF uNSPECIFIED PART OF TIBIA
OPEN FRACTURE OF UNSPtCIFIEO PART OF FIISULA
OPEN FRACTURE OF uNSPECIFIEO PART LIF FIfllJLA HITH TIBIA
FRACTURE OF ANKLE .lZ
835FRACTURE LIF MEOIAL HALLEtiLuS, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF HEOIAL HALLEOLUS, OPEN
FRACTUICE OF LATERAL HALLEOLU5, CLOSEO





UNSPECIFIED FRACTURE OF ANKLE, CLOSEO
UNSPECIFIED FRACTURE OF ANKLE, OPEN
FRACTURE OF ONE OR MORE TARSAL ANO METATARSAL BONES
FRACTURE OF CALCANEUS, CLOSEO
FIcACTURE OF CALCANEUS, OPEN
FRACTURE OF OTHER TARSAL ANO METATARSAL LIONES, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED 130NE(S> OF FOOT (EXCEPT TGES) , CLGSEO
FRACTURE OF ASTRAGALAJS, CLOSEO







CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF HIP
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF HIP, UNSPECIFIED SITE
CLOSEO POSTERIOR OISLOCATION OF HIP
CLOSEO OBTURATOR DISLOCATION OF HIP
OTHER CLOSEO ANTERIOR DISLOCATION OF HIP
OPEN DISLOCATION OF HIP
OPEN DISLOCATION OF HIP, uNSPECIFIED SITE
DISLOCATION OF KNEE
TEAR OF HEOIAL CARTILAGE OR HEN ISCUS OF KNEE, CURRENT
TEAR OF LATERAL CARTILAGE OR HEN15cus OF KNEE, cbRRENT
OTHER TEAR OF CARTILAGE OR F4EftISCUS OF KNEE, CURREh T




















O1SLOCATION OF PATELLA, OPEN
OTHER OISLGCATION OF KNEE, CLLLSEO
CLOSEO O1SLOCATION OF KNEE, UNSPECIFIEO PART
ANT6RIOR OISLOCATION OF TIBIA, PROXIHAL ENO, CLOSEO
POSTERIOR OISLOCATION OF TIBIA, PROXIHAL ENO, CLOSEO
14EG1AL DISLOCATION OF TIBIA, PROXIHAL ENO, CLGSEG
















FRACTURE OF CULIOXO BONE, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF CUNEIFORM 80Nk OF FOOT, CLOSEO
FRACTURE OF METATARSAL BONE(S), CLOSEO
GTHER FRACTURE OF TARsAL ANO METATARSAL BGNES, CLGSkO
FRACTURE OF OTHER TAIZSAL ANO METATARSAL BONES, OPEN
OTHER OISLOCATION OF KNEE, CLOSEO
OISLOCATION OF ANKLE
CLOSEO OISLLICATION OF AtJKLE
OPEN DISLOCATION OF ANKLE
O1SLOCATION GF FOOT
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIEO tEONE(S) OF FOOT (ExCkPT iiES), UPEN
FRACTURE OF AS TRAGALUS , OPEN
FRACTURE OF NAVICULAR (SCAPHO1O) BONE OF FOOT, OPEN
FRACTURE OF CUtiOIOBONE, OPEN
FRACTURE OF CUNEIFORH BONE OF FOOT, OPEN
FRACTURE OF METATARSAL BONE(S) , OPEN













CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF FOOT
CLOSEC OISLOCATICN OF FOOT, UNSPECIFIEO PART
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF TARSAL (BONE), JOINT UNSPECIFIED
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF METATARSAL (BoNE), JoINT UNSPECIF
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF METATARSOPHALANGEAL (JOINT)
CLOSEO DISLOCATION OF OTHER PART OF FOOT
OPEN OISLOCATION OF FOOT
OPEN CISLOCATIGN OF FOOT, Unspecific O PART
OPEN OISLOCATION OF OTHER PART OF FOOT
OTHER, HULTIPLE, ANO ILL-OEFINEO DISLOCATIONS
cl nsFn fITsi.ocATION, CERVICAL VERTEBRA
~canehrr,-. CERVIcAL vERTEdRA. UNSPFCIFIGn
‘IEO
CLOSEO FRACTURE OF ONE OR HORE PHALANGES OF FOOT
OPEN FRACTURE OF qNE OR HORE PHALANGES OF FOOT
OTHtiR, HULTIPLE, ANO ILL-uEFINEO FRACTURES OF LOWER LIHB
OTHER, 141JLTIPLE ANO lLL-OEFINEO FRACTLRES CF LOh ER LIHtl,
CLOS.EO
OTHER. fllJLTIPLE ANo ILL-OEFINEO FRACTURES OF LOHER LIHB, GpEN
HuLTIpLE FRAcTuREs INV0LVIN6 MGTH LOIAER LIMBS, LGh ER WITH
Upp EK LIH~* ANO LOIIER LIHb(S) HITH RIII(S) ANO STERNWl
HULTIPLE FRACTURES INVOLVING EOTH LOHER LIHBS. LaHER MITH
UPPER LIM!J,ANO LIJwER LIHB(S) WITH RIB(S) ANO ST ERNLN4, CL(jSEO
FRACTURE OF UNSPECIFIED BoNES















“AT T,--- SECONO CERVICAL vERTEkIRACLOSEO OISLUCn. a~,, >
CLOSEO DISLOCATION. THIRII CERVICAL VERTE13RA
CLOSEO DISLOCATION, FOURTH CERVICAL VERTEBRA
CERVICAL VERTEdRA
CLOSEO DISLOCATION, SIXTH CERVICAL VERTE8RA





















FRACTURE OF uNSPECIFIED tSLINE, OPEN
OISLOCATION OF JAN
CLGSEO DISLOCATION OF JAH
OISLGCATION OF SHOULOER
cLosto ols LOcATION OF SHOULOER
CLOSEO DISLOCATION, FIFTH
.06
.07 L“L U””, .“,. ,
[S LOCAT113NV HULTIpLE cERvlc~L vERTEHRAE






CLOSEO O1SLOCATION, LUHBAR VERTEEIRA
CLOSEG OISLOCATrn., THORACIC VERTEBRA
CLOSEO OISLOCAT
CLLiSEO DISLOCATION OF SHUULOER, UNSPtCIFIEO SITE
CLOSEO ANTERIOR DISLOCATION OF HUMERUS














MULTIPLE ANO lLL-OkFINEC SITES
CLOsEO ISISLOCATION OF AcROHIOcLAvlCuLAR (JoINT)
CLOSk O DISLOCATION GF OTHER SITE OF SHOULOER
LIPEN OISLtiCATIliN OF SHOULDER
CLOSEO OISLOCATIC
CLOSEO OISLOCATION,
OPkN O1SLOCATION OF AC RO1410CLAV1CULAR (JOINT)
ilISLtiCATION bF EL80H
CLOStO OISLOCATION OF ELINW
CLOSt C DISLOCATION GF ELMGM, UNSPECIFIED SITE
CLOSEO ANTERIOh DISLOCATION UF EL&Oh
CLOSEO POSTERIOR OISLOCATION OF ELklOh












OPEN 01.SLOCATLL7N, FNJLTIPLE ANO lLL-OEFINkO iIlii
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS OF SHOULOER AliO UPPER ARM













































RUTATOR CUFF (CAPSULE) SPRAIFi
suOsL.Ap LILAR1s (MUSCLE) 5pRAIN
SUPRASPINATUS (14 USCLE) (TENGON) SPRAIN
SPRAIN OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF SHGULDER ANO lIPPER ARfi
SPRAIt! GF uNSPECIFIED SITE OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM
SPRAIti S AtiO sTRAINS OF ELi30k At!O FOREARM
RAOIAL COLLATERAL L1(,AHENT SPRAIN
.02 CORTEX (CEREBRAL) cONTUS1ON HITHOUT MENTICti OF OPEN lti TRA-
CRANIAL MOUND, kIITFIBRIEF (LESS THAN cNE HOuR) LGSs OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
CoRTEx (CEREBRAL) CONTUS1ON HITHOUT MEN TICN GF OPEN IN TRA-.04
CRANIAL HOUND, wITH PROLONGEO (IIGRE THAN 24 HOURS) LGSS GF
CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO PRE-EXISITING CONSC1OIJS LEVEL
coRTEx (c ERE8RAL) CO MT US ION WITHOUT ME NTICN GF GPE14 INTRA-
CRANIAL HOUNO, kITH PROLONGEO (flORE THAN ,24 HOIJRs) LCSS GF
CONS C1OIJSNESS, MI THOUT RETuRtY TO PRE-EXISTING CGNSCIOb S LEVtL
CORTEX (c ERE8RAL) CGti TUSION HITHOUT t4ENT1LN GF GpEN lNTRA-
CRANIAL HO(JNO, wITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF uNSPECIFIED
OURATION
CORTEX (CEREBRAL) LACERATldN HITH IJPEN INTRACRANIAL hObt#ll
CORTEX (CEREt3RAL) LACERATION kITH OPEN iNTRACRANIAL Iiouko,
uITH PRGLONGEO (MORE THAli 24 HOURS) LCSS OF CC.NSCIOUS-
NESS, HITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING CLNSC1liUS LEvEL
CEREBELLA OR LIRAIN STEM CONTUSION 1#1 THOUT HE NTILN GF LPEN
INTRACRANIAL HOUNO
cEREa ELLAR OR BRAIN >TEH CONTUSION UITHOUT f4tNT10N OF OpEN
INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, HITH STATE GF COh SC IGUSNtSS UNSPECIFIED
CERELIELLAR OR BRAIN STEM CONTUSIUN MI TtiGUI HkNTION (JF CPEN
INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, 1+1 TH NO LOSS OF COhSCIOIJSNESS
CEREti ELLAR OR BRAIN STEH CGNTUS1ON II ITHGUT II ENTICN UF uPEN
INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, HITH HoOERATE (1-24 hOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
CEREBELLA OR flRAIN STEM CGNTUS1ON NIThGUT MENTICN UF GPEN
INTRACRANIAL HOUND, HITH PROLONGEO (HORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS
OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETuRN TO PRE-Ex IS TING COh SC IOUS LEVk L
CERELJELLAR OR 8RA1N STEFI CGNTUS1ON wITHOUT t4kt!TIC, N OF OPkN
INTRACRANIAL uOUNO, HITH LGSS OF CGNSCIGIJSNESS GF uNSPLCIFIEO
llllRATT[lti
.05
uLNAR COLLATERAL LIGAIIENT SPRAIN
SPRAIN GF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES GF ELBGu ANG FGREAR,!
SPRAIN GF UN SPECIFIED SITE GF ELL30u ANG FOREARM
SPRAINS AhO STRAINS OF HRIST ANO HANO
wRIST SPRAIN
SPRAIh OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF kRIST









SPRAIN UF CARPGHETACARPAL (JOINT) OF HAhO
SPRAIN OF 14ETACARPOPHALANGEAL (JOINT) OF hANO
SPRAIN UF IN TERPHALANGEAL (JGItIT) IIF HAt!O
SPRAINS ANO sTRAINS OF HIP ANO THIGH
IL IOFEHORAL (L16AUENT) SpRAIN
SPRAIN OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF HIP ANO THIGH
SPRAIN OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF HIP ANO THIGH
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS OF KNEE ANO LEG
SPRAIN OF LATERAL COLLATERAL LIGAMENT OF KNEE
SPRAIN OF ME91AL COLLATERAL LIGAMENT OF KhEE
SPRAIN OF CRUCIATE LIGAtiEt+T OF KNEE
spRAIN OF TIO1OFiLIULAR (dol NT) (L IGAn ENT), SUp ER1OR, OF ICNEE
SPRAIN OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF KNEE ANO LEG
SPRAIN OF UNSPECIFIEO SITE CIF KNEE ANO LEG






. . . ..-
CEREi3ELLAR OR BRAIN STEM CONTUSION uITHOUT HEN TIciY LiF OPkti
INTRACRANIAL MOUNO, HITH CON CUSS1ON, uNSPECIFIEC
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED CEUE8RAL Laceration AhU CON TLSIUt!,
HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL kOUNO
GTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREli RAL LACE RATIGh AhC CChTUSICk,
HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL MGu NO, iil Th STATC IJF
CONSC1O!JSNESS uNSPECIFIEO
GTHER ANO UN SPtCIFIEO CEREBRAL LACE RATIGh ANO CGh TbSICh,
MI THOLJT 14ENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL MGIJkO, hlTh NO LGSS OF
CONS CIObSNESS
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIEO CEREBRAL LACERATION ANO CGhTUSIGN,
ANKLE SPRAIN
lINSPECIFIEO SITE OF ANKLE SPRAIN
oELTolo (L16AH12NT). ANKLE spRAIN
CALCANEOFIBULAR (LIGAMENT) ANKLE SpRAIN
TIBILIFILILILAR (LIGAMENT) SPRAIh, OISTAL
OTHER ANKLe SPRAIN
FOOT SPRAIN

























SPRAINS AhO STRAINS OF .SACRGILi AC REG1ON
LuMtsL3sACRAL (JOINT) (LIGAMENT) spRAIN
SACRGSPINATUS (L1GA14ENT) SPRAIN
OTHER SPECIFIED SITES OF SACROILIAC REG1ON SPRAIN
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF SACROILIAC REGION SPRAIh
SPRAINS ANO STRAINS OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO PARTS OF 8ACK
NECK SPRAIN
.82
!41THOIJT MENTIUN OF UPEil INTRACRANIAL MGuNG. wITh bRIEF (LESS
THAN ONE HOUR) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER ANO IJNSPECIFIEO CEREBRAL Laceration ANO COhTUSIGti,
MI THOUT HENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL hObNO, hITh HOD ERATE (1-24
HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
.83
.84 OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO CEREBRAL LAC’i RATIGh ANO COhTbSICN,
wITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL hGUND, lil Th PRGLGhGk O




SPRAIN GF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF BACK
OTHER ANO IL L-OEFINEO SPRAIhS ANO STRAINS




OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO CEREBRAL LACERATION AhO COh TUSION,.85
liITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL hGUNO, klTh PRGLCNGEO
(MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSC1OUSNESS, HIThGbT RETuRN TO
PRE-ExISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CERELIRAL LACERATIGh ANO CONTbSIGN,
HITHOIJT $IENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL uOUhO, fiITh LOSS GF
CONSCIOUSNESS OF uNSPECIFIEO OURATILN
OTHER ANO uNSP.ECIFIEO CEREBRAL LACERATIGh ANO CGhTLSICN,




OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES UF SPRAINS ANO STRAINS
uNSPECIFIEO SITE OF SPRAIN ANO STRAIN
CONCUSSION
.89
CONCUSSION HITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CONCUSSION nlTH BRIEF LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
CONCIJSSION WITH H130ERATE LUSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS







OTHER AhO uNSPECIFIED CEREBRAL LACERATION AhO CGhTLSIOh,
HITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO
OTHER ANO UNSPkCIFIEO CEREtlRAL LACERATIOtq AhO COhTUSILti,
HITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL uOUNO, hITH STATE OF CONSC1OUSNESS
uNSPECIFIEO
GTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CEREtlRAL LACERATION ANO CGNTUSIGFi,
MITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, HITH PROLGIIGEO (MGRE ThAh 24
HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
.4 CONCUSSION HITH PROLONGEO LOSS OF CONSCIGUSNt SS, HITHOUT
RETURN TO PRE-ExIs TING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
CONCUSS1ON FIITH LUSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF UNSPECIFIEC OURATION
CONCUSSION, UNSPECIFIED
CEREdRAL LACERATION ANO CONTUSION
CGRTEX (CEREBRAL) CONTUSION klTHOUT MENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL HOUNO
CGRTEX (CEREBRAL) CONTUSIOti HITHOUT 14ENTIGN OF OPEN





.0 OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO CEREBRAL LACk RATION ANO COh TUSION, HITh
OPEN INTRACRANIAL IFOUNO, MITH pROLONGEO (HGRE ThAN 24 HOURS)
LOSS OF CONS C1OUSNESS, kil THdUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTItuG
CONS CIOLJ LEVEL
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SUEIARACHNGIU, SUBUUKALS ANU tX:UAUUNAL HtHUUHllAL. t, tULLUhl Nk
1NJUR%
SUbARAChtNIID hEt40RRHAGE FOLLOHING INJURY uITHOUT HEhTIOti
OF OPEti INTRACRANIAL HOUNIT
SUBARACHNOID HEMORRHAGE FOLLOkING
OF uPEN lNTRACRAtiIAL !40UNC, ltITH
UNSPECIFIED
SIJLIARACHNOIO HEHGRRHAGE FOLLOh ING
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL MOUNO, HITH
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
SUEIARACHNOIO HEi40RRhAGE FOLLO!41hG
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL nOUNO, !41TH
OF CONSCIOUSNESS
SULiARACHNITIO HEMORRHAGE FOLLiJk ING
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, RITH
LGSS CF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN
LEVEL
SUBARACHNOIO HEFIORRHAGE FLILLOh ING




BRIEF (LESS THAh OttE HOLIR)
INJURY, WITHOUT HENTICN
HOOERATE ( 1-,?4 HOURS) LOSS
INJURY, MI THOUT HENTIIIN
PROLONGEO (HORE THAN 24 HOURS)
TG PRE-EXISTING CGNSCIOUS
INJuRY, HITHOUT HENTION
PROLCNGEO (HORE THAN 24
HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, IFITHOUT RETuRN TO PRE-EXISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
SUBAUACHNOIO HH4GRRHAGE FOLLi3H1NG INJURY, !41THOUT t4ENT1GN
OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, MITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS OF
uNSPECIFIED OURATIGN
SUBARACHNOIO HEMORRHAGE FOLLOHING INJuRY, 141THOUT HENTIOON
OF. OPEN INTRACRANIAL uOUNO. HITH CONCUSSION. uNSPECIFIEO
SULIARACHNO1O HEMORRHAGE FOLLUMING INJURY kITH OPEN INTRA-
CRANIAL llOUNO
SUbARACHNOIO HEMORRHAGE FOLLOlilNG INJURY, HITH OPEh INTRA-
CRANIAL HOUNO, WITH STATt OF CONSC1OUSNESS uNSPECIFIED
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOMING INJURY HITHOUT 14ENTIGN
IIF OPEN INTRACRANIAL UUUNO
SULIOURAL HEHORKHAGE FOLLOk ING INJURY. HITtIOUT HENTION OF
OPEN INTRACRANIAL hOUNO, hITH STATE GF CGNSCIGUSNESS
uttsPECIFIEO
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, hITHOUT t4EhTION OF
IIPEN INTRACRANIAL hOUNO, !#ITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIGUSNESS
S(IdOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLIlh ING INJURY, HITHOUT HEhTION OF
OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNOt WITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONE HOUR)
LGSS GF CIINSCIOUSNESS
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, !41THOUT HEhTION OF
uPEN INTRACRANIAL MdUNO, kITH MOOERATE (1-24 HObRS) LOSS
UF CONSCIOUSNESS
SUdOURAL HEIIGRRHAGE FOLLOHING INJuRY, hIThOUT t4EhTION OF
UPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, hITH PROLGNb EO (HGKE THAN 24
HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING
CONS C1OUS LEVEL
SUdOURAL hemorrhage FOLLO!41NG INJURY, ldITHOUT t4EhT1UN OF
OPtiN INTRACRANIAL hOUNO, WITH PROLGNGEO (140RE ThAN 24 hOURS)
LOSS GF CONSCIOUSNESS, liITHUUT RETIJRN Tb PR&Ex ISTING
CONSCIOUS LtVGL
SUBOURAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOhlNti INJURY, kITliOUT HkhTION GF
OPEN INTRACRANIAL hllUNO, hlTH LGSS OF COhSCIOUShESS UF
UNSPECIFIEO OURATION
SUbOURAL HEHORKHAGE FOLLOWING INJURY, HIThOUT HEhTION GF
uPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, hlTH CONCUSSICIN, UNSPECIFIED
EXTRAMURAL HEHORKHAGE FOLLUh ING INJuRY MI THCLIT HENTIGN GF UPEN
INTRACRANIAL uCWNO
EXTRAOU17AL HEHORRHAGt FOLLOWING INJURY, MIThOUT HENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, HITH STATE OF CGNSCICA2SNESS UNSPECIFIEO
EXTRAOLIRAL HEHURRHAGE FGLLOWING INJUNY, HITHOUT HENTILiN OF OPkN
INTRACRANIAL uOUNO. wITH NO LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
kXTRAUbRAL HEf4UKKHAit FULLOhl NG INJuRY, HITHGUT HENTION OF OPEN
INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, HITH L!RIEF (LESS THAk i HL7UR) LOSS OF
CONS CIUUSNESS
kXTRAOURAL HEHURKHAGt FULLGk IhG lNJURYt kITHUUT HENTION GF 0P6N
INTRACRANIAL HUUNU. WITH PROLONGEO (t40Re THAh 24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETuRN TO PRt-EXISTING CON5CICUS LEVEL
EXTRAMURAL HENURRHAGE FOLLUHIN6 INJURY, kITHOUT HENTIGN OF OPEN
INTUACRANIAL hUUNO. HITH PROLONGEO (MORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS, mIThtiUT KETURN TU PRE-EXISTIhG CGNSC16US LEVEL
tXTRAObKAL HEHUURHAGE FOLLOIIING INJIJKY,klTHOUT HENTION OF





























OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED “lNTRACRAtAIAL HEMORRHAGE FoLLOh ING IhJGRy,
HITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL hOIJNO
GTHER ANO UN SPECf FIEO INTRACRANIAL HEHGRRHAGE FOLLOH1hG lhJURY,
WITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN IhTRACRANIAL WGUhO, WITh STATE OF
CONS CIOIJShESS UNSPECIFIED
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEt40RRhAGE FOLLOWIhG IhJIJRY,
WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL kOIJNO, MITh NO LOSS OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLGk ING INJIJRY.
WITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL iiOUNO, HITh BRIEF (LESS
THAN CNE HOUR) LGSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEt40RRhAGE FOLLOhl NG INJuRY,
MITHGUT HENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL MOUNO, HITh HOOERATE
(l-24 HIIJRS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO INTRACRANIAL Hemorrhage FOLLOk ING INJURY,
uITHOUT I4ENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL hOUNO, w’l TH PROLONGEO
(HORE THAN 24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETURN TO PRE-
EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOUING INJURY.
ii ITHOUT f4ENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL liOUhO, W’ITh PROLOhGEO
(HORE THAN 24 HOURS) LGSS OF CONSC1OUSNESS, H1, HOUT RETuRN TO
PRE-EXISTING CONSCIOUS LEVEL
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEMORRHAGE FOLLOUING INJURY,
hITHGuT HENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO, kITH LOSS OF
CONSC1OUSNESS OF uNSPECIFIED OURATION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEHGRRhAGE FOLLOh’lhG INJURY,
WITHOUT HENTION OF LIPEN INTRACRANIAL WGUNO, lfITh COt4CUSSIGN,
UNSPECIFIEO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRACRANIAL HEHGRRHAGE FGLLGh ING IhJURY
wITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL uGuNO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO INTRACRANIAL Hemorrhage FOLLOMING INJURY,
klTH OPEN INTRACRANIAL uOUNO, WITH STATE OF CONSC IOLSN6SS
uNSPECIFIEO
OThER ANO UNSPECIFIEO INTRACRANIAL Hemorrhage FOLLOHING INJURY,
hITH OPEN INTRACRANIAL uOUNO. HITH PRGLCNGEO (HGRE THAh 24
HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, wITHOUT RETURN TO PRE-EXISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER AhU uNSPECIFIED hATURE
INTRACRANIAL INJuRY OF OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIEO NATURE HIThObT
HENTICtN OF oPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNO
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO NATURE, WI THGUT
HENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL MOUNO, klih STATE CF CONSCIOUSNESS
uNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL INJuRY OF OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED NATLRE. HITHUUT
HENTIGN UF GPth INTtiACRANIAL MOUNU. wITH NO LOSS OF CLhSCICuS-
NESS
INTRACRANIAL INJuRY OF OThER AhO uNSPECIFIED NATLIRE, MI THGUT
HENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL uOUNO, HITH BRIEF (LESS THAN ONk
HoUR) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED hATbRE, uITHGUT
HENTIGN OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL ‘wOUNO, WITH MOOtRATE (1-24 hOURS)
LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, mITHtiUT
t4ENTIGN OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL WOUNO. WITH PROLONGEO (HORE THAN
24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS ANO RETLRN TG PRE-EXISTING
CONSCIOUS LEVEL
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATURE, hITHGUT
I4ENTION OF UPEN INTRACRANIAL HOUNU, WITH PUOLONLi EO (t40Rk THAN
24 HOURS) LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, HITHGUT RETURN TO PRE-EXIST1hb
CUNSCIOUS LEVEL
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFItO NATIJRE, hIThOUT
F2ENTION OF OPEh INTRACRANIAL HOUNO, HITH LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
OF UNSPECIFIEO OURATION
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED NATbRt, wITHOUT
MENTION OF OPEN INTRACRANIAL wOUNO. WITH CGNCUSS1ON,
UNSPECIFIED
INTRACRANIAL INJURY GF OTHtR ANO uNSPECIFIEG NATURk MITH GPEN
INTRACRANIAL HOUNll
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHkR ANO UNSPECIFIEO NATLRE, WITH GPEii
INTRACRANIAL MUUNLI, HITH STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS UNSPECIFIkO
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHtR AhO UNSPECIFIEO NAT IJRE, iiITH OPtN
INTRACRANIAL WIJUNO, Ii ITrl NO LOSS UF CONSCIOUSNESS























































INTRACRANIAL HOUND, MITH LOSS OF COMCIOCISNESS GF Unspecific O
IJURATION
INTRACRANIAL INJURY OF OTHER ANo uNSPECIFIEO NATbRE, UITH OPEN
INTRACRANIAL wOUNO, liITH CON CUSS1ON, UNSPECIFIEC
TRAuMATIC PNEUUOTHURAX ANO hEHOTHORAX
TRAuMATIC PNEUHOTHORM MI THOUT t4ENTION OF OPEN ltOUtiO INTO
THORAX
TRAuMATIc Pti EUf40THORAX 141TH 3PEN HOUNO lNTO THORAX
TRAUMATIC HEMOTHORAX hITHOUT MENTION OF oPEN HO(JNO INTO THORAX
TRAuMATIc HEHOTHORAX WITH OPEN HOUND INTO ThORAX
TRAuMATIC PNEUMOHEMOTHORAX uITHOUT liENTIoN OF OPEN wOUNO INTO
THURAX
TRAUMATIC PNEUHOHMOTHORAX kITH OPEN hOUNG lNTL THGRAX
INJURY T(I HEART ANO LUNG
HEART IN JuRy, kITHOUT t4ENT10N OF OpEN houfio INTO THfiRAx
UM:.S::FIEO INJURY TO HEART lfITHOUT MENTIGN oF oF7EN Ho” No ~NTo
CONTUS1ON OF HEART !41THOUT HENTION OF OPEti uOUNO INTO ThORAX
LACERATION OF HEART HITH PENETRATION OF HEART CHAMBERS,
HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN hOUNO INTO THORAX
HEART INJuRY, HITH OPEN HOUNO INTO THORAX
UNSPECIFIEO INJuRY OF HEART wITH OPEN hOUNO INTO THORAX
LACERATION OF HEART HITHOUT PENETRATION OF HEART CHAt4d ERS,
h’l TH OPEN hOUNO INTO THORAX
LACERATION OF HEART HITH PENETRATIOti OF HEART ChAHBERS ANO
OPEN kOIJNO INTO THORAX
LUhG INJURY, HITHOUT HENTIIJN OF OPEN kOUNO INTO THGRAX
UNSPECIFIEO INJURY TO LUNG !41THOUT UENTIOk OF OPEN hOUNO
INTo THfiRAX
CONTUS1ON OF LUNG wITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN MOUNO INTO ThCRAX
LACERATION LIF LUNG hITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN kOUNO INTO ThORAX
LUNG INJURY, HITH oPEN tiOUNO INTO THORAX
UNSPECIFIEO INJURY TO LUNG kXTH OPEN kGUNC INTO ThORAX
CUhTUSION OF LUNG !41TH OPEN HOUNO INTO THORAX
LACERATION OF LUNG hITH OPEN HOUNO INTO ThORAX
,NJURY TO OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED IN TRATHORACIC ORGANS
lNJLsRY TO DIAPHRAGM HITHOUT HENTION OF OPEh !dOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OIAPHRA&M HITH OPEN hOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO GTh ER SPECIFIEO IhTRATHORACIC ORGANS klTHGUT flEhTION
OF OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TG BRONCHUS hITHOUT MENTION OF OPEh HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO ESOPHAGUS hITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN hOUNC INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO lNTRATHORACIC ORGANS ‘u ITHOUT
MENTION OF OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER SPfiCIFIEO INTRATHuRACIC GRGANS hITh OPth kLNJNfi
INTo CAVITY
INJuRY TG OTHER SPECIFIEO INTRATHGRACIC ORGANS 141TH GPEh kOUNO
INTo CAVITY
INJURY TO MULTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED INTRATHORACIC ORGANS WITHOUT
MENTION OF OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO HULTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIEO lNTRATHORACIC ORGANS kITh
OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
lNJIJRY TO STOMACH uITHOUT 14ENTION OF OPEN kCUNO INTG CAVITY
INJuRY TO STUllACh MITH OPEN hOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY To St4ALL INTESTINE HITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN hGUNO INTO
CAVITY
INJURY TO SHALL INTESTINE, UNSPECIFIED SITE, hlThOUT II ENTION
OF OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO 0UOOtiNU14 hIThOUT HENTION OF OPEN IAOUNO INTO CAVITY
IiTHER INJURY TO SHALL INTESTINE MI THOUT !IENTION GF OPEN liGUhO
INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO SMALL INTESTINE tiITH OPEN IIOUNO IhTO CAVITY
INJURY TO SMALL INTESTINE, UNSPECIFIED sITE, WITH OPEN kOUNO
INTo CAVITY
INJURY Ti-OUOOENUfl hITH OPEN !40UN0 INTO CAVITY
GTHER INJURY TO SHALL INTESTINE HITH OPEN wGUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO COLON OR RECTUH WITHOUT MENTION OF OPEti hGUNO INTO
CAVITY
INJURY TO COLON, UNSPECIFIED SITE, MI THOUT HENTICN OF GPEN
wOUNO lNTG CAVITY
INJURY TO TRANSVERSE COLON wITHOUT MENTIGh OF OPEN mOUti O
IATu CAVITY



















































INJLRY TO RECTUM !IITHOUT MENTION OF OPEtI hOIINO lhTO CAVITY
INJURY TO HULTIPLE SITES It! COLON ANO RECTUH h1THCd2T ii EhTION
n. no.ti wo”No XNTO cAvl Ty
-, ~,.,.
INJURY TG COLON OR RECTUM WITH OPEN HGUNO lhTO CAVITY
INJURY TO COLON, UN SPECIFIED SITE, kITH OPEN HOUhG lNTG CAVITY
INJuRY TO TRANSVERSE COLON klTH OPEN hOUNC INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OESCENOING (LEFT) COLON UITh OPEN HOLING It!TO CAVITY
TN.,,, !2V To S~GHOICI COLON ~~TH OPEN ~o~No ~NT(j C~”~Ty
.... . .. . ..
INJURY TO OTHER AND UNSPECIFIEO GASTROINTESTINAL SITES
UIThOUT MENTION OF GPEN !+3UN0 INTO CAVITY
INJuRY TO TAIL OF PANCREAS HITHOUT UENTION OF OPEN MOUNC INTO
CAVITY
TN. IIIRV 10 PANCREAS, MIJLT1pI_E Abo lJNspECIF~Eo SITES, kITH~(JT
. ..----. .
MENTION OF OPEN hOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED GASTROINTESTINAL SITES hIThGUT
UENTION OF OPEN MOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED GASTROINTESTINAL SITES hITH
OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT, uNSPECIFIED SITE, hlTh OPEN
NGUNG INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO 900Y OF PANCREAS MITH OPEN hOLINO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO TAIL OF PANCREAS hITH OPEN MGUtiO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO PANCREAS, MULTIPLE ANO uNSPECIFIED SITES, UITh OPEN
untrum lNTO CAVITY../”.. ” . .
INJURY TO OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED GASTROINTESTINAL SITES mITh
CDGN WluNo lNTo cAvl Ty
.,-.
LIVER
. TG LIVER mIThOb T HEN TION OF OPEN HOUhO lNTG CAVI1






hOUNO Ihl - -... -..
HEMATOHA ANO CON TUS1ON OF LIVER kITHOUT HEtl TION
OF OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
LACERATIGN OF LIVER, MINOR, !41THOUT t4EkTIGN OF OPEN
HOUNO INTO CAVITY





LACERATION OF LIVER, MAJOR, MI THOUT 14ENT1Ch OF OPEN hObNO
INTO CAVITY
OTHER INJURY TO LIVER HITHOUT II ENTION OF GPEh mObNO IhTG CAVITY
INJURY TG LIVER ‘dITH OPEN HOUNO INTLI CAVITY
UNSPECIFIEO INJURY TO LIVER tiITH OPEN kOUNO INTG CAVITY
HEMATOMA ANO CONTUSION OF LIVER HITH LJPEN hOUNO INTO CAVITY
LACERATION OF LIVER, MINOR, !41TH OPEN hGUtrO It9T0 CAVITY
LACERATIGN OF LIVER, t400ERATE, kITH OPEN hfiUhO IhTO CAVITY
LACERATION OF LIVER, HAJOR, HITH OPEN kOUhO INTO CAVITY
OTHER INJURY TO LIvER wITH OPEN HOUNO INTG CAVITY
INJuRY TO SPLEEN
INJURY TO SPLEEN HITHGCJT MENTIGN OF OPEN hLbNO lNTL CAVITY
IJNSPECIFIEO INJURY TO SPLEEt4 HITHOUT HthTION GF CPEN hObtv O
INTO CAVITY
HEMATOMA OF SPLEEN, HITHOUT RUPTURE OF CAPSULE. hITHOUT
HENTION OF OPEN liOUNO ItvTO CAVITY
CAPSULAR TEARS TO SPLEEN, hlTHOUT MAJOR CISRUPTILN OF
PARENChYMA, UITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN WOUNG INTO CAVITY
LACERATION OF SPLEEN EXTENGING INTO PARENCHYMA WITHOUT
MENTION OF OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
MASSIVE PARENCHYUAL OISRUPTION OF SPLEEN hlThOUT HENTIGh OF
OPEN kObNO INTO CAVITY
OTHER INJURY TO SPLEEN MI THOUT 14ENTION OF OPEN hGUNO INTO
CAVITY
INJURY TO SPLEEN kITH OPEN kOUNO INTO CAVITY
UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO SPLEEN liITH OPEN hObNO INTC CAVITY
LACERATION OF SPLEEN 6XTENOING INTO PAR ENCHYHA kITH OPEN
hOUNO INTO CAVITY
UASSIVE PARENCHYHAL O1SRUPTION OF SPLEEN hITH OPEN !4GlJNC
INTO CAVITY
OTHER INJuRY TU SPLEEN kITH OPEN hOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO KIONEY
INJuRY TO KIONEY HITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN hllbNO INTG CAVITY
UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO KIONEY HITHOUT MENTION OF GPEN mGbNO
INTO CAVITY
hEtlATOHA OF K1ONEY, HITHOUT RuPTuRE OF CAPSULE, hlTHOLJT
























































LACERATION OF KIONEY HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN houkO INTG CAVITY
CUHPLETE DISRUPTION OF KIOhEY PARENCHYHA hITHOUT HENTIGh OF
OPEN hOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TG KIGNEY wITH OPEN IWJNO INTO CAVITY
uNSPECIFIEO INJuRY TO KIONEY UITH OPEN hGLhO INTG CAVITY
HEHATGMA OF KIONEY, !41THOIJT RUPTURE GF CAPSULES hITH UPEN
hOUND INTO CAVITY
LACERATION OF KIUNEY !41TH OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
CO14PLETE DISRUPTION OF KIONEY PARENCHY14A hlTH OPEN 140uN0
INTIJ CAVITY
INJuRY TO PELvIC ORGANS
INJURY TO LILAOOER ANO URETHRA hlTHOUT HEtiTIGN OF OPEN hOUNO
INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO MLAOOER ANO URETHRA HITH OPEh hINJtiO IkTG CAVITY
INJURY TO URETER UITHOUT HENTION OF OPtN hOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY 70 UTERUS wITHOUT HENTION OF OPEN HOIJNO INTC CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO PELVIC ORGANS hITHOUT HENTION OF
OPEN lAtiUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED PELVIC ORGAN HITHOUT HENTION OF OPEh
uOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER INTRA-A800HINAL ORGANS
INJURY TO OTHER IN TRA-ALIOOHINAL ORGANS liXTHGUT MENTION GF OPEN
HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJuRY TO UNSPECIFIED INTRA-ABOGHINAL GRGAN HITHOUT 14EtITIGN OF
OPEN hOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJuRY TO BILE OUCT ANO GALL6LAOOER kITHOUT HENTIGN GF OPEN
‘iiOUljO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO PERITONEUM HITHOUT MENTION OF OPEN hOUhO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO RETROPERITONEUH MI THOLIT MENTION OF OPEh hOUtAO INTO
CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER ANO MULTIPLE INTRA-ABOOHINAL ORGANS hITHOUT
t41SNTION OF OPEN kOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER IN TRA-ABOOMINAL OUGANS HITH OPEN HOUNO lNTG
CAVITY
INJURY TU UNSPECIFIEO INTRA-ABOOFIINAL ORGAN HITH OPEN
HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO AORENAL GLANO hITH OPEN !40UN0 INTO CAVITY
lNJURY TO BILE OUCT ANO GALLBLAOOER hlTH OPEN HOUNO INTC
CAVITY
INJURY TO PERITONWH m’lTH GPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INJURY TO RETROPERITONEUH wITH OPEN kOUNO INTG CAVITY
INJURY TO OTHER ANO HULTIPLE INTRA-ALIOOKItiAL ORGANS HITh
OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
INTERNAL INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED OR ILL-O EFINEO ORGANS
INTERNAL INJIJRY TU UNSPECIFIED OR ILL-OEFINEO ORGANS HITHGUT
14ENTIOh OF OPEN HOUNO INTO CAVITY
OPEN HOUNO OF OCULAR AONEXA
LACERATION 13F SKIN OF EYEL1O ANO PER IOCULAR AREA
LACERATION OF EYELIO* FuLL-THICKNESS? NGT IhVOLVING
LACKI$IAL PASSAGES
LACERATION OF EYELIO INVOLVING LACRIMAL PASSAGES
PtNETRATIti G hGuNO UF ORd IT, wITHOUT FIENTION OF FOREIGN BOCY
PENETRATING IIOUNO OF ORBIT HITH FOREIGh txIOY
OTHER SPECIFIED OPEN MOUNOS GF OCULAR AONEXA
UNSPECIFIED OPEN UOUNO OF OCULAR AONEXA
OPEN wOUNG OF EYEBALL
OCULAR LACERATION HITHiTu T PROLAPSE OF INTRAOCULAR TISSUE
OCLLAR Laceration IIITH PROLAPSE OR EXPOSURE OF INTRAOCULAR
TISSUE
RUPTURE OF EYE HITH PARTIAL LOSS OF INTRAGCbLAR TISSUE
AVULSICIN OF EYE
UNSPECIFIEO L! CERATIUN OF EYE
PENETRATION OF EYEBALL hITH MAGNETIC FOREIGh dOGY
PENETRATION OF EYEdALL HITH (NUNMAbNETIC) FGREIGN LIGOY
uNSPkCIFIEO OCULAR PENETRATION
uNSPECIFIED CPEN HGUNO OF tYkLIALL
OPEN !+OUNO OF EAR
OPEN HOLNO OF EXTERNAL kAR, hlTHOUT MENTION OF COFIPLICATICN
OPEN kGUNO UF EXTERNAL EAR. UNSPECIFIED SITE, hITHOUT HENTION
OF COMPLICATION
GPEN hGUIIO OF AURICLE, wITHOUT HtNTIGN tiF COMPLICATION
GPEN HOUNO IIF AUOITOkY CANAL, HITHUUT HENTION GF CGHPLICATION
OPEN hLlbNil OF EXTti7NAL EAR, COHPLICATtiO




























































GPEN liOUNO OF AURICLE, COHPLICATEO
OPEN liOUNO OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PARTS OF EAR, NITHOUT HEhTION OF
COMPLICATION
OPEN hOUNO OF EAR ORUM, wITHOUT HENTION OF CGMPLICATIOh
CPEN HOUNO OF OTHER ANO HULTIPLE SITES OF EAR, nITHOUT
MENTION 13F COMPLICATION
OPEN hOUNO OF EAR, PART UNSPECIFIEo* hITHou T HENTIch oF
COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF EAR, PART UNSPECIFIED, COHPLICATEO
OTHER OPEN HOUNO OF HEAO
OPEN kOUNO OF SCALP* hITHOUT HENTIoN GF cGnpLlcATIGN
oPEN HOUNO OF SCALP. COHPLICATEO
OPEN HOUNO OF NOSE, HITHOUT MENTION OF CO14PLICATION
OPEN MOUNO OF NOSE, UNSPECIFIED SITE, wITHGUT
HENTION OF COHPLICATIUN
OPEN HWhO OF NASAL SEPTUHt HITHouT tiENTIcN GF ccHpLIcATloN
OPEN HOUNO OF NASAL CAVITY* HITHouT nENTIcN oF coHpL1cAT1oN
OPEN !iOUNO OF HIJLTIPLE SITES OF NOSE, hlTHUUT
NENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF NOSE. CO14PLICATEG
OPEN HOUNO OF NOSE, uNSPECIFIED SITE, CCHPLICATEC
OPEN hOUNO OF FACE, HITHOUT HENT1oN oF coHp L1cATIoh
OPEN HOUNO OF FACE, UNSPECIFIED SITES hITHouT
HENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN isGUNO OF CHEEK, HITHOUT HENTfON OF CCIIPLICATION
OPEN kOUNO OF FOREHEAO, h’ITHOIJI HENTION GF COMPLICATIGN
GPEN HGUhO OF LIP? hITHdUT HENT1oN GF coHpLIcATIcN
OPEN HOUNO OF JAM, HITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN hOUNO OF OTHER AND HULTIPLE SITES OF FACE. hlTHOUT
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HOIJNO OF FACE, COHPLICATEO
OPEN hCUNO OF FACE, uNSPECIFIED SITE, CGHPLICATEC
OPEN HCUNO OF CHEEK, COHPLICATEO
OPEN hOIJNO OF FOREHEAO, COHPLICATEO
OPEN hOUNO OF LIP, CO14PLICATE0
OPEN HOUNO OF JAM, CO14PLICATE0
CPEN hOUNO GF OTHER ANO 14ULTIPLE SITES OF FACE, CCHPLICATEO
OPEN !40uN0 OF INTERNAL STRUCTURES OF HOUTH, HITHGUT 14ENTILh
OF COHPLICATION
GPEN hOUNO OF MOUTH, UNSPECfFIEO SITE* hITHoUT
MENTION OF CO14PL1CATIUN
OPEN HOUNO OF BUCCAL t4UCOSA, HITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
GPEN houNo OF GUH (ALVEOLAR PROCtSS), KIThouT
14ENT1GN OF COMPLICATION
OPEN hOUNO OF TOGTH (BROKEN), !41THOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN hGUhO OF TONGUE ANO FLOOR OF 140UTHS hITHuuT
HENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN hGUNO OF PALATE, HITHOUT HENTIoN GF coNpL1cATIoh
OPEN IICUNO OF OTHER ANO MuLTIPLE SITES OF 14GuTH. hITHGUT
HENT ION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN MOUNO OF INTERNAL STRUCTURES OF MOUTH, CGHPLICATEO
OPEN tiOUNO OF HOUTH, UN SPECIFIED SITE, CGHPLICATEO
OPEN hOUNO OF GUH (ALvEOLAR PROCESS)T COHPLICATEO
GPEN HGUNO OF TOGTH (BROKEN), CUNP1 TrATg~-. --..”
OPEN HOUNO OF TONGUE ANO FLOOR OF HOUTH, COHPLICATkO
OPEN hOUNO OF PALATE, COHPLICATEQ
OPEN MGUNO OF OTHER ANO MULTIPLE SITES CF HGuTH. COHPLICATEO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO OPEN uGUNO OF HEAO hITHOUT HEhTIOh GF
CIIHPL1CATION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO OPEN HOUNO GF HEAOS CGHPLICATEo
OPEN HOUNO OF NECK
OPEN MUUNO UF LARYNX ANO TRACHtA, wITHOUT HENTIGh GF
COHPLICATION
GPEN HCUNO OF LARYNX, ii ITHOUT HENTION OF COHPLICATION
UPEN HCUNO OF TRACHEA, HITHOUT HENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN hOUNO OF LARYNX ANO TRACHEA, COMPLICATE
GPEN kGUNO OF LARYNX, COHPLICATEO
OPEN HOUND OF TRACHEA, COHPLICATEO
OPEN hOUNO OF PHARYNX, WITHOUT HEhTION OF CGHPLICATIOh
12PEN hUUNO OF PHARYNX, CUHPLICATEO
OPEN uOUNO OF OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED PARTS OF NtCK. hIThOUT
HtNTION OF COMPLICATIIJN
GPEh HOUNO OF OTHER ANO UhSPECIFIEO PARTS OF NkCKS coHpLIcATEn





























































OPEN UObND OF CHEsT (HALL), HITHOUT MENTION OF coMPL1CA71GN
OPEN HOUNO OF CHEST (HALL), COMPLICATEO
OPEN HOUNLI OF BACK
OPEN kOUNO OF 13ACK. HITHOUT MENTION OF CO f4PLICATIOtt
GPEN HObNO OF BACK, COHPLICATEO
UPEN !40UN0 OF BuTTOCK
OPEN HOUNO OF BUTTOCK, MITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN HUUNO OF tiuTTOCK, COMPLICATEO
OPEN UOUNO OF GENITAL ORGANS (ExTERNAL) , INCLLIOING TRAUHATIC
AMPUTATION
OPEN MOUNO OF PENIS, uITHOUT t4ENTIOt4 GF CG14PLICAT1GN
OPEN liOUhO OF PENIS, CIIHPLICATEO
13 PEN hOUNO OF SCROTUH ANO TESTES, hITHOUT HE NT ION OF
CO!4PL1CATION
OPEN 140ut40 OF VULVA, h!ITHOU7 HE NT ION OF CG14PL1CAT1GN
OPEN wOUNO OF VAGINA, MI THOUT MENTION liF COHPL1CATION
OPEN NOUNO OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED PARTS OF GENITAL ORGAkS
(ExTERttAL), HITHOUT HENTION OF COHpLICATIOh
GPGN HGuNO OF OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED SITES, ExCEPT LIMBS
OPEN HOIJNO OF BREAST, nITHOUT HENTION GF CGHPLICATION
OPEN MOUNO OF BREAST, COMPLICATE
OPEN MOUNO OF ABOOHINAL HALL, ANTERIOR, k1TkOU7 HEtxTION OF
COHPLICATION
OPEN MOUNO OF ABOOHINAL HALL, ANT ER112R, COMPLICATE
OPEN uOU?iO OF ABOO141NAL HALL, LATERAL, !41THCUT MENTION OF
CGHPLICATION
OPEN klOUNO OF ABOOHINAL MALL. LATERAL, COMPLICATED
OPEN HOONO OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO PARTS OF TRUtiK, UITHOU1
MENTION OF COUPL1CATION
OPEN MOUNO OF OTHER ANO ONSPECIFIEO PARTS OF TRUNK,
CO14PLICATE0
OPEN UOUNO(S) (MULTIPLE) OF UNSPECIFIED SITE(S), klTHOti T
HENTION OF COMPLICATION
OPEN UOUNO(S) (HULTIPLE) OF UNSPECIFIED sITE(s). ccHpLlcATEG
UPEN uOUNO OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM
OPEN HO(INO OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARt4, hITHOUT MENTIGN GF
COMPLICATION
OPEN liOUtiO OF SHOULOER REG1ON, h’ITHOIJT iiEtiTION OF COMPLICATION
CPGN uObNO OF SCAPULAR REGION, wITHOUT HEtITIGN GF COMPLICATION
GPEN ML(JNO OF AX ILLARY REGION, HITHOIIT HEhTIGN OF COHPLICATIGN
OPEN hOUNO OF UPPER ARM, hlTHOUT HENTION G= COMPLICATION
GPEN HGUNO OF INJLTIPLE SITES OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARH, hITHOUT
14ENT1UN OF COMPLICATION
OPEN MOUNO OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARH, COMPLICATE
OPEN uOUNO OF SHOULOER REGION, COHPLICATEC
OPEN ilOUNO OF AX ILLARY REG1ON, cOMPLICATE
OPEN MOUtiO OF UPPER ARM, COMPLICATEO
OPEN hOUNO OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM, mlTti TENOON lNvOLVEHEti T
GPEt4 IIOUNO OF AX ILLARY REG1ON, uITH TEhOOk INVOLVEMENT
GPEN kOUNO OF UPPER ARM, kITH TENOON INVOLVEMENT
OPEN HOUNO OF ELBOM, FOREARM, ANO wRIST
OPEN uOUNO OF ELMOH, FOREARM, ANO !+RI ST, klTHOUT MEhTIOti CF
COMPLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF FOREARM. HITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
GPEN !40Ut40 OF ELLIOU, uITHOUT HENTIOh OF CCXPLICATION
GPEN %OUNO OF HRIST , wITHOUT MENTION OF CGt4PLICATION
OPEN HOL!NO OF ELLIOk, FOREARH, ANO MRIST, COHPLICATEC
OPEN kGUNO OF FCIREARH, COMPLICATE
OPEN MOUNO OF ELBOU, COHPLICATEO
GPEN uOUNO OF WRIST, COUPLICATEO
.3PEN HObtiO 13F ELBOW, FIIREARH, ANO !4RIST, hITH TENDCtw
INVOLVEMENT
UPEN hGUNO OF FOREARM, !41TH TENOON INVOLVEt4ENT
GPEN WOUNO GF ELBOH. WITH T.ENOON INVOLVEMENT
UPEN h(JJNO OF HRIST, wITH TENOON INVGLVEHENT
OPEN UOUNO OF HANO EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE
uPEN HOUNO OF HANO EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALON6, hITHOUT HENTIOti OF
COHPLICATION
OPEN !40Uh0 OF HANO EXCEPT FINGER(s) ALONE, COHPLICATEO
OPtN wOUNO OF HANO EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALGNE, hITH TEhOON
lNVULVEHENT
OPEN uOUNO OF FINGER(S)
OPEN HOUNO OF FINGER(S), WITHOUT MENTION GF CO14PLlCATION



















































oPEN i+OUNO OF FINGER(S), wITH TENOGiI INvOLVEMENT
MuLTIPLE AND UNSPECIFIEO OPEN !40UN0 OF UPPER LIf4B
MuLTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIED OPEN MOUND OF UPPER LIMB, hlTHOUT
MENTION OF COt4PL1CATLON
HuLTIPLE AhO uNSPECIFIED OPEh HOUNU GF UPPER LIMB, COMPLICATEO
MULTIPLE ANO uNSPECIFIED OPEtI !40uN0 OF UPPER LIMB, kITH TtNOOti
lNVOLVEFIENT
TRAuMATIC AMPUTATION GF THuMB (COMPLETE) (PARTIAL)
TRAut4AT1c AHpuTATION OF THut48 (c OnpLETE)(pARTIAL). hITHOb T
MENTION OF COHPLICATION
TRAUMATIC AMPUTATION OF THUt4B (C014PLETE )( PARTIAL), COMPLICATE
TRALN4ATIC Af4pUTATION OF OTHER FINGER(s) (COMPLETE) (PARTIAL)
TiAUMATIC AMPUTATION GF OTHER FINGER(S) (coHPLETE) (PARTIAL) ,
HITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
TRAUHATIC AMPUTATION OF OTHER FINGER(S) (COMPLETE) (PARTIAL),
COHPLICATEO
TRAu HATIC AH POT AT ION OF ARH ANO HANO (COMPLETE) (PARTIAL)
TRAUMATIC AI4PUTATION OF ARH ANO HANO (CGMPLETE) (PARTIAL)*
uNILATERAL, BELOH ELBOW* HITHOUT MENTION OF Complication
TRAUHATIC AMPuTATION OF ARH ANO HANO (COMPLETE) (PARTIAL),
uNILATERAL, LEVEL NOT SPECIFIEO, HIThOUT HEN TIOh GF
COHPL1CATION
CPEN UOUNO OF HIP ANO THIGH
UPEN HOUNO OF HIP ANO THIGH, HITHOUT HENTIOh CiF COHPLICATIOh
OPEN 1401JN0 OF HIP ANO THIGH, CO FIPLICATEO
OPEN HOUNO OF HIP ANO THIGH, !41TH TENOGN IN VULVEHENT
OPEN HOUNO OF KNEE, LEG [EXCEPT THIGH). ANO AhKLE
OPEN hOLshO OF KNEE, LEG (ExCEPT THIGH), ANO AkKLE* hITHGUT
HENTION OF COHPLICATION
OPEN !40UN0 OF KNEE, LEG (ExCEPT THIGH), AhG ANKLE, CCMPLICATEO
OPEN 140UN0 OF KNEE. LEG (ExCEPT THIGH). Aho AhKLE. hlTH TkhOOh
INVOLVEMENT
OPEN WOUNO OF FOOT EXCEPT TOE(S) ALGNk
OPEN HOIJNO OF FOOT EXCEPT TOE(S) ALONE, hlThOUT MEtYTION OF
CO14PLICATION
OPEN HOUNO OF FOOT EXCEPT TOt(S) ALGNE, COMPL1CAT6C
OPEN !40bN0 OF FOOT ExCEPT TOE(S) ALONE, hITh TENOOtT
INVOLVEMENT
OPEi HOUNO :F TOE(S)
OPEN HOUNO OF TOE(S), MI THOUT MENTION OF CGMPLICATIUN
OPEN h’OUNO OF TOE(S), CO14PL1CATE0
OPEN UOUNO OF TOE(S), UITH TENOON INVOLVEMENT
MULTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIEO OPEN hOUNO OF LOHER LIHd
MuLTIPLE ANO UNSPECIFIEO OPEN HOUNO OF LO HER LIt48, hlTHOb T
MENTION OF COMPLICATION
MuLTIPLE AkO UNSPECIFIED oPEN HOUNO UF LGh ER LIHB, COIIPLICATEO
MuLTIPLE ANO uNSPECIFIEO OPEN HOUNO OF LOkER LIHb, UITH TENoOtI
IhVOLVEHENT
TRAUHATIC AHpuTATION OF TOE(S) (cuHPLETE) (pARTIAL)
TRALN4ATIC AMPuTATION OF ToE(S) (COMPLETE) (PARTIAL). HITHOUT
HENTION OF COMPLICATION
TRAUMATIC ANPUTATION GF TOE(S) (cuMpLETE) (pARTIAL).
COIIPLICATEO
TRAuMATIC AMPUTATION OF FOOT (COMPLETE) (PARTIAL)
TRAUHATIC AHpuTAT1ON OF FOOT (COMPLETE) (pARTIAL), LNi LA IttiAL.
HITHOUT HENTION OF COMPL1CATION
TRAUMATIC AMPUTATION OF LEG(S) (COHPLETE) (PARTIAL)
TRAUHATIC AMPuTATION OF LEG(S) (COMPLETE) (PARTIAL),
UNILATERAL, BELOW KNEE. h’l ThOu T MENTION CF COMPLICATION
TRAUHATIC AHPUTATION OF LEG(S) (co14PLETE) (pARTIAL).
UNILATERAL, 8ELOh KNEE, COHPLICATEO
TRAUMATIC AMPUTATION OF LEG(S) (CO14PLETE) (PARTIAL),
UNILATERAL, AT OR ABOVE KNEE. WITHOUT MENTION OF COMPLICATION
TRAUMATIC AMPUTATION OF LEG(S) (COMPLETE) (PARTIAL),
uNILATERAL. AT OR AtiOVE KNEE, co f4PL1cATE0
TRAUt4AT1C AMPUTATION OF LEG(S) (cOHPLETEI (PARTIAL),
UNILATERAL, LEVEL NOT SPECIFIEfi, HITHOUT HEN TIOtv GF
COt4PL1CATION
TRAuHATIC AMPUTATION OF LEG(S) (COHPLETE) (PARTIAL).
dILATERAL (ANY LEVEL), COHPLICATEO
INJoRY TO EJLOOO VESSELS OF HEAO ANO hECK
INJURY TG CAROTIO ARTERY
INJURY TO COHHON CAROTIO ARTERY








































































INJURY TO INTERNAL CAROTIO ARTERY
INJURY TO INTERNAL JUGULAR VEIN
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIED BLO130 VESSELS OF hEAO At’iG NECK
INJURY TO EXTERNAL JUGULAR VEIN
INJURy TO OTHER SPECXFIEO BLOOO vESsEL5 OF HEAO ANO NECK
INJuRY TO UNSPECIFIED $LOOD VESSEL OF HEAO ANO NECK
INJURY TO BLOOO vESSELS OF THORAX
INJURY TO THORACIC AoRTA
INJURY 70 SUPERIOR VENA CAVA
INJURY TO INNOHINATE ANO SUBCLAVIAN VEINS
INJURY TO PULHONARY LTLOOO vESSELS
INJURY TO PULHONARY ARTERY
INJURY TO PULHONARY VEIN
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO HLOOO VESSELS OF THORAX
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BLOOO VESSELS OF THORAX
INJURY TO BLOOO VESSELS OF ABOOHEN ANO PELVIS
INJURY TO AdOOHINAL AORTA
INJURY TO INFERIOR VENA CAVA
INJURY TO INFERIOR VENA C6VA, UNSPECIFIED
INJuRY TO HEPATIC VEINS
INJuRY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO BRANCHES OF INFERIOR VENA CAVA
INJURY TO CELIAC ANO HESENTERIC ARTERIES
INJURY TO CELIAC ANO 14ESENTERIC ARTERIES, uNSPECIFIED
INJURY TO GASTRIC ARTERY
INJURY TO HEPATIC ARTERY
iNJURY To SPLENIC ARTERy
INJURY TO PORTAL ANO SPLENIC VEINS
INJURY TO SUPERIOR HESENTERIC VEIN ANO PRIMARY SUBDIVISIONS
INJuRY TO SPLENIC VEIN
INJURY TO OTHER PORTAL ANO SPLENIC VEINS
INJURY TO RENAL uLOOO VESSELS
INJURY TO RENAL VEIN
INJURY TO ILIAC BLOOO VESSELS
INJURY TO ILIAc ARTERy
1NJUR% TO ILIAC VEIN
IN;URY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO MLOOO VESSELS OF ALiOOHEN ANO PELVIS
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO OLOOO vESSELS OF AMOGHEN ANC PELVIS
INJURY TO BLOOO VESSELS OF UPPER ExTREHITY
INJURY TO AXILLARY BLOOO VESSELS
INJURY TO AXILLARY ARTERY
INJURY TO BRACHIAL EILOOO VESSELS
INJURY TO RAOIAL 13LOO0 VESSELS
INJURY TO uLNAR bLOOO VESSELS
INJURY TO PAL14AR ARTERY
INJURY TO OIGITAL BLOOO VESSELS
INJuRY TO OTHkR SPECIFIEO 13LOO0 VESSELS OF bPPER ExTREHITY
INJURY TO uNSPECIFIED BLOOO VESSEL OF UPPER ExTREHITY
INJURY TO dLOOO VESSELS OF LOI03R EXTRE141TY AND uNSPECIFIED
SITES
INJURY TO SUPERFICIAL FEHORAL ARTERY
INJuRY TO FEHORAL VEINS
INJURY TO POPLITEAL tlLOOO vESSELS
INJuRY TO POPLITEAL ARTERY
INJURY TO POPLITEAL VEIN
INJuRY TO TIMIAL LILOOO VESSELS
INJURY Ta TIi31AL VESSEL(S), UNSPECIFIEO
INJURY TO POSTERIOR T181AL ARTERY
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIED dL1300 VESSELS OF LOkkR ExTRI+HITY
INJURY TO uNSPECIFIED dLOOO VESSEL OF LOkER EXTREIIITY
INJURY Tti tJLOOO VESSELS IIF uNSPECIFIED SITE
LATE EFFECTS OF IWSCULOSKELETAL ANO CONtiECTIVE TISSUE INJURIES
LATE EFFECT OF FIZACTURE OF SKULL ANII FACE HGNES
LATE EFFECT OF FRACTURE OF SPINE ANO TRUNK hITHOUT MENTION
OF SPINAL CORO LESION
LATti EFFECT OF FRACTURk OF UPPER ExTREHITIES
LATE EFFECT OF FRACTURE OF NECK OF FEHUR
LATE EFFECT OF FRACTURE OF LOHER ExTREMITIES
LATE EFFECT OF FRACTURE OF HULTIPLE ANO UhSPECIFIEO BONES
LATt EFFECT OF SPRAIN ANO STRAIN IAITHOUT HEh TIGN OF TENOON
INJURY
LATE EFFECT OF TENOON INJURY
LATE EFFtCT OF TilAUHATIC AHPuTATItiN
i-ATE tFFELTS OF INJURIES TO SKIN ANO SUL7CUTANEOUb TISSUtS




















































LATE EFEECT OF OPEN HOUNO OF EXTREHXTIES MI THOUT llENTXLTN
OF TENOON INJuRY
LATE EFFECT OF SUPERFICIAL INJURY
LATE EFFEcT OF CONTUSION
LATE EFFECT OF CRUSHING
LATE EFFECT OF BURN OF EYE, FACE. HEAO~ ANO NECK
LATE EFFECT OF BURN OF HRIST ANO HANO
LATE EFFEcT OF BURN OF OTHER EXTREMITIES
LATE EFFECT OF BuRNS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
LATE EFFECT OF BURN OF uNSPECIFIED SITE
LATE EFFECTS OF INJURIES TO THE NERVOUS SYSTEH
LATE EFFECT OF INTRACRANIAL INJuRY kITHOUT HENTION OF
SKULL FRACTURE
LATE EFFECT OF INJURY TO CRANIAL NERVE
LATE EFFECT OF SPINAL CORO INJURY
LATE EFFECT OF INJURY TO NERVE ROOT(S), SPINAL PLEXUS,
ANO OTHER NERVES OF TRUNK
LATE EFFECT OF INJuRY TO “PERIPHERAL NERVE OF SHOULOER
GIROLE ANO UPPER LIHB
LATE EFFECT OF INJuRY TO PERIPHERAL NERVE OF PELVIC GIROLE
ANO LOHER LIHB
LATE EFFECT OF INJURY TO OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIEO NERVE
LATE EFFECTS OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURIES
LATE EFFECT OF INTERNAL INJuRY TO CHEST
LATE EFFECT OF INTERNAL INJURY TO INTUA-ABOOH1hAL ORGANS
LATE EFFECT OF INTERNAL INJURY TO OTHER INTERNAL ORGANS
LATE EFFECT OF INJURY TO dLOOO VESSEL OF HEAO, NECK, ANO
EXTREHITIFS..-
LATE EFFECT OF INJuRY TO BLOOO VESSEL OF THGRAX*
ABOOHEN, ANO PELVIS
LATE EFFECT OF CERTAIN COMPLICATIONS OF TRAIJHA
LATE EFFECT GF UNSPECIFIED INJURY
LATE EFFECTS OF OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED EXTERNAL CAUSES
LATE EFFECT OF POISONING OUE TO ORUG, HEOICINAL OR
I31OLOGICAL SUMSTANCE
LATE EFFECT OF RAOIATI12N
LATE EFFECT OF COHPLICATIONS OF SURGICAL ANC HEOICAL CARE
LATE EFFECT OF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED EXTERNAL CAUSES
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF FACES NECK, ANO SCALP ExCEPT EYE
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF FACE* NECK, Ahc sCALp Exc EpT
EYE, !41THOUT HENTION OF INFECTION
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF FACE, NECK, AND SCALP ExCEPT
EYE, INFECTEO
tlLISTER OF FACE, NECK, ANO SCALP EXCEPT EYE, HITHOUT
HENTION OF INFECTION
INSECT BITE, NONVENOMOUS, OF FACE, NECK, AhG SCALP ExCEPT
EYE, IAITHOUT HENTION OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOY (SPLINTER) OF FACE, NECK* ANO
SCALP ExCEPT EYE, wITHOUT HAJOR OPEN HOUt40 ANO hIThoUT
HENTION OF INFECTION
OThER ANG UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJuRY OF FACE, NECK, ANO
SCALP EXCEPT EYE, HITHOUT HENTION OF INFECTION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF FACE, tMECK, ANO
SCALP EXCEPT EYE, INFECTEO
SUPERFICIAL 1NJUR% OF TRUNK
AURASION OR FRICTILIN LWRN OF TRUNK, tlITHobT t4ENTIOh OF
IhFECTION
ABRASION OR FRICTION BuRN OF TRUNK, INFECTEC
BLISTER OF TRUNK, MITHWT II ENTIGN OF INFECTION
INSECT BITE, NONVENOHOUSS OF TRUNK, lNFECTEG
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN bOOY (SPLINTER) UF TRUNKS MI THOUT HAJGR
OPEN HOUNO ANO HITHOUT HENTION OF IN FECTIOk
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF TRUNK, hIThOb T
NENTION OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARH
AHRASION OR FRICTION 13URN OF SHOULOER ANIl UPPER ARH,
HXTHOUT HENTION OF INFtCTION
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF ELdUH, FGREARH, ANG 14RIST
ABRAS1ON OR FRICT113N fluRN OF ELBOW, FGRtiARtls ANO wRIST*
wITHOUT HENTION OF INFECTION
INStCT BITE, NONVENOHOUSt UF ELbOMv FOREARHv ANG bRISTV
lNFECTEO
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN T300Y (SPLINTER) OF ELnoh~ FOR EARH9















































OThER AND UNSPECIFIEO SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF ELBOi+,
FOREARM, ANO MRIST, hlTHOUT I4ENTION OF INFECTIGN
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF ELBOH,
FGREARH, ANO !dRIST, lNFECTEO
SUPtRFICIAL INJURY OF HANO(S) EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE
ABRAS1ON OR FRICTION BURN OF i+ANO(S) ExCEPT FINGER(S) ALOh E.
!41THUUT HENT117N OF 1NFECTION
A8RAS1ON OR FR1CTION duRN OF HANO(S) ExCEPT FINGER(S) ALONE,
lNFECTEO
INSECT BITE, NONVENOMOUS, OF HANO(S) ExcEPT FINGER(S) ALONE,
IhFECTEO
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN BOOY (SPLINTER) OF HANO(S) EXCEPT
FINGER(S) ALONE, !41THOUT MAJOR OPEN hOUNO ANO MI ThOUT
I4ENTION UF INFECTION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF HANO(S) EXCEPT
FINGER(S) ALONE. INFECTEO
SUPERFICIAL INJURY-OF FINGER(S)
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF FINGER(S), !dIlhOUT HENTION
OF INFECTION
INSECT BITE, NONVENOHGUS, OF FINGER(S), INFECTEO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF FINGERS
wITHOUT NENTION OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL INJuRY OF HIP, THIGH, LEG, ANO ANKLE
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN IIF HIP, THIGH, LEG, ANO ANKLE,
HITHOUT NENTION OF 1NFECTION
BLISTER OF HIP, THIGH, LEG, ANO ANKLE, HITHOUT NENTION
OF IN6Eci IoN—.
INSECT E)l TE, NONVENOMOUS, OF HIP, THIGH, LEG, ANO AkKLE,
MI THOU1 MENTION OF INFECTION
INSECT BITE, NONVENOMOUS, OF HIP, THIGH, LEG, ANO ANKLE,
INFECTEO
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN bOOY (SPLINTER) OF HIP, ThIGH, LEG,
ANO ANKLE, MI THOUT HAJOR OPEN dOUNO ANO HITHOUT NENTION OF
INFECTION
OTHER AhG UNSPECIFIEO SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF HIP, THIGH,
LEG, ANO ANKLE, liITHOUT IIENTION OF INFECTION
OTHER AAO uNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF HIP, THIGH,
LEG, AhO ANKLE, INFECTEO
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF FOOT ANO TOE(S)
ABRASION OR FRICTION EURN OF FOOT ANO TOE(S), uITHOUT
t4tNTIOh OF INFECTION
ABRASION OR FRICTION BURN OF FOOT ANO TOE(S), lNFECTEO
IILISTER OF FOOT ANO TOE(S), HITHOUT NENTION OF INFECTION
BLISTER OF FOOI ANO TOE(S), lNFECTEO
INSECT BITE, NONVENOMOUS, OF FOOT ANO TOE(S), HITHObT
NENTION OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN WOY (SPLINTER) OF FOOT ANIS TOE(S),
uITHOUT MAJOR OPEN uOUNO ANO uITHOUT MENTION OF 1NFECTION
OTHER ANO LX SPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJuRY OF FOOT ANO TOE(S),
HITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTION
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF EYE ANO AONEXA
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF EYELIOS ANO PtRIOCULAR AREA
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF CORNEA
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF CONJUNCTIVAL
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPERFICIAL INJURIES OF EYE
SUPERFICIAL INJURY OF EITHER, NULTIPLE, ANO UhSPECIFIEO SITES
ABRAS1ON OR FRIcTION BURN OF OTHER, “nuLTIPLE, Aho UhspEcii IEo
SITES, HITHGUT HENTIGN OF INFkCTION
ABRASIUN OR FRICTION BURN OF qTHER, MULTIPLE, ANO IJNSPECIFIEO
SITES, lNFECTEO
SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN LIOOY (SPLINTER) OF OTHER, MULTIPLE, AhO
UhSPECIFIEO SITES, uITHOUT MAJOR OPEN HOLING ANO HITHOUT
NENTION OF INFECTION
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO SUPE&FICIAL INJURV OF OTHER, NULTIPLE.
ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES, kITHOUT MENTION OF INFECTIGN
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED SUPEtEFICIAL INJURY CF OTHER, NULTIPLE,
ANO UNSPECIFIED SITES, lNFECTEO
CONTUSION OF FACE, SCALP; ANO NECR ExCEPT EYE(S)
CIJNTUSION OF EYE AND AONEXA
BLACK EYE, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
CONTIJSIGN OF EYELIOS ANII PER IcICULAR AREA












































































UNSPECIFIED CONTUSION OF EYE
CONTUSION OF TRUNK
CONTUS1ON OF BREAST
CONTUSION OF CHEST ldALL
CONTUS1ON OF ABOONINAL MALL
CONTUSION OF LTACK
COhTUSION OF GENITAL ORGANS
CONTUSION OF NULTIPLE SITES OF TRuNK
CONTIJS1ON OF UNSPECIFIEO PART OF TRuNK
CONTUSION OF UPPER LIHEI
CONTUSION OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARM
CONTUSION OF SHOULOER REG1ON
CONTUSION OF SCAPULAR REGION
CONTUSION OF AXILLARY REGION
CONTUS1ON OF UPPER ARH
CONTUSIOh OF MULTIPLE SITES OF SHOULOER




CONTUSION GF uRIST ANO HANO(S), EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALGNE
CONTUSION OF HANO(S), EXCEPT FINGER(S) ALCNE
COhTUSION OF HRIST
CONTUS1ON OF FINGER
CONTUS1ON OF NULTIPLE SITES GF UPPER LIHtS
CONTUSION OF uNSPECIFIEO PART OF UPPER L1t4d
CONTLLS1ON OF LOIFER LIMB ANO OF OTHER ANO UN.Sp EC IFIEO SITES
CONTUS1ON OF HIP ANO TH16H
CONTUSION OF THIGH
CONTUSION OF HIP
CONTUSION OF KNEE ANO LOHER LEG
CONTUS1ON OF LOUER LEG
CONTUS1ON OF KNE6




CONTUSION OF HuLTIPLE SITES oF LoHER LIMB
CONTUSION qF UNSPECIFIEO PART OF LO!+ER LIHd
COhTUSION OF MULTIPLE SITES, NOT ELSEhHERE CLASS IFIEO
CONTUSION OF UNSPECIFIEO SITE
CROSHING INJIJRY OF TRUNK
CRUSHING INJURY OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES OF TRuNK
CRUSHING INJURY OF BACK
CRUSHING INJURY OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES GF TRuNK
CRUSHING INJURY OF UPPER LINB
CRUSHING INJURY OF SHOULOER ANO UPPER ARH
CRUSHING INJURY OF UPPER ARH
CRUSHING INJURY OF NuLTIPLE SITES LTF UPPER ARU
CRUSHING INJURY OF ELBOH ANO FOREARM
CRUSHING INJURY OF FOREARN
CRUSHING INJuRY OF URIST ANO HANO(S), EXCEPT FINGER(S) AL
CRUSHING INJURY OF HANO(S)
CRUSHING INJURY OF FINGER(S)
CRUSHING INJURY GF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF UPPER LIHB
CRUSHING INJuRY OF LOHER LINB
CRUSHING INJURY OF HIP ANO THIGH
CRUSHING INJURY OF THIGH
CRUSHING INJURY OF KNEE ANO LOn ER LEb
CRUSHING INJURY OF LOHER LEG
CRUSHING INJURY OF KNEE
CRLISHING INJURY OF ANKLE ANO FOOT, EXCLUOING TOE(S) ALONE
CRUSHING lIYJURY OF FOUT, EXCLUOING TOE(S) ALONE
CRUSHING INJURY OF TOE(S)
CRUSHING INJURY OF HULTIPLE SITES IIF LljhkR LIMd
CRUSHING INJURY OF UNSPECIFIEO SITE OF LOhER LIME
FOREIGN BOOY ON EXTERNAL EYt
CORNEAL FOREIGN 1300Y
FOREIGN BOOY IN CONJUNCTIVAL SAC
FOREIGN BOOY IN UNSPECIFIED sITE ON ExTERNAL EYE
FOREIGN BOOY IN EAR
FOREIGN 60DY ii NOSE
FOREIGN BGOY IN PHARYNX ANO LARYNX
FOREIGN dOOY IN PHARYNx
























































FOREIGN BODY IN TRACHEA, MRONCHUS, ANO LIJNG
FOREIGN MOOY IN TRACHEA
FOREIGN BODY IN HAIN BRONCHUS
FOREIGN BIIOY IN GTHER SPECIFIEO PARTS BKONCHUS ANO LUNG
FOREIGN E!OOY IN RESPIRATORY TREE, UNSPECIFIED
FOREIGN k100Y IN HOUTH. ESOPhAGUS, ANO STOFIACH
FOREIGN BOOY IN t40UTH
FOREIGN dOOY IN ESOPHAGUS
FOREIGN 1300Y IN STOHACH
FOREIGN t!OOY IN INTESTINE ANO COLON
FOREIGN k100Y IN ANuS ANO RECTUM
FOREIGN aooy IN OIGESTIVE sys TEH, bNSPECIFIEO
FOREIGN i+OOY IN GENITOURINARY TRACT
FOREIGN BUOY IN BLAOOER ANO IJRETHRA
FOREIGN i300Y IN VULVA ANO VAGINA
MURN CONFINEO TO EYE ANO AONEXA
OThER BURNS OF EYELIOS ANO PER1OCULAR AREA
ALKALINE CHEMICAL BURN OF CORNEA ANO CONJUNCTIVAL SAC
OTHER BuRN OF CORNEA ANO CONJUNCTIVAL SAC
UNSPECIFIED tSURN OF EYE AhO AONEXA
aURN OF FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK
BURN OF FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK, uMPECIFIEO OEGREE
BURN OF UNSPECIFIEO OEGREE OF
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF FACE ANO HEAO
LWRN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGRtE OF EYE (iIITH GTHER PARTS OF FACE*
HEAO, ANO NECK)
BuRN OF uNSPECIFIEO OEGREE OF LIP(S)
HURN OF IJNSPECIFIEO OEGREE OF NECK
kRYTHEtlA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF FACE, HEAOV ANO NECK
ERYTHEHA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF
FACE ANO HEAO
ERYTHEHA OUE TO dURN (FIRST OEGREE) GF FOREHEAO ANO CHEEK
ERYTIIEFIA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF HULTIpLE SITES
(EXCEPT wITH EYE) OF FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK
BLISTERS WITh EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE) OF
FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK
BLISTERS, hITH EPIOERMAL LGSS OUk TO BURN (S ECOhO OEGREE) OF
FACE ANO HEAO, UNSPECIFIED SITE
BLISTERS, HITH EPIOERFIAL LOSS OUE TO LiURN (S ECONO OEGREE) OF
EAR (ANY PART)
BLISTERS, klTH EP1OERHAL LOSS OUE TO kMJRN (SECONO OEGREE) OF
CHIN
BLISTERS, ltl TH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUk TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE) OF
SCALP (ANY PART)
BLIsTERS, HITH EPIOERHAL LUSS OUE TO BURN (SECOND OEGREE) OF
FORkHEAO ANO CHEEK
LILISTERS, MITH EpIOERMAL LOss OUE TO tNJRN (S ECONO OEGREE) OF
HULTIPLi SITES (EXCEPT wITH EYE) OF FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (TtIIRO OEGREE NOS) OF
FACE, hEAO, ANO NECK
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LUSS OUE TO wRN (THIRO OEGREE NOS) OF
UNSPECIFIEO SITE OF FACE ANO hEAO
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS ObE TO BURN (THIKO OEGREE NOS)
OF LIP(S)
FULL-ThICKNESS SKIN LUSS OUE TO BURN (ThIRO DEGREE NOS) OF
HULTIPLE SITES (EXCEPT HITh EYE) OF FACE. HEAO, ANO NECK
dURN UF TRUNK
EIIJRN OF TRIJNK, uNSPECIFIED DEGREE
BuRN GF uNSPtCIFIEO OEGREE OF UNSPECIFIISO SITE OF TRUtIK
BURN OF UNSPECIFIMJ OEtiREE OF CHEST hALL, EXCLUOING
dREAST AND NIPPLt
BuRN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGRk E GF AtiOOHINAL hALL
tnyTtw4A ouE TO kNJRN (FIRST OEGKEEl OF TRUNK
ERYTHEHA OUE TO dURN (FIRST DEGREE) OF CHEST hALLt EXCLUOING
BREAST ANO NIPPLE
ERYTHEMA ObE TO BURN (FIRST 0E6REE) OF BACK (ANY PART)
ERYTHEHA DuE Tti tiURN (FIRST OEGRtE) OF GENITALIA
BLISTERS uITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BU*N (S ECONO OEGREE)
OF TRukK
BLISTERS tiITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO UURti (SECONO OEGREE)
IJNSPECIFIEO SITE OF TRUNK
kiLISTERS hlTH tiPILltRMAL LOSS OUE TO iWRN
(S ECONO OEGREE) OF dKEAST












































CHEST HALL, EXCLUOING BREAST ANO NIPPLE
BLISTERS HITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BuRN
(5 EcoN0 OEGREE) OF AMOOn INAL hALL
BLISTERS wITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURh
(SECCINO oEGREE> OF LTACK (ANY PART)
BLISTERS HITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN
(SECOhO OEGREE) OF GENITALIA
BLISTERS HITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN
(SECGNO OEGREE) OF OTHER ANO HULTIPLE SITES OF TRUNK
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN Loss OUE TO BURN [THIRo oEGREE NOS)
OF TRutiK
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (ThIKO OEGREE NOS)
OF uNSPECIFIED SITE UF TRuNK
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO dURN (ThIRO OEGREE NOS)
OF CHEST HALL, EXCLUOING BREAST ANO NIPPLE
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO
OEGREE NOS) OF ABOOHINAL hALL
FuLL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (Th IRO
OEGREE NOS) OF BACK (ANY PART)
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LUSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGR’EE NGS)
OF OTHER ANO MuLTIPLE SITES OF TRUNK
LWRN OF UPPER LIMB, EXCEPT kRIST ANO hANO
LIURN OF UPPER LIW3, ExCEPT hRIST ANO hANO, IJNSPECIFIEO OEGREE
BuRN OF LINSPECIFIEO OEGREE OF uNSPECIFIEO SITE OF UPPER LIHti
BuRN OF uNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF FOREARM
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF HULTIPLE SITES
OF uPPER LIH6, EXCEPT liRIST ANO HANO
ERYTHE14A OUE TO BuRN (FIRST OEGREE) OF UPPER LIHB*
EXCEPT HRIST ANO HANO
ERYTHEHA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF FGREARM
ERYTHEHA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF HULTIPLE SITES OF UPPER
LIH8, EXCEPT hRIST ANO HANO
LILISTERS hiTti EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BU17N (s ECONO OEGREE)
OF UPPER LIHB, ExCEPT HRIST ANO HANo
BLxsTERs HITH EPIOERHAL LOss OUE TO 6URN (S ECCNO GEIiREE)
OF uNSPECIFIED SITE OF uPPER LIMB
5LISTERS iiITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE)
OF FOREARH
BLISTERS 141THEPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO INJRti (SECONO OEGREE)
OF ELBOH
BLISTERS IEITH EPIOERHAL LOsS OUE TO WRk (s EcONO 0E6REE)
OF uPPER ARH
BLISTERS IAITH EPIOERHAL LOss OUE TO LIURN (S ECONO OEGREE)
OF AXILLA
dLxsTERs WITH EPIOERHAL LOss OUE TO WJRN (S ECUNO OEGREE)
OF SHOULOER
BLISTERS HITH EPIOERHAL LOss OUE TO LIURN (S ECONO OEGREE)
OF HULTIPLE SITES OF UPPER LIHBi EXCEp T bRIs T ANo HAhG
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS) OF
UPPER LIMB, EXCEPT IARIST ANO HANO
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (ThIRO oEGREE NOS)
OF UNSPECIFIEO SITE OF uPPER LIHB
FuLL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS)
OF FOREARH
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LLTSS OUE TO klURR (Th IRO DEGREE NOS)
OF ELBOh
fuLL-ThIcKNEss SKXN LOSS OuE TO BURN (THIRO 06GREE NG5)
OF SHOULOER
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TO BURN (OEEP THIRO
OEGREk) OF uPPER LIHB, EXCEPT hRIST ANO hAhO, hIThCIJT HEhTION
OF LOSS OF A BOOY PART
oEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TC BURN
iOEt P THIRO OEGREE) OF FOREARM, HITHOUT HEhTION GF LliSS CF
FOREARH
wKN OF HRIST(S) ANO HANO(S)
kluRN UF HRIST(S) ANO HANO(S), UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
BURN OF LINSPECIFIEO OEGRtE OF L!NSPECIFIEO SITE OF hANO
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF SINGLE OIGIT (FINGER (NAIL))
OTHtR ThAN THUMB
BURN OF UNSPECIFIEO OEGREE OF THuf4tI (hAIL)
6RYTHEHA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF hRIST(S) ANO HANO(S)
ERyTHEHA OUE TO auRN (FIRST OEGREE) UF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF
HANO
















































OF hRIST(S) ANO HANO(S)
!3LISTERS MITH EPIOERHAL LGSS OUE TO BURN (S ECOtfO DEGREE) OF
UNSPkCIFIEO SITE OF HANU
BLISTERS !41TH EPIOERt4AL LGSS OUk TO BURN (SECOND
SINGLE OIGIT (FINGER [NAIL)) OTHER THAN THU1413
bLISTERS 141TH EPIUERt4AL LOS: DuE TO BURN (s ECONO
THO CR 140RE OKGITS OF HANO, NOT INCLUDING THUMB
EL ISTERS HITH EP1OERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO
TkO OR MORE OIGITS OF HANO, INCLUOING THUMB
BLISTERS UITH EP10ERt4AL LOSS OUE TO tUIRN (S ECONO
PALM OF HANO
LIL1S7ERS iITH EPIGER14AL LOSS OUE TO ENJRh (S ECONO
13ACK OF HANO
dLISTERS HITH EP1OERHAL LOSS OUk TO H(JRN (S ECONO
MRIST
BLISTERS HITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO
HULTIPLE SITES OF HRIST(S) ANO HANO(S)









OF WRIST(S) ANO HANO(S)
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRD OEGREE
uNSPECIFIEO SITE OF HANO
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO LIuRN (Th IRO OEGREE
SINGLE OIGIT CFINb ER (NAIL)) GTtiER THAN THUMB
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE
ThO GR 140RE OIGITS OF HANO, NOT lNCLUC1ti G THU14i3
fuLL-Tti IcKhEss SKIN LOSS OUE TO buRN (THIRO OEGREE
PALM OF HANU







OEEP NECiOSIS OF uNOERLYING TISSUES OUE TO bURti (oEEP
THIRO OEGREE) OF ‘#RI ST(S) ANO HANO(S) , wITHOUT l! EhTION OF
LOSS OF A bOOY PART
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNOERLYING TISSUES OUE TO BuRN (OEEP THIRO
OEtiREE) OF UN SPECIFIED SITE OF HANG, MITHOUT HEhTION GF LOSS
OF HANO
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TG CYURtt (CEEP Thl RO
OELREE) oF BACK OF HANO, lil THCUT HEtvTIGN OF LCSS OF BACK OF
HANU
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TG BURN (OEEP ThIRO
OEGRk E) OF MULTIPLE SITtS OF uRIST(S) ANC HAN O(S), klTHLiJT
NENTION OF LOSS OF A BODY PART
dUNN (IF LOWER LIMB(S)
LLuRN OF LO’iIER LI14d(S), UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
BLARt4 OF uNSPECIFIEO OEGREE OF UNSPECIFIED SITE OF LOkER LIUb
(LEb)
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF TOE(S) (NAiL)
SLARN OF uNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF FOOT
dURN OF UNSPECIFIEO OEGREE OF ANKLE
BURN OF UNSPECIFIEO OEGREE OF LOHER LEG
dURN OF UNSPECIFIEO OEGREE OF KNEE
BuRN OF uNSPECIFIED OEGREE OF THIGH (ANY PART)
BURN OF LJNSPECIFIEO OEGREE OF 14uLT1PLE SITES GF LOhER LIMB(S)
ERYTHEMA oUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF LOhER LIHB(S)
ERYTHEt4A OUE TO BURN (FLRST oEGREE) OF TOE(S) (NAIL)
ERYTHEMA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF FOCT
ERYTHEHA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF ANKLE
ERYTHEHA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF THIGH (ANY pART)
ERYTHEHA OUE TO 8URN (FIRST OEGREE) OF HULT1pLE SITES OF
LOWER LIHB(S)
dLISTERS HITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO OEGREE)
OF LOHER LIMB(S)
dL.IsTms WITH EPIOERHAL LCISS OUE TO BURN (s EcONO OEGREE)
OF Ut9SPECIFIE0 SITE OF LOUER LIHB (LEG)
LILISTERS HITH EPIOERMAL LOSS OUE TO EIURN (S ECONO OEbREEl OF
TUE(S) iNAIL)
BLIsTERS HITH EP1OERHAL LOSS OUE TO 13URN (S ECONO DEGREE) OF
FOOT
BLISTERS 141TH EPIUERHAL LOSS OUE TO LiURN
(s EcONO oEGREE) of ANKLE
BLISTERS nITh EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURh
(SECGNO OEGREE) OF LOWtR LE6
BLISTERS ‘rlITH EPIOtiR14AL LOSS OIJE TO kNIRh
(s ECONO OEGREE) OF THIGH (ANY PART)










































(s ECONO OEGREE) OF MULTIPLE SITES CF LGUER LIHd(S)
FuLL-THICKNEss SKxti LOSS OUE TO eURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS)
OF LOHER LIt4f3(S)
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS UUE TO BuRN (THIRO OEGREE NOS) OF
UNSPECIFIED SITE OF LO HER LIHB
FuLL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEGREE NOS) GF FOOT
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO LWRN (THIRO OEGREE tYOS) UF
ANKLE
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LoSS OUE TO BURN (THIRO OEG&EE NOS) GF
LOHER LEG
FULL- Thickness SKIN LOss OUE TO BuRN (THIRO OEGREE NCS) UF KNEE
FuLL-THICKNESS SKIN LUSS OUE TO 13URN (Th IRO OEGREE NOS) OF
TnItiH (ANY PART)
FuLL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO BURN (Th IRO OEGREE NGS) UF
MULTIPLE SITES OF LOHER LIMB(S)
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISS(JES OIJE TG RURN (OEEP THIRG
OEGREE) OF LOh ER LIMB(S). WITHOUT HENTION OF LOSS GF A tIGOY PART
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES OUE TC BURN (CEEP Thl RD
OEGREE) OF LOHER LEG, HITHOUT HENTION GF LCSS OF LOh ER LEG
BURNS OF HULTIPLE SPECIFIEO SITES
BURNS OF MULTIPLE SPECIFIEO SITES, uNSPECIFIEO DEGREE
ERYTHEHA OUE TO dURN (FIRST OEGREE) OF MULTIPLE SPECIFIEO SITES
BLISTERS UITh EP10ER14AL LOSS OUE TO dURN (S ECONO EkGREE) OF
MULTIPLE SPECIFIEO SITES
FULL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO E3URN (THIRO OEGREE NCS) OF
MULTIPLE SPECIFIEO SITES
OEEP NECROSIS OF UNDERLYING TISSUES ObE TG 8URN (GEEP Thl RL,
OEGREE) OF HUL71PLE SPECIFIEO SITES, hITHOUT FIENTIOh OF LOSS
OF A BOOY PART
BuRN OF INTERNAL ORGANS
BURN OF MOUTH ANO PHARYNx
BURN OF LARYNX, TRACHEA, ANO LUNG
BURN OF ESOPhAGUS
BURN OF GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
BuRN UF INTERNAL ORGANS, UNSPECIFIED SITE
nuRNS CLASSIFIED ACCOROING TO EXTENT OF 800Y SURFACE 1NVOLV60
13URN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING LESS THAN 10 PERCENT OF 800Y
SURFACE
EIURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING LESS THAN 10 PERCENT OF 9GOY
SIJRFACE !41TH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF LESS ThAN 10 PERCENT
OR UNSPECIFIED AHOUNT
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 10-19 PERCENT OF BGOY SLIRFACE
BURN <ANY OEbREE) INVOLVING 10-19 PERCENT OF BOOY SURFACt
hITH THIRO OEGREE BURti OF LESS THAN 10 PkRCENT GR
UNSPECIFIED AMOUNT
BURN (ANY OEGREE) lhVOLVING 10-19 PERCENT OF 800Y
SURFACE HITH THIRO oEGREE BURN OF 10-19 PERCENT
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 20-29 PERCENT CF EICCY SURFACC
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 20-29 PERCENT OF tiOOY
SURFACE !dl TH THIRO OEGREE BuRN OF LESS THAN 10 PtRCENT
OR uNSPECIFIEO AMOUNT
LTURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING .?0-29 PERCENT OF tiOOY
SURFACE HITH THIRO OEGREE BuRtI GF 10-19 PERCENT
BURN (ANy 0E6REE) LNVOLVING 20-29 pERCENT GF BOGY
SURFACE HITH THIRO OEGREE BURN UF 20-29 PERCEti T
dURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 30-39 PERCENT OF BOOY SURFACE
aURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 30-39 PERCENT OF dOOY
SURFACE h’ITH THIRO OEGREE 13URN OF LESS ThAN 10
PERCENT OR UNSPECIFIEO AHOUNT
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 30-39 PERCENT OF BCOY
SURFACE WITH Tii IRO OEGREE BuRN OF 10-19 PERCENT
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 30-39 PERCENT OF BOOY
SURFACE HITH THIRO oEGREE BURN OF 30-39 PERCENT
AURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 40-49 PERCENT OF BGOY SURFACE
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVCILVING 40-49 PERCENT ilF BOOY
SURFACE 141TH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF LESS ThAN 10 PERCENT
OR UNSPECIFIEO AMOUNT
BURN (ANY oEGRE’&) lNVOLVINL 40-49 PtiRCENT OF EIOOV
SURFACE ilTH THIaO OtGREE BURN OF 1o-I9 pERCENT
BURN (ANY OEGREE> INVCILVING 40-49 pERCENT OF BOOY
SURFACE h’ITH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF 20-29 PERCENT
BURN (ANY OEGREE) 1NvoLvIN6 40-+9 pERcENT OF tioo Y
SURFACE klITH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF 40-49 PERCENT


























































EURN (ANY DEGREE) INVOLVING 50-59 pERCENT OF BOOy
SURFACE HITH THIRO OEGREE 8URN OF LESS ThAN 10
PERCENT OR uNSPECIFIED AHOUtAT.—...—
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 50-59 PERCENT OF 800Y
SURFACE HITH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF 30-39 PERCENT
BuRN (ANY oEGREE) INVOLVING 70-79 PERCENT GF f100Y SURFACE
BURN (ANY OEGREE) lNvOLvING 70-79 pERCENT OF EIooy
SURFACE HITH THIRO OEGREE LNJRN OF 40-49 PERrcuT.. . ...
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 70-79 PERCENT OF BOOY
SURFACE IAITH THIRD OEGREE 8uRN OF 70-79 PERCENT
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 80-L19 PERCENT OF 80DY SURFACE
BURN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 80-89 PERCENT OF BOOY
SURFACE HITH THIRO OEGREE BURN UF 10-19 PERCENT
8URN (ANY oEGREE) INvOLvlNG 90 PERCENT OR fvORE OF BOOy SURFACE
BURN (ANy OEGREE) lNvOLvING 90 PERCENT OR t40RE OF BOOy SURFACE
!41TH THIRO DEGREE BURN OF LESS THAN 10 PERCENT OR UNSPECIFIED
AMOUNT
@URN (ANY OEGREE) INVOLVING 90 PERCENT OR MORE OF BOOY SURFACE
141TH THIRO OEGREE BURN OF 90 PERCENT OR HORE OF BOOY SURFACE
MJRN, UNSPECIFIED SITE
BURN OF UNSPECIFIED SITE, UNSPECIFIED OEGREE
ERYTHENA OUE TO BURN (FIRST OEGREE), UNSPECIFIED SITE
LILISTERS IIITH EPIOERHAL LOSS OUE TO BURN (S ECONO CEGREE)*
UNSPECIFIED SITE
FuLL-THICKNESS SKIN LOSS OUE TO EIURN CTHIRO OEGREE hOS)*
uNsPECIFIEO SITE
INJURY Tm oPTIC NERVE ANO PATHtiAYS
OPTIC NERvE INJURY
INJURY TO OPTIC CHIASH
INJURY TO VISUAL CORTEX
INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED OPTIC NERVE ANO PATHkAYS
1NJUR% TO OTHER CRANIAL NERvE(S)
INJURY TO OCULOHOTOR NERVE
INJuRY TG TROCHLEAR NERVE
INJURY TO ABOUCENS NERVE
INJURY TO FACIAL NERVE
INJURY TO ACOUSTIC NERVE
INJURY TO dTHER SPECIFIEO CRANIAL NERVES
INJURY TO UNSPECIFIED CRANIAL NERVE
SPINAL CORO INJuRY blITHOUT EVIOENCE OF SPINAL 80Nk lhJURY
CERVICAL SPINAL CORO INJURY HITHOUT EVIOENCE OF SPINAL
BONE INJURY
C1-C4 LEVEL SPINAL CORD INJuRY, uNsPECIFIED
C1-C4 LEVEL klITH CENTRAL CORO SYNDROME
C1-C4 LEVEL HITH OTHER SPECIFIEO SPINAL CORO INJURY
C5-C7 LEVEL SPINAL CORO INJURY, uNSPECIFIED
C5-CT LEVEL blITH COHPLETE LESION OF SPINAL CORO
C5-C7 LEVEL HITH ANTERIOR CORO SYNOROHE
00nsAL (THORAc Ic) splNAL CORO INJURY HITHGUT Ev1OENcE
UF SP1hAL LiONE INJURY
T1-T6 LEVEL SPINAL CORO INJURY* UNSPECIFIED
T7-T12 LEVEL SPINAL CURO IhJURY, uNSPECIFIkO
LUHSAR SPINAL CORO INJURY HITHOUT EVIOENCE GF SPINAL BONE IN
CAUOA EUUIhA SPINAL CORD INJURY HITHOUT SPIt#AL BONE INJURY
uNSPECIFIED SITE OF SPINAL CORO INJURY wITHOUT EVIDENCE OF
SPIhAL 8UNE INJURY
JURY
INJURY TO NERVE ROOTS AND SPINAL PLEXUS
INJURY TO CERVICAL NERVE RGGT
INJURY TO LUMBAR NERVE ROOT
INJURY 10 tiRACHIAL PLEXUS
INJURY TG IJNSPECIFIEO SITE OF NERVE ROOTS ANO SPINAL PLEXUS
INJURY TO OTHER NERVE(S) LTF TRuNK, EXCLUOING SHOULOER ANO
PELVIC GIROLES
INJURY TO CERVICAL SYMPATHETIC NtRVE, EXCLUCfNG SHGIJLOER ANO
PELVIC bIRISLES
INJURY TO PERIPHERAL NERVE(S) OF SHOULOER GIRCLE ANO IJPPER LIIM
1NJUR% TO HEOIAN NtiRVE
INJURY TG ULNAR NERVE
ihJURY TO RAOIAL NERVE
INJURY TG MuSCULOCUTANEUUS NERVE
INJURY TG CUTANEOUS SENSORY tiERVt, UPPER LIHLI
INJuRY TO OIGITAL NERVES UPPER LIHd
INJURY TO bTHER SPECIFIEO NERVE(S) OF SHOULGER GIRn[ -











































































INJURY TO uNSPECIFIED NERVE OF SHOULOER GIRGLE ANO UPPER LIHB
INJURY TO PERIPHERAL NERVE(S) OF PELVIC GIRDLE ANO LCMER LIIW
INJURY TO SCIATIC NERVE
INJURY TO FEFIORAL NERVE
INJURY TO PO
INJURY 7
INJURY TO CUTANEOUS SENSORY NERVE! LukER LIHH
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO NERVE(S) OF PELVIC GIROLE ANO LGHER
L1f4tl
INJuRY TO HULTIPLE NERVES OF PELVIC GIROLE ANO LOHER LIUB
INJURY TO uNSPECIFIED NERVE OF PELVIC GIROLE ANO LCh ER LIHLI
INJURY TO OTHER AhO UNSPECIFIED NERVES
INJURY TO SUPERFICIAL NERVES OF HEAO ANO NECK
INJURY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO NERVE(S)
INJURY TO MuLTIPLE NERVES IN SEVERAL PARTS
INJURY TO NERVES, UNSPECIFIED SITE
CERTAIN EARLY COMPLICATIONS OF TRAUHA
AIR EHBOLISH AS AN EARLY GOHPLICATION OF TRAuMA
FAT EFN30L1SH AS AN EARLY COMPLICATION Of TRAuHA
SECONOARY ANO RECURRENT HEMORRHAGE AS AN EARLV COMPLICATION
nr= TRA(IMA
-. . ...-





SHOULOER ANC bPPER ARM








OTHER EARLY COMPLICATIONS OF TRAUMA
INJuRY, OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO INJURY TO
OTHER ANo uNSPECIFIED INJURY TO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED fNJURV TO
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIED INJuRV TO
OTHER ANo UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJURY TO
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO INJURY TU
INCLUOING 14ULTIPLE SITES
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED INJuRY TO
POISONING BY ANTIBIOTICS
PoISONING BY PENICILLINS
POISONING L3Y CHLORAUPHENICOL GROUP
POISONING BY ERYTHuOMYCIN AND OTHER I4ACROL1OES
POISONING dY TETRACYCLINE GROUP
POISONING 8Y CEPHALOSPORIN GROUP
POISONING dY ANT INEOPLASTIC ANTIBIOTICS
POISONING BY OTHER SPECIFIEO ANTIBIOTICS
POISONING BY UhSPECIFIEO ANTIBIOTIC
POISONING MY OTHER ANT I- INFECTIVES
PoISONING dY SULFONAHIOES
POISONING BY QuINOLINE ANO HYOROXYQUIkOLINE 0ERIVATIVE5
POISONING BY OTHER AN TIPROTOZOAL ORUGS
POISONING 13Y OTHER ANT IFIYCOilACTERIAL ORUGS
POISONING BY OTHER AhO UNSPECIFIED AN TI-lNFECTIVES
POISONING dY HORMONES ANO SYNTHETIC SUBSTITUTES
POISONING BY AORENAL CORTICAL ST EROIOS
POISONING BY OVARIAN HORHONES ANO SYNTHETIC SUt3STITUTtS
POISONING tiY INSULINS ANO AtiTIOIAtSETIC AGENTS
POISONING BY THYROIO ANO THYROIO OtRIVATIVES
POISGNING BY PRIHARILY SYSTEHIC AGENTS
POISONING BV ANTIALLERGIc ANO Antithetic ORUGS
POISONING BY ANT INEOPLASTIC ANO IMtlUNOSUPPRESSIVE ORWS
POISONING BY ALKALIZING AGENTS
POISONING BY UNSPECIFIED SYSTEHIC AGENT
POISONING 8Y AGENTS PRIHARILY AFFECTING bLOOO CONSTITLIENTS
POISONING MY IRON ANO ITS COHPOUNOS
PoISONING BY ANTICOAGULANTS
POISONING dY VITAHIN K (PHYTONAOIONE)
POISONING BY ANALGESICS, ANTI PYRETICS, ANo ANTIRHEUHATICS
PO ISONIhG BY OPIATES ANO RELATEO NARCOTICS
PoISL7NING BY OPIUH (ALKALOIO.S)$ uNs PECIFItO
PO ISUNING 8V HEROIN
POISONING BY HETHAOONE
POISONING BY OTHER OPIATES ANO RELATEO hARCOTICS






































































PlJIS6NING BY AROMATIC ANALGESICS, NOT ELSEkhERE CLASS IF LEO
POISONING flY ANT IRHEuMATICS (AN71PHLOG1ST1CS)
POISONING BY OTHER NON-NARCOTIC ANALGESICS
POISONING llY OTHER SPECIFIEO ANALGESICS ANO AN TIPYRETICS
POISONING BY UNSPECIFIEO ANALGESIC ANC ANT IPYRETIC
PO ISONINb BY AN TICONVULSANTS AtiO ANT1-PARK1W5GNISfl ORUGS
POISONING dY HYOANTOIN DERIVATIVES
POISONING BY OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED AN TICONVULSANTS
PIJISONING BY ANTI-PARKINSONISH ORUGS
POISONING BY SEOATIVES ANO HYPNOTICS
PUISONING i=IY 8ARd1TURATES
POISONING flY CHLORAL HYORATE GROUP
POISONING BY liEiHAWALONE COMPOUNOS
POISONING BY GLUT ETHIMIOE GROUP
PUISONING dY OTHER SEOATIVES ANO HYPNOTICS
POISONING BY uNSPECIFIEO SEOATIVE OR HYPNOTIC
POISONING ay OTHER CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEH DEPRESSANTS ANO
ANESTHETICS
POISONING BY CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM MUSCLE-TONE DEPRESSANTS
PO ISGNING BY OTHER GASELIUS ANESTHETICS
POISONING BY INTRAVENOUS ANESTHETICS
POISONING MY OTHER ANO ONSPECIFIED GENERAL ANESTHETICS
POiSONING BY sURFACE (TOPICAL) ANO INFILTRATION ANESTHETICS
POISONING d’i PSYCHOTROPIC AGENTS
POISONING BY bNTIOEPRESSANTS
POISONING LIY PHENUTHIAZINE-dASEO TRANQUILIZERS
POISONING BY BUTYROPHENONE-BASEO TRANQUILIZERS
POISONING 6Y 07 HER ANT IPSYCHOTICS, NEIIRGLEPTiCS, AhG MAJGR
TRANCNJILILERS
PO ISOh ING S!V BENZUOIAZEP INE-BASEO TRANQUILIZERS
POISONING BY OTHER TRANUUILILERS
POISONING MY PSYCHOOYSLEPTICS (HALLuCINOGENS)
POISONING BY PSYCHOS TIMULANTS
POISONING BY OTHER SPECIFIEO PSYCHOTROPIC AGENTS
POISONING BY uNSPECIFIEO PSYCHOTROPIC A6ENT
PO150NINb EY CENTRAL NERVdOS SYSTEM ST IMULAtiTS
POISONING BY uNSPECIFIED CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEH STIMULANT
POISONING BY ORUGS PRIMARILY AFFECTING ThE AUTONO#IIC NERVGUS
SYSTEM
poIsoNING nY PARASyHPATHdLYTlcs (ANT ICHOLINERGlcs ANO
AN TIUUSCARINICS) ANO SPA.TNOLYTICS
PO IhONING 8Y SY14PATHU141MET1CS (AORENERGICS)
POISONING BY SYHPATHOLYTICS (ANT IAORENERGICS)
PLllSONING BY AGENTS PRIMARILY AFFECTING THE cARDIOVASCULAR
SYSTEM
POISONING dY CAROIAC RHYTHH REGULATORS
POISONING BY CAROIOTONIC GLYCOSIOES ANO ORUGS OF SIHILAR ACTIOk
POISONING BY COROt+ARY VASOOILATORS
POISONING BY OTHER VASOOILATORS
POISONING BY OTHER ANT1HYPER7ENSIVE AGENTS
PoISONING BY OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO AGENTS PRIHARILY AFFECTING
THE CAROIaVASCULAR SYSTEH
POISONING BY AGENTS PRIHARILY AFFECTING THE GASTROINTESTINAL
SYSTEM
POISONING BY ANTAC1OS ANO AN TIGASTRIC SECRETION ORbGS
PO ISONIhG BY IRRITANT CATHARTICS
POISONING MY OTHEN CATHARTICS, INCLUOIhG INTESTINAL ATONIA ORUGS
PUISUNING BY ANT IO IARRHEAL ORUtiS
POISONING BY OTHER SPECIFIEO AGENTS PRIHARILY AFFECTING THE
GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM
POISONING BY HATER, MINERAL, ANO ORIC ACIO HETAfiOLISt! ORUGS
POISONING BY PORINE DERIVATIVE OIURETICS
POISONING BY SALURETICS
POISONING BY OTHER OIURETICS
POISONING BY AGENTS PRIMARILY ACTING ON THE SHOOTh ANO
SKELETAL HUSCLES ANO RESPIRATORY SYSTEH
POISONING BY SHOOTH HUSCLE RELAXANTS
F’o IsoNING BY SKELETAL MUSCLE RELAXAN7S
POISONING dY OTHtR ANO ONSPECIFIEO ORUGS ACTINL. ON MUSCLES
PJISUNING BY ANT ITUSSIVES
POISONING EIY ANTI-COMMON COLO ORUGS
POISONING MY ANT IASTHNATICS
PuISONINb tiY AGENTS PRIHAiLILY AFFECTING SKIN ANO UUCOIJS




































































POISONING 8Y LOCAL AN T1-l NFECTIVES ANO AN TI-1NFLAM14ATORY ORUGS
POISONING bY ANT IPRURITICS
POISONING BY KERATOLYTICS, KERATOPLASTICS, OThER HAIR
TREATMENT ORUGS ANO PREPARATIONS
PoIsONING BY EYE ANT1-lNFECTIVES ANO OTHER EYE ORUGS
POISONING aY ANT I-lNFECTIVES ANO OTHER ORIJGS ANO PREPARATIIikS
FOR EAR. tiOs E. ANO THROAT
POISONING BY DENTAL ORUGS TOp ICALLY AppLIEO
POISONING ay OTHER ANO IJNSPEClf IEO 0RUG5 ANC fiEOICINAL
SUBSTANCES
POISONING MY LIPOTROPIC ORUGS
POISONING ay ANT IOOTES ANO CHELATING AGEkTS. twT EL5EhHERE
CLASSIFIED
POISONING BY ALCOHOL DETERRENTS
POISONING L!Y PHARHAcEUTICAL EXCIPIENTS
POISONING BY OTHER SPECIFZEO ORUGS ANO HE OICINAL SUBSTANCES
PO ISON1tiG tlY UNSPECIFIEO ORUb OR $IEOICINAL SUUSTANCE
TOXIC EFFECT OF ALCOHOL
TOXIC EFFECT OF ETHYL ALCOHOL
Toxic EFFECT oF lSOPROpYL ALCOHOL
TOXIC EFFECT OF FUSEL OIL
ToxIC EFFECT OF UNSPECIFIEO ALCOHOL
TLIXIC EFFECT OF PETROLEUM PRUOUCTS
TOXIC EFFECT OF SOLVENTS OTHER THAN PET ROLEUM-13ASE0
TOXIC EFFECT OF BENZENE ANO hOt40LOGUES
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER CHLORINATE HYOROCARBGN SOLVEhTS
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER NONPETROLEWI-BASEO SOLVENTS
TOXIC EFFECT OF CORROSIVE AROMATICS, AC1OS, ANO CAUSTIC ALKALIS
TOXIC EFFECT OF CORROSIVE AROHATICS
TOXIC EFFECT OF AC1OS
TOXIC EFFECT OF CAUSTIC ALKALIS
TOXIC EFFECT OF CAUSTIC, UNSPECIFlkO
TOXIC EFFECT OF LEAO ANO ITS COHPOUNOS (INCLiJfiING FUMES)
TOXIC EFFECT OF INORGANIC LEAO CCHPOUhOS
TOXIC EFFECT OF UNSPECIFIEO LEAO CGMPOONO
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER HETALS
TOXIC EFFECT OF HERCURY ANO ITS COMPOUNOS
TOX1C EFFECT OF ARSENIC ANO ITS COHPOUNOS
TOX1C EFFECT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO HETALS
TOX1C EFFECT OF CARaON MONOX1OE
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER GASES, FbMES, bR VAPORS
TOXIC EFFECT OF LIQoEFIEo PETROLEUM 6ASES
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER HYDROCARBON bAS
TOXIC EFFECT OF NITROGEN OX1OES
TOX1C EFFECT OF CHLORINE GAS
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO GASES, FUHES, OR VAPORS
TOXIC EFFECT OF uNSPECIFIEO GAS, FoHE, OR VAPOR
TOXlC EFFECT OF NOXIOUS Sti DISTANCES EATEN AS FOOO
TOXIC EFFECT OF FISH ANO SHELLFISH EATEN AS FOOO
TOXIC EFFECT OF HOSHROOHS EATEN AS FOOO
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER SUBSTANCES, CHIEFLY NONUEOICINAL AS TO
SOURCE
TOXXC EFFECT OF CHLORINATED HYOROCARdOhS
70x1C EFFECT OF ORGANOPHOSPHATE ANO CARLIA14AT6
TOXIC EFFECT OF 07 HER PESTICI06S, NOT ELSEi4hERE CLASSIFlk C
TOXIC EFFECT OF VENOM
TOXIC EFFECT OF SOAPS ANO DETERGENTS
TOXIC EFFECT OF OTHER SUBSTANCES, CHIEFLY NGNHEOICINAL AS TG
SOURCE
TOXIC EFFECT OF UNSPECIFIED SUE!STANCE, CHIEFLY NON14E01CINAL AS
TO SOURCE
EFFECTS OF RAOIATICIN, UNSPECIFIEO
EFFECTS OF REOiJCEO TEMPERATURE
FROSTBITE OF HANO
FRGSTaITE OF FO07
FROSTa ITE GF OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIEO SITES
Chilblains
HYPOTHER141A
uNSPECIFIED EFFECT OF REOUCEO TEHPERATOILE
EFFECTS OF HEAT ANO LIGHT
HEAT STROKE ANO SUNSTROKE
HEA7 SYNCOPE























































NNSPECIFIEil EFFECTS OF HEAT ANO LIGHT
. . ----
EFFECTS of AIR PRESSURE
OTHEK ANO lJNSPECIFIEO EFFECTS OF HIGH ALTITUOE
CAISSON OISEASE-... ..—
EFFECTS UF oTHER EXTERNAL CAUSES
EFFECTS OF LIGHTNING
ORGnNING ANO NONFATAL SUdHERSION
EFFECTS OF HUNGER
EXHAUSTION OUE TO EXCESSIVE EXERTION
ASPHYXIATION ANO STRANGULATION
ELECTROCUTION ANO NONFATAL EFFECTS OF ELECTRIC CURRENT
oTHER EFFECTS OF EXTERNAL CAUSES
CERTAIN AOVERSE EFFECTS NoT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
ANAPHYLACTIC SHOCK, NOI ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
ANGIONEUROTIC EOEHA, NOT ELSEkHERE CLASS IFIEO
uNSPECIFIED AOVERSE EFFECT OF ORUG, HEOICINAL ANO
BIOLOGICAL SULISTANCE, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
ALLERGY, uNSPECIFf EO, NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
SHOCK OUE TO ANESTHESIA, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
CHILO HALTREATHENT SYNOROHE
OTHER SPECIFIEO AOVERSE EFFECTS, NOT ELSEliHERE CLASSIFIED
AOIJLT HALTREATHENT SYNOROHE
IEO AOVERSE EFFECTS, NOT ELSEkHERE CLASSIFIED
CIIHPLICATIONS PECULIAR T12 CERTAIN SPECIFfEO PROCEDURES
HECHAtil CAL COHPLICATION OF CAROIAC OEVICE, IHPLANT, ANO GRAFT
HECHANlCAL complication OUE TO cAROiAC pAc EnAKER (EL EcTRoOE)
HECHANICAL COMPLICATION 01
IN I)(JE TO COR@WhQV uVPASS GRAFT
IEVICE, IHPLANT*
OTHER SPECIF
IUE TO HEART VALVE PROSTHESIS
HECHAhl CAL COHPLICATIOI -. .”,.. -.
OTHER MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF CAROIAC O
ANO GRAFT
flECHANICAL COHPLICATION OF OTHER VASCULAR OEVICEJ IHPLANTs
ANO GRAFT
MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF NERVOUS SYSTEH OEVICES IHPLANTv
A14fl GRAFT
....- . .. . .
MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF GENITOURINARY OEVICE* IHPLANT*
AhO GRAFT
MECHANICAL COHPLICATIUN LIF uNSPkCIFIEO GEh ITOURINARY OEVICE.
IMPLANT. ANO GRAFT-...—.
MeChaniCal COHPLICATfON OUE TO URETHRAL (INoMELLING) CATHETER
MECHANICAL COHPLICATION OUE TO INTRAuTERINE CONTRACEPTIVE
OEVICE
OTHER MECHANICAL CIJHPLICATION OF GENITOIJRINARY oEViCE? IHPLANT*
AhO GRAFT
MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF IhTERNAL ORTHOPEDIC OEVICES
IHPLANT, ANO GRAFT
MECHANICAL COMPLICATION OF OTHER SPECIFIEO PROSTHETIC
O&VICE, XHPLANT, ANO GRAFT
OUE TO CCIRNEAL GRAFT
OUE TO GRAFT OF OTHER TISSUE, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
GuE TO OCULAR LENS PROSTHESIS
OUE TO EIREAST PROSTHESIS
OUE TO OTHER IHPLANT ANO ltiTERNAL OEVICE, NOT ELSEHHERE
CLASSIFIED
INFECTION ANO INFLAHHATORY REACTION lTUE TO INTERNAL
PROSTHETIC OEVICE, IHPLANT, ANO GRAFT
OTHER COHPLICATIGNS OF INTERNAL PRWTTHkTIC CbVICE!
lHPLANT, AND GRAFT





OTHER SPECIFIEO TRAtISPLANTEO ORGAN
CUNPLICATIGNS GF REATTACHELI kXTRENITY GR BOCY PART
COMPLICATIONS UF REATTACHED HANO
.93 CUNPLICATIONS OF REATTACH60 FINGER(S)
.96 CUHPL1CATION OF REATTAcHED LIIHER EXTHEHITY, OTHER ANO
uNSPECIFIED
997 COHPLICATICNS AEFECTING SPECIFIEO BOOY SYSTE14SS NOT ELSEhHERE
CLASSIFIED
.0 CEtiTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEH COMPLICATIONS, NOT ELSEUHERE CLASS IFItO
.1 CAROIAC CIIHPLICATIGM, NOT ELSEh’HERE CLASSIFIED























































RESPIRATORY Complications! NoT ELsEkHERE classified
GASTRO1hTESTINAL COHPLICATIOhS, NOT ELSEliHERE CLASSIFIED
URINARY COHPL1CATIONS , NoT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
LATE AMPuTATION STUHP COMPLICATION
UNSPECIFIC LATE COMPLICATION OF AMPUTATION STUHP
tiEUROUA OF AFIPUTATION STUHP
INFECTION (CHRONIC) OF AMPUTATION STUHP
OTHER LATE AMPUTATION STUHP COMPLICATION
COHPLICATIONS AFFECTING OTHER SPECIFIEO BOOV SYSTENS,
NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER COHPLICATIONS OF PROCEDURES, NOT ELSEhHERE CLASSIFIEO
PoSTOPERATIVE SHOCK? NoT ELsEkHERE cLAs$IFIEo
HEMORRHAGE OR HEHATOHA COMPLICATING A PRGCECURES NCT ELs EMHERE
CLASSIFIED
ACCIDENTAL PUNCTURE OR LACERATION OURING A PROCEDURES NGT
ELSEltHERE CLASSIFIED
DISRUPTION OF OPERATION HOUNO, NOT ELSEUHERE CLASSIFIED
FOREIGN 800Y ACCIDENTALLY LEFT OURING A PRoCEOLIRE, NOT
ELSEIAHERE CLASSIFIED
POSTOPERATIVE INFECTION, NOT ELSE14HERE CLASSIFIED
Persistent POSTOPERATIVE FISTULA, NGT ELSEkhERE CLASSIFIED
ACUTE REACTION TO FOREIGN SUBSTANCE ACCIDENTALLY LEFT
OtJRINGA PROCEOURE, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER SPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS OF PROCEDURES, NOT ELSEWHERE
CLASSIFIEO
uNSPECIFIED COMPLICATION OF PROCEOURE, NOT ELSEkhERE CLASSIFIED
COMPLICATIONS OF HEOICAL CARE, NOT ELSE!dHERE CLASSIFIED
AIR EHBOLISH AS A COMPLICATION OF HEOICAL CARE, NOT ELSth HERE
CLASSIFIED
OTHER VASCULAR COMPLICATIONS OF ITEOICAL CARE* NOT ELSEWhERE
_...—
CLASSIFIED
OTHER INFECTION OUE TO MEDICAL CARE, NOT ELSEkHERE CLASSIFIED
ANAPHYLACTXC SHOCK OUE TO SERUH, NOT ELs EkHERE CLASS IFItC
OTHER SERUH REACTION* NOT ELsEHHERE classified
ABO INCOHPATIBILITY REACTION, NOT ELSEkHERE CLASSIFIED
OTHER TRANSFUSION REACTION* hoT ELs EHHERE cLAss IFIEo
OTHER ANO uNSPECIFIEO COMPLICATIONS OF HEOICAL CARE, NOT
ELSEIAHERE CLASSIFIED
SUPPLEMENTARY CLASSIFICATION OF FACTORS lhFLUENCING hEALTH
ANO CONTACT HITH HEALTH SERVICES
STATUS
CONTACT HITH OR EXPOSURE TO COHHUNICAIJLE OISEASES
COkTACT hITH OR EXPOSURE TO TuBERCULOSIS
CONTACT WITH OR EXPOSURE TU RABIES
CONTACT kAITH OR EXPOSURE TO OTHER VIRAL OISEASES
CONTACT kITH OR EXPOSURE TO OTHER COHHUNICAE!LE OISEASES
CARRIER OR SUSPECTEO CARRIER OF INFECTIOUS OISEASES
CARRIER OR SUSPECTEO CARRIER OF OTHER GAS TRGINTESTIhAL
PATHOGENS
CARRIER GR SUSPECTEO CARRIER OF OTHER SPECIFIEO 8ACTERIAL
oISEASES
CARRIER OR SUSPECTEO CARRItR OF VIRAL HEPATITIS
CARRIER OR SUSPECTEO CARRIER OF OTHER SPECIFIEO INFECTIIJUS
ORGANISH
NEEO FOR PROPHYLACTIC VACCINATION AND IhGCULATIGN AGAlhST
CERTAIN VIRAL OISEASES
NEEO FuR PROPHYLACTIC VACCINATION ANO INOCULATILIN AGAINST
RUBELLA ALONE
N6E0 FOR PROPHYLACTIC VACCINATION ANo INOCULATIOI! AGAINST
COH81NATIGNS OF OISEASES
NEEO FOR PROPHYLACTIC VACCINATION hITH uNSPECIFLEO CO14BINE0
VACCINE
NEEO FOR ISOLATION ANO OTHER PROPHYLACTIC HEASURES
NEEO FUR PROPHYLACTIC IHHuNOTHERAPY
NEEO FOR OTHER PROPHYLACTIC CHEMOTHERAPY
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HAL IGNANT NEuPLASH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF GASTROINTESTINAL
TnAc T
. ..” - .
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HAL IGNANT hkOPLASH OF uNSPECIFIEO SITE
IN GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
PERSONAL HISTORY UF MALIGhANT NEOPLASH GF ToNGUE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHkR ANO
uNSPECIFIED PARTS IIF ORAL CAVITY ANO PHARYNX
PERSONAL HISTORY OF f4ALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF ESOPHAGUS






PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF LARGE INTESTINE







PERSONAL HISTORY OF OISEASES OF CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OISEASES OF RESPIRATORY sYSTEM
PERSONAL HISTORY CJF OISEASES OF OIGESTIVE SYSTEM
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER OISEASES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OISOROERS OF URItiARY SYSTEM
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER tiEt41TAL SYSTEM ANO GtiSTETRIC
OISORDERS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OISEASES OF SKIN ANO SUtlCUTANECiJS TISSbE
PERSUNAL HISTORY UF ARTHRITIS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER HUSCULOSKELETAL OISGROERS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF CONGENITAL HALFORUATIGt#S
PERSONAL HISTORY OF PERINATAL PROBLEMS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF oTHER SPECIFIEO OISEASES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF uNSPECIFIEO OISEASE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TG MEOICINAL AGENTS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TO PENICILLIN
PERSONAL HISTORY LTF ALLERGY TO OTHER ANT161CTIC AGENT
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLER”GY TO SULFONAMXOES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TO OTHER ANT1-lhFECTIVE AGEhT
JuNCTION, AND ANUS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF 14AL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF LIVER
PERSUNAL HISTORY OF MALIL.NANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER SITES IN
GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
Pti RSONAL HISTORY OF 14AL1GNANT NEOPLASM OF TRACHEA, BRONCHLIS,
ANO LuNG
PERSONAL HISTORY OF 14AL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF BRONCHLIS ANO LUNG























.< PERSONAL HIsTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF GTHER RESPIRATORY
ANO lNTRATHORACIC ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTOILY OF HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF LARYNX
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF NASAL CAVITIES,
H1OOLE EAR, ANO ACCESSORY SINUSES
.21
.22
.29 PEiESONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER




PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF BREAST
PERSLINAL HISTORY OF HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF GENITAL GRGANS
PERsoNAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFIEO
FEt4ALE GENITAL ORGAN
PERSONAL HISTOKY OF 14AL1GNANT NEOPLASM OF CERVIX UTERL
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER PARTS OF uTERUS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OVARY
PtiRSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER FEMALE GENITAL
IIRGANS
PERSLINAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF PROSTATE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TESTIS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER HALE GENITAL
ORGANS
PERSONAL HIsTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF uRINARY GRGANS
PERSONAL HISTORY UF f4AL1GNANT NEOPLASM OF UNSPECIFXEG
URINARY ORGAN
PERSONAL HISTGRY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BLAOOER
PERSONAL HISTORY OF t4ALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF K1ONEY
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TO NARCOTIC AGENT





PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TO OTHER SPECIFIEO HEOICINAL
AGENTS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY TO uN>PECIFIEO 14EOIC1NAL AGENT
OTHER PERSONAL HISTORY PRESENTING HAZAROS TO hEALTH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF ALLERGY. oTHER THAti TG HkDICIt#AL AGENTS.
PRESENTING HAZAROS TO HEALTH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF SORGERY TO HEART ANO GREAT VESSELS,
PRESENTING HAZAROS TO HEALTH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF SURGERY TO OTHER HAJOR LRGAh S, PRESEh TING
HAZAROS TO HEALTH
pERSONAL Hls TORY OF IRRADIATION. PreSenting HA2AROS TO hkALri+
PERSONAL HISTORY OF PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAUMA. Presenting HAzAROS
TO HEALTH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF INJURY, PRESENTING HAZAROS TO HEALTII
PERSGNAL HISTORY OF POISONING, PRESENTING HA2AROS TO tiEALTh
PERSONAL HISTORY OF CONTRACEPTION, PRESENTlhb HAZARDS TG hEALTH
OTHER SPECIFIEO PERSONAL HISTORY PRESENTING HA,ZAROS TO HEALTH
PERSONAL HISTORY OF NONCOMPLIANCE hiTH flECICAL TREAT14kti T,
PRESENTING HAZAROS TO HEALTH
























PERSONAL HISTORY OF HAL IGNANT NEOPLAS# GF OTHER LRINARY ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTOKY OF LEUKEMIA
PERSUNAL HISTORY OF uNSPECIFIEO LEUKE141A
PERSONAL HISTORY OF LYHPHOIO LEuKEMIA
PERSONAL HISTORY OF 14YELOI0 LEUKEMIA
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER LEUKEHIA






UNSPECIFIED PERSGNAL HISTORY PRESENTING HAZAROS TO HEALTh
FJIHILY HISTORY OF $lALIGNANT NEOPLASH
FAMILY HISTORY OF MALIGNANT hEOPLAS/4 OF GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
NEOPLASM
PERSONAL HISTORY OF LYMPHOSARCOHA ANO RET ICLZLOSARCO14A
PERSONAL HISTORY GF HOOGKINn S 01 SEAS6




FAMILY HISTORY OF MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF TRACHEA. nRGNChuS,
ANO LUNG
FA141LY HISTORY OF HALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF EIREAST
FAMILY HIsTORY OF HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF GENITAL ORGANS
FAHILY HIsTORY OF t4ALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF uRINARY ORGANS
FAHILY HISTORY OF OTHER LYMPHATIC ANO HEMATCPGIETIC NEGPLAS14S
FAMILY HISTORY OF UNSPECIFIEO HAL IGNANT NEOPLASM
FAHILY HISTORY OF CERTAIN CHRONIC OISABLING OISEASES
NEOPLASHS











PERSONAL HISTORY OF NALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF BOtiE
PERSONAL HISTORY OF MALIGNANT MELANOMA GF SKIN
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OTHER HAL IGNANT NEOPLASH OF SKIN
PERSONAL HISTORY OF 14AL IGNANT NEOPLASM OF EYE









FAHILY HISTORY OF PSYCHIATRIC COtPOITION
FANILY HISTORY OF STROKE (C EREBROVASCOLAR)pERsutiAL HIs TdRy OF NALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER PARTs GF
NERVOUS SYSTEH
PERStlNAL HISTORY OF NAL IGNANT NEOPLASN OF THYROIO
FANILY HIsTORY OF OTHER NEUROLOGICAL OISEASES
FANILY HISTORY OF ISCHEHIC HEART DISEASE
FAMILY HISTORY OF OTHER CARDIOVASCULAR OISEASES
FANILY HISTORY OF ASTH14A
FAHILY HISTORY OF ARTHRITIS
.87
.88 PERSONAL HISTORY OF NALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF OTHER ENOOCRINE
6LANGS ANO RELATEO STRUCTURES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF NALIGNANT NEOPLASH OF OTHER SITES
UNSPECIFIED PERSONAL HISTORY OF HAL IGNANT hEOPLASt4







FANILY HISTORY OF CERTAIN OTHER SPECIFIC CONGITIOhS
FA141LY HISTORY OF OIAkIETtS NELL[Tu5















PERSONAL hiSTORY OF SCHIZOPHRENIA
PERSONAL HISTORY OF AFFECTIVE OISCIROERS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF NEUROSIS
FANILY HISTORY OF ANEHIA
FAKILY HISTORY OF HENTAL RETARoATION
FANILY HISTORY OF oIGESTIVE OISOROERSPERSONAL HISTO&Y OF ALCOHOLISM
PERSONAL H: STORY OF OTHER MENTAL OISOROERS
.6
.7
FANILY HISTORY OF KIOtIEy OISEASES
FANILY hISTORY OF OTHER GENITOURINARY OISEASES
FANKLY HISTORY OF INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC CISkASES
FANILY HISTORY OF oTHER CONO1TIONS
FANILY hISTORY OF OTHER EYE OISOROERS
FAITILY HISTORY OF SKIN CONOITIONS
FANILY HISTORY OF CONGENITAL ANONALIES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF UNSPECIFIED NENTAL OISGROER
PfiRSONAL HISTORY OF CERTAIN OTHER oISEASES
PERSONAL HISTORY OF INFECTIOUS ANO PARASITIC OISEASES









PERSONAL HISTORY OF L)ISEASES OF BLUOO ANO BLOOO-FORNING ORGANS
PERSONAL HISTORY OF OISOROERS OF NERVOUS SYSTEH ANC SENSE
GRGANs
.3
.4 FAHILY hISTORY OF ALLERGIC OISOROERS
FAMILY HISTL3RY OF OTHER CONOITION



































































LITHER HEALTHY INFANT GR CHILO RECEIVING
ROUTINE INFANT OR CHILO HEALTH CHECK
NURHAL PREGhANCY
SUPERVISION OF NORHAL FIRST PREGNANCY
SUPERVIS1ON OF OTHER NWWAL PREGNANCY
PREGNANT STATE, INCIDENTAL
SUPERVISION OF HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY
SUPERVISION OF HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY HITH
INFERTILITY
SUPERVISION OF HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY hITH
SUPERVISION OF HIGH-RIsK PREGNANCY W TH
SUPERVISION OF HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY HITh
HISTORY








SUPERVISION OF OTHER HIGH-RISK PREGNANCY
SUPERVISION OF LINSPECIFIEO HIGH-RISK PREGhAhCY
PLISTPARTUH CARE ANO ExAMINATION
POSTPARTUH CARE ANO EXAMINATION 114HEOIATELY AFTER OELIVERY
ROUTINE POST PARTWI FIILLUH-UP
CONTRAL%PTIVE HAtiAGEHENT
INSERTION OF INTRAuTERINE CONTRACEPTIVE OEVICE
STERILIZATION
SURVEILLANCE OF PREVIOUSLY PRESCRIBE CONTRACEPTIVE HEThOCS
CONTRACEPTIVE SURVEILLANCE, UNSPECIFIED
SURVEILLANCE OF CONTRACEPTIVE PILL
SURVEILLANCE OF INTRAUTERINE CONTRACEPTIVE OEVICE
PROCREATIVE HANAGEilENT
TUtlOPLASTY OR VASUPLASTY AFTER PREVIOUS STERILIZATION
GENETIC COUNSELING ON PROCREATIVE HANAGEHENT
OTHER SPECIFIEO PROCREATIVE HANAGE14ENT
OUTCGHE OF OELIVERY
HLITHER wITH SINGLE LIVEBORN
HOTHER kITH SINGLE STILLBORN
140TH6R hITH THINS, BOTH LIVEtJORN
INITHER HITH THINS, ONE LIVEtTORN ANO ONE STILLBORN
140THEK hITH THINS, dOTH STILLBORN
HOTHER hITH OTHER HuLTLPLE BIRTH, ALL LIVEtiORN
HOTHER hITH OTHER HULTIPLE BIRTH, SOHE LIVEBORN
HoTHER hlTH OTHER FIULTIPLE L71RTH, ALL STILLBORN
HOTHER hITH uNSPECIFIED OUTCOHE OF OELIVERY
ANT ENATAL SCREENING
OTHER ANTENATAL SCREkNING t3ASE0 ON AMNIOCENTESIS
ANTENATAL SCREENING FOR HALFORHATION USING ULTRASONICS
OTHER SPECIFIEO ANT ENATAL SCREENING
UNSPECIFIED AN TENATAL SCREENING
SINGLE LIVEdORN
SLNL. LE LIVEdORN, dORN dEFURE AOHISSIOti TO HOSPITAL
TiAIN BIRTH, HATE LIVEaORN
THIN FJIRTH, HATE LIVEBURN, BORN klEFORE ADHISSIGN TC HOSPITAL
OThER HuLTXPLE BIRTH (THREE OR HORE), UNSPECIFIED
!4HETH.5R HATES L1VEt30RN OR STILLBORN
OTHER HuLTIPLE BIRTH (THREE LR HORE). uNSPECIFIED
h’HETHtiR HATES LIVELTORN OR STILLdORN; BORh HEFORE
AOMISSIGN TO HOSPITAL
HENTAL ANL) LTkHAVIORAL PROLILEHS
llEkTAL ANO BEHAVIORAL PROBLEMS hITH LEARNING
HENTAL ANO BEHAvIORAL PRUBLEIIS HITH COHHUNICATIOh (INCLUOING
SPEECH)
UNSPECIFIED HENTAL OR behavioral PROdLEH
PROdLEHS HITH SPECIAL SENSES AhO OTHER SPECIAL FUhCTIOhS
PROBLEM IAITH Shallowing ANO HAS TICATIOh
OTHER PROBLEHS IIITH SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
ORGAN OR TISSUE REPLACkO BY TRANSPLANT
KIONtY REPLACEO BY TRANSPLANT
HEART REPLACEO bY TRANSPLANT
HEART VALVE REPLACEO BY TRANSPLANT
COKNEA REP LACEO dY TRANSPLANT
LIVER REPLACEO BY TRANSPLANT
OTHtR SPECIFIEO ORGAN IJR TISSUE REPLACkU BY TRANSPLANT
L!KbAh UR TISSUE KEPLACEO LIY OTHER MEANS
EYE GLOBE REPLACED BY OTHER MEANS






































































HEART REPLACEO BY OTHER MEANS
HEART VALVE REPLACEO BY OTHER MEANS
BLOOO VESSEL REPLACEO BY OTHER HEANS
JOINT REPLACEO BY OTHER HEANS






STATUS OF OTHER AR TIFICLAL OPENING OF GAS TRGINTEST3NAL TRACT
CYSTOSTOHY STATUS
STATUS OF OTHE8 ARTIFICIAL OPENING OF URINARY TRACT
OTHER ARTIFICIAL OPENING STATUS
oTHER POSTSURGICAL STATES
POSTSURGICAL CAROIAC PACEHAKER IN SITU
PaSTSURGICAL RENAL DIALYSIS STATUS
POSTSURGICAL PRESEtACE OF CEREBRGSPINAL FLUIC ORAINAGE OEVICE
POSTSURGICAL INTESTINAL BYPASS OR ANASTOHUSIS STATUS
POSTSURGICAL ARTHROOESIS STATUS
POSTSURGICAL STATES FOLLOnING SURGERY OF EYE ANO AONEXA
OTHER POSTSURGICAL STATUS
POSTSURGICAL AORTOCORONAiiY EIYPASS STATUS
OTHER POSTSURGICAL STATUS
OTHER OEPENOENCE ON HACHINES
OEPENOENCE ON RESPIRATOR
OTHER PROBLEHS HITH INTERNAL ORGANS
oTHER CAROIORESPIRATORY PROBLEHS
OTHER URINARY PROBLEMS
PROBLEHS IAITH HEAo, NECK, ANO TRUNK
oEFICIENCIES OF HEAO
PROdLEHS liITH LIHMS ANO OTHER PROBLEMS
DEFICIENCIES OF LI14BS
flEcHAN1cAL pROBLEFis HIrH LI14BS
OTHER SPECIFIEO PROBLEHS INFLuENCING HEALTH STATUS
UNSPECIFIED PROBLEMS klITH LIHBS ANO OTHER PR06LEHS
ELECTIVE SURGERY FuR PURPOSES OTHER THAN REHEGYING HEALTH
STATES
ELECTIVE HAIR TRANSPLANT FOR PuRPOSES CTHER THAN REHEOYING
HEALTH STATES
OTHER PLASTIC SURGERY FOR UNACCEPTABLE COSHETIC APPEARANCE
ROUTINE OR RITuAL CIRCUMCISION
AFTERcARE INVOLVING THE USE OF PLASTIC SURGERY
FITTING ANO AOJUSTHENT OF PROSTHETIC OEVICE
FITTING ANO AOJusTHENT oF Artificial LkG (cc f4pLETE) (PARTIAL)
FITTING ANO AOJUSTUENT OF ARrlFICIAL EYE
FIITING ANO AOJUSTHENT OF EIREAST PROSTHESIS
FITTING ANO AOJUST14ENT OF OrHER LIEVLCE
FITTING ANO AOJUSTHENT OF oEv XCES RELATEO TC NERVOUS SYSTEM ANO
SPECIAL SENSES
FITTING ANO AOJUSTHENT OF CAROIAC PACEMAKER
FITTING ANO AOWJSTUENT OF ORTHOPEUIC OEVICES
OTHER ORTHOPEDIC AFTERCARE




ATTENTION TO ART.TFICIAL OPENINGS
ATTEhTION TO TRACHbOSTOtlY
AT TEtiTIoN TO GA STROSTOHY
ATT ENTIOh TO ILEOSTOFIY
ATTE&TIoN TO COLOSTOHY
ATTENTION TO OTHER ARTIFICIAL OPENINb OF OIGESTIVE TRACT
ATTENTION TO CYSTOSTOHY
ATTENTION TO OTHER ARTIFICIAL OPENING OF uRINARY TRACT
Attestation TO OTHER SPECIFIEO ARTIFICIAL IiP&hING
AFTERCARE INVOLVINti INTERMITTENT OIALYSIS
AFTERCARE INVOLVING EXTRACURPOREAL OIALYSIS
AFTERCARE INVOLVING OTHER OIALYSIS
CARE INVULVING USE OF REHAdlLITATION PROCEOUITES
CARE INVOLVING BREATHING EXERCISES
CARE INVOLVING OTHER PHYSICAL THERAPY





































































CARe INvOLVING SPEECH THERAPY
CARE lNVGLVING OTHER SPECIFIED REHABILITATICN PRGCECURE
CARE lNVOLVT.M 08 THOT1C TRAINING
CARE INVOLVING OTHER SPECIFIED REHABILITATION PROCEOURE
CARE IN VGLVING UNSPECIFIELI REHA81LITATLON PROCEOURE
OTHER ANU UNSPECIFIED AFTERCARE
RACIGTHERAPY SESSION
!4A1NTENANC5 CHEMOTHERAPY
uLOW3 TRANSFUS1ON, uITHOUT REPORTEO OIAGNOSiS
ATTENTIGN TO SURGICAL ORESSiNGS ANO SUTURES









OONORS OF qTHER SPECIFIEO ORGAN OR TISSUE
DoNORS OF UNSPECIFIED ORGAN GR TISSUE





NO OTHER HOUSEHOLO HEHBER ABLE TO RENOER CARE
oTHER SPECIFIEO HOUSiNG OR ECJ3NOHiC CIRCUMSTANCES





PARENT-Chl LO PROtlLEN, uNSPECIFIED
CHILD ABUSE
PROBLEMS h’l TH AGEO PARENTS OR IN-LAUS
HEALTH PROnLEHS HiTHiN FAMILY
ALCOHOLIS14 IN FAHILY
NuLTIPARi TY
1LLEG1TIA4ACY OR ILLEGITIMATE PREGNANCY
OTHER UNhAhTEO PREGNANCY








REFUSAL OF TREATMENT FOR REASONS OF RELIGIOh OR CONSCi ENCE
(I THER PSYCHOLOGICAL OR PHYSICAL STRESS, NOT ELSEUHCQ~,-----
CLASSIFiEO
INTERPERSONAL PROBLEMS, NOT ELSEMNERE Classified
OTHER PSYCHOLOGICAL OR PHYSICAL STRESS, NGT ELSEkhERE
Classified
UNSPECIFIED PSYCHOSOCIAL CIRCUMSTANCE
UNAWAILA81LITY OF OTHER 14EOiCAL Facilities FOR CARE
t4EOiCAL SERVICES IN HO14E NOT AvAILABLE
PERSON AhAiTiNG AOHiSSION TO AOEQUATE FACiLITY ELSEHHERE
OTtWR SPECiFIEO REASONS FOR UNAVAILAtiiLiTY CF AIEOICAL
Facilities
PERSONS ENCOUNTERilYG HEALTH SERVICES FOR SPECIFiC PRGCEOURES,
NOT CARR IEO OUT
VACCINATION NOT CARXIEO OUT BECAUSE OF CONTRAINDICATION
SURGICAL OR OTHER PROCEOUAE NUT CARRIEO OUT BECAUSE OF
CONTRAINDICATION
SURGICAL OR OTHER PROCEOURE NOT CARRi EO OUT BECAUSE OF
PATIENT*S OECiSiON
PROCEOURE NOT CARRIEO UUT FOR OTHER REASONS
OTHER PERSONS SEEKING CONSULTATION uITHOUT COHPLAiNT OR
SICKNESS
hEALTHY PERSON ACCO14PANYING SICK PERSON
PERSON FEiGNING ILLNESS


















































OTHER COUNSELING, NOT ELSEWHERE Classified
PERSGN WITH FEAREO CO14PLAINT IN NHOH NO oIAGhOSi S hAS HAOE
CONVALESCENCE
CONVALESCENCE FOLLOWING SURGERY
CONVALESCENCE FOLLOtii NG RADIOTHERAPY
CONVALESCENCE FOLLOWING CHEHOTHERAPV
CONVALESCENCE FOLLO!JiING TREATMENT OF FRACTURE
CONVALESCENCE FOLLOHING OTHER TREATMENT
UNSPECIFIED CONVALESCENCE
FLILLOH-UP EXA141NATiON
FOLLOH-UP EXAHINATION FOLLOMING SURGERY
FOLLOH-UP EXA141NATiON FOLLOMLNG RAOIOTliERAPV
FOLLOH-UP EXAt41NATiON FOLLOhlNG CHE140THERAPV
FOLLOM-UP EXA141NATION FOLLOHING TREATHENT OF FRACTLRE
FOLLOM-UP EXAMINATION FOLLOMING OTHER TREAT14tNT
FoLLoh-uP EXAHINAT1ON FOLLOWING TREAT14ENT IAITH HiGH-RISK
14EOi CATION, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
qTHER FOLLOU-UP EXAMINATION
FOLLOU-UP ExAHINATION FOLLOhlNG COA4B1NE0 TREATMENT
UNSPECIFIED FoLLOH-UP EXAMINATION
ENCOUNTERS FOR AOHINISTRATIVE PURPOSkS
ENCOUNTERS FOR uNSPECIFIED ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSE
GENERAL MEOICAL EXAMINATION...
ROUTINE GENERAL MEOICAL ExAMINATION AT A hEALTH CARE FAc ILITy
GENERAL PSYCHIATRIC EXAMINA71ON, RECIUESTEO BV THE AUTHORITY
GENERAL PSVCHIATRi C EXAHINATION. OTHER ANO bNsp Ecl FxEo
EXAMINATION FOR NORHAL COMPARISON OR CONTROL iN CLINICAL
RESEARCH
OTHER SPECIFIEO GENERAL HEOICAL ExAt41hATIONS
OBSERVATION ANO EVALUATION FOR SUSPECTEO Conditions
0F3sERvAT10N FOR suspEcTEO MENTAL cONOITION
oBSERVATION OF OTHER SUSPECTEO MENTAL COhCITIGN
OBSERVATION FOR SUSPECTEO MALIGNANT NEOPLASH
013SERVATiON FOLLOHIhG ACC1OENT AT tiORK
OBSERVATION FOLLOUiNG OTHER ACC 10ENT
OBSERVATION FOLLOHIN& ALLEGEO RAPE OR SEOUCTION
OBSERVATION FOLLO!4iNG OTHER iNFLiCTEO INJURY
IJBSERVATION FOR SUSPECTEO CARDIOVASCULAR OiSEASE
OBSERVATION FOR OTHER SPECi FIEO SUSPECTEO CGNOITIONS
OBSERVATION FOR UNSPECIFIED SUSPECTEO CONOiTiON
SPECIAL SCREENiNG EXAMINATION FOR BACTERIAL AhO SPi RCCHETAL
OISEASES
SCREENi NG EXAMINATION FOR PULHONARY TUBERCULOSIS
SPECiAL SCREENiNG FOR MALIGNANT NEOPLASt4S
SPECIAL SCREENING FOR MALIGNANT NEOPLASM OF IITHER SITES
SCREENING FOR HALiGNANT NEOPLASM-S OF OTHER SITES
SCREENING FOR UNSPECIFIED HALIGNANT NEOPLASPS
SPECiAL SCREENING FOR MENTAL OISOROERS ANO Ok VtiLOPHEhTAL
HAN OICAPS
““SCREENING FOR OTHER SPECIFIED MENTAL OiSOROERS ANO
DEVELOPMENTAL HANOiCAP.S.
SPECiAL SCREENiNG FOR OTHER cONOITiONS
SCREENING FOR OTHER SPECIFIEO CONOITIGNS
SCREENiNG FOR UNSPECIFIED CONOITION






































































OPERATIONS O& THE NERWJIIS SYSTEH
INCISION ANO EXCISION OF SKULL, BRAIN, AND CEREBRAL ~ENINGES
CRANIAL PUNCTURE
CISTERtiAL PUNCTURE
VENTRICULOPUNCTURE THROUGH PREVIOUSLY IHPLANTEO CATHETER
OTHER CRANIAL PUNCTURE
OIAGIVOSTIC PROCEDURES UN SKULL. MRAIN, AND CEREBRAL HENINGES
OPEN BIOPSY OF CEREBRAL HENINGES
CLUSEO [ PERCUTANEUUSJ [NEEOLE 1 BIOPSY UF ERA IN
OPEN BIOPSY OF BRAIN
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BRAIN ANO CEREEjRAL HEti IhGES
CiCANIOTOHY ANO cRANIECTOMY
REMOVAL OF INTRACRANIAL NEUROSTIHULATOR
REOPtiNING OF CRANIOTOHY SITE
OTHER CRANIOTOHY
OTHER CRANIECTO14Y
INCISION OF BRAIN AND CEREBRAL HENINGES
INcISION OF CEREaRAL HENINGES
OTHER INCISION OF BRAIN
opERAT1ohs ON THALAt4US ANO GLOEiuS PALLIOuS
OPERATIONS ON GLOBUS PALLIOUS
OTHER EXC1.SIGN OR oESTRUCTION OF BRAItI ANO HEN INGES
EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF CEREBRAL HEN INGES
LOBECTGHY OF BRAIN
OTHER EXCISION OR DESTRUCTION OF LESILTN OR TISSUE GF BRAIN
EXCISION OF LES1ON OF SKULL
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SKULL, 8RA1N, ANO CERELMAL HEN1tiG.ES
CRANIOPLASTY
OPENING OF CRANIAL SUTURE
ELEVATION OF SKULL FRACTURE FRAGMENTS
FORMATION OF CRANIAL BONE FLAP
BONE GRAFT TD sKuLL
INS ERTIOFi OF sKULL PLATE
OTHER CRANIAL OSTEDPLASTY
REPAIR OF CEREBRAL FIENINGES
SIHPLE SUTURE OF IIURA f4ATliR OF BRAIti
GTHER REPAIR OF CEREMRAL KENINGEs
VENTRICULOSTOMY
EXTRACRANIAL VENTRICULAR sHuNT
VENTRICULAR SHUNT TO CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
VENTRICULAR SHUNT TO ABoOHINAL cAv ITy ANo ORGANS
OTHER OP&RATIONS TO ES TAKLISH ORAINAGE OF VENTRICLE
REV IS1ON, REMOVAL, ANO IRRIGATION (if VENTRICULAR ShlJNT
lRRIbATION OF VENTRICULAR SHUNT
REPLACEH.5N7 OF VENTRICULAR SHUNT
REMOVAL OF VCNTRICUL.AR SHUFAT
OTHER oPERATIONS UN SKULL. LTRAIN. ANo CEk EdRAL HENINGES
REPAIR OF RRAIN
lHPLAhTATION OF XNTRACRANIAL NEUROSTIMULATOR
lNSERTION OR REPLACEMENT OF SKULL TONGS
OR HALO TKACTION OEVICE
REHCWAL OF SKuLL TONGS O& HALO TRAcrlON OEVICE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SKULL. BRAIN. AtiO CEREi3KAL HENINGES
IJPERATIONS ON SPINAL CIIRO ANU SPINAL CANAL STRUCTURES
eXPLORATION ANO LIECOFIPKESSZON OF SPINAL CANAL STRUCTURES
RkHOVAL OF FORk IGN MOOY FROM SPINAL CANAL
REOPENING OF LA141NECTU14Y SITF
OTHER EXPLORATION ANO u’iCOHPRESSION OF SPINAL CAhAL
OIVISION OF IN TRASPINAL NERvE ROOT
CtlOROUTGKY
OTHEK CHOROOTOMY
OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SPINAL CORO ANO SPINAL
CANAL STRICTURES
SPINAL TAP
BIGPSY OF SpltiAL CORO ou spLNAj-~EN~NGEs
OTHtR OIAGNOSTIC PROCEOUILES ON SPIkAL CORC AhO
SPINAL CAhAL STRUCTURES
EXCISION OR DESTRUCTION OF LESION OF SPINAL CGRO
W SPINAL I’IENINGEs
PLASTIC OPkRATIGNS UN SPLNAL CORO STRUCTURES
REPAIR OF SPINAL HENINGOCELE
RkPAIR OF SPINAL HYELOHENINGOCELE






































































OTtiER REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS .ON SPINAL CORO STRUCTURES
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS OF SPINAL CORO ANO NERVE ROOTS
SHUNT OF SPINAL THECA
SPINAL SUBARACHNOIO-PER ITONEAL SHUNT
OTHER SHUNT OF SPINAL THECA
INJECTION OF oBSTRUCTIVE AGENT INTO SPINAL CAMAL
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SPINAL CORO ANO SPINAL CANAL STRUCTURES
INSERTION OF CATHETER 1NTL7 SPINAL CANAL FGR INFUSION OF
THERAPEUTIC OR PALLIATIVE SULISTANCES
INJECTIOh OF ANESTHETIC INTO SPINAL CANAL FOR ANALGESIA
INJECTION OF OTHER AGENT INTo SPINAL CANAL
INsERTION OR REPLACEMENT OF SPINAL NEuROSTIHULATOR
REMOVAL OF SPINAL NEUROSTIHULATOR
SPINAL 8LOO0 PATCH
PiiCUiANEOUS OENERVATION OF FACET
REVISION OF SPINAL THECAL SHUNT
REMOVAL OF SPINAL THECAL SHUNT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SPLNAL CORO ANO SPINAL CANAL STRUCTURES
OPERATIONS ON CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
INCISION, OIVISION, ANO EXCISION OF CRANIAL ANO PER IPHEtiAL
NERVES
“ACOUSTIC NEuROTOHY
OIVISION OF TRIG EflINAL NERVE
OIVISION OR CRUSHING OF OTHER CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
OThER INCISION OF CRANIAL AND PERIPHERAL NERVES
OTHER EXCISION OR AVULSION OF CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEH
CLOSEO I PERCUTANEOUS I [NE EOLEI BIOPSY OF CRANIAL CR
PERIPHERAL NERVE OR GANGLION
OPEN BIOPSY OF CRANIAL OR PERIPHERAL NERVE OR GAhGLION
OBSTRUCTION OF CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
SUTURE OF CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
LVSIS OF AOHESIONS ANO DECOMPRESSION OF CRAhl AL
ANO PERIPHERAL NERVES
OECOHPRESSION OF TRIGEHINAL NERVE ROOT
OTHER CRANLAL NERvE OECOHPRESSION
RELEASE OF CARPAL TuNNEL
RELEASE OF TARSAL TuNNEL
GTtiER PERIPHERAL NERVE OK GANGL1ON OECOHPRkSSIOti OR
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS
CRANIAL OR PERIPHERAL NERVE GRAFT
TRANSPOSITION UF CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL NERvES
OTHER CRANIAL OR PERIPHERAL NEu ROPLASTY
HYPOGLOSSAL-FACIAL ANASTO140SIS
OTHER ANASTOHOSIS OF CRANIAL OR PERIPHERAL NERVE
OTHER NEUROPLASTY
INJECTIGN INTO PERIPHERAL NERVE
PERIPHERAL NERVE INJECTION, NOT OTHERHISE SPkCIFIEO
INJECTIOh OF ANESTHETIC INTO PERIPHERAL NERVE FOR ANALGESIA
INJEcTxON GF OTHER AbENT. EXCEPT NEuROLyTIc
OTHER OPERATIONS ON CRANIAL ANO PERIPHERAL htRVES
REMOVAL OF PERIPHERAL NEUROSTIHULATOR
OPERATIONS ON SYMPATHETIC NERVES GR GANGLIA
OIVISIUN OF SYMPATHETIC NERvE IIR GANGLION
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SYHPATHETIC NERVES UR GANGLIA





OTHER SYHPATHECTOHY ANO GANGLIONECTOHY
INJECTION INTO SYMPATHETIC NERVE UR GANGLION
INJECTION OF ANEsTHETIC INTO SYMPATHETIC NERVE FOR ANAL GESLA
OTHER INJECTION INTO SYMPATHETIC NERVE OR GAhGLICN
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SY14PATHETIC NERVES OR GANGLIA
REPAIR UF SYMPATHETIC NERvE DR GANGLION
OPERATIONS ON THE ENoOCRINE SYSTEM
IIPERATIONS ON THYROIO ANO PARATHYROIO bLANOS
INCIS1ON OF THYROIO FItLLI
ASP IRATIGN OF THYRU1O FltLO
UiHER”” INCISION OF THYROIO FIELO
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEUUKES UN THYRO1O ANO PARATHYRO1O GLANOS
CLOSEO [PERCUTANEOUS I [N6E0Lkl tIIops Y OF THy ROIO GLANLI










































































CIIOPSYOF PA RATHYRO1O GLANO
uNILATERAL THVROIO LO EECTOMV
OTHER PARTIAL TI+YRQIOECTOMY
EXCISION OF LESIOfi OF TfivRoIu









oTHER OPERATIONS ofl THy RoIo [REGIQNJ ANo pARATHvRolo
THYRO1O TISSUE REIHPLANTATIUN
PARATHYRO1O TISSUE REIMPLAtiTATION
OPERATIONS ON GTHER ENOOCRINE GLANOS
OIAGNOST IC PROCEDURES ON AORENAL GLANOS, PITUITARY GLANO,
PINEAL GLANO. ANO THYHuS
CLOSEO [ PERCUTANEOUS I [NEEOLE1 B1OPSY OF ADRENAL GLAfi O
PARTIAL AUREhALECTOMY
EXCISION LTF LESION UF AORENAL GLANO
UNILATERAL AORENALECTUf4Y
GTHER PARTIAL AORENALEc TOHY
BILATERAL AoRENALECTOMY
oTHER OPERATIONS ON AORENAL GLANOS, NERVES, ANO VESSELS
L1bkTION OF AOREtAAL VESSELS
Operations ON PINEAL GLANO
GTHER GPERATIOtiS ON PINEAL GLANO
HYPOPHYSECTOHY
PARTIAL EXCISIUN OF PITUITARY GLANo* TRANsspHENoloAL AppRoAcH
PARTIAL EXCIS1ON OF PITuITARY GLANO, UNSPECIFIED APPROACH
TUTAL EXCISION OF PITo ITARY GLANO, TRANSSPHENOIOAL APPRGACH
THYHEcTOMY
THYMt CTbt4Y. NOT OTHbRmls E spEcl FIEo
PARTIAL EXCIS1ON OF THYMUS
TOTAL EXCIS1ON OF THYHUS




OThER INcISION OF EYEL1O
oIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON EYELIO
BIOPSY OF EYELlO
kXCISIOh OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF EYELIO
REMOVAL OF LESION OF EYELIO. NOT OTHERMtSE SPECIFIEO
EXC1S1ON OF CtiALALION
EXCIS1ON OF OTHER 141N08 LESION OF EYELIO
EXCISION aF NAJOR LESION OF EYELIO, FULL-THICKNESS
OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF EYEL1O
REPAIR OF LiLEPHAROPTOSIS ANO LID RETRACTION
REPAIR OF BLEPHAROPTOSIS BY FRONTALIS 140SCLk
TECHNIQUE HITH SUTURk
REPAIR OF BLEPHAROPTUSIS BY FRONTALXS MuSCLE
TECHNIIiIJE UITH FASCIAL SLING
REPAIR OF LILEPHAROPTUSIS BY RESECTION OR
AOVANCEHENT OF LEVATUR HUSCLE OR APONEUROSIS
REPAIR OF BLEPHAROPTOSIS 8Y TARSAL TECHNICUE
REPAIR OF BLEPHAROPTOSIS bY OTHER TECHNIQUES
REPAIR OF ENTROPION OR EC TROPION
REPAIR OF ENTRCP1ON OR EcTROPION BY THER140CAUTER12 ATIOh
I+EPAIR OF ENTRUP1ON UR EC TROPION BY SUTLIRE TECHNIQUE
A.kPAIR OF ENTROP1ON OR EC TROP1ON WITH WEOGE RESECTION
REPAIR OF ENTROPION OR ECTROPIGN nlTH LIO RECONSTRUCTION
OTHER REPAIR LIF ENTROPIGN GR ECTROPION
nTH6R AOdUSTt4ENT OF L1O POS1TION. .
CANTHOTOMY
BLEPHARORRHAPHY
tiTHtR AOJUSTHENT OF LIO PGSITION
RECUNSTRLICTION OF EYELIO WITH FLAPs OR GRAFTS
REcGNs TRucTICIN OF EYELIO WITH sKIN FLAP GR GRAFT
RECONSTRIJCTION OF EYEL1O wITH TARSOCONJUNCTIVAL FLAP
GTHER RECONSTRUCTION tiF EYELIG MITH FLAPS GR GRAFTS











































































RECONSTRUCTION OF EVEL1O, NOT
OTHER RECONSTRUCTION OF EYELIO
RECONSTRLCTION OF EYELIO INVOLVING L
OTHER RECONSTRUCT1aN OF EVELIO, FUL1
OTHER REPAIR OF EYEL1O
LINEAR REPAIR UF LACERATIOtI OF
OTHER REPAIR OF LACERATION OF tYtL
REPAIR OF I
FULL -THICkrit>>
CT HER REPAIR OF LA(
LO!4ER EYEL1O RHYTIOECTOMV
uPPER EYELIO RHYTIOECTOMY
: EYELIO OR EYEF3ROW
.
- .10, PARTIAL-THICKNESS
LACERATION OF EYEL1O INVOLVING LIO MARGIN,
. . ..-
ICERATIUN OF EYtLIO, FIJLL-THICKh ESS
;KNI
OTHER EYEL1O REPAIR
OPERATIONS GN LACRIMAL SYSTEM
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON LACRIMAL SYSTEM
B1OPSY OF LACRIMAL GLANO
EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF LACRIMAL GLANO
ExCISION OF LESION OF LACRI14AL GLANO
HAt41PULAT1GN OF LACRIMAL PASSAGE
PROBING OF LACRIHAL CANAL ICULI
PROBING OF NASOLACRIMAL OUCT
IN TuBATIoN OF NASOLACRI14AL OUCT
INCIS1ON OF LACRIHAL SAC ANO PASSAGES
INCISIL?N OF LACRIMAL SAC
OTHER INCISION LIF LACRIMAL PASSAGES
REPAIR OF CANALICULUS AtiO PUNCTUH
REPAIR OF CANAL 1cuLUS
F1STUL12ATION UF LACfllHAL TRACT TO NASAL CAVITY
DACRYOCYSTORHINOS TOHY [OCR]
cUNJUNCT IVOCYSTORHINOSTO$lY
OTHER oPERATIONS ON LALRI14AL SYSTEM
GflLITERATION OF LACR114AL PCINCTUh
OTHER OPERA TIUNS ON LACRIMAL SYSTEM
OPERATIONS Oh COiXJUNCTIVA
OTHER INCISION OF CONJUNCTIVA
OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON CONJUNCTIVA
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEOLIRES ON CONJUNCTIVAL
ExCISION OR OESTRUCTION OF LES1ON OR TISSb E OF CON JIJNCTIVA
EXCISION UF LESION GR TISSUE OF CONJIJNCTIVA
CONJUNCT IVOPLASTY
RECONSTRUCTION OF CONJUNCTIVAL CUL-DE-SAC tiITH FREE GRAFT
OTHER FREE GRAFT TO CUNJUNCTIVA
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS OF CUNJUNCTIVA ANO EYELILi
REPAIR OF LACERATION OF CONJIJNCTIVA
OTHER OPERATIONS ON CONJUNCTIVAL
SUT3CONJUNCTIVAL IN J6CTION
GTHER OPERATIONS ON CUNJUNCTIVA
OPERATIONS ON CORNEA
INCISION OF CORNEA
OIAGWOSTIC PROCEDURES ON CORNEA
:ss
ScRAPING OF CORNEA FOR SHEAR OR CULTURE
ExCISION OF PTERVGIUM
OTHER EXCISION OF PTERYGIUM
EXCIS1ON OR OBSTRUCTION OF TISSUE OR OTHER LESILIN GF CGRNEA
l! ECHANSCAL RE140VAL OF CORNEAL EPITHELIuH
CRYOTHERAPY tif CORNEAL LESIGN
OTHER RE140VAL OR OBSTRUCTION OF CORNEAL LESION
REPAIR OF C08NEA
SUTURE OF CORNEAL LACERATION
REPAIR OF POSTOPERATIVE wouNo OEHISCENCE GF coRNEA
REPAIR OF CORNEAL LACERATION OR WOUNO HITFI CUNJUhCTIVAL FLAP
OTHER REPAIR OF CORNEA
CORNEAL TRANSPLANT
CORNEAL TRANSPLANT, NOT GTHERUISE SPECIFIEO
oTHER LAHELLAR KERA70PLASTY
PENETRATING KERATOPLASTY MITH AuToGRAFT!,
GTHER Penetrating, KERATOPLASTY
GTHER CURNEAL TRANSPLANT
OTHER RECONSTRIJCTIVE SURGERY ON CURNtiA
KERATOPROSTHESIS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON CtiRNkA
RtiHOVAL OF ARTIFICIAL LHp LANT FROM CORNEA
GTHER OPERATIONS ON CORNCA





























































REHOVAI. OF INTRAOCULAR FOREIGN BOOY FROM AtATERIOR SEGHENT OF
EYE
REMOVAL OF INTRAOCULAR FOREIGN BOOY FROH ANTERIOR
SEGHEtiT OF EYE, NOT UTHERk ISE SPECIFIEO
REMOVAL OF INTRAOCULAR FOREIGN BOOY FROH ANTERIOR
SEGHENT OF EYE w’ITH USE OF HAGNET
REMOVAL OF INTRAOCULAR FOREIGti E$OOY FROH ANTERIOR
SEGMENT OF EYE HITHOUT uSE OF t4AGNET
IR160TOHY mo SIHPLE IaIoEcTm4Y
GTHER IRIoOTOHY
EXCISIGN OF PROLAPSEO IRIS
OThER IRIDEC70HY
DIAGNOSTIC PKOCEOURES ON IRIS, CILIARY EIOOY, SCLERA,
ANO ANTERIOR CHAH13ER
GIA&NOSTIC ASPIRATION OF ANTER1OR CHAHi3ER OF EYE
IR1OGPLASTY ANO COREOPLASTY
LYSIS OF OTHER ANTERIOR SYNECHIAE
LYSIS CF POSTERIOR SYNECHIAE
LYSLS GF CORNEOVITREAL AOHESIOt#S
COREUPLASTY
OTHER IRIOOPLASTY
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF IRIS ANO CILIARY BOOY
REHOVAL OF LESIUN OF ANTERIOR sEGHENT OF EYE,
NoT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
ExCISIOh OF LESION OF IRIS
FAC1LITATION OF INTRAOCULAR CIRCULATION
TRABECULU70HY AB EXTERNO
CYCLOOIALYSIS
GTHER FACILITATLON OF INTRAOCULAR CXRCULATIOh
SCLERAL FIsTIJL12ATION
THERNOCAUTER12AT ION OF SCLERA kITH IRIOEC70HY
TRA8ECULECTOHY AB EXTERNO
OTHER SC LERAL FIS7ULIZATION HITH IRIoECTOHY
POSTOPERATIVE REV IS ILTN OF SCLERAL FISTUL12ATION PROCECURE




SUTURE OF LACERATION OF SCLERA
REv ISICIN OF OPERATIVE uOUNO OF ANTERIOR SEGHENT,
NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED
tXCISION OR DESTRLICTION LIF LESION OF SCLERA
OTHI+R OPERATIONS ON SCLERA
OTHER IJPERATIONS ON IRIS, CILIARY EIOOY, ANO ANTERICR
CHAHWR
THERAPEUTIC EVACUATION OF ANTERIOR CHAMBER
INJECTION INTO ANTERIOR CHAHBER
REHOVAL OR OBSTRUCTION OF EPITHELIAL 00kNGROkTH
EROH ANTERIOR CHA#lL7ER
OTHER OPERATIONS ON IRIS
CITHER OPERATIONS ON ANTkRIOR CHAHBER
Operations GN LENS
INTRACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS
OTHk& lNTRACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS
EXTRACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS BY LIh EAR EXTRACTION TEChNICIUE
EXTRACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS bY SIMPLE ASPIRATION
[ANO IRRIGATION] TECHN14UE
EXTRACAPSULAR EXTRACTION OF LENS BY FRAGMENTATION ANO
ASPIRATION TECHNIUUE
PHACOEHULS IF ICATION ANO ASPIRATION OF CATARACT
MECHANICAL PHACOFRAGHENTATXON ANO ASPIRATION OF
CATARACT BY POSTERIOR ROUTE
MECHANICAL PHACUFRAGHENTATION ANO OTtIER ASPIRATION CIF CATARACT
OThER EXTRACAPSULAU EXTRACTION OF LENS
tiXTRACAPSULAR ExTRACTION OF LENS BY TkHP08AL INFERIOR RCUTE
OTHER EXTRACAPSULAR extraction OF LENS
OThER CATARACT EXTRACTION
GISCISSION OF pRxtiAKY HE14t3RAN0us CATARACT
OISCISSION OF SECONOARY HEAN3RANE [ AFTER CATARACT 1
EXCISIGN OF StCONOARY 14EHdRANE [AFTER CATARACT]
fiECHANICAL FRAG14ENTATION OF SECONOARY HEH!3RANE
IAFTER CATARACT I
OTHEX CATARACT EXTRACTION

































































INSERTION OF PSEUOOPHAKGS, NOT OTHERh ISE SPECIFIEC
INSERTION OF INTRAOCULAR LENS PROSTHESIS AT TIHE
OF CATARACT EXTRACTION, ONE-STAGE
SECONOARY INSERTION OF INTRAOCULAR LENS PROSTHESIS
REHOVAL OF IHPLANTEO LENS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON LENS
OPERATIONS ON RETINA, CHOROIO, VITREOUS, ANO POSTERIGR CHAHBER
REHOVAL OF FGREIGN LIOOY FROM POSTERIOR SEGHENT OF EYE
REHOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY FROH POSTERIOR SEGHENT
OF EYE I(ITH USE OF HAGNET
REHGvAL OF FOREIGN Booy FRGH pOSTER1OR SEGHENT
OF EYE hlTHOUT USE OF HAGNET
OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF RETINA ANO CHOROIO
oEsTRucTIoN OF CHORIORETINAL LESION By OIATHERHY
OESTRUCTION OF CHORIORETINAL LESION HY CRYOTHERAPY
OESTRbCTION OF CHOR1ORETINAL LESION BY LASER PHOTGCoAGuLATIoh
DESTRUCTION OF CHOR1ORETINAL LESION 8Y PHGTOCOAGULATION GF
UNSPECIFIED TYPE
OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF CHORIORETINAL LESIGN
REPAIR OF RETINAL TEAR
REPAIR OF RETINAL TEAR BY CRYOTHERAPY
REPAIR OF RETINAL TEAR BY LASER PH07GCGAGLLATION
REPAIR OF RETINAL TEAR BY PHOTOCOAGULATIOh OF UNSPECIFIEG TYPE
oTHER REpAIR OF RETINAL TEAR
REPAIR OF RET lNAL OETACHHENT HITH SCLERAL buCKLING
ANO IMPLANT
SCLERAL MJCKLING HITH IMPLANT
OTHER SCLERAL BUCKLING
OTHER REPAIR OF RETINAL OETACHHENT
REPAIR OF RETINAL OETACHHENT UITH OIATHERHY
REPAIR OF RETINAL DETACHMENT HITH CRYOTHERAPY
REPAIR OF RETINAL OETACHHEhT kITH XENON ARC PHOTGCOAGULATION
REPAIR OF RETINAL OETACHliEtiT HITH LASER PhOTOCOAGULATIOh
REPAIR OF RETINAL 0ETACH14ENT HITH PHOTOCOAGULATICh
ilF UNSPECIFIED TYPE
OTHER REPAIR OF RETINAL OETACHHENT
REHOVAL OF SURGICALLY lMPLANTEO HA7ER1AL FRC14 POST ER1OR
sEGHENT OF EYE
oPERATIONS ON VITREOUS
REHOVAL OF vITREOUS, ANTER1OR APPROACH
OTHER REMOVAL OF VI TREUUS
MECHANICAL VI TRECTOHY BY ANTERIOR APPROACH
07 HER MECHANICAL vITRECTIIHY
INJECTION OF VITREOUS SUBSTITUTE
GTHER OPERATIONS ON vITREOUS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON RETINA, CHORO1O, ANO POSTER1OR CHAMER
OPERATIONS ON EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLES
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON EXTRALICULAR HUSCLES OR TEhOONS
BIOPSY OF ExTRAOCULAR HUSCLE OR TENOON
GTHER OIAGNOSTIC PROCEOIJRES ON EXTRAGCULAR HuSCLES AkO Ttil@bNS
Operations ON ONE EXTRAOCULAK HUSCLE INVOLVING TEMPORARY
OETACHHENT FROH GLOBE
RECESS1ON OF ONE EXTRAOCVLAR MUSCLE
AOVANCEHENT OF ONE EXTRAOCULAR HuscLk
RESECTION OF ONE EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ONE EXTRAOCULAR HuSCLE INVOLVlh6
TEHPORARY OETACHHENT FROH GLOBE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ONE EXTKAOCULAR HUSCLE
LENGTHENING PROCEDURE ON ONE EXTRAOCULAR MUSCLE
SHORTENING PROCEOURE ON UN6 EXTtiAOCULAR HMCL.5
OPERATIONS ON TmO OR HORE ExTRAOCULAR HUSCLtS INVOLVING
TEHPORARY OETACHHENT FRUH GLOUEV UNE OR bOTH EYES
TRANSPOSITION OF ExT8AoCULAR MUSCLES
REPAIR OF INJURY OF EXTRAOCIJLAR HUSCLE
oTHER OPERATIONS ON bXTRAOCULAR HuSCLES AND TENGONS
OPERATIONS ON ORBIT ANO EYE13ALL
13R2iITOTGHY
ORBITOTOHY HITH BONE FLAP
ORtJITOTUHY HITH INSERTION OF ORb ITAL IHPLANT
OTHER ORBITOTOHY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON OHBIT ANO EYEBALL
OTHER OIAGNOSTIC PROCEUUIIES ON ORMIT ANO EYEuALL
EVLTCERATIGN OF EYE flALL
















OTHER EVISCERATION OF EYEBALL
EN UCLEATIllN OF EYE13ALL
ENUCLEATI!IN OF EYEBALL HITH SYNCHRONOUS IMPLANT INTO
TENON*S CAPSULE nITH ATTACHMENT Of MUSCLES
ENUCLEATIUN OF EYEBALL hlTH OTHER SYNCHRONOUS IMPLANT
OTHEN ENUCLEATION OF EYEuALL
.5
.51
OTHER EXCISION OF M1OOLE EAR

















OTHER EXCISION OF F4100LE EAR
INCISION* ExCISION, ANO OESTRUCTION OF INNER EAR
ENOOLY14PhATIC SHUNT
ExENTERATION OF CJRtVITAL CON TEN7S
OTHER ExENTERATION OF ORBIT
SeCONOARV PROCEDURES AFTER REMOVAL OF EYEBALL
SE CONOARY INSERTION OF OCULAR IMPLANT
REVISION OF ENuCLEATION SOCKET HITH GRAFT
OTHER SECLIM3ARV PROCEDURES AFTER RE14GVAL OF EYE13ALL
REMOVAL OF OCULAR OR ORBITAL IMPLANT
RE140VAL OF OCULAR 1f4PLANT
OTHER INcISION, EXCISION, ANO OESTRLCTIGN OF lhNER kAR
OPERATIONS ON EOSTACHIAN TuRE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON INNER ANC H1OOLE EAR
REV1S1ON OF FlASTOIOECTOf4Y











IMPLANTATION OR REPLACEMENT OF COCHLEAR PROSTHETIC IzEVICE,
NOT OTHERh ISE CLASS IFIEO
IMPLANT ATIGN OR REPLACEMENT OF COCHLEAR PROSTHETIC OEVICE,
MULTIPLE CHANNEL
OTHER OPERATIONS ON f4100LE ANO INtiER EAR
&EtVOVAL OF ORBITAL IHPLANT
REPAIR OF INJURY OF EYEFJALL ANO ORBIT
REPAIR OF hOONO OF ORBIT
REPAIR OF RUPTURE OF EYE8ALL
LIThER REPAIR OF XNJURY OF EYEBALL OR ORBIT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON 0R61T ANO EYEBALL
RETROIIULHAR LN.JECTICIN OF THERAPEUTIC AGENT
.98
.99
21-29 OPERATIONS ON THE NOSE, MOUTH, ANO PHARVNX
.9Z
.93
EXCISION OF LESION OF ORBIT
ExCISIGN OF LESION OF EYE, UNSPECIFIED STRUCTURE
GTHER OPERATIONS ON oRtil T










CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS BY ANTERIOR NASAL PACKING
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS t3V POSTERIOR [ANO AN TER1ORI PACKING
.99
18-20 GPERATIONS ON THE EAR
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS EJV CAUTERIZATION [ANG PACKING 1
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS BY [TRANSANTRALI L1GATION OF
THE MAXILLARY ARTERY
OPERA71ONS ON EXTERNAL EARld
.0 1NCIS1ON OF EXTERNAL EAR
.02 INCISION OF EXTERNAL AUOITORY CANAL .09
.1
CONTROL OF EPISTAXIS BY OThER MEANS
INCISION OF NOSE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON NOSE
BIOPSY OF NOSE
LOCAL ExCISION OR DEsTRuCTION OF LESION OF NOSE
EXCISION OR OESTRUCTION OF LESION OF tiOSES NOT
OTHERkl SE SPECIFIEO
OTHER INCISION OF EXTERNAL EAR
OIAGtiOSTIC PROCEDURES ON ExTERNAL EAR








EXCISION OR OESTROCTION OF LESION OF EXTERNAL EAR
EXCISXON OF PREAURICOLAR SINUS
EXCISIGN OR OESTRUCTIUN OF OTHER LESION OF EXTERNAL EAR
OTHER EXCISION OF ExTERNAL EAR






















L13CAL EXCIS1ON OR OESTRUCTIGN GF IN TRANASAL LESIGN
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF OTHER LESION OF NOSE
RESECTION OF NOSE
SUiTHUCOUS RESECTION OF NASAL SEPTOH
TuRBINECTOHY
TuR01NECTO14Y BY OIATHERHY GR CRYOSURGERY
FRACTURE OF THE TURBINATES
OTHER TURBINECTOHY
REOUCTION OF NASAL FRACTURE
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF NASAL FITACTURE
OPEN REOUCTION OF NASAL FRACTURE
REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON THE NOSE








SUTURE GF LACERATION OF EXTERNAL EAR
SURGICAL CORRECTION OF PROMINENT EAR
RI5CONSTRUCTION OF EXTERNAL AOOITORY CANAL
OThER PLASTIC REPAIR OF EXTkRNAL EAR
CONSTRUCTION OF AU!?lCLE OF EAR
REATTACHMENT OF A14PUTATE0 EAR
OTHER PLASTIC REPAIR OF EXTERNAL EAR
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ExTERNAL EAR
























STAPEOECTOHV HITH INCUS REPLACE14ENT
OTHER STAPEOGCTOHY
REV IS ILIN OF STAPEOECTOfiY
REvISION OF STAPEOECTOHY UITH INCOS REPLACEMENT
OTHER REVISION OF STAPEOECTOHY








OTHER REPA1R OF HIOOLE EAR
OTHER OPERATIONS ON II1OOLE ANO INNER EAR
MVRINGOTGHV
14VRINGGTOHV HITH lNSEITTICVN OF TUBE
OTHER HYRINGOTOHV
REMOVAL OF TVMPANOSTLMIY TUBE
INCISION UF HASTOIC ANO HIo OLE EAR
INCISIGN OF HASTOIO
1NCIS1ON OF PkTKOUS PYRAUIO AIR CELLS
1NCIS1ON OF IIIOOLC EAR
OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON HIOOLE ANO INNER EAR
dIGPSY OF HIOOLE ANO INNER EAR
CLOSURE OF NASAL FISTULA






OTHER REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON NC,SE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON NOSE
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS OF NOSE
GTHER OPERATIONS ON NOSE
OPERATIONS ON NASAL SINUSES
ASPIRATION ANO LAVAGE OF NASAL SINUS


















PuNCTURE OF NASAL SINLIS FOR AS PIRATICN GR LAVAGE
ASPIRATION OR LAVAGt OF NASAL SINUS THROUGH NATURAL OSTIUH
OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON NASAL SINUS












EXTERNAL HAxILLARY ANT ROTO!l V
RAOICAL HAXILLARY Ah TROTOtlY
OTHER EXTERNAL HAXILLARY ANTROTOHY















































































SINUSECTOHY, NoT OTHERUISE SPECLFIEO
EXCISION OF LESION OF HAXILLARY SIN(K3MITH
CALOkELL-LUC APPROACH
EXCISiLIN OF LES1ON OF HAXILLARY SINUS MITh OTHER APPROACH
ETHHOIOECTOHY
SPHENOIOECTOHY
REPAIR OF hASAL SINUS
CLOSURE OF NASAL SINUS FISTULA
GTHER REPAIR UF NASAL SINUS
REHllVAL ANO RESTORATION OF TEETH
FORCEPS EXTRACTION qF TOOTH
EXTRACTION OF OECILNIGVS TooTH
EXTRACTION OF OTHER TOOTH
SURGICAL REHOVAL OF TOOTH
REUUVAL OF RESIOUAL ROOT
OTHER SURGICAL ExTRACTION OF TOOTH





APICOECTOHY ANO ROOT CANAL THERAPY
ROG’T CANAL, hOT OTHERUISE SPECIFIED
APICOECT13MY
OTHER OPERATIOt(i ON TEETH, GUHS, ANO ALVEOLI
INCISION OF GUM OR ALVEOLAR BONE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON TEETH, GUHS, ANO ALVEOLI
BIOPSY OF GUH
tiINGIVOPLASTY
OTHER OPERATIONS UN GUH
EXCISION OF LEsION OR TISSIJE OF GUH
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF GUH
EXCISION OF OENTAL LESION OF JAld
AL VEOLiAPLASTY
EXPOSIJRE OF TOOTH
APPLICATION OF ORTHOOONTIC APPLIANCE
oTHER ORTHODONTIC OPERATION
OTHER 0EN7AL OPERATIOMS
ExTENSION OR OEEPENING OF 13 UCCOI
OTHER OENTAL OPERATIONS
OPERATIONS tiN TONGUE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEOUitES Oh TONGUE
hEEOLE BIOPSY OF TONGIJE
OTHER t31GPSY OF TONGUE





lAL OR LINGUAL SULCUS
TISSUE OF TONGUE
RkP.AIR GF TONGUE ANO GLUSSOPLASTY
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF TCNGUE
OTHER REPAIR ANO PLASTIC ITPERATIONS ON TOhMIE
OTHER i7PERATIOhS ON TONGUF
LINGUAL FRENEcTuHY
OTHER GLOSSOTUHY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON TONGUE
UPEHATIONS Oh SALIVARY GLAhOS ANO OUCTS
INCISILIN OF SALIVARY GLAND (lR DUCT
OIAGNOJTIC PR17CEOURES ON SALIVARY GLAhOS ANO LIUCTs
81 ClPSY OF SALIVARY GLANO OR OUCT
EXCISIUh OF LESICIN OF SALIVARY GLANli
HARSUPIALIZATION OF SALIVARY GLANO CYST
OTHER EXCISI13NUF SALIVARY GLANO LES1ON
SlAL0A9ENEcTOHY
SIALOAOENECTUHY, NUT OTHERh ISE SPECIFIkO
PA8TLAL SIALOAUENECTUtIY
COHPLETE SIALLIAOENECTOHY
REPAIR OF SALIVARY GLANO 13R OUCT
.49 2iTHER REPAIR AhL2 PLASTIC OPERATIONS CN SALIVARY GLANO (3R OUCT









































































ORAINAGE OF FACE ANO FLOOR OF MOUTH
lNCISIOh OF PALATE
L71AGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON ORAL CAVITY
BIOPSY OF BONY PALATE
BIOPSY OF UVULA ANO SOFT PALATE
OIGPSY OF LIP
BIOPSY OF HOUTH, UNSPECIFIED STRUCTURE
EXCISION OF LESIUN OR TISSUE GF doNY PALATE
LoCAL EXCISIllN OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR
TISSUE OF BONY PALATE
hlOE EXCISION UR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION fJR TISSUE
OF BONY PALATE
EXCISIUN OF OTHER PARTs OF HOUTH
LABIAL FREhECT17HY
HIOE EXCISION (IF LESION OF LIP
OTHER EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE W LIP
OTHER EXCISION CIF HOUTH
PLASTIC REPAIR OF HOUTH
SUTURE OF LACERATION O* LIP
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF OTHER PART CIF HOLITH
REPAIR OF CLEFT LIP
FuLL-THICKNESS SKIN GRAFT TO LIP ANO t40UTH
OTHER sKIN GRAFT TO LIP ANO HOUTH
ATTACHMENT OF PEOICLE OR FLAP GRAFT TO LIP ANO HOUTH
OTHER PLASTIC REPAIR OF HOUTH
PALATOPLAiTY
SUTURE OF LACERATION L7F PALATE
CORRECTION OF CLEFT PALATE
REVISION OF CLEFT PALATE REPAIR





OTHER (2PERATIt2hS ON uVULA
OTHER OPERATIONS ON HOUTH ANO FACE
INCISIOh OF HOUTH, UNSPECIFIED STRUCTURE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ORAL CAVITY
OPERATIONS Oh TONSILS ANo AOENOIOS
INCISION ANO ORAINAGE OF TONSIL ANO PERITCINSILLAR STRUCTURES
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON TONSILS ANO ACENOICS




CONTROL OF HEMORRHAGE AFTER TONSILLECTCNIY AhO AOENCIOECTOHY
OTHER Operations ON T12NSILS ANO AOENO1OS
REHOVAL OF FOREIGN 800Y FROH TONSIL ANG ACENGIG LIY IhCISION
EXCISIGN OF LES1ON GF TUNSIL AN13 AOENOIO
OPERATIONS ON PHARYNX
PHARYNGOTCIHY
ITIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON PHARYNX
PHARYhGOSCOPY
PHARYNGEAL BIOPSY
ExCISION OF L7RANCHIAL CLEFT CYST (3R VESTIGE
IXCISIUN CIR OESTRUCTIGN OF LESION OR TISSUE OF PHARYNX
PLASTIC OPERATION ON PHARYNX
OTHER REPAIR OF PHARYhX
CLOSURE OF OTHER FISTULA OF PHARYNX
LYSIS OF PHARYNGEAL AOHESIGNS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON PHARYNX
OILATION OF PHARYNX
OTHER OPERATICIhS ON PHARYNX
OPERATIONS Oh THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEH
EXCISION OF LARYNX
ExCISIUN OR CIESTRUCTION OF LESIGN OR TISSbE tiF LARYNX
HARSUPIALIZATICIN OF LARYNGEAL CYST















OTHER oPERATIoNS ON LARYNX AFiO TKACHEA
lNJECTIOh OF LARYNX
lEt4PORARY TRACHEllSTWIY



















BIOPSY OF CHEST hALL
PLEURAL dIOPSY





OTHER INCIS1ON OF LARYNX OR TRACHEA
01 ALN05TlC PROCEDURES ON LARYNX ANO TRACHEA
TRACHEOSCOPY THRLIuGH ARTIFICIAL STOMA


















OPEN BIGPSY OF MEOIASTINUH
t310PSY Of OIAPHRAGt4
GTHER oIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON HEOIASTINIIM
ExCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF MEOIASTINUM
ExCISION OR OESTRUCTION OF LES1ON OF CHEST kALL
B1o PSV OF LIRYNX
t) IGPSY OF TRACHEA
LOCAL EXC1S1ON OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF TRAChEA
REPAIR OF LARYNX
SUTURE OF Laceration OF LARYNX
AEvIs1ON OF LARYNGOSTOMY
REPAIR OF LARYNGEAL FRACTURE
PLEURECTOMY
OECORTICATION OF LUNG
GTHER EXCISION OF PLEURA
SCARIFICATION OF PLEURA
REPAIR GF CHEST HALL
.71
.72
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF CHEST MALL
CLOSURE OF THORACOSTW4Y
CLOSURE OF OTHER FISTULA OF THORAX
REPAIR OF PECTUS OEFORHITY
OTHER REPAIR OF CHEST kALL
OTHEK REPAIR OF LARYNX
REPAIR AhO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON TRACHEA












CL CSURE OF OTHER FISTULA OF TRACHEA
REvISION OF TRACHEOSTCI14Y
RECONSTRUCTION OF TRACHEA ANO CONSTRUCTION OF
ARTIFICIAL LARYNX
OTHER REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON TRACHEA
OTHER JpERATIONS ON LARyNX ANO TRACHEA
OIVISIGN OF LARYNGEAL NERVE
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS OF TRACHEA OR LARYNX
REPLACEMENT OF LARYNGEAL OR TRACHEAL STENT
OTHER OPERATIOtiS ON LARYNX
0P ERA71CtiS ON OIAPHRAGM
EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF OIAPHRAGM
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF OIAPHRAGH
OTHER REPA1R OF OIAPHRAGM
OTHER OPERATIONS ON THORAX
THORACENTESIS
lNJECTION INTO THORACIC CAVITY
REPAIR OF PLEuRA
OTHER oPERATIOF6 ON THORAX












OTHER OPERATIONS ON TRACHEA
EXCISION OF LUNG ANO HRONCHUS
LOCAL ExCISIGN OR OESTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF dRONCHIA
OTHER EXCISION OF 8RONCHUS
LOCAL ExCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LES1ON OR TISSUE OF LUNG
35-3s







CLOSEO HEART VALVOTOtiY, UNSPECIFIEO VALVE
.21
.29
PLICATION OF EHPHYSEHATOUS BLEB
OTHER LOCAL EXCIS1ON OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION GR TISSUE OF LUNG
SEGMENTAL RESECTION OF LUNG CLUSEO HEART VALVOTOHY, MITRAL VALVE
OPEN HEART VALVULOPLASTY klTtlOUT REPLACEMENT


































RAOICAL OISSECTIUN OF THORACIC STRUCTURES
OTHER EXCISION OF LUNG
OTHER oPERATIOhS ON LuNG ANO BRONCHUS
uNSPECIFIED VALVE
OPEN HEART VALVULOPLASTY OF AORTIC VALVE hlTHOIJT REPLACEMENT
OPEN HEART VALVULOPLASTY OF MITRAL VALVE hITliOUT REPLACEMENT
UPEN HEART VALVULOPLASTY OF PULMONARY VALVE wITHOUT REP LACEHEN1
REPLACEMENT OF HEART VALVE
REPLACEFIENT OF AORTIC VALVE !41TH TISSUE GRAFT
07 HER REPLACEMENT OF AORTIC VALVk
REPLACEMENT UF f41TRAL VALVE h’ITti TISSUE GRAFT
OTHER REPLACEMENT OF HITRAL VALVE
OTHER REPLACEMENT OF TRICUSPIO VALVE
OPERATIONS ON STRUCTURES AOJACENT TO HEART VALVES
OPERATIONS ON CHOROAE TENOINEAE
ANNULOPLASTY
lNFUN01LTULECT0M%
OPERATIONS ON TRABECULAE CARNEAE COROIS
PROOUCTION OF SEPTAL OEFiSCT IN HEART











OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON LUNG ANO MRONCHUS
BRGNCHGSCOPY THRGuGH ARTIFICIAL STOf4A
FIBER-OPTIC BRONCHOSCOPY
CTHER dRGNCHOSCOPY
CLOSEO [ENOOSCOPICI dIOPSY OF BRONCHUS
GPEh B1OPSY OF BRONCHUS
CLOSEO PERCUTANEOUS [N EEOLE1 B1OPSY OF LUNG



















OPEN BIOPSY OF LUNG
SURGICAL COLLAPSE OF LUNG
ARTIFICIAL PNEu140THORAX FOR cOLLAPSE OF LUNG
THORACOPLASTY
OTHER SURGICAL COLLAPSE OF LUNG
REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATION ON LuNG ANO BRONCHUS
CLOSURE OF LACERATION OF LUNG
OTHER REPA1R ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON BRONCHUS
CREATIGN OF SEPTAL OEFECT IN HEART
REPAIR qF ATRIAL ANO VENTRICULAR SEPTA kITH PROSTHESIS
REPAIR OF ATRIAL SEPTAL OEFECT tiITH PROSTHESIS, GPEN TECHN1biUE
REPAIR OF VENTRICULAR SEPTAL OEFECT hITH PROSTHESIS
REPAIR OF ATRIAL ANO VENTRICULAR SEPTA HITH TISSIJE GRAFT
REPAIR OF ATRIAL SEPTAL OEFECT uITH TISSUE GRAFT
REPAIR OF VENTRICULAR SEPTAL OEFECT hITH TISSUE GRAFT
07 HER ANO uNSPECIFIEO REPAIR OF ATRIAL At#O VENTRICLLAR SE PTA
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED REPAIR OF ATRIAL SEPTAL OEFECT
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED REPAIR OF VENTRICLILAR SEPTAL OEFECT
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED REPAIR OF ENOOCAROIAL CUSHION OEFECT
ToTAL REPAIR OF CERTAIN CONGENITAL CARCIAC ANOHALIES
TOTAL REPAIR OF TETRALOGY OF FALL13T
OTHER REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON LUhG
oTHER OPERATIONS Oh LUNG ANO BRONCHUS
L1GATION OF dRONCHUS
PUNCTURE OF LUNG
GTHER Operations ON LUNG
OPERATIONS ON CHEST HALL, PLEuRA, t4EoIAsT1NUM, AttO OIAPHRAGH
INCISION OF CHEST MALL ANO PLEuRA
INCISION qF CHEST HALL
EXPLti RATIiRY THLTRACOTUMY
REOPkNING OF RCCtiNT THoRACOTOHY SITE
INSERTION OF INTERCOSTAL CATHETER FGR ORAINAGE









ToTAL REPAIR OF TOTAI. ANOMALOUS PULHONARY VEhOUS Connection
oTHER OPERATIONS ON VALVES ANO SEPTA OF HEART
INTERATRIAL TRANSPOSITION OF VENOUS RETURN
CREATION OF CONOUIT BETwEEN RIGHT VENTRICLE
ANO PIJLHOt#ARY ARTERY









.99 i7THER UPERATIONS ON VALVkS OF HEART
36 OPERATIONS ON VESSELS OF HEART
.il REMOVAL OF CORONARY ARTERY OBSTRUCTION
.00 RE140VAL OF CORONARY ARTERY OBSTRUCTION, NCT OTHERhISE
SPECIFIEO
.01 SINGLE VESSEL PERCUTANEOUS TRANSLuHINAL CORONARY ANGXOPLASTY
lPTCA) hITHOUT HENTION OF THROHEOLYTIC AGENT
.0,? SINGLE VESSEL PERCUTANEOUS TRANSLUHINAL CGRONARY ANGIOPLASTY
[ PTCA J nITH THROHBOLYTIC AGENT
.03 OPEN CHEST CORONARY ARTERY ANGIOPLASTY
. G+ lNTRACORONARY ARTERY THROHBOLYTIC INFUSIOh
.05 HULTIPLE vESSEL PERCUTANEOUS TRANSLUHINAL CORONARY ANGIGPLASTY
[PTCAI PERFDRHEO OURING THE SAME OPERATION HITH OR wITHOUT
HENTION OF THROHBOLYTIC AGENT
.09 OTHEIt SPtclFIED REHOVAL OF CORONARY ARTERY OBSTRUCTION
.1 BYPASS ANASTOHOSIS FOR HEART REVASCULARIZATION
.ils MARTOCORliNAKY BYPASS FOR HEART REVASCULARIZATION,
NoT OTHERii ISE SPECIFIELl
.11 AORTOCORONARY tiYPASS OF UNE CORONARY ARTERY
.1,? AORTOCORONARY 15YPASS OF ThO CORONARY ARTERIES
.13 AoRToCoRQNARY tSYPASS OF THREE CORONARY ARTERIES
.14 ALIRTOCORONARY BYPASS OF FOUR OR HORE CORONARY ARTERIES
.15 SIMLE IkTERtiAL 14A14HARY-CORONARY ARTERY BYPASS
.16 00 U13Lt INTERNAL HAHHARY-CORONARY ARTERY L3YPASS
.19 OTHER dYPASS ANASTOHOSIS FOR HEART REVASCIJLARIZATION
.,? HEART REVASCULARIZATION BY ARTERIAL IMPLANT
.9 OTHER IIPERATIOM ON VESSELS OF HEART
.91 REPAIR OF ANEURYSM OF CORONARY VESSEL
.99 OTHEK OPERATIIJNS ON VESSELS OF HEART
5T OTHER OPERATIONS ON HEART ANO PER ICAROIUH
.0 PERICAROIOCt2NTESlS
.1 CAROIOTOHY ANO PER1CARO1OTUMY
.10 INCISION OF HEART, NOT OTHERHISE SPECXFIEO
.11 CARO1OTOHY
.12 PERICAROXLTTO14Y
.2 DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON HEART ANO PERICAROIUH
.21 RIGHT HEART CAROIAC CATHETERIZATION
















COH131NE0 RIGHT ANO LEFT HEART CAROIAC CATHETERIZATION
BIOPSY OF PER ICAROIUH
BIOPSY OF HEART
PER ICAROIECTGHY ANO ExCISIUN OF LESION OF hEANT
PERICAROIECTO14Y
EXCISION OF ANEURYSH OF HEART
EXCISION OF OTHER LESION OF HEART
REPAIR OF HEART ANO PERICAROIUH
HEART TRANSPLANTATION
l14P~ANTATION OF HEART ASSIST SYSTEM
IHPLANT LiF PuLSATION BALLOON
IIIPLANT OF OTHER HEAUT ASSIST SYSTEM
KEHOVAL OF HEART ASSIST SYSTE14
1NSEKTION, Rtv ISION, lCEPLACkHENT, ANU RkFIGVAL OF PACENAKER
LkAuS; INSERTION OF TEMPORARY PACEHAKEU SYSTEH; OR
REV ISIGN GF POCKET
INITIAL INSERTION OF LEAD [EL ECTROOE1. NOT OTHERh ISt SPECIFIEO
.71 INITIAL INSERTION OF TRANSVENOUS LEAO-(EL’iCTROOEl INTO
VENTRICLE
.Tz INITIAL INS EKTION OF TRANSVENOUS LEAOS LELECTROOES] INTO
ATRIUM ANO VENTRICLE
.73 INITIAL INsERTION OF TRANSVENOUS LEAO [ELECTRODE] IINTO ATRIIJH
.74 INSERTION OR RtPLACEHENT OF EPICARDIAL LEAO [ELECTROOtil
INTd EP1CAROILN4
.15 17EvIs IGN OF LEAO [ELEc TRo DE]
.70 REPLACEMENT OF TRANSVENIJUS ATRIAL ANO/OR VENTRICULAR
LtAOS(S) [EL ECTROOEI
.TT Rtf40VAL OF LEAOS(S) [EL EC TROOE1 hITHOUT REPLACEMEt(T
.78 INSERT ION OF TEMPORARY TRANSVENOUS PACEMAKER SYSTEH
.79 REVISION OR RELOCATION OF PACEHAKER POCKk T
.8 IN StRTIGN, REPLACEHtNT, IlEt40vAL, ANO REV ISICN IJF PACEHAKER OEVICE
.80 1NSERTION OF PER14ANENT PACEMAKER, INITIAL OR REPLACEMENT,
TYPE GF OEVICk NoT SPECIFIEO






































































INITIAL INSERTION OF SINGLE-CHAHBER’ OEVICE, RATE REsPONSIVE
INITIAL INSERTION OF OUAL-CHAHBER OEVfCE
REUOVAL OF EPICARDIAL ELECTROOE
REPLACEMENT OF ANY TYPE PACEMAKER OEVICE hITH SINGLE-CHAHBER
OEVXCE, NoT SPECIFIEO AS RATE RESPONSIVE
REPLACE14ENT OF ANY TYPE PACEHAKER OEVICE kITH SINGLE-CHAHBER
OEVICE, RATE RESPONSIVE
REPLACEMENT OF ANY TYPE PACEMAKER OEVICE hITH OUAL-
CHANBER OEVICE
REVISION OR RE140VAL OF PACEHAKER OEVICE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON HEART ANO PERICAROIUH
OPEN CHEST CAROIAC 14ASSAGE
INJECTION OF THERAPEuTIc SUBSTANCE INTO HEART
INJECTION OF THERAPEuTIc SUBSTANCE INTO PER ICAROIUH
IMPLANTATION OR REPLACEMENT OF AUTOHATIC CAROIOVERTER/
OEFIBRILLATOR, ToTAL SYSTEM [AICOl
REPLACEMENT OF AUTOMATIC CAROIOVERTER/DEFIBRILLATOR PuLSE
GENERATOR ONLY
GTHER OPERATIONS ON HEART ANO PERICAROIIJH
[NC ISION, EXCISION, ANO OCCLUSION OF VESSELS
INCISION OF VESSEL
INCISION OF VESSEL, UNSPECIFIED SITE
INCIS1ON OF INTRACRANIAL VESSELS
INCISION OF OTHER VESSELS OF HEAO ANO NECK
INCISIEiN OF UPPER LIHd VESSELS
INCISION OF AORTA
INCISION OF OTHER THORACIC VESSELS
INCISION OF AOOOHINAL ARTERIES
INCISION OF ABOOHINAL VEINS
INCISIGN OF LOHER LIH8 ARTERIES
INCISION OF LOHER LIHB VEINS
EN OARTERECTOHY
ENOARTERECTOHY, UNSPECIFIED SITE
ENOARTERECTOHY OF OTHER VESSELS OF HEAO ANO NECK
ENOARTERECTO14Y OF uPPER LIHtl VESSELS
ENOARTERECTOHY OF AORTA
ENOARTERECTOIIY OF OTHER THORACIC VESSELS
ENOARTERECTO14Y OF ABOO141NAL ARTERIES
ENOARTERECTOHY OF LO#ER LIHB ARTERIES
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BLOOO VESSELS
BIOPSY OF BLOOiJ VESSEL
PERCUTANEOUS ANG1oSCOPY
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BLOOO VESSELS
RESECTION OF VESSEL HITH ANASTOHOSIS
RESECTION OF INTRACRANIAL VESSELS MITH ANASTO140SIS
RESECTION OF OTHER VESSELS OF HEAO ANO NECK kIITH ANAs TOWSIS
RESECTION OF UPPER LIFILT VESSELS hITH ANASTOHOSIS
REsECTION OF AORTA HITH ANASTONOSIS
RESECTION OF OTHER THORACIC VESSELS HITH ANA5T0M0SIs
REs EcTION OF ABOOHINAL ARTERIES WITH ANASTONOSIS
RESECTION OF LOWER LIMB ARTERIES WITH ANASTOFIOSIS
RESECTION OF VESSEL 141TH RtiPLACEHENT








LIGATION ANO STRIPPING OF VARICOSE VEINS
LIGATION ANO STRIPPING OF VARICOSE VEINS, UNSPECIFLEO SITE
LIGATION ANO STRIPPING OF VARICOSE VEINS OF INTRACRANIAL
VESSELS
LIGATION ANO STRIPPING OF VARICOSE VEINS CF LIPPER LIHB vESSELS
LIGATION ANO STRIPPING OF LOWER LIME VARi CUSE VEINS
OTHER EXCISION OF VESSELS
OTHER EXC1S1ON OF vESSELS, UNSPECIF1kO SITE
OTHER EXCIS1ON OF Iti7RACRANIAL VESSELS
OTHER EXCISION UF OTHER VESSELS OF HEAO AhO NECK
OTHER ExCISION OF UPPER LIMB VESSELS
OTHER EXCIS1ON OF AORTA
OTHER EXCISION OF ABOOMINAL ARTERIES













































































GTHER EXC1S1ON OF LGHER LIHLI ARTERIES
OTHER EXCISION OF LOdER LIHB VEINS
PL ICATION GF VEt4A CAVA
oTHER SCJRGICAL OCCLUSION OF VESSELS
oTHER SURGICAL OCCLUS1ON OF VESSELS, UNSPECIFIEO SITE
GTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF INTRACRANIAL VESSELS
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF OTHER VESSELS OF HEALI ANO NECK
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF UPPER LIMB VESSELS
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUS1ON GF AORTA
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION OF OTHER THORACIC VESSELS
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUS1ON OF ABOOHINAL ARTERIES
GTHER SURGICAL OCCLUSION GF ABOOMINAL vEIhS
OTHER SURGICAL OCCLUS1ON OF LOl(ER LIHEJ ARTERIES
i)THER SURGICAL oCCLUSION OF LOWER LIMB VEINS
PUNCTURE OF VESSEL
ARTERIAL CATHETERIZATION
IJMILICAL VEIN CA THETERI2ATION
OTHER VENOUS CATHETERIZATION
VENOUS CUTOOMN
OTHER PUhCTURE OF ARTERY
OTHER PUNCTURE OF VEIN
OTHER OPERATIONS ON VESSELS
SYSTEMIC TO PULHONARY ARTERY SHUNT
INTRA-A800HINAL VENOUS SHUNT





OTHER INTRA-ABOOHINAL VASCULAR sHUNT OR E!YPASS
ARTERIOVENOSTOHY FOR RENAL OIALYSIS
OTHER [PERIPHERAL 1 VASCULAR StNSNT OR BYPASS
SUTURE OF VESSEL
SUTURE OF UNSPECIFIED aLOOO VESSEL
SUTURE OF ARTERV
SU7URE OF VEIN
REVIs ION OF VASCULAR PROCEOURE
CONTROL OF HEMORRHAGE FOLLOklNG VASCULAR SURGERY
REVT.S1ON OF ARTERIOVENOUS SHUNT FOR RENAL OIALVSIS
REMOVAL OF ARTERIOVENOUS SHUNT FOR REtAAL CIALYSIS
OTHER REVIS1ON OF VASCULAR PROCEOURE
OThER REPAIR OF VESSELS
CLIPPING OF ANEURYS14
OTHER REPAIR OF ANEURVSH
REPAIR OF ARTER1OVENOUS FISTULA
RE-ENTRY OPERATION lAORTA1
REIMPLANTATION OF ABERRANT RENAL VESSEL
REPAIR OF BLOOO VESSEL hITH TISSUE PATCH GRAFT
REPAIR OF BLOOO VESSEL IIITH SVNTHETIC PATCH GRAFT
REPAIR OF BLOOO VESSEL liITH uNSPECIFIED TVPE OF PATCH GRAFT
OTHER REPA1R OF VESSEL
PROCEDURES AUXILIARV TO OPEN HEART SURGERV
EXTRACORPOREAL C1RCULATI13N
HYPOTHERMIA [SVSTEHICI INCIDENTAL TO OPEN HEART SURGERV
CAROIOPLEGIA
IN TRAOPERATIVE CAROIAC PACEHAKER
PER IARTERIAL SYHPATHECTO14V
OPERATIONS ON CAROTIO aoov ANO OTHER VASCbLAR BOOIES
OTHER oPERATIONS ON VESSELS
FREEING OF VESSEL
INJECTION OF SCLERUSING AGENT INTO VEIN
INSERTION OF vESSEL-TO-VESSEL CANNULA




CONTROL OF HEf41iRRHAGE, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
GTHER OPERATIONS ON VESSELS
OPERATIONS ON THE HEHIC ANO LWPHATIC SVSTEH
tiPEkATIONS ON LYHPHATIC SYSTEH
IhCISION OF LVHPHATIC STRUCTURES
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON LVtWHATIC STRUCTURES
alopsv OF LVtiPHATIC STRUCTURE







































































SIMPLE EXC1S1ON OF LVMPHATIC STRUCTURE
ExCISIGN OF OEEP CERVICAL LVHPH NOOE
EXCISION OF INTERNAL MAW4ARV LVMPH NOOE
EXCIS1ON OF AXILLARY LVMPH NOOE
EXCIS1ON qF INGUINAL LYMPH NOOE
sIf4PLE EXCISION OF OTHER LvnPHATIc sTRucToRE
REGIONAL LW4PH NOOE EXCIS 10N
RAOICAL EXCISION OF CERVICAL LVMPH NEIOES
RAOICAL NECK DISSECTION, NOT OTHER!.IISE SPECIFIED
RAOICAL NECK DISSECTION, UNILATERAL
RAOICAL NECK O1SSECTION, aILATERAL
RAOICAL EXCISION OF 07 HER LVHPH NOOES
RAOICAL EXCISION OF LYMPH NOOES, NOT GTHERk ISE SPECiFIEC
RAOICAL EXCISION OF AXILLARV LYMPH NOOES
RAOICAL EXCIS1ON OF PER IAORTIC LYflPtI NOOES
RAOICAL ExCIS1ON OF ILIAC LYMPH NOOES
RAOICAL GROIN O1SSECTION
RAOICAL EXC1S1ON OF OTHER LYHPH NOOES
OPERATIONS ON THORACIC OUCT
LIGATICN OF THORACIC OUCT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON LVHPHATIC STRUCTURES




OI AGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON 130NE 14ARROH ANO SPLEEN
BIOPSY OF BONE 14ARROU
CLOSEO (As PIRATIONI [P ERCUTANEOUSI SIOPSV OF SPLEEN
EXC1S1ON OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF SPLEEN
HARSUP1ALIZATION OF SPLENIC CYST
PARTIAL SPLENECTOHY
TOTAL SPLENECTOHY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SPLEEN ANO LIONE HARROk
ASPIRATION OF 80NE 14ARROH FROM 00N0R FOR TRANSPLANT
EXCISION OF ACCESSORY SPLEEN
REPAIR ANO PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON SPLEEN
OTHER OPERAT IONS ON BONE HARROM
OPERATIONS ON THE OIGESTIVE SVSTEH
OPERATIONS ON ES13PHAGOS
ESOPHAGOTOHY
07 HER INCIS1ON IIF ESOPHAGUS
ESOPHAGOSTOHY
ESOPHAGOSTOHV, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
CERVICAL ESOPHAGOSTOHY
OTHER EXTERNAL FISTULIZATION OF ESOPHAGLLS
oIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON ESOPHAGUS
OPERATIVE ESOPHAGOSCOPY LIY INCISION
ESOPHAGOSCOPV THROUGH ARTIFICIAL STOHA
OTHER ESOPHAGOSCOPV
axotwv OF EsOPHAGOs
LOCAL ExCIS1ON OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION GR TISSUE GF ESOPhAGUS
LOCAL EXCISION OF ESOPHAGEAL OIVERTICULUH
LOCAL EXCISION OF OTHeR LESION OR TISSUE CF ESGPHAGUS
OTHER oBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSIIE OF ESOPHAGUS
EXCISIOh OF ESOPHAGUS
ESGPHAGECTO14V, NGT OTHERVi ISE SPECIFIEO
PARTIAL ESOPHAGECTOHY
TOTAL ESOPhAGECTOHV
IhTRATHORACIC ANASTOHOSIS OF ESOPHAGUS
lNTRATHORACIC ESOPHAGOGASTROSTOHV
lNTRATHORACIC ESOPHAGEAL ANASTOHOSIS wITH
INTERPOSITION OF SHALL LTOIIEL
OTHER INTRATHORACIC ESOPHA60ENTEROS TOHV
INTRATHORACIC ESOPHAGEAL ANASTO140SIS IuITH
INTERPOSITION OF COLON
INTRATHORACIC ESOPHAGEAL ANASTOHOSIS hITH GTHER ltiTtRPGSITICN
ANTESTERNAL ANAsTOHOSIS OF ESOPHAGUS
OTHER AN TESTERNAL ESOPHAGEAL ANASTOHOSIS kITh INTERPOSITION
ESOPHAGOI!VOTOHY
OTHER REPAIR OF ESOPHAGUS
INsERTION OF PERHANENT TU8E INTG ESGPHAGUS
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF ESOPHAGUS
REPAIR OF ESOPHAGEAL STRICTURE








































































OTHER OPERATIONS ON ESOPHAWS
INJECTION OR LIGATIGN OF ESOPHAGEAL VARICES
ITILATIGN OF ESOPHAGUS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ESOPHAGUS





LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESIGN OR TISSUE GF STG14ACH
GASTRIC POLYP ECTOMY
LOCAL EXCISION OF OTHER LESION OR TISSUE CF STOMACH
OTHER OESTRucTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF STOHACH
PARTIAL GASTRECTOHY HITH ANASTOHOSIS TO ESOPHAGUS
PARTIAL GASTRECTOHY HITH ANASTOHOSIS TO OUOCENUH
PARTIAL 6ASTRECTOHY h’ITH AN ASTOHOSIS TO JEJUNUH
OTliER PARTIAL GAST RECTOW
PARTIAL GASTRECTOHY HITH dEJUNAL TRANSPOSITION
OTHER PARTIAL GAS TRECTO14Y
TOTAL GASTRECTOHY
TOTAL GASTRECTOHY l+ITH INTESTINAL INTERPOSITION
OTHER TOTAL GASTRECTOHY
GTHER OPERATIONS ON STOMACH
vAGOTOMY




DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON STOMACH
TRANSAHOOll INAL GASTROSCOPY
OTHER GASTROSCOPY
cLosEo [ENOOScOp Icl dIops Y OF STOt4ACH
OPEN BIOPSY OF STOHACtl
PYLOROPLASTY
OILATION OF PYLURUS BY INCISION
tiNOOSCOPIC OILATION OF PYLORUS
uTHER PYLOROPLASTY
GASTROENTEROSTOHY HITHOUT GAS TRECTOFIY
HIGH GASTRIC BYPASS
OTHEK GASTROENTEROSTOHY IAITHOUT GAS TRECTOHY
SUTURE OF GASTRIC OR 0u!30ENAL ULCER SITE
SUTURE OF PEPTIC ULCER, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
SUTURE OF GASTRIC ULCER SITE
SUTURE OF OUOOENAL uLCER SITE
REvISION OF GASTRIC ANASTOMOSIS
OTHER REPAIR OF STLIHACH
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF STOHACH
CLOSURE OF GAS TROSTOHY
CLOSURE OF OTHER GASTRIC FISTULA
GAS TROPEXY
ESOPHAGOGASTROPLASTY
GTHEK PROCEDURES FOR CREATION OF ESOPHAGOGASTRIC
SPHINCTERIC COt4PETENCE
OTHER REPAIR OF STUHACH
OTHER OPERATIONS ON STOMACH
LIGATION OF GASTRIC VARICES
INTRAOPEHATIVE MANIPuLATION OF STOHACH
INSERTION OF GASTRIC BuBBLE [BALLOON I
REHOVAL OF GAsTRIC BUfJMLE [BALLOON]
OTHEK OPERATIONS ON STOHACH
INCIS1ON, EXCISION, ANO ANASTOHOSIS OF INTESTINE
EN TEROTIJHY
INCISION OF INTESTINE, NOT 0THER!41SE SPECIFIEO
INCISION OF OUOOENUH
GTHER INCISION OF SHALL INTESTINE
INCISION OF LARGE INTESTINk
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SHALL INTESTINk
ENoOSCOPY OF SHALL INTESTINE THROUGH ARTIFICIAL STOHA
oTHER ENOOSCOPY OF SMALL INTESTINE
cimko IENOOSCUp Icl dIopsy OF S14ALL INTESTINE
OPkN dIOPSY OF SHALL INTESTINE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCtOURES ON OTHER INTESTINE
TRANSAW30H1NAL ENOOSCOPY OF LARGE INTESTINE








































































OTHER ENOOSCOPY OF LARGE INTESTINE
CLOSEO [ENOOSCOPICI BIOPSY OF LARGE INTESTINE
OPEN BIOPSY OF LARGE INTESTINE
INTESTINAL BIOPSY, SITE UNSPECIFIED
LOCAL ExCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE
OF SHALL INTESTINE
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OF OUOOENUH
OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF OUOOENLNI
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF SHALL INTESTINE.
EXCEPT OUOOENUH
OTHER OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF SHALL INTESTINE,
EXCEPT OUOOENUH
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE
OF LARGE INTESTINE
LOCAL EXCISION OF LES1ON OR TISSUE OF LARGE INTESTINE
EITHER DESTRUCTION OF LES1ON OF LARGE INTESTINE
ISOLATION OF INTESTINAL SEGHENT
ISOLATION OF INTESTINAL SEGHENT, NOT OThERRISE SPECIFIEO
ISOLATIOti OF SEGHENT OF SHALL INTESTINE
1SOLATION OF SEGHENT OF LARGE IN TESIINE
OTHER EXCISION OF SHALL INTESTINE
HULTIPLE SEGHENTAL RESECTION OF SHALL INTESTINE
OTHER PARTIAL RESECTION OF SHALL INTESTINE
TOTAL REHOVAL OF SHALL INTESTINE
PARTIAL EXCISION OF LAAG6 INTESTINE
HULTIPLE SEGHENTAL RESECTION OF LARGE INTESTINE
CECECTOHY
RIGHT HEHICOLECTOHY
RESECTION OF 7RANSVERSE COLON
LEFT HEHICOLECTL7MY
SIGHOIOECTOHY
OTHER PARTIAL EXCISION OF LARGE INTESTINE
ToTAL INTRA-ABOOHINAL COLECTOHY
INTESTINAL ANASTOHOSIS
INTESTINAL ANASTOHOSIS, NOT dTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
SHALL-TO-SHALL INTESTINAL ANASTOMOSIS
ANASTOHOSIS OF SA4ALL INTEsTINE TO RECTAL STUHP
GTHER SHALL-TO-LARGE INTESTINAL ANASTOHOSIS
LARGE-TO-LARGE INTESTINAL ANASTOHOS 1S
ANASTOHOSIS TO ANUS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON INTESTINE
ExTERIORIZATION OF INTESTINE
EXTERXGR12ATION OF SHALL INTESTINE
EXTERIOR IZATION OF LARGE INTESTINE
RESECTION OF EXTERIORIZE SEGHENT OF LARGE INTESTINE
COLOSTOHY




O~LAYEO OPENING OF COLOSTOIIY
XL EOSTOHY






REVISION OF INTESTINAL STOHA
REVISION OF INTESTINAL STOHA, NOT OTHERh ISE SPECIFIkO
REvIs ION OF STOHA OF SHALL INTESTINE
REPAIR OF PER ICOLOSTOHY HERNIA
OTHEK REV1S1ON OF STOHA OF LARGE INTESTINE
CLOSURE OF INTESTINAL STOHA
CLOSURE OF INTESTINAL STOHA, NoT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
CLOSURE GF STOHA OF SMALL INTESTINE
CLOSURE GF STOMA OF LARGE INTESTINE
FIXATION OF INTESTINE
FIXATION OF lNTESTIti E, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
FIxATIGN OF S#lALL INTESTINE TO AbuoHINAL hALL
OTHER FIXATION OF SHALL INTESTINE
FIXATION OF LARGE INTESTINE TO AEiOOHINAL hALL




OTHER REPA1R OF INTESTINE
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF OUOOENUM
CLOSURE OF FISTULA OF 0uOOENU14
SUTURE OF Laceration OF sf4ALL INTESTINE, EXCEPT OUODENUM























OBSTRUCTION OF HEMORRHOIDS BY CRYOTHER
LIGATION OF HEHOITRHO1OS
EXC1S1ON OF HEHORRHOIOS
EVACUATION OF THROMBOSEO HEMORRHOIDS
OTHER PROC’EOURES ON HEFIORRHOIOS
OIVISION OF ANAL SPHINCTER













SUTURE (IF LACERATION OF LARGE INTESTINE
CLOSURE OF Fls TuLA OF LARGE INTEsTINE
OTHER REPAIR OF INTESTINE
lNTRA-A1300H1NAL MANIPULATION OF INTESTINE
INTRA-Ai300H1NAL MANIPULATION OF INTESTINE, NOT
OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
IN TRA-ABOOt41NAL FIANIPuLATION OF SHALL ItiTESTINE
IN TRA-A1300H1NAL MANIPULATION OF LARGE INTEsTINE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON INTESTINES
MYOTOMY OF SIGHOIO CaLON







SUTOITE OF LACERATION OF ANuS
ANAL CERCLAGE
OTHER REPAIR OF ANAL SPHINCTER
OTHER OPERATIONS ON ANUS



















ORAINAGE OF APPENOLCEAL ABSCESS
-.. . ..
UCTION OF ANAL PROLAPSE
TR13L GF [pOs Tolerative] HeHoRRHAIjE OF ANUSCON1 -- _
flTHFil flD~RAT~oNs ON ANUS
OPER
.99
50OTHER oPERATIONS ON APPENOIX
APPENOICOSTOHY
OPERATIONS ON RECTUM ANO PERIRECTAL TISSUE
PROCTOTOHY
PROCTOSTOHY


























OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON LIVER
CLOSEO (PERCUTANEOUS) [ NE EoLEI dIOPSY OF LIVER
OPEN B1OPSY OF LIVER
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LIVER TISSIJE CR
PARTIAL HEPATECTOUY




OTHER TRANSPLANT OF LIVER
REPAIR OF LIVER
CLOSURE OF LACERATION OF LIVER
OTHER REPAIR OF LIVER
OTHER OPERATIONS ON LIVER
PERCUTANEOUS ASPIRATION OF LIVER
EXTRACORPOREAL HEPATIC ASSISTANCE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON LIVER
OPERATIONS ON GALLBLAOOER ANO 81 LIARY TRACT
CHOLECYSTOTOMY ANO CHOLEC’FSTOSTOMY
PERCUTANEIIUS ASPIRATION OF GALL8LAOOER
OTHER CHOLECYSTOSTOMY
OThER CHOLECYSTOTOHY
OiAGNOs Txc PROCEOURES ON alLuRy TRACT
ENOOSCOPY OF IIILIARY TRACT
CLOSEO [PERCUTANEOUS LIIOPSY OF GAL LL)LAOOER GR
OPEN BIOPSY OF GALL BLAOOER OR HILE OUCTS
OTHER OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON 81 L1ARY TRAcT
OIAGNOSTlC pRoc EooREs ON RECTUM ANO pERIRECTAL TIssuE
CLOSEO [EN OOSCOPICI E1OPSY OF RECTUM





B1OPSY OF PERIRECTAL TISSUE
LOCAL EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE CF RECTIJM
17AOICAL EL ECTROCOAGULAT1ON OF RECTAL LESIGN OR TI.3suE
OTHER EL ECTROCOAGULATION OF RECTAL LESION OR TISSUE
OBSTRUCTION OF RECTAL LESIGN OR TISSUE OY LASER
LOCAL EXCISION OF RECTAL LESION OR TISSUE
PULL-THROUGH RESECTION OF RECTUM
OTHER PuLL-THROUGH RESECTIGN OF RECTW4
ABOOHINOPERINEAL RESECTION OF RECTUH












































ANTER1OR RESECTION OF RECTUM ViITH SYNCHRONOUS COLOSTOHV
OTHER ANTER1OR RESECTION OF RECTUH
POSTERIOR RESECTION OF RECTUM
0UHA14EL RESECTION OF RECTUM
HARTHAhN RESECTION OF RECTUli
OTHER RESECTION OF RECTUM .1
.11REPAIR OF RECTLN4
SUTORE OF LACERATION OF RECTUH














ANASTOt40S1S OF GALLBLAOUER OR tlILE OUC1
ANASTOHOSIS .L8LAOOER TO
IZTHER REPAIR OF RECTUM
INC1S1ON OR EXCISION OF PER IRECTAL TISSUE OR LES1ON
INCISIGN OF PER IRECTAL TISSUE
EXCISION OF PER IRECTAL TISSUE
OTHER OPERATIONS qN RECTUH ANO PERIRECTAL TISSUE
ANORECTAL MYECTOHY
REPAIR OF PER IRECTAL FISTULA
GTHER OPERATIONS ON RECTUH ANO PERIRECTAL TISSUE
LZPERATIONS ON ANUS
INCISION OR EXCIS1ON OF PER IANAL TISSUE
INCIS1ON OF PERIAhAL ABSCESS







OTHER BILE OUCT A
























!PATIC OUCT TO GAsTROINTESTINAL TRACT
\NASTOHOSIS
ICT FOR RELIEF OF OBSTRUCTION
XPLORATION FOR RE140VAL OF CALCULUS
IRATION FOR RELIEF OF OTHER OBSTRUCT IO&
.. . . . . . . . . . ,EOOCHOHEPATIC TUBE FOR OECOHPRESSION
NCIS1ON OF OTHER BILE oUCTS FOR RELIEF OF O&STRbCTION
:ER INCISION OF BILE 00CT
XPLORATION OF COMMON BILE OUCT
NC IS1ON OF BILE OUCT, EXCEPT COHHON
AL EXCIS1ON OR OBSTRUCTION OF BILE OUCT
XCISION OF CYSTIC OIJCTRE14NANT
-XCISION OF AMPULLA OF vATER [kITH REIf4PLANTATIOh
OF C1314HON 00CT 1
OTHER EXCISION OF CO14NON dlLE OUCT
EXCIS1ON OF 0TH6R bILE OUCT
COHMON O1lCT EXPL
EXCISION OF PER IANAL SKIN TAGS
OTHER EXCIS1ON OF PERIANAL TISSUE
INCISION OR EXCISION OF ANAL FISTULA
ANAL FISTULOTOMY
ANAL FIs TuLECTOHY
OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON ANUS ANO PER IANAL TISSUE

















































































REPAIR GF BILE OUCTS
SIHPLE SUTURE OF COHUON 81LE OUCT
CHOLEOOCHOPLASTY
REPAIR UF BILE OUCT, EXCEPT COHHON
OPERATIONS ON SPHINCTER OF 0001
CILATION OF SPHINCTER OF GOOI
PANCREATIC SPHINCTER OTO14Y
PANCREATIC SPHINCTEROPLASTY
GTHER oPERATIONS ON SPHINCTER GF 0001
OTHER LIBERATIONS ON BILIARY TRACT
REPAIR OF LACERATION OF GALLBLAOOER
CLOSURE OF CHOLECYSTOST13HY
CLOSURE OF OTHER L31L1ARY FISTULA
REvlszoN OF ANASTO140SLS uF BILIARy TRACT
REHOVAL OF PROSTHETIC OEVICE FROH BILE 0uC7
PERCUTANEOUS ExTRACTION OF COHMON OUCT STGNES
THERAPEUTIC ENOOSCOPIC PROCEDURES ON BILIARY TRACT, ORAL ROUTE
OTHER percutaneous PRIJCEOLIRES ON LiILXARY TRAcT
LTHER OpERATfONS ON tiKLIARy TRACT
OPERATIONS ON PANCREAS
PANCREATOTOHY
ORAINAGE OF PANCREATIC CYST BY CATHETER
OTHER PANCREATOTOMY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON PANCREAS
CLOSEO LASPIRATION1 [NE EOLE1 [PERCUTANEOUS I 1310PSY OF PANCREAS
OPEN BIOPSY OF PANCREAS
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON PANCREAS
LOCAL EXCISION OR OESTRUCTION (IF PANCREATIC LES1ON
HARSUPIALIZATION OF PANCREATIC CYST







TRANSPLANT OF PANCREAS ‘-
‘REIMPLANTATION OF PANCREATIC TISSUE
OTHER oPERATIONS ON PANCREAS
kNOOSCOPIC RETROGRADE CANNULATION OF PANCREATIC OUCT [ ERCP 1
OTHER REPAIR OF PANCREAS
ANASTOHOSIS OF PANCREAS
GTHER oPERATIONS ON PANCREAS
REPAIR 0.= HERNIA
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF INGUINAL HERNIA
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF INGUINAL HERNIA, NOT OTtlERtilSE SPECIFIELI
uNILATERAL REPAIR OF OIRECT lNGUINAL HERNIA
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF INDIRECT INGUINAL HERNIA
UNILATERAL REPAIR OF OIRECT INGUINAL HERNIA HITH GRAFT
OR PROSTHESIS
UNILATERAL REPAIR UF lNOLRECT INGUINAL HERNIA MITH GRAFT
OR PROSTHESIS
IJNILATERAL REPAIR OF INGU1kAL HERNIA 141TH GRAFT CR
PROSTHESIS, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
L41LATERAL REPAIR OF ltiGUINAL HERNIA
81 LATERAL REPAIR UF iNGUINAL HERNIA. NOT tiTHERIAISE SF
BILATERAL REPA1R OF OIRECT INGUINAL HERNIA
BILATERAL REPAIR OF INOIRECT INGu INAL HERNIA
BILATERAL REPAIR OF INIIUINAL HERNIA, ONE oIRECT AhO
ONE INOIRECT
‘E CIFIEO
OIRECT ING(IINAL HERh IA mTH GRAFT
IN OIRECT INGu INAL HERhlA MITh GRAFT








tll LATERAL INGUINAL HERNIA REPAIR HITh GRAFT Uk
PROSTHESIS, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
UNILATERAL REPA1k OF FEHORAL HERNIA
UNILATERAL REPAIR UF FEMORAL HERNIA hITH GRAFT OR prOStheSiS
0THE17 I.JNLLATERAL FEHORAL HERNIORRHAPtIV
BILATERAL REPAIR OF FE1413RAL hERNIA
OThER 81 LATERAL FEtlORAL HERN1ORRHAPHY




















REPAIR OF UH81LICAL HERNIA hITH PROSTHESIS
OTHER UHBILICAL HERNIORRHAPHY
REPAIR OF OTHER HERNIA OF ANTERIOR ABOOHINAL HALL
[ kITHOIJT GRAFT OR PRoSTHESIS]
INCISIONAL HERNIA REPAIR
REPAIR OF OTHER HERNIA OF ANTERIOR ABOOFIINAL hALL
REPAIR OF OTHER HERNIA OF ANT ERIGR AEIOOHIhAL HALL
HITH GRAFT OR PROSTHESIS
lNCIS IONAL HERNIA REPAIR uITH PROSTHESIS
REPAIR OF OTHER HERNIA OF ANTERIOR ABOO141hAL
hALL kiITH PROSTHESIS
REPAIR OF OIAPHRAGFIATIC HERNIA, ABOO14fNAL APPROACH
REPAIR OF OIAPHRAGHATIC HERNIA, THORACXC APPROACH
REPAIR OF OIAPHRAGIIATIC HERNIA klITH THORACIC APPROACH,
NOT OTHERk ISE SPECIFIEO
PLICATIOh OF THE OIAPHRAGH
OTHER HERNIA REPAIR
OTHER OPERATIONS Oh ABO@41NAL REGION
INCISIOh OF ABOOHIhAL HALL
LAPAROTOFIY
EXPLORATORY LAPAROTOHY
REOPENING OF RECEhT LAPAROTOHY SITE
OTHER LAPAROTOHY

















































5J1OPSY OF ABOOHINAL MALL OR uIILIILICUS
BIOPSY OF PERITONEUM
CLOSEG [P ERCUTANEOUSI [NE EOLEJ BIOPSY OF lNTRA-ABOOFIINAL MASS
OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON ABOOHINAL REGION
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSIJE OF ABOOtllNAL
HALL OR UMBILICUS
EXCIS1ON OR OBSTRUCTION OF PERIToNEAL TISSUE
LYSIS OF PERITONEAL AOHESIONS
SUTURE OF ABOOHINAL HALL ANO PERITONEUM
RECLOSURE OF POSTOPERATIVE O1SRUPTION UF AMOOfl INAL MALL
OELAYEO CLOSURE OF GRANULATING ABOOMINAL HOUtiO
OTHER SUTURE OF ABOOHINAL !+ALL
SUTURE OF PERITONEUM
OTHER REPAIR OF A1300HINAL HALL ANO PERITONEUM
REPAIR OF GASTROSCHISIS
OTHER REPAIR OF ABOOMINAL hALL
GTHER REPAIR OF PERITONEUM
OTHER REPAIR OF 014ENTUf4
OTHER REPAIR OF HESENTERY
UTHER OPERATIONS OF ALsOOHINAL REGION
PERCUTANEOUS ABOOHINAL PARACENTESIS
REHGvAL oF FOREIGN LIOOY FROM PERITONEAL CAVITY
CREATION UF CUTANEOPCRITONEAL FISTULA
CREAT ION OF PERITONEOVASCULAR SHUNT
INcISION OF PERITONEUM
INJECTION OF AIR INTO PERITONEAL CAVITY
INJECTION OF LOCALLY-ACTING THERAPEUTIC SUBSTANCE
INTO PERITONEAL CAVITY
PERITONEAL OIALYSIS
OTHER OPERATIONS OF ABOOHINAL REG1ON





PERCUTANtiOUS NEPHRLLSTOHY MI THL7UT FRAGMENTATION




DIAGNOSTIC PROCELNIRES ON KXOhEY
NEPHROSCOPY
PYELOSCOPY
cLosEo [percutaneous] [NEEoLEl aIopsv oF KIiiNEY
OPEN BIOPSY OF KIONEY
LOCAL ExCISION OR OESTIWCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE LF KIONEY
HARSUPIALIZATION OF KIONEY LESION












































































LUHPLtl t NkVHRkI. TOMY
NE PHROURETERECTOHY




OTHkR REPAIR OF KIDNEY
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF K1ONEY
CORRECTION OF uRETCROPELVIC JUhLTION
GTHER REPAIR OF KIOh EY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON KIONt Y
OECAPSbLATION OF K1ONEY
PERCUTANEOUS ASPIRATION OF KIONEY [ PELVIS 1
REPLACEMENT OF NE PHROSTOMY TUBE
GTHER OPERATIONS ON K1ON6Y
OPERATIONS (IN URETER




OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON URETER
URETk ROSCOPY
CLOSEO PERCUTANEOUS dIOPSY OF URETER
CLOSEC ENOOSLOPIC B1OPSY OF URETER
OTHER OIAGNOSTIC PRllCEOURES ON URETER
URETER EC TO14Y




FOR fiATION OF CUTANEOUS URETERO-ILEOSTOHY
REV1S1ON OF CUTANEOUS URETERO-ILEOSTOHY
OTHER EXTERNAL URINARY OIVERSILIN
FORMATION OF OTHER CUTANEOUS uRETEROSTOMY
REV ISIGN OF LITHER CUTANEOUS uRETEROSTOHY
OTHER ANASTOHOSIS OR BYPASS OF ORETER
uRINARY OIVEM1ON TO INTESTINE
REVISION OF URETEROINTESTINAL ANASTO140SIS
URETERONEOCYSTOS TOMY
TRANSURETEROURET EROSTOHY
OTHER ANASTOHOSIS OR BYPASS OF URETER
REPAIR OF URETER
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF URETER
CLOSURE OF OTHER FISTULA OF URETER
URETEROPEXY
LITHER REPAIR OF uRETER
OTHER OPERATIONS ON uRETER
LILATICN OF URETERAL MEATus
L1GATION OF URETER
OTHER OP,5RATLONS ON URETER
OPERATIONS Oh URINARY LILAOOER
TRANSURETHRAL CLEARANCE OF flLAOOER
CYSTOTOHY
PERCUTANEOUS ASPIRATION OF EILAOOER




REV ISIGN OF CYSTOSTOMY
OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON BLAOOER
CYSTOSCOPY THROUGH ARTIFICIAL STOHA
OTHER CYSTOSCOPY
CLOSEO [TRANSURETHRALI BIOPSY OF BLAOOER
GPEN B1OPSY OF dLAOOER
OTHER OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON EILAOOER
TRANSURETHRAL EXCISIOti OR DESTRUCTION OF BLAOOER TISSOE
TRANs IJRETHRAL LYSIS OF INTRALUHINAL AOHESIONS
OTHER TRANSURETHRAL EXCIS1ON OR OBSTRUCTION OF
LESIGN OR TISSOE OF BLAOOER
OTHER EXCISION OR OESTRUCTION OF BLAOOER TISSUE
EXCIS IGN OF URACHOS











































































RAOICAL CYST EC TOiiY
OTHER TOTAL CYST ECTOHY
OTHER REPAIR OF URINARY BLAOOER
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF MLAOOER
CLOSURE OF CYSTOSTO14Y
REPAIR OF FISTULA INvOLVING BLAOOER ANO 1NT6STINE
REPAIR OF OTHER FISTULA OF BLAOOER
CYSTOURETHROPLASTY ANO PLAsTIC REPAIR OF HLAODER NECK
RECONSTRUCTION OF URINARY 13LAOOkR
OTHER REPAIR OF HLAOOER
OTHER OPERATIONS ON BLAOOER
SPHINCTEROTOMY Of dLAOOkR
OILATION OF BLAOOER NECK
CONTROL OF CpOs TOP ERATIVEl HE fltiRRHAGE UF BLAOOER
INSERTION OF INOkELLING URINARY CATHETER
REPLACEMENT OF I NOHELLING URINARY CATHETER
REMOVAL OF ELECTRONIC EILAOOER STIMULATOR








EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF URETHRAL TISSUE CR LESION
REPAIR OF uRETHRA
SUTORE OF LACERATION OF uRETuRA
CLOSURE OF OTHER FISTOLA OF URETHRA
REPAIR OF HYPOSPAOXAS OR EPISPAOIAS
OTHER RECONSTRUCTION OF URETHRA
URETHRAL HEATOPLASTY
OTHER REPAIR OF ORETHRA
RELEASE OF URETHRAL STRICTURE
OILATION OF URETHRA
OTHER 13AERATIONS ON URETh RA ANO PER IuRETHRAL TISSUE
INCISION OF PER IURETHRAL TISSUE
EXC1S1ON OF PER IURETHRAL TISSLJE
IHPLANTATIGN OF ARTIFICIAL URINARY SPHINCTER [AUSI
GTHER OPERATIONS ON URETHRA ANO PER IURETHRAL TISSUE
oTHER OPERATIONS Oh URINARY TRACT
oISSECTIGN OF RETROPERITONEAL TISSUE
RETROPERITONEAL OISSEC11ON, NCT OTHERh ISE SPECIFIEO
URETEROLYSIS hITH FREEING OR REPOSIT ION1N6 OF URETER
FoR RET ROPER ITONEAL FIBROSIS
OTHER LYSIS OF PERIRENAL OR PERIuRETERAL AOHESIOt6
OTHER 1NCIS1ON OF PER IRENAL OR PER IURETERAL TISSbE
INC1S1ON OF PER IVESICAL TISSUE
LYSIS OF PER IV ESICAL AOHESIONS
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON PER IRENAL ANO PER IVES ICAL TISSIJE
BIOPSY OF PERIRENAL OR PERIVESICAL TISSLIE
OTHER OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON PER IRENAL TISSOE,
PERIVESICAL TISSOE, ANO RETROPERITONEUU




OTHER REPAIR OF OR INARY STRESS INCONTINENCE
LEvATOR HUSCLE OPERATION FOR URETHROVESICAL SOS PENSIOtI
OThER REPAIR OF URINARY STRESS INCONTINENCE
URETERAL CATHETERIZATION
OThER OPERATIONS ON URINARY SYSTEH
EXCISION OF PERIRENAL OR PERIVESICAL TISSIJ6
GTHER OPERATIONS ON PER IRENAL OR PER IV ESICAL TISSUE
REPLACE14ENT OF oRETEROSTOHY TUBE
REPLACEMENT OF CYSTOSTOHY TUETE
ULTRASONIC FRAGMENTATION OF URINARY STONES
EXTRACORPOREAL SHOCKHAVE LITHOTRIPSY [ESn Ll
GTHER OPERATIONS ON ORINARY SYSTEM
OPERATIONS ON THE HALE GENITAL ORGANS
OPERATIONS ON PROSTATE ANO SEMINAL VESICLES
INCISION OF PROSTATE







































































CLOSEC [PERCU7ANEOUSI [NEEDLE] BIOPSY OF PRoSTATE
OPEN BIOPSY OF PROSTATE






LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION qF PRoSTATE
PERINEAL PROSTATECTOHY
GTHER PROSTATECTOHY
OPERATIONS ON SEHINAL VESICLES
EXCISIGN OF SEHINAL VESICLE
INCISION OR EXCISION OF PERIPROSTATIC TISSUk
INCISION OF PERIPROS7ATIC TISSUE
OTHER oPERATIONS ON PRoSTATE
PERCUTANEOUS ASPIRATION OF PROSTATE
CONTROL GF POSTOPERATIVE HEMORRHAGE OF PROSTATE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON PRoSTATE
OPERATIONS ON SCROTUH ANO TUNICA VAGINALIS
INCISION ANO ORAINAGE OF SCROTUI4 ANO TUNICA VAGINALIS
01 AGNOS71C PROCEDURES ON SCROTUA4 AtAO TUNICA VAGINALIS
BIOPSY OF SCROTUH OR 7UNICA VAGINALIS
EXCISION OF HYoROCELE [OF TUNICA VAGINALIS1
EXCISIOh OR DESTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF SCRCTUH
REPAIR OF SCROTUH ANO TUNICA VAGINALIS
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF SCROTLAH ANO TuNICA vAGINALIS
OTHER REPAIR OF SCROTUH ANO TUNICA VAGINALIS
OTHER OPERATIONS UN SCROTUN ANEI TUNICA VAG1hALIS
PERCUTANEOUS ASPIRATION OF TUNICA VAGINALIS
EXCISION OF LESION OF TUNICA VAGINALIS OTHER THAN HYOROC
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SCROTUN ANO TUNICA VAGINALIS
oPERATIONS ON TESTES
INCISION OF TESTIS
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON TESTES
CLOSEO [ PERCUTANEOUS] dIOPSY OF TESTIS
OPEN BIOPSY OF TESTIS
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF TESTICULAR LESION
UNILATERAL ORCHIECTONY
BILATERAL ORCHIECTOtlY
REHOVAL OF BOTH TESTES AT SANE OPERATIVE EP





BIOPSY OF SPERHATIC CORO, EPIOIOYMIS, OR VAS oEFERENS
EXCISION OF VARICOCELE ANO HYOROCELE OF SPERt4ATIC CORD
EXCISI13N OF CYST OF EPIOIOYNIS
EXCISION OF OTHER LESION OR TISSLIE OF SPERHATIC CORO
ANO EPIuIDYHIS
EPIOIDYHECTOHY
REPA1R OF SPERPIATIC COR17 ANO EP1OIOYH1S
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF SPERMATIC CORO ANO EPIOIOYHIS
REOUCTION OF TORSION of TESTIS OR SPERHATIC CORO
OTHER REPAIR OF SPERNATIC CORO ANO EPIOIOYHIS
UASflTllHV.------
VASECTOHY ANO LIGATION OF VAS IIEFERENS
LIGATION OF VAS OEFERENS
LIGATION OF SPERHATIC CORO
VASECTOHY
REPAIR OF VAS OEFERENS ANO EPIOICYHIS
RECONSTRIICTIfiN OF SURGICALLY OIVIOEO VAS 13EFERENS
EPIO1OYHOVASOSTUNY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SPERHATIC CORO, EPIDIOYHIS, ANO
VAS OEFERENS
ASPIRATION OF SPERHATOCELE
INCISION OF SPERHATIC CORO















































































REPAIR ANO ‘t AC
UE’EKAl&ull. UU PENIS
CIRCUMCISION
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON THE PENIS
BIOPSY OF pENTs
1 OESTRUCTIOh OF LESION OF PENIS
lENIS








REHOVAL OF INTERNAL PROSTHESIS OF PENIS
INSERTION (IR REPLACEMENT OF INFLATABLE PENILE Prostheses
OTHER R
~iE AoHESIONS
4ENT OF INTERNAL PROSTHESIS GF PENIS
..—.—.
oTHER OPiR~TIONS ON PENIS
oTHER OPERATIONS ON “HALE GENITAL ORGANS
OPERATIONS ON THE FEHALE GENITAL ORGANS
oPERATIONS ON OVARY
00 PHOROTOHY
OZAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON OVARIES
ASPIRATION B1OPSY OF OVARY
OTHER BIOPSY OF OVARY
oTHER OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON OVARIES
LOCAL EXCISION OR oBSTRUCTION OF OVARIAN
HARSUPIAL12ATION OF OVARIAN CYST
MEOGE RESECTION OF OVARY








REHOVAL 6F REHAINING OVARY
BILATERAL SALPINGO-OOPHORECTOHY
RE140vAL OF BOTH OVARIES ANO TUBES AT SAflE OPERAT
REHOVAL OF REHAINING OVARY ANO TUBE
REPAIR OF OVARY
SIHPLE SUTURE OF OVARY
OTHER REPAIR OF OVARY
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS OF OVARY AND FALLOPIAN TUBE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON OVARY
ASPIRATION OF OVARY
HANUAL RUPTURE OF OVARIAN CYST
RELEASE OF TORSION OF OVARY
OTHER OPERATIONS ON oVARY




DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON FALLOPIAN TUBES
BIGPSY OF FALLOPIAN TUBE
BILATERAL ENOOSCOPIC OIZSTRUCTIOtA OR OCCLUSION OF FALLOPIAti
Tl, tlES.-——.
BILATERAL ENOOSCOPIC LIGATION ANO CRUSHING UF FALLOPIAN TIMES
BILATERAL ENOOSCOPIC LIGATION ANO OIVISIOt#OF FALLOPIAN TuBES
OTHER BILATERAL ENouScopIc obstruction
OR OCCLUSION OF FALLOPIAN TUBES
OTHER BILATERAL OBSTRUCTION OR OCCLUSION OF FALLOPIAN TuBES
GTHER BILATERAL LIGATION ANO CRUSHING OF FALLGPIAti TULIES
OTHEK BILATERAL LIGATION AhO OIVISION OF FALLOPIAN TuBES
OTHER BILATERAL OBSTRUCTION OR OCCLUSIGh CF FALLGPIAN TLmES
TOTAL UNILATERAL SALPINGECTOHY
TOTAL 131LATERAL SALPINGECTOHY
REHOVAL (iF BOTH FALLOPIAN TIMES AT SAME OPERATIVE EPISOUE
REMOVAL OF REHAINING FALLOPIAN TUBE
OTHER SALPINGECTOHY
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF FALLOPIAh TuBE
SALPINGECTOHY HITH REHOVAL OF TUBAL PREGNANCY
BILATERAL PARTIAL SALPINGECTOHY, NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEC
OTHER PARTIAL SALPINGECTO14Y
REPAIR OF FALLOPIAN TUdE
SALPINGO-SALPINGOSTOHY
SALPINGO-UTEROSTOHY
OTHER REPAIR OF FALLUPIAN TIME













































































LIThER oPERATIONS ON FALLOPIAN TUBES
ASPIRATION OF FALLOPIAN TUBE
WILATERAL UESTRUCTION OR OCCLUSION OF FALLOPIAN TUdfi
CTHER OPERATIONS ON FALLOPIAN TULi ES
GPLRATIIINS ON CERVIX
OILATION OF CERVICAL CANAL
LIIALNOSTIC PROCEOLIRES ON CERVIX
ENOOCERVICAL BIOPSY
OTHER CERVICAL BIOPSY
CO NIZATIO& OF CERVIX
GTHER EXCISIGN OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF CERVIX
OBSTRUCTION OF LES1ON OF CERVIX MY CAUTER1ZATION
OESTRUCTION OF LES1ON OF CERVIX BY CRYOSURGERY
OTHER EXCISION OR UESTRUCTION OF LES1ON OR TISSUE OF CERVIX
AMPUTATION OF CERVIX
REPAIR OF I&i TERNAL CERVICAL OS
OTHER REPAIR OF CERVIX
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF CERVIX
OTHER REPAIR OF CERVIX
OTHER INCISION ANO EXCIS1ON LTF UTERUS
HYSTEROTOMY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON UTERUS ANO SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
OIGITAL EXAf41NAT10N OF UTERUS
HYSTEROSCOPY
GPkN B1OPSY OF UTERUS
CLOSEO BIOPSY OF UTERINE LIGAHENTS
OTHER OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON UTERLS
ANO SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
EXCISIOk OR OESTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSIJE OF IJTERIIS
CIVISION OF ENOOMETRIAL SYNECHIAE
OTHEti EXC1S1ON OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF UTERUS
SU13TOTAL AdOOMINAL HYSTERECTOMY





OTHER OPt RAT IOh S ON uTERuS ANO SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
OILATIUN ANO CURETTAGE OF UTERUS
OILATIGN ANO CURETTAGE FOR TERNIhATION OF PREGNANCY
O1LATION ANO CURETTAGE FOLLOWING OELIVERY OR ABORTION
GTHER OILATIIIN ANO CURETTAGE OF UTERUS
EXC1S1ON OR OESTRUCTION OF LES1ON OR TISSUE OF
UTERUS ANO SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
REWVAL OF INTRALIGAMENTOUS EC TOPIC PREGNANCY
OrHER EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF UTERUS
ANO SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
REPAIR OF uTEitINE SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
OTHER UTERINE SUSPENS1ON
GTHER REPAIR OF uTERuS ANO SUPPORTING STRLJCTURES
UTERINE REPAIR
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF UTERUS
OTHER REPAIR OF UTERUS
AS P1RATION CURETTAGE OF UTERUS
ASP1RATION CURETTAGE OF UTERUS FOR TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
ASP1RATION CURETTAGE FOLLOUING OELIVERY OR AdORTION
OTHER ASPIRATION CURETTAGE OF UTERUS
INSERTION OF INTRAUTERINE COtVTRACEPTIVE OEVICE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON uTERUS. CERVIX. ANO SUPPORTING STRUCTURES
INSERTION OF THERAPEUTIC OEVICE INTO UTERUS
INSERTION OF LAHINARIA
INCISiON OF CERVIX
REMOVAL OF C6RCLAGE HA TERIAL FROH CERVIX
GTHEU OPERATIONS ON SUPPORTING sTRuCTURES OF UTERUS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON CERVIX ANO uTERUS
uPERATIuttS ON VAGINA ANO CUL-DE-SAC
CULCIOCENTESIS
lNCI.SIOhOF VAGINA ANO CUL-DE-SAC
HY14ENOTCMY
CULOOTOMY
LYSi5 OF INTtiALU141NAL AOHESIONS OF VAGINA
OTHER vAGINOTOMY












































































OTHER DIAGNOSTIC PROCEOUIIES Oil VAGINA ANO CUL-DE-SAC
LOCAL EXCISION UR (JES TRUCTION OF VAGIhA AhO CUL-DE-SAC
hYHENECTOMY
EXCISION OR OESTRUCTION OF LES1ON OF CIZL-OE-SAC
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF LEs ION OF vAGINA
OBLITERATION ANO TOTAL EXCISION OF VAGINA
REPAIR GF CYSTOCELE ANO RECTGCELE
REPAIR OF CYSTOCELE ANO RECTOCELE
REPAIR OF CYSTOCELE
REPAIR OF REc TOc ELE
VAGINAL CONSTRUCTION AND RECONSTRUCTION
VAGINAL RECONSTRUCTION
OTHER REPAIR OF VAGINA
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF VAGINA
REPAIR OF COLOVAGINAL FISTULA
REPAIR OF RECTOVAG,TNAL FISTULA
REPAIR OF OTHER VAGINOENTERIC FISTULA
HYHENORRhAPHY
VAGINAL SUSPENS1ON ANO FIXATION
OTHER REPAIR OF VAGINA
OBLITERATION OF VAGINAL VAULT
OTIiER Operations ON VAGINA ANO CUL-Ok-SAC
OTHER OPERATIONS ON VAGINA
OPERATIONS ON VULVA ANO PERINEuM
1NCIS1ON OF VULVA ANO PERINEUM
LYSIS OF VULVAR AOHES1ONS
OTHER INCISION OF VULVA AND PER1k EUU
OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON VULVA
810PSY OF VULVA
OPERATIONS ON BARTHOLIN*S GLANO
INCISICN OF BAR THOLIN*S GLANO [CYST I
HARSUPIAL12ATION OF BARTHOLIN*S GLANO [CYST 1
EXCISIGN OR OTHER OESTRUCTION UF L3ARTHOL1h*S GLANO [CYST I






REPAIR OF VULVA ANO PER INEUll
SUTURE OF LACERATION OF VULVA OR PER INEuH
REPAIR OF FISTULA OF VULVA 02 PER INEbH
OTHER REPAIR OF VULVA ANO PERINEuM
iSTHER OPERATIONS ON VULVA
OThER OPERATIONS ON FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
OBSTETRICAL PROCEDURES
FORCEPS, VACUUM, ANO 8REECH OELIVERY
LOh FORCEPS OPERATION
LO!4 FORCEPS OPERATION ‘dl TH EP1S1OTOHY
I41O FORCEPS OPERATIIJN
H1O FORCEPS OPERATION WITH EPISIOTOMY
OTHER 1410 FORCEPS OPERATION
FORCEPS ROTATION OF FETAL HEAO
BREECH EXTRACTION
PARTIAL BREECH EXTRACTION !41TH FORCEPS TO AFT ERCGMIt!G HEAO
OTHER PARTIAL BREECH fiXTRACTION
TOTAL BREECH EXTRACTION HITH FORCEPS TO AFT ERCOt41NG HEAL
OTHER TOTAL BREECH EXTRACTION
FURCEPS APPLICATION TO AFT ERCOMING HEAD
VACUUM EXTRACTION
VACUUH EXTRACTILIN rlITH EPIS1OTOIIY
OTHER VACUtIH EXTRACTION
UNSPECIFIEO INSTRUMENTAL OELIVERY
OTHER PROCEOIJRES lNOUCING OR ASSISTING OELIVERY
ARTIFICIAL RUPTURE OF f4EH8RANES
lNOUCTION OF LABOR L3Y ARTIFICIAL RuPTURE OF UE14eRANkS
OTHER ARTIFICIAL RUPTURE OF MEMBRANES
OTHER SURGICAL lNOUCTIOti OF LABOR
INTERNAL ANO CO1481NE0 VERS1ON ANO EXTRACTIOtw
INTERNAL ANO CUHalNEO VERSION HITHObT EXTRACT IOIY
FAILEO FORCEPS





























HANUAL RGTATION OF FETAL HEAO
OTHER HANUALLY ASSISTEO OELIVERY
EPISIOTOHY
OTHER OPERATIONS ASSISTING OELIVERY
INCISION OF CERVIX TO ASSIST OELIVERY
OTHER OPERATIONS TO ASSIST OELIVERY
CESAREAN SECTION ANO REMOVAL OF FETUS
CLASSICAL CESAREAN sECTION
LOh CERVICAL CESAREAN SECTION
EXTRAPERITONEAL CESAREAN SECTIUN
REHOVAL OF IN TRAP ERITONEAL EHFIRYO
.73 CLOSEO REOUCTION OF MAXILLARY FRACTURE
OPEN REOUCTION OF HAXILLARY FRACTURE
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF MANOIE!ULAR FRACTURE
OPEN REOUCTION OF MANDIBULAR FRACTURE




























OTHER CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FACIAL FRACTURE
OTHER OPEN REOUCTION OF FACIAL FRACTURE
OTHER (OPERATIONS ON FACIAL BONES ANO JOINTS
BONE GRAFT TO FACIAL BONE
INSERTION OF SYNTHETIC IfiPLANT IN FACIAL HONE
CLOSEG REOUCTION OF TEHPOROllANOIliULAR DISLOCATION
OTHER MANIPULATION OF TEHPOROMANOIBULAR JOINT
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROM FACIAL flONE
CESAREAN SECTION OF OTHER SPECIFIEO TYPE
CESAREAN SECTION OF UNSPECIFIED TYPE
HYSTERL7TOFIY TO TERMINATE PREGNANCY
OTHER CESAREAN SECTION OF UNSPECIFIEO TYPE
OTHER OBSTETRIC OPERATIONS
OTHER OPERATIONS ON FACIAL BONES AND JOINTS
.—
INCISION, EXC1S1ON, ANO OIV1S1ON OF OTHER BOh ES
SELTUESTRECTOHY, ExCEPT FACIAL BONES
SECIUESTRECTOHY, UNSPECIFIED SITE
SELTUESTRECTOHY OF PATELLA
INTRA-AHNIOTIC INJECTION FOR AtlORTION
DIAGNOSTIC AMNIOCENTESIS
GTHER INTRAuTERINE 13PERATIIINs ON FETUS ANO A14NION
AHN1OSCOPY
SEQUESTRECTOHY OF TIdlA ANO FIBULA
SEQUESTRECTOHY OF OTHER 50 NE, ExCEPT FACIAL BONES
OThER INCISION OF BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES, HITHGLT DIVISIGN
GTHER INCISION OF BONE HIThOUT OIVISION, IJNSPECIFIEL SITE
OTHER INCISION OF HIJHERUS lil THCIUT DIv ISIUk
FETAL EKG [SCALP I
FETAL BLOOO SAMPLING ANO BIOPSY
FETAL HONITORING* NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
CORRECTION OF FkTAL OEFECT
14ANUAL REMOVAL OF RETAINEO PLACENTA
REPAIR OF CURRENT OdSTETRIC LACERATION OF UTERUS
REPAIR OF CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION OF uTERUS,
NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO
OTHER fliCISION OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA HITHOUT “OIVISION
OTHER INCISION UF CARPALS ANO HETACARPALS wITHOUT OIV1S1ON
OTHER INCIS1ON OF FEHUR HITHOUT OIVISION
OTHER INC1S1ON OF PATELLA hITHOUT OIVISION
OTHER INCISION OF TIdlA ANO FIiWLA hITHOUT OIV1S1ON
OTHER INCISION OF TARSALS ANO 14ETATARSALS HITHOLJT OIVISIIJN
OTHER INCISION OF OTHER BONE. ExCEPT FACIAL 80NES. WITHOUT
OIVISION
HEOGE OS TEOTOFIY, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES





REPAIR OF CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION OF CERVIX
REPAIR OF OTHER CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION
REPAIR OF CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION OF dLAOOER ANO URETHRA
REPAIR OF CURRENT OBSTETRIC LACERATION GF RECTUM
ANO SPHINCTER AN I
REPAIR OF GTHER CURRENT OBSTCTRIC LACERATION
NfiNuAL EXPLORATION OF UTERINE CAVITY, PoSTPARTUM
OBSTETRIC TANPONAOE OF UTERUS OR VAGINA
OTHER UBSTETRIC OPERATIONS
















hEOGE OSTEOTOHY OF FEFIUR






hEOGE GSTEOTOMY OF TARSALS ANO HETATARSALS
hEOGE OSTEOTOHY OF OTHER 80 NE, ExCEPT FACIAL BONES
OTHER OIVISION OF BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
OTHER OIVIS1ON OF BONE, UNSPECIFIED SITE
OTHER OIVISION OF SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, ANO THORAX
[RIBS ANO STERNU141
OTHER OIVISION OF HUMERUS
EvACUATION OF OTHER HEHATOHA OF VULVA OR VAGINA
SURGICAL CORRECTION OF INvERTEU UTERUS
HANUAL REPLACEMENT OF INVERTEO UTERUS




OTHER O1VIS1ON OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
OTHER O1V1S1ON OF CARPALS ANO HETACARPALS76-84 OPERATIONS ON THE HUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEH
OTHER OIVIS1ON OF FEHUR
OTHER OIVISION OF PATELLA















OPERATIONS ON FACIAL BONES ANO JOINTS
INCISION OF FACIAL dONE HITHOUT OIVISION
.36
.37
SEWESTRECTOFIY OF FACIAL BONE
OTHER INCISION OF FACIAL BONE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES OtA FACIAL BONES ANO JOINTS
dICPSY OF FACIAL BONE













OTHER OIVISION OF TARSALS ANO METATARSAL
OTHER OIVXSION LIF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
BIOPSY OF BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
BIOPSY OF BONE, UNSPECf FIEO SITE
BIOPSY OF SCAPULA. CLAVICLE, ANO THORAX [RIBS ANC ST ERNIJHI
BIOPSY OF HUHERUS
BIOPSY OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
LOCAL EXC1S1ON OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF FACIAL LIONE
PARTIAL OSTECTOHY OF FACIAL BONE
PARTIAL MANOIWJLECTOHY dIOPSY OF CARPALS ANO 14ETACARPALS
BIOPSY OF FEHUR
BIGPSY OF PATELLA
PARTIAL OSTECTOHY OF OTHER FACIAL HONE
bXCISIUN ANO RECONSTRUCTION OF FACIAL LNJNES
OTHER RECONSTRUCTION OF 14ANOIBLE
TOTAL GSTECTOMY OF OTHER FACIAL BONE
kITH SYNCHRONOUS RECONSTRUCTION
OTHER RECONSTRUCTION OF OTHER FACIAL UONE
TEHPOROMANOIWJLAR ARTHROPLASTY
OTHER FACIAL LIONE REPAIR ANO ORTHOGNATHIC SbR6tnY
CLOStO OSTEOPLASTY [OSTEUTOHYI OF HAtiOI13ULAR RAFIUS
OPEN US TEOPLASTY [oSTEOTOHYI OF HAN OIHLILAR UAHUS
BIOPSY OF TIa IA ANO FIBULA
BIOPSY OF TARSALS ANO HETATARSALS
BIOPSY OF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL EIONES




















BIJNIOtAECTOHY wITH SOFT TISSUE CORRECTION ANO OSTEOTOHY
OF THE FIRST METATARSAL
BUN1ONECTOHY HITH SUFT TISSUE CORRECTION ANO ARTHROOESIS









OSTkUPLASTY [OS TEOTOHYI OF BOOY OF HANOIBLE
OTHER GRTHGGhATHIC SURGEKY ON HANOIMLE OTHER LIUNIONECTOMY
LOCAL tXCISION OF LESION UR TISSUE OF BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL MIJNE5
LOCAL EXCISION OF LES1ON OR TISSUE OF BONE, unspecified sITE
LOCAL EXCIS1ON OF LESION OR TISSUE OF SCAPULA, cLAVICLE, AhG
THiIRAX [RIM ANO sTERNut4]
SEGHENTAL OS TEOPLASTY 10 STEOTOMYI OF MAXILLA
TI.ITAL GSTEOPLASTY [OSTEOTGHY1 OF FIAXILLA
REOUCTION GENIUPLASTY
AUGHENTATION GEN1OPLASTY
OTHER FACIAL bONE REPAIR
RtOUCTIGN OF FACIAL FRACTURE
NEOUCTION OF FACIAL FRACTURE, NUT CITHtRMISE SPECIFXEO
CLOSEO REuUCTIUN OF 14ALAR ANO ZYGOMATIC FRACTURE
OPEN REOUCTION OF MALAR ANO ZYGOHATIC FRACTURE
.6Z LOCAL EXCISION OF LES1ON OR TISSUE OF hUHERUS
LOCAL EXCISION dF LES1ON OR TISSUE OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA











































































LOCAL GXCISION OF LES1ON OR TISSUE OF FEMUR
LOCAL ExCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF PAT ELLA
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF TIEi IA ANO FIBLILA
LOCAL EXC1S1ON OF LESION OR TISSUE OF TARSALS “ANC HETATARSh~~
LCICAL EXCISION LIF LESION OR TISSUE OF OTHER LIONE, EXCEPT
FACIAL BONES
EXCISION OF BONE FOR GRAFT, EXCEPT FACIAL tiOtiES
EXCISION gF flONE FOR GRAFT, uNSPECIFIEO SITE
EXCIS1ON OF SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, ANO THORAX [RIBS ANO
ST ER14UMI FOR GRAFT
EXCISION OF RAOIUS” ANO ULNA FOR GRAFT
EXCISION OF CARPALS ANO t4ETACARPALS FOR GRAFT
EXCIS ICN OF FEHUR FOR GRAFT
Exc Isloh OF PATELLA FOR GRAFT
EXCISIGN OF TIBIA ANO F18ULA FOR GRAFT
Exc IsIcN OF TARSALS ANO nET.4TARsALs FOR GRAFT
EXCISION OF OTHER BONE FOR GRAFT. ExCEp T FACIAL BONEs
OTHER PARTIAL OSTECTOIIY, EXCEPT FACIAL ITONES
OTHER PARTIAL OS TECTOMY. W4SPECIFIE0 SITE
OTHER PARTIAL OS TECTOMY OF SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, ANO THORAX
[RIBs AtiO STERNUM]
OTHER PARTIAL 0STECTO14Y OF HuHERuS
OTHER PARTIAL 0STECTO14Y OF RACIUS ANO ULNA
OTHER PARTIAL 0STECTO14Y OF CARPALS ANO HE TACARPALS
OTHER PARTIAL 0STECTO14Y OF FEIIuR
OTHER PARTIAL OS TECTOHY OF PA TELLA
OTHER PARTIAL 0STECT0U% OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
OTHER PARTIAL 0STECT0M% OF TARSALS ANO METATARSAL
OTHER PARTIAL 0STECTO14Y OF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
TOTAL OS TECTOHY, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
TOTAL OSTECTOMY OF SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, ANO THORAx
[RIISS ANO STERNUM]
TOTAL OSTECTOHY OF CARPALS ANO 14ETACARPALS
TOTAL CSTECTOt+Y OF FEMuR
TOTAL OSTECTONY OF PATELLA
TOTAL 0STECTO14Y OF TARSALS ANO HE TATARSALS
TOTAL cSTECTOt4Y OF OTHER dONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
OTHEH OPEfCATIOtM ON BONES, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
80NE GRAFT, ExCEPT FACIAL BONES
BONE GRAFT, UNSPECIFIED SITE
BONE GRAFT OF SCAPULA. CLAVICLE. ANO THOflAX [RIBS ANO
STERNIJHI
BONE GRAFT OF HUMERUS
BONE GRAFT OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
00NE GRAFT OF CARPALS ANO HETAcARpALs
00NE GRAFT OF FE14UR
BONE GRAFT OF PATELLA
BONE GRAFT OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
BONE GRAFT OF TARSALS ANO HETATARSALS
i30NE GRAFT OF oTHER BONE, ExCEPT FACIAL BONES
PER1OSTEAL SUTURE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
PERIOSTEAL SUTURE OF CARPALS ANO METACARPAL
EPIPHYSEAL STAPLING
EPIPHYSEAL STAPLING OF FEHuR
EPIPHYSEAL STAPLING OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
OTHER CHANGE IN BONE LENGTH, ExCEPT FACIAL BONES
OTHER CHANGE IN LiONE LENGTH OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
OTHER CHANGE IN BONE LENGTH qF CARPALS ANO HETACARPALS
OThER CHANGE IN BONE LENGTH OF FEHUR
OTHER CHANGE IN BONE LENGTH OF TIFJIA ANO FIBuLA
OTHER CHANGE IN BONE LENGTH OF OTHER BONE, ExCEPT FACIAL BONE
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL bOtiES
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC LIBERATIONS ON BONE. uNSPECIFIED SITE
GTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC qAERATIONS ON SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, ANO
THORAX [RIBS ANO STERNUM]
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC qAERATIONS ON HUHERUS
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON RAOIUS ANO ULNA
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON PATkLLA
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON TIBIA ANO FIBULA
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON TARSALS ANG HETATARSALS
OTHER REPAIR OR PLASTIC uPERAT1ijNS ON OTHER BONE.
EXCEPT FACIAL LiONES















































INTERNAL FIXATION OF aONE klTHOUT FRACTURE REOUCTION,
UNSPECIFIED SITE
INTERNAL FIXATION 13F SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, A&O THORAX
[RIBS ANO ST ERNUHI klIThOUT FRACTURE REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF HUMERUS liITHOUT FRACTURE RECUCTIGN
INTERNAL FIXATION OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA hITHOUT FRACTURE
REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF CARPALS ANO FIETACARPALS hIThOUT
FRACTURE REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF FEHUR hITHOUT FRACTURE REG(JCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF PA TELLA hlTHOUT FRACTURE REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF TILll A ANO FIllULA MI THOUT
FRACTIJRE REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF TARSALS ANO 14ETA TARSALS h!l THOUT
FRACTURE REOUCTION
INTERNAL FIXATION OF OTHER LiONE, EXCEPT FACIAL aGNES,
MITHOIJT FRACTURE REOUCTION
REHOVAL OF INTERNAL F1XATION OEVICE
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIxATION OEVICE, UNSPECIFIED SITE
REHOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROM
SCAPULA, CLAVICLE, ANO THliRAX [R1aS ANG ST ERNUMI
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIxATION OEVICE FROM hUHERUS
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROM RAOIUS ANo ULNA
RE80VAL oF INTERNAL F1XATION OEVICE FROM CARPALS ANO
HETACARPALS
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIxATION OEVICE FROH FEMUR
REUOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROM PATELLA
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROM TIdlA ANO FItlULA
REMOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROM
TARSALS ANO METATARSAL
REHOVAL OF INTERNAL FIXATION OEVICE FROM OTHER aOh E,
EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
OSTEOCLASIS, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
OSTEOCLASIS, UtiSPECIFIEO SITE
GSTEOCLASIS OF PATELLA
OSTEOCLASIS OF OTHER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL BONES
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON aONE, ExCEPT FACIAL HONES,
NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIEO
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON RAOIUS ANO ULNA, NOT EL SEUHERE
CLASSIFIED
INSERTION OF BONE GRO14TH STIMULATOR
OTHER OPERATIONS ON FEHUR
OTHER OPERATIONS ON TIBIA ANO F1aULA
OTHER OPERATIONS ON OThER BONE, EXCEPT FACIAL dOh ES
REOUCTION OF FRACTURE ANO OISLGCATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION qF FRACTURE. EXCEPT FACIAL BONES.
uITHou T INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE IAITHOUT INTERNAL FIxATIoN,
UNSPECIFIEO SITE
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF HUMERUS h ITHOUT
INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA hlTHOUT
INTERNAL F1XATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF CARPALS ANO llETACARPALS
MITHObT INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REDUCTION OF FRACTURE OF PHALANGES OF HANG
HITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF FEHUR UIThOUT
INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF TIa IA ANO FIEIULA
HITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
cLosED REOUCTION OF FRAcTuRE OF TARSALS ANO HETATARSALS
wITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF PHALAkGES OF FOOT
MITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF OTHER SPECIFILO L!ONE,
EXCEPT FACIAL BONES, HITHcwT INTERhAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE, EXCEPT FACIAL HONES,
ii ITHOUT INTERNAL F1XATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE uITH INTERNAL FIXATICIli,
UNSPECIFIED SITE
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF HUMERUS hITH
INTERNAL FIXATION



















































CLUSEO REDLICTION OF FRACTURE OF CARPALS At10 HETACARPALS
liITH INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSED REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF PHALANGES OF HANO
ldITH INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REDUCTION OF FRACTURE OF FEHUR hITh INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF TIkTIA ANO FIEULA
HITH INTERNAL FIXATION
CLUSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF TARSALS ANO HETATARSALS
HITH INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF PHALANGES OF FOOT
HITH INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO BONE,
ExCEPT FACIAL BONES, wITH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURES EXCEPT FACIAL BONES*
HITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION dF FRACTURE OF
ItiTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOIJCTION OF FRACTURE OF
uITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REfiUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
IAITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION






OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
FEHUR hIThOUT INTERtAAL FIXATION
71BIA ANO FIBULA
HITHOUT INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE OF
ExCEPT FACIAL BONES, kITHOUT




OPEN REouCT113N OF FRACTURE
uNsPECIFIED SITE
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE
uITH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE
!41TH INTERNAL F1XATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRAC7URE
hITH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUCTION OF FRACTURE
OPEN REOUCTIOtI OF FRACTURE
l#ITH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REObCTION OF FRACTURE
kil TH INTERNAL FIXATION
OPEN REOUT.TION OF FRACTURE
HITH INTERNAL F1XATION











HUMERUS HITH lhTERhAL FIXATION
RAOIUS ANO ULNA
CARPALS ANO HE TACARPALS
PHALANGES OF HANO





EXCEPT FACIAL t70NES, MITH INTERNAL FIXATION
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF SE PARATEO EPIPHYSIS
CLOSEG REOUCTIUN OF StPARATEO EPIPHYSIS OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS OF FEMUR
CLOSEO REOUCTIIJN OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS GF TILIIA ANO FIENILA
OPEN RkOUCTION OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS
OPEN REOUCTION OF SEPARATED EPIPHYSIS OF tIuHERUS
OPEN REIIUCTION OF sEPARATEO EPIpHy515 OF RAOIUS ANO ULNA
OPEN REOUCTION OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS LTF FEHUR
OPEN flEOUCTION OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS OF TIBIA ANO FIBULA
OPEN REOUCTION OF SEPARATEO EPIPHYSIS OF GTHER SPECIFIEC tiONE
OE8R1OEHENT OF OPEN FRACTURE SITE, EXCEPT FACIAL MONES
DEklRIOiHENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF HUHERUS
0E13RIOEHENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF RAOIUS AtiO ULNA
GEBIc1OEHENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF CARPALS ANO HETACARPALS
C)EdRICIEMENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF PHALANGES OF HANO
0kilRIOEf4ENT OF 13PEN FRACTURE OF FEHUR
CEBRICEM’iNT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF TIBIA ANO FIMULA
OEMRIOEHtNT UF OPEN FRACTURE OF TARSALS ANO HETATAKSALS
L3EBR1OEHENT OF OPEN FRACTURE OF PHALANGES (3F FOOT
OEdtil GEHENT OF oPkN FRACTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO 80NEw
EXCEPT FACIAL LiIJNES
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF ITISLOCATION. EXCEPT TEHPORIJHANG11N2 LAR
CLOSEC RtOIJCTION OF DISLOCATION ciF ShOLILCER
CLUSEO RkUUCTION OF OIb LOCATION OF ELBOM





































































CLOSEO REOUCTION OF OISLUCATION OF HAtiO AtiO FINGER
CLOSFO REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF HIP
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF OISLOCATION OF KNEE
CLOSEO REOUCTION qF DISLOCATION OF ANKLE
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF FOOT ANO TOE
CLOSEO REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITE*
EXCEPT TEHPORO14AN01WJLAR
OPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION, EXCEPT TEHPOROHANOILWJLAR
OPEN REouCTION OF DISLOCATION OF SHOULOER
OPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF EL80h
OPEN REoUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF HRIST
oPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF HANO ANO FINGER
OPEN REOUCTION OF O1SLOCATION OF HIP
OPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF KNEE
OPEN REOUCTION OF OISLOCATION OF ANKLE
OPEN REOUCTION OF DISLOCATION OF FOOT ANO TOE
OPEN REOUCTION OF OLSLOCATION OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITE.
EXCEPT TEHPOROHANOIBULAR
UNSPECIFIED OPERATION ON EIONE INJURY, EXCEPT FACIAL dONES
UNSPECIFIED OPERATION ON BONE INJURY OF HUHERIJS
UNSPECXFIEO OPERATION ON BONE INJURY OF RAOIUS AhO ULNA
INCISION ANO EXCISION OF JOINT STRUCTURES
AR THROTOHY FOR REHOVAL OF PROSTHESIS
ARTHROTOHY FOR REHOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF SHOULOER
ARTHROTOHY FOR REFIOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF ELBOH
AR THRGTOHY FOR REHOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF !#RIST
ARTHROTOHY FOR REHOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF HIP
ARTHRGTOHY FOR REMOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF KhEE
ARTHROTOHY FOR REHOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF AhKLC
ARTHROTOHY FOR REHOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF FG07 ANO TOk
AR THROTO14Y FOR REHOVAL OF PROSTHESIS OF
OTHER SPECIFIEO SITE
OTHER ARTHROTOMY
OTHER AR THROTOHY, UhSPECIFIEO SITE
OTHER ARTHROTOMY OF SHOULOER
OThER AR THROTOHY OF ELLIOh
OTHER AR THROTOHY OF HRIST
OTHER ARTHROTOHY OF HANO AhO FINGER
OTHER AR THROTOHY OF HIP
OTHER AR THROTOHY OF KNEE
OTHER ARTHROTOMY OF ANKLE
OTHER AR THROTOHY OF FOOT ANO TOE









ARTHROSCOPY OF FOOT ANO TOE
ARTHKGSCGPY OF OTh ER SPECIFIEO SITE
BIOPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE
B1OPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE OF ELLNlli
BIOPSY OF JOINT STtCIICTURE OF hRIST
BIOPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE OF HIP
BIOPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE OF KNEE
BIOPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE OF ANKLE
BIOPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE OF FOOT ANO TOE
BIOPSY OF JOINT STRUCTURE OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITt
OIVISION OF JOINT CAPSULE, LIGAMEhT, OR CARTILAGE
OIVIS1ON OF JOINT CAPSULE, LIGAHEhT, OR CAkTILAGE,
uNSPECIFIED SITE
CIVISICN OF JOINT CAPSULE, LIGAHENT, OR CARTILAGE OF SHOULOER
OIVISION OF JOINT CAPSULE, LIGAHENT, OR CARTILAGE GF kLuGk
OIVISION OF JOINT CAPSULE, LIGAMENT, UR CAR TILAb E OF hRIST
OIVISICN OF JOINT CAPSULE, LIGAHENT, OR CARTILAGE UF HAM ANti
FINGER
GIVISICN OF JOINT CAPSULE, LIGAHENT. OR CARTILAGE OF HIP
OIVISICN OF JOINT CAPSULE. LIGAMENT. UR CARTILAGE OF KNtit
OIVISIOh OF JOINT CAPSULE, LIGAMENT, OR CAt(TILAGk OF ANKLk









































































CIVISICN CIF JOIN I CAPSULE, LIGAHENT, OR CARTILAGE OF OTHER
SPECIFIEO SITE
ExCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF IN TERVERTE13RAL DISC
EXCISION OR OESTRUCTION OF INTERVERTEBRAL OISC, bNSPECIFIEO
EXCISION OF 1tATERVERTE6RAL OISC
lNTERVERTABLE CHE140NUCLEOLYS1S
CTHER OESTITUCTION OF INTERVERTEtlRAL OISC




SYNOVECTOtl Y OF HRIST




SYNOVECTOMY OF FOOT ANO TOE
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR DESTRUCTION OF LESION OF JOINI
OTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR
UNSPECIFIED SITE
GTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR
GTHEk LOCAL EXCISION OR
OTHER LOCAL EXCISIIJN OR
OTHER LOCAL EXCIS1ON LSR
ANO FINGER
OTHER LOCAL EXC1S1ON OR
GTHER LOCAL EXCISION OR
OBSTRUCTION OF LES1ON OF JOINT,
OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF SHOULOER JOINT
OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF EL130M JOINT
OESTRUCTION OF LESION OF HRIST JOINT
OESTRUCTION OF LES1ON OF JOIh T OF HANO
OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF HIP JOINT
OESTRUCTION OF LESION OF KNEE JOINT
OTHER LOCAL EXCIS1ON OR OBSTRUCTION OF LES1ON OF ANKLE JOINT
OTHER LOCAL EXCIS1ON OR OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF JGINT GF FOOT
ANu TOE
GTHER LOCAL EXCISIOti OR
SPECIFIEO SITE
OBSTRUCTION OF LESION OF JOINT OF OTHER
OTHER EXC1S1ON OF JOINT
OTHER EXCISION OF JOINT, UNSPECIFIEO SITE
OTHER EXCISION OF SHOULOER JOINT
OTHER EXCISION OF EL90H JOINT
OTHER EXCISION OF HRIST JOINT
OTHER EXCISION OF JOINT OF HANO ANO FINGER
OTHER EXC1S1ON OF HIP JOINT
OiHEli EXC1S1ON OF KNEE JOINT
OTHkR EXCIS1ON OF ANKLE JOINT
OTHER EXC1S1ON OF JOINT OF FOOT ANO TOE
OTHER EXCISION OF JOINT OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITE
R~pAIR ANo PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON JOINT STRUCTURES
SPINAL FUS1ON
SPINAL FUSIOtY, NOT OTHERUISE SPECIFIEO
ATLAS-AXIS SPINAL FUSION
OTHER CERVICAL SPINAL FUSION
00RSAL SPINAL FUSION
00 RSOLUHtlAR SPINAL FUS1ON hITH HARICINGTON ROO












OTHER FUS1ON OF FOOT
OTHER FuSION OF TOE
AR7HROOESIS GF OTHER JOINT



















































































ARTHROOESIS OF OTHER SPECIFIEO JOINT
ARTHROPLASTY OF FOUT ANO TOE
ARTHROPLASTY OF FOOT ANO TOE WITH SYNTHETIC PROSTHESIS
OTHER ARTHROPLASTY OF FOIIT ANO TOE




OTHER REPAIR OF THE CNUCIATE LIGAMEti TS
OTHER REPAIR OF THE COLLATERAL LIGAHENTS
GTHER REPAIR OF KNEE
TOTAL ANKLE REPLACEMENT
GTHER REPAIR OF ANKLE
TOTAL HIP REPLACEMENT
TOTAL HIP REPLACEMENT HITH USE OF METHYL
OTHER TOTAL HIP REPLACEMENT
OTHER AR7HROPLASTY OF HIP
REPLACEMENT OF HEAO OF FEMUR i#l TH USE OF
OTHER REPLACEMENT OF HEAO OF FEMUR
HE THACRYLATE
14ETHYL HE THACRYLATE
REPLACEMENT OF ACETABULUH hlTH USE OF UEThYL HEThACRVLATk
OTHER REPLACEMENT OF AC ETA BULUH
OTHER REPAIR OF HIP
ARTHROPLASTY OF HAt40 ANO FINGER
ARTHROPLASTY OF HANO ANO FINGER HITH SYNThETIC PROSTHESIS
OTHER REPAIR OF HANO ANO FINGER
ARTHROPLASTY OF UPPER EXTREMITY, EXCEPT HANG
ARTHROPLASTY OF SHOULOER HITH SYNTHETIC PROSTHESIS
REPAIR OF RECURRENT DISLOCATION OF SHOULOER
OTHER REPAIR OF SHOULDER
ARTHROPLASTY OF ELBOH HITH SYNTHETIC PROSTHESIS
OTHER REPAIR OF ELBOW
ARTHROPLASTY OF CARPALS wITH SYNTHETIC PROSTHESIS
OTHER REPAIR OF MRIST
OTHER OPERATIONS ON JOINT STRUCTURES
ARTHROCENTESIS
INJECTION OF THERAPEuTIC SLIBSTANCE INTO JCINT OR L1GAf4EhT
SUTURE OF CAPSULE UR LIGAMENT OF uPPER ExTREMITY
SUTURE OF CAPSULE OR LIGAMENT OF ANKLE ANG FOGT
SUTURE OF CAPSULE OR LIGANENT OF OTHER LGk ER EXTREHITY
OTHER REPAIR OF JOINT
OTHER OPERATIONS ON JOINT STRUCTURES
OPERATIONS ON HUSCLE, TENOON, ANO FASCIA OF HANO
INC1S1ON OF MUSCLE, TENOON, FASCIA, ANO BuRSA OF HAhO
EXPLORATION OF TENOON SHEATH OF HANO
HYOTOHY OF HANO
BURSOTOHY OF HANO
1NCIS1ON ANO ORAINAGE OF PALMAR OR THENAR SPACE
OTHER 1NC1S1ON OF SOFT TISSUE OF HANO
OIVISION OF HUSCLE, TENOON, ANO FASCIA OF HANO
TENOTOFIY OF HANO
FASCIOTOHY OF HANO
GTHER OIVISION OF SOFT TISSUE OF HANO
EXC1S1ON OF LESION OF HUSCLE. TEiIOON. ANO FASCIA OF HANC
EXCISION OF LESION OF TENOON SHEATH OF HAkO
EXCISION OF LESION OF HUSCLE OF HANO
EXCISION OF 07 HER LESION OF SOFT TISSUE OF HANO
OTHER EXCIS1ON OF SOFT TISSUE OF HANO
EXCISION OF TENOON OF HANO FOR GRAFT
OTHER TENONECTOHY OF HANO
OTHER EASCIECTOt4Y OF HANO
OTHER MYECTOIIY OF HANO
SUTURE OF MuSCLE, TENOUN, ANO FASCIA OF HANG
SUTURE OF TENOON SHEATH OF HANO
OELAYEO SUTURE OF FL6XOR TENoON OF HANO
OELAYEO SUTLN?E OF LITHER TENOON OF HANO
OTHER SUTURE OF FLEXOR TENOON OF HANO
OTHER SUTURE OF OTHER TENOON OF HANO
SUTURE OF MUSCLE OR FASCIA OF HANO
TRANSPLANTATION OF HuSCLE ANO TENOON OF HANO
REATTACHMENT OF TENOON OF HANO
OTHER CHANGE IN HUSCLE OR TENOON LCNGTH OF HANO
OTHER HANO TENOON TRANSFER OR TRANSPLAti TAT ION
OTHER HANO TENOON TRANSPOSITION








































































CTHER HAND HUSCLE TRANSPOSITION
RECONSTRUCTION OF THlJ14d
OTHER RECONSTRUCTION OF THU14EI
PLASTIC OPERATION ON HANO HITH GRAFT OR IHPLANT
TENDON PULLEY RECONSTRUCTION
PLASTIC OPERATION ON HANO MITH GRAFT OF HUSCLE OR FASCIA
PLASTIC oPERATION IIN HANO HITH OTHER GRAFT OR IHPLANT
OTHER PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON HANO
REPAIR OF HACROOACTYLY
REPAIR OF HALLET FINGER
OTHER TENOOESIS OF HANO
OTHER TENOPLASTY OF HANO
LITHER PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON HANO
OTHER OPERATIONS ON HUSCLE, TENOON, ANO FASCIA OF HANO
LYSIS OF AOHESIONS OF HANO
OTHER INJECTION OF LOCALLY-ACTING THERAPEUTIC
SUBSTANCE INTO SOFT TISSUE OF HANO
LIPERATIONS ON MUSCLE, TENOON, FASCIA, ANO 8URSA, EXCEPT HAtAO
INCISION OF HUSCLE, TENDON, FASCIA, ANO BuRSA
EXPLORATION OF TENOON SHEATH
HYOTOHY
BuRSOTOMY
OTHER INCISION OF SOFT TISSUE
OIVISION OF HUSCLE, TENOON, ANO FASCIA
ACHILLOTENOTOFIY
AOOUCTGR TENOTOHY OF HIP
OTHER TENOTOHY
FASCIGTOHY
OTHER OIVIS1ON OF SOF7 TISSUE
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON HUSCLE, TENOGN, FASCIA,
ANO BURSA, INCLUOING THAT OF HANO
BIOPSY OF SOFT TISSUE
GTHER OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON HUSCLE, TEhOON*
FASCIA. ANO BuRSA. INCLUOING THAT OF HANO
EXCISION OF LESION OF HUSCLE, TENOON, FASCIA, ANO WRSA
ExCISION OF LESION OF TENOON SHEATH
EXCISION OF LES1ON OF HUSCLE
EXCISION OF LES1ON OF OTHER SOFT TISSUE
OTHER EXCISION OF HUSCLE, TENOON, ANO FASCIA
EXCIS ION OF TENOON FOR GRAFT
GTHER TENLTNECTOMY
EXCISION OF HUSCLE OR FASCIA FOR GRAFT
OTHER FASCIECTOHY
GThER HYECTOHY
OTHER EXCISION OF SOFT TISSUE
WJRSECTOHY
SUTURE OF MuSCLE, TENOON, ANO FASCIA
SUTURE OF TENOON SHEATH
OELAYEO SUTURE OF TENOON
RIITATOR CUFF REPA1R
OTHER SUTURE OF TENOON
GTHER SUTURE OF HUSCLE OR FASCIA





TENOUN TRANSFER OR TRANSPLANTATION
OTHER TENOON TKANSPOSITXON
HuSCLE TRANSFEU OR TRANSPLANTATION
OTHER HuSCLE TiiANSPGSITIilN
OTHER PLASTIC OPWATIONS ON HUSCLE, TENOON, ANO FASCIA
TENOON GRAFT
GRAFT OF MuSCLE OR FASCIA
TENDON PULLEY RECONSTRUCTION
RELEASE OF CLUdFGOT, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
CTHER CHANGE IN MUSCLE OR TENOON LENGTH
GuAORICEPSPLASTY
GTHER PLASTIC IJPERATIONS ON MuSCLE
OTHER PLAsTIC OPERATIONS ON TENOON
OTHER PLASTIC OPERATIONS ON FASCIA
L7THER UPtRATIONS ON MuSCLE, TENOON, FASCIA, AkO BuRSA










































































ASPIRATION OF OTHER SOFT TISSUE
INJECTION OF THERAPEuTIC SUBSTANCE INTO BURSA
INJECTION OF THERAPEUTIC SUBSTANCE INTO TENOON
INJECT IIIN OF LOCALLY-ACTING THERAPEUTIC
SUBSTANCE INTO OTHER SOFT TISSUE
oTHER OPERATIONS ON HUSCLE, TENOON, FASCIA, ANO FWRSA
OTHER PRUCEOURES ON HuSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEH
AtlPuTATION OF UPPER LIHB
UPPER LIflB AHPUTATIGN, NOT OTHERMISE SPECIFIEO
AMPUTATION ANO OISART1CULATION OF FINGER








AMPUTATION OF ANKLE THROUGH HALLEOL1 OF TI131A ANO FIBIJLA








FUREARH, wRIST, OR HANO KEATTACHHENT
UPPER ARH REATTACHMENT
T(IE REATTACHMENT---
REVISION OF AMPuTATION STUHP
IMPLANTATION OR FxTTING OF PROSTHETIC LIHa OEVICE
FITTING OF PROSTHESIS OF UPPER ARH ANO SHGULOER
FITTING OF PROSTHESIS OF LOHER ARH ANO HANO
FITTING OF PROSTHESIS OF ARH, NOT OTHERk ISE SPECIFIEO
FITTING OF PROSTHESIS BELOH KNEE
OPERATIONS ON THE lNTEGUHENTARY SYSTEH
OPERATIONS ON THE iIREAST
HASTOTOHY
DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON dREAST
CLOSEO [PERCUTANEOUS I [NE EOLEI B1OPSY OF BREAST
OPEN BIOPSY OF BREAST
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF BREAST TISSUE
EXCISION OR OBSTRUCTION OF BREAST TISSUES
NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
LOCAL EXCISION OF LESION OF LIREAST
RESECTION OF QUAORANT OF BREAST
SUBTOTAL HASTECTOHY
EXCISION OF ECTOPIC BREAST TISSUE
EXCISION OF NIPPLE
REOUCTION HAHHOPLASTY ANO SUBCUTANEOUS HAHHECTOMY
UNILATERAL REOUCTIOlf MA14MOPLASTY
LIXLATERAL REOUCTION HAHHOPLASTY
UNILATERAL SUBCUTANEOUS MAH14ECTOHY !41TH SYNCHRONOUS I14PLANT
OTHER uNILATERAL SULICUTANEOUS HAllHECTOtiY
BILATERAL SUBCUTANEOUS HAHHECTO14Y HITH SYNCHRONOUS lHPLANT




UNILATERAL ExTENOEO SIt4PLE MASTECTOMY
81 LATERAL ExTENOEO SIMPLE HASTECTOHY
uNILATERAL RAOICAL HAS TECTOHY
UNILATERAL EXTENOEO RAOICAL wSTECTOHY
BILATERAL EXTENOEO RAOIcAL HAS TECTOHY
AuGMENTATION HAMHOPLASTY
AuGtlENTATION HAHHOPLASTY, NOT OTHERh ISE SPECIFIEC
UNILATERAL INJECTION INTO LIREAST FOR AuGMENTATION




TOTAL RECONSTRUCTION OF BREAST











































































SUTURE OF LACERATION OF BREAS1
FULL-THICKNESS GRAFT TO BREAST
PEOICLE GRAFT TO BREAST
twS (LE FLAP GRAFT TO BREAST
7RANSPOS1TION OF NIPPLE
GTHER REPAIR OR RECONSTRULTION OF NIPPLE
OTHER 14AHMOPLASTY
OTHER LIBERATIONS ON THE BREAST
&S PIRATIGN OF HREAST
REVIS1ON OF lHPLANT OF BREAST
REHOVAL OF lHPLANT OF BREAST
INSERTION OF BREAST TISSUE EXPANOER
REMOVAL OF tlREAST TISSUE EXPANDER
OTHER OPERATIONS ON THE BREAST
OPERATIONS ON SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
INCISION OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
ASPIRATION OF SKIN ANo SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
INCISION OF PILON1OAL SINUS OR CYST
OTHER INCIStON !41TH ORAINAGE OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
INCISION HITH REHGVAL OF FGREIGN 800Y FROH SKIN ANO
SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
INSERTION OF 1NFUS1ON PUMP
OTHER INCISION OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
OIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES ON SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS 71SSUE
LI1OPSY OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
EXCISION OR OESTRUCTION OF LESION OR TISSUE OF SKIN ANO
SIJLICUTANEOUS TISSUE
ExCISIGN OF PILONIOAL CYST Oii SINUS
DEBRIOEMENT OF MOUNO, INFECTION, OR BuRN
REMOVAL OF NAIL. tiAILBEO, OR NAIL FOLO
CHEMOSURGERY OF SKIN
OERMABRASION
LIGATION OF 06RHAL APPENoAGE
OEBR1OEHENT OF NAIL, NAIL BEO, OR NAIL FOLO
OThER LOCAL EXCISION OR OESTRUCTIUN OF LESIGN OR TISSUE OF
SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
RACICAL ExCISION OF SKIN LESION
SUTURti OF SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
REPLAN TATION OF SCALP
SUTURE OF SKIN Ai10 SUtlCUTANEOUS TISSUE OF OTHER SITES
FREE SKIN GRAFT
FREE SKIN GRAFT, NOT U7HERWISE SPECIFIEO
FuLL-7HICKNESS SKIN GRAFT TO HANO
OTHER SKIN GRAFT TO HANO




OTHER SKIN GRAFT TO OTHER SITES
PEOICLE GRAFTS OR FLAPS
PEOICLE OR FLAP GRAFT, NOT OTHERMISE SPECIFIEO
CUTTING ANO PREPARATION OF PEOICLE GRAFTS OR FLAPS
ADvANCEUliNT OF PEOLCLE GRAFT
ATTACHMENT OF PEOICLE OR FLAP GRAFT TO HANO
Attachment OF pEOICLE OR FLAp GRAF7 TO CTHER SITES
REvISION OF PEOICLE OR FLAP GRAFT
UTHER REPAIR ANO RECONSTRUCTION OF SKIN ANO SUBCIITANEOUS TISSUE
REPAIR FOR FACIAL wEAKNESS
FACIAL RHYTIOkCTOMY
SIZE REOIJCTION PLASTIC OPERATION
RELAXATILIN OF SCAR OR HEM COtATRACTURE OF SKIN
CORRECTION OF SYNOACTYLY
ONYCHOPLASTY
OTHER REPAIR ANO RECONSTRUCTION OF SKIN ANO SU8CUTANEGUS TISSUE
OTHER OPERATIONS ON SKIN ANO SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUE
EXCISION OF SKIN FOR GRAFT
GTHER OPERATIONS ON SKIN ANO SUt3CUTANEOUS TISSUE
MISCELLANEOUS OIAlaNOSTIC ANO THERAPEuTIC PROCEOIJRES
OIAGNOSTIC IEAOIOLOGY
SOFT TISSUE X-RAY OF FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK
PNEUHOENCE PHALOGRAM
OTHER cONTRAST RAOIcGRAU OF BRAIN ANO SKULL
COHPUTER12E0 AXIAL TOMOGRAPHY OF HEAO












































































CONTRAST RAO1OGRAI4 OF NASOPHARYNX
CONTRAST LARYNGOGRAH
CERV lCAL LYMPHANG1OGRAM
OTHER X-RAY OF FACE, HEAO, ANO NECK
TEt4PORGtl AN01BULAR CONTRAST ARTHROGRAH
CONTRAST RAOIOGRAM OF ORBIT
CONTRAST RAOIOGRAM OF SINUS
x-RAY OF SPINE
CONTRAST HYELOGRAH





CONTRAST RAOIGGRAH OF MAMMARY OUCTS
SINOGRAM OF CHEST HALL
OTHER X-RAV OF THORAX
COHPUTERIZEO AxIAL 70 MOGRAPHY OF THORAX






OTHER EIILIARY TRACT X-RAY





OTHER X-RAY OF INTESTINE
CONTRAST PANCREATOGRAM
X-RAY OF URINARY SYSTEU








x-RAY OF FEMALE GENITAL ORGANS
X-RAY OF GRAv1O UTERUS
GAS CONTRAST HYSTEROSALPINGOGR AII
OPAQUE OYE CONTRAST HYSTERGSALPINGOGRAM
x-RAY OF HALE GENITAL ORGANS
CONTRAST vASOGRAH
OTHER OIAGNOSTIC RAOIOLOGY ANO RELATEO TtChN1iiUt S
SOFT TISSUE X-RAY OF ALIOONEN
COHPUTER12E0 AXIAL TOMOGRAPHY OF AaOO14EN
OTHER AE!OOHEN TOMOGRAPHY
SINOGRAt4 OF ABUOHINAL WALL
ABOOMINAL LY14PHANGIOGRAM
OTHER X-RAY OF AaOOMEN






OTHER CO14PUTER12E0 AXIAL TOMOGRAPHY
ARTER1OGRAPHY USING CONTRAST MATERIAL
ARTERIoGRAPHY USING CONTRAST MATERIAL, uNSPECIFIEO SITE
ARTERIoGRAPHY OF CEREBRAL ARTERIES
AORTOGRAPHY
ART ERIGGRAPHY OF PULHONARY ARTERIES
ART ER1OGRAPHY OF OTHER IN TRATHORACIC VESSELS
ART ERIOGRAPHY OF RENAL ARTERIES
ARTERIoGRAPHY OF OTHER IN TRA-AaOO141NAL ARTERIES
ARTERIOGRAPHY OF FEHORAL ANO OTHER LOHER EXTREHITY ARTERIES
ART ER1OGRAPHY OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES
ANGIOCAROIOGRAPHY USItiG CONTRAST MATERIAL


































































ANGIETCARDIGGRAPHY LIF VENAE CAVAE
ANGIOCAiiDIOGKAPHY UF RIGHT HEART STRIJCTIIRES
ANGIUCARLIIGGRAPHY UF LEFT HEART STRUCTURES
COHBINED RIGHT ANO LEFT HEART ANGIOCAROIOGRAPHY
CURONARY ARTERIUGRAPHY USING A SItiGLECATHETER
. ..- .-.
CORONARY ARTERIUGRAPHY USING TUU CAi~ETERS
OTHER ANO UNSPECIFIED CURONARy ARTERIUGRAPHY
PHLEBUGRAPHY
PHLEtHZGRApHy USING CONTRAST HATERIAL. unspecific SITE
PHLEBUGRAPHY OF VEINS OF HEAO ANO NECK USING CONTRAST HAT~RIAL
PHLEBOGRAPHY OF PULMONARY VEINS uSING CGNTRAST HATERIAL
PHLEBOGRAPHY OF OTHER INTRATHORACIC VEINS
uSING CONTRAST HATERIAL
PHLEdOGRAPHY OF THE PORTAL vENOUS SYSTEtl
USING CONTRAST HATERIAL
PHLELiOGRAPHY OF OTHER INTRA-AOOONINAL vEINS
USING CONTRAST MATERIAL
PHLELYOGRAPHY OF FEHoRAL ANO OTHER LOhER EXTRE141TY
vEINS USING CONTRAST MATERIAL
PHLESIOGRAPHY OF OTHER SPECIFIEO SITES USING CONTRAST HA TERIAL
IHPEOANCE PHLESOGRAPHY
DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND
OIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND OF HEAO ANO NECK
OIAGNOSTIC uLTRASOUND OF HEART
DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOLINO OF OTHER SITES OF THURAX
DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND EJF OIGESTIVE SYSTE14
DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND UF uRINARY SYSTEM
OIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND OF AL700HEN ANO RETRCPERITONEUli
OIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND OF PERIPHERAL VASCULAR SYSTEN




THERMOGRAPHY OF OTHER SITES
OTHER OIAGNOSTIC IHAGING
OIAGNOSTIC IHAGING, NOT ELSEHHERE CLASSIFIED
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IHAGING OF BRAIN ANO 8RAIN STEM
HAGNETIC RESONANCE IHAGING OF CHEST ANO HYOCAROIUH FOR
EVALUATION OF HILAR ANO HEOIASTINAL LYHPHAOENOPATHY
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IHAGING OF SPINAL CORO
HAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING OF HUSCULOSKELETAL BONE t4ARROh
BLOOO SUPPLY
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IHAGING OF PELVIS. PROSTATE. ANO tYLAOOER
HAGNETIC RESONANCE IHAGING OF OTHER ANO UhSPECIFIEO SITES
lNTERv IEU, EVALUATION, CONSULTATION, ANO EXAMINATION
ANATONIC ANO PHYSIOLOGIC HEASURE14ENTS AhO MANUAL
EXAMINATIONS -- NERVOUS SYSTEN ANO sENSE ORGANS
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM
ANATOMIC ANO PHYSIOLOGIC 14EASUREHENTS ANO HANUAL





URETHRAL PRESSURE PROFILE [ UPP I
OTHER AhATOMIC ANO PHYSIOLOGIC HEASUREHENTS AND
HANUAL EXAHINATIUNS
ESOPHAGEAL HANONETRY
CAROIAC STRESS TESTS 4N0 PACEHAKER CHECKS
CARDIOVASCULAR STRESS TEST USING TREAO141LL
HASTERS* ThO-STEP STRESS TEST
CARDIOVASCULAR STRESS TtST uSING BICYCLE ERGOHETER
UTHER CARDIOVASCULAR STRESS TEST
OTHER CAROIAC FUNCTION TESTS
ELECTROGRAPHIC MONITORING
CIHCULATaRY HONITOUING
SYSTENIC ARTERIAL PRESSURE MONITORING
CtNTRAL VENOUS PRESSURE MONITORING
PULtlONARY ARTtKY PRESSUKE MONITORING
PUL140hARY ARTERY hEuG& MONITORING
t4EASURE14ENT OF SYSTEHIC ARTERIAL BLOOD GAStS
HLINITCRING OF CAROIAC OUTPUT BY oXYGEN COhSUHPTIGN TECHh IWE
HONITGRINb Of CAROIAC OUTPUT EJY INOICATOR OILUTION TkCHhl QUE








































































RAOIOISOTOPE SCAN ANO FuNCTION STUOY
THYROIO SCAN ANO RADIOISOTOPE FUNCTION STUOIES
LIvER SCAN ANO RAOICISOTOPE FUNCTION STUOY
RENAL SCAN ANO RADIOISOTOPE FUNCTION STUOY
GASTROINTESTINAL SCAN ANO RAOIGISOTOPE FUhCTION STUOY
CARDIOVASCULAR ANO HE14ATOPOIETIC SCAh AhO
RAOIGISOTOPE FUNCTION STIJOY
OTHER RAOIOISOTOPE FuNCTION STUOIES
OTHER RADIOISOTOPE SCAN
CEREBRAL SCAN




SCAN OF OTHER SITE




TELERAOIOTHERAPY OF 1 TO 25 HEV PROTONS
TELERAOIOTHERAPY USING ELECTRONS
IMPLANTATION OR INSERTION OF RAO1OACTIVE ELEHENTS
INJECTION OR INSTILLATION OF RAOIOISOTUPES
OTHER RAOIOTHERAPEUTIC PROCEOURE
PHYSICAL THERAPY, RESPIRATORY THERAPY* REHABILITATION,
ANO RELATEO PROCEOURE5
OTHER PHYSICAL THERAPY HUSCULOSKELETAL HAN IPULATIOh
HANUAL RUPTURE OF JOINT AOHESIONS
OTHER FORCIBLE CORRECTION OF HUSCULOSKEL.5TAL oEFGRHITV
SKELETAL TRACTION ANO OTHER TRACTION
SPINAL TRACTION USING SKULL OEVICE
OTHER SKIN TRACTION OF LIHBS
OTHER I14HOtlILIZAT10N, PRESSURES ANO AT TENTIGN To WGbNo
APPLICATION UF PLASTER JACKET
APPLICATION OF NECK SUPPORT
APPLICATION OF OTHER CAST
APPLICATION OF SPLINT
GENTAL kIRING
APPLICATION OF PRESSURE ORESSING
APPLICATION OF OTHER HOUNO ORESSING
OTHER IAIHOBILIZATION* PRESSURE? ANO ATT EI’iTIoh To kGuNo
RESPIRATORY THERAPY
OTHER MECHANICAL ASSISTANCE TO RESPIRATION
NoNMECHANICAL 14ETHOOS OF RESUSCITATION
HYPERBARIC OXYGENATION
OECOHPRESSION CHAMBER
OTHER CONTROL OF ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE ANO COHPOS ITIOh





OPHTHALHOLOGIC ANO OTOLOGIC OIAGNOSIS ANO TREATHEhT
GENERAL ANO SUBJECTIVE EYE EXAMINATION
EYE EXAMINATION UNDER ANESTHESIA
EXAMINATIONS OF FORH ANO STRUCTURE UF EYE
ULTRASOUND STUOY OF EYE
P32 ANO OTHER TRACER STUOIES OF EYE
OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONAL TESTS OF EYE
VISUAL EVOKEO POTENTIAL [VEPI
ELECTRONYSTAG140 GRAH [ENG1
NONUPERATIVE INCUBATION ANO lRRIGATIUN
NONOPERATIVE INCUBATION OF GASTROINTESTINAL ANO
“RESPIRATORY TRACTS
INSERTION OF NASOPHARYNGEAL AIllh’AY
INSERTION OF OROPHARYNGEAL AIRHAY
INSERTION OF ESOPHAGEAL UdTURATOR AIRMAY
1NSERTION OF ENLIOTRACHEAL TUME
OTHER INCUBATION OF RESPIRATORY TRACT
INSERTION OF SENGSTAKEN TUBE
INSERTION OF OTHER [NASU-IGASTRIC Tudk




























































NONOPERATIVE OILATIOti ANO MANIPULATION
DILAT lGN OF FRONTONASAL OUCT
D1LATION OF RECTUti
CILATIGN OF ANAL SPHINCTER
OILATION ANO MANIPULATION OF ENTEROSTOMY STOMA
THERAPEUTIC DISTENTION OF 6LAOOER





EN TERAL INFuSION OF CONCENTRATE NUTRITIONAL SUBSTANCES
RtPLACEHEkT ANO REMOVAL OF THERAPEUTIC APPLIAtiCES
NONLIPERATIVE REPLACE14ENT IJF HUSCULOSKELETAL ANG
1NTEGU14ENTARY SYSTEM APPLIANCE
REPLACEMENT OF CAST ON UPPER LIHB
REPLACEMENT (IF CAST ON LO HER LIHB
REPLACEMENT OF OTHER CAST
NONOPERATIVE REMOVAL OF THERAPEUTIC OEVICE FROH GENITAL
SYSTEt4
RHiUVAL OF INTRAUTERINE CONTRACEPTIVE OEVICE
NONOPERATIVE REMOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY
Rtf4CIVAL OF lNTRALUMINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROH OIGESTIVE
SYSTEM HITHOUT INLIS1ON
REUOVAL OF lNTRALLWINAL FOREIGN bOUY FKUH ESOPHAGUS
HITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF lNTRALUMINAL FOREIGN MOOY FROH STOflACh
ANO SMALL INTESTINE 141 THOUT INCIS1ON
REMOVAL OF INTRALWIINAL FOREIGN BOC)Y FROM LARGE
INTESTINE wITHOUT 1NC1S1ON
REMOVAL OF lNTRALUHINAL FOREIGN bOOY FROH RECTUH
ANO ANUS !il THOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF lNTRALUHINAL FOREIGN BOUY FROM OTHER SITES
HIThOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF IN TRALUMINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROH kAR
HITHOUT lNCISIUN
REMOVAL OF INTRALUHINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROM hOSE
nlTFIOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF INTRALUHINAL FOREIGN t100Y FROM LARYNX
kITHOIJT INCISION
REMGVAL OF INTRALUHINAL FOREIGN BOOY FROH TRACHEA
ANO BRONCHUS uITHOUT INCISION
REMOVAL OF lNTRALUHINAL FOREIGN 800Y FRO14 uTERUS
h’ITHOUT 1NCIS1ON
REHOVAL OF IN TRALUMINAL FGREIGN BOOY FRGfl UREThRA
hlTHOUT INCISION
RE140VAL OF OTHER FOREIGN tiOOY uITHOUT INCISIOti
REHOVAL GF FGREIGN BOOY, NOT OTHERHISE SPECIFIEO
REHOVAL UF SUPERFICIAL FOREIGN LIOOY FROH
EYE !41THOUT INCISION
REHOVAL OF OTHER FUREIGN dOOY HITHOUT INCIS1ON FROH
HEAO ANO NECK
REHOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY FROM VULVA UITHOUT INC1S1ON
R.5HOVAL CF FOREIGN BOUY FROfl HANO HITHOUT INCISION
REHCVAL LIF FOREIGN BdOY uITHUUT INCIS1ON FROH UPPER
LIHB, EXCEPT HANO
REHOVAL OF FOREIGN BOOY FRGM FOOT UITHOIJT INCISIGN
REHOVAL OF FilR&IGN t100Y HITHOIJT INCISION FROH LOhER
LIIW, ExCEPT FOOT
OTHER NONOPERATIVE PROCEDURES
TRANSFUS1ON OF LILOOO ANO HLOGO COMPONENTS
EXCHANGE TRANSFUSION
lNJECTIOh GR INFUS1ON OF THERAPEUTIC GR PROPHYLACTIC
SUUSTANCE
PAR EN TERAL 1NFUS1ON OF THERAPEUTIC OR PROPHYLACTIC SUBSTANCE
INJECTION GR INFUSION OF OTHER THERAPEUTIC GR
PROPHYLACTIC SUBSTANCE
INJECTION OR INFUSION OF CANCER CHEHOTHERAPEUTIC
SUdSTANCE
CONVERSION OF CAROIAC IIHYTHH
CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION, NLIT OTHERk ISE SPECIFIEO
ATRIAL CAROIOVERS113N
OTHER ELECTRIC COUNTERSHUCK OF HEART
CLOSEO CHEST CAROIAC MASSAGE
CAROTIO SINUS STIMULATION
OTHER CCINVER51UN Of CAROIAC RHYTHM
MI SCkLLANkOUS PHYSICAL PROCEOUtt ES
Hvpo THERHi A [ctiNTRAL] [LOcAL]















Programs and Collection Procedures— Reporfs descnbmg
the general programs of the Natton.sl Center for Health
Statistics and Its offices and dwislons and the data col-
lection methods used. They also Include defmmons and
other material necessaty for understanding the data.
Data Evaluation and Methods Research—Studies of new
statistical methodology Including experimental tests of
new survey methods, stud!es of vital statistics collection
methods, new analytical techniques, objectwe evaluations
of rellabihty of collected data, and contributions to
statistical theoc{. Studtes also mrclude comparison of
U.S. methodology with those of other countries.
Analytical and Epidemiological Studies—Reports pre-
senting analytical or interpretive studies based on wtal
and health statlstlcs, carrying the analyws further than
tha expository types of reports m the other series.
Documents and Committee Reports-Final reports of
major commmees concerned wtth wtal and health sta-
tistics and documents such as recommended model vital
registration laws and mwsed brth and death certificates.
Comparative International Vital and Health Statistics
Repotis-Analytical and descriptive reports comparing
U.S. vital and health statistics wtth those of other countries.
Cognition and Survey Measurement—Reports from the
National Laboratory for Collaborative Research m Cogni-
tion and Survey Measurement using methods of cognitwe
science to design, evaluate, and test survey Instruments.
Data From the National Heafth Interview Survey-Statis-
tics on illness, accidental injuries, disabihty, use of hos-
pital, medical, dental, and other serwces, and other
health-related topics, all based on data collected m the
continuing national household interview survey.
Data From the Nationel Health Examination Survay and
the National Health and Nutrition Examination Suwey—
Data from direct examination, testing, and measurement
of national samples of the civihan noninstitutional lzed
population provide the basis for (1] esttmates of the
medically defined prevalence of specific diseases in the
United States and the distributions of the population
with respect to physical, physiological, and psycho-
logical characteristics and (2) analysis of relationships
among the various measurements without reference to
an explicit finite universe of persons.
Data From the Institutionalized Population Surveys-Dis-
continued in 1975. Reports from these surveys are in-
cluded in Series 13.
Data on Health Resources Utilization—Statistica on the
utilization of health manpower and facllnies providing
long-term care, ambulatory care, hospital care, and family
planning services.
Data on Health Resources: Manpower and Facilities—
Statistics on the numbars, geographic distribution, and
characteristics of health resources including physicians,
dentista, nurses, other health occupations, hospitals,








Data From Special Surveys-Statistics on health and
health-related toptcs collected in special surveys that
are not a part of the continuing data systems of the
National Center for Health Statmt!cs.
Compilations of Advanca Data From Vital and Health
Statistics—These reports provide early release of data
from the National Center for Health Statistics’ health and
demographic surveys. Many of these releases are followed
by detailed reports m the V[tal and Health Statistics
Series.
Data on Mortality-Various statistics on mortality other
than as included !n regular annual or monthly reports.
Special analyses by cause of death, age, and other demo-
graphic variables; geographic and time series analyses;
and statmtlcs on characteristics of deaths not available
from the wtal records based on sample surveys of those
records.
Data on Natality, Marriage, and Divorce—Various sta-
twt!cs on nata[ity, marriage, and divorce other than as
included m regular annual or monthly reports. Special
analyses by demographic variables; geographic and time
series analyses; studies of fertility; and statistics on
characteristics of births not available from the vital
records based on sample surveys of those records.
Data From the National Mortality and Nataiity Surveys—
Discontinued in 1975. Reports from these sample surveys
based on vital records are included in Series 20 and 21,
respective y.
Data From the National Suwey of Family Growth—
Statistics on fertility, family formation and dissolution,
family planning, and related maternal and infant health
topics derived from a periodic survey of a nationwide
probability sample of women 15-44 years of age.
Compilations of Data on Netality, Mortality, Marriage.
Divorce, and Induced Termination of Pregnancy—Ad-
vance reports of births, deaths, marriages, and divorces
are based on final data from the National Vital Statistics
system and are published annually as supplements to the
Monthly Vital Statistics Report (MVSR). These reports are
followed by the publication of detailed data in Vital Statis-
tics of the United States annual volumes. Other reports
including induced termination of pregnancy issued period-
ically as supplements to the MVSR provide selected find-
ings based on data from the National and HeaIth Statistics
System and may be followed by detailed reports in Vital
and Health Statistics Series.
For answers to questions about this report or for a list of titles of
reports published in these series, contact
Scientific and Tachnical Information Branch
National Center for Health Statistics
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